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FOREWORD 

1 HAVE ptcasiire in writing this brief foreword to 

Or, B. E. Xtreya's work on The PhilosophV of 

THE Yc»GA-v3tsi5X**A. Some of the recent historical 
;iccounts of Ihdian philosophy hardly do justice to the 

importance of this work. Dr. Atreya*® work will help 
to correct this defect. He gives an admirable accooni 
of the main ideas of the system and his comparisons 

with western views are as a rale stimalating. 
Whether or^ not we agree with the opinion of the 

author in regard to the date of the work, his argu¬ 
ments cannot be neglected by critics. The range of 

the author is as wide as his judgment is measured. 
Dr, Strcya’s work is certain to rank among the depend¬ 
able English treatises on Sathskft philosophical classics. 

Waltait S. RXDHA-Kk?^?AK 

27-12-33 
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PREFACE 

With the exception of a few additions and alterations 

to bring it ap to date, this work embodies substantially 
my Thesis submitted and approved for the Di^ree of 

Doctor of Letters conferred on me by the Benares 
Hindu University in 1930. For various reasons, mostly 
of a pereonal nature, it remained unpublished so long. 
At times small events have great consequences. In 1932, 
my esteemed friend Dr. S, C. OSs, the Secretary of 
the KSfsn Tattva Sabh5, persuaded me to deliver a 

series of lectures on the philosophy of the 
in the Hall of The Theosophical Society, Benares. 

Mr. D. K. Tclang, the then General Secretary of the 
Indian Section of The Theosophical Society, very kindly 

published the first five of them in the Thiosophy in 
India and generously allowed me to get them reprinted 

in the form of a pamphlet—7'Ac Yaga^vasi^lha and iis 

PhUosopky, The learned editor of the Benares Hindu 
University Magasine, Principal A. B. Dhro^'a, was simi¬ 

larly kind enough to publish my notes of the other five 
lectures and to allow me lo get them reprinted in 
the form of another pamphlet—Tfie Yoga-vnei^tha and 
Modem Thought. As a result of these publications, there * 

came a number of letters uiging me to publish a larger 

volume on the subject. Some of the readers, haying 

learnt that I had a bigger work ready on the subject, 
were so kind as to carry on correspondence on my 

B 
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behalf with publishere- J cannot hut mention the name 
of one of thenOf Mr, B, Subba Rao, retired Cufitoms'* 
Officer of South Kanara District, who actually persuaded 
the Thoosopbical Publishing Fdouse to send for my MS. 
I fdt deeply torched fby the aflair and must express 

my gratefulness to him. I am very thankful to the 

Thcosophical Publishing House, Adyar, for tjuichlv under-* 
raking to publish this voluminous work in such a nice 
form. My thanks lire also due to Pat^d't S. Subrah* 
ma^'U S^trin of Tanjore for his scholarly help in seeing 
it through the Press. I am obliged to my students, 
Messrs. Prabhskara Tri-vedt, B.A., and DwSrlct PmsS^d 
Shukla, B.A., for the trouble they have voluntarily 
taken to prepare the Index. 

To compare the philosophical views of Vasistha 
with those of modem thinkers, i have quoted extensively 
from modem works. For this 1 am greatly indebted to 

the authors whom I have quoted and the publishers 
.whose publications I have used. 

B, L. Streva 
Bfirtarga Hittdu (Jniversiiy 

November 11, 1935 



PREFACE TO THE THESIS 

The world is no longer divided mto the two unmeetrng 
East and West. It is tending to become one undivided 
whole in matters of commerce, science and culture. It 
is a pity that philosophy, which ought to have been 
the iirst t<t obliterate the distinction of the East and 
the West in itself, is still lagging behind in this re* 
spcct Not many thinkers of the West are found handling 
philosophical problems ivith reference to what has already 
been thought upon them in India, There is hardly any 

work on general philosophy in which any reference is 
made to the views of the great thinkers of India. 

Merc racial prejudice cannot be held responsible 
for this inexcusable behaviour of philosophical thinkers. 
The main reason seems to be ignorance. How can a 
Uitnker of the West, who has through his own labour 
arrived at a certain view on a problem before him, 
know that his doctrine is not really new but quite an 
old one held long long ago by a philosopher in India, 

if be has never heard of him ? This ignorance is really 
vety* harmful to the advancement of human knowledge 
at the present titnc. It is nothing but waste of energy, 
that could have been utilised in solving other problems, 
to discover facta already discovered, to come to already- 
arrived-at conclusions, and to believe that a new theory 
ta adviced when it was known long ago. This Ignor¬ 
ance also keeps the present day thinker away from 
learning by the mistakes of others, and from growing 
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wiser with the hdp of the wisdom of the past. For, 

it caonot be denied that the ancient Indians also 
thought on the ftuidamental problems of existence. Man 
has alf^-ays been a philosophical animal, and the funda- 

menud nature of life and the Universe has always been 
the same, it is highly probable that some of their 
reflections m.iy be of use to us at the present time. A 

Western thinker has even said; ** Modem scienrtfle theo¬ 
ries are largely a reversion to the ancient teachings; with 

the added force of experimental evidence and a greater 

knowledge of detail" (Kingsland: Raitonai Mysticism, 
p. 56): another, after having studied Indian philosophy' 

has expressed his opinion; “ An examination of the 

Indian \''ed54itic Doctrine shows that it is, in impcjrtani 

respects, in conformiiy with the most advanced scientihe 

and philosophic thought of the West and where it is 
not so, it is the science which will go to \^-danta and 

not the reverse/* (Woodrofle: Tfo World Potrer- 
Reality, p, 6.) 

Who is responeihle for this ignorance which does 
not let the energy of Uic modem thinker be liberated 
for greater advancement of know'lcdge ? I think, wt 
Indians, who are tlie inheritors of the wisdom of the 
great ancient philosophers of this country, are to a great 

extent responsible for tt. VVe have not done our duty 

fully in laying before the world the in^-aluable treasures 
hoarded and hidden in our lore. Much of the credit 

of discovering the wisdom of the East lies rightly with 

the VVtetom scholars. It is only recently that Indiana 

have heard the call of the world, and have begun to 

lay before tt in the language of the day what the 

ancient philosophers of this country thought, and to 

aiiproach the persistent problems of philosophy with re¬ 

ference to what the great thinkers of the world, of the 
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West as well ae the East, have already thought over 
thciTtr h'fuch spade xvoiic is still to be done before any 
completion in the former direction is achieved and bC' 
fore the latter becomes the habit of the tliinkcrs of 
the day. 

My apoloi^y for this thesis is that, so far as I know, 
nobody else has, up to this time, introduced the Samskrt 
work Yoga^vUsiffha and its very suggestive, deep and 
comprehensive philosophy to the modem world in a 

proper manner. An English translation of the work, no 
doubt, was published as ^ly as 189], but unforlunatefy 

it was not so well rendered as to enable one to know 

and understand the plulosophtcal doctrines embodied in 
the work. This is probably the reason why the Yogif' 
vitsi^/pa is still lying in oblivion, so far as modem 

scholars of and writers on philosophy are concerned. 
1 have noL here attempted a translation of the svork, 

but have approached it in a inarincf in which, I think, 
other works on Indian philosophy also ought to lie 
approached in order to make the modern reader interested 

in them. 
The thesis is divided into three “Books”. In the 

first ** book ” an attempt is made to introduce the Yoga- 

tfast^tha to the reader by telling him what place it 
occupies in the philosophical literature of India, at what 
probable time it might have been composed, how it has 

been exploited by other ancient writers, what up to this 

time has been written in connection with it, in what 

manner it has been written, what its philosophy in 

general is, and by what stories the doctrines are iilus* 
traied. In this “ book “ 1 humbly claim to have given 
some important facta, originally discovered by me, m 

Chapters II and IV, which may be of great value in 

Oriental research. 
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The second ’* book ” of the thesis deais with the 

phitosophy of the Y&ga^vosiitfui in detaih 1 have called 

this " book" as “ The Philosophy of Vasistha as this 

cjcpresston sounds better, and is probably more appro* 

priaie tn so far as the author of the work proposes to 

give us the teachings of Vasistha. For philosophy, it 

does not matter much whether Vaeistha was a historical 

|)crson or a mere legendary name. This "book", it 

may be mentioned, is not a mere analysis of the philo¬ 

sophical contents of the Yoga^vast^tha, which even op to 

this time, so far as 1 know, has not been placed ivithin 

the reach of the modem scholar, except through three 

small papers, " The Philosophy of Vasigtha", " The 

Divine imaginism of Vasisiha"* anti " Gauda-pjda and 

Vasisdia", which J had the privilege to read before Ute 

Indian Philosophical Congress in 1925. 1926 and 1927 

in its sessions at Caicuita, Benares and Bombay res* 

tJeclively, Here 1 have tried to present in a systematic 

manner the philosophical doctrines that are scattered 

here and there in the Koga-viMiff/in without any system¬ 

atic arrangement suited to modem times; i have not. 

iutwever, confined myself to being a translator and 

systemariKcr of the thoughts of Vasi^^ha. I hax^ 

also tried here and there to ducidnie them to some 

extent, and have reminded the reader of similar thoughts 

in the writings of other thinkers, ancient and Tiiodern 

Itidtatt and Western. At the end of this "hcrok" 1 

have given a brief summary of the philosophy and my 

own estimate of it with regard to certain' imtxirtant 

ajid general problems of philosophy. In quoting from 

die I have, it may be mentioned to tire 

reader, translated the original Saitekrt expressions some 

times freely, when the literal tmnslation of them would 

damage English idioms or would not make the sense 
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very clear. I have also not cared to translate a whole 
stanza or a whole line wheti only a part of it was 

required to be quoted. I have indicated wittiEn brackets 

the ezact place in the Yoga-vaai^fha of the quotations. 
[The Niqiaya-sSrgara Press, Bombay (1918) edition.] The 
hrst number of the reference indicates the Prakarajta, 

the second the sarga, and the third the ifloka (stanza). 
Reference has also been made lo the* works of the 
authors whom 1 have quoted, 

The third lxx)k" of the thesis is in Samskft.' 
i have named it " V9si§tha-darsfana" (The philosophy 

of Vasistha), In this portion 1 have collected frrnn the 

huge work Yoga-vasi^ha stanzas and lines of phil(»sciphical 
import, classihed them according to my own principle, 

and re-arranged them so as to form a systematized 
manual of Vaaistha's philosophy in the original language. 
No authorship is claimed by me of any line in this 

book, i am only responsible for the arrangement and 

names given to the parts, chapters, sections and sub¬ 
sections of this manual. In the brackets 1 have 

indicated the place in the YQga-vmsi^thiz of the stanzas 

and lines which compose this book. My onginaUty in 
connection wnth it is only like that of a gardener 
who does not create or originate the plants of his 

garden but only plans their proper place in it. The 

value of this garden of the philosophy of Vasi^ha 

{Vdsi^thaHlargarui) lies mainly in the fact that it is the 
hrst garden of its own kind, the contents of which are 

directly taken from a huge forest in w'hich one knows 
not [where what lies. 

^ ThU li4» HfnirAtefy ppblivli«d undeF ibfl Me ei 

in lh« Ftinun of Wili» SaruvnlT Eihavjuu Tiiau of ilm 

M P- Gd^wainetil, odiuid l^sriaci^ Gckprnlih KAv'iriJ. M rV,, of lim G^ki, 
Slftuk|l Colla^, Ekv^rent Of lh« psiaA^ f^oUeOlvd tbtinim 
b»fi in ill# fmtmi a» ioaxao^. 
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It may be mentioned here that I am entirely and 

solely responsible for the selection of the subject of my 
tliesis, its plan, arrangement and language (English), for 
the interpretation of Vasisjha's philosophy, for compari¬ 

sons, and for the opinion expressed on it. But 1 am 
glad to mention that I have been very greatly encouraged 

and inspired in this work by my revered gt$rn Professor 

Phaiji BhoEha? AdhilSn, the Head of the Department 

, of Philosophy, Benares Hindu University; by Principal 
GopT-nlTth Kavi-iaj of the Govemnient Saittsbft College, 
Benares; and a by Dr. Surendm Nilth Das*gupta, the well- 
known author of A His#oty o/ IntUan Philosophy, to 

whom all my thanks are due. 
B. L. Stkeya 

Benares Hindv Umwrsiiy 

April 2. 1928 
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BOOK I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 

YOGA-VASISTHA 





CHAPTER I 

THE PLACE OF THE YOGA-V^Sl^HA IN 

THE PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE OF INDIA 

The Yaga-vSstfiha, known also as Mahi2-rfitttaya(ia, 

Ar^-mmuyafia, Vssi^ka-rantuyapa^ or 
simply as Vaxt^^ha (Wintemits: Gesehichie diet indvchtn 

Littcraiurt p. 443-note) is a voluminous Sarfiskft work, 

which is very widely read* in the original as wdJ as 
in vernacular translations, throughout India. It is the 

Bible of those who Self-knowledge and Liberation, 

as the A’amjiyizg^ of Tulasi-dlTsa and the BItsgavaia 
are for devotees and the Bhiif*avad~gita for men of 

action. Thousands of men and women, from the Sowest 

to the highest grade of culture, Hnd solace in die 
study of this wonderful work, which contains many 

stones, in which even children may find pleasure, and 
philosophical specniaiions, which the brightest intellect 

may hnd difficult to comprehend^ In grandeur it may 

be compared to the HtmSlayas, which, being situated 
on the earth, are within the reach of all, but whose 
lofty peaks baflle the attempt of even the most earnest 

explorers. Men of all tastes, literary, mligiouB or 
philosophical, find interest in it. It is realty one of 
the wonders that the mind of India has produced in its 

literature, and sorely the best companion for one, who is 
anxious to realise Cosmic Consciousness and to live on 
the heights of spiritual peace, where the best and noblest 
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men of India have always aspired to stand. Ml who 
have had the fortune of studying the Voffa-vSstffha share 

this view, and others who ivill study it earnestly will 
not have occasion to ditfcr much. 

SramI RSina Tirtha, one of the greatest saints of 

modem India and a great Ved9;ntin, said in one of his 

American lectures: *' One of the greatest hooka, and the 
most wonderful, according to me, ever written under the 

sun, is y^oga-vosiifi/ta, which noht>dy on earth can read 
without realising God-consciousness." (/» Wotxis o/ God- 
rfinliM/ion. Delhi Edition, Vnl. Ill, p, 295,) “ This 

work,” he says in anodier American lecture, "is dear, 
comprehensive, and written in a real and true poetry,” 
(/bid., p. 32?.) Bhagavifn D<Es, an erudite scholar of 

Indian thought, writes in the Prefetory Note to his 

Hfysftc Ex/fertenceo“The Voga-voBtf/Jia, a Saihskrt 

work, in thirty-two thousand sf/oJ^as, or sixty-four thousand 

liiiw, is highly honoured among Indian V^dinttins, for 

its philosophy and its hints on practtcal mysticism, 
as also for its liierarj' beauty and poetry. The saying 

about it, among tlte is that it is a 

work of the sidd/nn-irst/ta, U., for the philosopher* 

yogin, who. having mastered the theory, is passing 

on to the practice of it, while the other well-known 
.works, even the Oitn, the (ffiunifad^, and the Rm/ima- 

gafras, are works of the snd/tanirvagf/ia, t.e.^ for thfjsc 

who arc yet trying to master the theory.” UlK liaij 

NSih, in his introduction to the f/mdi Trangla/ion 

of the Yoga-Masiqiha, writes: “On the Vcdaita Philosophy, 
there has not, up to this time, been written anv' titlier 

work so big, and expounding the doctrines with si many 

stories, ill ust rat tons and iirguments, as Yx^a-iMei^iut. All 

will agree, when it is said that, by the studv of this 

work alone, even the most passionate and wr>rldiy-mitided 
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will become dispassionate and wilt gradually realise 

peace within.'* {Yoga-vitsi^^ha Vol. H, Bhn- 

mika, p. 7) and " Whether the work is a productton of 
Valmlki or not^ it is the crest-jewel of all the works 

on the VedSUita, and no aspirant of liberation can 
afford to neglect it,*' (/fri'd,, \'ol. I, Bhumiiu, p, 4.) 
Snr^f Nat^ya^ Mehar, in the Introduction to his 

Urdu Translati^ of the Laghti'-Yoga-vitsi^ffia. writes: 
*' Whosoever studio Yoga-vasi^lha becomes a jSanin 
(knower of truth)." (Yoga-^'Jsi^iiui-sara, p. 6.) Consider¬ 

ing the loftiness of its thought, K. Nli^yanasvirtni .^iyar 
saj'S in his Introduction to the English Translation of 
the Laghtt-Yoga-vusi^iha \ “This worb^ in the words of 

Madame Blavatsky, is meant for the few only t ■’ (4 
Tmnilation of Laghu‘Yog<t-v^i^thn, p. viti.) 

The author of the Yoga-vasv^iha himself was quite 

confident of the uniqueness, greatness, effectiveness and 

beauty of his own composition, and has given expression 

to his opinion In several places of the work. Here arc 

some of his statements: ' It is a composition of thirty- 
two thousand verses and is known as the bestower of 

Nirvana. (11. 17, 6.) h is written in a very intelligible 

style, ornamented with literary beauties, and full of 

illustrations in support of the doctrines expounded, fll, 

18, 33.) Having studied, understood and realised its 

philosophy, one does not stand in need of any other 
peirormance (penance, tnuditatiun and chanting, etc.) foi 

liberation, fil, 18. 35.) Having learnt the methods of 

liberation expounded in this work which bring about 

direct Intuition, even a child comes to realise the Self. 

(VI b, 215, b.) U brings all sufferings to an end, and 

gives a unique consolation to tbe heart. (H, 10, 9,) it 

takes one to the stale of the highest bliss, which is 

beyond pleasure and pain. (II, 10, 7.) He who studies 
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it daily comea to attain God-conaclousness, (111, 8, 15) 
and becotnes liberated ei-en' while living in this life 

(III, 8, 15). With the help of this work one crosses 

over the ocean ol misery of existence. (1, 2, 14.) It i« 
really a store of wisdom, and contains all that is best 
anywhere.* (Ill, 8, 12.) 

The greatness, authoritattvcncss and value of the 
Yoga-vast^iha are also home out by the" inHuence it has 
had on the Hisiorj- of Indian Thought. A comparative 

study of the Y&ga-x^a^i^tha wiili the Vaimgya-i^ijtirAa and 

Vukya^padiya of Bhartf-hari, with the Mufidukya-kimisis <»f 
Gaud^-f^da, with the Viveia'cRda-matn of SaThkatStSfrya, 

and with the Mixmsotiasa of Sure^atftdrrya, will clearly 
reii*eftl the influence which the Yoga-vitni^Aif exercised fwer 

these illustrious thinkers of the Advaita school of thought, 

(See Chapter II of this part.) .M)Out ten centuries ago, 

in the first half of the 9th century a.d,, when the great 

S'aihlcuScaiya had succeeded in creating a wide-spread 
interest for the Advaita philosophy, the huge work V'ogtf* 
v^^fha, which, on account of its sise. was avuibble to 

the few only, was somniansed into a l^ghU‘Yoga-vusi^tha 

by Abhinanda, a Giiuda Br^hmafla of Kashmir. (Sec 
\\*intemitz; G^schichU der iftdisctun Lj//cm/»r, Vol. Ill, 

p, 443; Konowr HOS, Karpnra^jaanjati, p. 197.) Since 
then, it has become a very popular work and has 

inspired many writers and schools of thought. A cardiil 
study of the Minor Upani^ada will reveal that many of 

them are wholly or panially composed of the tflakas 
quoted viirbatim from the Yoga^vmtiilha. All the si* cltap- 

lets of the Atah^ Upani^ad. except the first, all the five 

chapters hut the introductory portion of the Antuj-pitrtia 

Vpani^ad. the whole of the Vpant^ad, the second, 

which is the main, chapter, of the .WNjtrtJhf Vpatii^d 
the fourth chapter of the Vura/m Upam^d, » tfbka^ 
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of the Bfhat'SaiHny^$a UPanted, 18 of the 
Sufudilya Upani^d, 10 s^lolcis of the YtijiUtvatiya Vpant- 

^ad, 3 Gflokas of the Maiirsyi Upani^d, 2 srlokas of 
the Yoga-ktiffdail Vpani^df and one G^loka of the 
Paiitgala Upani^ad are taken verbatim from the Vo^ir> 

tusi^iha. The section on Samadki in the Jubala-dar^ana 
Vpani^d, the whole of the Tejo-bindu Vpaiu^ad, ^lokas 

2*11 of Chapter I of the Maitvtyi Upani^ad^ i^Iokas 

1-11 of the fourth section of the Maitmya^i Upanted, 

s^lokas 34*37, 59, 60 of pan I, alohas 58'64 of part 

VT and whole of part IV of the Yoga-^ikkn Vpani^dt 
s^lokas 1-19 of the part V of Tripumdspint Vpani^d, 

^lukiie l-'5 of the AmTta-btndu Vpanisad, and ^lokas 
12-16 of the second pan of the Saubhu^yadaiepni 
Upani^ad, when compared with the Yoga'Vmi^Jm, dearly 

reveal its inAucnce, if not direct borrowing from it, as 

in the case of the former group of the Upaniptde. 

(See Chapter IV of this part,) Vidyarapya (MadhavS- 

cS^rya), a well-lmown writer of the first half of the 
fourteenth century, must have considered the Yoga- 

vilstfiha as a book of high authority, for he quotes it 

often in his very famous work Panea-das^t and has 
based his JtvaHmukti-viveka chiefly on it, quotinj; no 

less than 253 BTlokas from it in support of his thesis. He 

also seems tti have summarised the Yoga Viist^ha in his 
Yoga'VSsi^Aa-sittra-saibgraha of 2300 ^okas, a manu¬ 

script of which is reported by Hall (Hall: BiMiography% 

Vedanta, MS,, CXLVIll) to be existing in the Govt. 

Saifiskrt College Library, Benares, The Yoga-vasigtAa is 
also quoted in the Bhaiti*e'ltgara of NSdEyana Dhatfa 

(Winternitz: G, L L, VoJ. Ill, p, 443 note), Rama-gita 

(Samadht 17, 33, 31, 32. etc.) and the Hatlta-yoga^ 

pradtpikd (IV, 15, 22, 23, 56, and 61). and its com¬ 
mentary. VijfSna-bbikflO (1550) and PraliSsfajoanda (1565), 
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the author pf the Vedanta-mukiitvatl, also quote it 
an authority in support of their views. 

Ail these facts clearly indicate that the Yoga-vitsi^fha 
is one of the ver>' imponani worJis on Indian Philosophy, 
and tJiut, in the history of Indian thought, it 

stood on an equal footing with the UpaHi^ads and the 

Wmgavati-gitti, for the last one thousand yean at least. 
Yet, it is very stnmge that it has not received 

the attention it deserves from modem scholars of 
Indian Philosophy, by whom its study appears to 
have been conspicuously neglected. There is, for ex¬ 
ample, no mention of even the name of the Yoga^ 

tmsiftha in Volume 1 of Dr. Dasa-gupta'a History of 
fiuii*tn Philosophy, where he devotes a long chapter to the 

philosophy of Advaita VedSnta of Gau^-pada and Sfam- 
kara and the Schools started by tliem. (We are, however, 

very glad to mention that there is a chapter devoted 
to the philosophy of the Yoga-vssi^tha in Vol. 11 of 

Prof. DSsa-gupta's work recendy published.) There is 
not a single paragraph on the philosophy of the Yoga- 
vasi^ilia in the two volumes of Prof. Ksdhakr^n’fi 

Indian Philmophy, not to say of the previous works on 

Indian Philosophy by other writers. Even more surprising 

is the omission of the name of the Yoga-vitsi^ha from 

the very eKCellent Bibliography of Indian Philosophy 

prepared by Prof. VSsudeva Abhyafikara S'astn and 

appended to the Sarva-Jartiatta-sa'^grahat edited by him 
and published in the Bombay Govt Oriental (Mtndu) 
Series. 

The Voga-vasi^tJta has not only been thus neglected, but 
aUo mUimder^tood by some eminent writers. Dr. VVintcr- 

niia. for tsample, writes in his Go&chicktt dor mdischen 
LiUcraiar, VoL HI on page 443; ** Bei vielen Vedantv 

werken kann man sweifdn, ob sie dcr pliilosophischcn 
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Oder thcologiiichcn (sectarischen) Litteramr zujturechiHsn 

sind. So ist das Yoga-vnui^iha . . , mehr cine reltgioses 
Werh,” that Is, “ With regard to several VedSnU works, 

one can doubt whether they are to be looked upon aa 
belonging lo phitosophical or theological (sectarian) I item* 

tnre. So is the rogtf-i?a»f|/A4r—more a religious work”. 

In llie same way Farcjuhar thinks: "The Vogii-twsijfAtf* 

rWiiSyntnr is one of the many Saihskn poems written 

in the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries to popular 
rise a philosophy or theology of a secL It is scarce' 
ly parallel with the Adhyalma^rUMayapa.** (Farquhar; 

4n OutiiM of Religious Literature of India, p. 238.) 
Prof. KiSdliakfspan seems to accept this view, when h* 
writes: “ Many of die later Upatu^ads, such as Maho- 

panted and religious works like Yoga~vasi§tha and 
Adhyjxima'famayana advocate Advaitism.” (Hsdhidtf^ni 

itidian Philosophy, Vol. 11^ p. 453.) .4 careful study 

of the work, howei-ar, will convince one that it does 

not belong to any sect or religion, but is a purely 
philosophical work written in popular but literary style. 

It is in no way inferior to many works which are 

usually accepted as philosophical, as distinguished from 

the sectarian ones. 
If not even for its philosophy, which is sufficiently 

deep, comprehensive, rational and invigorating, the study 
of the Yoga-^i^ijia is very important and indispen¬ 
sable for the correct understanding of the history and 

evolution of the Advaita Vedl&ita. For, it is probably 

an earlier work than those of ffaiiikara and Gauda- 
pSda. (Sec Chapter 11.) We think, to indulge in a 

metaphor, tlie Yoga’Vdsifiha is the holy Ganges of 

Advaita ^Aitosophy—issuing forth from the HimStayas 

of the UptifIliads, flowing onward to the infinite ocean 

of the future, and increasing in its depth, volume and 
2 
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breadth r as it fKiases on»at the Prayaga of the 
Hindu culture, where it is immensely enriched by the 

dec() and quiet Yamunii of Buddhism and the invisiblci 
yet really present, Sarasvatl of the ^tnkhya thought— 

both having their dtimate source in diff^ent por¬ 
tions of the same HiinMa>'as of the Upani^atis, It Is 

the*' sacred Tri-vep—the three united as one—of India, 

a dip into which is declared to purge one of alt sins 
of ignorance, delusion and bondage. S^aihkara is the 

|.gn^t and immortal architect who added to the glory' of 

the ever-flowing Ganges by constructing the Benares 
ghats, temples and palaces of concepts, worships, and 

orders of Hts school of VedSnta. 

n 
1- 



CHAPTER II 

THE PROBABLE DATE OF THE 

It is verv difficolt to come to a definite conduiion 

about the date of many Saritskft works. The reasons 

arc loo well-known to be mentioned. In the case of 
a work tike the the difficult is not only 

that the author of the work does not say anything about 

hiroself, or his time and place, but also the orthodox 

belief that the ancient Rsis could have an experience of 

futum events as of the immediate present. The doctrine, 

that the events of ail the four yugas or cycles are 

repeated in each round of the manifestation of the 
univer^ (stated even in the Yoga-vasiftha in the story of 

Bhu^u^da, in the first part of the Njj%'ai?a'prakara^a) 

very much stands in the way of the modern historical 

method. What appear to be anachronisms are, on this 

belief, explained away as being due to the su|}emcnsuous 

vision of the author. Such an explanation is attempted 
in connection with the Yoga-vitsi^^ha, by K. N5r3ya|>a’- 

svSmi in his Introduction to the English tnmslalion of 
the Laghu*Y<tga‘Vasi4iha i "The events recorded herein 

(f.e„ the teachings of Vasistha to Rama-candm) should have 

occurred in the Xrel5-yuga, when RSma-candra incarnated. 
But in the initiation of RJfma by Vaaifiha, as recorded in 

the work, we find the story of Arjuna introduced therein# 
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ts it not anachronism ? some may ask. We shall 

find the objection to vanish into the air, if wc bear in 

mind the fact that nature is cycling roand and round 

and is not a scaied book to oar ancient l^sis. Every 
recurrence of the yugas brings with it its mvn Vyasas, 

Ramas and others. Therefore before the divine vision 
of our ancient Rsis, all the events of past ns well as 

future, march in the procession as recorded in the tablets 
of Citra-gupta. This is the very objcctloti which many 

Orientalists hav'e taken without understanding exactly the 

views of the Hindus as regards the book of nature.*’ (4 
Translation of l^^hu-Yoga-vn&i^ha, Intr p. xxii.) 

On the other hand, a few modem scholars, who 

have turned their att^tion to the Yoga-tJOsi^tAa, 
commit the mistake of putting it at a very late date- ' 

J. N. FaH|uhar, for example, thinks: “The Yoga- 

VUsi^,ha~ratnilyafta i& one of the many Saihski;! poems 

written in the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries.” 

{Religious Uterature of Itulia, (rage 228.) Prof. S'iva 

Pras^da BhaijacSryR, in a paper entitled “ Tlte Vogrf* 

vasi^ta-rUmayana, its prohaMe date and place of 

inception*' read at the third OrtentaJ Conference, 

Madras (1924), concludes; ” All this points out to the 
lOth to 12tli century :ts the probable date,” (Ti^ 

Proceedings and Transactions of the Oriental Conference^ 
Madras, p. 554.) 

These and such other views, which put the Keptr* 
vmi^tha at a verj'^ late date, cannot be accepted, mainly 
for two reasons: 

(i) By the time of Vidytnutya (the first half of the 

fourteenth century) the Yoga-vttsi^tha had liecoine an 

authoritative work. He quotes it in several places in his 

famous book Panca-daifl, and liases his Jimn-mukti^viveka 

mainly on the Yoga-vasi^Jtat quoting no less than 253 
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«^lolta8 from it in support of his views. Prof. Bhat®c5rj'a 

does not seem to know this fact when he writes ‘ 
" No writer and scholiast on philosophy earlier than 

VijfISna'bhiksu seems to use it as an authority/’ fPro* 

c^ditigK of /Aff Madras Ori^^ntal Con/prencg, p. 549.) 

Vijnsna-bhiksu, we must remember, is believed to have 

lived in the sixteenth century, 
(ii) By the middle of the 9th century the huge 

work Vti^<r*vStei*^A<j, of about 32,000 aflokas was sum¬ 
marised into a vSteiflfAa-jarff or Laghu-Yoga-pasi§tha 

of some 6,000 slokas by Ahhinanda, a Gauda 

of Kashmir. This fact is accepted as true by Konow 
[HOS. Karpura-manfart, page 197), by Keith {Catalogue 

Bodleian Library, MS- 840), and by Wintemitz in his 

Geschieftte der indischen Litteraiur. (Vol. HI, page 444,) 
A MS, of this Yoga-xmsi^Jta-sSra of Ahhinanda is reported 

by Hail {Bibliagraffhy, VedSnia, MS. No. CXLIV) to 

be existing in the Govt. Sathskpt College Library, 

Benares. Laghu~Yoga-vitstftha has also been published by 
the NirpayafSgar Press, Bombay (1887), Prof. Bhaifil- 

cSrya was not probably aw^are of this fact even, as 

in a footnote on page 553 of the Procaetiingi of tho 
Madras Oricniai Con/erenot he says “ The Laghtt^ 

Yoga^vdsi^ha or Mok^opaya-snrat which prcsupjKjses 

the bigger work, , . . is a work in 92 verses by a 

Beuf^li writer ... named Ahhinanda . , - who is 

thus to be distinguished from the famous Gau^a Abht- 

nanda of Kashmir/* 
Dr. Wintemitz in fixing the date of the Yoga-vusi^tha 

argues; “There is an abbreviated edition, Voga^vdsi^^ha- 

&ara of Gaud^ Ahhinanda who lived in the middle of the 

9th century. The Yoga^'itsi^fha must be older. As S^aiii- 

karn doa not mention the work, it is probably written 

by one of his contemtToraries. (Es gibl , . - seine 
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Abkurzimg, den Icbtc. Dim Yoga-vnn^ha 
mufis also ajuiirr seUi, Das ??atTikara das Werk nodi nicht 

erwahni. isl es ^lelleicht von einem seiner Zeit^oesen 

verfasst).” (G. L L„ VoL 111, page 444.) We do 

not, however, hnd much logic in this argument, which 

is positively fallacious. This view fails to see how it 

could be possible for such a huge work to have been 

com loosed, become famous, studied and summarised with- 

m a few decades only, for the date of S^aihkara. accep* 
ted by modem scholars is 7S84i20. a. D, {Vide, G. I. L. 

Vol. Ill, page 434; and Theism in Medieval Ittdia, page 
30S and the footnote on it.) And Gauda Abhlnanda “ was 

the son of Ja}'anta Yrtti-k^ra. Hie gieat-great-gxaud-father 

lived under the king Nfukt^pida Lalitaditya of Kashmir, 
whose succession according to BCilher cannot have taken 

place before 724- A. o. Gau^a Abhinanda must therefore 

have lived about the middle of the 9th century-" 

(Konow; Karpura-maHjan, 11 OS. Vot. IV, page 197.) 

Composing a Saihsktt vrork of about thirty>two tliousand 

(now available 27,687) rfJokaB ornamented with litemry 

beauties, is itself a Ufe-long work- To (le known far 
and wide in times of manuscript-publication and slow 

communication, it must have required several generations, 
s|feciaUy when the work was a huge one. Eieforc 

Abhinanda set to summarising it- it must have become 

welbkiiown .and much appnxbted and needed. It must 

have taken a long time to study and select extracts 

from it. .Ail thie could have hardly taken place within 
three-quarters of a centurj- after the death of ffaihkara. 

Ycl this is what the view of Dr. Wintemite presupposes. 
We cannot therefore accept this view. 

Now, is there any reason why wc should positively 

believe the to l>e a post-S'aifikara work, 
.md is there any difficulty in placing it before S'aipkara ? 
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Prof. Bha^cSiya lias ar^cd t ** The reference to the school 
of VedSntn philojiophy ns the PctfjnftVu or Veditnia-viidinSt 

would tahe us to the lime not earlier than that of the 
great S^aiiikatacirrya/' {Proceedings of the Oriental Con¬ 
ference, Madras, p. 532.) The mere occurrence of the 

word Veditntm or VedJnia-vaditt in the Yoga-vUst^tha 

would not prove its posteriority to Statfikara, seeing that 

die word Vedanta for the Upani^ds is a very old one 

(See the Mupdaka Vpani^ad^ III, 2, 6; Sveiittfvaiara 
Upani^ad, Yl, 22), that there is sufficient indtcation in the 
Maii^tya-karitm of Gauda-'pada, whose priority to S^aifi- 

kam cannot be doubted and that even before Gauda-pSda 

there must have existed a school of thinkers, who ex> 

pounded die philosophy of the Vedanta. (See Karika, H, 

31,) There is no reason why the>’ should not have been 

called by the name of Vedantins or Vedania-v'Odms. The 

reference in the Yoga-vost^iha to VedanttHif is not there¬ 

fore a decisive factor to prove that it must have been a 

post-S^ajfikam work. In the Yoga-x^si^ha we do not find 

any other indication against its priority to ffaitikara. 

There are, on the other hand, some grounds in its 

favour i 
(J) The Yoga-vasi4tha is no doubt a work on AdvaJta 

Philosophy and its general standpoint is very much 

simitar to that of the School of S^amkaia, with come 

ditfercnces here and there. Yet it is very curious and 

conspicuous that the peculiar terminology of &'aihkara is 

quite unknown to the .author of the Yoga-vusi^pta. This 

could not have been so, had the author been a writer 
posterior to ffariikaTa, The author of the Yoga-vdsi^ha 

seems to be totally ignorant of S^aihkam and his philo¬ 

sophy and school. Some of the terms and conceptions of 

S^athkara and his immediate followers, which are con¬ 

spicuous by their absence in the Yoga-x?llsi^tha^ are noted 
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here; (tr) Adhy^sa; (6) SJadhana-catuffaya coiUiistirif* of 

vivcka, 'i-ir^ga, sai^ifipaL (f/ama, dama, uparati* 
^raddh3 and samUdhSaa) and mumtilisutva; (c) Sagarui 

and N1rgui;ia Brahman i (d) Apam Brahman: («) SavisTesa 

and Nirntfesa Brahman: (0 Ttfvara, as distinguished 
from Brahman; (g) tJp?rdhi; {A) PtSrabdlia karma; 

(A Sadicita karma; (y) Krama-mnkti; (A) Bsdba; 
(0 PaHca-kotfas; (w) the ^ereolypcd conception of Maya 
and AvidyS as the Ui^dhi of hr'vara; beginningleas- 

ness of Avidya and Karma ; (o) the Evolutionary Process 

of the world as different from that of the Ss^iiikhya 

(S^arhkara's view of cosmology is tjuite unknown to 

Vasistha); (/») the peculiar way of interpreting the 

MahS-vSkyas of the U{>ant^(h adoptetf by the School 

of S^atj>kara, etc., etc, 
(2) In the Yoga-vnai^tha the Advaita-vada is not 

found to be a ftnished and conceptualtaed system as in 
S^athkara, but it is presented therein in a cloud-Hke, 
vague and uncertain form and without any fixity of 

meaning in the terms used. 
(3) The author of the Yoga-ifitsi^_ha does neither try 

to defend hts own position by arguments or Upani^dlc 

texts, nor criticise others; but quite the opposite was 

the tendency of the times of S^athkarSCarya, aivd spiectally 
of his own school. 

(4) From the time of Gautja-pgda and S'aihkara 

the S'ruti has been considered as the supreme and 
unquestionable source of the Advaiia VedSttta or Advatta 

Philosophy; but we rlo not find this tenet in the Yoga- 

vs®is//tn- For Vasistha Experience is the Ultimate 
Pramupa of knowledge, (il. 10. 16; VI b. 197, 15). 

(5) A careful and comparative study of the pueticil 
works tif ffaihkaifflcarya, particularly the Viveka^s^H-mani 

—S^amkara's aotboruhip of which is generally accepted by 
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atholare like Abhyaiikara, (Sec the Bombay Govt. Edition 
of the San>iT-darBfanasathf!rahat Appendix^ Bibliography) 

and KSidhakrfiiHn (sec Indian Phihso^ky, Voh II, p. 430) 
—will *how dearly that ffaiftkara was not only influenced 

by the but also thoroughly imbibed its 

teachings, and in many places comixtsed almost liteidly 
id^tical verses and gave expression to almost the same 

thoughts. This statement wil) be borne out by Appendix 1 

to this chapter, where we have compart mom than 

a hundred extracts from the poetical works of STamkara 
with extracts from the Yoga-x^si^iha, It cannot lie 

maintained that of the two, the author of tlie Togn* 
\titsi^,ha is the borrower, for the technical terms of 
Sfaihimm. found in his works from which the extracts 

are taken, sure not found in the Voge-vasiipfAir. 
A comparative study of the M&ttdukya-ksrikiis of 

Caui;|a.>pacla'^ which are undoubtedly earlier than S^arhkam 

—and the Yoga-vJlsi^tha^ wilt dearly show that the 

Advaita philosophy, that existed before the advent of the 

great S^aiiikarSciarya, is more akin to the philc^ophy of the 

Voga-X'itsififnT than to that of Sathkaia and his followers. 
There is much that ts in common between the h'zirf^ 

and lltc Yoga-i^usi^Jta, not only in thought {Vide, Gaada' 
pada and Vasi^that A Comparative SnrvAy of Their 

PhiloiiOphy—;i paper read at the third session of the 
Indian i'hilosophical Congress, Bombay, by the present 

writer), but also in language, Appendix II to 
this chapter.) The problem before us now is: who is the 

earlier of the two—the author of the Kttriktts or of the 

Yoga*x/^i^{hal The problem is no doubt a difficult one, 

yet there are certain reasons which convince us of the 

priority of the V^ogo*t'asi^f/io to the Kat^knoi 
(1) The KtTriA^if ;tre ofTered as a sort of com- 

mentary on the Ma^iduiiyopatti^d and are not written 

I 
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as an titdependent wnrh on the Advaita. Philosophy. 

They mean to inteq^ret the Upani^ad from the stand- 
point of a panicofar school of thought, Gaud^-plda does 

not claim to gi\‘e us an original philosophy of his own. 

He gives us an indication of the pre-OKiatence of 
thinkers with whom he agrees and whom he follows. 

They are referred to as ** Vedantesu vicaksatjS^" 
(II, Jl), " tattva-vidSih(11, 34)* (fV. 98), 

and as '* buddhah *' (IV, 88) as distinguished from the 

Baddliists whom he has called Bauddhah," (IV. 19: 

and IV, lOO.) What is to be specially noticed in 
this connection is that the views attributed to these 
thinkers and upheld in the Kurikus are found in the 
yoga-vusi^tha almost identically. (Vnfc, Appendix II to 
this chapter.) 

(2) On the other hand, the philosopher Vaaisjha in 

the Yoga^irasistha claims to have received his doctrines 
directly from BrahmS and to have realised the truth 

of them in his own experience. (11, 10.) The philosophy 
of Vasis(ha includes in itself all the vitnvs which the 
K'orikas refer to as pre-existing, such as the iUusoriness 

(mSTySr) of the world compared to " gandharv-anagara", 

" svapna", '■ magical show", etc; and the doctrine 
of *’aj5ti". 

(3> The Kmrikits represent a later phase of the 

Advaita philosophy than the Yt^a-vitsi^thii^ when it tended 
to become critical, hostile, and polemical towards other 

contemporary schools of thought. The Yoga^vitsi^ifta, on 
the other hand, represents the earlier phase, when the 

Advaita philosophy existed in harmony with its siitcr-philo* 

Sophies, looking at them all from a higher point of view 

wherein all contradictlona are harmonised. In this respect 

the Yoga vasi^tha m nearer to the U^attifads and the 

J}hagiiix*Mi-gttit than the or the writings 
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of STarfikara ane. Here we note a few ejcamples of Uie 
catholicity, reconciltatorj’ tendency and harmonising spirit 

of the Yoga-vnsi^tha, which, in later times, were revived 

by VijfiSna-bhiksu under the inspiration of the Yoga^ 

(i) “ From our standpoint '* says Vasisthu, “ there 
is no difference in ' l^ySftha*vada' (Realism) and 

' vjjiHna*v5da * (Idealism)/' (VI b, 38, 4.) 
(ii) Having pointed out how he differs in his opinion 

on the nature of the mind from the points of view of the 
“ Natyayikas, ^ihkhyas. CSrvakas, Jaiminiyas, Srhatas, 

Bauddhas, Vats'esikas. and PaHca-rStras, etc." (JIl, 96, 
49*50), he adds: “All these various doctrines arising at 

different times and different CDuntnes, however, le.'wl to the 
same Supreme Truth, like the many different paths lead¬ 
ing tra^^le^s from different places to the same city. U is 

ignorance of the absolute truth and the misundeistandmg 

of the different doctrines that cause their followers to 

rjuarrel with one another with bitter animosity. They con¬ 
sider their own patticuiar dogmas to be the best, as 

ex'cry traveller may think, though wrongly, his own path 

to be the only and the best path/’ (III, 96, 51-33,) 
(lit) Not only does the author of the Yoga-v^asi^ha 

regard other systems of philosophy with respect, but also 

thinks that it is advisible for every man to stick to bis 
own method of spiritual realisation, provided he meets 

with success and makes progress through it. He says, 

“The method by which a man makes progress is the 

best for him. He should not change it for another* 

whid) may not look nght to him, nor pleases him* nor 

is useful to him/' (VI b, 130, 2.) 
(iv) With regard to the Absolute Reality, the author 

of the Yoga’vaii^iha says that it is the same, “that is 
called Slmya by the Slinya-vSdins, Brahman by the 
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BraJitna-vids, Purasa by the ^iitkhy;i thinkers, I^vara by 

the follrrwets of the Yoga sehooK Siva by the Saivas, 

Time b^' those who believe Time to be the only reaJityt 
the Self by those who think the Self to be so, Non-self 

by the philosophetB who do not believe in the reality 

of the Self, Madhyama by the Msdh^'ainikas, and the 
A!) by those who have a vision of equality atl atonnd" 
(V, 87. 18-20). 

Prof, Bhattacarya, in this connection, thinks **The 
nature of the ideal and temperament held up for the 
realization could not be thought of in Buddhist India 

before the days of the PSa kings of Beftgm, when we 

remember that the writer was essentially a Hindu, treat¬ 
ing a subject essentially Hinduiie.'* {Procteditt^i of the 

OrUntal Conference, Madras, p, 55L) A study of the 

iftfnpd-CtfnW, however, will convince any one that in the 

first half of the 7th century, the date asaignud to the 

work, such views could be possibly held, and such an 

'* idesU and temperament held up for the realisation" 
could be thought of in that part of India which used 
then to be called the Madhya-detfa and which we 

now call the United Provinces, J^ija, tl^e auihcir 

of HuT^a-canta, has nicely depicted a beautiful picture 
of the general culture of his times. ‘Mic describes 

writes Carpenter, **a visit paid by the king Har^a* 

to a Buddhistic recluse, named Divakara Miira. Num- 

bers of Buddhists were there from various provinces. 

. , . There, too. were jainas in white robes, and 

worshippers of Ivts^ The singular assembly included 

mendicants of various orders and religious students of 
all kinds; disciples of Kapila (adherents of the great 

Sarokh>'a school), LadSyatikas (Materialists), students of 
the Upanifiads (VedSntins). followers of KapSda (the 

reputed author of Vaitfesika philosophy), believers in God 
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fts a Creator (the NySya school), students of the Insti¬ 

tutes of Law, students of the PuiSt>^t adepts in sacri> 
hces and in Grammar, and others besides—all diligently 

following their own tenets, pondering, urging objections, 

raising doubts and resolving them, discussing and explain* 
ing moot points of doctrine In perfect harmony ", ** Here 

is a picture”, adds Carpenter, '*of mutual independence 

and goodwill on a atill wider scale than at Nalanda* 

But the ptxjt's mockery would have been unmeaning 
had there l>een no basts for it in fact," (Carpenter: 

Theism in Stettieval India, pp. 111-112.) Here were the 
conditions, for which one need not go to the reign of 

the Pala kings of BeAgSl, 
There is positive evidence also to the efTect tiiat 

a philosophy like that of the Vog«'-i,Vfsi?/A(r existed in 

India before the time of S^amkara and Gauda-p^da and 
it is hoped that further research on the subject will 
make Prof, Dasa-gupia change his opinion; ” I do not 

know of any Hindu wtiter previous to Gauda-ptda who 

aUeniptcd to give an exposition of the monistic docteme 

(apart from the Upani^ds), either by writing a com* 
mentary as did Saihkara, or by wTiting an independent 

work as did Gauda-pSfda. (OSsa-gupla : A History of Indian 

P/tiiosophy\ Vol, 1, p- 422.) If there did not exist such 
a monistic philosophy before the time of Gnud^'petdrt, 
whence has Bhava-bhuti leamL the views alluded to in 
the (Jitata-Rama-carita (til, 47; VI, 6)? The term 

vtvartta is found neither in the (Jpani^ds nor in the 
Bhagavad-gUa. Gauda-pada loo does not seem to have 

used it, Bhava-bheti could not have borrowed it from 

ffamkara, as modern scholars {Vide, Bhaod^rkar: Intro* 

duction to the Malati-madiiava) place him at the md of 

the 7t]i century A- n. (i,u., before the time of S^ambaTa,) 

The word vivarita surely occurs in the first verse of 
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Bhart^'-hiiri's (Benares Sfaihskrt Series, No. n)< 

whose relation to the Vo^rt*v3si^fyi<r we shall presently see; 

but all that Bha%*a‘blmti says in this connection In* way 

of a simile occurs m ihc Voga-viis/^tfia in several places. 

A careful comparison of the lines of BKava-bhnti with 
the parallel ones from the Ycga-vssifi/iit {Vttle, .Appendix 

ni to this Chapter) and general acquainLance with the 

philosophy of the V*ogfr-i'i7sff//((i will leave no doubt as to 

which of the tw-o is the borrower. We have no hesita¬ 

tion in thinking that the Voffn-vasiftAa mutt have existed 

in the time of the great poet Bhava-bhilti, if not earlier. 

This belief is very much strengthened by a coin» 

{lamtive study of the Vairagya-s'tttaAa and the Yttiya-fitidiya 
of Bhartr-hari and the Vo^a-vaxift/ta. Appendix J V to this 

chapter wilt show how much Bhartr-'hari has borrowed 

from the Yoga-vmi^I/w, The first afloka of the Yatragya- 
tfafaka is in imitation of III, 10, 33 and III, 10, 41 of 

the Yoga-vw&i^tka (Nirpaya^gar Press edition). This srloka 

occurs in exactly identical form at the beginning of the 

Manuscript of the Yoga-imxi^fha found in the Library of 
His Highness the Maha-iaja of Bikaneer (Pitfe, Mitra: A 

Catahgae of Sathslift AJSS. in tht IJbrary of tfus Xfahit' 
raja of Bikaneer^ MS. Ho, 1216), and of the 

an extract from the V'ogtf-t’ffsiVfAff. {Vide, Mitra: IVotweo of 
\fSS., Vol, IXj p, 283, MS. No, 3208,) It cannot 

be a mete chance coinctdenco. The whole of the Vairagya- 
Pataka aj}pears to be an imitation of the Vniragya'^ 

prakarafta of the Yoga-vitsi^tha and has other a'lokas cither 

identical with or written in imitation of the corresponding 
ff-lokas of the Yoga-vaxi^tha. (Vide, Appendix IV,) Not only 

in the VmiVgya-tfataka, l»ut also in the Viikya^paili/a 
which is the systematic philosfjphical work of Bhartphari. 

we find much that appears to be borrowicd from the Yoga- 

vasiffha {Vide, Appendix IV). The doka III, 4, 71 of the 
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Vukya^padiya., for example, Is almoat the same as the 
i^loka V, 56, 35 of the Yoga-vSsi^ha, The main reason to 

bdievc that Bbartr-hari is the borrow'er of the two is that 

his doctrine of “ S^abda Brahman which is the matn thesis 

uf the work, ts unknown to the author of the V 
It is a doctrine which could not but have been accepted 
and .memioned in the Yoga*v<tsi^tk«., if it w'cre otherwise. 

The s'loka in question, moreover, embodies one of the 
main doctrines of the Yaga-v^ai^ka which contains countless 

such ^lokas, but it occurs as a solitary and rare one in 
the Vdkya-padiya> On these considerations we cannot but 

think that the Yoga-vast^ha is an earlier work than those of 

Bhatf-hari, who is said to have died in 650 a,D. {Vids, 

Max Muller t Six System of Philosophy^ p. 00; 
and Keitli; Classical Sathskft LUerature, p. 116.) How 
much earlier, it is very difficult to settle. At any rate 

the Yoga-Vitsi^ha most have, on these considerations, 

existed in the life-time of Bhartr-hati, at about the 

comntcnccment of tluf 7th century.. 

Let us now turn our attention to the other side of 
the problem. Docs the work really come from the pen 

of the author of the /?«ttniTvztpo, as it is 

generally belicrvcd by the orthodox f^eoplc? The Yoga- 

vitsi^yia^ in the form in which we have it now, as printed 
at the Nirpayasagar J^ress, Bombay, or as it is found 

existing in MS. in the India Office Library (Vtde, 

Eggeling: Caialogtts, Fart J V, p. 772 ff. Nos, 2407- 

2414), cannot be a work of Valmibi, for the following 

reasons; 
(1) The hrsl chapter of tlie current Yoga~vnsi^tha 

indicates that it must have been written much later 

tlian Vslmiki's composition, even if there had existed any 

to form the nucleus of the present work. The contents 

of the hnit chapter are in brief the following; * There 
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was a Brahmaflii, Surik^ia fay name. He had a philo- 

sophieai douht io hts mind, and to get himsdf satisfied 

on the problem, lie appn>ached one Agasti. The latter, 
having atKwered his question said to him: “I wtil, 

in this connection, relate to you an old story which 

is as follows. Once Agni-vestyn saw his son sitting idle, 

with a doubt in his mind as to whether the V^edic 

^crifices or their renunciation led one to the final 
delivertnoe. In order to show him the right way he 
told his* son the following storj': Once a fairy named 

Saroci, while sitting on one of the peaks of the 

IlimSlayas, happened to see a messenger of Indra passing 

^ong that way. She asked him where he was coming 

from. In reply, the messenger told her that he came 

from the Itcrmiiage of the sage Valmtki, whither he had 

escorted, by the command of his master, Indra, a king 
.Ari??a-nen», who was desirous of knowing the ivay u, 
Iilwraticin, The sage Valmiki recited to him an old 

composition of his in which he recorded the teachings 
of VasisfhR m his pupil Rama^ndni, and which was, 

immetliaiely after its composiUon, recited to Bharadvaja 

The messenger repeated to the faii>* all that the sage 

had taught to the king.”' This looks like the traditional 
w-ay m which many a Puntjm faegins, and in which also 

the Mafta-h/ujrafa begins. Now, even if all that is said 

nbove ,s nor a mere PamSfaie fiction to give weight to 

the ^trmes. and if there were really some composition 
ot VSlmk, which miehl bhvc formed a n«Io„^,ho 
present „ „p,^ 

It vet,, difficult to sny whnt its dottrinc might reuUy?;™ 
been m their unadulterated form, ^ 

P.rZ'^Z »">’‘=''aptcr of th. Anus-Sstn, 
Pan-m of the Mcha-bfmrata with the tenth sarga of the 

«cond p^kara,, ^ roga.v«.i,llu. nnd the doarine 
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of the Voga-xr^si^/ta, “ Superiority of Effort over Eate" 
(11. 5-9), we are led U> l>clieve that there may have 
exiBtr^h even before the composition of the preseni 

Mafi*t~bharata, sorne such work which comairicd the 

Philosophy of N'asistha which he liad learnt from 
Brahma. In the Mahit-bhtfra/a we read that dne of 

the many questions that Yudhisthira put to Bhisma, 

when ihf latter was at his death-bed of arrows, was; 
" Which of the two, fate arid effort, is sujXirior ? 

(Anu. L !•} Bhisma says in reply; “In this con* 

nection there is an old stmy of Vasispia and BrahmS, O 

Yudhisthira 1 ** (Ann, 1, 2,) In the Voga-vasi^ha (II, lOJ 

Vasistha tells Rama-candm that he leanit his philosophy 
from Brahma, The views that are said to have been 

expounded by Bmhml^ to Vasiatha on the problem raised 

by Yudhisthira in the Maha-bharata^ are almost identical 
with the views of Yasistha given to R^ma-candra in the 

Yi^a^vastfifta. {II, 5-9*) All this shows tliat there might 

hai'c been in existence even before the Maha-bhurata^ 

some work which incorporated the philosophy of Vasisiha, 
which might have formed the nucleus of the present 
Y aga-vasif^i a. 

Nothing more than this can be said in favour of 

the orthodox opinion. For, the present Yaga-vitsi^Jia 
could not have been written before the spread of 
Buddhistic thought as presented by its various schools, 

such 311 die Madh^'amika and Vijhlinavada, not only 

because a direct mention by names is made of them in 

V, 87, 18*20 and Ill, 5, 6, etc., of the but 
also because their doctrines of Idealism, Nihilism, Yoga* 
bhumikSs, etc,, are very nicely and irreraorably incorpora¬ 

ted in the doctrines of Vasisiha, whose philosophy on 

the whole is a fine synthesis of all that was best in 

the Upanisads, Samkhya and Maha-yana Buddhism, A 
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reference to Buddhistic doctrines in the can 
in no vay be dismissed as mere interpolatioUp without loft¬ 

ing much of what is best in the work. Prof. BhntQi^jyn 
has rightly pointed out ith^eedtitgs of the Oriental 

Conference, Madras, p. 54^ some reasons which prove 

that “ there was an admixture of Buddhistic doctrines 

in the philosophy of the Yoga-vasi^tha'*^ as certainly 
it is as in the philosophy of S^aihkaia and Gauda-pSda 

also. There is thus hardly any doubt that the author of 

the Yoga-vUsi^iha was acquainted with the philosophy of 

Buddltism in Its later development into the TathatS philo¬ 

sophy of Atfva-ghofii, the 5?unya-viida of NagSrjuna, and 
the Vijnana-'rada of Asaftga and Vasu-handhu, before whom 

we cannot put the author of the Yoga-vUsi^thn, Now, 

Ns^rjuna is placed by modem scholara in the “latter 

half of the second century**. Farquhar: Retigious 
Literature of Jmha, p, 116,) But Vasu-bandhu is placed 

by Takakusu between 420 and 300 a. d. {Vide, Journal 

of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1Q05, p. 1 ff.) The author 
of the Yoga-\msistha, therefore, could not have lived 

earlier than the dose of the fifth century a. o. 
(2) There is one more importani evidence which 

points to the same conclusion. In VI b, 119, 2-5 of the 
Yoga-vitsi^tha we come across the idea of a ” Megha-clma *’ 

(Cloud-messenger), where the whole theme of the poem, 

Megha'dittft of Ksli-dasa is nicely summarised in three 

^lokas. {Vide Appendix V to this chapter.) The date 

usually ;iasigned to Kltli-dasa by mcxlem scholars is the 

early part of the fifth centurj- a.d. (Fide, Snitth: Early 

History of India, p, 321 and the note). The author of 

the YogtuvQsiiitha cannot, therefore, Ire placed before the 
middle of the fifth ceniuiy a.d. Mo probably lived at 

the time of the dowm-fal) of the glorious reign of the 

Gupta kings, which conclusion is borne out hy the nature 
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of the philosophy of the work and by the description 

of the wars anti battles in which Che third and the 

sixth prakara^ of the abound The 
battle between Vtduratha and Sindhu in the third pra- 

karaita, the invasions from alt quarters on the kingdom 

of Vipas^dt in the second half of the sixth prakara^, 
and the mention of the Huns in those places very 

plainly justify our conclusion. It was about that time 

that the Hons had thrown India in the melting pot. 
We have come to this conclusion about the probable 

date of the work—'before Bfiartt-bor* and after Kati-dissa 

—on the gmund mainly of its i^ilosophical doctrines. 
There is, however, much In the work relating to the 

geography, topography, and history of the limes when it 
might have been cornposed, which help us in fixing 

an exact date of this important work^ if competent 

scholars turn their attention towards it. For oui%lves, 

wc shall think it sufficient for our purpose, if we succeed 

in creating some interest in the study of this great 

book and its doctrines* 



CHAPTER in 

THE yOG>l-rylS/$7'Hv4-LITERATURE 

To think of any exposiloiy literature on the Voga-vast^at 
Up to the commencement of the eecond ijimrtcr of the 

nventieth century A, o,, when the present writer read 

his. paper^—“ The philosophy of Vasi^ha ” before the 
Indian Philosophical Corines* at its first session at 

Calcutta in December 1925, k to think of a hare's horn 

or of the scfn of a barren womans to use Vedaniic 

metaphors. There was hardly any book or paper existing 

in the English Language, in which any serious attemiA 
had been made to study the philosophy or any other 
aspect of ^is wonderful work, h|or is there up to this 

time any gotxl translation of the Yoga-vasi^tJia in English. 

Here wc proixse to point out what iittie literature is 
available at present on the work in English, Hindi, 
Urdu or Sathskrt: 

A. Oh THE Probable Date of the FOGd.Pjis/^T’WA 

J. A paragraph in GeschkhU dtr indkeh^n UUeraiut 
(German) Voh IIJ, Page 441'444 of Dr, Wintemita, 

2. A few hnes in Ouiline of the Reltghug 
Literature of India, by J, N, I^arquhar, on j»age 228. 

3. A |>aper entitled The Voga^vasiffita Rutrutyapa, 
Its probable date and place of by Prof. IJiva 
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Pra^da. BhaitScSrya, published Ln the Proceedings and 

Transactions of the TAifrf Oriental Conference^ Mndras, 

1524. Rages j45 tf. 
4, Lecture 11 ifl B. L. Atrcya; Yoga'VQststha atut 

Us Philosophy, Benares, 1932, "The Probable Date of 

Composition of Yoga-ollsi^,ha^*, 
5. * A Paragraph in S. N. D5sa-gupta*s History of 

Induin P/if7oso^Ay, Vol. IL " Philosophy of the Yoga- 

i/asi^tha 
6. P. C* Divanji: " The Date and Place of Origin 

of the ^Yoga-vusi^tha", a paper read at the Baroda 

session of the Oriental Conference, 1933. 
7, B. L. Atreyai " The Probable Date of Yoga- 

vasi^tha*\ a paper read at the Baroda session of the 

Oriental Conference, 1933. 

B. Litekatdre Dealihg with the Philosophy of 

THE YOGA-VASI^HA 

1. Lala Baij Nath: Introduction (Hindi) to the 
Hindi Translation of the Yega vasi^tha, published by 

Jfiiina SSgar Press, Bombay- It gives a brief analysis 

of the contents of alt the six Priikanmas of the work* 
2. K. N5rSyaimsvami Aiyar; Introduction to hia 

English Translaiiott of the Laghu-Voga-vitsi^tha, giving 

a very brief ^analysts of the contents of the Laghu^ 

Yoga-vnsistha. 
3. B. L. Atreya l Pkiioiud>hy of Vasi^pta, a paper 

read at tlie first session of the Indian Philosophical 
Congress, Calcutta. 1525, published in the Proc^ings. 

4. B. L. Aireya J Divine Imaginism of Vast^fha. a 

paper read at the second session of the Indian Philo¬ 

sophical Congress, Benares, 1926, published in the Pro* 

cc^diHgs of the s^ssiorii. 
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5. B. L. Streya ; Gau4it^piida and Va&i^tha, a C<mt^ 

para/tw Study o/Ttwr Phiiosophy, a paper read at the third 

session of the In^an Philowiphtcal Congress, Bombay, 1927, 

6. a. L, Atreya; Y'oga^vnsi0,a ami lu PAiVo- 
wphy, Benanes. 1932. 

7. B. L. .^treya ; Sn Vasijftha^dar^ana^sSra (Hindi) 
Benares, 1933, 

,,, : '* Yoga-vitsi^J,a and some of the 
Minor Cpa,usads*\ a paper published in the Prjnce 
of Wales Sarasvau Hhavana Studies, Benares, 1935, 

9. B. L. ^tre>'n: Yaga-v&^i^Um and Modern Thought, 
Benares. 1934. * ' 

10. B, L. Atreya: Yoga^vdst^iha aur uske Sid^ 
dhaata, a scries of Hindi articles contributed to the 
San'S tana Dhartna, Benares- 

H. B. L. Streya: Sri VOn^tha doritanafn (Sam- 
skrt, with an Introduction in English), published in the 
Prince of Wales Sarasvatl Bhav*ana Teirts, Benares, 1933. 

12. S. N. DJTsa-gnpta: " Philosophy of the Yoga- 

a chapter in bis A History of indian PAiVo- 
sophy, Vol. 11. 

5 pages on the PhiJosophy 
.Ot Yoga^vaaiftha in Indian tdealmn. 

14 Kanah)-a LaJ 'Master- Yoga-vasi^^a-sata, a 
senes of articles m the Kalyapa (Hindi), Gorakhpur 

IJ* B. L, Streya: “ Sfiva.S'akti-vSda" in Yoea- 

an article published in the STi^’a-nomhereof 
the hniyitptf^ Gorakhpor* 

y\ men BhaRovad. 

!\ ‘v f ’• “ i" «ie Gi(S.„umb« of the Kaiyapa^ Gorakhptir. 

Go«thp.r of /foWa, 
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C. Oh the Stories of the 

K BhagavSn Dis: Mystic Ex^iences or Tates of 

Yoga and VedSnta from the Yoga-vtlsi^iha, published 
jjy the Indmii Boobshopi Theosopbical Socie^'f Benares 

Cit>-, 1928. It contains only four Stories of the 

vitsifiha, 

D. Translations 

I. Engiish t 

L English rr<r»fifo/io» 0/ ihe Y^ga-vitsi^UM Mahn- 
ramnyapit, by Bihari Uila Mitm, complete in four 
volumes, Calcutta, 1891. It is a tmnslatiou of the whole 

work^ which is praiseworthy only an an effort, not as 
a translation. It is not reliable, being wrong at 
numberless places. It is altogether useless for a student 

of the philosophy of the Y^a-vlitsi^tha. 
2. A Translation of the Yoga-VSsi^lha (Laghu), by 

K. NSt3yaaa»vami Aiyar, Madras, 1896. It is moiu 

reliable than the above mentioned one. Unfortunately, it 

is a irAnalation of the Summarised Yoga-vasi^tha, and 

not of the whole work. It docs not give the serial 

numtier of the verses translated and is wrong in many 

places, 

II. Hindi: 

I, Yoga-vilsi^tha Bka^ttkit-sahiia^ by Thskur Pra^d 

Scarya, published at the Jilana S^gar Press, Bom¬ 
bay, Sariivat, 1960. This tmnslation w:ts done undw 

the direction of the late Rai DahadHr Lsla Baij 
NSlh. It contains the original Saitiskrt Text as welt 

as the Hindi translation of each s^bka. ft follow tjic 

interpretation of the text given by the Saihskrt com- 
mentator Snanda-bodherdra Sarasvail, who has read the 
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ideas of the later Advaita Vedanta Into thu pliilo- 
eophy of the Voga-vitsi^tAa. One, therefore, miEse^ the 

real and ongiiuif meaning of Uie text in many plaeH>, 

while reading this translation. Othertvise it is an excel- 
lent translation, 

2. Y<ig^^vitsi^ha Bha^a, published at the Na\Ttlki- 

sivore PresSf Lucknow, 1914, and also at the VeAlcite^t'ara 

6omhay. ^This translation has a lotig" history 
behind it. More than 159 years ago, two Bisters of the 

then Maharaja of Patiala, Sabeb Singh, were widowed. 

They r«juested one SSdhu Riima PtasSTd Niraifjani to 
read tlic Yoga-vasi^ba to them. He read the whole of it 

(Cl them, translating it at the same time in the PaSjSbi 

dialect, which was noted down vcHfaltnt by two reporters 

secretly appointed by the ladies for the’ purpose. The 

translation wue later on published in the same dialect. 

The present publication is a corrected version of the same 
in Hindi. {Vide, Preface to it) It is one of the most 

popular and widely read books on philosophy in Hindi. 

It does not contain the translation of some chapters 
of the original which are mere descriptions and are not 

of any philosophical interest. This translatioii appears 
to us to be quite a reliable rendering of the ideas of 
the author of the Voga-vasi^pta, 

3. Yoga-vJtsi^t/nf Vnwwgya and Mumuk^ 

Praiarapas. published at the VcAkates'vara Bom¬ 

bay. It contains only the first two parts of the above 

mentioned translation, published probably for those who 

are not yet capable of understanding the philosophy of 

the Yoga^va&iftba. These two Prakara^Ms deal only with 

the tempenrment and qualities of the proper rccipicm 

of the doctrine* of Vasistha. This ediUon has become 

so popular that a copy of it may be found in almost 
every Hindu home in Northern India, 
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JIL Urdtii 
U Yoga^va£t^(h<t*RUraf a translaibn of tlic Laghu- 

Yt>gU‘vasi^iita by MunJilii Suraj NStSyajji Mehar, De!h^ 

1013. It is quite a reliable and good translation of the 
famous summary of the Yoga^vtisi^^ha made by Gauda 

Abhinanda of Kashmir in the 9th century a.d. 
2, yoga-vast^tltuyana, by S'i\'a-vrata Lai, Lahore. U 

is also a translatiou of the haghu-Yogn-vUsi^tint, It is 

sujxirior to the last mentioned one in that in it we find 
the contents of the paragraphs noted down in the maigin 
which gives fadlity to the reader in toowing w-bat topics 

are dealt with in the book Thej- also appear as 
contents tn the beginning of the book. The last men* 

tioned transbtion notes only the names of the stories, as 

is done in the original Laghu^Yoga-vdsi^ha. 

E. The Original SaiJiskbt Text 

I, Comphie vfith ths Contmeniary o/ Ananaiia-bodhtndm i 
1. Published at the Ganapata Kfstjaji Press, Bombay, 

in Saihvat 1936, Vtkrama, U was published in patra form 
{f.e., unbound leaves). Its verses are not separated from 
one another in the proper fashion, and therefore it is 

very inconvenient to read it, 
2. Published ai the Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay in 

1918. h is in two volumes, edited by VSsudeva Laks* 

mana S'astrt Pansikar, which bear the title of The Yoga- 
vditi^Jta of Vulmiki \cith the Commentary ViUi^ha- 
ramayitirn-mparya’prakn^a. U is the completest avaUahte 

text. But it contains only 27,687 stan^^is, whereas the 
tradition is that the Yoga-vdsi^iha contained thirt>'-twti 

thousand stanxas. This edition agrees much with the 
MS. work existing in the India Office Library, (Vide^ 
Eggcling; Catniogaet London, 1887, Part IV', pages 772 IF.) 

i 
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The commentator is named in the commcjitarj’ as 

Ananda-bodhendra SarasvaU Bhiksn, disciple of GaA^dhao 
Fcndra Sarasvatl Bhiksa, who was the disciple of Sarv’ajRa 

SanisvatT. The commentator reads and comments on the 

work in the light of the Advaita Vedanta of later times. 

This edition has been printed in the best available style* 
VVe have followed this text in the present work. 

II. Ttt€ ahrid^^ editions: 

1. La^hxi-Yoga^Viisiqtim^ by Gamja, Abhlnaoda, pub¬ 
lished at the Miianaya^gar Press. Bombay, in Sadivat 
1644, in unbound leaves. The first three prakaranas of 

the work, namely^ the VairSgya, Mumuksn'VyavaluTra and 
UtpattJ, have on them the Commentary Vnsi^thn-candrtka 

of Atmasukha, and the last three, namely, the Sthitr, 
Upas^ama and Nirvapa prakaiaiuis, iiave on them the 

Commentaryt of Mumma4i'<tcva* This 
summary does not contain anything from the second 
half of the sijtth prakaraipa of the YoKa*VQ6i^ha. 

2. Yoga-vnsi^ika-siiirat n short compendium of the 

by an anonymous author, in 10 chapters, 
containing about 200 verses in all, publishc<l by the 

Laksml NSrayatia Press, Moradabad. It seems to be 

the same as the MS. described by .Aufrechl in his 

Ca/a/o;^f Codkum Mantiscripiorum Bibliothicae BodUine 
under No. 564. (See also No, 563.) 

3. The hlnh^-Upftnt^nd^ an (Jpttni^d which is a 

summary of live Yoga-vast^Jta in 533 verses. It ts 

published along with other Vpani^ads in the NirpayagigaT 

Press Hditlon of the /OS Upifni^<tds and in the Slinot 
Upankads Series of the Adyar Press. 

4. Ttie Anna-pttr^a Vpani^ad. It is another collcc* 

tion of 337 vers^ from the Vogit-Vf/sif/Aa, published 
as above. 
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5. The Ak$i Upant^ad, aji abridgment of the section 

on the “Seven Stages of Yoga in the Nirvuija PmkaTa^ 

(\^ia. 12&) of the Yttga-vOst^hn published as aJx)ve- 
6. Ttt€ Muk/ikif Upam^ad^ Chapter U. a collcciton 

of verses from the Yoga-viisifiha on VSsatS-ijWga 

(reimnciatton of desires), pubUsbed as above. 
7. 2'he Vlintha Upani^ad, Chapter IV, a collection 

of verses from the Yoga~vasi§tha on the stages of Yoga 
and the character of the liberated living man, published 

as above, (V'leic, Chap^ iV of this parL) 
S, The Vasi^tha-dardana (in about 2500 dokas), by 

B, L. Atreya, published in the Prince of Wales Saras* 
vati Bhavana Texts of the U. P. Government. It is 
the best and the most compreliensive summary of tlie 
Yoga-vdii^tha so far as its philosophj’ is concerned. 

(Sec Chapter V,) 

F. Manuscripts of the akd its 

AUKIDGMENTS 

I. 0/ the Yoga-Vdsi^tha: 
(tf) In the India Office Library, London, described 

by Julius Eggeling in the Catalogue of SaAtskfi iWaitus- 

cripts in the Library of /Ac hidia Q^ce, London, Part 

IV, pages 772 IT. 
The Yoga-vasi^ha with the Vdsi^.kadUtparya-prakada 

of Snanda-bodhendra Sarasvati (Nos, 2407-24 H of the 

Catalogue). It consists of die following parts; 
(1) Vairagya^prairarafta (No, 302o) which is in 33 

sargas with about 1130 tfloltas. It may also be noted 
that the printed Edition of the Niniayasagar iVess, 

Bombay, has also its Vairagya-prakAnma in 33 saigas 

consisting of 1176 s^lokaa. (2) Mumuk^u^oyavahara-pra^ 
karatta, in 20 sargas with nearly 6000 if (okas. The 

NitpayasSgar Edition of the Yoga^viisiftha also has its 
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Mnmukra-'vytivahl'ni'pnika.ra^ in 20 sargas oi 007 

kas. (5) Utpaiti-prakaraim in 122 argas with nearly 6000 

sfloJcas. The NiramyasSgar Edition has it in 122 

saigas with 5295 sflohas, (4) Sthiti-prakatana in 62 sargas 
with **about 2400 couplets”. The Nintayti^gar Hditit>n 
has it also in 03 sargas of 2413 stanzas. (3) ilpa^atna- 
prakaraxta, in 95 sargas with about 4270 couplets. 

The NiipayasSgar Edition has it also in 95 sargas of 
4167 siiinsms. (6) NirVilitit^praiaraxtai^a PUrvttrditmn, in 
129 sargas with abotti 5460 s^lokas. The Nir^yasagar 
Edidon has it in 128 saigas with 5111 ^lolcas. Eggcling 
also says with regard to the MS. (306) of this pm- 

karana "As tlic iIlth saiga has no number, the MS. 

seems to have only 128 sargas", Nirvd^a^prakitratiasya 
Uitafitrdham (in three MSS. 507, 308 and 309), in 216 

saigas with about 880 rflokas. The l^irpaya^gar Edition 
also has it in 216 sargas with 8715 s^lokas. 

There are other Manuscripts also (2415/294J ; 2416- 
2420; 2421 and 2422), but they arc incomplete. 

(6) In the Bodleian Library Oxford: 

VTlsi^iha-riXmayaxia or Yoga-vdai^ha, described by 

Th, Aufrecht in Oatalogi Codicj^m Manuacripiorum 
Btblioihicae Bodleiatt^ under No. 840. There is no 

Uttarardha of the NirvfT^-praltarat/^ in this Manuscript. 
It begins, with " Divi bhnmau," etc. 

(c) In the Library of His Highness the Maha¬ 
raja of Bikaneer described by Bsjendra Laia ,Miiia in 
A Catahgua of SaAtakrt Manuacripts m the Library of 
Hia Highness tke Maharaja of Bikaneer under No, 1216. 

Voga-piXs^tha Satfka. It Ijegins with " Dik-ldilady-ana- 
vacchinna", etc. It has no Uttarilcdha of the Nir%ana- 
prakarana. 

(d) fn the Library of His Highncs.s the Mnhartli.i 
of Alwar, described by Peterson in Mr Catalogue of 
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Ahcar Manttscni>ts (Nos. 543 and 549); " 

At^a’r^m'tiya^a, Jnitrta-vlTst^tha, AJaho-rdmUyarui, VitsMtha- 
ritmdyatia or Fits/f" with the commentary of 
Ananda-bodhendm Sarasvatu 

(e) In the Queen's Samskit Co!tc|;e Library, Benares; 
There are about 6 Manuscripts of 

Caialogue n/ Saiiiskfi Manuscripts m the Samskfl Coliege 

Uhraty Nos. 1808, 1809. 1810. 1820 and 5037) out of 
which only one (No. 1820) seems to be complete. 

if) In the pov'emment Onental Manuscript Library, 

Madras : (I^i<fe. M. RahgScSrya: >1 descriptive Catatogue 
0/ Vol. iV, Part 1. Nos. 1910, 1911, 1912, 
1913, and 1914.) 

1. Vvsi^tha^nimftyapafif Sa^yS^khyanam. The tejrt 
is accompanied with the commentary of .^iianda-bodiicndra 
Sarasvati, in Deva-nligarJ script, containing only the Sthiti, 

Vaitigya and Mumuksu Prakarai^kas, (No, 1910.) 

2. Vaei^^ha-r^tnUyaparh Sa'V'yakhyanam (No. 1911) iti 
Grantha character. The Upae^ama PmkaratMi not complete. 

3. Vasi§iha-riitnayapath Savy^khy^am (No, 1912} 
in 570 pages of Dc^'aitSgan script. This MS. comes up 
to the i22iid sarga of the Nirvana I-'rakaratia. 

4. Vasist/ta-ramUyapaAt SavySkhy^nam, from the 
Adhj'^ya 39th of the NirvSiraa Prakara^ to the end, 
in Dova>nngari script w’ith the commentary of Ananda^ 

iKxlhendnt SaiasvatT. (No. 1913.) 
(g) In the Oriental Library of the Asiatic fiociety 

of BengSt: (Kirte. KufSj BetiSriH; Catalognet CaJeutta, 

1904. p, 156^) 
1, Vasi^ta-ratttdyapa with the commentary of 

Ananda-bodliendra Sarusvall, in Bengali character; Upa- 

tfama Prafciratia (I. B. 38, L B. 80)> NirvJIpa Pmkararpi 
(1. B. 30, 1. G. 102). Vainfgya and Mumuksu Prakara^ 

(I, B. 19), Sthiti pTukara(i.T (L B. 37). 
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2. Y^a-vSsijftk&~^'d (Vasif{iui*padA'dtpika) by Ad- 
vaySra^ya in Dcva-n%arl character. (No. HI. E. 62.) 

(A) There is another Manuscript of the Yoga-vasi^^ha 
described by Iiaijeiidrn L3b Mitra in the Notices o/ 
Sariiskrt MSS., Cakutta, 1680, under No. 3043; 

Mdhit-Tnmdyapd or V^i^tha-ram^yatta the cons- 

mentary Vdsi^ha-iatpuryn-pralai^a in 75,000 s'lokas^ in 
NSgan character. U begins with Yatah ssltv^ bhatani, 

etc* , and ends with Yat sarvarn Idiatv tdain etc. 

II. Manuscripts of the Abridgments i 

1, Laghu-Yoga~vnsi4ha, Yoga-vnsiri^-mTa or Mokfo^ 
paya-sara; 

{a) The India Office Library; See Eggelingi Caia- 
iogue. Part IV, under Nos. 2424/2130 and 2425/1343. 

(fi) In the Bodleian Library—Vide, Keith: Catalogue 

Appendix, under No. 840 (MS. Fraser 6). It is an abridg¬ 
ment of the Yoga-vasiqlka by Abhinanda. Keitli says: 

** Abhinanda's great-great-grand-father flourished under .Muk- 
tspi^ of Kashmir (about a. d. 724). The poet was born 
in Kashmir, but wrote in Gau^a for VuvarSja Hara-vaf^, 
son of Vikrama-s'tla. See Peterson: Subha^Uavalf, p, 97*'] 

(c) In the Slwar Library—See No. 550 of Peter¬ 
son : Catalogue. 

{d) In the Saihskrt College Library, Benares- 
Sec Hall: A ContribufiOH ttneards an index to the 
Bibliography of Indian Philosophical systema. Vedanta 

Philosophy. No, CXLIV. An abridgment of the Yoga- 

vUsi^Mf "by Abhinanda of Kashmir". The copy 
contains a commentary (No. CXLV), Siithsaraditritn. 

(#) In the Govt, Oriental Manuscript Library. 
Madras Vide Rafl(^c3ryaCatalogue Nos. 1S9'2, 1893 

1894,^ and 1895. It ts called l-aghu-yoga-vdsi§tha as well 
as Jttiina-vasifiha. "This is an epitome in 44 sargas of 
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the big Vasififta-nttimyatta. The nante of the compiler 
is given as “ Kashmir Pandit Ttlugu script. 

2. Yoga-vast^Jm^sara, an epitome of the yogji- 

vitsi^ta by ati anonymous author, with or without the 

commentary of Mahi-dhara of Benares: 

(a) In the India Office Library—Eggeling; Cata* 
togM, Part IV, No. 2^26/2532 F, Yogn-vSsi^^fuj-iiZtra, “A 
short compendium of Yoga^vit3i^tha-r^l^nUy{rt^a^ in ten 

poikam^as with about 220 couplets.*' It begins with 

** Dihkal^di-anavacchinna'ananta'clnmltra-mliirtayc.'* Nos. 
2426/1521» 2428/1364C, and 2429/2436 are copies of Yoga- 
viisi^tJut-s^ra-vtVFti, or yi^a~vilsi^tha~sTtra~vharttpa, that is, 
the epitome with a commentary composed by Mahl-dham, 
at Ek!:nares, in Sadi'vat 1654 (a.d, 1597). 

(fe) In the Bodleian Library—See VVintemitz and 
Keith i Caialogva of MS, No. 1302, and Aufrecht: Caiahgi 

CoJfcnrn MffnHscripiomm, No. 563. This MS- also con¬ 

tains the commentary of Mahl-dhara. It consists of IQ 

chapters: (i) VatrSgya (27 verees); (ii) Jivan-mukta-lakfana 

(25): (iii) Manodara (27); (iv) JIvan-mukti-pbalaba-taitva* 
jfOina ; (v) Vasanopa^ama; (vi) Atma-manana (10); 

(vii) ffuddhl'nirupaiia (15); (viii) XtmSrcacia (10); (ix) 

Atma-nirtlpapa (32); and (x) Jlvan-mukti-nimpana (34). 

(c) In the Benares Sathskft College Library—Vide, 
Hall: index, p, 121, Nos. CXVI and C.XVII. 

(d) In the OrientaJ Library of the Asiatic Society 

of Ben^. See KuSj Bcliari: Caiitlogns, No. L G. 25. 

It is Fogo--t'ttsiffAd-jrkJrrt, (Satika), commented by Mahl- 

dhara in Beng3li character. 

(«) It is also desciiberl by Kajendra LSla Mitra 
in the Notices o/ Sariishft MSS., C-alcutta, 18S0, under 

No. CCCXL of Vol. 1, pt 192. It begins with 
Dik-ldflS^dy'ajiavacchinnananta'Cinmirtni-mttrtaye, 

5v3nubhtny''eka-mSna:y*a namah teiase.'* 
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3. Yoga-vsst^Jtit-sara-samffraha 
It ts a Gollect.ton of about 2300 e^loka^ from the Yoga* 

vTlai^iha, by Msdhav^c^rya existing in the Sainslirt College 
Librar)', Benares {Vide Catalogue No. 1S07/70). See 
Halil Index, p. 12L No, CXLVIIL 

4. J nitiui*vitsi^ha-$amuccaya 

h is an epitome in 700 fi^iokas of the abridged 
Jniina-vaitifpui {Laghu*yoga*vasi^iha) by Kfs^yj'a, existing 

in Telugu Script in the Govt. Oriental Manuscript Library* 

Madras. See Rafti^t^rya; Catalogue, VoL IV* Part I, 

No. 198S. 

5. iVirvafM'-rf/»’#l 

It is an extract from the yoga*vitsi^J$a~rJimayapa, 
dealing with final release and the means ther«>f, in 304 

s^lokas, described by Mitra in the Nohees, Vob IX, 
p. 283, under No. 3208. 

6. Natdt-pra^udtmakah Khila ^fok^opayuh 

It ts a supplement to the Nirvajr^a-prakanina existing 

in the India Office Library. (See Eggellng: Cu/iff<3^fre, 

Pari IV, Noc 2423/2442fi.) It is in 14 sargas of 550 
e’lokas in ali. 

G. A PEttSlAN TRAKSLATIOK OF ** LAGHU-YOGA-VXSlptHA " 1 

(fn Manuscript) 

It is also interesting to note that Laghu-Yoga-ttasi^tha 

is also one of those Saihskrt liooks \chich were got 
translated into Persian by Darah Shikoh. A copy of it 
exists in the Malatisadan Library, Benaresu It is in 

126 leaves of big size. It was copied on the ^th oi 

month of the Saihval, 1855, by USla Kunvara* 
singh of Benares. Its Persian is very beautiful and sweet. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE YOGA-V^Sl^HA AND SOME OF THE 

MINOR UPANI$ADS 

The grcattit^ of the Yogff-i'Hsi^^ha ajid the authority 
that It enjoyed in the ine>dicv;ii] thought of India will 

be evident when a thorough search is made of the 
source of many of the Minor Upant^ds. Then» it will 

be discovered that a number of the Minor Upani§ads 

take their material wholly or partially^ very often 
f€rbaiim, from the Yoga-ifusi^tha. Unlike the pmsent times, 

when it is almost impossible to misappropriate from 

another author, in old times, when books were very 
taro, especially huge ones like the Yt^a-vusi^Jia, people 

could very easily copy portions from some work without 
acknowledgment and pass them as new and original 

compositions. This, we think, has been done with 

the Yoga^titst^lha^ It is very difhcult to hod out what has 

been borrow^ from stich a huge work, when there 
is no index of the work available. We have, however, 

been able to discover the source of the whole or p'lrts 

of many a Minor Upanisad in the The 
following is the general account which is supported by 

detailed tables of the identical s'lokas. 
Almost all the sia chapten; of the Mahd-Vpani^ad 

except the first which i& in prose ; all the five chaplets 
but the introductory portion of the Afit$a-pSrttd Upnntpid, 

ft 
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almost the whole of the Ak^i Upantsad, the second, 

which is the main, chapter of the Muktikopani^ad, the 

fourth chapter of the VdrdhopaHtfadf 50 E^lokas of the 
Bfhat'safhtiyitsopani^adt 18 ^lokas of the ^andilyopantj^d, 

10 ^lokns of the Yilj^(tv<tikyoptini^i$d, 5 ^tokas of the 
Yoga^kuiidtiti^ttpani^iidi and probably one sTloka of the 
Paiiigahpani^itd, seem to have been taken verbatim from ihe 

as would appear from thea following tables, 
The main reasons, why wc should think that the 

Yoga-vitSi^tha is not the borrower from these Upant^adSt 
are the follow'tng t 

1. in th^e Upanl^ds there arc many eflt^as which 

ana common to several of them, but which occur in 

different contexts in the Upani^ads and sometimes in 
unsuitable contexts, w'hercas in the Yoga-vitsi^ha they 

occur in their proper places. Some of the same rflokas 

of the yoga-vU£tfiha e^uning in many .Iftnor Upani^ads 
arc shown in the following (able; 

TJtff Yoga-vdsi^tha The Minor Upani^ds 

Mahd Anna^pflr^ 

V, 74, 33,36. 11. 47. fl. 25,20. 
V, 9L 81. 11. 48. IV. 
V. 59* 32- IV. la 1. 47. 

in. 7. 10, IV. 82. IV, 31. 

Mvkiiia 

w 90. 4. 11. 32- rv. 14, 
V. 90. 16. U. 34. (haJO IV. 16. 
V, 90. 18. II. 34. (half) IV. 17- 
V, 90. 20. 11. 35. (haJO iv. la 
V, 90. 23. 11. 35. (half) IV. 19, 
V, 9L 37. 11. 29. IV. 48. 
V. 9J. 14. IJ. 48. IV. 41. 
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The The Miner Upani^ds 
MuHiku Anfta~p^r^ 

V. 91. 29- II. 57. IV. 46, 
V. 92. 17 U. 10. IV. 83. 
V. 92. 22, n. 13. IV. 84. 
V. 92. 34. 11. 43. IV, 90. 

MahZi Vlttsha 

III. 118. 5—15. V. 24—34. IV. 1—10, 

111, M7. 9. V. 6, n, 30, Yoga-ku^ati 

III. 9. 47. M. 65, I. 10, Ill. 24. 25. 

Mnkiika Patiigala 

III, 9. 14. II. 76. 11. 63. III. tl. 111. 34. 
IV. 23 tSa II. 42. V. 75. 

YTtjnavalkya 

I. 21. 1,2,3A IH- 39—18. 5—15. 
' 11.12,18, 

20W5. 
IV. 24- a—10. IL 40,41. V. 77—78, 
IV. 35. la II. 39. V. 97—98. 

Varska Ak^i 

VU. 126. 60—67 IV. 12—17. 31—39. 

2. The tflokas found in the Upeni^ds we appa- 

rcnlly aelectiotis made from the Yoga'^(t4i^,hitf because the 

places from which they arc selected abound in many 

mom s^tokas of the same theme. 
3, The philosophy ,*expound^ in all of Jbesc 

Upani^ade is one or the other asjiect of the philosophy 
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of Vasistlia which is not completely represented even 
in all of them taken together. 

4. No attempt is made in the Vpani^ads to re¬ 
arrange the s’lokas in a systematic order. Very often 

they occur in the order of the Yogtt-^a^i^a which is 

made worse by the fact tliat the s'lokas arc not found 
in their proper context 

5. Almost all these Vpani^ads lack in the charactetr 
of being very old. None of them probably existed 
before the time of S^aifikara, whereas it seems that 
the Yoga-vitai^iha is a prc-S^aihkani work. 

G. Some of the s^tokas of these Upani^ada are not 

found in the Yoga-^m&i^ka in identically the same form, 

but, curiously, they occur in that very form in the Utgku- 

Yoga-vJt$i^Jui^ which shows that either the authors of 
these Vpani^ads have used this summary of the Kogrr- 

vaai^\ha. or some other version of the Yi^a-vUai^tha 

different from the available one, from which the Laghu^ 
Yogtt-^vJtsi^tha was selected, 

Tka Mahit Upani^ad 

This Upnnisad is a big Upantifad divided in six 
chapters or Adhydyas. The first Adh>-Sya is in prose. 

The other five are in 535 a^lokas, almost all of which 

are from the Yoga-vdsi^tha, the following of which we 
have been able to identify in it 

The kfaha Upanif^d Yoga-vdsi^tha 

11. 1, 2. H. i. 6, 10. 
11. 3, 5. til. 80. 4. 7, 
11. 9. 10, 11. 111. 81. 2, 3, 3. 
11. 13—^35. a. 1. a—34. 
II. 37. I. 3. 16. 
11. 37—40. 1. 3. 6. 8. 15. 
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The Mahs Vpani^ad • •* The YogU'ViUi^ha 
IL 41. 42. II. 5, 8. • 
11. 43—46. ‘ v**V, 16. 18, 21, It, 19. 
11. 47. 74. 33, 36; V. 75. 52. 
11. 48, V. -91. 81. 
11. 

ii 
49—60. 

a 
via. 115. 12. 13, 15, 37, 38. 

28, 25, 33, 16, 
34, 20, 21. 

il. 61—69. in. 9. 12-15, 47—50, 75. 
II. 70—7?, n. 1. 35—37, 41—45. 
III. 1—7. 1. 12. 4, 5, 7—9, 16, 21,26. 

in. 8. 1. 13. 1. • - 

III. 9—15, 1. 14. 1. 2, 5, 10—13. 
in. 16, 17. I. 15. 3, 9. 

111. 18—21. I. 16. 2. 15, 24, 25. 
III. 22—23. I. 17. 8, 29, 31, 32. 

in. 26—32. I. 18. 4, 4, 18, 19, 31, 

38,' 61. 

in. 33. I. » 19. 30. 
III. 34. • 20. 3. 

111. 35, 36. I. 22. 6, 8.^ 

III. 37, 38. I. 23. 3, 19. 

III. 39—48. 1. 2L 1, 2, 5, 6, n, 12, 
18, 20. 23,- 35. 

III. 49-51. * ^i. 26. 23. 25, 29. 

in. 52—54. < I. 28. 21, 31, 35. 

in. 55. I. 29. 13, 

ni. 56. TJu Laghu- Yoga-\^ti^%a^ 1. 165 

in. 57. A. sommary of several sflokas. 
Compare 1. 31. 24. 

IV. 2—4. II. n. 59, 61, 67, 
IV. 5. II. r' 13. 11. 

IV. 6- V, 50. 17. 

IV. 7. 8. V. 56. 15, 21. 
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T'he Si aha Upani^ad Tha Yoga^vUsi^fta 

IV. 9. V. 57, 2Z 
JV, 10. V. 59. 32. 
IV. n, V. 62. 6, 8. 
IVh 15—15. iV- 56- 30, 31, 33. 
IV. 17—25- IV, 51. 1—3, 5—7, 12—14 

IV. 24. V. 13. 
16. 

20, 
IV. 26. ti. 12. 16, 17* 
IV. 28—54. ill. 13. 38—10, 61, 62, 

IV. 35—57. 11, 15. 
72, 75, 81. 

3, 6, 12. 
IV. 38. 11. 18. 26 
rV. 59. 11- 19. 9, 10, 11. 
IV. 42. 45. 11. 19, 29. 31. 
iV. 44—49. iii- 1. 10. 12.17.19,22.23, 
IV. 50. m. 3. 25. 
IV. 51. 52. 111. 4, 39, 42—44- 
IV- 53, 54- HI. 4, 44, 58, 
IV. 55. 57. III. 5. 3—5. 
l\i 58. 60. 111. 17. 10. 12. X3. 
IV- 61—63- IlL 22. 36, 29. 31, 
ly. 64. 65. III. 20. 9, 10. 
IV- 66. t III. 84. 36- 
IV- 67. in. 89. 3, 
IV- 68. in. 103. H, 
IV. 82. 1 111. 7. ' 10. 
rv. 87. Ml, 109. 25. 
IV. 88—08. III. HI. 1. 2. 8. 12. 15. 

IV. 99—111- 111. U2, 

19, 20, 22, 33, 

35, 36 40. 42. 
5, 6. 7, H, 16. 

IV, 112. IM, 113. 
17, 19—25* 

2. 
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Tke MakH Upani^^d Thit YogH'VSsti^tha 

IV. 132, in, 114. 3—5. 7. 8. 12, 
14, 15, 16—18, 
23," 29. 31, 34; 

51. 53, 60, 61. 
75, 76. 

IV, 133, ni. 113. 4*3. 

Vi 1—20. in. 117, 2, 5—19, 21—23, 
25. 

V, 21—40. in. iia 1—3,5—19, 21—23. 

V. 41, 42. A summary of III. US. 28—30. 

Found exactly as HI. I3i; 130 of 
The Laghtt-Yoga-vasiftha. 

V. 43. The Laghu’Y^ga-^fitsi^ha, III. 13, 
132, 133. 

V, 44—to. III. 119. 21—23. 

V, 48—51 *. III. 121. 53—56, 68, 

V. 52, 53. in. 122. 54, 53, 

V, 54. IV. 1. 3. 

V. 55—58. MiGsing from 

but found in 
v^si^tka 

the Yoga~i0si^a, 

■ the Lagfiu-Yoga- 
aa IV. 14. 2, 4—6. 

V. 59. IV, 14. 43. 

V, 60. 61. IV. 15. 21, 25. 

V. 62—69. IV. 22. 1—3, 7—10, 32. 

V. 70—75, IV. 23. 44, 41, 43, 56—58. 

V. 76—82, 84. IV. 24. 1, 8—14, 18, 19. 

V. 85, 66. IV. 27, 25, 35, 

V* 88. IV. 16. 7, of the Laghu- 

Yega^v^siftha. 

V. 89—95. IV. 33- 50—57, 59. 

V. 96, 97. IV, 35. 3, 18. 

V, 98. IV, 17. 6, of the Laghtt- 
Y^a^vasi^ha. 
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The Upuni^d Thi 
V. 99—103. IV. 35. 3, 7. 8, 14, 15. 
V, 104—107. IV. 39. 23-^25, 43, 
V. 109—112, I H, 

117, IV. 41, 4, 13—15, 20, 32. 
V, 113, IV. 17. 40, of the Laghu' 

V. n8r-133. IV. 42. 
K oga~vJisi^iha. 

11, 13—16,'* 2L 

V. 136^143. 1! iv. 43. 

23—26, 31, 34, 
36—38. 44, 45, 
50. 

L 2, 5, 9—12, 

V, 144—164. IV. 44, 
22, 25, 30. 

14—28, 30. 31, 

V. 165, 166. IV, 45. 
42-49. 

14, 25, 26. 
V. 167—177. IV, 46, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 

V. 176—185. IV. 54. 
16, 17, 21, 22, 26. 

2“-5, 12, 13, 18, 

VI. 1—5. 

;4 

IV, 56. 
22, 37, 38. 

25. 34, 37, 41—44. 
VI. 6—9. IV, 57. 22—25, 29, 37. 
VL 10. IV. 58. 7, 40. 
VI. U. IV. 18. 40, of the Lijghu' 

VI. 12—15. V. ‘ 3. 
Yoga^vVsi^ti^, 

39. 43, 5J. 
VI. 16. V. 6. 8. 
VI. 17—21. V. 8. 9—11, 13, 17. 
VL 22—27. V. 9, 25, 33, 36. 41. 44, 

VL 26—34. V. . 13- 
52, 60. 

21, 28, 39. 32, 

VL 35—38. V, . 14. 
33. 35, 38. 

46, 48. 50, 52. 
VI. 39, 4a V. 15. 23, 24, 27, 
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The Mahu Upanted 
VI. 43 —49. V. 
VI, 50-62. V, 

VI. 63—71* V* 

VI. 72. V. 
VI. 73—76. V, 
VI. 76. V. 

VI. 77, 7a V. 
VI, 79—82. V* 

The Y<^a-vaeif{Iui 
16. 7—12, 15, 18—21. 
17. 5, 7, 9, 15—17, 

19, 20, 22. 27, 
18. S—9, 17, 18, 22, 

24, 19, 21, 61. _ 
18. 61, and V. 20* 57* 
21* 2, 8, 11, IS. 
22, 35. 
26. 13, 14. 
27. 2, 20, 25, 32, 33 

The AntM-pBrttH Upani^ad 
A 

This Upanisad, consiets of 337 s^lokas. Except the 
6m 17 rflokas, almost the whole of it is taken from 
books V .nnd Vltf of the Yoga-vitsi^fha. Here is the 

detuled study: 

T’/wf Anna*p1irtt9 
Upani^ad 

The Yoga'vmi^^ha 

1. 18-19. VIo. 115, 1, 4a 

I. 30-22. VI«. 117* 9, 10, U. 

L 25-26. V. S3. 2, 3, 7, 8* 

L 28—39. V. 56. 7, 17—19, 30, 31* 
33, 34, 45, 49, 
53, 56. 

I. 40-^6. V. sa 32, 33, 39, 41, 
44, 47. 

1. 47. V. 39. 32. 

I. 48—30. V. 62, 9—11* 

I. 31* 52. V. 64. 49—51. 
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Tftt A nM^pftr^ 
Upattt^d 

r/w Yiiga'V3ii^ha 

L 53. V, 65. 1, 
L 54, 55. V. 64. 53, 34. 
I. 56, 57. V. 67. 33, 42. 
n. 1—7, V. 68. 2, 4, 3, 6. S, 9. 
n. 8—iL V. 69. 2, 7—IL 
U. i2—16. V. 70. 12, 26, 31—33, 
11. 17. V. 71. 56. 
IL in. V, 72. 36. 
n. 20—22. V, 72. 40. 41, 33, 43, 

44. 
n. 23. V, 73. 35, 36. 
IL 24—26. V. 74 9, 10, 33, 35. 
IL 27. V. 75. 52. 
IL 28—3L V. 77. 7. 13, 14—16. 
11. 52, 33, V. 78. 46, 49. 
IL 54-^. V. 79. 2, 8—13, 15—17, 

20. 
III. 4—9, V. 82. 9, 11, 12, 15, 

21, 23. 
HI. 9, to. V. S3. 43, 44. 
JIL 10, H. V. 84. 3. 
in. iL iz V. 66. 3i 5, 6. 
III. 13—24, V. 87. 3, 7, n—16, 18, 

19, 21—24. 
l\% 1-8, V. 69. 9. 12—14, 23, 27, 

31—33. 
IV. 9, V. 27. *66 <jf the Laghti‘ 

Yoga-pasi^fha. 
IV. 11.1 V. 69. 63. 
IV, 12—24, V. 90, 12, 14, 4, S. 16, 

IS, 20, 23-28, 
30, 31, 
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Tftc Anna-pUrfitii 
(J^ani^ad 

The Yoga-v'Hiti^tHa 

IV. 31. III. 7, 10. 
IV. 39—72. V. 91. 8, 10. 14, 15, 

20, 21, 26, 27, 
29, 36, 37, 39, 
42, 43, 46, 47, 
66, 74—77, 81 
-87, 102, 105, 
108, no, in— 
113, 112. 

IV. 73—91. V. 92. 2-6. 9. n-l7, 
22, 25—27, 29, 
30,-32, 34, 49, 
50. 

V. 1—7. V. 93. 15, 55, 56, 82, 
84, 85, 91. 

V. 8—13. via. 2. 24—26, 31. 46, 56, 
V. 14. Via. 4. 4. 

V. 15—19. Via. 10. 14, 20—22, 44. 

V* 20. 22. 23. Via. IL 17, 77, 99. 

V. 24. Via. 13. 2. 
V. 25—32. Via. 25. 3—5, 7, 34, 63, 

67, 68. 
V. 33. 34. Via. 28. 47, 68, 
V. 35. 36. Via. 29. 67, 134. 

V. 37—46. Via. 44. 2, 10, 14, 16—18. 
24—26, 30. 

V. 47t 48. V, 53. 19. 2?- 
V. 49—53. Via, 69. 18—"20, 40, 45, 47. 

V. 55. 36. Via. 78. 32—34. 

V. 57—60. Via. 26. 8, 12, 14, 16, 20. 

V. 62. Via. 25. 26. 

V. 63. Via. 93. 44, 

6688 
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The Antia-pnrtt9 
(jpani^ad 

V, 65, 66. Vltf, 
V. 67. Vim 
V. 68. Vlo. 
V, 69. VIn, 
V. 70. Via. 
V. 71. Via. 
V. 81^5. vu. 
V. 96—101. Vim 
V. 102—106. Vio. 
V. 107—111. Via. 
V. 112—118. Vim 

The Yoga*vmi§tha 

111. 36. ^0, 
113. 20. 
117. 14. 
ns. 7, 

119. a. 
120. 1. 
120. 1—10, 12—16, 22. 
122. .1—8, 11. 
123. 6—S, 10, 11. 
124. 23—27. 
125. 1, 2. 4—8. 

TJk Muhtihopani^ad , 

The second AdhyUya consisting of a.bout 76 ^tolcis, 
which is the main poitioti of the Upatii^d b.'is beam 
Kiken from the Yoga-t/OsifiJia. It acknowledges its in¬ 
debtedness when it begins these s^Iokas with the woids: 
" atm /lots bhavanti", but does not mention from 
where he Ukes these ^lokas. All the sflokas collected 
here bear on desire and its control for the attainment of 
liberation. They are so unsystematically arranged Umt 
it is very difficult to find out Ujcir source in the Yoga- 

vOsi^tha. We have, however, succeeded in identifying 
most of them, as would appear from the following bthlet 

The Muktikopam^ad 

11. 1. 
II. 3—9. 

The Yoga-v^tgthii 

5, 4. 

9. 25—27. 30—33, 
35, 38. 

II. 
11. 
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M uktihopani^d The Voga-x^i^ha 

11. 10—H. V. 92. 16, 17, 18, 22. 23. 

11. 16, 17. V. 34. 32, 28. 
11. IS—21. V. 57. 19, 26—28. 
11. 35—27. V. 91, 35, 48, 53;’ 54. 

IL 29. V- 91. 37. 

IL 30» 31. fl. 9. 41, 42i 

11. 32—35. V. 90. 4, 11, 16, 18, 20, 
23. 

n, 36—38. V, 9. 55, 56. 

II. 39. IV. 35. 18. 

11. 40- IV. 24. 8—10. 

11. 42. IV. 23. 58, 

XI. 43, 44. V. 92. 33—35, 

II. 45, 47. V. 92. 36—39. 

11. 48. V. 91. 14. 

II. 31—52. Vlfl. 25. 8, 16, 17. 

11. 57-^. V. 91. 29—32, 

II. 61, 62. 1. 3. 11, 12, 

II. 68—71* IV. 5Z. 19—22. 

IL 76. in. 9. 14. 

The VTirnhopani^ad 

The fourth of the five Adhj^yas of this hpam^ad 

contains about 30 tflokas from the They 
deal with the seven stages of Seif'iealiBation and the 
chanictuf of a tiberaied living inati. They ate identified 

as shown below t 

The Vitritfutpanifad 

IV. I—10. III. 
The 

118. 5, 6, 8—15. 

IV. 11—la vu 126. 52, 60—69. 

IV. 21—27. in. 
f- 

9. 4, 6—9, n. 13. 
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The Ahfi Upani^ad 

It is a. stn^I Upnni^d dealing with the seven stages 

of Self-realization, U consists of about 50 s'lokas, of 

which 40 arc found in the Yoga-vusi^Uta in a chapter 
which contains morc of the same type. 

The Ak^ Upanifad The Yoga^vitsi^^ha 

2—^1, Via. 126. 98, 99, fr—30. 

32, 53, 36, 38. 

4J, 42, 38—68, 
70. 71. 

^Tftai-mihHyjts<tpani^d 

This Upanisad deals with SathnySsa (renunciation). 

In its description of the Self-realization of a sariinySsin 
It utilises 47 tflokas of the Voga-vuei^^ha picked up from 
several chapters, one line from here, one line ftom there, 

which makes it very difficult to identify them, as will 
appear from the following table: 

7'Ae Bfhat'&aihiiyU&o- The Voga-otfsif/Aa 
pant^d 

13—57. V. 34. ^20, 68, 69. 

100. 101, 104, 

112—114. 
V. 35. 4. M, 38, 39, 77, 

78, 81. 
V. 39. 47, 48, 49. 
V. 40. 19. 
V, 42. 14, 15. 
V. 50. 21, 22, 29, 34, 

V. 
35, 39, 42. 

51. 31, 33, 35. 
V. S3. 07, 75, 78, 79. 
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$Sp4ilyoPani9ad 

This tJpani^d selects 18 Rlokas froni'' the Yoga- 
vUsi^ha oo the control of the mind throu^ih the wntrol 
of the vital ain^ 

Tke Supdih'f* Upanted Tk^ Yogtt'V^&i^t$a 
I- 7, 1^36- " V. 78. 8, 35, 16, IS—21, 

25. 27—31, 39. 

7*/ie Maitreyt Upani^d 

There seem lo be several sTlokas of this Upanisad 
identical with those of the To^a-i^Is(ff/ffr. Wc could, 
however, identify only the following: 

Tke 5iaitreyi Upanisad The Yoga^vdsi^ha 

1. 10. in. 9- 47. 
n. 27- via. 126- 38, 39. 
11. 30. m. 117. 9. 

Th4 Y'djnavalkyopani^d 

Out of the 24 <^]okas of the Upani^d 10 are rrom 
the Yoga-vusi^tlut. 

The Y^putvalJtyQpani^d The Yoga-viiisi^(ha 

5—H. 1. 21. 1, 2, 5, G, 11, 
12. 18. 20, 23, 35. 

TAe Yoga-kup4<ilt Upanisad 

There are only two Rlokas identical with those of 
the Yoga-vnsi^iha in this Up^inisad. 

The Yoga-kupdali The Yega-vdei^ha 
Upam^ad 
in. 24. 111. 9. 47. 

III. 34. in. 9. 14. 
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The PetiAgata 

So Rtr we have been able to identify only one s'loka 
of this Upanisad with one in the Yoga-vlxai^Uut. 

The Paifigata Upani^d The Yoga-vnsi^thti 

IlL It ilL'9. 14. 

It may also be noted here that there are several 
others of the Minor Vpnm^ade. In which although we 

have not yet been able to dilcover s^lokas exactly identi' 
cal with those of the Yoga-vUsi^a^ yet the theme and 
language are very much similar to those of the Yoga- 

The following portions of these Upani^ds can 

very well compare with similar portions of the Yoga- 
vUsi^ha. 

1. The section on Samldhi in the J^bsla-dat^an^- 
paui^ad, 

2. SI okas IV* I—11 of the Mnitfsya^i Upanisad, 

3. Slokas 1—^5, on the nature of the mind, in 
the Amfiahindu Upani^d. 

4. I, 34—37; 1. 59-60; IV (whole); VI, 58, 
59—64 of the Yoga-sfikhopanifad, 

5. V, I—19 of the Tripura-t^pini Uponifad, 
6. The whole of the Teja-btttdu Upani^d. 

7. IL 12—16 of the Sanbhitgyadak^mt (jpant^d. 
V, B.—In the comparison of the Yoga-vaai^a and 

the Minor Upani^ads {One Hundred and Eighi Upani- 

^ds) we have used the NinjayasSgar Edition of both. 



CHAPTER V 

THE METHOD OF THE YOGA-VASI^HA AND 

THE NEED FOK PROPER ADRIDGMENT 

The main reason why the Yoga-vitsi^tha has not been 

recognised as a pbilosophicaJ work is perhaps the manner 
in which it is written and the method which the author 
employs to impress his doctrines. One does not find in 
this work the terseness of Ganda.-'pSda, the liairsplitting 

qnibhles of the Nco-Nniyiiytkas, the authority-obse^ion of 

S'atfikara, and the stereotyped terminology of the tat« 
SUrhkarites. Nor do we find any inHuonce either of 

Dig-n^go. or of V^tsySyana on the author of the Vogrt- 

vnxi^Ptii as he does not attempt to put his doctrines in 
the inferential form He merely states in simple and 

unequivocal manner what he has to say and makes it 

dear by means of similes, analogies and iilustratiotts, and 
impresses the truth of what he feels through stories. He 
hates obscurity, brevity^ and vagueness. Me knows that it 

is very difficult to make others realize tltat of which he has 

the direct intuition, and that it can be made intelltgible 

only through illustrations and analogies. He avoids the 
method of nlietract disquisition and dry argumentation, pur* 
sucti perhaps by some of his prod^essors like Nai^rjuna, 

which hofielessly faded to attract the notice of the tteopic 
at large. He. goes back to the method of tlic Upanifnds, 
the Ma/tit'hhdrata and the which carried the 

i 
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truths advocated in them to the ver)' heart of ihcir 

readers. He also felt that work$ written in a sweet and 

literary style were more read and appreciated by the laity 

than books written in the cold philosophical style, and 
probably thought that the knvya style might well be 

utilised for philosophy to mahe it popular and cfTecttve. 
This is what he might have thought while writing this 

work. He says in one place: " All that is expressed 

in sweet and graceful words, and w'ilh easily comprehen¬ 

sible arguments, similes and illustrations, goes directly to 

the heart of the hearer, and expands there, just as a 

tittle drop of oil expands on the surface of water; 
w'hereas all that is said without suitable illustrations and 

aiguments ittielligihle to the hearer, in confi^d and 
obscure language, does not enter the heart of tiie hearer, 
and is a mere waste of words, like the butter pomed 
on the burnt ashes of oblation. It iit only through 

appropriate Ulustrations that subtle, yet worthy of Innng 

known, themes can be made popular in the W'orld, as it 

has been done so in all the famous works," (HI, 84, 
45-47.) 

Moved by such coneidenttions and by the desire of 
making his philosophy popular, he yoketl the liieniry art 

of story-telling to his philosophy which coittainud all that 
was best in Indian thought at the time he jivetl. iU>w 

far he has succecdctl in his effort, only those who arc 
gifted witlt the double-fold genius in philoiittpliy and 
liloraiure can judge. Wc may only point out iluu Um 

work has been a success. In wj far ns it has liecn ever 

since enjoying popularity in all circles <if iicople, even 

though many do not understand the wJi»jfe of its philo^ 
«>|»hy. The reader feels that he is in the living presence 

of a saintly personality, who is spcakiti" fn;.m direct 

experience in a simple and beauUfui style. He is his 
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own Authority nnd docs iiul bore the reader with quota¬ 

tion after quotation from the Upani^ds and other 

nuthorimtive texts and their contmentadee, as is done 

in the later works of the AdY-aita philosophy. He 
has imbibed all that was best in the tndian philosophy 

that existed before him—Hindu, Buddhistic and Jaina— 

and speaks from his own standpoint, very often in words 

which might be mistaken as from other books and authors 

which he thoroughly imbibed and made his own. It is 
in this way that many expressions of the Upani^ad* 

and the Bhaf^avad-gttU and some Buddhistic works can 

be identitied in the 
In his attempt to be clear and impressive, the author 

of the Yogii-vOsi^tita has, however, committed the fault of 

too much repetition and sacriBce of a systemaric arrange¬ 

ment of the contents of his work. The main division of 

the w'ork into the sis praknratjas or ijarte—VaitSjgya (Dis¬ 
satisfaction], Mumukfiu-vya^TiItara (the conduct of the 

aspirant), L^ipatti (the creation of the world], Sihiti 

(the continuance of tlic world), Upas^ama (Attainment 
of peace), and Nirvfiija (the cessation of finite existence) 

has not even, been kept fully in view. Everything is 

treated of in every prakaratt^ and also in many of the 

chapters of the prakara^* No scientific or logical 

classification has been kept in view with r^ard to the 

topics dealt with. This defect of the work is very much 
felt by the modem reader who wants everything pro¬ 

perly classified and exhaustively, but tersely, treated in 

its own place. 
It is from this consideration and to save the time 

and energ)' of the present-day reader, who does nor w'ani 

to remain ignorant of the philosophy of the Yoga-vdst^a, 

yet at the same time has no leisure to go through an 

unsystematic, but important, work of no less than 27,687 
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sTlokas that wc have ventured to compile our Vitsii^fhn- 

Dartfana (published by tlw Q. P, Government in its F'rince 

of Wales SarasvatT Bfaavana Texts), in which wc have 
collected cxtntcts from the voloTninous work, expound! nj^ 

almost all the aspects of the philosophy taujjlit in the 
work, and classified iheni so as to present in a sysie* 

matic form the tenets of the philosophy. The whole 

matter is taken from die yoga-xfasi^tha without any 
additiem of even a siiit^lc line, but the form in whieli it 

is arranged and the headings under which it is classified 

are ours, of course, in accordance with the textual 

matter. The chief thing that the reader will mifis in 

our Vftsi^^hit'Dar^anit is the stories, which we have deli¬ 

berately excluded from our collection to win for Viisistha 
(or the author of the Yo^a^vasi0ta) a worthy place in 

the world of philosophy, where the naked truth is more 

^•alued than the garb in which and the accompaniments 
with which, it apiicars. 

There have been, in the long history- of the existence 

of the Yo^a-vMt^ha, many attempts made to summarise 
the huge work into smaller ones, tiie nature of some of 

which may be noted here. The first such olTon known 
to the students of the Keg^r-va^l#/Art the aJre.-idy men. 

lioned La^hi^Yofia-vasi^tfia of Gautja .\bhinantla of 
Kashmir, who lived in the first half of the 9th century- A.P. 

(Pido, Chapter IL) Me selected 4,829 -rigbas (the tradt^ 
lion, hciwe^-or, says 6,000) from the original work in the 

sorial order of it, and in the same six prakai^mas gave a 

connected account of some of the doctrines and Kories of 

the original work. This effort proved a great success in 
popuhriaing the Yotfa-vusi^tinf. But Jt also, like the 

orjRlnal, beks in a philosophically important system of 

arrangement, ft also leaves some very import;itit topics 
of the original. Moreover it stops at the end of the first 
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half of the last chapter and does nut wntain a summan’ 

uf the other half of it, (It is probable that this portion 
did nni e:^Ist at that litne, or the suminariaer might 
have left h(s work unfinished.) 

Another attempt, and a better one from the pliito- 
sophieal ami systematic point of view, was made by the 

unknowTi author of the (Com^iaTC 

Aufrecht; 0^/ord Cataiogue MS. 563), who collected about 
225 n'lokas from the ycga-viisiftJta^ and classified them 

under the following lie^tds; I. Dissipation; 11, Unreality 

of the world; III, Chanteter of the living liberated man; 
IV, Annihilation of the mind; V, Annihilation id desire: 

VI. Meditation on the Self; V'll, Worship of the 

Self; VIII. Description of the Self; and !X. Libera* 
tion in life. It Is a good attempt, but represents only a 

fraction of the philosophy of the yoga-vasi^Um. It also, 

as is evident, lacks itf a sound system of classification. 

Other attempts to present the philosophy of the 

Yoga-x^si^t/tu by way of summary, hardly known as such 

to most people, are the Mahopitni^ad and the Ajtnapiirpo- 
pani^ad, each of which present many aspects of the philo¬ 
sophy of the Yoga'Vffsi^fJift in 335 and 337 sflokasi respec¬ 

tively, It is a pity that they do not anywhere mention 
that itieae s'lohas are tiiken from the Yt^a-vasi^Jm. Doth 

these selections are defective in so far as they lack a 

good and scientific order of airangement of the tnaterial 

they h.ave selected. They do not, even when combined 
together, present the whole philosophy of the Yoga-v^st^iha. 

In the same manner the author of the Mukti- 

kopani^d has collected a number of rflokas from Ute 
l^earing on desire and its renunciation 

in the second chapter of the Upanta.'id; and the author 
of the YiSrJiwpani^d has collected in its fourth chapter 
some S'lokas on the '* seven st4jes of the yoga" and 
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the “ conduct of the Jivint; Ithenited manAgain, 

some^^ rftokas from a chapter on '*th£ stages of the 

ypga have licen picked up from the Yoga-vUsi^tha and 

made tnto a separate Ak^-upani^ad, All these collections 

of some of the views of the Yoga-v^si^ha arc unsatisfac¬ 
tory, m so far as they do not give’ihe whole philosophy 
of It. ^ r ^ 

Our \mi^^ka^Dar&atta is the first attempt of its kind 
to pr^nt the entire phUpsophy of the or 

Vasiftha in a systematic form, inspired by the leal 

of introducing a so-far-neglected, but important, system 
of thought to the modem scholars of Indian Thought. 



CHAPTER VI 

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE tJHlLOSOPHY OF 
THE YOCA-VASI^HA 

The author of the Yoga-vttsiaiha presents to us the 
doctrines that I^ma-can^, the hero of the Rutnnyattay is 
supposed to have been taught by bis pteceptcr Vasistha. 

Rima-candra, while still a boy,.; begins to redect on the 

nature of things and finds them unsatisfactory, illogical, 
transitory and Ulusory* As a consequence, he is over¬ 

powered by pessiTtitsm. Rama's fatlicr, having been 

informed of his son's mental condition, calls htin in 

the presence of Vasistha, before whtim Rama-candrii gives 

expression to his views thus* What use is there of 

our life here, when vie iue all bum to dicf Life is 
momentary and is fastly passing aw'ay. It is a doll 

in the haniU of death. Our mind is so reaitless, that 

it never linds lasting repose in anything. Our desiics 
arc insatiate and ^dways jump from one object to 
another. The liody is an allude of disease and stifTcring. 

ChitdlfocKl is beset with want of strengUt and wisdom. 
Youth, in itself cvancsceiu, m:tkcs our minds polluted. 

In youth, we become slnvcs u> the person of women, 
which charming only for a short time, but 
toms destructive of itealdi and luq^juncss soon after. 

There IS nunc whom old age does not overcome. Uur 

existence is a mere mockury. Our enjoymeots are llte 
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source of our own pain^ and our desires and ambitions 

allure us to ruin. Our own senses are our enemy. 

The splendour ol nil objects is Rtckedng. Thus there 

(S nothing in life in which a sensible man can find 

solace. " therefore, want to know, if there is any 

state of existence attainable which is :tbo\^ the sufferingE 

and Eorrovve of life 

Vasistha teaches K3^Tna•cand^a that true happiness, 
which every man seeks for, does not reside in the 
things of the earth. Objects of our enjoyment apjjcar to 

be pleasant only when we have a hankering after or 
desire for them. There is real pleasure, joy or happiness 
which is felt in the aWnse of desire; and it is 

the abiding happiness belonging to the very nature of 

Opr Self, for which we have to go nowhere outside. 
It is on aceoutit of tile ignorance of the Self, and 

conse<jttently of the false knowledge of tlie world that 
wc suffer from all sorts of pain. But there is a wav 

out of this wrong vision, and it coiVEfsts in the right 

investigation into the nature of the Self and the ivgrld. 

Before one starts lo aerjuira anytlnng, he must lie 

convinced of the fact that the tnde determining factor 

in any achievement is i>ne*B own exertion, Thow, who 

vainly depend upon fate for getting the desired objects 
and neglect self-effort, are their own enemy. They 

deixmd upon a thing which neither exists nor does 
anything. For tate is a non'Untity. Our hue is nothing 
but the inevitaiile consetiucnccs of our own already- 

accomplished efforts. The actions performed in a former 

life determine uur destiny in the nest. So, the stH:alled 

fate can be easily overcome by our present C-ffort!*, 

For. of the two influences, the present is Buiiorior lo 
j ihe pnsi, because the |«si ha, already been dclemined, 

hut the preisent is Btill undetermined. 
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There* are four preliminary reqarrements which a 

roan desirous of knowing the truth should have in order 

that he may easily succeed in bis effort, namely. Con¬ 
tentment, Peace of [ntnd, Association with the wise, 
and Rational Investigation. Of these the last is the 

most im|Jortani. For, by no other way does one directly 

come to the knowledge of the truth than through one's 
own thinking and espericnce, In fact, there is no other 
means of knowing the truth than one's own intuttion, 

without which we can have no conception of it. 
The fact of knowledge, according to Vasiafha. pre¬ 

supposes that behind the variety and plurality of objects 
perceived in the world there is an aJi-einbracing Unity. 

All relations presuppose some identity behind the related 

things. And knowledge, specially, can liave as its object 

only that which is homogeneous with it in nature. 
Consequently all objects along with the perceiving sub- 

jects are modifications of an All'inctusive Consciousness, 

the lindiman. 
The objective world is a manifestation of the mind. 

It is a s)’stem of ideas, a play of mentation. Every-* 

ihmg is a creature of the mind as dream-experiences 

are. It is evident from the fact that the yogins do not 

experience anything at all when they bring their mind 
to rest. Time ts a relation of succession of one id^ 

after another. It is also a product of the mind's 

imagination and is relative to the flow of ideas. Space 
is also a relation of co-existcncc of ideas and so is 

relative to the activity of the mind. The stability, fixity 

and order of the world are also like those of the 

dream-world, due to the imagination of the mind. 
On this view there is little or no diflerence between 

the waking-world and the world of dreams, witlt regard 

to the quality of their contents. Both are alike in 
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nature and, as long as each lasts, it gives us ihe 

same sense of reality and stability as the other. 
Every individual knows and perceives what is with¬ 

in his own mind. No mind perceives aughi but its own 

ideas. So the world-apfiearauce has arisen individually 
to every mind and every mind has the power to 
manufacture and change its own world. But Vasifijha 
is not a mere subjective idealist. He admits the 
pIuraltLy of minds and aiso a common world of 
experience, which, in its original form, is an ideal 

construction in the Cosmic Mind which he calls Brahma. 
Both these views are reconciled by him thus: The 

ideas manufactured in the mind of BrahmJf are ihe 

common objects of experience to us all, although in 

our mind they enter as our own ideas. Every 

mind, being the manifestation of the same Divine 
Mind, is capable of representing within itseif other 
individuai minds also as ideas within its own mind. 

The common ideas of us all give us the appearance 
of a common world. 

There is another very interesting aspect of Vasisiha's 
Idealism, namely, that there are worlds witltin worlds 

ad mjimtum. Whatever is thought of by the mind, Ik* 
it the cosmic or the individual mind, becomes, in its own 
turn, a centre of imaginative activity, /.e., a mind, the 

creator of its own objective world. In every uiitversc 

thus, there are contained millions of other w>r)ds and 
this process goes on ad infinUttm. 

.All the worlds arc not of the same nature and 

contents. Some of them probably arc entirely similar, 
some |iartially similar, and others quite djlTtrent from 
one another. Every world-evoJuiion is followed by an 

involution. The evolution of an objective world within 

a mmd, proceeds in the same way as in a dream. 
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The dynamic force beWnd the manifestation of all 
objects in the world is desire. Imagination actuated by 
dusiro assmnes the forms of the objects of enjoyment 

on the one hand and the sense-organs and the body on 

the other. Involution sets In, when desire to enjoy 

objects ceases to operate. 
This standpoint of idealism saves us from many 

false conceptions regarding our life. Death is one of 
them. In death there is nothing realty to fear. Even 
if death brings about the total dissolution of u person, 

it is a desirable consummation, as> in that case, death 
means the cessation of alt our sorrows and sufferings. 

But in reality, such toul extinction does not occur. 
Souls bound to their desires are led from one body to 
another in endless succession, so that death is oidy a 

change of experience. A body t>eing dead, the vital 
aim leave it and float in the atmospheric air, 

with tlie seeds of desires that have yet to fructify within 

them. Then having, after some time, recovered from 

the state of insensibility produced by death, the minds 

of the dead begin to experience various kinds of other 
worlds, in accordance with their respective desires, beliefs 

and merits. Having enjoyed the bliss of heaven or the 
torments of hell deserved by them, they again are 

attracted to the life of this world, on account of their 
previous kamtu^ and unfulitlled desires. U is only those 

persons who have realised their identity with the Abso¬ 

lute Reality' and have iKCome liberated in this life 

(Jlvan-muklas), that do not undergo any further experience 

of the world, because having given up their physical 
bodies and hence all their desires, they have no desires 

to fructify. They atuin, after the death of the physical 
body, the state of NinStia, by which is meant here the 

total extinction of separate and individual existence. 
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They merge in the Brahman^ the Absolute ReatitVf 

which is the Self of us all. Death thus does uoi mean 
the total extinction of everything within us. It is only 
the dissolution of the physical body that is brought 

about by death. Death is a cfiange in our world- 
experience due to our desires. Tt is also possible, 
according to the Yoga-x'Ssi^ihat for us to conquer death 

to a great extent. Death does not easily approach those 

who keep themselves above sorrows, cares and anxietice; 
who are not slaves to their changing moods and pas¬ 

sions, Those who are pure in heart and character can 
live as long as they like. 

We, as minds, have got a tremendous power at our 

command Whatever the mind thinks and be!ie%'es in¬ 

tensely, comes to exist. The mind is the seed of the 

world and the nave of the wbeef of the saihsara. 
Creation and dissolution are the rising and setting of its 
activities. Every individual mind is the master of its 

destiny and the maker of its body and circumstances. 

There is no other agency but our own mind, that gives 

us our desired objects. The Mind creates the body 

from its own imagination and can change the form of 

the body in accordance with its own intense imagination. 
It can cure all the physical diseases of the body by its 

harmonious and healthy thoughts, because all physical 

diseases have their origin in mental disotder, according 

to the It is in the power of every one 
to continue well and young, as long as one likes. For 

whatever the mind detenninea to experience, no other 

agency can obsimcu Bondage and freedom are also 

states of the mind and are dcterminixl by it, lb>ncbtge 
or suffering is due to our wrong belief that we are 

finite beings. Freedom from ignorance and wrong be 

liefs and the conviction of our being oiie with the 
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Absolute ReaJit}% constitute liberation. The Kingdom of 

Heaven and the Home of Happiness is within us. The 

moment we attain peace of mind, the entire universe is 
changed for us. 

it is one and the same mind that assumes various 
forms and is called by various names, on account of 
its different functions^ It is called BuJdhi, when it 

knows something dehniteJy; A/tarh&^ra (ego), when it 

assumes for itsdf a distinct existence; CUfa, when it 
displays 6ckicncss; Karma (action), when it moves tO' 

wards a desired end; Kalpanlt (imagination), when it 

thinks of some desired thing; Vztsanis (desire); htJriya 

(sense-organ), when it rei'cais to the Self eKtema! 
objects; and Pratr/i (root-matter), because it creates 
objects out of it&elf. In fact everything that we know, 
is, according to the Yoga-'i^st§tha, a form of the mind. 

We have already noted that there are innumerable 

minds. They all have their origin in the Cosmic Mind 
{Brahinit), The latter has its origin in the Absolute 

Consciousness. From the Absolute Reality, which is 
like a calm ocean, Brahtnd springs like a wave. The 

rise of the Cosmic Mind in the Absolute Consci* 

ousness is not due to some external agency, (s not 

determined by any previous harjHoa and is not due to 

any purpose to lie realised. The creative activity, which 

manifests itself in the Cosmic Mind, is inherent in the 
Reality. U works quite spontaneously. Before the rise 

of the Cosmic Mind the Law of Karma does not 

operate, acccirding to the Yoga-v^siitha. Every creation 

is a new creation. The Law of Karma, however, begins 

to bind an individual, the very moment he begins to 

live a life of separation and distinction from the Reality 

as ft Whole. But however much an individual may 

tltirik himseli to be sejjaratc from the Absolute, he is 
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in reality ever identical with It. for he is a manifestation 
of lt!i creative Power. 

The Absolute and Its Creative Power, again are 
not two realities. The Creative Power of the Absolute 

IK ev<a identical with the Absolute. WTien the Power 
is active, it nuay falsely assnme a separate reality for 
itself, but when it turns back to its source. |t merges 

there ^ and becomes undifferentiated. In that case the 
Creation conies to an end. 

It is very difficult to say anything about the 
essential nature of the Absolute. It is above all our 

concepts and categories which hold good in our cx- 

^rience. We cannot, for eicatnplc, say whether the 
Absolute Reality js one or many; self or not-sdf; 

spirit or matter; conscious or unconscious. AH that can 

be said about the AhstHute. by those who have not 

yet tJiffictly realised It, is that It is the All-embracing 

and All-powerful Reality which manifests Itself in all 

thin^. It is the subUest of the subtle and the grossest 
of the gross. It ts that from which all things arise, 

tku in which all things exist, and that to which all 
things return. It is the ultimate Self of as all. 

Tlic test of reality is eiemal persistence. That 

which has a beginning or an end cannot be said lo be 

real. Nothing m the world is absolutely real according 
to this test of reality, for everything comes into 
existence and goes out of it. The Absolute alone is 

: an appearance, a phenomenon. 
It ifi real only relatively to the individuals who experi- 

hl ^'**8 experien«d It IS hke a dream or mirage. 

the Absolute Reality is above all changes 
iMsion^ difTerentiaiions and rehitiona, /VJJ these thines 

are relative and fall wiffiffi dte Absolute- "ut X 
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Absolute in Itself is tree from them, ft is distinction' 
lcss» homogeneous Kcaiity, which is Consciousness :md 
Bliss through and through. For the Absolute as such 

there is no creation, no destruction; no bondage or 
freedom; no change; no c\'olution or involution. All 

these things are relatively* real, but quite unreal for 
the Absolute, 

To realise the standpoint of the Absolute is the ideal 

for those, who want to lx: free Crotn the tniseries of life 
and death. The only method of realising the standpoint 
of the Absolute is to know the Truth and to live accord¬ 
ingly. This experience does not dawn ui>on any one 

merely through the grace of any god or teacher. No god 

or teacher can confer liberation on one, who is not 
disciplined through liis own right thinking. No re¬ 

nunciation of any kind of actions is required for the 

purpose. Knowledge is the only requisite for Liberation. 
However knowledge should not remain a mere belief, 

but should become a living experience- Tliis can be 

done through constant practice (abhyasa) in Yoga. 

Yoga, in the means the method of freeing 

oneself from the misery of Itfc and death. It consjEts 

in Brahma-bhttvanit—imaginmg oneself to be identicid 

with the .Absolute, Mano-laya—merging the mind in the 
Absolute, and Prapa’Ttirodha, stopping the activity of 
the vital airs. Any one or all of these methods may 

l>c practised by the aspirant to tealtec the Absolute 

point of view and consequently to be free from the 

troubles of individuality and linitude. 
The completion of this Yoga of Self-realisation 

requires prolonged effort on the part of the aspirant. 

Several stages, seven according to the Yoj{a-vltsl^ifta, 
may be marked on the progressive ptith of the attainment 
of the Absolute experience by an individual. The hmt 
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w S'uW*m:A^the dawn of the desire to be libenilcd; 
e second is Vicitra^—investij^-ation into the nature of 

the Reality; the third is the Trtnii^wiirt^rsit^thc pnrifu 
ration of the tnind (lit, thinness); tile fourth is the 

Sai^patti-^iha realisation of the pure being (of the 
witbm): the fifth is the above 

attachment to objects ^ the sixth is the PadariiathhavafU 

-realisation of the unreality or iion-cxistence of the 
objecu in the Absolute: and the seventh is the Tnryag^-^ 

(the fourth experience) attainment of the Absolute Experi* 
ence, w^ch is so unique, that It cannot lie given the 

name of Tvuking. dream or eleep. Having realised this 
expcrtenc^ ott6 becomes JiberateiL 

The person who hes become riberated and U vet 
mns m this world is called a Jlvan-mukla. He or she 

(f« rw nrust remember tire Yoga-vlui,lba is not pro- 
jndiced a^mst fte fair and admits that women 

tave e,„al right to be liberated) is the happiest |*rson 
on the earth. The Jivan-muhta » neither delighted in 

JTStl'lr /'Tl'*' Outwardly rUKharging 
all the dunes of l.fe, yet he is free within. He is free 

fZdIv 'r u “■* “ I“>'‘<ri uud 
cndly to ail. He is bosy in the affairs of life, but 

hi llTrl"'” ■”* ■"‘'""e nor has 
be anything to give np. He is in solitude, even in the 

.■:roi. If “-‘“‘'“■''-nLl'tt 



CHAPTER VH 

THE STOKIES OF THE 

As already noticed, the way in which the au^r of tlic 
Yoga^vitst^fha tries to impress his doctrines on the mind 

of hts n^adeTS, is, hrst to enunciate them with appro¬ 

priate similes and metaphors and then to relate a story 
by way of illustration. There arc no less than fiftj'-five 

such illustrative stories in llie work. Some of them are 
mere epic similes and small allegories, while others arc 

really interesting and instructive stories. The main dia¬ 
logue of Vasi^ha and ttama-candra is itself presented 

in the form ol an illustrative story in the present 

scheme of the work. With regard to many of the 
storjis, it is very difficult to say whether there is 

any historical truth in them. It is very probable that 
most of them are the offspring of the author's own 

imagination. This method has been i]uite succe^fully 

imitated in the service of the Advaita philosophy in 
CaiMt-dafve^, Candra kanta and jnan<t^vaifagya-/frakuda 

in Urdu, Guzerati and Hindi respectively. 
Here we pfoiwsc to have a bird’s-eye-view of 

all the stories of the Yoga~v‘itsi^(hat in the order in 

-which they occur In the work, although, from a strictly 

scientific point of view, they may ictjuire a different 

classification on the lines of the dassificadon of the 

dixtnnes. 
10 
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The Story of the First Prakara^a 

1, The Story of the Recenstons of the Yo^a-v&iii^iha i 

Once a Brahmaiia named SuUks^ happened to 

have a philosophical doubi in his mind. To get htm- 

setf satisfied on the problem, he approached Agasti, 
The latter, having answered his question, said to him ; 

“ I will, in this connection, relate to you an old story, 
which is as follows: Once Agni'Vee^ya saw his son sitting 

tdlc with a doubt in his mind, as to whether the Vcdic 

sacrifices or their renunciation led one to the final 

deliverance. In order to show him the right way, he 
told hts son the following story: Once a fairy named 

Suruci, while sitting on one of the peaks of the litma* 
layas, happened to see u messenger of Indra, and asked 
him where he was coming from. In reply, the messenger 

told her that he came back from the hermitage of the 
sage V'Slmiki, whither he had, by the command of lus 
master, escorted a king named Arista-ncmi, who 

desirous of knowing the way to liberation. The sage 

recited to the king an old composition of his, in which 
he had recorded the teachings of V^asis^a to his pupil 

I^ma^andra and which was, after its having been 

com|>osed, recited to BharadvSja. The messenger told 
the fairy all that the sage had taught the king 

The Stories of the Secohd PRAKARAt^A 

2. T/w Story of Suka, the Son of Vyitsa: 

This is given to illustrate the character of a true 

aspirant. Suka, the son of the great Vy-Ssa, liecomes 
desirous of knowing the Truth and approaches hts father. 

The latter asks him to approach king Janaka, He 
accordingly goes to the city of Janaka and gives notice 

of his arrixi'al at the gale of his palace. The king gets 
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the information, but, wbhing to test the mentality of 
bis guest, does not receive him until the seventh day* 

S'uka does not at all mind the apparent disregard and 

remains standing tliere M'tth a balanced tnindi On the 
eighth day the king welcomes S^uia very warmly, gives 

him a lodging in bis harem, which was futi of captivat* 
ing beauties, who attend upon the guest by the order 

of the king and feed him on very tasiefnl and sumptu¬ 

ous food. Amidst alt these Gtrcumstanccs, however, the 

young sage remains unmoved at heart and does not at 
all fall a prey to the attachment of worldly pleasures, 
but persists in his intense desire to know the Truth, 

which the king, having sufEciently tested his fitness, 

gladly teaches him, 

3. The Story of Vasi^tha's Learning the Truth from the 

Creator: 

When Brahmn had created the world, he forethought 

that there would be trouble and suffering in it as a 

result of ignorance. He, therefore, wanted to create 

some remedy for the evil arising out of the ignorance 
tif the creatures. He meditated and by his creative 
imagination brought forth Vastajha, whom he taught the 
Science of Peace, and deputed to India {Bhareta-vursa), 

The Stories of the Thiro Phakara^a 

4, The Story of 

The story of AkSrfaja illusirates that the Brahman 

is beyond the clutches of death, 
There was a Brahniaipi named SkSSfajaH The Land 

ol death very often wished to destroy him, but was 

nnsuccessfut in his attempts. The reason was that he 

couid find no kartnas which bound him, for it is due 

to such itjrmas alone that one falls a prey to death. 
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5* Tht Story of Lilti: 

This is oni: of the most tnterestlDg stories of the 
work. It is given to Etlustrate the ultimate ideality of 

the universe, the philosophy of death* and after-death* 
GXperietiee, the reJativity of time and space, the exist¬ 
ence of worlds within worlds, the power of desires and 
thoughts, and the equality of man and woman in the 
acquirement of supernatural powers. 

L(I5 is the wife of a king, Padma. She is intensely 

devoted to her husband. Once she asks the priests' of 
her court, whether there is any method by which her 
husband could be made immortal and learns from them 

that it is impossible. She then propitiates Sarasvati. 
and gets a Iwon through her, tliat if her husband 
sjiould ever die, his soul would never go out of her 

own room* Veiy much pleased with her devotion the 

goddess promises to mitnifest herself, w'hencver and 
wherever she would require her, Padma dies in course 
of time and leaves LllIE in intense mourning. A voice 

from the Void, however, assures her, that the soul of 
the king is within the room where he died, and 

advises her to preserve the corpse, until the departed 
soul again \*ivifics it after some time. Lil5 is very 

much surprised and remembers the goddess, who in* 
stantancoualy appears before her. LliS implores the 

goddess to show her the present experiencei of the 

king in his new world. For the purpose of enabling 

her to sec the other worlds, the goddess teaches her 

the existence of various planes penetrating one another 

and existing quite unpcrceived by the inhabitants of 
other planes. She teaches her also the method of 

seeing and visiting the various worlds inierj^netmting 

our world .md takes her to the present world of her 
husband-, cipeoen«, whm he U scan a, a young 
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king of sixteen years ruling over a mighty kingdom. 
LlIiT becomes wondcrscmck. But Sarasvati makes her 
more so by telling her the story of her and her 

husband's previous existence thus:—In a smaU but in 
a dtflercnt world there lived a Bi^mana named 
V'asisiha, with his wife Anindhatl, who got also a 

similar boon to keep the soul of her husband confined 

in her apartment after his death. One day after liaving 
witnessed the pOTn|iQus procession of a king and 

wishing to be born a king, the poor Brahmana died. 

Mis wife, unable to bear the pangs of separation from 

her husband, burnt herself with the Ividy of her hus¬ 

band. Sarasvan, then tolls her that all this happened 

only a week before and that the Bt^mapa pair was 

bom as the king I*adma and his wife Lll5, in this 

world, where Padma died after having lived a long 

life, leaving Ltlil alone. LiH docs not bdievc this 
story. This goddess, then, takes her to that world, and 

makes her verify the story from a son of the deceased 

pair. Through her meditation, she remembers all her 

previous births since her origin from the Creator, Borh 

LilS and Sarasvati then return to the present world 

of the king, who is now named VidEratha, and find 

him in his 70th year. His present wife is also named 

Llhr. They manifest themselves before the king in his 

private apartment and mysteriously remind him of his 
previous existence as Padma. He expresses a desire to 

be Padma again. His present wife propitiates Sarasvatl 

to confer a boon upon her to be the wife of her 

husisuid even in his future world. After a short time 

there arises a war in which the king \ idQratha is 
killed. His soul, which was present throughout in the 

room where the Padraa-cor|>se was lying, now re-enters 

the dead body and loJ it rises again as king Padma^ 
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and finds standing before him his two wives^ namely, 

I and LtM II, with whom he tives happily for a 
long time again in this world. 
6, Th£ Story of Karkaij; 

This story showa that there is fear or danger in 
this world only for the ignorant, but the wise who can 

explain the riddle of the universe and know the true 

nature of the Reality behind it, are free from all dangers. 

There ^-as a huge and gluttonous eannibal woman 

named Karkatl in a northern ralley of the Himllayas. 

She found much difficutty in appeasing her hunger on 

account of her abnormal size. She, therefore, underwent 
penances and through titc boon of BrahmS got herself 

reduced to the sisc of a needle. Thereafter she was 

called Visudka (silci=needle), .\fter some time she 
repents for her action, for with that minute size she 
could enjoy only a little drop of the blood of her 

prey. Through another course of penance she got her 

former size back, but on the condition that she should 
prey upon die ignorant alone. In order that she may 

distinguish between the wise and the ignorant, to kill 

the latter and to spare the former, she framed a set 
r>f questions^ which she put to all whom she met. 

Once a Kiratii king of the vicinity happened to be 

^n l>y her in a forest. She puts the questions to 

im to all of which he replies quite satisfactorily, as 
he ^s a wise man. She lets him alone. As advised 
hy the king, she gives up her huge ugly form and 

assumes a charming and beautiful appearance. The kine 
now allows her to stay in his own harem. There, she 

was fed on the bodies of the criminals of the state 
and lived quite peacefully. 

7. The Story of the Som of Indu: 

Thi. .loqr illu.trat=s ,hc creUve power of thought 
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Near the Kailasa hill there lived a Bt^hmaria, 

named Indu. On Kis death, ht& ten sons met to tJiink 

of the best way to commemorate the death of their 
belor'ctl father and decided that every one of them 

should become a creator of a universe, through the 
creative power of his thnught. All of them sal in 

meditation and, through the force of their imagination 
and affirmation, they actually evolved into ten creators 
of ten world-^sterns. 

8. The S/ory of tndra and Ahalya: 

This story illustrates how pleasure and pain depend 

on the determination of mind and to what extent die 

body becomes anaesthetic to alt external tortures, if the 
mind ts fixed on something else. It also sHoivs that the 

determination of the mind is a proof against all external 

coercion. 
In Magadha there lived a king named Indra-dyumna. 

He bad an exceedingly beautiful wife, AhalyS. She fell 

in We with one India, a very handsome youUi living 

in the same city, who also loved her very much. No 
sooner did the king come to know of their secret love 
than he began to dissuade her. But she was mad after 
her lover and preferred to undergo all sorts of tortures 

to giving up her love. The king, then, punished them 
both in the severest possible ways. But the mutually 
loving pair remained immindful of all the pains that 

their bodies had to undergo, for their minds were so 
deeply set on each other that they did not feel iKxiily 

pain at all. The king oUimately took pity on them 
and allowed them to live together out of his kingdom. 

9. The Story of Ute Mind; 

It is an allegory showing the self-troubling nature 

of the mind. 
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The Mint* is here represented by a mad man 

having a thousand hands and eyes and teaiing himscif 
in frenzy with a thousand laahes. fie wanders in a 
dense forest without any aim. 

10- TAe Story of tht Three uttborn Boyst 

This is given to illustrate the absolute unreality of 
the world- 

A mother once told the following story to her 
child; In a city which never existed there lived three 
princes, tivo of whom wore never txim and ihu third 

never entered the womb of any mother. They once 

went out and took their hath in three nvers, 'two of 

which were already dried up and the third contained 
no waUtr at all. There they stayed in three houses 

two of which iiever existed and the third was not yei 

built. They invited, then, three guests, two of whom 

had no mouth and the third no stomach, etc., etc. 

It. T'Atf Siory of n 

This story is given to illustrate the doctrine that 
the events which rake several years to occur m the 

history of the world can be identically nepreseittcd in 

any mind within a few moments. It illustrates the 
ideabty and relativity of all things, time and space. 

In the Uttara-l^dava country their lived a kinc 
named l^vai^i. Once a magician comes to his court 

and gets ,permission from him to shmv his wonrierful 

|x>wera. He begins in wave his buneli of pc-ocock 
fearer, before the king and in n „K.mem hi™ 
» hypnotrsed. Within » Ie„ ^rmicnt. of hi, hyimotie 

trance the king expenenced the following bng series of 
events; A very fine horse is sent to him as ,a present 

by »me feudatory chief, lie ride, the hotee. »hich g«, 
.«.t of control and take, hin, to n very djetan. foLt. 
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The king, fecJing very much troubled by him» wishes to 

l^t rid of him nnd so he catches hold of a branch of 
a tree, under which the horse happened to pass. The 

horse runs away, leaving the king alone wandering in 

the unknown forest. While he is feeling very hungry 
and cjctrcmely thirsty, a Canola girt is seen by him 

carrying some food for her father working in a held 
near by. He requests her to give him a portion of it. 
She feeds him only on the promise of the king to 

become her husband and takes him to her father, with 

whose consent she marries him. The king lives like a 
Capd^la, in the Catn^a family and brotherhood, eating 

and enjoying all sorts of filthy things. He brings forth 

a numl^r of children and continues to live up to a 

pretty long age. Once, unfortunately, there happens to 
Ix! a terrible famine in the country and, in spite of 

his best cfTorls, he is unable to maintain his big 
family and so, he commits suicide by throwing himself 
into tlie fire. Immediately he wakf^ up from his trance 

into his original stale as King Lavapa, He is very 
much surpriseti and, wishing to know whether there 

was any reality behind his trance vision, he starts to 

visit the place in the Vindhya hills which wjis the 
scene of hie Ca^la-experiences. To his great surprise, 
he could identify all the items of his vision with the 

actual facts which occurred in this place. He found not 

only the familiar places and objects, but his old parents* 
in-taw, whose ugly daughter he was compelled to marry 

in the trance under the necessity of appeasing his hunger. 

Stories of the Fourth Phakara^ia 

12. Tlte S/ory o/ SuifUcarya: 

This story illustrates the marvellous effect of the 

desire or wish on the life of an liidtviduaJ, and sbmvs 
u 
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how even 3 mere passing wish brinp abotit a ntiw birth 

in which it will be realised^ 
The great sage Bhigu and his son S'nkracarya 

were once undergoing penance in a vaUej' of the 

Mandara mountain. While engaged in meditation, STukra 

happens to catch sight of a celestial damsel and at 
once a vrish creeps in his mind to enjoy her company, 
jiis subtle body leaves the ph>^tcal and reaches the city 
of the gods, where he finds his beloved and wins her love. 

There he lives for a .number of years in the sweet 

company of His behaved, until, the force of his good 
actions being exhausted, tie falls down on the earth 

through rain and becomes a grain of |>addy* A 
mapa cats the grain, and he is born as a son to him. 
As a BrShmana boy, he becomes fond of deer and 

consequently becomes a deer in his next life. In this 

manner he transmigrates in several bodies, until he b 

born as the son of a Tapasvin and takes to the f>erfor- 
mance of penance on the banks of the Ganges. In the 

mean time, the original body of S'ukra, left by him 
tong ago, begins to decay. His father noticing it, 

comes angry with the god of death, who, manifesting 

himself on being wrongly accused, explains the whole 
thing, Both then approach the boy sitting in i>etiance 

and ask him to meditate on the history' of hts past 

lives. He femembem his ?ukra*fonn| goes hack to it 
with his mental body and revives tl, 

13. Thfi Stwy Qf /Jffmo, Vyriht oicd Kaiai 

This story illustrates that the will to live is the 
cause of all failures and sufierings in liie and the 

absence of it is that of success and achievements. 

There was a wealthy and wise Demon king of the 
totals world, named Sfambara. He waged a great war 
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«p«in_ the gods and gave them a severe defeat. The 
chief reason for his success was that he could create, 
cbrotigh his magical powers, three great warriors, DSitia, 

Vy5la and Kapt. They fought most selflessly, without 
the least desire to preserve themselves and so could not 

be defe.ited by the gods, whom they drove out of 

heaven* The gods approach Brahml, who comes to know 
of the cause of their success through his ineditationv 

He advised the gods to fight with the demon-warriors 

in such a manner as to cn^tt the desire for self- 

preservation and victory in their mind. The gods suc¬ 
ceeded in doing so, because the demon-warriors were 

ignorant of the true nature of the Self and so killed 

them in a battle. 

N. The Story of Bhima, Bh^sa attd Dr4har 

This story, is a continnation of the above and illus¬ 

trates the same thing with an additional point that the 

desire for self-preservation cannot he created in one who 

knows the true nature of the SeH. . 
ffambara, the above-mentioned demon king, seeing 

his great warriors thus killed by the gods, now cieaies 

another triad of Bhima, BliSsa and Df^ha, in whom it 

was impossible for the gods, to create the feeling of ego, 
as they were bom with the knowledge of the real nature 

of the Self. Tliey defeated the gods in spite of the 

best efforts of the latter. 

15. The Story of Dastard t 

This story illustrates that |)«ice cannot Ix! achieved 
by undergoing penances, or ijorforming sacrifices enjoined 

in die Vedas. Such things can at the most purify our 

intellect, if done Ihotightftilly and with unselfish motives. 
Knowledge of the Self dawns only thmugh rational 

thinking and meditation, ' 
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In Magadha there lived a Muyii named Dn^lira. 

He was ignorant of the nature of the Self. When his 
father S^aratoman dies, be weeps bitterly. Gods of the 

forest console and advise him to attain peace. Seeking 
p^ce, he takes Ut the performance of [>enance, but in 
vain. He performs very dlfhcuU sacrifices, but does not 
attain peace. He then takes to meditation and thinking 

and at last kno^vs the real nature ot the Self and hods 

peace within. Through his boon a son is born to a 
fores ter-woman. D^tfura teaches the science of peace to 
this boy, when he grows up. Vasistha, while one day 
passing that way, enjoys one of his lectures to his pupil. 

IG. 7'/ie Story of Kaca: 

This is not a sior^' in the rt^l sense of the term, 

but a sotilociuy on the immanence of God. 

Kaca was the son of Brhaspati. He once sat in 
iamudki. Waking up from hisr sam&dhi state he sang 

a very beautiful song on the Immanence of the Brahman 
in m'ery thing of the universe. 

The Stories of the Fifth pRAKARA^a 

17. The Story of Jatuikii: 

This story illostratca how accidental suggestion some¬ 

times awakens the dormant discriminative tendencies in 
the previous birth of an individual. 

One day, the king of the Vidcha country, whose 
name was Janaka was sitting in his garden. There, he 

hapfxned to hear some very inspiring songs sung by 
the celestial beings passing that way. These songs 
produced a very deep impression on his mind and set 

him to meditate on Uic illusory nature of the world 

and on the teal nature of the Self. He discovenj that 

the main cause of all suffering was the ignorant rnind. 
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He realises that the true nature «f the Self is free 

fmm ego. Even then he rules over hU kingdom. 

18. The Story of Punya and P^tvanat 

Tills story shows that it ia absard and futile to be 

sorrowful, wKct some beloved person is separated from 
us, seeing tliat wc have had countless relations in the 

long history of our past lives. 
On the Mahendni mountain in the Jambu-dvipa 

there lived a sage, named Dirgha-tapas. He had two 
sons—Pupya and Pavana, The former had aeriuired the 

knowledge of" the Truth, whereas the latter was only on 
the path, when their beloved father passed away. 
Pavana weeps very bitterly at the death of his father. 

Punya tc,aches him th© absurdity of his action, on the 
ground that he had had numberless fathers in his i«tst 

lives. He reminds him of the countless lives ho had 

lived as a deer, a lion, a monkey* a prince, a crow, 

an elephant, an ass, a bird, a puppyp etc. 

ig. The Story of Bati: 

This story is given to illustrate how the state of 

nir-vi-kalpa sam^dhi can be realised through meditation 

on the truth that everything is consciousness. 
BaQ was the son of the famous Virocana of 

He begins to reflect that life, as it is generally lived, 
is n monotonous drudgery. We repeat the same course 
of actions and always remain unsatisfied. He recollects 

that his father, who was famous for his wisdom, used 
to speak of a very wonderful state of existence called 

Ula^ration, in which man finds undecaying peace. He 
now wishes to know more alxiut it and approaches his 

preceptor, STukrScSrya. The latter teaches him that he 
should realifie that every thing is consciousness. Bali 

meditates on this truth and realises it in bis nir^vi-kaJpa 
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samflidhi. He becomes a Jiberated man and njles over 

his kingdom wisely. 

20. The Story of Prahtitdaj. > 

This atocy illustraies that wen the great gods like 

Vi^u cannot cause a man to realise the Self without 
his own thinking and meditation. The Grace of god or 
a teacher cannot confer the knowledge of the Self on 
any person. 

Once Vis^u defeated the demons and killed iheir 
lord, Hiranya'kasripu. This impressed PrahlSda, the son 

of the hilled demoov very much. He begins to worship 

the victorious Vis^u. The latter is very much pleased 
with his devotion, and appears before him when he was 

very eager to see him. When PiahlSda is asketl to 

choose a boon, he wants to realise the true nature of 
the Self. Vi^u tells him that he would be able to 

realise it only through his own thinking and meditation, 
for no god or teacher can eunfer the knowledge of the 
Self on any person. Prahlada follows his advice and 

attains a state of thought-less eamadhi. He forgtu his 

royal duties and continues U> enjoy the bliss of samTidhi. 

Anarchy prevails in his kingdom, for he neglecta it. 

VisDU comes down and, waking him up from tlic thought¬ 

less sam^dhl, advises him to rule over his kingdom as 
an ideal and wise ruler. PrablJEda does accordingly. 

21, The Story of Gudhii 

This is a %-ery interesting story, illustrating the 
creative |x>wer of A/i/ya and die ix>Bsibiltty of die 
identical leprcsentation of the real hiRtoricaJ sejies of 

events by the individual mind as the creation of Mayu 

within a few moments before' their actual occurrence 

There was a Brahmarui named Ghdhi, He had a 

keen desire to know the nature of M^ya and wofsbipiied 
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Vis^^u to get hiii d^irc fulfilled. Vis^m {jrantcd a fxion 

to him that he would soon realise the natere of Afilya. 
After 3 few days, while he was bathing in a river, he 

dipped his head ifi' water, and lo I he saw the following 
vtsion: He is ill at his home and esperiences his death. 

He is bom again of an ugly and black 
woman. He grows and marries a Cat^d^la girl and 

begets several children. Once, while passing through a 

country callefl Kira, he happens to be picked up by 
the elephant which was let loose by the people to elect 

a king in the place of the one who w*as dead and is 
installed as king in spite of himself. He rules over the 
country for a number of years, until he is discovered 

to be a Ca^id^la by birth by his high caste subjects, who 
enter into the fire by way of pcrfomtlng a praya^-ciita 

for having l)een ruled by a tow class king. He feels 

very sorry at the sight of this horrible scene and jumps 

himself into the fire. The intense pain of being burnt 
wakes him up from his vision in the water, where he, 
as G^dhi, was taking his bath* All this happened within 

a few seconds of his dip. After a few months be meets 

a traveller who relates to him, in tlie course of his 

account of his travelling, all that G?dhi experienced 

within a few sieconds of his vision. The coincidence 
being too wonderful to be believed, he starts to ^'crify 

it and actually finds all that he saw in his vision 

had actually happened in the real and historical world. 

Such is the wonderful power of .Wiiyit 1 

22. The Story of Vddalaha i 

This story is given to show how the mind can be 

controlled and the true nature of the Self realised 

through meditation and the practice of the control of 

the vital airs (PtSija). 
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There was a Mutii, Uddn^laka by name. He m.itces 

ap his mind to orpniience the state of samSdhi. Find¬ 
ing the mind to be a great impediment in his w^y 

he addresses it and tries to discover the tuituie of the 
Self, Through the control of (prStia) vital aim he 
realises the state of samSdhi. 

23. The Story of Suraghu: 

This story tilustmtes how equanimity can be attain¬ 
ed even amidst the duties of the world. 

There was, once, a king of KirStas near the 

KailSsa mountain. The Mum, Ma^davya, pays a visit 
to him and, being requested, teaches him how one can 

experience equanimity even in the midst of woridly 

duties and that the Self is the reality which persists, 
even after every object is eUminated. The Muni goes 

back and Suraghu sets about to realise his teachings in 
experience and succeeds. Once he is visited by a 

Persian King Pargada, whom he teaches the way of 

enjoying the state of samadht, while one is busily 
engaged in wurldly affairs. 

24, TAc Sfory of BftiJsa and Vitiisa; 

Through this stor>' the author teaches that one 

cannot be well and at peace unless the mirtd is 
brought under control and the Self is realised. 

On the Sahya mountain in the north there lived 
a great Ufi, Atri, with his pious wife Anasi^, They 

had two sons Bhisa and Vil5&a. After the death of 
their parents they went in different directions to undergo 

fwnance.^ After sometime they meet each other and 

when VJlitsa enquires of the welfare of his brother, 
the latter replies that wdfarc cannot be possibly aiuin- 

cd, unless one has realised the true Self and broacht 
his mind under control. 
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25. T/t£ Story of Vita-havya; 

This ston* is in illustniU()n of Self-realisation and 

attainment of the best state of existence, 

Vlta-havya was a Muni in the VindJiya bills. Ha 

performed various rites prescribed by the S^stras but 
could not attain peace. He now makes up his mind 

to realise the state of nir<vi>‘kalpa samSdhi. He addresses 

his mind, 'chastises it for its fickleness, controls It and 
the senses and attains the state of sam^dhi in which 

he 8ta>'s for a vcf)' lung time. In the meantime his 
body was covered by earth, so that tvhen he wakes 
up from his satnSfdhinstate, he finds himself unable to 

move. He docs not mind it but creates another world 

through his imagination and lives there as a liberated 
man. Once again he remembers his body being covered 

by earth and makes up his mind to uncover it. He 

enters the orb of the sun and comes back therefrom 

with a ray of the sun, w*hich removes the earth and 

relieves the body of it. In this body he lives for a 
long time as a free man. Once he makes up his 

mind to realise the disembodied state of liberation and, 

entering a cave, witlidraws himself from the body, 

senses, mind, etc. He, then, realises the highest sUge 
of existence, which is thoughtless, immutable and eternal 

bliss. 

The Stories of the First Fart of the 

Sixth pKAKARJujtA 

26. Tfie Story of KTiha-Bhu^ii\i4a t 

This story illustrates the possibili^ of an infinitely 

long and healthy life through the maalery of the vital 

airs (Pdfpa) and the WiHpdu/ini-force. 
Once Vastf|ha, while sitting in the assembly of the 

gods, happens to hear about Kska^Bhu^upiJa 'vho is 
12 
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satd to be enjoying the Jongtsl life, becomes inquisttive 

to see him and proceeds to the Kaitasit mounUiini 
where be iii said lo reside in the form of a crow in 

the tree known as Kaipa-troe. KSka-Bhus^m^i welcomes 
him and on being questioned, describes to him his 
birtbi tong life, the way how he sorviv'es the imiversaJ 
destruction, the wonderful cjcperiencefi of his life and 

how one ran li^-e a long and healthy life. He says 
that he has seen eight births of Vasis^ha. a hundred of 

Vi^u, one thousand of Buddha, eleven of RSma and 

ten of Krspa. In his lifetime the Mahn-hliitrata has 
been composed eleven times and the Riimityaita twelve 
times. He gives a discourse on the science of vital 
airs and Katidaiitti, 

27. Tfw Story 0/ Dewi-Psj'a (Worship 0/ God}^ 

This story shows that the only and the best form of 

worship is that wherein there is no necessity for any 
external show.. 

Once Vasi^tha goes to the Kaitasu and shows hia 
devotion to ffiva, who becomes pleased with him dnd 

appears before him with his consort, l-*Jrvaii. Being 

asked What is the best form of worship ? " the god 
tells him that the worship of the Self is the best 

form of worship and that the knowle4'e of the Self i» 
tlic best way of worshipping the Self. 

28, The Story of a BilMa^/ntU: 

The Absolute Consciousness is here compared to a 
Bt/w fniit to show that the entire univerac eaists within 
such Conscious nt;55. 

29, The Story 0/ a Piece of Granite t 

Here the Brahman is compared to a huge block of 

In ^ u eranite contains within it 
^ the statues that car, poswbly be „,ade of it, so in 
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th« Brahman all the forms of the; t'niverse exist 

potentially. 

30. The Story of Arjmta: 

This story says that at a particular period of cimei 

when the earth would abound in evil-doers Vtsnu w'ould 
come down in the form of and Arjuna to kill 
them. Arjuna, while in the battle-field of the AfoAtl- 

hhara/a war, would hesitate to kill, would teach 
him the right attitude towards life and having acquired 

it he would do his duty without any attachment. 

31. The Story pf Sata-rudra: » 

This story illustrates the power of thought, desire 
and imagination on transmigration and the doctrine of 

worlds existing within worlds. 
There was a mendicant. Once ho entertained the 

thought of becoming a house-holder and consequently in 
his dream becomes one. The dream personality again, 
by his wish, dreants himself to be a Hfahma\ta, The 

process goes on, changing the man into a hundred forms 

in the course of a series of dreams, until he becomes 
Kudra. As Rudra he becomes omniscitmt and comes to 

know of all the hundred forms thus imagined living in 

their own separate worlds. He wakes the dreamers up, 

iind the imagined forms sur\ive as distinct entities. Such 

is the creative power of dioaght. 

32. The Story of a Vemla ; 

This is narrated to show that there is no danger 

anywhere for a knower of the Brahman, 

There lived a Vdnla in the Vindhyu hills. At 

nights he used to come out in search of prey* Once 
he happened to meet the king of the vicinity, who was 

learned in the knowledge of die Bnihman. He put 

several questions to (he king, who answered them to his 
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satisfaction. Tlie V^ula ooold not harm him in any 
way as he knew the Brahman, 

33. The Story of Bhagirafhai 

This story illustrates the peculiar trait in the 

character of a living liberated man that, although he 

does not stand in need of worldly actions, yet for the 

good of others he reverts to them in spite of his 
detachment. 

There lived a great king named Bhagimtha, w'ho 
brought the Ganges doivn to the earth. Once he b^ns 

to think of the unreality of worldly possessions, goes to 
his spiritual teacher. Tri-tula, and aetjuires the knowledge 

of the Self, Thereupon, he gives the whole of hie 

kingdom .and property away in charity, and goes to a 
lonely place to meditate. Here he realisea the Truth 

and lives in blissful peace. Once Btuigrratha was pass* 

ing through the country which he formerly ruled and on 
the death of the ruling king the (leople Lad to choose 

anoUier. Having recognise Bhugiratha, they entreated 

him to be their king. Hhagtratha accepted their ofTer 
for the sake of their good and ruled over the country 
justly and wisely, 

54. The Story of Cu49lat 

This is one of the most interesting and instructive 
stories in the whole work. It shows that a woman is 

not shut out from die temple of wisdom: she has an 

equal right to Self-knowledge and, if she makes effort, 
can realise the Self, even earlier than man, flaving 

realised die Self, she can help her hustiajid on his path. 

The real and genuine renunciation which is essential for 
Sdf-rcaliiiaiion is not the renunciation of extemai things 

and works, but of the internal desire or cmvjng for 

them. The busy niler of a kingdom, as C&#Sla was, 
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above the turtnoMs of life and at peace within, she is 

an ideal example of a truly liberated individual. 
Once there lived a king named S^ikhi'dhvaja In 

MStava. He married Cndnl^* a princess of the Sur^stra 

co(]iitr>'. Having lived a happy life of youthful enjoy- 
ment, both become dts-satished with the pleasures of 

life and set themsdves to seek knowledge of thb Self. 

Being more enthusiastic and discriminative, CQdiil^ suc¬ 
ceeds in getting a true vision of life; consequently a 

unique lustre brightens her face. L'nablc to realise 

the Self her husband cannot understand the reason 

of her joy. She tries to help him, hut he tak^ 

her advice lightly, In spite of her showing Him her 
supernatural powers and so fails to achieve peace 
within him*. He takes to the performance of religious 

ceremonies which do not help him. He then renounces 

his kingdom and every thing in his possession and 
goes to a forest, in spite of his wife’s entreaties not to 

do so. Then he puts himself to severe austerities and 

BO becomes languished. Cg^IH! in the meantime rules 

over her kingdom well and wisely, One day she takes 
compassion on him and visits him secretly. She intends 

again to teach him the right way of «cH-reaIt$ation, 

but thinking that he would not care to listen to her, 
she, b)' her Yogic Power, transforms herself into a 

young heavenly BrJAmtipa, named Kumbha. The king, 

being impressed with the personality uf Kumbha, nccetvts 
him as his teacher and learns from him the secret 

of Self-realisation, which consists, not in the external 

renunciation of things and duties, Imi in the interna! 

nuitmclation of the hankering after them, which is the rixjt 

of all evil. The queen does not forget to fulhl her 

royal duties, to which she gties hjick now and then. 

The king having got the tnic itiBion of the Self, 
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CKpcricnccis the samTtdlti state and becomes libeiated 

from the patra of opposite feelm^is. The queen in the 
form of Kumbha tests him in many way*. One day 

Kumbha tdU the king that lie is cumed by Duriiilsas 

to be a woman at nights and shows himself unhappy. 

The king asks him not to mind it at alt for, says 

he, what cannot be cured must be cheerfully endured. 
The nocturnal pcisonaiity of Kumbha, MadanikS, now- 

tells the king that as ft is quite natuiai for a young 

woman to have a husband, she must now marry; arid 
proposes to marry the king. He sees no loss or gain 

in it and therefore, to be of some service to her, 
marries her. Both pass their nights in conjugal happiness. 

In order to test whether the king has acquired any 

sort of attachment in his heart, which is the real 
bondage in life, she creates, by her Yogic powers, a 

lover and throws herself in his arms in the mci«t 

amorous attitude in the absence of the royaJ sage and 
continues in dial position till he comes and secs the 

pair The sight dtjcs not move him; he is unperturbed 

and unchanged. He keeps his balance of mind and comes 
out successful in the test. In such other v-arious ways 

she trains her husband in the art of living above life's 

turmoil and in the end brings him back to rule 

over the renounced kingdom like a perfectly free and 
wise man. 

35, Tht Siory of a KitJiai 

This story emphasises the value of effort, even 

though it be for Htnall things, as often, we gel precious 

things through efforts which were originally directed 
tow'ards the achievement of ordinary ones. 

There was a miserly Kirata. Once a cowrie 

shell fell down from bis hands. He being a miser 
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bcgnn tr> search for it vigorottsty and continued his 

search for three da>*s. Accidentally he found a philo¬ 

sopher's stone. 

36. The Story of a Ciotnma^i ('PAi/oaoi^/ier's Stone): 

This shows that one should not disregard the valu¬ 

able thtngs which one has got and wander in search 

of others or of similar ones elsewhere, as king S^ikhi- 

dhvaja dirt on his wife's advice. 
A man was in search of a Philosopher's stone. 

He happened to find it accidentally. Dut he thought 
the philosopher’s stone to be loo valuable a thing to be 

found so easily and himself to be loo unfortunate to 

find it so soon and so he threw it away, thinkuig it 
to lie a piece of glass. After throwing it away he 
proceeds further and teaches a forest where, after 

repeated efforts, he finds nothing but pieces of glass. 

37. The Story of an Elephant : 

This story is narrated to point out the lesson that 

one should never let slip an opportunity to vanquish 

one's enemy, ipAic/i, in the case *of an aspirant for 

self-realisation, is his individuality. Opportunity once lost 

is lost forever. 
There was a tamed elephant. Once he got an 

opportunity to be free from the control of his master. 

If he had only availed of it, he could have won his 

freedom for ever by defeating the efforts of hts con¬ 

trollers. But he did not utilise the opportunity. Con¬ 

sequently he was agiiin bound and put under couuol. 

38. The Story of Haca: 

This is given to show that true renunciation of all 

things consists in the renunciation of the ego. 
Kata, the son of UTh-Tspati, goes to his father for 

ad%'icc about the realisation of the Self. The father asks 
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him to renounce every thing ,n order to Bnd pence 

Va k°"u*°** *” a forest, UtereJIy giving up everything. 
Vet he does not hnd peace. Again he hr advised to 
give up every Uiing. The son does not again under- 

sund him and tries to give up even the little that 
was in his possession, but in vain. The father again 

^ s"’'" i’'®^ 
^ce. Then he erplains to him that renouncing every 
thing does not mean dbroiving. a»ay every thing, it 

IS the withdrawal from the mind which iiaitiscs the ego. 
This can he easily done hy affirmation of one's DivinTy. 

39. r/ie Story of a MilUya-Prrn^a fUnreal Man); 

This Ulnstrates the futility of the eiroris of the 

^isha“hJ™“ - 

There was a «iWyff.>,,ri,,e („n,eal man) who 
warned to encase space. For this he malms a jar 

tat a ter mmetime the jar is broken, leaving the rean 

tawailmg the loss of ,h. space enclosed in the jar. 

Then ta di^ a weU. eonstrucls a tank, builds^ a 
fonr^oreyed honse, etc. Bu, all ihes, things come 

to dmruction on. afuir another. Bewailing di" ffitiliry 
of his effons to preserve space In a finire form ihi 
man dies. ' 

■10. The Story of Bhfh^iefat 

This Sloiy is related to leach Kima to be a great 
renonneer, a great doer and a great enjoyer. 

Onra Bhpi^a went to the MahS-meru to see Loid 
Siva. Having bowed down to him. he asked for advice 

The god adv.s«l him m he a great reno.i».r. , g™ 

or^ta^Siree*,^:.' 
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41. The S^orj* Ctf Ik^Jiku; 
This story contains the philosophy which Manu is 

said to have taught to Iksvaku. 
There was a great long, Ikst^u, an ancestor of 

Rama. Once he begins to think of the unreality of 

worldly things and becomes inquisitive to know the 

Truth, He ^>es to Manu in the Brahma-ioka and learns 
from him the origin, stay and decay of the universe, 

the cause of bondage and freedom, the stages of Self- 

realisation, the nature of the ego and the Mayti and 
the chaiactcristics of the living liberated beings. 

m 

42. The S/o»y of a Hunter and a Sagei 
This story describes the nature of the Turiya 

state, the state of conscioosness free from the 

experiences of waking, dream, and deep-sleep states. 
A hunter porsuccl a deer which outran him and 

passed beyond his vision. On his way he saw a sage 

sitting in meditation. Being asked as to which direction 
the deer took, the Muni replies that he, being abov'e 

all the states of relative experience, docs not care to 

know anything; and therefore, does not know which 

tvay the deer w'eni- 

TifE Stories of the Second Fart of the Sixth 

I^RAICARA^A 

43. The Story of a Vidyis-dharei; 
This story explains how the study of the spiritual 

Sastras can fructify only in those who have control 

over their senses. 
Vasistha once asked Bhua'unda, whether he knew any 

individual, who could not attain Self-knowledge in spite 

of having lived tong, Bhu^uoda told him that there was 
a Vidya-dhara^ who could not realise the Sdf in spite 
of his having H^-ed for four Kaipae. Having acquired 
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in him a Uiiie discomtnation, the VidyA-diutta came to 

him (Bhutfunda) and said that his passions and senses 
were his stumbling blodis. Bhus?utida taught him the 
way to control them and consequently he realised the Self- 

44. Thif Story of ladra: 
This stor>' illustrates the possibilitj- of ilie eictstence 

of a whole worid-experience within an atom. 
Once Indra, the king of the gods, is defeated by 

the demons. To save his life, he shortens his size and 

enters a sun^fl ray, Thera He imagines a world and 
rules over it- After his death his descendants rule there, 

One of his descendants realises Cosmic Consciousness and 

comes to know of this fact, 

45. The Story of MaHkh 

This story Jilnstrates the possibility of SeLf-reaJisaiion 

through the teachings of anothcri provided the minrt is 

already prepared to imbibe them. 
Once Vasistha. when coming to olliciatc as a priest 

in the sacrifice to be performed b}'' Aja, meets a 
Brtihma^^a named Mnhki on the way. The traveller 

begins to talk of the c\'ila of the world- Vastafha 
teaches him the science of the Self. Hearing him, the 

BrithmatM becomes liberated, because he w'us already 

ripe for it. 

46. The Story of the Mind Com^^freJ to a Deer: 

In this story the mind is compared to a wandering 

deer. The deer is running here and there in a barren 
land finding no rest, until he hnds the sliade of a tree. 

The shade of the tree, In the case of the mind, 

is aamndhu 

47. The Story of a Block of Stone, 

This is one of the most interesting stories. It illus¬ 

trates the possibility of a whole universe, with its ci-rsmic 
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gods and other beings, to be irnagiiied (created) within 

a point in space. 
Once Vaais^ha himseli wanted to meditate in a 

solitary place. Finding disturbances everywhere, even in 

the etherial plane, he retires to the SiJfiya plane. There, 
he imagines a hut in which he sits in sutnudhi and 
experiences .and wanders through innumerable worlds, one 

existing within the other. Waking up from the sam^tdhi 

state Itc hears a sweet and melodious song and, through 
his Jltu^a^harapd, concentration and fixity of mind on 

the plane of Ether (which is the medium of sound), 
he finds out the source of the sweet song to Ite a 
beautiful young woman, who. when requested, tells him 

that in a* comer of the world imagined by him there 
is a mountain- Within a point of a stone of that 
mountain, she and her husband are li'ving. Thej both 

stand in need of Self-knowledge for which she seeks 
Vasistha's help. The latter, becoming curious, accompanies 

her and actually finds her husband there. Having acquired 
self-knowledge the husband sits In nir-vikaipa satttitdhi 

and thereby the world of his saihkaipa colLapscs. This 
is seen even by Vasisjha Urrough his DhaT3J[ia. Returning 

therefrom, Vaaisjha comes back to his hut, but finds 

that his body in the hut is occupied by a Siddha. 
Vasirtha withdraws the force of his sarfikalpa and 

his body collapses whereupon the Siddha falls down 

to the earth- Vasisiha explains the matter to him, and 

both go to the Siddha-loka and live there. 

48. T/«f Story of Vipas^ctii 
This story i« also one of the most interesting 

ones It illustrates the creative power of thought and 

the effort of desire on one^s transmigratory career. 
There lived a king named 1/iparfcit at Tatamiti in 

Jatnbu-dvipa. Once he is attacked by enemies from all 
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directions. Wishing to multiply his body io cope with 
all the four invasions he performs a sacrifice in which 

he offers his own flesh to the flames of the sacriliciai 

fire and becomes four Vipa&rcits. They put the enemies 

to flight and set out for world-conquest in all direc* 
tions. They go far and wide, hw in diflerent countries, 

die there and experience diflertnt scries of transinigni- 
tions. One of them is said to be present in die body 
of a deer in the zoologicaf museum of king Das^aratha 

at the time of Vasiai^ha's discourse to Rama, Hama, 

hearing this, fiecomes very curious and asks the deer 

to be brought in the aasembly. To show the truth 

of the story, Vasina, by the power of his thought, 

makes him take the human form and names him 

Bha^sa. Bhasa, now, describes hb experiences in the 

assembly. 

49. The Story of the Vcda-4hitt&i Princes .* 

This story illustrates the endlessness of the world. 
There was a country named Vapi-dlwiaL One of 

its kings had three sons. They desired to see the 

end of the universe and started on a tour. No less 
than 17 lacs of years have p.as£cd, yet drey are still 
wandering, as there is no end to the universe. 

50. The Story of a Corfiset 

This story illustrates the fact that every individual 
is also the Cosmic Deity of his universe. 

Once there was a hunter. He teased a Mum who 

cursed him to become a mosquito. Having lived 

as a mosquito, he becomes a deer and then, a hunter 

again. Being advieed to give up his wrong-doings and 

til acquire Self-knowledge, he undergoes penance, returns 

back to the and iisks him, how the internal 
imagination takes the form of an external world. The 
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Mum rdaics hia own experience thus: Once he saw 

a msm sleeping and. moved by cariosity, entered 
ihe sleeping man’s dream-world through the power of 
Dkaratta and saw a world there. Forgetting hia original 

fonn, he lived there for 100 years until he was remind¬ 
ed of it by a Muni, Coming out he found all that 
experience a momenils work. The hunter doea not under¬ 

stand the truth of this storj*. He undergoes penance and 

gets the boon of having a body as big as a Brahmaitda. 
Left by his sod, it falls upon another BrahmTii^ 

and is observed by Vipa^ciL of a former (48Lh) story. 
Then he becomes a king, Sindhu, the enemy of Vidff- 

laiha of the story of Lila (5th), and ultimately realises 

NirvS^a through the teachings of his midsicrs. 

51. The Sfory of a BIcch of Stone: 

In this story a detailed comparison of the Brahmm, 

with a huge stone is attempted. As a piece of stone 

has within it, in potential form, all the statues that can 

be (Jossibly made out of it, so is the Brahman, the 

source and the sUy of the whole universe. 

52. The Story of ihe Brakimv4<i‘ 

In this story Vasistha relates what he heard from 

Brahma about the origin of the universe. 

53. The Story of the Sons of tndu: 

This story is a repetition of the stor)' No. 7, nar¬ 

rated in Prakarapa III. 

54. The Story of a Tapasa: 

This illustrates the possibility of the multiplication 

of worlds by the ^jower of thought and desire and the 
co-ordination of the various conflicting desires of dilTer- 

ont people with regard to the same object or person. 
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in a country there are eight l>ruihei%. Every one 
of them wishes to be an emperor of 'The sc\tin coatt- 

nenu and lo that effect undergties penaticc. All of them 
get boons to the effect that their desires will be fulfilled 
at the same time. Their wives, in their own turn, get 

boons to the efi^l that the souls of their hustKuids wilt 
not go out of their rooms after their death. All this 
comes to the notice of a traveller, Kunda-danta, who is 

at a loss to understand how these sclf-coiiflictiiig desires 
can be fulfilled at the same timo. He is advised to go 

to Ayodhya to understand the mystery. There he relates 

the' story to liSttia-candra, who brings Kunda-danta to 
the a^einbly and gets his doubts temm'ed Vasinlia. 

55. TJi^ SJory of a Wood cutter. 

This last story points out that, though the teacher 

and the Sastrae are not the direct cause of Setf-realisa- 
tion, yet they, if constantly resorted to, liomettines, bring 
a man to the direct realisation of the truth. 

There was a very poor wood-cattcr. He used to 
go to a forest in search of wood every day and sup¬ 

ported himself and bis family on what he could gel by 

selling the wood thus collected. As a result of his 

constant effort In searching for- wood in the forest, he 

one day happened to find a desire-fulfil ling gem (Philo¬ 
sopher’s stone). The gem made him rich and lupjiy. 



CHAPTER Vlll 

THE BIlAGAVAD-GlTA AND THE 

In chapters 52—58 of the fifBt half of the Ninffna 

Frakarana (Via) of the which constiurtc 
the Afjunn^nkhyana (the stor>' of Arjuna), V'asif^ha is 

repr^ented as teaching to KSiDa-candm w'hat 
ifowW (in the future tense) twch Arjuna on the battle- 
fidd of the Moha^bharata wu which^ Vasislha says, 

tttwi/c/ take place long after. All these chapter comprise 
254 ^-erses of the Yoga-vati^^ha. The philosophy ex¬ 

pounded therein is in full harraony with the philosophy 

of Vasbfha and diffem much from the philosophy «f 
the cuT^t Bhagovtid-gUa, The verbs used in these 

chuptent are throughout in the Future lensc will 

teach, will happen, etc.). 
It is very strange that, out of the seven hundred 

vetses of the Bh4tgavad-gUa, only twenty*sevcn ate wholly 
or partially identical with the verses distributed over these 

chapters in the Kcufti-visrwffAa- Nothing more is common 
between the Bhagavad-gitd and the Togu-virsiy/ZKr. To 

what this is duo it is very difficult to sunntse. The 

orthodox reader will probably hold that, as Vasis|ha 
himself says, the actual teaching of the Bhagavad-gitit 
occurred long after \'asisiha had taught his doctrines to 

Rstma-candra and that Vasistha could have known what 
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would teach to Arjunn only through his power 
of pre-cognition and so only in a geneml way. Had 

BhagoMad-gitU been alrejidy in existence^ Vasisfha 
would have repeated much more of it in his teachings. 

It is very difficult to accept this vieWf so long as we 

find that the philosophy of the Bhagavad-gits is not 

on the whole identically the same as taught in these 

chapters of the Yoga^vSsi^ptij. It is the philosophy of 

the that Krs^ia is made to teach in the 
chapters concerned and not that which iS(; presented in 
the Bhagavad-gfia. The verses selected from the Bha^ 

gavad^gita are only those vrhich can easily fit in with 
the philosophy of V^asisthti. It may also be possible 

that the Bkagewad-gm current at the time of the 

composition of the Yoga-vasi^tha might have been a 
different one. 

The following table gives the verses common be¬ 
tween the Bhagavad-gttit and ihc Yoga^vusifika; 

The Bhagavad^gttu The Yoga-vHii^ha 

n. 8. 
11. 14. 
n. 16. 

11. 17. 

53. 14, 
VT^r. 54. 2. 
Vltf, 55. 12. 
Via. 55- 13, 
Vlif. 53. 2. 
Via, 52. 37, 
Via. 52, 26. 
Vltf. 54. 26. 
Via. 53, 16/1. 
VTfl. 54. 38, 
Vltf. 54, 36. 
Vltf. 54. 37. 

11. 17, 18. 
IL 19. 
11. 2a 
II. 47/2—48/1. 
II. 48/1. 
n. 70. 
in. 6. 
TIL 7. 
UI. 27/2. V ltf< S3. 5/2. (significant 

change in the first half.) 
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Tke^ Biiagiiv<td-gtf3 The Yoga*%f!tsi^(ha 

IV, IS. Vltf. 54. 25. 

IV. 20. Via, 34, 33. 

V. 11. Via. 53. 9. 

VI. 29. Via. 53. 43. (wth 
change). 

VI. 29/1. Via. 53- 60/1, 

VIJI. 1, Via. 58. .1- 
IX. 27. Via. 54, 22. 

IX. 54. Via. 53. 34. 

X. 1. Via, 54, 1. 

XV. 5. Via. 53. 66, 

XV, 9. Via. 55. 21, 

XVIl. 4/1. Via. 53, 18/1. 
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CHAPTER I 

CONSCIOUSNESS OF SUFFERING 

It has been customan' in India to point out at the 
commencement of a philosophical work the type of 

readers for whom it is iniendei This is termed 
adhikura and is the first problem discussed at the 

beginning of almost all the Commentaries of the 

Vedanta &Titrai To raise this problem does not seem 

wholly tmnccessar)', though it may look so to the 

modem reader. It is quite evident that ever>’ t»ok 
cannot be of interest or use to every person. The same 
book that is a source of pleasiire and solace to one 

may be thrown away as. trash by another. \\ ho rvould, 

for example, lake the trouble of reading through the 

works of Kant or Hegel, if he is not deeply interested 

in x)h!losophy? Men of devotional fer%‘our find in the 

Bhi^avata what others cannot imagine. Men of highly 
moral temperament will shun those sensational novels 

which arc very 'eagerly perused by ordinary people. 
Who is the person, then, for whom the Fog<r- 

is meant ? What type of readers will find 

interest in it ? Who, in other words, is the fit recipient 

of the philosophy expounded in it ? BhagavSn Das, in 

his Prefatory Note to his recently published Mytik 

Exptrienc69, writes about the Yoga-vdsi^tha i The saying 

about it among the V'^edantins iSi that it Is a work of 
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siddhitvasihit, Le,t far a philosophcr-yogiii, who, having 

mastered the theory, is passing on to the practice of 

it; while the other well-known works, even the Gita, the 
U^ani^ds and the Brahtna-sutTOS, are works of the 
6adha7titvastba, t.e., for those who arc yet trying to 
master the theory." Such, however, is not the view of 

the author of the w'ork himself. He says: “He has a 

right to stndy this work, who has become 

aware of his bondage, and tongs to be free^ and he 

who is no longer in utter ignorance (about the nature 

of the world and the Self), but has not yet attained 
the (full) knowledge." (E, 2, 2.)* This, in other words, 
means that the phiJosophy of Vasi^ha is meant for 

those on whom the reflective consciousness has dawn¬ 

ed and has revealed tliat dark aspect of life which is 
called bondage, evil, or suffering, in different systems of 
thought. 

TItc author of the Yoga-vUsi^thif has very nicely 
depicted the mentality of such people in the first 

prakara^ of the work, via., the Vaintgya-prakara^a, 
The character and reflections of RSma are eminently 
of this type. The questions put by RsTma to his 

teacher are those of ali such people. It will not, 
therefore, be out of place here to note how Rama fdt, 

what he thought ami to what extent he aspired to 

know the secret of escaping the sufferings of life. 

Rama, the eldest of the young tons of Das^a-ratha. the 
ancient king of Ayodhya, begins to relleci on the prob¬ 

lems of life and discovers the reign of sufFering, decay 

and death everywhere, like the Sakya prince, Gautama, 
of later times. Finding every thing and every slate of 

‘ 7Ri fq* fJW: I 
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estiGtcncc ansatisfactoTy, he becomes indiRereiitr restless 
and morose. His mental unrest finds expression in his 
conduct: and his aitcndants, not understanding the 

reason for the change tn his behavidut, become very 
anxious about him and report the matter to the. king 

in the following manner; Voiir gracious Majesty! \Vc 
are obsenrng a serious change in the Ufc of Kama 
these days, “ He has become unmindfu! of his daily 

duties, which he does, or does nott petform svith a 
gloomy countenance, when repeatedly besought by us. 

(I, 10, 10.) He tfi averw to bath, worship, distribution 
of alms, and ev'cn to his meals, which he takes without 

relish, when often requested by us. (I, 10, U.) He no 
more likes to be rtwked in swings by young maidens 
of the harem. {1, 10, 12.) Ornaments, however pre¬ 

cious, please him no longer. (I, 10, 13.) He is not 

happy, even while sitting in fragrant bowers, with beauty 

dancing all around him. (I, 10, 14.) He becomes dts* 
pleased with, and looks with tearful eyes on, everything 

sweet, elegant and pleasing, (1. 10, 15.) He takes delight 
tn lonely places, remote corners, forests and river-sides. 

(I, 10, 21.) He is becoming weaker, paler and more 

and more indifferent, as days pass on. {I, 10, 27.) 

Knowing nothing as to whiit we should do, we have 

approached you." (I, 10, 41.)' 
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Having heard the above report, the king becomes 
very anxious and imtnedtatety sends for R$ma, tn the 

pr^ence of Vasistha, his family^priest. The latter asks 
Kama, why he looked so unhappy. Thinking that Vast^ha 

might throw light on his difficulties, Kama gives expression 
to his pessimistic vic^-s of life. He thinks, in the same 

way as Gautama (Buddha) and Schopenhauer have also 
thought, that there is reign of misery and suffering 

everywhere in the world, for sickness, sorrow and death 
are constant companions of aJI worldly creatures. *' VV'hat 
happiness can there be in this world, where every one 
i. bom to die? (I. 12. 7.) Eveo-thing comes into existence 

only to psiss away. There is no stability tn onr achieve* 

ments (I, 12, 8.) How tantalising arc the pleasures of 

He. P^perit}- IS iniiter>- (h another form); pleasures 

r u ‘ only for 
death. {V16, 93, 73.)^ All creatures are steeped in dark 
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i^iumnce “ How deep is our ignorance! Although sold 

to fitmc, we act as if we are bound and sold slaves. 
Knowing the vanity of the affairs of life, we continue 
to be whole-heartedly engaguil in them like fools, 

(1, 12, 12.) Even knowing well that there cannot be 

real and lasting joy in our life, we foolishly stick to 
the hope of having it." fl, 12, 13.)' People spend their^ 
life in amassing w^llh; but wealth is not a desirable 

thing. “ The accumulation of wealth does not make us 
happy, but miserable, on the other hand. It hides within 

it the possibility of our ruin, tike a poisonous creeper. 

(J, 13, 10.) It is vety pleasant from a distance and so 

captivates our imagination. But in obtaining it one has 
to resort to undesirable means. It docs not, when 

obtained, last long." (I, 13, 22.)* Life is hoiielessly 
unsrahte. " It is evanescent as autumnal clouds, as the 

light of an oil-less lamp, and as ihe npples on the 

surface of water. (I, 14, 6.) It is a worthless Uving; it 
is meant for death only, Xheie is nothing stable, good 

or desirable in it, although on the surface it appears to 

be stable and pleasant, (1, 14, 23.) It is being gradually 
oaten away by the rat of Time which is ceaselessly 
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busy with its work," (I* 14, Ih.)' Oor mind finds no 
rest anywhere, " Like a caged tion, it is always restless. 

Cl, 16, 10.) It falls to objects as passionately as a 

bird to its prey, but it gets very' soon disgusted with 
them, as a haby with his toys," (I, 16, 22.)* There is 

no ultimate satisfaction of desire. " Desire is as fickle 

as a monkey. It is never satisfied with the object 
which is already in hand, but jumps lo other unattained 
ones. The more it is satisfied, the more intense it grov.’S, 

(1, 17, 29-} Desire is as dangerous as a venomous 
serpent, which, although very appealing to the touch, 

stings fatally, when even slightly touched. (1, 17, 17.) 

Of all the evils of the world, desire is the most painful. 
It yokes to trooble even the most guarded people. 

(I, 17, 32.) The fire of desire burns our hearts so in* 

tensely that even nectar will not give os relief." 

(1,17, uy 
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There is nothing good in the body, continues 

ttams-candra. All stages of its growth, boyhood, 
youth and old age, arc characterized by defects peculiar 
to themselves. “There is nothing desttablc in the body, 
h is .m abode of disease, a receptacle of alt kinds of 

agonies and subject to wHnkles, (1, IS, 34.) What 
beauty can there be in the body which is made of 

flesh and blood and which is frail in its nature ? (I, 
18, 38 ) Fie on ihcml who are iniojsicated with the 
love of the world and pul reliance on the stahility 

of the body." (1, IS, 52.)* “Childhood is characterized 
by weakness, cravings* incapability to speak, lack of 
knowledge, longings for unattainable things, fickleness of 

the mind and helplessness. (I, 15, 2.) What delight should 
we have in that undesirable portion of our life called youth, 
which comes like a flash of lightning, soon to be inevit¬ 

ably followed by the thunder-daps of the agonies of old 

age? (1, 20, 8.) Youth is pleasing only for a short time at 
its commencement, but it soon turn.s into an evil, like 

the com[jany of a harlot. (I, 20, 13.) The mind, 
however wide, clear and pure it may be, gets polluted 
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in youth like a river in the rainy seaMin.'* (1, 20, 18.)^ 
In youth man liccomcs fanidly attached to the physical 

beauty of the other sex. But, " what beauty is there 
in the body of a woman which h simpty a doll of 

flesh, blixxl, bone, etc, ? (I, 21, 1.) Women appear charm¬ 

ing only for some time and only to an unreflesetive 
mind. In reality there is no beauty in their body; it 
is due to our ignorance, ft, 21, 8.) This false and illusory 
beauty binds a man as strongly as a spell binds a 
snake , . (i» 21, 21.)’ Bitterness of pain and suffer¬ 

ing is the consequence of alt worldly and sensual 
enjoyments. “ The sensual enjoyments of life, which are 

flickering like the wings of a bee, arc pleasant at their 
commencement only and turn bitter and unbearable at 

the end. t do not find any delight in them for fear 

of disease, decay and death/* (I, 21, 36.)* Old age is 
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the worst, but an inevitable thing in life. ** The poor 
rat of youth is soon eaten away by the proud cat of 
old age, which takes delight in consuming the ftesh of 

the t»ody. (I, 22, 25.) Old age Eptires lume. It oi'crcom^ 
even Utosc heroes who never knew defeat in battle and 

catches hold of even those who may hide themselves 
in eaves, (1, 22, 31.) It destroys the body as effectively 

as the falling snow destroj's a lotus, as a gust of 
wind destroys an autumnal cloud. (1, 22, 2.) What is 

the gtKid of living a life which is ever under the 
subjection of old age and death ?“ (I, 22, 38.)* Death 
reigns supreme everywhere. “ There is nothing in the 

world which death does not devour, (1, 23, 4,) Of what 
value is the hotly, the pleasures, the wealth and the 

kingdom we may have, when, early or late, death 

shall put an end to all? (I. 18, 37.) The cruel hand of 

deatli is sure to remove everj’thing. It only allows 

creatures to ripe for its ow'n uflCi as it wcrci ’ (I, 26, 6.) 
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Everything is tnutsiiory, {U 28, 1.) “Childhood, yoiiih, 

body yiid riches, all arc unstable^ They unceasingly 
pass from one t^nditioti to another, like the waves of 

the fjcean. (I, 28, 10,) Life is as unstable as the Banve 
of a lamp placed in o|)cn air and the splendotir of all 

objects is as momentary as the (lash of lightning, (I, 
28, II.} Wc never htid ourselves to be the same as in 
the previous moment. (I, 28, 32.) Our bodies change 

every moment; they ctnickly pass through the states of 
childitood, youth, old age and death. (1, 28, 37.) The 

mind also quickly changes from one state to another 

like an actor. It now pleased, now annoyed, and 
now quiet. (1, 28, 38.) The Creator of the world seems 

to be like a playful child who quickly changes his toys, 
having soon become disgusted with them,” (1, 28, 39.)^ 

All things of ihc world have an undesirable aspect. 

We find that “Life is fast Heeling; death is awfully 
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cruel; youth is extremely evanesceui! (1, 26, 9-) Every- 

thing is under the sway of death and decay; all re¬ 

lations are chains of bondage; enjoyments are our fatal 
diseases; and desires are tantalixing mirages. (1^ 26, I0.l 
Our senses are our enemies. What is believed to be 

true is soon discovered to be otherwise. (1, 26, 11.) All 

beings are mixed with non-being. All thinking is egois¬ 

tic. Cf. 26, 14.) All things come into existence only to 
disappear. Desires are chains that bind us to the world. 

All creatures arc, as it were, being carried away, but 
none knows ivhere. (I, 26, 22.) AJl human beings are 

self-deluded to be entrapped into the snares of desires 
and lliereby to be afflicted with the troubles of birth 

and death. {\, 26, 41.) The indiscriminate creatures of 

the world come and go away, leaving room fur others 

like the old leaves of trees. (1, 27, 18.) Sons, wives, 

riches, etc., are considered to be the elixir of life, but 

none of them can be of any ultimate good to us. 
They arc no better than the temporary soothing sensa¬ 

tions, during a prolonged swoon due to a doxe of 

poison/' {I, 27, IJ.)’ All things are defective, transitoiy, 
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and so tuiRatisfactory. M*lQ| on the other handt a&pires 
for perfection, perpetual jov and changelcssness. He is 

therefore ciissatisfied and hence tniserablti, “Wliat direc¬ 
tion", says Kama, "is there, from which cries of sufTeriiig 

ant not heard"? (t, 27, 31.)^ RSma found nothing good, 

beautiful or true in this world. He feels life to be 
full of miEcfy, pain and suBfering. It is not the possibility 

of the physical pains alone that made him so unhappy, 

but also the more unbearable irains of unfulftiled desires 
and ambitions and of finding the world falling short of 

the ideal state of goodness, beauty and truth. '* 1 Cfiii", 

says he, "bear to be sawed alive! But the pain accru¬ 
ing from worldly desires and ambitions, and from die 

ways of the world is utterly unbearable." (I, 29, 17.)* 

Rama's vision of life may be well compared with 
that of Schopcnliauer who sjiys t " Ever>'thing in Ufc 
shows that earthly happiness is dratinexl to be frustrated 

and recognised as an Uluston . . , Life presents itself 
as a continuous deception in small things as in great 
, , . The enchantment of distance shows us paradises 

which vanish like optical Illusions, when we have allowed 
ourselves to be mocked by them. Life with Us iiuorly, 

daily, weekly, yearly, little, great and greater misfortunes, 
with its deluded hopes and its accidents destroying all 
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OUT caUniktions, bears so distinctly the impression of 
soniBthing with which we nvusl become disgusted, that 

it is hard to conceive how one has been able to mistake 
this and allow oneself to be jjersuaded that life is there 
in order to be thankfully enjoyed and that man exisis 
in order to be happy. Rather that continual illusion 

and disillusiott and also the nature of life throughout 
presents itself to us as intended and calculated to 

awaken lire conviction that nothing at all is worth our 

strivings our efforts and struggles: that all good things 

are vanity, the world in all its ends bankrupt; and life 
a business which does not cover expenses. (r/w 

World as Will and 1dm, Voh 111, 382f‘) 
Having thus given vent to his pessimistic vision of 

life, which was based on his observation and reflection, 

Ititma now tntiuireB of Vasts^a; Is there any belter 
state of existence, which may be free from suffering, 

ignorance and grief and be full of unconditional good? 

(!, 30, 11-) Wliat is the most properly desirable end 
of life? How should one live in this inconsistent world? 

([, 30, 20.\ What is Uie spell by which the disease of 

worldlincss—the source id all kinds of suffering can be 

cured? (I, 30, 24,1 How can one attain unchanging and 
perpetual joy within oneself? (I, 30. 25,) What is the 
method, what is the way, what is the science, .and what 

is the art of saving this life from undesirable occurren¬ 

ces? (1, 31, 6.) In what way should a man live in this 

world. si> that he may not be bound in it? (f, 30, 17,) 

How- is it possible to enjoy this world, vrHthout, however, 

remaining in ignorance? (1, 31, 8.) How arc those who 
live in this world to be saved from the pains conse¬ 

quent upon likes and dislikes, prosperity and pleasures? 
fl, 31, 12.) Let me know. Sir, the best ixissiblc secret 

of* becoming free from the sufferings of life; whether it 
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be by oneself engagiji|| in the activities of life or with* 
drawing from thein/' (I, 3lt 17-)* 

Ra^ma spoke thus from th^ very bottom of his 
heart. He felt his bondage very keenly and was ex* 

tremely eager u» get rid of it and to be free from^ the 

sufferings of life- This is evident from his concluding 
sentences, which illustrate the degree of 

(desire to be free) one must have, before one can be 

free. His inquisitiveness reminds ua of that of the boy 
Naeiketas in the Kttibopaiu^ifd* He says in the endt 
'* If there is no such secret in existence, or should there 

be one and nobody lets me know of it (1, 31, 20), or, 

if 1 m)'self do not acquire peace through my own 
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attempts, I will give up all other activities and wlU be¬ 

come free from the ego even, (I, 31, 21.) I will not eat. 
driak, or dress, (1, 3V, 22,) I wilt not engage mysdf in 
any work. I will not desire anything else than giving 
up the body. (I. 31, 23,) Having given ap everything, 

I will give up this body as well," (1, 33, 26.)"^ 
Vasistha was glad to find in Rama a true disciple 

whose mind was ripe for receiving his philosophy. 
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CHAPTEH « 

THE CAUSE AND REMEDY OF SUFFERING 

There cannot be any denying the fact that there is 
suffering in life. There is evil and there is misery in 
this world. Recognition of this fact is the first of the 

four noble truths of Buddhism. VasisthUt therefore, 
agrees with Rnina that life, as it is lived by the ordinary, 
man, is full of misery and troubles. The cause of 

suffering, he points out like the Buddha, is desire 

(vjrsiina', The desire for worldly objects ”, 
says Vasif^a with aJl the emphasis at his command, 
'■ is the most dangerous enemy. It stings one like a 
venomous serpentj cuts like a sword; pierces like a 

lance; binds like a rope; bums like fire; Winds like a 

dark nig^t; and grinds down its helpless victim like a 

heavy stone, h destroys hts wisdom, upsets the balance 
of his mind, and throws him into the deep and dark 

well of infatuation, (11, 12, 14.) It causes him to suffer 
the pangs of hclL" (11, 12, 15.)‘ 
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But why do wc at all desire worldly objects, when desire 
makes us miserable? It is due to ignorance. We do not 
know the true nature of ourselves and the objects and 

of their relation to us and so we have a wrong attitude 
towards them. “ The worst of all evils is ignorance. 
(Vli*, 88, 27,) There is no end to the safferings of the 

ignorant. (Vltr, 6, 35.) The river of the worldly life flows 
on account of the foUi« of the ignorant,'' (Vlw, 6, 33.)* 

So the best and the only effective remedy of the 

sufferings of life is the remm’aJ of ignorance, which is 

the same as the attainment of wisdom (/wano). “The 
poison of worldly life, from which all troubles proceed, 

affects only the ignorant. Effort, therefore, should be 

made to root it out. (II, 11, 69.) Sorrows do not 
approach the wise man, who has come to know what 

ought to be known and has a right attitude towards 

all things, (11, 11, 41.) Wisdom is the only way to 
cross over the ocean of the world. Penances, offerings, 

pilgrimage, etc., are of no avail, (U, 10, 22.) The 
state of A'trc3pa, the Supreme Bliss, having attained 

which one no more experiences birth and death, is 

tealiaed by wisdom alone.** (II, 10, 21*)* 
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Wisdom reaJly consists in knowing and realizing the 

tree nature of the Self^ knowing which correctly we 

ahall know evcr>'thmg else. ‘*The knowledge of the Self 
is the real knowledge; all other kinds of knowledge are 

mere semblance of knowledge^ as, they do not attempt 
to find out the essence of reality which is the Self. 

(V1&, 21, 7.) One may rule over the whole worl4 >*ct 
he cannot attain peace unless he knows the Self. (IV. 

57» 34.J The root of ail suflering is cut off by the 
vision of the Self. (\', 75, 46.) Ignorance of the Self 

is the source of all troubles, and the knoivledge of It 
is that of undecaying bJifis and peace." (V. 5,^ 23,)^ 
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CHAPTER in 

EFFORT VERSUS DESTINY 

Self-knowledge, which has been painted out as the 
uldmnto remedy for all suffer trigs of life, cannot be 

acquired by one who does not make effort, but merely 
depends upon fate or destiny to bring about his desired 

object. A large number of people believe in the agency 
of fate as making them fortunate or miserable and 
shirk their own responsibility for their being so, with 

tJic result that they go from bad to worae in the scale 

of life. Such people dan neither achieve any remarkable 

success in the world, nor can they attain wisdom. This 
belief in the agency of some other unknown thing than 

our own selves in moultling our career, is responsible 

for numberless failures in the world. Vasi^tha, therefore, 

very strongly repudiates this view, at the very beginning 

of his teachings lo Rama. He is a staunch believer 

tn the efficacy of effort and action in clianging our 
condition. He thinks that every individual is wholly 
responsible for what he is. He believes in complete 

self-determination and the strength of every, individual 

to overcome his miserable plight or to achieve anything 

he wants either in the realm jof the world or in the 

kingdom of heaven. Fate, for him, h not a reality 
other than the rcaulU of our own prevloub actions, 

which every person is Ixnind to have, but is at the 

same time quite Ircc and strong enough to modify by 
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his present efforts. The following is •! eysteninticAlly 
arranged summar)'^ of his views on ihe subject: 

" There is no other way to bring about the end 

of all misery than one’s own effort (ptiru^a-yatna), 
(111, 6, 14.) There is hardly anything in existence 

which is not attainable through right and earnest efforL 

(111, 92, 8.) Everything is always and fully attainable 
by proper effort. (11, 4, 8.) If any body aspires fdr 

anything and proceeds to attempt to achieve it, he shaU 

have it, provided that he does not retrace his steps 
back on his way. {II, 4. 12.) It is through self^fTort 

alone that Brhaspati has become the priest of the 
gods and S'ukra of the demons (II, 7, 7); Vi^u has 

established his victory over the demons, has established 

order in the world, through his effort only and not by 

depending on anything like fate. (II, 7, 31.) In the 
world quite a number of persons have risen from a 

very low condition of misery and poverty to positions 

of fortune fit to be compared to that of Indra. (U, 5, 
27.) Through effort alone the wise always come out of 

dangerous situations, and not through the absurd belief 
in destiny, {II, 7, 18.) One gets only what he has 

striven for; nothing is ever achieved by sitting idly. 
(11, 7, 19.) Every one is bis own friend or enemy* 

if one does not save himself, there is no other to save 

him. (Vld, 162, IB.) It is our own efforU that bring 

victory over our undesirable condition without fail. (Ill, 

92, 19.) One should, therefore, learn to be active along 
the right direction." (Ilf, 93, 28.)* 
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*' He tB a great fool undoubtedly, who relies on 

fate, or believes that God will throw him capricioaeJy 
in hell or heaven. (II, 6, 27.) He who believes, that 
there is some other agency, which is compeijiog him to 

think evil thoughts and to do undesirable acts, and so, 

gives up his own effort, which is so palpable, is a very 

wretched man, whose company should always be avoided. 

(11, b, 29.) There is none among the brave, the sue* 

ccssful, the learned and the wise, who ever waits for 
destiny, (ll, S, 17.) They who alway-s depend on fate, 

lose all their merit, wealth and enjoyments. They arct 
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in factf their own cncstnies. (II, 7, S.) Thu fook who 
Ijelieve that everythin;; is in the hands ol destiny are 

tiUerly ruined." (11, 5, 29.)‘ 

** There does not exist anything like (ate or destiny 
(11, 3. J8 and 11, d, 13). It Is absolutely unreal. 
(It, 8, 11.) The hypothesis of (ate is unwarr^ted, for 
everywhere wt* see that activity alone brings about results, 
and where activity is absent, as m the case of a 
corpse, no agency of fate is ever observed to produce 
anything. (11, 8, 8.) Fate does not do anything; tt 
exists only m imagination. (It, 9, 3.} Fools alone 

imagine the existence of fate and are ruined by their 
imagination. (II, S, 18.) Apart from being a wmsotatory 

contrivance, destiny has no reality of its own," (11,8, 15.)* 
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** Destiny is nothing but what inevitably happena 
as the good or bad result of our efioirts already put 

forth. (U. 9, 4.) The attainmeat of the fraits of 
our labours is destined and so it ia termed destiny. 

(11. 9, 5.) If anything is sure to happen as a cuault of 

one’s efroris, it is said to Iw destined, (lli 9, 6.) Actirjus 
previously done with will and determination and now 
rcadv to fructify arc our destiny. (Jli9, 16.) Kxpnjssionsj 
such as ‘It shall be so’ and Ml is thus determined; 

in cases where the results of our efforts are ePm- 
plctdy and surely predictable, have given rise to the 

conception of destiny* (11, 8. %) Ignorant people have, 
on ihc basis of such expressions, come to iieUeve in 

the reality of fate as a B«lf-3ttbsisting entity, in the 
same way as one perceives a snake in a rope where 

there is none. (11. 8, 3.) The real fact is there 
is no other destiny than our own past efforts, fructifying 

now in good or bad results. (M, Our (previous) 

actions alone constitute our destiny. (U, 6. 33.) As one 

endeavours, so he achieves." (H, 6. 2.)^ Compare what 
Kingsland says of destiny: " Destiny is simpy the 
limitation imposed by an already exercised freedom of 

choice, or what is commonly called free-will. (Kings- 

land: Rational liSysticism, p. 353.) 
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This being 'the true meaning of clcsliny, " U 

can l>e overcome by onr prcscni efforts as easily as a 

child by a grown up man. (11, 6, 4J The efforts 
already made in some direction (now our destiny) and 

the efforts now being made in a contrary direction oppose 
each other like two contesting rams; and those which 

ate stronger will surely vanquish the others. (II, 6, 10.) 
Just as the wrong acts of yesterday can be rectified to¬ 

day, so the present efforts can rectify the previous ones. 

(Vlfr, 157, 29.) It is the stronger of the two—the 
past and the present efforts:—tvhich subdue the result 
of the other. In either case, however, it is our own 

'effort that succeeds. (II. B. 18.) Further, it k quite 
evident, that of the two—the past and the present 

—the present effort can be stronger and can succeed 

against the other, as a youth can defeat a child/* 

I (11, B, 19.)* Fot, the past has been wlutt it is, but the 

future is still undeicrtninedr) 
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’*Otte should, ttl€;rld^o^e. *6t to overcome his un¬ 

desirable destiny Ij>’ having recouree to greater cfTort 

with unflinching and strong determinritioG. (11, 5. y.) 

The idea, dint our past acts prompt ug to undcwimhle 
ends, should be suppressed and rooted out, for in no 

can past actions have greater force than the 

present ones, (li, 5, 10.) Every one should exert one¬ 
self to the extent of completely eradicating the evil 

effects of one’s previous acts, (11, 5, I1-) There is 
hardly any doubt that the e\'iJs. whidi are the legacy 
of the past, can he alwolutely destroyed by efforts in 

the living present," (H, 5, 12.)^ 
One must also remember that all efforts are not 

proiluctive of a i>articular result. There are some, whidi 
are most appropriate for the purpose and others, 

whidi are not so. It will be a mere waste of energy 

and its dissipation in wrong directions, if wrong efforts 

are made. One should, therefore, first Jmow the scientific 

{Sustrita) method of attaining the object of his desire, 

before he proceeds to make effort to attain it. Efforts 
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may be scientiBc (Satfriia) and unscientific {(Jc'chitstra). 
The; ftirmer tend to bring almut the desirable results, 
the latter, evil ones. (11, 5, 4.) One should have re¬ 

course only to proper efforts.'" (11, b, 2A.y 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS OF THE 

ASPIRANT AFTER SELF-KNOWLEDGE 

Self-knowleuge—the remedy of all suffering, evil and 

bondage according to Vasi^hn—dawns upon that mind 
alone, which has been prepared for it. It requires#a 

peculiar temperajnent and training, which have to be 

acquired and undergone before the vision of the Self 
dawns. Unless he is already prepared, intellectually and 

morally for it, the teaching of a teacher in the science 

of the Seif falls flat on the pupil, The words of a 

teacher settle down in one's mind, only when ii is calm 
and free from craving for objects of pleasure and when 

attachment to the objects of senses is given up. (V Irf, 
101, ICm.) When tlie mind is purified by casting off 
the impurities of worldly desires, everything h^rd from 

the teacher is grasped very eaBily,” 101, H-) 

l*ruf. Kad!i5-lt|S9mi likewise says: '* To reali^ the 
supreme spirit a ccriawi purifying of the mind is neces¬ 

sary (A?t Idsaiist Vfcw 0/ p- 334.) Unless the 
mind is set free and casts away all desire and ansiety, 
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all interest and regret, it cannot enter the world of 
pure lieiitg and reveal it.*' (/6irf., p, |57,) In the Yoga- 

vastWut, however, we do not Jitid any elaborate scheme 
of preliminary requirements, such as, in later times, wc 
find in the schoul of S^ariikara, tinder the name of the 

sitdhaita-caUi^taya (the four requircmente)~(i) Vhvka 

(discrimination), (ii) Vairsgya (disinterestedness), (ili) the 
Six attainineiit'S, namely, Santa (quietness td mind), 

Duma (control over the senses), Titikgit ([mwer of bearing 

the extremes of heat and cold, etc.), Uparaii (lieJng 

afiovc Uic temptation for the enjoyment of worldly 
objects), Sraddfiu (faith in the instructor and the Scrip' 

ture)i and Samndhana, and (iv) Muniitk^a (strong desire 

to attain Itberaiitin)—but tlierc ts only a stideniont 
of four prdiminaj^- qualities rciuircd l>y one who wants 

to be free. The author calls them “the four gate¬ 

keepers of Liberation {vtok^-dvura-pnlntj)or “the four 
methods of proceeding to attain libemitonThey are 

not all compulsory, as the above-mentioned reriuiremcnts 
cif S'aihkarn’^ school, but oiitional, for it is said that, if 

any one of them is well-acquired, the other three wd! follow. 

Thus we find; ‘'There arc four melhotls of crossing 
over the ocean of worldly existence, namely. Tranquillity 
(s'/ri/fd), Conteniment (stfiJr/ojn), Comp;my of the good 

or the wise ;ind Thinking (H, 

Ib. 18.) They are so related to one jinother that, if 

one of them is fully acquired, others will ineviubly 

accompany it. One should, therefore, make effort in 
acquiring any one of them thorouj^ly." (n^ 32,)' 
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K detailed descripcion of each one of them is given 

as follows: 

1. Tratiifuiltity 

Truth dawTis by itself upon the nsind of the 
tranquil, who are equally good and friendly to all beings^ 
{11» 13, 60,) Tranquillity is the most desirable state of 

existence; through it one attains the sttmmum bonum 

of life; it is the harbinger of beatitude and peace. 
(11, 13, 32.) He is said to be tranquil, who is impartTal 

to all creatures, who neither desires nor denounces any 

object and remains a master of his senses (11, 15, 73); 
whose mind is ntirufllcd even in the midst of death, 

fe^tivitiw or war (If, 13, 75) ; and who is not cast 
down even during unending troubles and ravages of 

time." (II, 13, 79,)^ 

“Such a person will always and everywhere be happy, 

(!1, 13, 6.) Even the riches of all the three worlds 
and the prosperity of an extensive empire cannot make 
a man so happy as the possession of tranquillity, 

(11, 13, 37,) Even ghosts, cannibak, demons, enemies, 
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tigcn> serpents, etc<f cannot barm a man of tnujQuiility*' 

[II 13, 66.)i 

II. ConUntnumi: 

“ Wisdom never dawns upon the nitnd, which is 
under the control and at tlve mercy of desires and 
expectations and is destitute of contentment, (11, 15, 9,) 
Ati kinds of prosperity wait upon the contented man. 
(11. 15, 16.} He is said to be contented, who is not 

desirous of what he has not got, is quite unaffected 
by what he has ypot, and never experiences elation or 

dejection." (11, 15, 6.)* 

III. Th^ Company of ihe Wise (literally, the good): 

** The company of the wise removes the thirliness of 
the Ircart; leads one to the right way, and causes the 
sun of wisdom to shine in one^s mind. (11, 16, 9.) 
lie who bathes in the cool and holy Ganges of the 
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company oi the wise, docs not stand in need ot 
penances, pilgrintjage, chanty of sacrifices. (U, I6i 10.) 

IV. Thinking t 

“Truth cannot be known witliout thinking. (It, 
52.) Thinking leads us to the attainment of peace. 
(11, 14, ST.) Thinking consists in logical invesUgatiem 
into the problems! * What am 1?' and * How has this 

world'CVil come into existence ?'" (H, H, 50#)’ 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE 
METHOD OF IMPARTING IT 

Knowledge, pArticularly Self-knowledge, which is the 
essence and foundation of all knowled|je, has, as we 
bavc already scent been said lo be the ultimate cure 
of all evils and suSerings of life. But what is the 
source of knowledge ? The problem of the source of 
knowledge—the has been a very interest¬ 
ing problem in Indian philosophy. Various schools 
of Indian Thought have oflfered different views with 
regard to the source ol knowledge. Die CarvSkas, for 
example, have held that Sense-perceptiun is ihe only 
source of valid knowledge. The BuddhLsts believe that 
Sense-perception alone does not suffice, but Inference 
also is required. According to the Saihkbya view, 
Perception, Inference and the Scripture are the ilirec 
sources of our knowledge. The Naiyayikas hold that 
Comparison {UpofftMii) must also be admitted ns one 
of the sources of knowledge, in addition to the three 
already mentioned* The Piilbhakara school of MimariitS’ 
adds one more, namely, Presumption {Arthupatt*) to the 
list of the NaiySyikas, .-md the Bteitta school of 
Mimaihsa mako them six by adding Non-apprehension 
(Attupalahitht) to the other five. The followers of S?aih- 
kara have accepterl all the si*—Perception (PratyaJe^)j 
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Inference the Scripture (S'aAJa), Coinpnriaon 
{Upamitna)^ Presumption {Arihi^:patti^^ iuid Non<appre* 
hension [Anupalabdhi)—as the pro[>cr sources of our 
knowledge. They, as also other VedSntins, however, 
believe that the Scripture (the S'mfi} the only and 
the ultimate source of the knowledge of the Ulti¬ 
mate Reality (the Brahman), The number of Prtf* 
w3jj<TS went on increasing until it reached ten, by the 
addition of Tradition {Aitihyu)^ Inclusion (SarhW#u<f)t 
Gesture (Cc^a) and Elimination {Pari^e^a)^ as sources 
of knowledge. 

Unfortunately, we do not find in the Yo^a^vtisi^tka 
any criticism of any one of the abot^e-inentinned vie^vs. 
But we find Vasina >'ery emphatically asserting that 
Direct Cognition {Praiyah^a or Anubhava) is the only 
and the ultimate source of all our knowledge, be it of 
an external object, the Self or God. Experience is the 
final lest of all our knowledge or l^eltefs, He docs 
not believe in any other prantitiM as die source of 
new knowledge. *' There is no other pmnmtta of what 
is said here than Prafyak^it, (III, 42, Id.) There is 
only one Source of hninvlcdge, t*i*„ Pratyah^^ which is 
the ground and source of all other /Vawilfws, ,is the 
ocean is the ultimate source of all waters.” (11, 19, 16.) • 
Bergson says, ”An absolute can only lie given in an 
intuition" (Bergson: fntroduction /t» Mtitaphysic^, p. fi), 
and ” Philosophy consists in placing oneself within the 
object itself by an efTort of intuition." \lbid„ p. 37.) 
So wc read in the : "Ik alone know« 
the Abstilute Reality who knows it by direct intuition, 

^ anrnttsf it ^ | 
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placing and merging himself in it j oihere cmly repeat 
the words of the Scriptures. (VI6, 52t 29.) * N'iisistlia 
docs not think, as the Naiy^yikas do, that God's 
existence and attributes can be known through Inference, 
or as the Vednhlins think that the ScriprtinEi alone 
gives us the knowledge of God, ot that God can Ijc 
known by any other means than one’s own vision of Hint 
He says positively: “ Inference and the Scriptures can- 
not show us God (Pitratne^vara)* He is always and fully 
revealed only in our intuition of Him. (V, 73, 15#) 
No teacher or Scripture can ever show us God- He 
is flecrr by one a.s one’s own Self, through one's own 
developed and purified intuition.” (Vljtf, 118, 4.)* If 
the Self or anything else is not directly known, it can 
never lie made known by any description of it, given 
by the Scriptures or anybody else. ** The taste of sugar 
can never be made known to one who has not himself 
tastetl itv In Ute same manner, the nature tif the 
S^f cannot be known without direct intuition of it-" 
fV, 64, 53.)' We find Rabindra-rtiith Tagore saying the 
same thing, “The vision of the Supreme One in our 
soul U ii direct and immediate intuition, not based on 
any ratiocination or demonstration at all.” llagorej 
Sadhuna, p. 36-) Compare also what a modem Wefitern 
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nuLhor writes: “ The deepest secrets of NnturCi the great 
stnicturaj facts of the Uoiverse, are aot matters of 
physics anti chemistry, nor can they be ever demon- 
straied to the intellect like a proiKisitiun af Rnrlid. 
They are tmng^ facts, farefully coniiected with tlie life 
of each individoal, and only to be discovered and de- 
monstratetl within the individual, by and for himself. 
They are matters to be experienced rather than demon^ 
stnited T not by an int^Jectual apprehension of truth 
merely, but by a Jiving and vital contact iheivwith/' 
(Kingsland; Rathiml Mysticism^ p. 64.) 

According to Vasina thus, Ptaiyaksa is the ulti¬ 
mate and the only source of knowledge. But l>y 
Pmiyak^a \'asi^a does not mean in end y sense-potcep- 
tion like the Carvakas. It is described by him as 

the essence (sUnt) and supervisor of ail 
Uie senses i feeling ivedatta); experience {aiutbhmiji t 
awareness {praitpstti^; and consciousness (srrdioiVf), It is 
the Jiv^i—the living principle; it ts the person {pittniin); 
it is that which is named as “ I Its modihcations 
arise as Uie objects and are called things {paditrihas)/* 

(11, 19, 17.19.) ‘ There is hardly any one word in 
English which can express the idea. Intuition probably 
may be a Ijetter term than any other, aJtliough it 
loo fails to bring out the full meaning of Vasistlta's 
" Praiyah^a". 
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This beintj the case with all our knowledge, it is 
rci'Uly irnpiKrsible to impart to a person any knowledge 

of anything of which he has had no direct cx|>erience. 
Who can, for example, make any body understand 

what a toothache is, if the latter has never experienced 
toothache himself} But, if it were absolutely impios- 

sihic, our knowledge w’ould not advance, and we would 

never have become conscious of the many aspects of our 
experience, of which we are reminded by those who 
have already become awjire of them. \'aBi^af dierefofe, 

thinks that a partial knowledge or hint of things not 
already known^ can be given through similes {dF^aUt) 
and analogies iu^amnna)^ for the similarity thus piointcd 

tiut helps one in cognizing directly the thing suggested, 

No one says Vasisiha, *' can he made anpuainted 
with an object of which be never had the direct vision, 
except through some similar example (t/rfftm/u), (M, 18, 

St.) A familiar similar example can help one to a 
certain extent to imagine the nature of an object never 

directly known befare." (II, 18, 50.)' "It (Intuition) is 
expressed and transmuted ” says Prof. Rsdha*k|^ati, 
" not by means of precise scientific statements, but by 

myth and image, literature and art". (,4» Itteattsf View 
of Life, p. J44,) 

It b also to be remembered that only eome 

aspects, and not all, of the stmihir or analogical instan* 

ces are to be taken into consideration. ^‘As no similar 
example can be an tdentTcai substitute of that which is cx- 

cmpUherl (II, 18, 60), the similarity between the analogical 

instance and the real thing should be understood only 

d II 
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p^rti;U1y» and not wholly." (II, IS, 64.)* Similtis and 

rniitaphors, it must never be forgotten, are not meant in 

the Yoga-vUsi^Jta to prove anything, but to iltufitmte. 
The philosophy of Vasistha, cx[x)unded in the foltow¬ 

ing pages, is thus not the result of diseursive thought 

moving along Inferential lines like the N>^ya s}'etjein, 
nor is it based on the speculations of the Smti, or the 
jnteniretation of its evidence like the Vedanta S3.’stein o( 
philosophy. For Vasispia does not l>elievc in the ulti¬ 

mate authority of tlie Scripture, nor docs he seem to 

think that Inference leads to anything new. [nferencc. 
he appears to think, aJ^vays presupposes a gencraliKatUm 

on the basis of previous experience, and therefore does 

not go beyond it. The siatementa of the Upam^tttls 

are likewise based on the direct experience uf the ancient 
sages. The philosophy of Vasistha is a vision of life as 

it is and as it can be. He is a sage who dirccUy 
knows all sides of life, actual and possible, and gives 

us what he sees, with the help of illustrations and 

similes, in a language which is partly phibsophtciJ and 
partly poetical. What has really advanced human 
knowledge b not logic or argumentation so much as 

vision. If a pidlosopher lacks in the vision of resiliiy, he 

is not worth the name. Kingsland has rightlv observed > 
"Whut has isetm accepted of the great philosophers, lm« 
not been so mudi tlieir method as some mystic vision 

of Truth, intuitively gnwped, even though inadequately 
provctl.” (Kingsland: Rathnai My$/icw,», p, ijq.j 
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CHAPTER 11 

IDEALISM (KALPANS-VSDA) 

The chief and die most important aspect of the phiJo* 

sophy of Vasistha is his Idealism which may hotter be 
called ** Imagtnisin '* in the language of Fawcett. It is 
reiilly the keystone of the entire structure of his phiJO'' 

sophy—the basic principle from which evety-thing else 

will follow. For him, it is the key which unlocks all 
the enigmas of life and the explanation of all the 

riddles of existence. We shall, therefore, begin the study 

of the philosophy of Vasislha with that of his Idealism. 
The philosophical system of Vasietha, as we have 

already noted, is au interpretation of or investigation 

into the nature of experience, Let us, therefore, Itnd out 
how Vaslslha has understood experience as a whole. 

The hist revelation of experience, no doubt, is a multi' 

plicity of individuals and things of which the world is 

full. Our reflective consciousness, hovtuver, reduces tliis 

plurality of the cxiicrienced world to a duidity of the 

subject (the knower) and the object (i.e,, all things that 

are known). Vasisjha further asks: Is the duidity of 
subject and object ultimate? Are the knower and the 

known ultimately tvro sei»rate things luaving no identity 

or common reality' in and behind them ? Is the subject ab* 

solutely distinct in nature from tlic object ? Green raises 

the same problem and comes to a Spiritual Monism 

in his /Vofegomrmr /o Ethic*. Prof. l^dhU-kf^an 
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raises the same problem in his /nJian Philosophy 

while reviewing the Plunib^im of Jainism anil answers 
thus; “ The dualism of mint! and externa! wt>r)d, what¬ 

ever truth it may have at the psydmiogicaj kvd, 

overcome, when we rise to the standpoint of logic as 
theory of knowledge. If the two, subject arid objects 

the individual mind and the independent reality, are 
separate, then thorp can be no knowledge at all. Either 
knowledge is arl>itraj>' and groundless, or the dualism is 

wrong. Subject and object are not separate mdslenccs, 
held together by an external bond. They are a unity 

in duality, a duality in unit)’' . . . The distinction of 

subject and objoci is not a relation between two in¬ 
dependent entities, but a distinction made by knowledge 

within its own held/' (H^dba-k^an: Indian PAi7«- 
sopfiy, Vol. 1| p. 306.) At another place he sa3''5: 

■' Thought is able to reveal reality, because they arc 

one in essence'*, (4« Idealist View of L^/i>, p. 138.) 

Also " knowledge presupposes a unity between sub¬ 

ject and object: without this basis knowledge fs im- 
po^ible . , , The interpretability of nature is a proof 

positive of the kinship of ol)jeci with the subject, iiatore 
with mind.'* (I^adha-krfUnaii: The Rei^n of Reunion in 
Conteniporary Philosophy, p. 431.) This is very much 
similar to what Vaaislha thought long ago. “ The sub¬ 

ject cannot be aware of the object unlew they are 

related. And there cannot exist any rclatton Ustween 
two heterogeneous things. (Ill, 121, 37,) Gallon im¬ 

plies identity, for it cannot In; possible imtween two 

utterly difTorent objects, fill, 121, 42.) Only diust^ things 

which are homogeneous in their nature Ciin come in 
contact with each otJier. The cognition of the object 

by the subject, therefore, establishes their aiilistaniial 

identity. 25, 14.) If they were utterly dilTernnt 
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from each cithiir, knowledge would not have li^n posai- 

hle j the subject would m-er rerauiit unaware of the 
object as a stone of the taste of sugar," {Vlb, 38, 9.)* 

Some sort of unity is, therefore, to he jjostulatcd as 
existing in and behind both tljc subject and the object. 

"There is a unity in and behind the subject, object and 

their relation, which in its nature is beyond the three, 
yet which exists in them, (HI, 121, 35.)* Bradley also 
seems to ihmk like Vast^ha when he writes t " A ra¬ 

tion Ijdiween A and B iraplioft really a sulffltantiaJ 
roundation within them." (Bradley i Appearansi: and Re- 

atily, p. 22.) And “ Relations ane unmeaning except 
within and an the basis of a substantial whoTc.^' (Ihid, 

p. 142). Aliotta similary says: ** We cannot possibly 
undersiand how that which is absolutely outside consci¬ 

ousness can stand in any sort of relation to feeling and 
imagination, the must miitnatc and subjective functions 

of the mind oi man." (Aliotta: The tdealistic Reacllon 

Againsi Sciefwe, p. 17.) 
But can we have any pc«itive conception of this 

all-embracing reality vvlitcli is postulated as an epistemo¬ 
logical ncci^tty ? Vitsislhn diaracterizos it as " Bodlia- 
mUtrala" 25, U), " Cin-tnStram" (VI&, 58, 8), 

" Cid-JUttaka " (V16, 39, 9), etc., which may be rendered 
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in English hy the word " Consciousness,” when wc take 

it to menu pure consciouBne^ apart from all differentin- 

tionE- It is very much similar to the “TnthaS*' of 
;\s'v£L«gho^, " V'ijnarni-niatraGt" of Vasu*bandhu, and the 

Supni*C£insc«ou4>nesa" of Bergson. It is the essence, 

the substance, or the reality behind all objects and sub* 

jects. ” There is no object in which Consciousness is 
not immanent as its essence, in the same way as there 
cannot be an earthenware in which cby is not present. 

(VIA, 25, 17.) As waves are the manifested forms of 
water, so are all things of the world manifeatatJan^ of 
Coosciousness." (VIj, 101, 54.)‘ The Ultimate Reality 

has also been called by the names of Brahman and 
Atman in the Yofia-vasi^ta as in the Upani^ids, Prof. 
L^dha'krman has put what Vaststiia really means thus; 

“ Before any question of knowledge arises, tliis One 
Self must lie prcsupposctl as the ultimate and final fact 

within which fall all diEtincttuns of subject and object/' 
(Radhn-k^^-iti: hultan Phihsopity, Vol, I. p. 306.) 

Having thus found out the ultimate unity of sub< 

stance in Pure Consciousness, Vasistha now turns his 

attention back towards the multiplicity of experience, and 
revises his conception of objects. If ConsciousncBs it, to 
bf {ircsupposed as the essence, the substance, the reality 

behind all things of our exiienence, arc they not but 
modifications or forms of Consciousness ? But so are 
our mental slates or thoughts. Yet wc fmd a great 
deal of difference between tilings and thoughts. Vasisjha, 

however, like many other idealistic thinkers of the East 
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and the Weal, p<imt« i>ut that this apparent distmction 

iKlwecn thoughts sod things is obliwrattd, when «e mkc 
into consideration another aspect of our expenence, 

n^Linely. dream, which should not be neglected when tve 

want to know the truth of the experience as a whole. 
“There 15 nothing present to perception”, ws Fawcett, 

“ which could not be duplicated cxactl>* m a merely 
dtesming experiwee" (Kuwsutt; T/i. WorW as l,aag,«a. 

lion. Chap. Ill), and “ Thut» is nothing prusutlt in any 

dornain which you perceive normally, 
duplicatctl in a merely solipcistic dream . [Fawcett. 
T/ir ll’orW ns Imagination, p. I'M.) And yet we know 
that all the subjects, objects, time, space, etc., ol tlie 

dream.exper.ence are nothing hut Ihoughls, 

images o( the sleeping I**”'.“rj^L 
be then, against the suppo^ion and belief, that th 

objects of the waking experience are of Ac 
.as dreams arc made olj “There is no call to supp^ . 

Paweett observes. “ that anything, save imag.nabon, fortm 
the ■essence- of the appeamnees that float beiore sense . 

(Hmf, p. 144.) For, as Vasiflha thinks, there w hardly 

any diflerence between die two. the sraking and the 
dream experiences. "The experience of the waking state 

is thoroughly similar to that of a dream. There ,s hardly 

nny difference between the two, exo^l that he Me 
Mema to be more stable than the other. (IV. 19. 11.) 

That we call a dream, which is expenenced for a short 

time and in a different comext from that of the wakmg 

state. But as long as the experience lasts, it is behev^ 

to be a waking state. (IV. 19. 10.) Moreover, the wak¬ 

ing state can also be experienced as a dre.am, it e 

fetling of its being so is strengthened t so a dr^ 
on the other hand, appears a waking ox^nence, when 

X. feeling is very strong. (IV, 19, 13.) From the 
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stanilpaint of the Ultimate Reality, there is no difference 

whaisoewr bettreen the w-aking and the dream-objects. 
(Vli, I6I, 24.) The waking man may not apprehend 
his ftuking state to be like a dream, as long as he is 
J»vmg, but he will realize it to be so, when he experi¬ 
ences another world after death/' (VIA, Ifil, 2S.)i 

Schiller similarly writes; “No fundamental differ^ce in 
character between the two can be cstabliahcd." {Schiller; 
Studies in Huumnism, p, 473.) “ While it lasts ! 

a dream has all the characteristics of reality. So with 
onr present life: it seems real :md rational, because we 

are yet asleep, Ijccause the eyes of the soul are not 
yet opened to pierce the veil of illusion , . . 

(dream) is rtial, while it lasts, so is our world 

When we awake, both cease to be true . , / And 

both, moreover, may be seen through by reflection, just 
as we are sometimes so struck by the nmnstious incon- 
Kruit>' of our dreams, that, even as we dream we are 

conscous that we dream, so philosophy amuses us m a 

consciousness that tire phenomenal is not the real'' 
(Schiller: liiddk af the Sphint, p. 2S1-) 

A similar argument is advanced in the cause of 

idealism m Vtveka^ndd^nani, a poetical work :atributed 
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to S^aiiikaT?c3ryai “In dream, when there is no aciuaJ 
contact with the external world, the mind alone creates 

the whole universe consisting of the enjoyer (htiokiit)^ 

etc. The waking state is similar to dream; there is no 

difference. Therefore, all this phenomenal universe is the 

projection of the mind. Moreover, in dreamless sleep, 

when tlte mind Is reduced to its causal (kaiai^O state, 
there exists nothing, as is evident from the experience 
of all. Hence the world*cxpcriencc is simply the creation 
of one’s mind and has no objective reality,’' (V'ivcAiT' 

170-171.)’ Gauda-p§^da similarly says: “Those 

objects th.at are in the subtle condition within, as well 

as those that are manifest without in the gross condition, 
arc all mere imaginatton. the difference being only in the 
means of cognition H* 15.) * 

So Vasifiha thinks that things in reality arc thoughts, 
iilcas or images. '* The whole world is merely kleal 
(fiii/pauil-matratn). (VIh, 210, It.) It does not exist except 

in thought. (Ill, 40, 57.) It arises and exists in the 

mind. (IV, 4, 11.) All the Uirec worlds are constructed 
by thought alone. (IV, 11, 23.) The whole universe Is 

the expansion of the mind. (IV, 47, 48.) it is a huge 
dream arisen within the mind. (fV, 18, 47.) Nothing of 
the world-—aky. mountains, ocean, earth, etc.,-—is outside 

the mind. 48, 49.) The objectivity, its iicrception anti 
idea, with, their essence, duration and movement, arc all 
created anti de.stroycd by the mind. (V, 48, 52.) It is 
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imagination alone that ha^ assumed the fojfms of time, 

sjiace and movement. (Ill, 36. 37.) The heavens, the 
earth, the atmosphere, the space, the mountains, the 
rivers and the directions (of space),—ah are portions of the 

mind, as it were, appearing to be caisting outside. (Vs 
36, 35.) Just as the dreatn>world is entirely made of 
one’s ideas, so also is the case with the world of 

waking experience. (III. 101, 35.) -\s the world of 
fancy is created by the mind within itself (ill, 44, 20), 
so is this universe ifnagined by the mind, (111, 44, 21.) 

All the various things of the world are forms of thought^ 
in the same way as currents, rvaves, foam and particles 
are forms of water/' (111, 110, 48.) ^ 
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Such an idealism is as old in India aa the Upatti' 

^ds. VVo read, for OTcample, in the Aitareya Upanifad 

(in, 3): This god, BmiimS, and this god, Indn, . . . 

these: five great elements, . ► . creatures bom of the 

«gg. ftotw womb, and from respiration, sprouting 
plants, horses, coxa’s, men, elephants, whatsoever breathes, 
whether moving or Hying and, in .addition, whatsoever is 
immovnhie—all this is led by die Intellect and is sup¬ 

ported on the intellect. The world ta led hy the In¬ 

tellect. Intellect is the suppinl. intellect is the final 
reality."* According to the MaJiS-yaha Buddhism also the 
whole objective world is idciil (pjjThifla-merjtr), “ There is 

no such thing as an ohjeclive world, which is really an 
illusive manifeatalion of the mind, called Xlaya-vijRSna." 

(Suauki: Outlines of Mahu-ymta Buddhism, p, 69.) "The 

objective world in reality docs not exist", according to 
the Maha-yana Buddhism, "but by dint of subjective 

illusion tliui »s created by igncnance, we project .tH these 
‘germs* in the Slaya-vijiSna to the outside world, and 

imagine that they are there reaUy as they are", {Hud, 

p. 67.) " Independent of that which perceives {i^.> the 

ego or subject)*', says Ae/va-ghossi. ‘‘there is no surround¬ 

ing world (or the object) (Suzuki : A’^cuhi^nitig of Fftith, 

p. 72.) Bhartr-hari has also held a similar view in his 

Vttfsyiz-padiya, where he sajit“ 1 he heavens, the earth, 
the sun, the rxeeans, the rivers and Uic djreciions^all are 

portions of the mind existing outside,” (HI, 7, 
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The $;ime kind of Idealism is advocated by SuretfvafS- 
caT>'a in his Mmasoilasa (I, i8) r “ As in dream, so 

in the waking state, is the world the construction of the 

iriind and “ IXwn from Bmhma to the lowest being 
=U1 (creatures) are the display of imagination, as in a 

dream", (I, 2SJ' The same view is, in much later 

iimei;, held by Prakasrjnanda in his VcdunM-mukmvali i 
As the world of dreams, which is nothing but 

cognition {vijnixua-m-atram), appears in consciousness under 
diverse forms of cognition and cognizerl objects, so too 

the world of waking consciousness of things animate and 

imimmate (is nothing apart from the Brahman) {MukMvali 
\\\); In tho Self alone ,ill the world, whose h 

/>vrctp, {dr^tMniJtram) takes its rise, and persists, and 

jwnshes over and over again." {Ibid, XXH.)* Betkelcy 
holds a similar view when he says: ".\JJ ihe choir of 

heaven and the furniture of the earth, in a word all 

tho^ l^ics which compose the mighty frame of the 

world have not any sul«lance without a mind; that 
their being ts to be perceived or known; that conse. 
quenrly « long as they are not actually fierccived by 
me, or do not exist in my mind, or that of any other 

created spmt. they must cither have no existence at ali 
or subsist in the mind of some KleniaJ Snirii * it 

|*rf«.ly unmu-lllsible n,... steurffty ?f 
»l»ln.cllOT to ituribuic any th^ an 

Kistence indeiK-ndetit of a Spirit.” (Fn,jer; Sdtcthnt 
jron,^ fJrrte&y.^ p. 36.) Sir j^an* add,, after 
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quoting thiA passage in his The Mynterions Vniverse, 
*' Modern Science, seems lo ine to lead, by 3 very dtifer- 

ent road, to not aitogetber a dilTercnt ctmefusion." 
Cambridge, 1931, p, 137.) 

The author of the YogiX*v3si^hit is not satisbed 
with a mere general statement of his idealtsui. He takes 

up Time, Space, Things, Stability, Phj'sicality, Regular 
rity, etc., of the world one by one and shows with the 

help of illustrations and stories how every one of these 

conceptions is ideal,, depending wholly' upofi the mind to 
which alone it is real, and relative in every case to 

thought. None of these things, according to him has 

any reality of its own apart frotn the mind in which 
It exists and by which it is conceived and imagined. 
Here we shall put in brief what he has said on each 
of th<^ conceptions j 

Space: “ The idea of s{^ce originates where a 

monad is manifested. (\Hh, 73, 19.) It is relative to 

the activity of the mind, as it is absen>'cd tliat even a 
little space, say of the sixe of a cow’s fool-print, can 

give us the impression of an extent of several miles 

during the play of imagination, dream and nteittal 
Hight." (Ill, 103, 13.)' In a small head, il may he 

added, to explain the meaning of Vasisjha, an mfioite 

world of dreams w'ith its imme^urable extension, can lie 
experienced and is actually experiencetl by all of us. It 

may be further pointed out, in support of Vasi^ha's 

contention, that a vista of miles may be represented by 

an expert artist on a small piece of canvas, so that 

if a man would make an effort to suppress the usual 

* ^1 Nfig^FFw: 1 
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ide.1 of extension and would look at the paintio« in¬ 

tently, he wilt jMirccive the scene actually extenthnt* to 
miles. However minnie the pictures on a p;i[«ir may 

be, we always feel them to be like their originals^ so 

long as the mutnal proportion of their content is nlright. 

This is probably the case in dreams. Vasirtha, Hioreforc, 
holds; “The extension of spa.ee is nothing real in ftself” 
(III, 44, 19J * apart from a mind. 

Time I “The reality of time also consists tn imagi¬ 
nation. (V, 49, 14.) *As there is no real extension of 
space, so there is no duration of time" (111, 20, 28), 

apart from the activity of the mind. “ If within a 

moment one could i map tie the whole cycle of the 

world's existence, the moment would actually be expen- 

enced ns a full world-cycte (k<f//*a); and vice ivrsa, a 
whole cycle can lie experienced as a moment through 
imagination” (Ill, 60, 20-21.) That the duration of 

time is relative to the mind is evirlent from the fact 

that “One night of a tormented crcjiture passes as an 
ago, whereas it is experienced as a moment m the 

metriment of the happy.. And, in a momtint a dream 

extending to ages can lx* experienced, and, vice verea, 

countl^ years an? passed as a momciirs dream. (HI,' 

60, 22.) The same period of one day is cxi»rif.nc«J 
as long as a year by those who suffer from .-leparation 
from their lieloved. (Ill, 20, 51.) There is no exper,- 

ence of time m the case of those who can atop the 

activity’ of their mind in meditation. (Ill, 60, 26.) 
They will fed the passing of ages as the iwmkllng of 

an eye. (Ill, 20, 50.) The ages of the cvolutinn and 

involution of the cosmos arc a moment for some lAjngs. 

the twinkling of an eye for others, and a kalpa (cycle) 

*JT I 
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for oihcr^^ (111, 40, 30.) The whole iife-Eime «f n 

M.mu Is only a momem for Bmhma, and the life of 
Brahml is said to be only a day for Vi^u, (III, 60, 

25); the Hfc'ttine of Vjsjpu, again, is said to be a day 

for STiva.** (Ill, 60, 26.) * 

It is interesDn^ to note that the ideality and rcla- 
Uvity of time and space, on which the author of the 
Yoga-vastftka is verj' emphatic throughout, are being 

accepted by modem thinkers in science and philosophy. 
" Einstein ”, says Eddington *' ims now shown that in 

physics, time and space are purely relative to the ob¬ 
server, and the physical space is now recognized ns some^ 

thing definitely dependent upon the limitation of our 
sensc-pcrccptions of matter. Mathematically many difler'' 

ent kinds of space are conceivable.” (Eddington : Sfface, 
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Time ifnd Cravittttion^ p. 43,) KingsTand : ” Tlic 

Apjmrcntty extended c\*cnts of a life time can in 

dream-consdouEncss take place In a ‘ tittiu' which In 
waking consciousness Is represented hy a fracLlon uf a 

second. In the consciousness of a drowning man the 
s.imc thing is experienced. In mysticnl consciousness it 
is even more pronounced." fKingsland; Hationai Mysti- 

c«#n, p. 342.) " We Iiaw every reason says the great 

psychologist, James, “to think that creatures may iws- 

sibJy differ enonnoQsty in the amount of duration which 

they intuitively feel," 0amcs: Principte^ cf Psyclttthgy^ 
V^oi, 1, p. 639,) Madame Bbvatsky also observes: 
" Time is only an illusion produced by the succession 

of our states of consciousn^, as we travel through 
tlm Eternal Duration and it does not exist where no 

consciousness exists in which the iliusion can be pro¬ 

duced." {The Secret Doctrine^ Vol. I, p. 69.) Complin; 
also what Bhagavtin DSs says on the problem: “ As 
this Euccession of ev'cnte, t.c,, experiences, identtfLcadons 

and separations, slackens or quickens or cerises (com' 
panttively and apparently), so the standard of time 

changes; it appears to be long or stiori, or even 
disappears- altogether, as in the case of sound slumber 
. . - to the individual and limited consciousness . , 

The same ts the case with the siiindard of imie with 
reference to the waking consciouBjicss , . , the quick 

or slow pasantff of time is something subjective, and 
the real stgniricance of die length or shortness of time 
is also subjective; being only die feet of such a length 

or shortness." (Bhagaiwi DSa: Science of Peace, Second 
Edn., pp. 236*237.) 

Things: " That which is experienced is a thing. 
(VI b, 73, 20.) Jt is consciousness that appears as an 

object. (Ill, 44, 18.) The reality of things consists in 
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their liemg thought. They :ire nothing but a product 
of prolonged iroagination, (III, 26, 52.) All tbinga of 
the world are made of the Same stuff as ihc earth, 
cities, etc., appearing in a dream are. Their effectiveness 

to some purpose is also of the same nature as Ihst of 

the forms (woman) of a dream. (HI, 26* -IS.) Thej' are 
as much our own ideas, and nothing beytjnd them, as 
the objects seen by a deranged mind, where others see 
notliing (III, 26, 49); as the ghost-visiona of boj^s; or 

as the perception of ghosts, forests, trees, etc., in empty 
space by the panic-stricken, the intoxicated, the half- 
sleepy, and the sca-sick boat-passengers." (Ill, 26. 51,)* 

Fawcett also says similarly t Perceived Nature is a 
* stuff' sttcli as dreams and private imagined worlds are 
made of." (Fawcett: The World as ttnagitintion, p. lil.) 

" Substance" according to Prof. Eddington '* ta a fancy 

projected by the mind into the external world". iThe 

iVtffurr of iito PAysical World, p. 318.) 
Refrularity {IViyati) : " There is no mcatting in regu¬ 

larity ur irregularity in dream-con scipusness (VIA, 148, 

20); everyUxing that is experienced in a dream is taken 
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ty be fn regular order." (Vli^ 148, 2i.) ‘ So is the 
case with the world of waking experience. Vasis^a 

seems to think, like Hume, that there is no absrjlute 
necessity in the course of nature. 

StabilUy {sihirata); So also is the case w'ith the 

stability of our waking experience. The world sectna to 

be a stable world existing in its own reality, apart frotn 

the mind which really holds it. But the trutli of this 
belief is shaken, when we think of tlie w‘urld of our 

dreams, which also appears to be existing in the same 
manner as long as it lasts, for we all know that the 
dream-world is unstable. So Vasina says, " As a 

dreamer merged in dresims sees stability in dreams, so 
als(^ do we imagine stability in the ivaking experience.” 
(Via, 61, 29.)« 

Physicatity {AJhibkauttbatet); “ The essential nature 

of all objects is thought! materiality is a wrong idea, 
(Vlfr, 68, 34.) There is no materiality in objects even 
in name, not to say of reality. (HI, 57, 16.) Whatever 

is perceived by the mind as .in object is taken by it 
to be material." (Eli, 57, 15.)* The physical hotly is 

also the result of continued maierialtzation of thought. 
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(III, 57, 14.) ** We rfo not find", ^ys Vaaisiha, "any 

cogency in the tieJief that consciousness originates in the 
lx«Iy like the intoxicating power in stale sugar (as the 
Cani'akas have held); in our opinion, the body itself is 

a product of thought, just as it bapi^ens in dreams^" 

52, 11.)* Compare what a great physicist of 
modern times has written: " jyi through the physical 

world runs that unknown content, which must surely be 

the siulT of our consciousness. Here is a hint of aspects 
deep wiiiitn the world of physics, and yet unattainable 

by the methods of physics. And, moreover, we have 
found that where science has progressed the furthest, the 
mind lutfi but rt^ined from n.iturr> that which the mind 

has put into nature." (Eddington: Timei Space and 

GravitaiioTit p. 201-} 
According to Vasistha, thus, cverji' thing is an idea, 

image or thought, and as such proceeds from, exists in, 

and merges in the mind. All objects exist potentially 
in the mind from which they originate. This is described 

as follows: "The objective world is i>oteniIaJly inherent 

in the subject, as seeds of a lotus exist in the filaments 
of its flower (III, 1, 42); as tlnvour in a fruit; os oi! 

in sesamum seeds: as fragrance in flowers. (Iff, 1, 43.) 

As dream-images and thoughts arise and subside in the 
mind so the objects arise from and subside in the 

subject (lit, 1, 45), etc., etc."* 
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The relation that exists between the objects and the 

subject IS concci\‘ed by Vasjstha as that of idenfity 

{ananyati'a) or tton-dijffercitce (abliinnatva) of subeitance. 

" The mind and the objects are never different/' (III, 

3, 36.) ‘ What is actnally meant by identity or non* 
difference is illustratetl by the following similes: "As 
the surging waves arc related to the body of water 

from which they arise (III, 04, 20) j as the rays of 

light scattered all around are related to the lamp fmtn 
which they proceed (111, 04, 21); as the sparks of fire 

flung about by the burning flame are related to the 

column of 6re (III, 94, 22); as the dust nnd fllaments 
arc related to the flower; as the spreading t>eains nf 
the moon are related to ilie moon (ill, 94, 23); as 

the branches and flowers of a tree are reJated to the 

tree (lit, 94, 24); as the gold ornaments arc related to 

gold (III, 94, 25); as the drops of water arc related 

to water (III, 94, 20); as the particular spaces in a jar, 
dish, hole, etc., are related to the iufinile space (III, 94, 
27); afi the rntnigc-river Is related to the rays of the 
sun (in, 94, 28), so arc all objects related to the 

stibicct from which they proceed. They apprar to tie 
different from d, but are not so in reality/* (111, 94, 29,)* 
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To the question whether there is a thing-in-itself, 
as Kant supiMmI, heliind the perccivcil universe on 
the ground of which the mind imagines die forms of 

die objective world of its experience, Vasistha has a 

definite reply 'm the negative. There is no external 
real suhtitance behind the thoughts, images and ideas 

which constitute the objective world: "Just as in dreams, 
the objects, their [jcrceptions and ideas . , , arc 

made of empty void, so is exact!}’ the case with the 
objects of the waking experience. 62, 23-24.) 

As there is no evidence of the * reality* of the Uxiy, 

places and. instnitnents experienced in a dtoam, so is 
the case with the bodies, places and instmnients of 
our waking experience. (Vlfi, 62, 27.) As Uie words— 

card), roads, mountain surface, etc., denote only forms of 

empty space in the dream-experience, so is the cjuHi with 
the terms ‘1', 'You'* *Shc\ etc., of the waking ex¬ 

perience, {Vlh, 62, 29.) Ab in a dream, struggle, 
bustle and activity arc experienced, although they are 
nothing in reality, so is the whole business of Hfc here. 

(VIA, 62, 30.) Consciousness experiences this world, 

in which nothing really has been produced from any 
material cause, in the same way as a dreamer creates 

his own world from empty space." (VIA* 62, 44.) 

The wor1d-ex|>erii'nce is nofhing in reality but a dream. 
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(in, 42, 8.)* This reminds us of a very beautiful 

hymn of Tulasi-dSsa t 

*' O silent Sleeper in this seethintf Sea I 

Plain we behold and yet speech may not be, 
\Ve wander, ivonder, search and then we find, 
But find it in the silence of the mind. 
Who will believe the marvel, if we say. 

That on the boundless walls of nothingness, 
A painter full of skill but bodiless. 

Limns phantom figures that will never fade/i 
Though to efface them, time has e'er essayed. 
Limns forms of countless colonrs ceasele^ly ? 
O serene Sleeper of this stormy Sea!" 

(Tulasi-dusa; Vinaya-patrikn, 112, quoted in Sdenee 

of Peace of Bhagavah DSs, on page 230.) 

Taking the world*eifpericnce to be nothing more 
than a display of imaglfiation, a construction of thought 
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a nct'WQrk of ideas througfi and through, as Vasi§|ha 
thinks It to be, there arises a question! Who thinks 

the- ^world out, whose ideas form the contents of the 

world, who dreams the world-dream ? “ Who is the 
imagincr of these different forms ?" as Gauda-|iSfda asks 
in bis famous M^jiduSiya-lt^rHiifs. (II, 11,) This prob¬ 

lem has also been raised in later times in the 
Advaita VedSnta thus: Whose ignorance is the material 

cause of the universe, whether that of the indivtdualG 
or of a Cosmic God ? *’ (Vide, SiddhlfHta-k^a'Sathgraha^ 

1, 6.) It has also l>ecomc an oft-dicussed problem in 
the West, since the enunciation of Berkeley [an Idealism, 

Broadly speaking, there can be three answers to this 

question: I might hold that as my dream-wnrtd, in¬ 

cluding all the individuals of that world, is within my 
own consciousness and is the creative work of my own 

mind, so the waking mcpericnce is also my own imagin¬ 

ation, outside of which nothing exists. Such a view 

is called Solipsism or Subjective Idcaiism. It is the 

doctrine according to which " The external world has 

no existence independent of the mind; it is but a 
thought or idea existing in the mind; alt ap|xircnt 

modihcatioiis of tile external objects being modifications 
uf the mind of die thinking subject. The objective 

world exists in and for and by the individuat subject; 

it has no independent reality—it is the * dream ' of 
the subjective setf", (Kihgsland: Rational Myslicistrtj 

p. H8.) Or, it might he believed that there is some 

Divinity which imagines the whole Universe including 
myself and uihcr individuals who have as much right to 

be counied upon as I, This view may be called tlic Ab¬ 

solute Idealism or Divine Imaginism. There might be a 
reconciliation of these two opposite views—one holding 

the individual and the other God to be the author of the 
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world'dream—in n third %*icw, which might bnlancc the 
claims of the individual as well as of God* by advancing 

Uic h3’pothesis of a 'Super-individual Consciousness' or 
'Consciousness in general' operating in and behind all 
individual minds imd all objects of the universe at the 
same time, as the ultimate Self or essence of all, which 

is believed to imagine the forms of the uni^'crse, which 
are represented in each individual as his own ideas, 
presenting a view of the whole universe from a peculiar 

perspective of tlie individual. It is difficult for a casual 
reader to know definitely which of the above views 

is advocated by Vasi?tha, for we find in the V'ojfa- 

viisi^itta all of these views advocated at different places. 
To us it appears that he stands definitely and finally 
for the last view which reconciles the first two in a 

higher or deeper type of Idealism, in which all tival 

claims of realism and idealism, of the individual and 

the cosmos, etc., are to a great eirtent sattsfactorily 
reconciled. 

The following statements in the Yoga-vSsi^iJta seem 
to favour subjective idealism: *' No Individual is aware 
of anything but his own ideas, (III, 55, 61.) One 

knows only what has come to pass in lus own experi¬ 

ence. (\ tfi, 13, 'i.) All creatures, inert or moving, are 
shut up within their own experience, {111, 55, 52.) No 

one can know the world of another's experience as a 
BrShmapa cannot know the taste of wine (for he would 
never drink.) (VI^ 195. 31.) In every individual sepa^ 

rately has arisen the experience of the world in the 

same way as soldiers, while dreaming, experience their 
owm battle-fields, each within his own mind, and quite 
distinct from that gf another, {IV, 17, 27 St HI 40, 

29.) MUIiam of the B-orldwbs have’ ari«m in’ the 

wpencitee of each individiial. (IV. 61, 14.) Vision of 
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countlesQ nrorlds is seen by every monad within itself/’ 
(in, 27, 29,) ‘ 

But from the foElowiti^ passages it appears that he 

believes in an objective world, imagined by a Cgsinic 

God whom he calls Brahma, existing independently of 
the individual who is also a part of this universe, so 

far as be is an individual, and thus seems to favour 
Objective Idealism t The objective world continues to 
be the same as it was imagined by die FrajXfpati (the 

Lord of creatures) at the beginning of the creation. 
(Ill, 55, 47.) In this ideal (imagined) ^vorld, substances 
continue to be of the same fixed nature, as they were 

imagined to be at the commencement of the world. 
(Ill, 55, 67.) The world is the itnagination of the 
I*rajS-pati. It becomes as He thinks it to be, (V'16, 

186, 65.) The order in which it was imagined has 

become fixed and unalterable ever since* (III, 21, 46.) 
The inherent nature of the objects like the earth, snow, 

fire, etc., continues to be the same as it was imagined 

by Brahma.*' (HI, 54, 15, 16, 18,)’ Vasif|ba seems to 
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be alive to the fact “ that so far as the * I *, the 
individual thinking subject, is concerned, ' things' exist 

independently, and that when we lose touch with the 

objective world of our present consciousness, those 
* things * still exist: they exist in the consciousness of 

other indj\iduais, and even should the whole humanity 

perish and l>ccame utterly extinct on this globe, we cannot 
rid ourselves of the idea that the globe itself would 

stilt exist/* (Kingsland: Rational Atysticismi p. 148.) 
Both these views arc again found to be reconciled 

by Vasistha in the form of a higher kind of Idealism 

which might be called the Absolute Idealism, or Imagim 

ism, if we do not forget that the Absolute Consciousness 
in which the entire universe is held, is our own highi^r 

Self which is at the same time the Self of everything 
else in this universe. \Vc siialT be more and more 

acquainted with this Idealism aa wc proceed. Mere wc 

shall gather together a few of his staiements bearing 

on the position r '* For us there is no difference between 
Realism {Bshyitrfha'titda) and Idealism iVijntlna’t>ada) 

for cveo'thing is ultimately of the tialura of thought, 

(Vl^, 38, 4.) The world-idea arises in every individual 
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mind in the same manner as it arose in the beginning 

in the mind of BrahmS. (VI, 51, 2.) The Cosmic 

imagination is the original stress which is initiated and 

represented in all minds. (Ill, 55, 48.)' We know each 
other and share the worid-experience in common with 

others, on account of there being represented or reflected 

{prati-bimba} in each individual the same Cosmic order 

of ideas which is imagined in the Cosmic Consciousnes 

(HI, 53t 25.) Although every individual is 
shut up within bis owm world of ideas, yet the individ¬ 

uals know each other by mutual representation in each 
other's eunsciousness {sva-samketa-ptjrtfya^a). (til, 55, 62.) 

So, in every monad everything is represented in the 

same fashion as in the Cosmic Mind 
(Vlh, 20, 7.)* Schiller suggests a similar view >vhen bc 

writes I “ It is quite possible to make several subjects 

share the same hailocinatlon , , .If we can experi¬ 
mentally create a subjective world of objective reality (f.c., 

valid for ses'eraJ persons) , . . what may not be achieved 

by an operator of vastly greater knowledge and power” 
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(Schiller: Riddfe of the Sphittx, p. 281.) Stanley Red* 
grove suggests a hypothesis like that of Vasistha when 

he writes; “And it is because the Spirit is what it is. 

because of our Likeness ... to God, that this real 

physical world is possible to some extent to us as an 

ideal construction corresponding to the Divine ideal con< 
struolion. The * external world' wc know is the w'orld 

as it exists in each of our minds; the real ' external 
world’ is the world as it exists in the Divine Mind 

(Compare Brahm? of Vastsdia); in so far then, as our 
ideal constructions are a!ike to the Dmne do we know 

Rcalitj',’’ (Stanley Redgrove; ^faitcr, Spirit and Cosmos, 

p. 104.) Compare also the view of Kingsland: “ The 
independent validity, which we assign to the objects on 

this ph>-sical plane, is due to the fact that we are 

formally convinced, that these external objects exist inde¬ 

pendently of our iiuilvidtuil consciousness: the externa] 
world goes on, whether we are alive or dead. In this 

conviction we are right, simply because the external world 

of Nature exists in the Cosmic Mind; it is only reflected 

in the individual mind j and can only be re-arranged 

therein, not created. Yet even so, there is still a certein 

amount of individual colouring contribnted by the individ¬ 

ual mind to the most ordinary objective thing on the 
plane of perception, No two persons sec the same thing 

exactly alike, but common perception is sufficiently alike 
to give a collective rcaliiy to this physical world. The 

individual derives his consciousness from a larger Con¬ 
sciousness, Cosmic Man, and it is this Cosmic Man, not 

the individual, who ‘treates' tliat objective world, which 

is the same, yet not the same, for each individual' man.“ 
{Rational Mysticjorn^ p. 346-347.) 

In this connection we are reminded by Vasi?fha that 

the mutual representation of the individuals and their 
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worlds, or the repjrcsentation of the Cosmic World in 

every monad in a particular way, is not a universal and 
all-compelling law, neii'er to be violated and always lo be 

obc)'ed everywhere. No individual is, according to Vasis* 
{ha, bound by this rule. Hvciy' monad, being essentially 

idcniical with the Infinite and Absolute Reality, is essenti¬ 

ally and absolutely free to will and unagine his own 

world in his own way. Each monad independently 
imagining his own world, there occur common contents 
in difierent worM-experienecs only accidaUatiy {Kska-tala- 
»tkiti~vat). This point is touched in- the following state¬ 

ments : *■ The working of the mind is very wondcrfiiJ. 

Sometimes, quite accidentally, the same idea arises in 
many minds. (V, 49, 10.) The same dream is seen by 

many persons. (V, 49, ll.) Many people sometimes sec a 
(second) muon at the same time and at the same place, 

although it is actually an idea in the mind of each one of 

Uiem. The same woman is enjoyctl by many people in 

their imagination individually and at the same time. 

(Vlfr, 230, 8i) So, 1 am a person in your dre-am as 

much as you are a person of my dream. 153, 10.) 

All the individuals and objects are thus mutually existing 

as ideas fn one another's world-dream. (VI6, 154, 11.) 

1 am a reality for you, as much as you are to me in 

this huge world-dream." (Ill, 42, 20.)‘ ‘'Cof/reftw 
dreams" writes Conklin, "have in rare instances been 

reported. Although rare, they are of considerable theore¬ 
tical value. As the name indicates, they are instances 
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of two or more people having the same dream at 

approximately the same time. The cases reported arc 
of considerable groups of people sleeping under approxi¬ 
mately identical conditions who report having approxi¬ 

mately the same dream. Soldiers hastily tjeartered in 
an abandoned building about which there was a local 

tradition of ghosts awoke in terror, telling much the 

same dream of the devil jumping on their chests. . . . 
Ii is important to recall that people sleeping under 

similar conditions may have nearly Identical dreams **. 

(Edmund S, Conklin: PrittcipUs of Abnormal Psycho^ 
iogy, p. 541). 

Before closing this chapter a few words may also 

be said on a problem which is passingly mentioned in 
the Yoga^xmi^ha, namely, the problem of KftySii or 
appearance. The problem originates in accounting for the 

appearance of iUitsory objects. What is it that appears, 
for example, as a snake before our vision, in the case 
of an illuBoty perception of it, when in reality there is no 

snake present where it appe;trs to be? A number of 

hypotheses have been offered by various schools of Indian 
thought, vi£., the a-hhyati-xmtla by the philosophers of the 

Sldikhya school, tlie aoal-khyati-vtida by the S^Unya-v^dins, 
the a?tyai/ta-khyuti‘V2zda by the followers of the NySya 

school, the atma-khyaUnvada by the VijnUna-vadins 

(Idealists), the anirvaeaniya-khymi-vtlda by the followers 
of S^adikaia, and the sat-kJtymi^vTida by Ramanuja and 

his followers. It is very important to note tJiat the 
names of the last two views are not mentioned in the 
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whereas all others arc mentioned. This 
shows that the Yoga'^rjSsi^tka is an earlier w'ork than 

S':uhkara. The author of the Yoga^vasi^ha adheres to 
the Atma-kkyttti-^mda^ as would appear from the follow¬ 
ing passage; *'A11 these» ^tn^a*khy'ati^ a&at-hhyjiii, a-khynti^ 
anyatha-khyitti^ are the various expressions of the Atma- 

kltymi, on account of the wonderful seif-manifesting 

power of Consciousness.'' (VId, 166, 9.)^ Nothing more is 
said by Vasistha in this connection. A few words, 

however, may be added to explain the meaning of every 
one of these terms. The general meaning of the 
a'khyUti-vada is that all knowledge as such, whether of 
the real or unreal objects, ts true. In iliusory percep¬ 
tions, however, we confuse bet^veen what is actually 

perceived by the senses and what is only remembered. 

The asat'khynti'Viida is the view according to which the 

whole knowledge is false, there being nothing real either 
in the objective or in the subjective experience. The 

aHyaOiXt-khy'ati-vada is the doctrine according to which 

owing to the imperfect perception of some object the 
impressions of the past experience of other sumilar 

objects are revived as an actual object, %tnui-khyuti- 

Wda, the doctrine of the idealists, is the view that 
every object, whether it is regarded relatively real or 
illusoty, is an idea of the mind. 



CHAPTER Itl 

THE WORLD {JAGAT) 

So far we have studied the Idealism of Vasis^ in its 

giencral aspect. Now we shall point out how he applies 

Idealism to particular problems of life and the univeise. 

The first thing we take notice of is the objective world. 
We shall therefore begin with it. 

The world as such, as we have already seen^ does 
not exist according to Vasistha. It is only a system of 
ideas in the nund of every individual and there is an 

objective world, so far as our ideas happen to be 
accidentally common with those of others. There is also 

a world of ideas in the Cosmic Mind (Brahma), whose 
contents we, individuals, and our common world are. 

Just as a dream-world, though nothing in itself, is taken 

to be an objectively teal something, as tong as its ex¬ 
perience lasts, so Is the case with the world of our 

waking experience. Vasisdia gives various names to the 
objective aspect of the experience, three of which may 
be noted here, namely, avitfya, and (HI, 

23,20,) Dr^fya signifies that which is perceived as an 
object. Avidyn signifies that which does not exist apart 
from the mind (wu: vidyaU), Mjiyu also means the 

same, vis., that (ya) which is not (wa), apart fiora 
being imagined. 

Douglas Fawcett who claims to have given a new 
philosophy in his World as Imagination and Dhinc 
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litiaginifMg^ "AH contents of the world are psychi¬ 

cal in character, of one tissue with the familiar mental 

contents which are labelled thus. The world of my 
private fancy is made np of the same stuff as the 

larger world beyond and including it. This larger \vorid 

depends on Divine consciring which ia continued into 
subordinate consciring areas in part only free. Any 
content whatsoever is sustained by consciring, and were 

it conseired enough, it tt^ould become itself a comcirittg 

tsrea, a sentient, an ituiividttal unit which Juts awaketwd 
to life.'''' {Dhinc Imagining, p, 81.) *' These scnrients, no 

longer Its mere contents, become relatively independent 
centres of consciring." {ibid., p* 92.) This thought Fawcett 

calls " a suggestion of great importance." {Ibid., p. 84.) 
This view, however, appeam as it were a reproduction of 
what Vaslstha holds on this problem. (See VIft, 208, 27-30; 

IV, 19, 3.) Vasistha thinks like Fawcett that every content 
of the Objective World which is the Idea of a Cosmic 
Mind is in itself " a centre of consciring {katpand] ", and 

an " individual in Us own rightIt is the nature of 
the Absolute Experience, that the contents (avuyuvDft) 

of what is imagined in It, begin to live as so many 

selves of cUffereni types, although in essence ultimately the 

same. (Vlft, 208, 27-28.) Behind every one of them is 
the same universal Consciotisness which manifests in the 
worid. (Vlfr, 208. 29.) Whatever is conscired {yad yaU 

dfsTyam) becomes art individual in its own right (Jiva), 
as, in summer, small Insects are generated from the 

perspiration of other living beings. (IV, 19, 3-)* A 
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more appropriate example of this fact can be found in 
dreams, where the contents of the dreamers' imagination 
are seen as existing and living in their own right so 
long as the dreams last. (See iV, 19, 2.) 

This idea is carried by Vasis^ to its furthest 

implication to which Fawcett does not go* When all 
the contents of what we call the objective world are in 
themselves so many centres of consciring {kalpmtu), 

there is no reason, Vasistha would say, why wc should 

not believe that every such centre of imagining activity 
should not be the subject or imaginer (katpayifii) of its 

own world ? The Universe, according to Vasistha, contains 

within it as many worlds as its contents, monads or 

centres of consciring activity. Now, take the case of one 

of such worlds. All the numberless contents of this 

world must have their own objective worlds. This process 
of worlds within worlds must go on ad injlnitufn. 
" Within this world there are innumerable worlds, quite 
distinctive in their nature; and within them, again, are 

others, and so on like ihe covers of a plantain tree. 
(IV^, 18, 16*17.) Within the experience of every indi¬ 
vidual there are other individuals, as within the womb 

of the earth there are countless insects. (IV, 19, 2.) The 

whole world exists within the consciousness o/a monad 

as in dream, and in the consciousness of e\'ery indi¬ 
vidual in this world there is a world, ;v'hich again 

contains other indiriduale imagining their worlds. (IJI 
52, 20.) Every atom of space {in this way) contains a 

Tpppiri || 
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worlds* (III, 44, 34*35.)^ There is no apriori reason, 

we may add, against this conception of Vasina. ** There 
may be", as Bradley says, **a trumber of material 
worlds, not realised in space and by consequence not 

exclusive and repellent to each other," (Bradley; Appatrr- 
ance ttnd Reality, Chap. XXI1.) 

The worlds of other individuals than ourseK'es arc 

not, however, experienced by us. We can only imagine 
them to be thus existing on the analogy of our own 

drcam>experience. " The world of one monad exists un- 

* known to another monad. The inhabitants of one world 
do not know those of others (VI&, 63, 12'13), in the same 
way as the dream worlds of sleeping persons, with ali 

sorts of business and activity going on therein, are 

absolutely unknown and unreal to one another (Vlfii, 59, 
19, 34}; or as the world of fancy of one mind exists 

unknown to another" {III, 21, 45,)* Compare Schiller 

who holds: " There might have existed and exist in the 
world, myriads of beings of a different order from our¬ 

selves « . . Or again, there might be phase upon 
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phase of existence forming worlds upon worlds unknown 
to our knowledge." (Schiller; ftiddte of the Sphhix^ 

p. 299.) Kingsiand also conceives the possibdity of worlds 
existing unknown to us, yet interpenetrating our world; 
" Such another ni'orld, as real and palpable to consci* 

ousness as our own, could actually in terpen ctrate our 

physical world and its inhabitants go about their alTain 
and move through our space, without our being in the 

slightest degree aware of their presence; while our world 
of matter would be equally non-cxistent for them*" 
(Rati&rtal Mystiei^, p. lOL) 

Although the world^experiences of other subjects 
thus exist unknown to us, there is yet a possibility, 
according to Vasistha, of every content of any world, 

existing anywhere and at any time, l>eSng represented tn 

the same manner anywhere and at any time, for, ulti¬ 
mately we are all one with the Absolute Consciousness, 
which is the substance of all the forms and which is 

omnipresent, "Because the Brahman is present every- 
where, at every lime and in everything, everything can 

be experienced everywhere, as it is possible in dreams, 
(in, 52, 42,) The whole reality U present in its full 
potency everywhere; so whatever is intensely thought of 
anywhere can be experienced there." (Ill, 52, 43,)» Jn 
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almost the same way Kingsland writes: “ In the Abeo 

lute Conlinuum we conceive that the potentiality ol 

every evetU subsists and persists as an interpenetrativci 
congruent, etemaJ, d-'cr-present Now." {Raiiotutl 

p. 376.) 

The worlds that arise in the experience of the 
countless monads need not, however, be quite similar in 

nature and contents. There may be an infinite \'ariety 
ol details ui them. '* Innumerable worlds arise in the 

Absolute, as waves on the surface of an ocean, as 
mirage-rivers in a desert, and as fioweis on a mango 
tree, (IV, 47, 1443.) All the worlds are not of the 

same nature. Some of them, indeed, are quite similar, 
others are qiiite different in nature from others." (VI4, 

66, 23-24.)' The inhabitants of these worlds are also 
of difTerent types. " Some of them are inhabitetl by 

men, others by demons, others by insects and reptiles.'’ 

59, 32.)* The creators of these worlds are also 
called by different names. Sometimes the world is 

created by S’iva, at others by BrahmS, Visiju, Mann, 

etc." (IV, 47, 8.)* The elements that constitute the 
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various worlds also may differ. "Sometimes earth, some¬ 
times atone, gold, copper, etc., forms the planet*' (IV, 

47. 12.)' 

In spite of the Infinite variety in the character of 
the countless worlds, there is one character in which 

they all agree, namely, that all of them, without except 
lion, collapse some time or other, for the monads, who 
sustain them by their consciring activity, do not ever 

continue to be. They come into existence and pass out 
of it. " Monads originate and pass away like the green 
plants of the spring season, which are dried up in 

summer. (Ill, 95, 10.) They originate from the Absolute 
Consciousness, continue to exist for some time, and 
finally merge in the Absolute" (U, 95, 11.)' 

Apart from this usual origin and decay of the 

infinite number of world-experiences, Vasia^ seems to 

believe in a universal mergence of the entire Cosmos in 

the Absolute Consciousness at the end of a particular 
cyclic period, called Kalpa in Hindu Philosophy. This 
he calls the Mahs^pralaya. " Everything comes to an 
end at the dose of the Aal;^<7-period, as a dream comes 
to an end, when one enters the state of deep sleep. 

(V16, 213. 5.) At that tinje, nothing (particular) remains 

in existence. The earth, mountains, movements, time, 
etc. (Vfh, 213, 6), the space with all the worlds within 
it, all creatures (Vifi, 213. 7), all gods, Brahma, Visgu 

?iqi H * 
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and Sftva—a.1] come to be merged m the Absolute Reality*" 
(Vlfr, 213, 8y 

" What remains at the close of the cyclic period is 
the Absolute Consciousness, the Deep Silence, which is 

neither light nor flarkness, the Unnuinifest and unspeakable 
Reality of which we can only say that It exists (III, 

t, IL) It is the ever-rcaJ Great Void, which exists in 

the subtle and unconditioned fo^- (III. 2, 37.) It 
ia tlie ever-calm undecaying Brahman, which b our 
Ultimate Self." (Ill, 2, 36.)* 

How docs the Cosmos evolve again from within the 
womb of this Absolute Reality, after it has merged in It? 

This problem, vis,t the origin of the world from the 

Absolute Cause or Causes, whatever their nature may be 
supposed to he, has been a problem agitating the minds 
of philosophers for ages, both in the £ast and the West. 

^^^1ateve^ the Jainas and the followers of KumSriia in 
India and Kant in the West might have said against the 

attempt of man to think of the absolute origin of the 

Cosmos, there is an instinct in man to ask how the 
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world CAme into existence. Bat, whnt evidence enn we, 
who nre within the Cosmos, have as to how it originateii ? 

Our knowledge, as Vasifltha believes, is limited to our ex* 
perience. We cannot know anything which is bej'ond what 
may be revealed in our actual or possible experience, 
[f at al) we mfer anything, It must be based on the 

analogy of our experience, otherwise there wlH be no 
guarantee of its being real. So, as Fawcett Ktya* “An 
inicited region (of Nature) must be conceived as not 

essentially different from the contents of our sentient 
Ufe," (Fawcett: Ittdividual aitd J?ccr/l/y, p. lOS.) Thus, 
if we are to philosophise at all about the total reality, 

we cannot but presuppose that our experience “samples” 

(Fawcett) tlie entire reality. U is only from my experi¬ 
ence thiit 1 can discover a key to unlock the mysteries 

of the Cosmos. There is probably no othc^ way. This 
is what the ancient Seers of the Upuni^ads thought in 

India, and Fichte and Schopenhauer in the West. A 
c:ireful study of the Sitthfibya theorj' of evolution, which 
is probably the oldest systematic account of the 

evolution of the world, will reveal that it also presup¬ 

poses the same principle of idealism that the macrocosm 
is to be studied in the light of what is experienced in 
the microcosm. Viisistha, In the same way, seems to 

think that the Cosmic process can be rightly construed 
in the light of individual experience. The problem of 

the evolution of world*experience, according to Vasia^, 

is the same as the evolution of a dream-world. It is a 
psychical problem ultimately. How a newly bom baby 

comes to the full-awareness of the objective world of 

his experience, ht>w our world of dreams evolves, how 
the vision of another world arises after the insensibility 

caused by death and how a Cosmos originates from the 

Brahman arc the same problem in various garbs. 
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“ The BnLhmnD manifests Itself into the world, ex^ictly 

in tlie way as the state of deep sleep manifests itself 
into a dream/' (Ill, 12, 2,^ Ktngsland says almost the 
same thing; We are not altogether without the means 
of apprehending how an objectivo world of form can 
arise out of pure Subjective idea; we possess and 
mcerdse the same power in our dream'ConsciousnesB.'’ 

{Rational Mystioiom, p, 340.) 
The description given in the Yoga-^f^Isi^iha of the 

^ges through which the Continuum of Consciousness 

gets differentiated into a full world*eapericnce is very 
vague and confusing. It differs m details, in different 
places in the work. This is probably due to the 

fact that the author of the work did not believe 
in a fixed scheme of creation or evolution. He be¬ 

lieves in spontaneity and variety, and not in universal 
laws and determinism. He probably thinks that there 
is no fixed and definite outline-scheme of evolution for 

ail world<experiences. But there is one thing to which 

be invariably holds. It is the general principle under¬ 
lying all change and evolution, which, according to him, 
ts desire-fulfilment. It is the desire (raaona), will {iccJia), 
imagination {sathitalpa), or strong affirmation (h/moo/nz) 

of the experiencing subject, which materialises Itself iti 
the forms of objects of enjoyment on the one hand, 
and the body and the senses with which to enjoy, 
on the other. It is the same principle (dcsire-fuihl* 
ment) on which Freud expbina the occurrence of the 

phenomena of dreams. Kingsland calls it the secret 

of Cograic Evolution: " Objectivity in its origin arises 

tn and for and by the power of the One Absolute 

Subject, which thereby objectifies Its own content Of 

* 55^1 ^ mm It 
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die na.lure of the process wc can form no conception, 

until we ha%’e imdeistDod the eitercise of the like 
creative power within ourselves as individual subjects 
1 . It is one of tho deepest mysteries of our 

nature—a secret carefully guarded, yet unconsciously 
exercised by all In its Cosmic aspect it has been 
conceived to be an exercise of a Will, a Desire, or of 

that power of the Mind we term I m agnation 
Mystici^, p. 176.) 

Here we summarize how, in one place, Vasistha has 
described the evolution of world'experieitce: 

In the Absolute Reality, which is the Self, Consdring 
activity begins to manifest itself, by itself, without any 
external or ukerior compulsion. (VIit, 11, 37; Via, 114, 

15.) A centre of objectifying activity is then fixed in the 
Self, and it begins to feel its own se[}arate existence from 
the Absolute, forgetting its identity with It, asserting 

itself as an ego (atuj3H~mar^arui-pMfvakam). (Ill, 12, 4.) 
It is then impregnated uriih the Idea of the future 

namt^ and forms of the world, (III, 12, 5.) It then 
assumes a definite form and Itecomes capable of being 

named. (Ill, 12, b.) Through the intensity of objective, 
thought, it becomes individualized, forgetting its identity 
with the Absolute and is called jiva. (Ill, 12, 7.) Its 

nature consists in being some thing {bhOxKmd’nfZttra^sitra) 
and it changes quickly from one form to another. (Ill, 
12, 8.} Immediately after the rise of this consciring ego 

in the Pure ConBcjousness, there is expenenced by St 
the objective Void which is the source of aiJ differentia¬ 
ted objective names and forms. (lU, 12, 9.) The ego 

then intensely thinks of one aspect of this objective 

continuum, namely, sound and, as a consequence of the 

intensity of its idea, sound gets differentiated as a dchnite 

subtle thing, (lilt 12, 13,)- Another idea arises in the 
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egD and differentiates the toucft aspect of the objective- 

continuum into a distinct subtle thing. (Ill, 12, 18^)) 
In this way other aspects of the continuum, namely, 
colour, taste, and smell get dtfTerentiaied through the 

consciring activity of the ego by its desire. (Ill, 12, 20, 
22, 24.) The subtle aspects thus diSenantiated by the 

further evolve into various forms. (Ill, 12, 2C.) 
They are not now seen existing in their otimixcd forms. 
They now exist mixed with one another, as water mixes 

with water. (Ill, 13, 27.) All the forms of the world, 

existing in the womb of space, like banian trees in a 
banian seed, are in their essence consciousness. (I lit 

12. 28-)* (N, B. The above passages are freely rendered 
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into En^ishi as literal translation would appear to be 
tminte]ii§^ble.) 

This scheme of evolution, it will appear, ia very 

much similar to that of the Ss^khya, which seems to 

have been interpreted by Vasisiha in the light of bia 
own monism and idealism, on the analogy of dream* 

experience. It must also be noted that it is different 
from the scheme of the SiTdf&inr-schooI based upon 
the authority of the and tl\e Upani^ds. 

The main difierenoe between the two is that, according 
to the Yoga'VUsi^tia, ego is the source and cause of the 
objective names and forms in their subtle as well as 

gross aspects, while, according to the other, the ego is 
the product of the iitttvika or the finest aspects of the 
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subtle and unnuxed elements which evoke prevtoos bo 
the evolution of the ego {ahft^kztm). The former is 

idealistic while the latter is a realistic conception. 
Thus the whole idea of evolution ts idealistic 

according to the Yogu~vusi^tha, It is thoughts that get 
matedalized into physical objects. We must also rementber 
thabr thoughts themselves are forms or modifications of 

a still subtler Substance—■Consciousnessoin which, by 
its own Creative-Will, conscIring-(sinhJtir//^cfJ'^ntres, from 

which thoughts emanate, are formed as winds are gener¬ 
ated in air, or, to take a modem example, as electric 
strcBses originate in the ether of space. Wc thus notice 

three grades of mmiifestation, which we might call the 
spiritual, mental and physical, although not quite appro¬ 
priately. Corresponding to the three grades of mani- 
f^estation, Vasistha suggests the existence of three planes 

(objective continua) of manifestation (or being), nanaely, 
those of Consciousness, Mind and Matter, which may be 

called the Consciousness-continuum, Thcught-contiuuum, 

and Ether-continuum. Vasistha uses the word for 

plane or continuum. Thus wc find him saying; There 

are three the ordinary ether (aJfcatfcr) known to 
05 in the objective world, the mental ether (ci/ia- 

kitsfa), and the ether of consciousnesB The 

fast is the sobtlcBt of the three.” (HI, 17, 10-)' 
It may be remembered that Theosophists believe in 

seven planes in the Universe, ww,. Physical, Astral. 

Mental, Intuitional, Spiritual, Monadic and Divine. {Vid^ 
Jina-raja-dSsa; Fitst Principles o/ Theosophy, p. 86.) 

Vasis^a may, howc\'cr, say with regard to this division, 

that it all depends upon the point of view from which one 
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looks upon the nnt^’erse, how many planes or grades of 
mtcnsity or matedaliaation he will find. For, everything 
is ultimately a movement in the Absolute Consciousness 
and, as such, it is nothing but Consciousness, in the 
same way as all physical objects are nothing but etiier 

according to some scientists of the present day. For 
Vasisjha there is ultimately only one plane of existence, 

namely, that of Pure Consciousness. " If the thought 
■ of there being three is given up, all of tliem 

will be realised as one of Consciousness (the 
(in, ^0, 19.)* 

Another very important problem with regard to the 
objective world is whether there is any fixed and 
unalterable nature of things in the world. Modem 

science presupposes the course of nature to be uniform 
and the nature and behaviour of things to be more or 

less fixed and so amenable to study. In some plac^ 

in the Yega-vnsiftha we find a view like this. It 

appears that Vasistha belie\*es that the properties of 

things in the world are fixed and unalterable to a great 
extent, The laws of Nature are inexorable. Even gods 
camiot alter them. This aspect of Nature is called 

Niyttii by him. " The pro[icrties of things ate fixed 
(ntyu/n) and cannot be changed. The way in which 
things will behave is determined. (Ill, 62, 9.) Even the 

gods, Kudra and others, cannot alter them, (III, 62, 26.) 

The «iyo/# (fixed nature) cannot be changed by any one, 
even though he may be omniscient and learned like 

Visnu and Hatn. (V, 89, 26.) U continues to be the 

same as it wa-s imagined at the commencement of the 
present cycle of the world-process, (ill, 54, 22.) It 

controls all creatures of the world, down from the great 
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Rudra to a straw.” (VI&, 37, 21,) ‘ Compare what 

Kingslaod says: ** Individual man can modify the course 
of Nature on the Earth in many minor ways, but he 

c:annot alter the course of Nature as a whole: that is 
to say those Cosmic happenings which are determined 
by a higher power, or by higher powers.” (Kingsland: 

Rational Mys/tcism, p- 354,) 

We must also remember in this connection that 
Vasina is not a naturalist or determinisi of the extreme 

type, as might appear from the above paragraph. He 
believes in the absolute freedom of the Self which is 
behind Nature. The world, according to him, could 

have been otherwise, the nature of things could have 

been imagined dilferently and the la^vs of Nature might 
have been different from what they are in the present 
world, if so wilted by the Cosmic Mind at the com¬ 

mencement of the Cosmos. The determination of the 

Taws of the world and of the nature of things is 

contingent ultimately. It is not even teleological,* f.r., for 

bringing about of some ulterior end. It is merely 
accidental {kuka-tala^^vat) a^ in a dream. ” What does 

Niyati (hxity) or aniyati mean in dream-experience? 

Whatever appears in any way in a dream is proper, 
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(V1&, 148, 20-21.) In the same ivay, what ultimate mean* 
ing tan jViyufi have in this work!?” (ill, 7«)^ 

One thing that every individual should bear In mind is 
that the law's of nature are never opixjscd to man's freedom 
and effort. They are rather favourable, for in a world 

of regular taws, where things are fixed in their nature, one 

can be sore of his progress and attainments, which would 
not be posaibie in a w'orid where anarchy prevails. 

Vastsdia says i “ The conception of NiyaSi should not 
cause one to abandon elTort. Eftort itself is a mantfesta'* 
tion of the Niyati controlling the world.” (Ill, 62, 27.)* 

Nay, Vasiaha goes further and tells us that all of 
us are ultimately identical with the same omnipotent 
and absolutely free Spirit and therefore, if we so will 
and put in suHlcieni effort, we can change the nature 
of the world we am experiencing in any way we like. 

For, it is ultimately we, who either create the cosmos or 

accept it as it is. ** The nature of things is ultimately 
what th& mind has willed it to be, whether Axed or other* 
wise. (Vt 24, 31.) It can therefore change it. It is the 
uldmate author of the Ntyati, (V, 24, 32.) That alone js 

experienced in the world, which the monad which ts the 

Self (indlvidualiied) imagine* intensely." (V, 24, 35-36.) * 
Everything wh.atsoevcr in the objective world is 

thus, according to Vasistha, as it has been imagined by 
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the CoBmic miiid^ which it a. centre of conscihng 

siclivity;, a,utomaticatly hxed in the Absolute Conscious- 
ncss< The Cosmic consctring activity is carried on and 
multiplied in the contents of this original consdting, 

those contents again becoming centres of such activity. 

This process goes on ttd mfinitum. As ideas manifest 

themselves objectively in things, so the movoment or 
activity of consciring {iathkaipa) manifests itself objec¬ 

tively as ene^y (Ar3(ia) in the macrocosm as well 

as the microcosm. What is or aaMiaipa (desire 
or will) subjectively, is >«r?w objectively. The appear¬ 

ance of things in the objective world is relative to the 
peculiar construction of the sense-organs of the body, 
for, with a different set of senses our objective: world 

would have appeared quite differently, as has been 

contended by all the idealists of the world. All this 
appears to be presupposed in the following redeccions of 

V'asistha on “ the seed of the world **: 

"The body is the seed of the tree of the world. 

(V, 91, 8.) The seed of the body is the mind^ which 
is subject to the control of desires and hopes. (V, 91, 10.) 

Of the tree of this painful mind (the word 'mind' is here 

taken in a restricted sense—ciUvi), there are two seeds, 
namely, the movements of prUiia and intense desires. (V, 

91, W.) Both of them arc but two aspects of the same 

thing. Tiie prs^ia moves on account of desires and desires 
arise when pr3pa moves. (V, 91, 55.) The seed of the 

fluctuations of the pntfia and the surging of desires, is the 
tendency towards ohjecUvity (snrkwdj'tffn). (V, 91, 63-645 
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This tendency towards objectification has its seed in 
consciousne^, when it assumes a definite fonn through 
Intense imagination. (V, 91, 89.) Consciousness has its 

root in ‘being* (V, 91, 9S.) Snitn-snittitnya is 

that state of existence which is above all {articuiari* 
ration, without a taint of thisness or thatness and 

Tinifonnly existing in all things. It is the Ultimate 

Reality. (V, 91, 101*102.) This Satis^iUtif^nya (uniform 
exiatence, literally), destitute of all divisions within Itself, 

the Pure Homogeneous existence, which is neither this 
nor that, neither being nor noti-belng, neither known nor 
unknown, neither self nor not-self, is the ultimate seed 

(or source} of cvciything and It has no other source of 
Its own.'* (V, 91, 109, HO, 120.) ‘ 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MIND (MANAS) 

The must significant concept of Vasistha's philosophy is 

that of tnatuis (the mind). Me calls it the nave of the 

world. (V, 49, 40,)^ Wc might call it the nave of his 

ovm philosophy as well. It is the pivot of his whole 

thought, as we shall sec throughout. If one expression 

were required to denominate his entire philosophy, we 
might call it the philosophy of the mind. For, every* 

thing, every concept, every state of existence is a play 

and manifestation of the mind according to him. The 
rising and setting of the mind is the evolution or in* 

volution of the world. The purity or impurity of it is 

our freedom or bondage* On the condition of the mind 

depend all our worldly and spiritual achievements* Wc 

shall learn all these things as we proceed. Wc shall, 

in this chapter, note what the term mind means in 

Vasistha*s philosophy* 
This is what wc find in several places in the 

Yoga-vUsi^pia mth regard to the nature of the mind; 

The Mind is a dehnite form of the all-powerful 

.\b8otute Consciousness assumed by It through Its 

own Will-power. (HI, 96, 3.) it is, as it were, 

the thinking aspect of the Absolute Consciousne^ 
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(V, 13, 56.) Its es$cnc« is imagination, (ill, 4, 43.) 
The Absolute Self manifesting Itself in tmagiitative (or 

“consciring"—b the language of Fawcett) activity is the 
mind. (V. 13, 80.) It is a vibration in tl^e pure Consci¬ 

ousness, rendering it impure with objectivity and change. 
(Ill, 96, 41.) It is a pulsating and changing form of 

Consciousness, which partakes both of subjectivity and 
objectivity, (HI, 96, 40.) The Mind is the tendency of 
pure Consciousness towards objectivity. (Ill, 91, 37.) The 

Mind is the intense tend^cy of thought to be something, 
(Itl, 96, 1.) The Mind is Consciousness imagining itself 

to be some thing, and although, in reality, as Conscioui- 
ness it is the infinite whole, yet, as the mind it assumes a 

particular active eitistence.*' (111,91, 40.)* All this means 
that the Mind Is a centre of "consciring” (Fide Faw¬ 
cett; Dwitxe /MoginiRg, p. 55) or imagining 

in the Absolute Coneciousness, at which an objective 

world is imagined. It U something like a definite wave 
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of creative activity on the infinite ocean of Conscious- 
TiGsa. In Maha-yana Buddhiftm also '*The manaa really 
marks the beginning of concrete^ particutar conscious 
waves in the eternal ocean of the mind CConsciousn^' 

of Vasistha)/' (SiieukI; itahS'^ana Buddiiism, p, 133,J 
Compare also what Kingsland thinks of the mind: " The 
mind is^ as it were, a definite centre in which the Seif 

■—which in itself is universal and absolute—can centre 

itself so as to particularize a * world *.'* (Rationai My&- 
tiemn, p* 149.) 

How then are we to disUnguish the mind from the 
Brahman, the Absolute Consciousness ? “ The Mind is 

somehow to be distinguished from the Self, as ornaments 
made of gold are distinguished from gold. (IV, 42. 18.) 
The Brahman in a definite form is the mind. (V* 13, 

54,) The Brahman ia consciousness without any object 
present to it, whereas the mind is consciousness with 

objectivity. (V, 13, 53.) As there is no ultimate differ¬ 

ence between air and wind, between the void and space, 
so there is no difference ultimately between the mind 
and pure Consciousness which itself appears as the mind." 

(VIo, 96, 19.) ‘ Atfva-ghoM** conception of the mind 

and the essence of the mind is very much similar to 
Vasi^tha's conception of the mind and Consciousness. 

He says in his MaJm-yanaSraddhotp^da^Sitstra, ** While 
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the essence of mind is eternaJIy cIcod ajid pure, the 
influence of iRnorance makes possible the existence of a 
defiled mind. But tn spite of the defiled mind, the 

mind itself is eternal, dear, pure, and not subject to 
tiu ns form at ton.. Further, as its original nature, is free 

from particularization, it knoi^-s itself no change whatso¬ 
ever, though it produces everj^vhere the various modes 
of enfitence.'' (Suzuki; Axeak^iag of Faiih, p. 79.) The 

Mind, according to Vasistha, is the Pure Absolute Cons¬ 

ciousness manifesting Itself os a creative agent. It is 
not anything separate from the Whole; but is the 

Whole looked from a particular point of view. It is 
very often called by Vasistha a Od-anu, an atom of 

consciousness, or a monad. The description is very much 

m conformity with the modern scientific conception of 
atom. ‘*The real atom”, as Kingsland points out, ** in¬ 
stead of being the smallest of the small, h the largest 

of the large, for eveiy so-called atom is nothing less 

in subuancfi than the One SttAsf^rmre-whicli is the only 
thing m the Universe which cannot be divided or cut” 

{RaUonal p. 81.) Scientists like Sir Oliver 
Lodge have begun to think of the infinite potency of 

an atom. He thinks that in every cubic millimetn! of 

a million hoi^>-^wer working continually for forty 
million years.” (Lodge: The Ether of p, 95.) 

The multiplicity of the external and ’ the internal 

forms or modes of the mind according to Vasistha 

It « one Md the same mind which assumes wiSin 
an individual various names and ■ V 
*iA U« role 1. play. The / 

fBaet.onu.6 i„ ^ 
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iiAmes. Mind, Intellect, Citta. Ego, Activity, Intagina* 

tion, Memory, Desire,^ Ignorance, Impurity, A/oya, Pra- 

if/f. Jiva, Creator, Preserver, etc., the subtle body, 
the seme'Organs, the physical body and the objects of 

knowledge—all are merely the names and forms of the 

mind in accordance with the different functiona it per* 
forms/ '* As an actor assumes severuJ forms on the 

•Cage, so the mind, while engaged in various activities, 
assumes different names and forms. (Ill, 96, 43.) As 
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the same man may appear in various names and forms 
on account of his being in various offices, so also is 

the case with the mind, on account of its various 
activities, (III, 96, 44.) It is called Manaa when it 
ts functioning as the consciring activity of the Absolute 

Consciousness, imagining the multiplicity of forms- (III, 

96, 17.) It is called Buddhi when it remains Hxed 

on a particular idea (111, 96, 16) and has a definite 

knowledge of it in the form of "it is this”, fVlft, 188, 
6.) It is called AhatH~i9ra (ego) when it assumes for 
itself a distinct existence and binds itself to particular 

states- (lU, 96| 19,) The name is given on account 

of the idea of “1 am” being present in it. (\n[d, 188, 5.) 
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tt is citJled Ciitat when it displays Bcklencss and 
passes' quickly from one object to another without any 

proper reason, (HI, 96, 20.) When it feels some want 
in itself and runs after an object, w’hich can be attain¬ 

ed as a result of a movement towards it, it is called 

Aeiion, (HI, 96, 21.) It Is called Irnaginatim, when, 
forsaking its balanced state, it begins to think of some 

desired state of existence. (Ill, 96, 22.) It is called 
Sriifii (memory), when it thinks of an idea as 
previously experienced. (Ill, 05, 23.) It is called Dtmtre 

{yn&atiZi), when it Is so fixed on the objects of enjoy¬ 
ment as to forget (neglect) ennerything else. (Ill, 96, 24.) 
It is called Avtdy^ (ignorance), bccanse it ceases to be 

(something different from the Absolute consdousness), 

when true knowledge is attained (VIh, 188, 8): It t& 

called M&la (impurity), because its appearance is for 

its own harm, and because on account of the net-work 

of its imagination it conceals the real Self (causes it to 

l)e forgotten). (HI, 96, 26.) It is called A/sya, because 
on account of Tt the real (Self) appears as unreal (as 

if non<existtng) and the unreal (the objective world) as 

real. (HI, 96, 29.) It is called Prakrti (the root cause 

of objective forms) on account of its being the source 

of all objects of experience. (Ill, 96, 28.) It is called 
Jtva (Living Trinciple), because it lives and is conscious. 

{VI&, 168, 4.) It is called the (tlic eightfold 

city, fj5., the subtle body consisting of eight fftctom, 
namely, the mind, the intelkct, the ego and tlic .five 
senses) on account of its strong net*'ivork of imagination. 

(VI6, 188, 7.) It is also called the Aiknkika-^anra 

(the body of thought, so called on account of its capacity 

to go to distant places without difficulty). (VI 6, 188, 9.) 

It becomes an Indti^a (sense-organ) and Is called so, 

becauM it please the Self (Indta) through hearing, touch, 
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vidQHf taste and smell. (Ill, 27.) It becomes the 
body by thinking of the body and the ot/w/s by think¬ 
ing of the objects. (VI^i, 50. 17.) As a creator of its 

own world, it is called Brahvjit by some, Virit( by 

others, SartUiatta by some, SVtlr2tyafia by others, by 

some, and Praj^'Pati by others. (Vli, IS8, 17-18.) All 
these names are synonyms of the stress in the Absolute 

Consciousness impregnated with objectivity.” (HI, 96. 31.) 
Very much similar was the view on the unity of Ihc 

mind amidst its fanctional multiplicity, prevalent in the 
Mafa-yuna Ouddhitm, “Five different names”, says 

AiTva-gho^, “ are given to the ego (according to its 

different modes of operation).” (Suzuki: Atc’akming o/ 

Faith, p. 76.) In the Lafthuvatara^suira also it is held; 

“The sea-water and the waves, 
One varies not from the other: 

Jt is even sc with the mind and its activities; 
Citta is Karma-accumulating, 
Manas reflects an objective world, 

Mano-vija^na is the faculty of judgment, 
The five vijEEnas are the differentiating senses." 

(Laiilutvatiira-gmra. quoted tn Su<uki's Maha-yana Bud. 
dhism, p. 131.) 

From the point of view of grossnee. and limitation, 

there may be dieunguished three grades in the mani- 
Icttation of the Mind, the monad, the ego, and the 

body Ulmr, AM-tan and Deha). Jtm or monad it 

that aspect of the Mind in which It origidates a, a 
ray from the Absolute Conscionsness and is yet very 
subUe in character. The ego is the Jiv* m , „ ' 

and more limited form in which objectivity aennUe a 

greater degree. How a Jitw acqnirei the character of 
an ego and becomes embodied i. deicribed by Vasi^ha 
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in the following manner: '‘A monad gradually becomca 

an ego on account of the intensity of the tendency 
towards objectivity, as a sparii of fire grows in volume 

on account of the increase of fuel (III» 64, t2); as 
on account of depth the sky appears to be blue (111, 
64, 14): and as air becomes wind. (Ill, 13, IS.) ‘ 

How the ego becomes the body is described thus: 

“ Through the intensity of many-sided imagining activity, 
Uie monad knows Itsdl in the form of M am this' 

(III, 13, 22), and imagines a atarlikc fonn for itself, 

which is later on farther dilTcrcntiated as the body. (Ill, 

13, 23.) It then desires to see, makes an clfort to sec, 
and immediately there arise two boles in the form 
with which it has identified itself, which evolve into 

the eyes. (Ill, 13, 28.) Pitri pa^ with the desire to 

sec is created on the objective side the subtle object 
of vision. (Ill, 67, 48.) In the same ^vay that with 

which it touches becomes the skin, and through which 
it hears becomes its ears (III, 13, 29) \ dial with 

which it smells becomes the nose and that with which 

it tastes becomes the tongue. (HI, 13, 30.) On the 

objective side evolve the corr^pondirtg objcbtSi of all 

the Bcnses (in its experience), (III, 67, 49.) Those with 

which the monad acts in accordance with its desires, 

become the organs of action, (III, 13, 31.) In this 

way by the power of desire arc experienced by the 
monad, the objects, their perceptions and ideas. (Ill, 

13, 31.) The monad, now stands clothed in the eight¬ 

fold subtle body-^mind, intellect, ego, and the five 
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sabtJe elejnents. (HI, 13, 32; V]*, 51, 50,) This subtle 
body is gradusdly experienced as tbe physical body in the 
uterus, through the intensity of thought.” (Ill, 13, 34).* 

Thus, the limitation of the monad to the physical 
body is self-created. It enters the bondage (of the 

body) by itself like a sitk-worm. (IV, 42, 31.) It 

imagines the body by its own thought, gets bound in 
it, and then repents. (IV, 42, 32.) It enters the net¬ 
work of objects created by Its own imagination, and 

becomes helpless like a caged lion.” (IV, 42, 34.)* 
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We have already seen that according to Vasis|ha 
there is no Umit to the number of monads in the 

world, for every comcni of the world is a .centre of 

consciring activity in its o^vn right. In the Absolute 
Consciousness there is no limit to the number of centres 

of imaginative activity. The univem is full of monads 

all around. '* Millions and billions of monads spring 

from the Cosmic Mind. (IV, 43, 1.) Countless have 

already been bom, countless are being bom, countless 
will be bom in course of time like sprays of water 

from a waterfall. (JV, 43, 2.) In every direction! in 
every place, whether land or water, innumerable monads 

arc bom and die as bubbles in water." (IV, 43, 4.) * 

This reminds one of a passage from Leibnitz: There 

is a world of created things, of living beings, of animats, 

of entdeebies, of souls, in the minute panicle of matter. 

Every portion of matter can be conceived as like a 

garden full of plants, and like a pond full of fish 

But every branch of a plant, eveiy member of an 

animal, and every drop of fluid within it, is also such 

a garden or such a pond- And although the ground 

and the air which lie between the pbints of the garden, 

and the water which is between the fish in the pond, 
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are not themselves plant or fish| they nevertheless con¬ 

tain these, usually so small, however, as to be ira- 
|}erc«ptib]e to us,'* {Monadalogy, paragraphs fi6-63.) 

Thus there id- no end to the number of monads 

in the universe. Yet we can have some apriori princi¬ 
ple of division of all the monads into debnite groups 

or classes. Several bases of division may be sogagested. 
Vasistha has attempted tliree divisions on three dilTcrcnt 
bases. In one place he has divided the monads of 
the universe on the basis of the density of their ig- 

norance. At another place we find a division of monads 
on the basis of the nature of their eaperience. A third 

division is attempted on the basis of their fitness for 
Sei f-realiaation. 

The following are the seven grades of density of 

the ignorance (or objectivity of experience) of monads 
according to Vasistha i ** The Bija^jagrat (potential wak¬ 

ing), the Jngrat (ordinary wakbig), the Afa/wl'/aigrot 

(intense waking), the Jsgtat-svapna (the waking dream), 
the Svaptux (dream), the Svapna-jiigrat (dreaming wakeful¬ 
ness), and Stt^pU (deep ^p), (III, 117, 11-12.) These 
are thus briefly characterized; 

(1) " The first sireas in Consciousness which after* 

wards is called the monad and which is the seed of 

all future experience is called the 'potential waking’ 
state of the monad," (III, 117, 13-14.) 

(2) " When a newly evolved monad from the Ab¬ 

solute ConsciousncRS has acquired the sense of ego and 
possession (‘ 1 and mine'), it is smd to be in the 
state of waking.” (11T, 117, 15-16.) 

(3) "Wheu by passing through a number of in¬ 
carnations the idea *f and mine’ gets intensified, the 

monad is said to be in the state of intense wakefuiness" 
(III, 117, 16-17.) 
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(4) "The state of fancy or irnagitiation, whether of 

short or long dniation, ts c^lcd a waking dream ex^ 
perience. (Ill, 117, 17-18.) 

(5) " The impression, after a state of sleep, that 
Hotnething was experienced as real daring sleep, although 
it is not BO, is called dream.*' (Ill, 117, 19'2O0 

(6) " That very experience, when, on account of 

being repeated several dmes, it becomes dense and ac¬ 
quires the intensit}’ of wakefulness, is called the dream¬ 
ing wakefulness.*’ (Ill, 117, 20-21.) 

(7) ** That msemibte (unconscious) state of exist^ce 
of a monad is called deep sleep {su^upit^^ when none of 

the above ax states are experienced by it, but there is 

still the potentiality of future world-experience and suder- 
ing present in iL (111, 117, 22-23.) All the so-called 

inert objects—a straw, a lump of day, a stone, etc.— 

exist in that state of insensibility.*’ (HI, 117, 34.) ‘ 
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This division would be intelligible, if w'e remembef 
that waking, dream and sleep mean here various grades, 

through which our experience of the objective world 
becomes stable and fully materialized. Sleep is probably 
that stage of the idea of objectivity, when it is present 

as a sort of vague and undifferentiated continuum in 
which DO definite features are yet noticeable. Dream is 
the name given to the next stage of objectivity, when 

difTerentmtioos begin to appear in the objccth’e continuum, 

but they are still very subtle and unstable in form. 
When the dififerentiaied aspects of the objective experience 
ac<]uire definiteness, stability and intensity of materiail' 

zation, such experience is called the waking experience, 
Vaststha has thus distinguished here the seven binds of 

monads on the basis of their being more or less inten¬ 
sely aware of their objective experience. 

In order to understand another division of monads 
attempted by Vasif^ha, we must remember his doctrine 

of the possibility of world-experiences within world-experi¬ 
ences expounded In the last chapter. According to him 
the individuals that are the contents of our dreams, have 

also a right to be recognized as indl\-ldual monads in 

their own right; and it is also possible that we may 
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be the dfeatn^personalities of some one like Brahml or 

the Cofimic Mind of our Cosmos. On such considera* 
tions Vasina attempts another divi^on of monads in 

the following manner:' Monads are said to be of seven 

kinds; Svapna-jUgam!^ (those whose dreams are others' 
waking experiences), Sttfitkaipa-jUgarnif (those whose world 

of fancy is a waking world for others) ^ Kevaia-jugariif^ 
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(waking alone), Cira^ptgat^h (waking since a long 
Ghana'jUgarUh (intensely 'waktng)^ Jugratsvapttsb (waking 
dreameT?), and K^i^a-j'dgataf^ (whose waking experience 
has lost its intensity)”, (Vld, 50, 2-3.) 

They are thus described; 

(1) " The sv&Piut~jtigar3h^ are those monads that 
belong to some other time-space order, and are sleeping 
there and dreaming varioes dreams. But perchance, what 

is a dream•expenettcc to them is our waking world, 
Thcjr dream-objects are real things for os; and we 
(who are individuals tn our own right) are persons of 

their dream. On account of the long duration of their 
dreams, we arc feeling it to be a real wakeful world- 
experience." (VI6, 50, 5-8.) 

(2) The Sdtiiikaipa^jiigafsh are those monads of 
Some other time-space order that are so much given to 
their thoughts of imagination that they have become 

quite unconscious of the actual world they are living in. 
Their world of fancy, on account of their exclusive 
thought directed to it, has come to acquire the stability 
of the waking experience. The contents of their world 

of fancy have acquired individuality of their own and 
live their own lives." (Vlh, 50, 14-17.) 

(3) The Kevala^jSgarisI^ are those monads that 
have for the first time evolved from the Brahman and 
are experiencing the world." (VIA, 50, 1^.) 

(4) The Cira-jugatuh are those monads that were 
evolved from the Brahman like the former class, but to 
them this world has becojne a ^lery hard and stable 
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reality governed by the law of caosaiity, on account of 

their having passed through repeated births and deaths/* 
(VI^ 50, 20,) 

(5) “The Ghana'jagara^ are those monads that, on 

accotuit of their repeatedly performed evil actions, have 

lapsed into the unconscious or inanimate state of ejiis* 

tence. They are called the deeply waking class because 

their objectivity has become deeply intensified." {VI5, 
50, 21.) 

(6) "The J^gral-svaptiaif are those monads that, hav¬ 

ing become enlightened by the study of philosophical 
works and association with the wise, have begun to look 

upon their waking world as a dream/' (Vld, 50, 22.) 

(7) **The Kfi^-fagarO^ are those enlightened monads 

that have found peace in the Absolute Reality and stay 

in the Turya (fourth) state of experience, and for whom 

all other kinds of experience have lost their validity/’ 
(Vli, 50, 23.) 

In another place he classifies monads into the follow¬ 
ing fourteen kinds; 

(1) “ The Idath-pralftntnam is the class of those 
monads that in tlieir very first birth (life) are prone lo 
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good thoughts and actions which bring about good 

results. (III. 94, 2-3,) 
(2) ^‘The Gutm-plvofi is the class of those monads 

that in their very hist birth begin to cherish desires for 
worldly objects, and attain liberation having passed 
through many cycles of transmigration. (Ill, 94, 3-4.) 
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(3) The Sasaittxt h the dass d those monads 
that think of what ought to be done and what ought 

not to be done have ntorai consciousness awakened), 
and choose only those actions which are favourable to 

liberation. (Ill, 4-3*) 

(4) “ The Adhama'SattvU ts the class of those monads 
that have previously indulged in desires for worldly 
objects and so have got themselves bound to the world 

through thousands of transmigrations, but now have ac« 

quirod the power of discrimination between a right and 
a wrong course of action, and prefer the former to the 

latter, (III, 94, 3-7,) 
(5) The Atyania-iamasi is the dass of those monads 

that are yet far from liberation even chough they have 

passed through innumerable binhs and deaths. (Ill, 94, 7-8.) 
(6) '^Tbc Ritjasi is the class of those monads that 

having passed through ttvo or three lives of other (worse) 

kinds are now bom with moderate qualides and active 
habits. (Ill, 94, 8-9.) 

(?) “The Rujasa^sitttvi&i is the class of dtose monads 

whose actions are free from blemishes and who deserve 

to be liberated after the dissolution of their present 
bodies, (in, 94, 9-10,) 

(8) " The Ritjasa^titjasi is the class of those 
monads that deserve liberation after some more H'l'es. 

(in, 94, 11-12.) 
(9) *' The Ritjasad^imasi is the class of those monads 

that require hundreds of more lives to live, before they 
are capable of liberation. (Ill, 94, 12-13,) 

(10) “The Raja^atyantad'i^mast is the class of tiiosc 

monads whose actions are such that their liberation is 

uncertain even after thousands of lives. (Ill, 94, 13-14.) 

(11) " Tirruasl is the class of those monads that 

have passed through thousands of lived since their origin 
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fromi BrahmS and are still a long way from liberation. 

(Ill, 94, 14-15.) 
(12) “The Tam<isa-$aiM}U ts the class of those be¬ 

ings who have already passed through a long course of 

lives and deaths, but now stand on such a level of 
progress that, if they make efforts, they can attain 

liberation after this life. (Ill, 94, 15-16.) 
(13) “The is that class of monads that 

have already passed through countless lives in the past, 

and yet have to undergo many more before they would 

attain liberation. (Ill, 94, 16-17.) 
(14) “ The J^nmsa-tUmasi is the class of those 

worst kind of monads that have already undergone 

millions of lives in the past and still have to undergo 
millions more before they can attain liberation.** (ill, 

04, 17-10.) 
All the various kinds of monads in a cosmos origin* 

ace according lo Vasis^ from the Cosmic Mind 

(Brahma) in the same way as the creatures of our 
dreams originate from oui minds. “ All these kinds of 
monads originate from BrahmS. (HI, 04, 10.) All the 
monads, in fact everything in the objective world, have 

sprung from Brahma, in the same way as billows have 
from an agitated ocean, streaks of light From a burning 

lamp, beams from the disc of the mixm, flowers from 
a tree, omamentB from gold, sprays from a water-spring, 
particular spaces from infinite space, whirls, eddies 

and waves from water, and miragC'rivers from the 

rays of the sun.'* (Ill, 94, 20-28.) * Fawcett similarly 

‘ tl 
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holds : ** Finite scntients, while enjoying truly free creative 
initiative and being, accordingly, relatively independent, 

presuppose, ne%*erthelcss, the Universal Consciring (BrahmS 

of Vasistha) as their source.*' (Fawcett: Divine Imagin- 

ing, p. 59.) 
The law of origination and mergence, it may also 

be noted, is the same in the case of evciy monad down 
from Brahma to an insect. “ As a BrahmS originates, 

so does an insect. All monads (from the Brahma to 

the lowest insect) merge in the Absolute Reality through 

right knowledge.” (Ill, 67, 69-68.)' 
Before concluding this chapter, it may also l>e 

pointed out, that Vasistha is a thoroughgoing pan- 
psychist. He believes that everything in this unTverae 

hfiR a subtle mental operation behind ft. " All objects 

have their mental aspect (eitta’^ariraivam), (III, ■tO* 20.) 

There is the mind behind every particle of dust i it 

fills the whole space; it grows within every sprout; it 

moves as a sap in tender leaves. (Ill, 40, 21.) It rises 
up in the waves of (he ocean j it dances within the 

womb of a rock. It rains in clouds; and lies inert in a 

piece of stone. (Ill, 40, 22.) Even in inert thinp resides 
desire in a potential form, as (lowers, etc,, in their seeds.” 
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(VIA, 10, 19.)* It is quite evident that pan‘■psychism b 

the inevitable conclusion of his idealism, according to 

which all things- arc thoughts ultimately, and evcty 
thought is an entity in itself. Vasistha will agree with 

Fawwrtt who writes: ” Nature is aglow with p^'chieal 
life in every quarter and cranny. It is of one tissue 

with the psychical reality noticed in ourselves" (Faw¬ 
cett: World as Imagimfion, p. 162); and with Royce 

who rightly says: * We have no right whatsoever to 
speak of really uncon^ogs Nature, but only of un¬ 

communicative Nature, w’hose mental processes go on at 
such different time-rates from ours, that we cannot adjust 

ourselves to a live appreciation of their inward fluency; 
although our consciousness docs make us aware of their 

presence." (Royce: The World mtd the Individual, 2nd 

Senes, p. 225) Vasistha would further say that by 

undcigoing an appropriate tiainjng we can communicate 
with the beiugs behind Nature, 
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CHAPTER V 

THOUGHT-POWER 

Now-a*days we hear much about the power of thought. 

Enormous literature has been written on thought'‘power. 

The works of James Alien, Trine, Marden and Larson, 

to mention a few of the writers on the power of 

thought, are passing through several editions. E^cperi- 

ments arc made in the laboratories of the West, and 

specially in America, to study the effect of thought 

on the health and strength of the thinker of particular 

kinds of thought. A new school of thought, generally 

called the “New Thought" which believes in the omni¬ 

potence of thought, is rising into prominence. But it 

is a matter of great surprise and satisfaction that what 

iff considered to 1>c a new thought in the twentieth 

century after Christ is a very ancient doctrine of India 

and Is found worked out in many aspects and details 

in the Yoga-vasi^ha. The Seer of the Sfupdaka Upani- 
fad said long ago: “ Whatever ivorlds the man of 

pure heart covets by his mind, and whatever objects he 

wishes to get, he gains those worlds and those objects,” 

(Af. U.f III, 1, to,) The Buddha taught: All that we 

are iff the resdt of what wc have thought: it is 

founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our 

thoughts.” (Cams; T/ui Gospel of Buddha^ p. 111.) 

Nothing will appear radically new in the sO'CaUed 
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New Thought", when nil that Vasis^ha has said in 

this connection is known* SwamI RStna Tirtha rightly 

said in one of his Lectures to the people of America: 

" All your New Thought is the old antiquated thought 

of the Hindus. In order to get the genuine centre, 

the whole truth and all the new thought, Blessed onra, 

you have yet to wait a little and get more knowledge 

from India. Most of those wonderful writings have not 

yet been translated into your language, such as the 

Yoga-vJsi^pta which deals with all the new thought of 

America." (/n IVoot/s of God-reati^atioH, Vol. Ill, p. 327.) 

Here we shall try to present briedy what Vasi^ha has 

said on the power of thought or mind, comparing here 

and there his views with the most up*to*d3te thinkers 

of the New Thought school. 

The Mind, according to Vasisfha Is omnipotent. 

“ It is capable of accomplishing ever>'thing. (HI, 91, 

16.) As it imagines within itself, so things happen 

forthwith. (Ill, 91, 52.) Whatever is intensely thought 

by the mind, that comes to be materialized and effect* 

ed." (Ill, 91, 17.) ‘ Compare what Dr. Charles Gilbert 

Davis says t ** 1 say that thought is omnipotent—that the 

mind is ail-powerfuL" (Davis: The Phitoeophy of Li/Ct 
p, 53.) The mind is endowed with creative power. " It 

can evolve objects from within itself. (Ill, 66, 6.) it 

is the creator of the world which appears in just the 

form that is fashioned by the mind. (Vlfr, 139, L) 

Time and space also appear as the mind think* them 
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to be,” (III, 103, 14,)' Mardcn says: “ Mind is the 

only creator. Nothing ever was or ever will be created 

or recreated except through mind.” (O. S. Manlen: Tht 
ilfiroc/c of Riffni Thought^ p. 227*) Davis aays "Thought 

is the stuff out of which things are made “ (TAc Pkiio- 
^tphy of Life^ Motto); and " The Mind is all, it is 

everything. AH matter is but a materialization of consci¬ 

ousness.” {Jbid,t p. 32.) In creating a world for itself, 

the mind is absolutely free and not determined by any 

other external force. The Mind imagines the world 

and the body in accordance with its own free-wiiting 

like a magic scene,” (HI, 4, 79.)* We should not be 

under the impression that creative power belongs only 

to a select few minds. U is the privilege of every 

mind. " Every mind {praty-akaih ciUapt) has this power.” 

(Hi, 40, 29.)* 

We ail attain what we aspire after. All that we 

intensely desire for comes to us early or late, in 

accordance with the eHbit we put in to acquire it. 

Our own efforts, guided by our aspirations, are the 

warp and woof of our destiny, " Every individual can 

attain all that he desires, (111, 45, 12.) Whoever 
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Strives to Attain an3rthing attains that surely." (HI, 45, 

18,)* No other agency can confer Favours ujjon us, 

unless we deserve them. Wlmtever we seem to get 

through others, is the outcome of our own aspirations 

and effort, **The mind itself is the giver of the results 

of its own efforts, although it may do so in the garb 

of a god or penance, (ill, 45, 19.) There is nothing 

other than one's own effort that ever brings him any¬ 

thing good. (Ill, 45, 20.) No other being is responsible 

for w'hat one acquires, as everything is the consequence 

of his thought. (IV, 15, 11.) 'There is nothing 

under the son which cannot be attained by anybody 

through right exertion.” (Ill, 62, 8.) » Mardcit similar¬ 

ly says; “ The cause of whatever comes to you 

in life is within you." (Mardcn; Peace, and 
Plenty, p. 99.) 

The nature of things around us is as we think it 

to be. Our lives are what we make them by our 

thought, All that we are, is how we have thought. 

Thoughts are the bricks with which we build the man¬ 

sion of our personality. Thought determines our destiny, 
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Wc bocome what we wjah, desire and imagine to 

become. The world arotind us is the reflex of oar 

thought. It changes its apiiearanca as we change. The 

extent of space as well as the duration of time are 

relative to our thoughts and emotions, “An individual 

becomes what he sets his heart to, (III, 56, 28.) The 

nature of the objects is as it is believed to be. 

(Ill, 56, 30.) Even poison can be turned into nectar 

by being constantly imagined to be so, and an enemy 

will behave as a friend, if one has faith in him to be 

so, (in, 60, 17,) One experiences as one thinks, (III, 
60, 16.) If a moment is imagined to be an age, it is 

experienced as such, and vice versa^ (III, 60, 2(h21,) 

The same period of night is experienced as a long age 

by the troubled mind, and as a moment by the merry, 

(in, 60, 23,) Sweet is experienced as bitter and vice 

versa by intense thought, (III, GO, 27*28.) Sometimes 

people are killed on account of their own imagination 

of an absolutely non-existent devil. (Ill, 60, 33,) 

One experience only that to be real, which one thinks 

to be $0, (Vi6, fOO, 3.) One is affected by things 

only in accordance with his ideas about them, (VI6, 

1*48, 5.) It is by thought alone that we get into 

delusion, undergo the experience of birth and death, are 

bound in the world and become released from it. 

(IV, 4, 9.) All our states of happiness or misery in 

hcciven or the hell, are effects of our own thought,^ 

(IV, 23, 13.) * 
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Early or late* in this life or lives to come, all 

our desires, wishes and even passing thoughts have 

to be realized. But what is desired or thought in*^ 
tensely with warmth of faith is soon realized. Faith, 

intense belief, or bhmamt is the secret of all our 

achievements, as a modem writer puts it: " Faith is 
the hidden secret of everything; the key that un¬ 

locks every door that may exist in the universe; faith 
is the perfect way to that inner world from which all 
things proceed; faith is the royal path to unbounded 

power T . . , faith ts the hidden secret to e'l'cty desire 
and need of man.'^ (Larson: The Hidden S^ret, p. 10.) 
The world around us is only wliat we lielievc it to be. 
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Our peroeptlojw are coloured by our beliefs. That alone 
appears to be real for us in tbc reality of which we 

have faith. *' The mind perceives and continues to 

perceive an object in that very form in which it ima* 

ginefi it to be with intense faith. (IV, 21, 56-57.) There 
is nothing true or false in itself; everything is as it is 

believed to be. (IV, 21, 58.) In accordance with one's 
long-standing and intensificid belief, does one work, ac- 

compUsh and achieve the objects of his desire and 
enjoying them gets bound. (IV, 21, 20*21.) One thinks 

that alone to be real on which one has pinned his 
faith and believes that there is nothing better than iu 
(IV, 21, 22.) People have different conceptions of duty, 
lalue, enjoyment, and liberation, in accordance with their 

different convictions and strive after their own ideals. 
(IV, 21, 23.) Whatever a pure mind strongly believes 

something to be that it soon becomes. (IV, 17, 4J 

Poison becomes nectar and the unieal becomes the 

real through one's faith. (Ill, 56, 51.) We perceive only 

what we believe." (Vltf, 51, 3.)' 
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Oar thougfhts are powerful in i»roportion to their 

intensity, depth and warmth. They become so by 
their being constantly and civer and over again cherish¬ 

ed. This is what VasisjLha calls abhyssa (practice or 

habit). Constant thinking, desiring or imagining of the 
same idea contributes much to the materialization of that 

idea. **' Doing the same thing over and over again is 
called abkyusa. It is also termed puru^iirtha. Without it 
nothing can be achieved, (Vlfc, 67, 43.) Things become 

what they arc repeatedly thought to be. (Vlft, 67, 20.) 
The mental or subtle body becomes physical, only 
through repeatedly being imagined to be so. and so also 

can the physical body be realized to be subtle, through 
constant meditation on Its being so. (V16, 67, 30-31.) 
Through repeated efforts even the most difficult things 

can be realized: even poison can be turned into nectar 
by repeatedly thinking it to be so. (Vlfi, 67, 33.) Cons¬ 
tant and repeated effort along any line is tlic secret of 
success." {V\b. 67, 44.) ‘ 
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Unflinching and strong deterraLnation (drdfta-nisfcaya) 

ts another very important factor which contributes to the 

realization of our thoughts and desires. There is nothing 
in the world which does not yield to the strong deter- 
mination of a man. There is no force that can with¬ 

stand the power of a determined mind. Peisons with 
unflinching determination can realize everything they set 

their heart to. They see nothing but their own idea 

dancing around them. \Vc are bound to our strongly 
determined ideas; no one else can change the mind of 

a weQ-cleiermined roan. “ There is no power in the 

wndd to withstand the determination of a mind, (111, 88* 
18.) Whatever idea has taken root in some mind, can¬ 

not be rooted out by any other but that very mind. 
(Ill, 88, 19.) The idea that has been deeply planted in 

some mind cannot be removed from it by any agency, 

such as even death or a curse {sfaptt)." (Ill, 88, 20.) 
AH what we are, all what we have, and all that 

we shall he, is thus tlie result of our thought. Our 

di^tiny is not mapped out for us by some other agency 
but our own thought. " Control thought," as Davis says, 

"and you control destiny." {PhUasophy of Lifo, p. 33.) 

We become as wc think, We have only as much 
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power as we imagine wc have. The world around us 
is as we have willed it to be. We can change it even 

uwlay if we will tso< We are living in an tnhnite ocean 
of power and bliss, and appropHato only so much from 

it as we think, believe and imagine. Our present 
state ia what has been willed, and can be changed with 
effort into another. (Ill, 40, 13.) If one believes himself 

to be separate from the Absolute Reality, he is so; if 

one thinks himself to be the Brahman, he is so. We 
limit ourselves by our thought, (in, 67, 58.) A ghost 

continues to be seen by a child, as long as the idea 
of there bdng a ghost lurks in his mind, but when the 
idea is given up, there is no longer any experience of 

a ghost'* (in, 53, 31.) ’ So is the case with ail our 
limitations. “The limit of your thought**, so says Mar- 
den, “will be the limit of your possibilities." (Marden: 

Note to Get W/ta/ You Wan/, p, 45.) 
Our mind is also the maker of our happiness or 

misery: on the condition of our mind depend all our 

joys and sorrows. Even bondage and freedom are the 
states of our mind and are wrought by our thought. 
No body else can make tts happy or miserable, hound 

or liberated, but our own thought. *‘ Everything, even 
bondage and freedom, depends on the mind. (Ill, 93, 3.) 
The increase or decrease of our sufferings Is in the 
hands of our own mind. (Ill, 99, 43.) U is the creator 
of all our joys or sorrows. (HI, li5, 24.) It is the 
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mind that is deluded^ experiences birth or deaths gets 

bound or feels released from the bondage/* (IV, 4, 9.) * 
Our environment and circumstances are the materi- 

alixation of our own desire. Our objective world is but 
the projection of our own imagination, and the reali" 
ration of our oivti desires« ** The world-experience rises 

or falls in accordance with desires. (IV, 45, 33.) It is 

a long dream imagined by Uie mind. (IV^ 45, 24.) 
'Whatever desire Is cherished by any one in his heart 

is ultimately realized in the world. (Ill, 96, 10.) By 

our own mind, through our own (desire)i with 
our own effort taking various forms, is this maldfarious 
objective world spread out before us like a magic scene." 

(Ill, 96, 8-9.)* 
Much stress is laid in the “New Thought" move¬ 

ment on die power of the mind to effect changes in 

the body and to cure physical ailments. The curative 
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power of tliought has been greatly demonstrated by the 

followers of the “Christian Science” and the Psycho- 
theiapeutists even in cases of very serious illness. They 

have come to believe that the mind, through its {x>wcr 
of thought, can brii^ about desirable changes in 

the body and can restore it to perfect health. Even a 
medical doctor has emphatically asserted; ” it is ah' 
soUitely tniA that every thought u?e thiitJi has Us corres¬ 

ponding effect on the w/jofo or some pari 0/ human 
anatomy . , , Much has been said or written upon 

this subject, yet from my own observation as a physician 
I must say that I am astounded that it has not re¬ 
ceived a deeper consideration. Not a day passes that I 
do not see wonderful tUustratiorts of this fact: that the 

mimi can both create and cure diseases." (Gilbert Davis; 

The Philosophy of Life, p. 65.) ^[arden also writes; 
'■ The body is but objectified thought, and , , . when 

the thought is changed the body also must change." 
(Mardcn: How to Get What You VEnn/, p, igi). 

Vasi^ha holds exactly similar views. Body according to 
him is the creation of the mind and can be chiuigcd by 

it into any condition. Most of the diseases of the body 

originate in the disturbances of the mind, and can be 

cured by right thinking. “The body is created by the 

mind for its own use. as a silk-worm forms a cocoon 
round itself. (IV, 45, 7.) It creates the body from the 

material of its own thought (IV, 11, ig.) xhe body 

changes in accordance with the thoughts in which the 
mind is engaged. (IV, 21, 16.) The body is now ex¬ 

perienced as it has been eagerly imagined to be in the 

past. (V I<i, 28, 34.) According to Schopenhauer also 

s (PWt 51^1^ if I 
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" The whole body is nothinjf but objectified wiU,'* 
(Schopenhauer: The World ae Wifi and Idea^ 1, 150.) 

According to Marden: The body is but objectified 
thought, and . . . when the thought is changed the body 
also must change.” (Marden : How to IVhat You Wantt, 

p. 18.) Larson also says; ** That the mind exercises great 

power on the body, that every mental state is a cause, 
producing its corresponding cficct upon the moral, 

the mental and the physical conditions of the indi^*!* 
dual, and that every thought la a force that can 
change, transform, or at least modify almost anything 

in the human system—these are facta that are no 

longer disputed. The metaphysical side of man is 
now receiving its due share of attention, and the facts 
just stated are therefore being firmly estahlishcd among 

all who discern them.” (C. D. Larson: How to Stay 

p. 61,) 

Vasi§lha distinguishes two kinds of diseases; physical 
and mental. ” Mental and physical diseases are the two 

causes of pain. Relief from them is happiness {mhita). 

(VIn, 81, 12.) The disorder and inhartnony of the phj’sU 
cal body is called a physical disease (uyifdAi) and the 

confiict of the mind is called a mental disease (afd/ri). 

Both of them have their (ultimate) root in ignorance, 

and can be finally cored by the knowledge of reality 
{taitva-jl^na'^y (Vln, 81, 14.)’ 
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How these drseases orijj^inaite Is furtfaet described by 

Vasietha as follows; *'A depressing mental disturbance 
originates, when an individual foolishly worries about 

wrhat has been achieved and what has not been achie^'ed. 

(Vltf, 81, 17.) * To realize the desires and ambitions 
that surge in their uncontrolled rninds, ignorant people 

often do many improper things, such as eating unwhole* 
some food, travelling in uncongenial countrits, woiifing 

at improper times, bchanng in improper ways, associat¬ 
ing with undesirable persons, contracting bad habits, etc., 
on account of which many disorders take place in their 
bodies, such as the clogging of the nitdis or their weak¬ 
ness so aa to make them unable to supply vital energy 

properly to all parts of the body. The vital energy 
iprstui) not being properly distributed (lit. flowing) in the 

body, inharmony results in the system, and there ensue 
physical diseases." (VI<j, 81, 18-20.)* 

Mental inharmopy (tfd/ri) is said by Vasrstha to be 
the lifiisc of physical diseases {Vyadhayah), He relates 

the two as the cause and the effect in this way : 

" The inhannony or disturbance {vidhurats) of the 
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body folloivs the inhamony of the mind. (Vltf, 81, 50}‘ 
When there is disturbance in the mind, the smooth and 

regular ilcw of the vital currents ipr^x^) is disturbed. 
The vital currents flowing improperly, the na4is be¬ 

come disorganized. Some of them, then, gelling more 

vital energj' than required, become stouter and others 

receiving less than required are atrophied. This causes 
sometimes bad digestion, sometimes indigestion and some¬ 

times over-digestion. All that is eaten in such disordered 

condition produces only bad results. Sometimes the 

undigested food-particles arc carried away by the \ititl 

currenTs lo their own organs; sometimes the undigested 

matter settles down in the body. There it rots and 
consequently generates many diseases. In this way is 

mental Lnbarmony the cause of our bodily diseases which 

can be cored only by removing the cause-** {VIu, 81 i 

53-38,) ‘ Compare the general idea of Vasistlia with what 

Dr, Davis^ saysi "Every disturbing, depressing thought 

that enters the brain has a depressing effect on every cell 
of the body and tends to produce disease. Fear, anger, 

jealousy, envy, hatred are alt the fore-runners of disease 

and the messengers of death." (Davis: TAe -Philosophy 
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of Life^ lit 79,) . , * “ Men, woEnen and children arc 

disea^ied and dying around ws everywhere, a* a result ' 
of pathological thought. Correct the thought of the 

world and disease will be swept away," {Ibid, p. 61), 

Trine similarly says: We are rapidly hading to¬ 
day, and we shall hud even more and more, as time 

passes, that practically all disease, with tts conset^uent 
suffering, has its origin in perverted mental and emo* 
tional states and conditions,*^ (Trine: fn Tune uiiiJi the 

Infinite, p. 55,) “ Subtle and powerful are influences of 

the mind in the building and rebuilding of the Ixxly." 
{Ibidt, p. 69.) 

The restoration of mental harmony, the disturbance 

of which is the source of bodily ailments, is, according 
to Vasistha, the proper cure of our physical diseases, 

(VliT, 81, 24.) How it can be done Is stated as follows; 

" By performing noble actions and associating with 

people of good character, the mind becomes purihed and 
calm, and consequently joy pen^ades the body. On 

account of the purity of the mind, the vital currents 
begin to flow properly and harmoniously and cleanse 

the system of all impurities, as a result of which the 

diseases are cured. (Vltf, Si, 40-42,)* "Every hopeful 
idea sa>'s Dr. Davis, " created in the mind, srimulates 

the heart, improves digestion and promotes the normal 
action of every- gland.'* {The Philo^hy of Life, p. 85.) 
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Standing writes: “ The therapeutic inlluence o{ the 
mind on the body is a recognized principle of modem 

medical scienoe,“ (Herbert F. Standing: Spirit in Eva- 

luiiott, p, 1270 

Vasl^ha believes aJso in the cure by incantations 

(fiuinlra«). He says that "As medicines, hariiaki, etc., 

produce purgative effect on the body by tbelr very 
nature, so also can letters, ya, rat ia, oa, etc., be made 

to produce certain effects through our faith." (Via, 81, 

39.) * So, it U our faith that giv^ power to the letters 

of an incantation to produce curative effect on our 

bodies. It is also believed by the leaders of die " New 
Thought" now-a-days, that " Faith, hope, expectancy 

and belief are the most powerful therapeutic agents." 

{The Philo&>phy of LifSt p, S9.) " Faith is at the 

bottom of all cures" says Marden {How to Get Whai 

You \Vant.) 

So far we have learnt that, according to Vasina, 

physical diseases originate in mental inharmony. But 

mental inharmony Is itself due to ignorance of the true 

Nature of the Self, of objects, and of their true relation. 
If we could know everything rightly, we would never 

feel disturbed in our minds and so would be saved 

from physical troubles as well. The real disease and 

die essence (siirtf) of all kinds of diseases, according to 
him, is Ignorance, on accounr of which we undergo 

various troubles associated with our very birth in this 

world. So he says. "Sufferings are of two kinds: the 
ordinary ones, which we usually know, and the ultimate 

one w'hich consists in the very birth in the world*" 

1 tnn fifbs I 
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(Via, 81, 23,)^ How then are we to cure the ultimate 
auflfenng? An answer has alr^dy been given at the com* 
mencement of Vasistha*s teachings. The ultimate cure of 
the oUimate suffering is Self-knowledge. " The ordinary 

suBerings are removed by our iiaving what is wanted. 
But the ultimate suffering cannot be cured by anything 

shoit of Self-knowledge- (Via, 81, 24-25i) This remedy 
of the essence of all kinds of mental and physical 

sufferings uproots all of them, as a river does the 
creepers grown on its banks, rn the rainy seajlon." 

(IVa, 81, 25-26,)' 
Not only can we be free frorn the round of births 

and deaths through right vision of the Self, as suggested 

above, we can also make our life happy here, by right 

thinking and right living, if we only know the power 
that thought wields. We can live a liealthy and bar- 

monious life on earth, if we have mastery over thought. 
For, if ^vc determine to remain above sickness and 

suffering and do not allow ourselves to be weak-minded, 

if wc cherish only right thoughts and emotions, if we 
never allow the balance of mind to be overthrown by 

ambitions, cares, anxieties, worries, etc,, there is no reason 
why disease should ever lodge in the temple of our 

body. The secret of a long and healthy life lies in right 

thinking. This is what we learn from the YogH'Viisi^hai 

** Whatever is resolved by the mind to be experienced, 
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cannot be undone by any other agentcy, (LII, 88, 18.) 
He who b resoltne and undccerring from making effort, 

is beyond alJ sufferings. (HI, 92, 14.) The resolute and 
determineti wise man is beyond the attack of worries, dis¬ 
eases, curses and the evil looks of others," (HI, 92, 24-25.) ^ 

According to Vasistha, that man can live a healthy life 

(tifiiTfnaya-jivitam), who lives ever satisfied within him¬ 

self and is always above the cares of having or not 

having the objects of his desire (Via, 26, 10) i who 

never indulges in the thought " this t have attained 

today, lliat 1 will do tomorrow ’* ((Via, 26, 12); whose 

mind is tranquil, free from worries, centred in the Self, 

controlled and at peace (Via, 26, 16); who is not 
troubled by the idea of acquiring or having acquired 

worldly things (Via, 26, 18); who is not joyous at 

being happily situated or even crowned, nor is afraid of 

old age, death or misery (Via, 26, 19); w'ho does not 

make tire distinction of friend and foe among the people 
around him (Via, 26, 20) i who is master of his strength, 

and behaves equally, nobly and sweetly with all (Via, 

26, 25); whose mind is not soiled by the thought of 
being an agent of any action, in spite of his being 

busily engaged in it (Via, 26, 27); who does not injure 

anybody in spite of his having the power to do so; 

who is not cast down even in serious troubles; who 

does not d«ire anything in spile of bebg poor (Via, 
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26, 29): who ever findH something new and good in 
what decays, wears or perishes (Via, 26, 33); who is 

a sweet friend to aJt, and shares their joys and sufferings 
(VJtf, 26, 34}; who is coamgeous in misfortunes, a 

benefactor of all in prosperity and unmindful of life 
or death. (Vltf. 26, 35.)' Compare what O. S, Marden 
says: " Mind is the only creator- Nothing ever was 
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or ever 'vsHil be created or recreated except through 

mind-” (O. S, Marden: Tfie Miracle of Right Thought, 

p. 227.) “ Physical discord always means menta) dis¬ 
cord, for if there bad alirays been perfect bannony in 

the mind, the body would be in harmony. So, if you 

can keep them in perfect harmony, the body must 

ultimately corr^pond, because the physical is merely an 

outpicturing of the mwitiU.” [tbid., p* 174.) ** Every 

discordant thought, feeling or emotion must pay the 
penalty in the physical manifestation of some discord.” 

(Ibid., p. 181.) "The body, being a product of mind, 
must necessarily be like it , - . A healthy body is 
composed of healthy thought externalized, outpiciured.” 

{Ibid., p. 183.) "It is now well established that vicious 

mental states, violent emotions and explosive passions, 

make chemical changes in the brain and poison the 

cell life through the whole body." {Ibid., p. 184.) 
"Mind is the great healer, the great restorer, because it 

was the ori^nal creator of these cells." {fbid., p. 186.) 

** Whatever improves the health of the mind improves 

the health of the body." {tbid., p, 193.) " It is well- 
known that worry, anxiety, fear kill millions and millions 

of red blood corpuscles every day," p, 194.) The 
physical Is merely the outpicturing, the expression of 

the mental condition. The condition of our health is 

our objectified thought," {Ibid,, p. 196.) 
It is not only the secrec of health that lies in 

right thinking or the proper culture of the mind, as wc 

have learnt above, but also of a happy and joyful life. 

Happiness is another name for the harmony of the 

mind. When our thoughts do not ivander to this or that 

object and we feci Self-satisfied, we are in a state of 
joy which is unique. If we are thus happy within, 

everything appears good and pleasing to us. "The Mind 
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is all in all. Th^t being cured all troubles are cured. 
(IVt 4, 5.) If ihere is peace within, the whole world 

looks cool and pleasing (V, 56, 34), but when cravings 

and desires surge within, the world appears as something 

intensely burning us like fire. ^IV, 4, 5.) The result that 

accrues from the culture of the mind cannot follow even 

from the prosperity of all the three worlds or frona the 
possession of jewels of all kinds. (V, 21, 12.) When 

one's mind is perfected, the whole world appears to him 
to be full of nectar, just as to a man putting on a 
pair of shoes the whole earth appears, as it were, 

covered with leather," (V, 21, 14.)' Dr. Hutchison, has 
therefore, rightly said: " The necessity of opening our 

eyes wide to the far reaching influence of our thoughts 

in causing health or disease, happiness or unhappiness, 

cannot he too strongly urged." (Hutchison: Hypmtism 

atid Sclf'edncaiion^ p. 85.) James Allen similarly says: 

Your own thoughts, desires and aspirations comprise 

your world, and, to you, all that there is in the 

universe of beauty, and joy, and bliss, or of uglinesaj 

and sorrow, and pain, is contained within yourself. 
By your own thoughts you make or mar your life, your 
world, your universe. As you build within by the 
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power of thought, so will your outward life and cir¬ 
cumstances shape themselves accordingly. Whatsoever 
you harbour in the inmost chamber of your heart will, 

sooner or later, by the inevitable law of reaction, shape 
itself in your outward life." Qames Allen : Book of 

^fedi^aiions, p. 34.} " When the heart is pure all out* 
ward things are pure." {Ibid., p, $3.) "Man is the 

doer of his own deeds, as such he is the maker of 
his own character . . . Character is destiny.” (Ibld-i 

p. 66.) " Man is a thought-bemg, and his life and 
character arc determined by. thoughts m which he 

habitually dwells.” {Ibid,, p. 286.) 

A pnrihed mind is also needed for having the 
intuition of the inner Self, for the Self can shine only 

in a pure and calm mmd, and not in an impure one 

which ts laden with the, dust of desires and pasaioita. 
*’ As the sky, although present everywhere, is reflected 

Only on a mirror, so the Self (Pure Consciousness), 
although omnipresent—present even in a wall, in the sky 

or in a piece of stone in ei’ery object whatsoever') 

—is reflected (fdi) only within a calm mind.” (V, 71, 
39, 36.) * 

It has also to be remembered that we cannot 
anyhow get rid of the experience of the objective world 

and of the ignorance of the Self, as Jong as our mind 

continues to be impure, for it will, m that case; continue 
to imagine one state of existence after another. The 

experience of an objectiye world and the possession of 

an impure mind exist, :,gi'ow and decay pari pasu, 
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according lo VasiB|ha. " The darkness of the world 
(dark, because, its experience conceals the knowledge of 
the Self from us) continues to be experienced, and 

cannot be removed even hy fire, the moon and the 

twelve suns, all burning together as long as th^ may^ 
so long as the mind is ignorant and merged in the 

quagmire of worldly pleasures*" (V, 5, 27-28.) ’ 
We have thus seen what wonderful power our mind 

has both for good and evil, according to Vasis^* 
There is no wonder, therefore, that he has called 
the mind the nave of the wheel of the whole world, 
which can be controlled in all its aspects by having 

brought the mind (which is another name for thought, 

will and desire) under control* The Mind is the nave 
of this wonderful wheel of the world, which dHudas us 

by its movements. (V, 50, 6.) When, with mtcillgence 

and effort, it (the mind) is stopped from moving (#.«., 
from desiring, witting, thinking, imagining, etc*), the wheel 

of the world is stopped." (V, 50, 6.) ’ It might also be 

very welt compared to Shelley’s " dome of many 
coloured glass, (which) stains the white radiance of 

Eternity". Kant's conception of the mind would approach 
.that of Vasif^ia to some extent, only if Kant would 

give up the idea of the objective '* things.Jn-themselves ”, 
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for according to Vasisfha, as we have already seen, there 
remains nothing in an object, when the mind has 

withdrawn what all it projected out of itself. We mtist 

not however forget that the mind itself is a centre of 
thought-activity in the infinite ” Ether of Consciousness ’V 

from which the bubbles of the objective world are blown 
out all around but within the same Consciousness, 'which 

really is the " Thtng-in*itself ' 
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ATTAINMENT OF EXTRAORDINARY 

POWERS (SIDDHIS) 

The Philosophy hltheitx> dealt with was not given by 

Vasis|ha ^ a mere visionary dream, the creation of a 

poet's fancy, a gratnitoos hypothesis with no warrant for 

experimentation, a mere sunnise as to what may be| 

or a mere speculative doctrine. It is not a circle 

imagined by a philosopher, when only a little arc of it 

is discovered in experience, as most of the philosophical 

systems of the world seem to be. It is clatnued, on the 

other hand, that almost every aspect of this philosophy 
was experimented upon and actually realized in experi¬ 

ence. Every doctrine is the outcome of sndhatM^ i.e., 

the reaitzation of its truth in experience. There lived 

people in ancient India^ it seems, who could demonstrate 

in practice what is here given in theory, otherwise alt 

talk of it would be futile and all the labour of writing 

a book like the Yoga-vUsi^tha lost. Much of the 

philosophy of Vasistha would remain mysterious and 

unintelligible until the practical aspect of the philosophy 

—which was really the more important one in andetit 
times is again revived. No man, to give an example, 
could have a sluidow of belief a century ago in what 

to a scientist of the fourth decade of the twentieth 

century, is a matter of course. That the music going 

on in Calcutta or Bombay is at the same time being 
heard at Benares is still unbelievable news to the 
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mtllions of our councrynien. The wonders that modem 

science is reveal) og and dcnionstrating with regard to 
the external world of matter are not more surpHsing and 

astounding than those which the ancient Indian Yoga 

discovered and demonstrated with regard to the inner 
world of the mind. The possibilit)- of sapemormal 

phenomena^ such as telepathy, tela:sthe&ia, telekinesis, 
precognition, hyperpromethia, hyperxsthesia, clairvoyance, 
clair'^andience, disintegration of personality, hyperboulia, 

levitation, metastasis, polyzoism, psychorrhagy, psycho- 

thempcucy, telergy, etc,, go a great deal to remove 

from the mind of a modern maji the prejudice that all 
talk of the ancient Indian writers on the attainment of 

extraordinary powers {sitJdliis), not normally possessed by 
all, is imaginary and without foundation in experience. 

Here we propose to describe what Vasiftha has said 

with regard to the secret of attaining some of the 

supernormal powers and of experiencing the existence 
of tilings which ever remain unknown to the ordinary 
man, although much of it will remain unintclligibk 

mj-stery, unless actually experimented upon with the 

help of an expert, who, unfortunately, is a rarity in 
this age. {Cf. the BJfagatvta XI, IS,) 

According to PataRJali, the author of the Yoga^^ 

stUraSt the secret of alt supernormal powers is Samyama 

whicti consists in Dhsratta (concentration), Dhyuna 
(meditation) and Samitdht (intense contemplation); 

whereas according to another school of Yoga, generally 

'called fia(ha the secret of attaining alt kinds 

of supernormal powers lies in arousing the Kutidalim 

Power through the contTol of PrUna, which lies dormant 

in every normal individual. The former may he termed 

a psydiologtcal method and the latter more or less a 
physical one. In the Yoga^vitsi^fha we had both 
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of these methods described, althocgh a preference is 

given to the fonner. It is, however, curious that in his 
treatment of the psychological method of attaining 
supernormal powers, Vasis|ha does not make use of the 

terms of Palafjjali, the term is con¬ 
spicuous by its absence. It is really worthy of note that 

this psychological process is very ahin to what at the 
present time is called Aoto-BuggeEtion, AlBmiation, Self¬ 
hypnosis, etc. The main thing in this method is adtr- 

mation ” with the full conviction of our deeper and 

spiritual nature (which is not usually taken rtote of by an 
ordinary individual), on the one hand, and forgetfulness, 

tjc., rising above, or withdrawing froin, the feeling of 
limitation and imperfection, on the other. It is the reali¬ 

zation of what we really are and the denial of whai we 

at present feel ourselves to be. The essential condition to 

clfcct this Is the purity or refinenient of the mind which 
consists, according to Vasi^^a, in freedom from desires 

and passions and from the tendency to enjoy gross plea¬ 
sures, We shall deal with the psychological method first. 

Usually, the knowledge of what h passing in others* 

minds is denied to us. Vasii^dia thinks that it is possi¬ 
ble to know what is passing in other minds. The main 

hindrance to such knowledge is grossness or impurity of 

the mind. When our mind is pure, it can reflect what 
is passing in other minds. mind is powerless to be 
in contact with other minds, as long as it is impure. 

It can be in contact with other minds, when it is puri¬ 

fied. (IV, 17, 29-30.) parity of the mind consists in 
freedom from desires -and in the realization of the 
identity with Consciousness,” (IV, 17, 31.)' 

H f*w: I 
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As already pointed out, the universe is full of num* 

bcrless worlds in which individuals of various grades of 
spirituality live. Many of the w'orlds exist interpene¬ 
trating our world, yet they and the individuals living in 

them are not seen by us. In some of these worlds live 
the Siddhas or the enlightened ones. They and their 
worlds are not seen by us, because our minds are not 

suihclcntly subtle. Vasistha thinks that by the purifica¬ 
tion of our minds we can see the subtler worlds and 

can meet the enlightened ones. Here is what he says: 

** The worlds of the Siddhas, which are attained by good 

deeds, cannot be approached by the unenlightened with 
their present tx}dies, as light cannot be approached by 

darkness. (Ill, 53, 29.) They can be entered only with 
the punya-deha (purified body) (cf. dhamta-bltya of the 

Buddhism) or the spiritual body as purified 

by knowledge and discrimmntion, (111, 53, 34.) Only 
those who are the knowers of what ought to be known 

or those who lead a life of virtue can enter the subtle 

worlds, and no others, (III, 54, I,) Only those whose 
mind has become enlightened and subtle can meet the 

enlightened ones {Sidd/tas) bom in other subtler worlds, 
after their death here. (Ill, 22, 10.) You will perceive 
the subtler worlds, only when, through the negation of 

desire, you attain a lasting state of subtilety." (Ill, 22, 12.}’ 
■ 
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Our [denritication with the: physical body and the 
limitation of pur consciousness to physicality Is the cause 
of our powerlessness, as, by Jimitini* oursdvcs to the 

body, we forget out deeper nature, which is omnipotent 
and omniscient, One, who is under the control of the 
illusory idea that he is the physical body, is unable to 

pass through the subtle and minute passage, (111, 40, 8.) 
How can he believe in being able to do anything great, 
who is merged In the idea that he is the physical 

body made of earth, etc., and that he is unable to Hy 

in the sky? [Ill, ^3, 33,} When it is impossible for 
us to enter the world of our own imagination along 

with the physical body, how can we enter the world of 

other people^s sai^kalpa (imagination) with the physical 
body?** (Ill, 21, 43.)' 

The main thing required for attaining higher powers 

is, therefore, to deny one's identity with the physical 
body, which is another name for limitation, imperfection 
and incapacity of effecting greater things, and to afhrm 
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one's being spirimaJ in nature and therefore full of 
higher capacities. Having mentally detached one’^s self 

from the body, one should fee! that one is the subtle 

mind which is free from all limitations of the gross 

body. How to effect that, is suggested in the following 

passages: “ The mind is in reality subtle, but it has 

become the physical body through constant and repeated 
thought of physicality. This thought ceasing to function, 

it attains its original state of subtiiety. (Ill, 57, 50.) 
As in a dream, if a dreamer comes to acquire the idea 
that the hardness and heaviness (physiodity) of the 

dream personality is only an illusion, the idea of its 

being subtle is reinstated, so also, by the tmowledge 

of our personality being essentially subtle and light, 
the heaviness and hardness (physicality), that we have 

wrongly assumed to be its, will drop away and we shall 

again feel that we are minds (and not the body.) (HI, 
57, 31-33.) For him the idea of being the ph^vsical body 

ceases to operate whose mind is fully fixed on the 

idea of being subtle. (Hi, 58, 14,) As snow melts in 
water through heat, so the mind becomes subtle through 
the thinness of desire for ivorldy objects, and through 

practice in right vision takes resort to purity. (HI, 22, 

9 and 17.) The illusion of the individual feeling him¬ 

self to be a body, comes to an end, when the light of 

knowledge dawns. When all has come to 
an end, the physical body is not experienced, as the 

light of a lamp ceases, when its oil is exhausted." 

(VT^j, 82, 17-19.)' 
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The whole secret of attaining anything and cvejy- 

thing is expressed by Vasisjha in one word B/titvcfiiit 

which it is very difficult to translate by a single word 
in English. BJmvanit is creative affinnation of some¬ 

thing with full faith- It brings into existence or ex¬ 
perience something which is not already there. It b the 
transformation of the idea into a reality by force of 
imagination. “ Whatever is intensely affirmed {bhtivyate) 

is experienced." (VId, 82, 26.)' 
The other method is the bio-physical method of the 

control of the vital currents and the arousal of 
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the Kun^aiinl Power. Wliat the Kupdtilini is, ia des¬ 

cribed in the following words: “ There is in the midst of 

the htmdred nadis, (situated in the lower abdomen) one 

nJtdi (nerve) called the Antar-ve^tamku. It is circular 

like the frontal circular part of a like an eddy 

of water; like a vortex; and like a half of the syllable 

Om (3S* written in the Deva-na^fan script). It is present in 

the body of all cieatures, gods, demons, men, beasts, 

hshes, birds, insects, etc. It exists in a coiled form re¬ 

sembling the body of a serpent shivering with cold. It 

is in perpetual throbbing. U is exceedingly delicate with¬ 

in, like the pulp of a plantain. Within ibis nildt resides 

the Parti S^akti (the greatest Force or Power) which is 

called the Kupdatim on account of its circular movements. 

It is the Ultimate or the greatest power of all living 

creatures and is the source of the various kinds of their 

caiiacitles. Like an infuriated cobra it alivays throbs (as 

it were), with a hissing sound. Its mouth (i.e., of the 

nsdi) opens upwards. (Vltf, 80, 36*4J.) All the nadl^ 

(nerves) of the h^daya (heart) are connected with the 

Kintdalitth They originate from It and return back to it, 

like rivers unto an ocean." (Vlrt, 80, 47.) This Kttjida- 

tmi Sakii residing in the KupdalinI nilrfi, which, in fact, 

is a ray of Consciousness, is called by various names in 

accordance with its different functions. ** It is called 

on account of its activity {kataita) \ cit on account of its 

awareness. (Via, 81. 2.) It is Jiva when it manifests as 

life, mind (iiranas) when it thinks, and imagination 

{sa?itkal/>a) on account of imagining (sawAa//>aMrf), and 

huddhi (intellect) when it knows, (Via, 80, 3.) h be¬ 

comes the subtle body when it is egoized (individualized.) 

(Via, 80, 4,) Having become the a^iWa (a vital cur¬ 

rent) it flo^vK downwards; a.s «r/ifna It (lo^'rs upwards, 

and in the form of mtimna it exists in the middle 
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portion of the body," (Vltfj 81* 5,)^ This description of 

Kuiidalini is very much coloured by the philosophy of 

Vasi^ha, As modem science places the seat of the 

mind in the brain of the physical body, so it seems 
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that, according to Vasina the Antar-ve^fanikiSt centre 
of the itsdjs (nerves ?) of the body situated in the 

abdomen is the seat of the Energy of the mdividuaL In 

the above description, it may be noted, there b con¬ 

fusion between the Power and the nadi in which the 
power resides, for both are very often called by the 

same name Ku^dalitHt in the same way as the briiin 

and the mind are very often confused in popular 
iangnage. 

This Power is aroused to full consciousness with 
the help of the currents of PrUiut. The mechanism of 
Prdtta is described in the following passages: 

"There is a very tender organ made of (soft) bone 

and flesh, having three pairs of lobes in it {lit, lotuses). 

It touches the two canals of the body one of which 

goes downwards and the other upwards. (Via, 24, 21.) 

By the intlow of air In it from outside the body, its 

lobes are inflated and set into movements. (V'lo. 24, 23.) 
As the moving leaves of a tree increase the movement 

of the air outside, so also the to-and-fro-movements 
of the lobes (lit. leaves of the lotus which is the 

organ) of this organ increase the volume of the air 

within the body, 24, 23.) The air expanded thus 
by the movements of the organ, then, enters and per¬ 

vades the of tlte body which spread throughout 

the body. (Vltr, 24, 24.) This air of the lirdaya (name 
of the organ) proceeding to other parts of the body is 

called by various names by those who know them, such 

as the Ph;l(ra, the Samtifut, the Ap^nn, etc. (Vl<r, 24, 

25.) As beams spread all around from the disc of 

the moon, so all the vital currents of Praffirr (the 

vital energy) spread ail around in the body from this 

organ of the three pairs of lobes. (Vl^a, 24, 26.) They 

proceed from it and return to it, art? collected in 
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it and sent out of iti rise Xrora and fail into it. 
(Vltf, 24, 27.) The (general) name given to the air 

in the hfdaya is Prirpo:. Some carrent of it moves 
the eyes, some again invests the skin with the tactile 

sense, some goes to the nose, son»e digests food, some 

floifVTi to the organ of speech, in short Prtipa sets the 
whole body in activity as a mechanic does his machine, 

(VI*!, 24, 28*i0.) Amongst the currents of the PrSpo, 
two are the principal ones. The main current flowing 

upwards is called ptaj^ (in a restricted sense) and that 

flowing downw’ardfl is named apTi^a^ 24, 31.) The 
course of their flow is subtler than even a thousandth 
part of the fibre of a stalk of lotus and very difficult 

to be known.'* (Vlff. 24, 37.)^ 
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In order to acquire extraordinary and supemormai 

powers one has to master the flow of the currenta of 

the Vital Energ>' (the Pmfut), so that be may be able 
to withdraw it from a particular place or direction and 

to send it oot to another where it is required. No 

dehnite course of practice in detail has lieen described 
by Vasina for gaining such mastery over die currents 

of the PrSna, probably because it may not he of much 
use and may be of positive harm without an expert 

guide. We find only the following general instruc¬ 

tion t “The Pratia can be mastered by giving op all 
other desires lurking in the heart; by the practices 

beginning with the contraction of the orifices of 

the body; by good actions; by associating with die 
wise; by giving up a!) worldly objects; by mking to 

proper (xisturcs of the body; by the purity of food and 

character (Via, 80, 3102); by freeing oneself gradually 

from passions, such as anger and avance; and by re¬ 

nouncing all the pleasures of the world." (Vln, 80t 33.) 
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Complete control over the Priatia is a great 
achievement according to Vaei^ha. It enables one to 
get whatever one wants. All prosperity, from acquiring 

a kingdom to being finaity liberated, can be attained 

through the mastery of the Pratia” (Via, 80, 35.)' 
How extraordinary powers can be attaJjied through 

the application or direction of the force of the PriJ(to 
to the Kttttdalmi is described in the following passages: 

If by the practice of puraka (filling up) one can 

succeed in hlling the Huv^dalini nit4i with Prtiiia and 
letting it remain there without any outflow, one's body 
will become as heavy as a mountain in addition to 

becoming stout," (Via, 81, 45.) ‘ This attainment is 
called garittat in Yoga works. 

How to be able to (ly through empty space like 
a bird is furUter told: " When the is 

filled with the Prii?fa. it propels it upwards. The 
Kttpdalini' then becomes straight like a stick as an 

excited serpent, ff at that time all the outlets of the 

body are closed, the body becomes filled with the Prapa 
even as a leather bag is filled with water, (VIw, 81, 

46-48,) Through this practice one becomes able to fty 

into the empty sjiace, and can even go up to the height 
where Indra can go, (Via, 81, 49.) * 
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The way of acquiring the power which enables one 

to see the invisible Siddhas (enlightened ones like the 

Masters of Theosophy) is further described thus; '‘One 

can see tlie invisible beings moving in the empty space, 

when, by the practice in recaka (propelling the 
out), the ts directed through the Brahma^ 

itadi (the Su^umtiU, the central spinal cord) lo the 

brain (the Kapsta) and made to he fixed there at a 

centre situated at a distance of 12 ahj^tdas (6 inches?) 
from the forehead, and all other nodis are kept under 

control" (Via, 81, 49*51.)’ 
One ran leave his body at will and enter another 

body through the following practice; "In order to be 

able to enter another body, a yogin has to practise 
his stay (in imagination at first) at a distance of 

twelve affgulas from his body through the practice of 

r&caka (propelling the Pr3p<j out)- (VIn 81, 56.) When 
through the practice of recaku one can Uike his Jiva 

out of the Kutidalini nddi, his Iwdy is left like a stone 

or a lump of clay. 82, 29*30.) He can then 

enter any other body of moving or unmoving bein^ 

Giving or inanimate) and ‘ enjoy their condition to his 

heart's content. (Vlo, 82, 31.) He may then remain 
there or return back to his own body as he plea^, 
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(VU, 82, 32.) He may even while remaining in one 
body illumine many other bcKltes by hts own con¬ 

sciousness, by filling the world with his own thought." 

(Vlif, 82. 33.)* 
How a yogtn can have a vision of distant events 

and things is further described in the following words; 
“ By the friction of two currents of the PriJjw, namely 

the ftrUjia and the apZIna, heat ts generated in the 
body in the same way as fire is produced by the 

friction of two bamboos in forests. (VIn, 81, 70.) This 

heat keeps the body warm, which is naturaliy cold, 
as the sun heats the whole world. (Vln, 81, 71.) 

This fire |within the body moves throughout the whole 

body, but the ycfgfiw meditate on it, when it mani¬ 
fests itself as a star over the heart, like a golden bee 
hovering over a lotus flower. (Via, 81, 72,) Meditation 

on this-, light is attended with an enlightenment in which 
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things situated at a distance of even millions of miles 

are revealed” (Via 81, 73,1' 
flow a yogin can become abnormally small or large 

in extent is thus described: "The (above-mentioned) 

Btarlike light (fire) can be expanded and enlarged by 
constant meditation on it. (Vlo, 82, 3.) Having grown 

in size and also in intensity of heat and light, it 
melts the whole physical l>ody with all iiH organs as 

fire melts gold, (Vltf, 82» 4.) Having then melted the 

second (subtle) body also, it vanishes away, (VU, 82, 
6.) Having now no ttadu to reside in, the Kiiti4atinT 

Sakii of the individual, who thus meditates, blazes out, 
like a (lame in empty space. (VIo, 82, 7,) Within it 
are withdrawn and exist potentially the mind, intellect, 

ego, etc,, of the individual. (VIu, 82, 8.) Now it is 

so subtle that it can move anywhere through anything 

—the sky, mountain, straw, wall, stone, etc.,—as it is 

directed. (Via, 82, 9.) As a leather bag expands when 

filled with water, so also does this Sakii expand tlte 
body now into any form desired, by filling it, as it 
were, with the intense thought of the form. (Via, 82, 

10-11.) As a foetus evolves itself into a fully developed 

body gradually, so does this Power evolve the body 

into the form intensely desired and meditated upon. 
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(V[tft 82, 12.) This Jtva-^akfi can expand into any 

body, be it of the size of a mountain or of straw." 

(Vln, 82, 13.)» 
Before coming to the dose of this chapter, it may 

be pointed out that the aboire mentioned processes arc 

not to be understood literally. For want of clear cut 
distinctions between physical, mental and spiritual con' 
cepis and terms, many points are uniatelligible here, 

although they may have much significance behind them. 
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As there is no ultimate tlistmctlon for Vasistha in the 

things existing in different planes of manifest^ttorti he 
uses the same term now to meair this and now chat. 

This makes the whole description confused. 



CHAPTER Vn 

THE SELF 

The most important problem of philosophy, the problem 
dearest to the human heart, and the problem on which 

more has been thought in India than on any other is 

the problem: Whai am /? Hitherto in our treatment 
we have been occupied largely with the world and the 

mind. Let ns now learn what Vasistha tells us with 
regard to this most important problem, the Self, 

The best way to approach the problem of the Self 
will te to begin with the analysis of Experience. 
Vasi§tha distinguishes, like other philosophers of the 

four types or levels of experience, in three of 
which the mind functions and a fourth in 

which the mind is not experienced. They are called by 
him Jagrai (the waking experience), Svapna (the dream 

«penen(»). Su^upti (the 8ound*siecp experience) and the 

Titriya (the fourth type of experience). Corresponding to 
these experiences there arc four states of the mind 
according to Vasiftha, namely, the (gross) the 

^anta (it may be rendered as subUe), the mjidha '(dull) 
and the saUva (|mre being). The last fe that state of 
expenence where the mind is no longer a mind. It is 

merged m the bemg of the Self. So actu,iJly there are 

only three states of the mind, the fourth being a 

mindless state of experience. - There are three condi¬ 

tions m which the mind functions, namely, the waking. 
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the dream and the sound sleep. (Via, 124, 36.) The 

mind exists as gharn, sfUnia and ttiJl4ha. The gtiora b 

the mind of the waking cxperiefice, the sfitnia is the 

mind in the dream state, and the ntudlta is the state 

of the mind in sound sleep. The state when the mind 

is dead (wir^a) is called sattva (the state of pure exist¬ 

ence alone). It is a state of existence which Y-agins 

experience after making effort.” (Via, 124, 37-38.) * 

A description of each of these four states of ex- 

perience may be gathered from the Yoga-vUsi^iha as 
follows; 

1. The Wakipg iJ'^grai) State ; 

** In the physical body there exists a life-principle 

{jlva-dkixtu) which keeps the l^y alive. It is called 

by various names, such Jm; (lustre). vMrya (energy), 

jlvadhutu (vital element),’etc, (tV, 19, 15.) When the 

body is functioning with the mind, action and speech 

(wanasa, tuxrmapx and gira)* the vital principle moves 

throuj<^iout the body riding on the vital airs 

vsyavsh)* (IV, 19, 16.) Awareness or consciousness ariss 

in whatever organ or part of the body this element 

flotvs. (IV, 19, 17.) Recelviug this vital energy the 

sense-organs become capable of giving rise tq their 

resiJCCtive perceptions in the jiva (the perauD), (I\^. 10, 

18.) As long as these percepUons' continue to be 
tr 
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experienced^ the experience is called j^grat (waking)/* 

(IV. 19. 19.)» 

2. The Sleep {Sufupit) \ 

** When there is no activity of the body, (in 

action and speech), the jUra-dhntn is at peace within 

itself (not coursing through the body), and remains 

motionless like a lamp in a windless place, on account 

of vital airs being in balance, the senses, on account of 

their not receiving it, not perceiving external objects. 

{IV, 19. 20-22.) The jiva then exists in a |>otcntia] 

state within ti)e body as oii in a sesamum seed, cold¬ 

ness in ice, and lubricity in butter, (IV, 19, 23.) Then 

it is €Xj>enencing the deep^sleep stsite*" (IV“^ 19^ 24.)* 
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3. The Dream {Svapna) State: 

H the vita! principle which Jb existing in an 
undisturbed state in the deep sleep state is aroused by 
the vitaJ currents, it comes to manifest itself as the mind* 

(fV, 19, 26.) h begins to experience the universe which 

exists within itBelft as a seed might experience a tree 
potentially existing within it* (IV, 19. 27.) if the Jiva- 

d/uitu is distorbed by air the experience of 

journey through the sky, etc., is experienced. (I V, 19, 
28.) If a liquid substance enters the seat of the vital 

principle, then dreams in connection with water are experi¬ 
enced. (IV, 19, 29.) If it is disturbed by ^iita (heat), 

then the phenomena of summer season are experienced 
in the dream. (IV, 19, 30.) When blood runs into the 

vital element, red things are perceived in a dream. 
(IV, 19, 31.) Whatever desire arises in this sute appears 

as realixed to the sleeping person. (IV, 19, 32.) Thus 
dream is a state of internal experience when objects 

are experienced without any external stimulation of the 
physical senses.' ' (IV, 19, 33.) ‘ 
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4. The Fourtli kind of experience: 

The stnte of eicintence in which there is no con¬ 
sciousness of ego or noTi*ego, being or non-beingj whidi 

is pure, uniform, unlimited (consGiousneas) is called the 
fourth {Turiya) state, (Vltf, 124, 23.) it cannot be call¬ 
ed waking or dream, because there is no imagination in 
it, nor , steep, ^ there Is no insensibility in it. (VI<r, 
124, 25.) The objective world is not experienced in this 
state. (VIcT, 124, 26.) This state is experienced wlien 

individuality is transcended, when equaniihity of the 
mind is acquired, when the fickleness of the mind is 

given up, (V lo; 124, 27,) Consciousness without ideation 
is the fourth state." 124* 36,) ’ 

The Fourth kind of experience is not only an idetk 
but a reality. . Hk^ien modern writers have begun to 

admit its reality. Carpenter sajui i " It is more tlian 
probable that in the hidden births of time there lurks 

:i ponsciousness which is not the consciousness of senaa* 

tion and whicli is not the consciousness of self—or 
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at liiast which includes and entirely surpasses these—a 
consciousness in which the contnist between the ego 
and the external world, and the distinction between 
subject and object fall away." (Edward Carpenters From 

Adam*s Peak io Rl^phanta, Chap,: Consciousness with¬ 
out Thought," p, 154.) '* The true subject is the simple, 

self-subsistcnt, universal spirit, which cannot he directly 
presented as an object.” {!bid., p. 27L) liSdhS-kf^n 

speaks of it as: " It is a type of experience which 

is not dearly dilTcrentiatcd into a subject-object state, 
an integral undivided consciousness in which not merely 

this or that side of man’s nature but his whole being 
seems to find itself. It is a condition of consctousness 

in which feelings are fused, Ideas melt into one another, 
boundaries broken and ordinary distinctions transcended, 
r.ast and present fade away into a. sense of timeless 

being, consciousness and being are not there difTerent 

from each other. All being is consciousness and all 

consciousness is being. Thought and reality cojilcsce and 
a creative merging of subject and object results. Life 
grows conscious of its incredible depths. In this fulness 

of fell life and freedom {tinanda) the distinctioii of 
the knower and the known disappears. The privacy 

of the individual seif is broken and invuded by a 

universal self which the individual feels as his own." 

(llldhS'kr^an; Ah Idealisi of Life, pp. 91-92.) 

Now, in the light of the fact that wc have our 

existence in these four kinds of exjierience, at one time 
or another, we can find out what the real and ultimate 

nature of the Self may be. But we do not find in the 
Yoga-vitfti^tha, as in tlie Pafica-dadi arid other worloi on 

Ailvaiia Vedanta, any light thrown on the problem of 

the Self through the study of these tyjH.'s of experience. 

In fact no systematic approach is made to the problem 
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in the entire work. Only .1 few KtatementA and obsen-n* 
tions are made here and there, which we have gathered 
here. 

Vasiatha points out that there ace four beliefs 
{ni^cayas) about the SeJf: Some people believe tliat the 
Self is nothing but the physical body. Others believe 
that the Self is nothing but the mind. A third class of 
people believe that the Self is neither the body nor the 

mind, but something beyond both. They hold that the 
Self is a spiritual entity unaifeeted by the states of the 

body and the mind, and so free from them; it exists 
in its own nature. It has no relation with the body in 
any way. This view is preferred by Vasi^ha to the 

other two. But he seems to have a fourth view of his 
own in preference to all of them, according to which 
the Self of CEvery one is the Infinite and Whole Con¬ 

sciousness which manifests itself in the world both as 
the subject and the object. It is according to him the 
Whole KealiCy. Nothing exists outside the Self, The 

ego as well as the non^ro are within the womb of ihe 
Self. Thus we find^ 

“ One belief about the Self {a/tatn, I) is that '* 1 

am this body *’ from head to foot, born of parents. 
This conviction is a cause of bondage. (V, 17, 14.) To 

think and believe that one is the physical body will 
always bring misery and never peace to him. (V, 73, 

n,) This belief should be got rid of lik© an enemy,' 
for it is really a great enemy/'' (fV, 33, 54.) i 
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The second belief is that “ the essence (or the SdO 
of the individual t$ the mind, which is of the nature 

of sa^alpa^ and which endures as long as the world- 
experience exists. (Vltf, 124» 19,) * 

There is anotlter view that “ I am something verj» 

subtle, subtler than the pointed end of a hair, beyond 
all states. (V, 17, 15.) it is very minute and 

beyond all. {V, 73, IQ.) It is not related to anything 
else, and is imagined to be subtler than the hundredth 

part of a hair." (IV, 33, 51.)* (Compare the S'wrij* 
^vatara Upanifad, \\ 9.) How the Seif is beyond 
every thing else in the personality of man is shewn in 

the following i “ I " cannot be the physical body, 
because the latter by itself is unconscious and inert {jada), 

(VIo, 78, 17.) It is a fact known even to children, 
and experienced by every one. (VIo, 78, 18.) The organs 

of action are parts of the body and so identical with 

It, They are therefore also inert and unconscious, (Via, 

78, 18-19.) The organs of knowledge are also seen to 
be inert (Via, 78, 19), because tliey have no self¬ 

movement, but are moved by the mind. (Via, 78, 20.) 
The mind also which is capable of imagining everything 

16 inert (Via, 78, 20), because it is moved to activity 

by the ideas inherent m the intellect. (Via, 78, 21.) 
The intellect too w'hich has the power of having definite 

ideas is inert (/nda), because it requires the ego to 

direct it, (Via, 78, 2i-22.) The ego itself is inert {Jada} 
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because it is faJse^y assumed to l>e by the jiva (ihe 

monad that lives). 78, 22.) The monad iigain 

in itself is not the ultimate reality 78, 23), 

for it is a limited form of consciousness residing 

in the heart oh the support of something dse. (Vltr, 
78, 24.) it js the Pure Curisctousncsa tending toiv-ards 
objectivity that enlivens the monad. (Vlff, 7B, 250 This 

form of pure Consciousness which tent^ towards object* 
ivity is itself dependent on the Pure Consciousness" 
(Vltf, 78, 20),' which i$ alone real and the ultimate 
Self of ua. 

The ultimate Self is not touclied by the conditions 

and states of the body. It cannot have any relation 
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with the ixxly* “ The body and the Self are not related, 
for they are as opposed in their nature as darkness and 
li^ht. (\ Iff.f 6, 6ii) As a iotits 6ower is not touched by 
the mud, so the Sdf h not touched by the b^jdy, (V. 6, 

25,) The Self is atwx'C old a|fc, death, misery, pleasure 
and pain, being^ and non-being (which are the conditions 
of the body and not of the Self)." (Via, 6, 13-16,)* 

The fourth belief about the nature of the Self 
(ahaw), which is finally accepted by Vasispia, is: *'I am 

the whole Universe and am existing in the state of 
subtle etheric void (because I am beyond the mind and 
the senses). This con^’iction will bring liberation. (V,, 17^ 

17,) (I am everything in the universe), 1 am the sky, 
I am the ditccaons, I am gods, I am demons, t am 
all Uie worlds, I am sacrifice. (V, 73, 3.) I am dark- 

nc®, clouds, oceans, air, fire, etc. {V, 73, 4.) All that 

exists in the universe is a portion of my-Self, as the 

waves of an ocean are of the ocean. He seeth iruJy 

who sceth thus, (IV', 22, 334 I am the Consciousness 

(cff) in the Sun, in ad creatuncs, living and nondiving, 

gods or demons. (V, 26. 1*24 I am the fragrance in 
flowers; I am the Ijcauty of leaves and flowers; beauty 

of beauties I am; and 1 am the experience behind all 
fonns.*' (V, 34, 524* 
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This kind of conception about the real nature of 

the self is not alien to some thinkers of the modem 

times as will appear from the following statements: 
“ The Conscious Self of each of us ’’ says Myre® 
** do^ not comprise the whole of consciousness or of the 

faculty within us. There exists a more comprehensive 

consciousness, a profounder faculty, wivich for the moat 

part remains potential only." (Myres: Huttutn Person- 

ality^ abridged, p. 13.) Du Prel writes: “Man appears 
as 3 being of groundless depth, reaching with its 

roots into the metaphysical region.*’ (Du Prd: Ttie 

Philosophy of Mysticism, \*ol. f, p, 124*) “ W.c are 
already one with the Absolute,” Kingsland says " and 
our quest is not for something which we do riot 

possess, but simply a sdf*reali2ation»" (Kingstand t 
Rational Mystich$n, p. 367.) Kan dal 1 observes: “Science 

IS rapidly succeeding in demonstrating the unbroken one¬ 
ness and perfect internal unity of the entire, aJt-indusive 

being of the world. . . . The universe is a perfect 

organic unity in an iuhnite variety of organic parts, 
including man; it is a unity in diversity. It is a mere 

totality of many separate beings and things; it is not 
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a mere external union, tier a mere organization; but it 
is instead, an integrity, a perfect whole and an indiviri- 
ble organism of being.*’ (John Herman Itandall: The 

Spirit af the New Phni>sophy, p. 125.) "Our butnait 

ConscioUi^iiess is nature^s cos^tnEc con£cjsMX&oe£s, individu- 

aUzed iti ub. Our hutnait inEelligc^tlc^e is nature's ctxsniic 
intelligence, expressing and manifesting itself through us 
as through its biains and minds. Our minds ate not 

our minds only; they are in a real and deeper sense 
the minds of the Cosmos, and as such, they must \>e 

in essential unity with it,*' Ubtd,, p. 129.) **As we 

probe still deeper the' mystery of the Self, while we 

admit that, on the surface, finite selves do appear to 
stand to each other in this relation of mutual exclusive¬ 

ness, we find that the experience of every' Self is 

induded in a larger experience that each Self is a part 

of a Greater Self, This brings us to the very heart of 

the trutli. No other view is possible than that tlie true 

Self in each individual is a form under which Reality, 

or (he Life-Principle or God, finds expre^ion: then, 
each Self is not only unique in itself, but is also, on 

this very account, a unique appearance in a finite centre 

of the underlying Reality that *’ rolls through all things", 
Thus we are forced to admit that, in their deepest 
essence all beings are One Being, and all individual 

Sdves are One Selfi and there are no such things as 

private, separate, exclusive, individual bemgs or selves, 
save in the false and illusory tliinking.” {Ibid., p. 157.) 

Trine likewise says; “ Man therefore is essentially 
Divine, part and pared of the Infinite Life." (Trine; 

The Winning of iite Best^ p, 52.) “The great cen¬ 

tral fact in human life, in your life and in mine, 

is the coming into a conscious, vital realization of 

our oneness with this Infinite Life, and the opening 
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of ouraelves folly to this divine milow,” (Trine: In 

Tune wi/A ttie Injinite; p. 8.) So does R5tIhI^k(B9an say; 

Ouf anat3f^is of the intuitive consciousness tells us 

that we ourselves are chat one spirit and the empirical 
world we are familiar with is the arrangement produced 

by the limited part of ourselves active in waking 
consciousness. If we learn to live within, \vc shall 

respond to the presence within us, which is our more 

real self, profound, calm and joyous, that which suppt)[l5 

and sustains all luanifestaijonB;' (Radlia-krsnan: An 
IdealiBt Vietp of Life, p. 207.) ''The spirituuj'ijcd man 

is a new genus of man exhibiting a new {|uality of 

life. His self becomes as wide as the world itself, 
and he feds that the one spirit is pre^nt in all 
minds, lives and bodies," {Ibid., p. 303.) Carpenter 

also says: It seems to me more and more clear 

that the word “1" practically intinice range of 

meaning” (Carpenter: The Labour Prophet.) Even the 
atom is regarded as infinite why then not the self? 

“The real atom, instead of being the smallest of the 

small, is the largest of the large, for every so^yiiled 
atom ia nothing less in subetance than the One Sub- 

siance-^vfhich is the only thing in the Universe which 

c^not be dirided or cut." (liingsland: Rational Myait- 
ciem, p. 81,) 



CHAPTER VHl 

DEATH AND AFTER-DEATH EXPERIENCES 

Death is the mgat commonr yet the l^st under¬ 

stood fnett It is one of the most difficult problems of 
philosophy» for there is no direct evidence usually avail' 

able as to what actually tiappens tti and after death. 
Recently there has been an attempt made in the West 

by the Psychical Research Society to study the problem 

of death, and some thinkers have come to believe, on 

the force of the ev'idence collected, that death does not 

bring human pereonality to an end. Sir Oliver Lodge, 

for example says • “ I am, for personal purposes, con¬ 

vinced of the persistence of human existence beyond 

bodily death j and though f am unable to justify that 

belief in a full and complete manner, it is a belief 

which has been produced by scientific evidence; that isj 
it Je based upon facts and experience . . {Tfu 

Proofs of Life after Deatht p. IM.) " I assert emphati¬ 

cally that there is evidence for survival, and that some 

of the evidence is thoroughly good. It can no more he 

treated superficially than any other of scientific experi¬ 
ence." fOlivor Lodge: Making of Matt, p. 35). ‘*Thc 

whole centre of gravity lies, even on the level of 

Psychology, in the affirmation and not in the negation 
of the continuity of life after death.’' (W. Tudor Jones: 

Metaphysics of Life and Death, p. 186.) In ancient India 
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it was a common betief that a super •normal vision could 

be acquired through Yogic practices which enabled one 
to oliscrve the phenomenon of death as well as wc 

perceive* the objects of our knowledge, Vasistha claims 
to have known everything directly, and speaks on death 
from his own ejfpcrience, and not as a speculative 
philosopher. 

There is nothing in death, says Vasistha, of which 

one should be afraid, as Socmtcs said to his discijdes 
while he was going to be poisoned. {Vide Churdtill! Tritii 

and Death of Socrates^ For, even if wc do not know 

anything dclinitcly about death, there are two possibili¬ 
ties after death. Either the dead wholly cease t<» be, 

or tliey live in other bodies. “If death means the total 

extinction of tltc dead, it is a very happy event, for it 
brings about the cessation of the feverish restlessness of 
life.” (Vlh, 101, 26, 23.) Such a state of frecdoin from 

the pleasures and pains of life would 1k> a real Hving, 

(VI6, 101, 24.) “If", on the other hand, “the dead 

one gets another body, it is an occasion for rejoicing, 

for death would in that case be a destruction of (the 
old and deceased) body only. (VI6, 101, 25.) (In that 

we should congratulate the dead rather than be 
sorry for them," (Vlft, 101, 22.)* 

Vasistha, however, is not agnostic on this problem. 
He has a definite view of his own. He says; " Death 
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is not really tho total extinction. (Vld, 18, 1.) To 

that a dead person has ceased to exist is wrong. 
He ejf|iericnccfi ether worlds in different time-space- 

orders hid from bur view. fV, 71, 65.) Having given 
up one body, but f>ound up with d^ires, the pt^rson 
who dies is carried away to otber worlds in different 
orders of time and s^iace. (V, 71, 67, 68.) k is just 
as .a dreaming man may experience his death in his 

dream ami may still continue to dream other dreams, 
so a wahing man secs another w'aking dream after his 
death. (Vlh, 105, 24.) The man who dies here wakes 

up in some other world. {VI6, 105, 29.) To him that 
world in which he wakes up Ixxumes a real world of 

w'aliing experience, and this world-experience is then 

lotihcd on by him as a (past) dream. {V16, 105, 30.) 
The event of death is just like a swoon, a tempuraiy 
wUhdrzoval or stoppage of the activity of imagination." 

{VI6, 18, 1,)' Tudor Jones similarly says: "Our death 

is our birth to a life beyond." {Meiaptiysics of Life 
and Deaths p. 196). “ The Bueming end," says Gcley, 

" is not really the end, for it cannot touch the true 
real essence of the individual. . . It destroys only 
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a setnhiaiice, a temporary representation.” (Geley: From 
tk^ UncQti^ciom to ih& Conscious, p. 304.) 

The process how death occurs in a body is described 

in the y^oga-v'Jsi^tha as follows; “ When on account of 
the diseases of the body its tmdis lose their vigour and 
thus become unable to expand and contract in order to 

exhale or inhale air, the body loses its harmorty and 
becomes restless. flTI^ 54, 59.) The Itihaled air does 

not then properly come out, nor does the exhaled air 
re-enter the body. So respimtion stops. (Ill, 54, 60.) 

Respiration stopping (MU 54, 61)* the creature becomes 
senseless and is dead. (Ml, 55, 2.) All the desit^ 

and ideas of the individual then exist withdrawn ivith- 
in himself. (Ill, 55, 5.) The individual with all his 

eitsiriffis (desires or previous impressions) within himself 
is calletl a jiva, (UI, 55, 6.) When tlic body is dead, 

the pranas of the individual with the jiva within 

them come out of the body and roam in the air, 
(VIh, 16t 6.) The atmospheric air is full of a number 
of such pranas which have jivas within them, these 

/leas themselves having their resiwctive world-experi* 
ences potentially existing within them—1 can see them, 

{V16, 18, 8.) At that time the tndtviduaJ with all his 

viistfwits within him is cnlled preta (gone to the other 
world).*' (in, SS, 7.)‘ 
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Vasina does not seem to think that a preia has 

to travel to any other place to undergo the experienct: 
of the other world, as is generally ^lieved. To ex¬ 

perience another world one does not reqaire that. Even 
here and now any kind of experience can be had. 

Death only means a change in the kind of ejtjjerience- 
He thinks: In that very place where one dies* one 

experiences another world after the insensibility of death 
is over,” (III, 55, 9.) ^ Compare what a modern writer 

says; ** And what is that * change called death' but 
precisely this cliange in our perception ? Hamg lost 

our gross phy-sical body, our faculties open out on 
another plane; but that plane Is not necessarily some¬ 
where else in space, and w'c may enter ‘ heaven '■—or 

the other place,—though we have never left the Earth.” 
(Kings!and; fiaiiofutl My&ticism^ p. 118.) 

There Is a genera) belief that death is a very 

ptiinful occurrence; that one suffers unbearable agonies 

at the time of dying. Vasistha tdls us that e^'e^y 
dying man does not undergo iiains or agonies, at the 

time of death. It is only the ignorant people, who 

are merged in worldly life and who never practise 

concentratiort, dhitrapii, etc,, who suffer excruciating pains 

II 
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while dying. " Those who are wise and those who 
have been practising tifuiraris {intense concentration) give 

up their bodies quite peacelully at the time of death. 
(MI, 54, 36.) But the ignorant undergo painful ex¬ 

periences. (Ill, 34, 37.) He who has not refined his 
mind through the study of good hooks and association 

with the wise, experiences very severe pains at the time 

of death—such as If he were thrown into fire.'* (tJl, 

54, 39.)' 
Some of the painful experiences of the ignorant 

while they arc dying arc described in the Yoga-vasistba 

thus: *' At the moment of death when the throat is 

choking, sight becoming dim and the countenance fad¬ 
ing away, the indiscriminate creature becomes helpless. 

(IM, 54, 40.) Deep darkness spreads around the dimmed 

sight. {HI, 54, 41.) An acute pain seixes on the 
whole frame. (HI, 34, 42.) Now he feeb as if tossed 
up in the air; now hurled dotvn in the state of 

dizziness; now falling down Into a dark pit; now 

thrown into a ^'al!ey. (III, 54, 43.) He wants to 
speak aloud of his torments, but is unable to do so'* 

(111, 54, 44), etc., etc. (Ill, 54 , 45*50.) '‘Gradually 
all the objects of his consciouaness become vague and 

arc lost sight of. (HI, 34, 51.) His memory fades, 
and be loses the remembrance of the past and the 

present. (Ill, 34, 52.) On account of over-powering 
dulncsa, his mind loses its power of thinking, and at 
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last he merges into cicep darkness of tn^nsibiUty." 

(in, 54, 5J*)* 
How the experience of a new world evolves after 

the insensibility of death is over is described by Vasistha 
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in the foUowing passages: “The insensibility which is 

cxpericjiced by every one is like the dark night of /fra- 
laya (involution of the world). (Ill, 40, 3L) After that 
16 over, every individual /iva spreads out its own pecu¬ 

liar world like a dream. {Ill, 40, 32.) .^s the cosmcjs 
is evolved after the night of the firataya, so also is 

evolved the world of every individual after the in¬ 

sensibility of death. (Ill, 40, 33.) What the monad 

Gxjicricnccs within itself stweading as an objective- 
contmuuTTi with potential mov’ements within it is called 

the ^ad/tilna. (Ill, 40, 38.) It is called the void, 

the praUfii, the avyakia. the jii4iija4a: (con&cious- 
unconscious principle), (111, 40, 39.) When it becomes 

pregnated with a^vareness, it is called Mahal. Then 

evolve the subtle objects, time And space, and the 

elements from this void (the undifTcrentiated mass of 

objective continuum). (Ill, 40, 40.) Then it becomes 

the five senses, and also manifests itself as the subtle 
body, (III, 40, 41.) The subtle body itself is later 

experienced as a gross body through the intensity of 
its idea (of phj'sicaliQ^). (HI, 40, 42.) Then spring up 
various other forms in time and sfxice.'' (Ill, 40, 43,)' 
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That the after-death experience is of the nature of 

an ideal construction like that of a dream is very well 

borne out by the evidence of the Psychical Research. 
Carrington rightly points out, " if the next world exists 

at all, it must certainly be some sort of mental world, 
in which the environment is, so to say, created by the 

mind. Time and again, it has been asserted, through 
various mediums that this apparent mental cneaiion is a 
fact. It has also been constantly asserted that, for some 
time after death, the mind of the recently deceased 

person is in an abnormal dream-Uke condition, subject 
to hallucinations and illusions of all sorts, and likely to 

imagine things which do not actually exist, but which 
seem to exist at the time Just as they seem to exist 
for the dreamer,'* {Carrington: The Story of Psychic 

Science, p. 310), 

This is only a general description of the rise of 
an objective world-experience''’ after the msensibility of 

death, and it does not differ from the rise of a 
dream-world or the cosmos after the 6nal dissolution of 
die universe. But is there any dchnitc information 

with regard to any specialities of the after-death ex¬ 
periences ? Is there any troth in what all religions of 
the world have been teaching nbi:iut urhat they call 
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heaven and hell, to which the dead are believed to 

go after their bodily demifie on this earth ? Is then; 

any account of the deeds done here to be elsewhere 
rendered ? Vasistha's idealism can find no difficulty in 
accepting any and every one of the views on the 
subject, According to him, as wo have already seen, 

our world is an imagination of our mind^ and it is 

always fashioned in accordance with our own thoughts, 

convictions and beliefs. “ The preias (dead) experience, 
after the tnsensibility of deatii, a situation in accordance 

with their vitsanus (predispositions)." (HI, 55, 26;)' 
B. D. Walker similarly says; " The condition of the 
period inten’ening between death and birth, like all other 

epochs is framed by the individual. The inner character 
makes a Paradise, a Purgatory, or an Inferno of any 
place. . , . In the environment beyond death, where the 

subjective states of the soul are supreme the appearance 

of the universe and the feelings of the self are created 
well or ill, by the central individual. There must be as 

many heavens and hells as there are good and bad 
beings." (E. D. Walker: Re4tKarnaticn, p. 293.) Our 
future world-eipedences will therefore l>e determined in 

accordance witli our religious beliefs and expectations, 

if they arc serious and strong. A Christian might pro¬ 
bably experience after his death what he has been 

throughout his life believing the next world to be, A 

Mohammedan may find after his dead) a heaven full 

of the pleasures he has been imagining to be there 
throughout his life on earth. Here is a description of 

the experiences of some Jivas after their death, which 
shows how our religious viexre create a world for us. 
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“ They experience tiiat after having died they arc 

getting new iiodies made of the offerings 
given to them by their relatives. (fU, 55, 27,) They 

then CKperience that the messengers of Death with 

nooses in their hands have come to fetch them to the 

realm of Yama (the lord of death). They now feel 

that they are being carried away by them. (Ill, 55, 28,) 
The righteous ones feel that they are being carried 

away in heavenly can (uimiliwr) to the gardens of 

paradise which they have secured by their meritorious 
.ictions done in the previous life, (lU^ 55, 29.) The 
sinful, however, experience that they are l>eing carried 
away through snow and forests alwunding in tliorny 

bushes and prickly lea\'cs as a result of tlieir sins, 

(in, 55, 30.) Those of avemge merit ((.t., neither very 
sinful nor very virtuous) cKperience as having a dear 
and smooth passage along soft grassy pathways shaded 

by cooling arbours, and having sufficient provision for 

water. (Ill, 55, 31,) Then they experience that they 
have arrived in the world of Yama (the dispenser of 

tlte fruits of our actions). They now experience that 
they are in the presence of the protector of all 
beings, and that a judgment is now being deli^^red 

on iheir actions in the court of the Lord of Death. 

(Ill, 55, 32.) They now feel that they are rewarded 
or punished in accordance with their actions on the 

earth. (HI, 55, 35.) They then experience the enjoy* 

mcnia of heaven or the torments of hell. Then they 

feel that they are again going to lake birth on the 
cailh.’‘ (HI, 55, 36.) ‘ Compare the Britad dratiyalta 

(Jpani^dd (1\ , ^3 6); 
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*’ After he has received reward 

For all, that he has here performed. 

He comes back from that other world, 
Into this world of deeds below 

(Denssen: Tfte System of VedSnia^ p. 38S-) 
The pretas fdead) are divided by VaBisjha into 

Biac classes according to their moral status which deter 

mines their after-death experiences. "The pretas arc of 

six kinds, namely, the slightly sinful, the ordinarily 
sinful, the greatly sinfol, the slightly virtuous, the 
ordinarily virtuous, and the greatly virtuous." (HI, 53, 

1142.) N'ow the after-death experiences of some of 

them are described: "Some of the most sinful pretas 
continue to be experiencing the insensibility of death 
like a stone for a period of a year. Kegaining aware¬ 

ness they experience that they are doomed to suffer 
from the endless torments of hell which their vUsatme 
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hawi brooght them, for a long time* (III, 55, B-14.) 
They Uien undergo the experience of hundreds of mcar* 
nations until they finally get rid of the experience 

of world-illusion by finding peace within. (HI. 55, 15,) 
There arc others in this class who, after their torpor of 

death is over, begin to experience the unutterable pain 
of insensibility in the form of immovable trees, etc. 

(HI, 55t 16.) Then tliey undergo the torments of hell, 
after which they are again bom on earth in acconiaiice 

with their earthly desires, {HI, 55, 17*) Those of 

ordinary sin experience the inenness of stone for some¬ 
time after their death. {Ill, 55, 18.) Being awakened 

to consciousness, they* then or after some time, under¬ 
go the experience of the lives of birds, reptiles or 
beasts, before they turn to their usual lives in the world. 

(Ilf, 55, 19.) The slightly sinful souls, often, immediate¬ 

ly after the insensibility of death, come to assume some 

human form to continue their earthly existence in 
accordance with their previous desires. (IJl, 55, 20.) 
Tiiey come to the worldly consciousness soon after their 
death and their previous desires and imagination evolve 

new worlds in their experience in a dreamlike manner. 

(HI, 55, 21.) The greatly virtuous souls, soon after the 
insenaibility of death is over, experience to be in the 

world of gods. (Ill, 55, 22,) Having enjoyed the fruits 
of their virtues in godly personality and in heavenly 
worlds, they are again liorti in this world in nohic and 

rich families, (III, 55, 23.) The souls of ordinary 

virtues experience, after the insensibility of death is over, 

that they arc being carried away by winds and later 
on are turned into the lives of plants and herbs. 

(111,55,24.) Having undergone this experience for some¬ 

time they feel that they are entering human bodies 

as food, and there they arc turned into spermato^^ 
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iuid thence enter the wombs of (exiiectnnt) inothere.” 

(!H, 5S, 25,)' 
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Death, according to Vaai^a, as alui according to 
K^sna. in the Bhafravad-gits, does not undo the spiritual 

progress made during the earthly life by an ittdividaaj« 

It is retained in the individual in the form of a 
tendency or predisposition which enables the individnal 

to redeam easily and quickly what ^ras achieved during 
the previous life, ** The sins of those who are on the 
path of Self-realization become power I in proportion 

to their progress. But to reap the fruits of their 

virtues, they experience, after their death, that they are 
enjoying a heitvenly life m wwiimrs (heavenly cars), in 

the cities of the Loka^paltzs (gods looking after the manage' 

ment of the various worlds), in the gardens and bowers 
of the Sumerit mountain, in company with heavenly 

damsels, etc, (V'l<r, 126, 47-49.) The force of their 

virtues being spent up in heavenly enjoyments, they are 
again bom in the families of yogiits (those who arc on 

the path of Self-realization). Having been bom in the 

families of the pure and prosperous, good and virtuous, 
they retain a tendency towards Self-realization, and begin 

to take to the path. (Vl^, 126, 49-50.) Having quite 
easily revived what was learnt in the previous 

earthly life, they continue further (on the path)," 

(Vlif, 126, 51.)' "The process of gradual improve¬ 

ment," says Prof. H^dhs-kf^n, *' must go on after 
the death of our present bodies and it Is reasonable to 
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assume that this life is fotlowed by others like it*'* 

. . t (R^dhfl-kfmanAn Ideali&t View of Lifei 
p. 297.) " The hind of Life after death cannot be com* 
pletely different from the present one.'* {IbUL, p. 292.) 

“Life after death is continuous with our present exist* 
ence." {Ibid,, p. 299.) " We are rcbom in faniilics 
where the qualities we possess and seek to embody aie 

well-developed.” {/bid., p. 296.) 
The round of death and rebirth is a universal law 

for every individual until he has attained ScIf-rcaJlzation. 

" As birds pass from one tree to another, so also the 
souls bound by thousands of the fetters of desires and 

expectations have to pass from one body to another. 
(IV, 44, 26.) This experience of the cycles of birtlts 

and deaths is continually undergone by the soul as 

long as the Self is not realised. (IV, 44, 28.) When 
the Self is known, and the craving for the false things 
of ihe world is given up, diere will be no more any 

experience of a new birth after the death of this body.” 
(IV. 44, 29.)' 

Such will be the case of those who arc called the 
jtvnn-muktas^ that is, those who having realized the 
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nature of the Self, have given up desires and expecta¬ 

tions and are living a life of liberation from the 
fxmdage of the world as long as their physical bodies 
do not drop. They arc no longer bound to experience 

another birth, because all the force of their previous 
desires is spent up and retarded by Sclf-lsnowlcdge. 
“After the death of their physical bodies there is no 

other birth in their case. This kind of existence when 
there is no more undergoing any experience of an 

objective world is called induha-mukti^ i*e», disembodied 
state of Lil>cration. (V, 42, 13,) The will (viJSiTm'i) or 
desire of the liberated man while he is living does not 
fructify into a new world-expericncc like a fried seed. 
(V* 42, 14.) AS a gust of wind loses itself in air, so 
also the individuality of a liberated man loses itself tn 
a formless experience after the physical body is des¬ 

troyed by death. (Ill, 9, 14.) This experience is the 
Absolute Reality which is beyond the categories of 
being and non-bcing, far and near, self and not-self.*' 

(Ill, 9, 15,)‘ 
Even in the case of those who arc not liberated, 

there is no death for tlve Real Self. The Self as such 
is alwa^^ above birth or death, for it is presupposed to 

be existing behind all kinds of experience, whether it is 
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of death or of birth. Death and birth are changes 

within eicpcricnce. Death only brings the experience of 

a particalar body to a close, and birth is the name of 

the experience of a new body. " The Consciousness 
of a person is neither Imm nor dead. It only experi¬ 

ences these states as in a dream. (Ill, 54, 67-) The 
soul as pure consciousness never comes to an end, 

(III, 54, 68.) It never <iies, and. in spite of the death 
of millions of the bodies, it ever continues to be the 

same, (111, 54^ 69.) The phenomena of birth and death 
mean only change and variety in the desires and inter¬ 
ests of the individual. (Ill, 54, 71.) Deaths and births 

are as it were merely knots and joints in the long 
creeper of Consciousness (Ill, 54, which as such 

never dies or is reborn,'’ (III, 55, 3,) * 

Although death and rebirth arc admitted by Vasis^a 
as Inevitable facts of finite existence, because they are 

consequent upon the changes in our desires and inter¬ 

ests, yet it depends u^mn our otvn actions and mode 
of living when one wilt have to die. The period of 

time of one’s lives is determined by our acts. We are 

not helpless toys in the hands of cruel death as is 
usually supposed to be the case. Tiic panicular age 
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in which one is living, the climate (fits'll), the quality 
of food the profession and the purity or impur¬ 

ity of one’s actions determine the length or shortness 

of our life. (HI, 54, 29.) The increase, decrease or 
averageness of one’s life depends on those of one’s 

virtuous acts. (HI. 54, 30.) He lives up to the age 

mentioned in the Sitstras who ever remains firm in 
the dutiful conduct prescribed by the S^nstras. (Ill, 54, 
32.) Death does not by itself kill anybody, it is Ids 

own actions that hill one. (111, 2, LO.) ‘ 
There is thus a possibility of living an abnormally 

long life according to Vasis^, if one could have con¬ 
trol over one’s desires and conduct. He thinks that 

death does not easily kill the person who docs not went 
on his bosom the necklace of vicious desires (Vltf, 23, 

5); whose heart is not broken by sorrows; whose breast 

is not sawed by the friction of sighs; whose body is 

not eaten away by worries (Vltf, 23, 6): who is not 

beset with cares and anxieties (Via, 23, 7); whose 

heart is not vitiated by the poison of attachment and 

aversion; who does not foster the snake of avarice 

(Vltf, 23, 8); whose discriminative power is not dried 

up l>y the fire of anger (Via, 23, 9); whom the fiery 

passion of sexuality does not trouble (Vltf, 23, 10); 
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who has found peace in the Supreme Self (VI<», 23, II); 

and whose mind i« free from constant changes of desire 
for this or that object. (Vitf, 23,12J * (Summary trans¬ 
lation of the verses bearing on the subject.) 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE COSMIC MJND (BRAHMS) 

We have already pointed out that Vasistha believes in 

the cJtistcnce of a Cosmic Mind which ini.’i{,dncs the 
Cosmos in the same way as mdividual minds imagine 

their own dream-worlds. BrahmS and Praja-pati arc the 
two chief names given by him to the Cosmic Mind, 

(Compare Chapter IV of the Putn^a, where the 

Mithai of Sathkhya is identified with Brahma or Is^vara.) 
In this chapter we propose to leant whai Vasistha has 

said about Brahma. To avoid confusion W'c shall use 

the word Brahman for the Absolute Reality instead of 
Brahma which might be confused with Brahma. 

The world (Jagat) is the imagination of BruhtnS. 
It was imagined by him at the commencement of the 

present round of manifestation, and continues to ejrist m 

his mind. “ At the commencement of creation, PrajS-pati 
(the Lord of creatures) was evolved in the same manner 

as a dream pe^nality emerges. He continues to be 
even now, (III, 55, 47.) The world Is the iraagiiialion 

of this first Evolute. As he imagines, so it becomes,*' 
(Vli, 180. 65,)’ 

qwi IRiqfe; | 
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The nature of Braiiina is mind. The essential 
characteristic of the mind is imagination {mihkalfranam)^ 

*' The quality of creating belongs to the mind whose 
nature is imagination. (Ill, 3, 34-) The nature of 

Brahma is the mind." (HI, 3, 35.)^ (Compare the 
Bli&gavata., til, 16, 21.) ** Imagination is the best name", 
writes Mackenzie similarly, ** for the central activity by 

which the creative work may be supposed to be initiated 
and carried through/’ (TAe Hibbcrt Journal^ Jan. 1923, 

’* The Idea of Creation I'awceu also thinks; ” Ultimate 

Kcality is liest viewed as imagina) '* {Divine Imagitting). 

How and why the Cosmic Mind emerges from the 

Absolute Reality is a very important problem and very 
difltcult to answer. What Vasi^ha has said on this may 

be gathered from the, following passages; " Fryim the 

Infinite and Absolute Brahman, the Mind (Cosmic) origin- 

atea, as a wave originates from a calm and undisturbed 

i>ccan. (IIU li 15.) As movement {s^atuitt^ originates 
by itself in an undisturbed ocean, so does the Cause of 

the world originate of its own accord from the Absolute,” 

(in, 100, 25,)" The origination of Bmhmsi is a stress, 

a creative impulse or vibratory movement in tlic Ab¬ 

solute, It is a sort of intensification of the Absolute 

in a portion of It as it were. ” The Absolute Consci¬ 

ousness is intensified [gitanatam eii) in one ijortion of 
1 
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Tl (IV, 42, 4,) The Absolute is agitated in a portion 
of rtself. (IVt 42, 5,) As air by itself and in itself 
gives rise to winds, so by its own power does the 
Absolute in Itself originate movement. (IV, 42, 6.) As 

a tamp by its own power sends its dame up* so does 

the Self originate movement in Itself. (IV, 42, 7.) The 

seed of the world (Brahma) is the stress {spanda) of 
Consciousness.” (Ill, 67, 9.)' 

The Creative Impulse or movement which manifests 

itself in the form of a Creative agent or BrahtnS Is 

not due to any external cause operating on the Brah¬ 
man, nor is it something which is alien to it. It is, 
according to Vasis^ba, m the very nature of the Absolute 
to manifest as Brahma. “ The Jiva (mind) is the 

(natural) vibration in the ether of Conscious¬ 

ness. It is of the form of a sudden thought 

vedana),** (111, 64,9,)* U Is by Itself, in Itself, through 
Its own Power, and in a mere sportful outflow, as it 

were, that the Absolute Reality gives rise to the first 

II 
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Creative Mind. “ The Absolute Consciousness which is 

not timited in time, space, etc., assuincs a, form 

{vapuh} limited in time and space by Its own Power 
and out of its own sport (/ifij). (IV, 44, 14-15.) The 

Self thinks Itself to be another as it were out of Its 

own accord {svayam eva). (111,67,79.) The Self of the 
whole Untveree becomes Mind by thinking of Itself out 

of its own accord." (Via, 114, 15.}* [Compare the Bfh. 
Vp- I, 4, 2, " Ik^Tiihcak^ra (He looked round)" and the 
Chiind. UP-, VI, 22, “Tod (That he saw)". 

Compare also the CoMMenfary of Sathkara on the 
Bra/iMa-su/ras (II, I, 33) where frfa and svab/tava theory 
is advocated.] The BrahmiE of Vasisdia originates from 
the Absolute Brahman in very much the same way as 
the Alaya-viyfiiTtta whose function is similar to that of 

Brahm5, originates from the Tat/uiia, according to 

Arfva-ghosa and other .VaAn-yiirui philosophers: “When 
the absolute soul assumes a relative aspect by its sclf- 

affirmatton it is called the a 11-con serving mind (a/irytr- 
vij/funal** (DSsa-gupia: Bisfory of Indutn Philosophy^ 

Vol. I, p, 131.) "The awakening of consciousness marlcs 

the first step towards the rising of this universe from 

the abyss of Sudincss," (Suzuki: Mahti-yuna Buddhism, 

p, 118); “When Suchness, by its transcendental freedom 
of will, affirmerl itself, it did so by negating itself to 

be conditioned by the principle of ignorance or individu¬ 
ation* {/&rd.| p, 117.) And “How and why have the 

vraves of mentation been stirred up in the ocean of 

il 
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ctema! iTTincjuillity ? AsVa-ghop simply aaya, ' Spontane> 

ouslyV' (Ibid., p. US.) Vasistba hoids almost the 
same views. 

This Creative Stress, although really idetittcal and 

one with the Absolute and never other than It in 

reality, assumes a distinct and, as it were, a separate 
forni for itself, like a wave rising on the ocean or a 

wind originating in air. " Et Imagines itself to he other 

than the Alisolute, and becomes the other, (a thing by 
itself), through its imagination. {Vlfl, 33, 21.) As a man 

in anger becomes a different i>erson in a moment, so 

I'onsciousncss pregnated with imagtnatton becomes another 
thing. (Vln, 30, 69.) Its otherness is Just as the rays 

of the sun might be thought to t>c other than the sttn 
(Via, 114, 4): as an ornament of gold may be con¬ 
sidered as something other tiiati gold (Via, 114, 5); as 

a wait; of an ocean may lie considered as other than 
the ocean, (Via, 114, 7.) Tho creative power of the 
Absolute, when agitated a Little, assumes a distinct 

reality of its own, although it is never other than 

the Absolute/’ (IV, 42, U, 12,)« Fawcett stmlUirly 
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says: “ The world is a game which imaginatian plays 
with itself." (Tfie World as Imagination, p. 230*) 

The essential natarc of this primal stress is imagina* 
tion or consciring {sathkaipartti). It is the Consciring 

Power of the Absolute Consciousnoss assuming a definite 

form for activity. “ The Mind is the form assumed by 

the conseiring Power of the Omnipcitent and Infinite 
Self* (III, 96, 3.) It always conscires,’' (IV, 42, 20.) 

What does this consciring mean? It is a tendency to 
create objects out of imagination. " The essence of 

sathkaipa is the tendency towards objectivity {celyon- 
mukhatvami” (JV, 54, 2.)* 

What reason led to the rise of this Creiiiivc Im¬ 
pulse in the .4.bsolutc Reality is a very imiwrtant ques¬ 

tion, and the answer of Vasistha differs from the views 

of almost all other schools of Indian Thought including 

even that of Samkara. According to the Naiyiiyikas 

the world begins to be re-evolved after a periodic in¬ 
volution of it, on account of the kamtas of the individ¬ 
uals tending to fructify and so influencing the will of 

k\';ira to create again a world, out of the pre-existing 

material, in which they may be fruettfied. According to 

the Maha-ysna Buddhism the tendency to create illusory 

forms out of the mind is beginningless {anadi-ksla- 
prapaUca^riitsaniJ) {Vide Daaa-gupta ; A Hhtory of Indian 
l>kiU>&ophy\ V'^oh I, 143), working from all eternity. 

Sathkara stands for a position which reconciles both 
these views. He makes the Avidyff, to which the crea¬ 

tion is due, onadi (beginningless). Creation, according 
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to him, is never n new creation. The present cycle of 
the world vs-as caused by the ripening of the fniits of 
the actions of the individuals of the previous cycle; 

that again, by those of a still previous cycle, and so on 

ad ngre&sum, for the Ignorance (du/dya) which makes 
us exj^erience the world is bcginningless. The law of 

causal determination is thus extended l^ickwards to in~ 
finity. [Vide S'aihkara’s Commefttary on the Brahma- 
sUiras, II, 1, 35-36.) The Creator in such a doctrine 

of creation has harrily any freedom to create or not to 
create, for he is al^s'ays determined l>y the karma& of 

the individuals to experience a new world, lie is also 

probably a creature of the karmas either of his r>wn 

performed in a previous kalpa or of the individuals for 

which he is to create a world. Vasistha, on the other 

hand, is a believer in creative freedom, as also In all 
other kinds of freedom. For him every creation is a 

new creation (afnirva) undetermined by any previous 

ones. There is no cause that determines the origination 
of the first impulse to creation. It is really a free and 

sportful actii'ity (play). It might or might not have been 

so. Its commencement ie only accidental (kaka-itthya^ 

vat). It will be evident from the following quotations: 
“The creative Pow'cr manifests itself within the 

Absolute without any cause {nir-t^tuka). (Vltf, li, 37.) 

The Svayarti-bhli (another name for the Cosmic Mind 
suggestive of its being self-caused) appears without any 

Ciiuse (aJt^rupum), its own mind is its cause. (Ill, 3, 3.) 

Brahm?l originates on account of the very nature (futr- 
dAzit’ir) of the Absolute Consciousness. He becomes a 

cause of the tvorld for the carrying out of which he 
creates a law of karma (cause and effect). (Ill, 25.) 

The first Lord of creatures is said to be self-caused. 

He is causeless, because there existed no previous actions 
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(inrwrfs). (111. K, 7.) Even no previous memorv* La ihe 
cause of ihe appearance of BrahiriS. (Ill, 13, 43,) There 

are tic previous karmas (actions to fructify) of Him nor 
does He do any such actiom now that may bind Him, 
(HI, 2, 24.) In the Universal Involution (Mahn-{tralaya) 
of the entire world, all the previous Creators (Braliiiias) 

were merged in the Absolute Keality: so the new 
Creator cannot be said to be having any previous 
memory (111. 13, 42. 43), am! therefore the present 
world is imagined by Him as quite new/' (Vl^, 195, 4L)‘ 

[s Bmhtnli an emfioilied being like ourselves? Has 

he got phyaicai consciousness and limitations like our 
own? Does he also perform actions like us and get 

bound tlierain ? Such are some of the questions that 

may further arise aliout the Cosmic Mind. The answer 
of Vasiftha to them is as follows: ** BrahmS is the 

mind consisting of pure sa^kaipa. He is imagination 

alone. There is no physicality in Him. (HI, 2, 54-55.) 
His body is only a subtle body with no physicality 

present in (HI. 3, 6), AH other beings of which 
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he is the cause have two bodies, but he who has no 
other cause of himself has only one body (mental)/^ 

(HI, 3, 8-9.)’ He is not bound by the acts he performs, 
for they are free from the taint of the idea that they 

art his actions performed for some particular desired end. 
They come out as a natural flow from his essence. 
*'Whai we think to be the actions of BrahmS are not 

such actions that bind him, for they are free from the 

idea of their beinj' actions on his part." (Ill, 2, 25,)* 

This BiahmS is the imaginer of the world-dream, 
lie IS the source of all things herein. " Prom this 

first stress originates this creation like the creation of 
winds from air, {HI, 3, 15.) The world is a mamt^ 

riijyam (an empire of fancy), a thought-construction of 

the Mind working in the form of Viriflei (another name 
for Brahma),'' (HI, 3, 15,33.)* Wlien BrahmS is mere 
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mind {matw-mUtram), the world created by him cannot 
but ultimately be mental or ideal. The physii^lity of 

the world is only an illusion relative to our limited 
.vision. *' As Brahina is merely mind without the least 
touch of materiality in him, so is also the world 

imagined by him merely thought. (Ill, 3, 23.) For, 
what is thought by the mind cannot be essentially 

didemnt in the nature from thought.'* (IIIi 66, U.)* 
Vasiftha's conception of BrahmS is, it may also be 

noted here, very much similar to that of the Logos 

of the Theosophists. Logos, according to them, is " The 

embodiment of ' Thought' or * Idea * of the Cosmos as 
it exists in the ‘ mind' of the Godhead; and as such 

He is the Cosmos in its Wholeness and Completeness." 

{Raiwnal MyittcUtm), It is **the Divine Potency of all 
that is or can be in that particular Universe. The 
imfolding of that Idea^ or the manifestation of it in 

Consciousness through the modes of time and space, 
constitutes the process which we know as Lvolutiott." 

(Kingsland; The Phyeks of the Seervi Doctrine^ p, 47.) 
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CHAPTER X 

THE CREATJVE POWER OF THE ABSOLUTE 

Brak&iX^, as we have already learnt in the last chapter^ 

is a definite form assumed by the Creative Power of 

the Brahman. Here wc propose to !cam how Vasistha 
thinks of thU Power, 

The Monists of the extreme type like the Eliatics 

of Ancient Greece have found it very difRcuIt to ex¬ 

plain how plurality and change perceived in the universe 
could be related to and could originate from the Unity 

presupposed by Rotison to exist behind the universe. 

Owing to the logical difficulty as to how the Change¬ 

less One postulated by thought could change and be 
many, they have relegated the later aspect of the world 

to the sphere of illusion. In India, S'athkara also seems 

to tiave done likewise, (Vide S'aihkara’s Commeniaty on 
the Brakma-sfilras, It, 1+,) Deussen pute his view 

as such: " In reality (paranmrthataf}) there is nothing 

else besides the Brahman alone. If we imagine wc 

perceive a transformation {odisra) of Him into the 

world, a dimion {bheda) of Him into a plurality of 
individual souis, this depends on Avidytf (ignorance),” 
(Heussen: Ths System of t/ur VvdatUa, p. 3Q2.) (iV.B, 

This interpretation of S'arhkara’s philosophy is enttcized 

by Kokile^vaia S&tri in his hdroditction to Advaita 
Phiiosophy^ pp, 10-15.) The main difficulty of such a 
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pure Monistic hypothesis is that it doe^ not explain 

anything, and so it looks like a gratuitous ItypolhcsiSr 

For, we postulate Unity only to underetand the world 
of plurality and change, and if our inability to connect 

the world of plurality and change with, or derive it 

from, the changeless pure and abstract unity makes us 
finish our trouble by thinking the world to be ** an 

illusion" (due to ignorance), and the pure One alone 
to be in reality, wc defeat our own purpose. We 
are in that case obsessed and deceived by our own 

idol of a unity tliat explains nothing. For to call a 
thing an illusion and to think it to be a suflicient 
explanation is not a good specimen of philosophical 

thinking. Illusion itself is a fact and therefore has to 
be explained and interpreted. It has been rightly 

pointed out by a mtxlem writer; “If . . . we attempt 
to write off the appearance of difference as mere 
Illusion due to |>artiai vision, the difficulty remains. 
For the task of making a real unity geneniic an 
apf>arent divereity is not less than tbut of accounting 
for its generation of a real diversity. Unity in fact 

can no more account for error than for diversity. 
(Joad; tniTodaction to ^Ji^de^n Philosophy^ p. 05,) I low 

then are the things and occurrences of the world to 

be derived from the Unity behind and prior to ail, 
as has been preauppe^sed by Vasistha .is well as by the 
Vpani^ds ? Deussen thinks that no answer has been 

given to such a question in the school of Saiftkara. 

In continuation of the above quoted passage (from 
Deussen) he writes again: “But how does this happen? 

flow do we manage to deceive ourselves into seeing 
a transformation and pluraiity, where in reality the 

Brahman alone is ?—On this question our authors give 

no information." (Deussen: The System of Vedanta, 
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[j. 392.) This difficulty in the school of S^amkam is 

to a great extent responsible for the rise of the other 

schools in the arena of the Veditutu philosophy after 

S^amkara. A similar difficulty »s pointed out by Suzuki 
to exist in the Mah^-yUna Buddhism from which 
S'aihkam’s school seems to have borrowed the concept 

of Ignomncc {AvidyB}: As to the question how and 
why this negative principle of ignorance came to asBert 

itself in the body of Suchness, we are at a loss where 
to find an authorititivc and definite answer to it." 

(Suzuki: (Outline of MaJtii-y'Hna Buddhism^ p. 1IG.) We 

shall point out here how Vasisjha has tried to answer 

this question. 

The plumtity and change of the world are, accord* 

ing to V'astsjba, aspects, of the Consciring activity of 

the Cosmic Mind who imagines the world as a Tree 

play of his tvilL But BrahmS would not have been 

able to imagine the world, had not evciy'lhing of the 
world existcil already in a potential form in the Absolute 

Kcality of which Brahnil! is only a partial manifestation 
lor Creative activity. For, as it has been said, ** Diver¬ 

sity and plorttiity can only develop out of unity in 

virtue of some initial potentiality for diversity and 
plurality latent in the unity." (joad: Introduethn to 

Modern Philosophy, p. 63.) As all things are thoughts, 

looked at from a higher stage, so are all thoughts, 
according to Vasi^tha, so many sfetkiis, forces, jxitenci^, 

or pulses residing unified in the Alisolute. There is 
no end to the number of such forc^ or potencies 
existing in the Brahman, In facr ail possible things arc 

there potentially. It is therefore called sarva-sfiikti 

(having potentiality for eve rything), “ The Lord of 
all, the Brahman, is endowed with all possible potencies 

which manifest themselves (as things) whenever so 
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wttled, (in, 67, 2.) The Abf^lutc in the inexhaUElible 
fulness of ail that is. There is nothing which it has 
not the power to manifesL (Ill, 100, 5.) There is no 

end to the ji'ai/is (potencies) of the Absolute, such as the 

potency to knowledfje, potency of action, potency of move- 

tnent, etc. (Via, 37, 16.) Its power of consciousness ts 
manifested in the (organi^d) bodies, that of movement 
in winds, and that of inertness in stone (111, 100, 7) ; of 
Uquidiiy in water, of heat in fire, of emptiness in sky, 
of being in objects (Ill, 100, 8); of alUinclosiven^s in 

space, of destruction in the phenomena of decay, of 
sorrow in the miserable (111, 100, 9); of joy in the 

of courage in the warrior, of creation in the 

world, of withdrawal of all powers in the e:?pcricnce of 
the absence of the world at the time of the end of a 
Aa^/^a." (Ill, 100. 10.) ‘ 

One of the innumerable powers of the Absolute is 
the Creative Power, which he calls tlie Sparuia-ii'atft 
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(the power of inovementL The rise of Bralimff and 
conscqueniJy of the world la due lo the Sfiamln'^akfi of 

the Absolute being actually in operation. It is called 

by various names, such as the Stimkalpa-^akii^ the 
Divine Will, tht PraJtf/j, etc, *‘j\s the 

imaginative jkiwct of a man si>rcads the world of his 

fancy out, so does the Creative Power of the Abaolute 
spread out this objective worlds 84, 6.) It is on 

account of this Power t.>cing inherent in the Absolute 

that every conscious centre is creative, (VI6, 83, 16.) 
Tills Creative Power is caihui [livine Will of 

S^iva. and the Mnya of the world." {VI6, 85, 14.) ‘ Thiit 
the material world may l)c a manifestation of Spatula- 
sfaku or Energy is now-^a-days being accepted by Science, 

as will appear from the following quotations; " Matter 
is turning out to be one of the forms of energy, a 

newly discovered form, discovered largely through the 

geniu-s of Einstein.*' (Lodge; Making of \\ 24.) 

"Inert matter, immobilit}', is purely an appearance; it 
is composed of two movements. It is the relation of 

our movement to the other movements." (Wtldon Carr: 
TAe Philosophy of Change^ p. 30.) " Linik at any piece 

of gross matter that yon will, at any fragincnt of stone 

or metal. To the outer vision it is apparently dead, 

inert, motionless. Not so, however, in the light of what 
science now teaches us. Us very stability, its very 
apparent motionlessness, is due to the intensity of its 
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motion. It is motion alone which makes it a things 

which givts it mass or inertia^ extension in space, and 
ever^' other quality which we are in any way able to 
recognize. The atom does not exist njjart from motion 
or force: there is no such thing as a physical [^x^irticle, 

the " massy, hard, impenetrable ” particle of the phyriics 
of the last century." (Kingsland: The Phy&ic^ a/ the 
Secret Doctrine, p, 10&.) 

The Absolute and Ultimate Reality is thus, accord' 
ing to V'asisfba, not an abstract Unity, pure and simple 
consciousness Lliat is postulated by the Advaita Vedan- 

tisis of the extreme type. It is nn omnipotent Being, 
liaving Power to Create in addition to other innumerable 
powers. That the Creative Power belongs to the Ulti¬ 
mate Brahman is probably also the view of some of 
the Upani^ads (See The Svetu. Up.^ IV, 10): of the 

author of the Brahnm-e&trm, who holds that "the power 
of creation belongs to the pure, stainless Brahman* even 

as heat belongs lo fire" (1,3,1); and of the hkugavad^ 

gitn. (iV, 5.) This is .ilwi the opinion of some of the 
Western Philosophers. Paulsen, for example, writes: 

" Riiaiity as a whole is free fn^m external compulsion: 
its motion can be explained as a spontaneous movemetit 

from within." (Paulsen: Introductifm to Philosophy, 

p. 233.) Fawcett also thinks: " The Consciousness ur 

nuher Conscious-ing in question is not merely awareness 
that shines ideally in its own light; it is dso the 

active Conlinuam that sustains and creates all the minor 

sentients and ail the contents of rvhtch it is aware," 
(Fawcett; Divine /margining.) 

The Prakrti, the Root-substance of all forms of the 
objective world is, therefore, according to Vaaiajha, not 

a second reality as the SauiMya school of Indian Philo- 

sophy would believe it to be. h is a Force, a Power 
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of Consciousness, and as such it ever resides in the 
Self| <md comes out of It, as it were, and manifests 

itself as the root of all objects of the world, when a 

world is manifestod. '*The multiidicity of the world 

originates when the creative power of the Absolute is 
manifested {udita). (HI, 96, 70.) As the saliva of a 

spider gets solidified in a web, so also the Absolute Joy 
appears solidified in the manifold objects of the world, 

(in, 67, 73.) The Prak^ti originates from the Brahman, 
the Purx/^ii, which is the eternally illuminating Conscious¬ 

ness, as a non-living web originates from a living spider.’* 

(ill, Q6, 71.}’ jWva-gho^ holds a similar view with 

rcgjird to the rise of “ Ignorance" from “ Suchness '* 
which is the ultimate Reality for him. Sua:uki writes: 

Ignorance or Nescience is defined by As^va-ghosa as a 

spark of consciousness that spontaneously flashes from 
the unfathomable depth of Suchness.” (Suzuki: Outline 

of Mahlt’^yutia Quddhism, p. 118.) The three gH;uis of 

the Prakfti are, according to Vasina, the three grades 

of the manifestation of It. *‘The Prakfti is imagined 

in three forms,—the sak^ma (subtle), the madhyama 

(midway between the subtle and the gross), and the 
sihttla tgr««5s). (Vltf, % 4.) It continues to exist in 

these three forms, w'hich are called snfA’n, rajas^ and 

lamas'' (VI«i, 9* 5.)* 
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Sir John Woodroffc, whg has made a thtjrough study 
til the S'itkta school of Indian rhitosophy, writos in 
one of his yolmnes in the World as Pou'er Series 
alxiut the relation of the Creative Power, Sakti, and 

the Absolute Consciousness, held in the Sukta School: 
“ S^iva and S'akti are not two independGnt Realities 

hut one Reality in min aspects, namely static and 
kinetic . , . S'akti or Power is that which, in iiscdf 

unchangeable, produces out of itself as Material Cause 

the world of change. Common language 5[>eaks of the 
Power of S'iva, but strictly Power or E^aktl is Siva. 

When the tme Keality or the Brahman is regarded as 
the Changeless Consciousness it is called S'iva; when 

it is regarded as the Power of Consciousness or Con¬ 

sciousness-Power which projects the ttniveree from out of 

itself, it is called ?akti. It is a fundamental doctrine 
that tliere is no S'iva without S'akti, nor S^akti without 
Siva . . . S'akti is only the active power of action- 
less Consciousness (S’iva)." [The World as Power, 

Reality, pp. 81-82.) Vasistha has also conceived the 

relation of the Sakti to the Absolute Consciousness 
exactly in the same way, using the same terms as 
the Sakta school and that of Kashmir Sfaivism do. 

*' Thu Creative Power and the Pure Consciousness are 
identical {ekaftna) in essence, as wind and air, and as 

heat and fire are, (VI6 84, 3,)* This power of movc- 

tneni which is of tim form of the mind, is not other 
th.^n That. (VIA, 84, 2.) S'iva b called as such only in 

association with the Sakti, (VIA, 84, 26.) S'iva is that 

state of S'akti when h returns back to itself, (VIA, 4 

26-27,) The Absolute never exists without the S'akti, 

' ijiil I 
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as gold ntjver exists without r form (Vt^, S2, 6), as 
a chilly does not exist without its pungency {Vltj 82, 7), 

as the juice of sugar does not exist without its 
sweetness. (V1&, 82, 9.) Consciousness never exists with¬ 

out the vibratory force, 83, H.) Siva, the 

Peaceful Absolute, is said to be beyond the PruJtffi, 

(Vlfr, 85, 15.) The PraArtf\ which is the Creative 
Divine Will, continues to be in motion as long as it 
docs not direct its attention, towards the ever satisfied 

S^iva (Compare the view of S3i’»i»AAyo). (VI6* 85, 16-17,) 

If It accidentally happens to be in touch with (directed 
towards), the Quiescent S^iva, It becomes identical widi 

That for ultimately It is also Pure Con¬ 

sciousness (Sawrx’m-mn/w), (V 1^,85, 18.) Having touched 
the Puru^a (Siva), the Ptakrii ceases to be Praif^i 
and then becomes one with That like a river fallen 

into an ocean." (VId, 85, 19,) The philosophers of 
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the Advaita school, it may be mentioned here, found 

it logically difficult to speak of any relation between 
Mtty9 and the Brahman. Their difficulties are summed 
up by Frof. RadhS'ktsgan as follows: "This Maya is a 

feature of the central reality, neither identical with nor 

different from it. To give it an independent place would 
be to accept a fundamcivuJ dualism. It is wrong to 

trace back to the eternal the schism of which we are 
conscious in the world of ocpcrience ... If \fitys 
exists, it will constitute a limit to the Brahman; if it 

docs not exist, even the appearance of the world 
cannot be accounted for . . . Jl is real enough to 
produce the world and not real enough to constitute a 

limit to the Brahman." (Radha-kr?t?an; fnitian PAi7o* 

aophy, Vol. il, 570-571.) 
Thus, according to Vasistha, the world is the dis¬ 

play or manifestation of the Dynamic iispect of the 

One Reality which is Consciousness and which has the 
potency within Itself to manifest everything that is 

experienced in the universe, as well as to withdraw it 

within Itself. The Ancient name of thia Reality is the 
Brahman (from the root Bjhs^to grow or expand). 

^ II 



CHAPTER XI 

THE ABSOLUTE REALITY (PARA^*1 BRAHMA) 

We shall now team how Vasistha conceives ihe Ab* 

solute Reality in which all the things of the world 
arise, exist and merge, like waves in an ocean, or winds 

in the air. 
The Brahman, according to Vasistha, is “That in 

which everything extsts, from which everything originates, 
which is in everything, which pervades everything, which 

is the whole of everything and which is spread all 

*around and in everything,’^ (Vlft, 184, 46; V16, 14, 8.)^ 

It is the Primordial Substance of which Kingsland says! 

" From It all things proceed, to It all things return, 
in that Cosmic Motion which is the Ceaseless Breath 

of the Eternal BEING. From It all things proceed, yet 

they never aft other than It, cither in outward natural 

form or in inner energizing power,” {Rational 

iieism^ p. 86.) 
It is evident that such all-mclasive Reality cannot 

be characterized by any definite conception and cannot 
be described by any term, or number of terms, for 
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all out terms are relative and definitive in thcit 
meaning, whereas the Abaolate is the Infinite Whole 

within the womb of which ererything denoted by our 
terms exists. It is, in Itself, that which may be denoted 

by any term as wdl as its opposite {pratiyogivi), so 

every term loses its meaning in It. because every terni 
denotes only some particular thing and not its other 
or opposite. So Vaslftha says: ** it is neither spirit nor 
matter; neither being nor non-being; neither ego nor 
non-ego; neither one nor many (V, 72, 41)* neither far 
jior near; neither existent nor nDn-existeni; neither ob¬ 

tainable nor non-obtainable; neither jmrts nor the whole; 

neither a substance nor non-substance; and neither the 
five elements nor objects made of them {V, 72, 42-43); ^ 

ft cannoti therefore, be described, named or expressed 
in language, and so Its nature cannot be taught to 
any body. “It is unspeakable, inexpressible, unnamable, 

and Its nature is not an abject of descriptiun, fur 
It is not an object of the senses.*' 52, 27 
V16, 31, 37.)* Compare Tattt. Upa,i 11, 4: “From 
Him all words turn back with thoughts, not finding 

Him." But at the same time Vasistha docs nut think, 
like Herbert Spencer, that the Ultimate Reality is un¬ 

knowable. He believes that although the Absolute cannot 

be deacribed and discussed t}ecau.>ic It is beyond all 
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charactt^istics, yet it is not absolutely unknowable, for, 

It is revealed in our own Experience, (VI6, 195, 69-)' 
Vasfe|hn dilates further on the inapplicability of our 

terms to the Absolute thus: 
We cannot say whether the Absolute is ow or 

many vS anokath va). “Unity and duality imply 

each other. One cannot exist without the other. Both 

are conceptions within the Absolute, and as such unreal 

from the Absolute point of view. (Via, 33, 4*5,) The 
multiplicity (of the world) is existing in the Absolute 
in such a unified manner as the variety of the colours 
of a peacock are unifi^ in the (bomogencous) liquid 

of the egg of a peacock," (Via, 47, 51-32,)* Bradley 
similarly thinks ; " Unity in its more proper sense, is 
known as contradistinguished from plurality. Unity, 

therefore, as an aspect over against and defined by 

another aspect, is itself, but appearance. And in this 

sense the Real, it is clear, cannot be properly called 
one. It is ptjssible, however, to use unity with a 

different meaning,’' (Bradley; Appearance and Rmlily, 

Chap. XXV U,) Ami it is in a different sense that 

Vasis^a and Bradley call the Absolute one. 
We cannot likewise say whether the Brahman is 

Being or Non-heing>. “ Tlie Absolute, which is Con¬ 

sciousness, cannot, then, t>G called Being or Non-betng, 
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(VJ^, 53. 9*) it ta that m which being and non-being 

are neutralized by each other into a balanced state. 
(Vln, 47, 32-J3.) Being and non'•being arc relative con> 
ceptions. One implies tlie other. If U is not non- 
being, how can It be being? (Ilf, 10, 14.) As all 

possible statocs always exist potentially in a block of 

stone, so does this universe exist in the Absolute (at the 

tinsc of Dissolution}. So it is not non-being {^Unya)^ 

(Hi, 10, 7,) It is {at the same time) more tfUnya than 
the ether {JkjTsra) (Ill, 10, 36) and so may be called 

noti'bcing (s'Bnyn’} in the sense of being very subtle. 

Kmgfiland similarly says: It is "No tkhtg, but not 

nothing ” {Rational Mysticism, p. 87) and “ Nothing to 

the senses, yet ;V1J in reality." {Ifnid.., p. 81.) A^va-ghosa 

similarly thmks of his Absolute which he calls the 
Bhuta-'tatliatu, : “ Thus we understand that Suchness 

{BhfUa-tathata) is neither that which is existence, nor 

that which is non-existence, nor that which is at once 

existence and non-existence* that it is neither that which 

is unity, nor that which is plurality, nor that which ts 
not at once unity or plurality." {Suzuki: Au-akenittg 

of Faith, p. 59.) Suzuki explains the idea of As^va- 

gho^ in a footnote in a manner which is exactly what 
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V^asiGthB holds; “It is sfilnya (non-being) because it 

tninscends all fomns of separation and individuation; it 
IS asftinya because all possible things in the itwlc! emanate 
from it," {Ibid,, p, 58 note.) Compare also the Bltaguvad- 

gitn which s|>cak?! of the Ultimate Reality as The 

bc^innmgless Absolute Brahman, which cannot be called 
being or non-being." {XIU, 13.) 

The Absolute is neither Vidyd (that which exists— 
vidyate) nur AvidyU (that which does not exist). “ It is 
that to which the concepts of vidyd or avidyn cannot 

be applicable, for both are relative conceptions opposed 
to each other and limiting each other, (Vlo, 9* 18.) 

They arc opposed to each other like light and darkness; 
and both conceptions wanish, when ignorance has vanish¬ 
ed" (VIu, 9, 23.)^ 

The Absolute is beyond both light atui darfttKSs^ 

"The Undecaying Reality is beyond light and darkness 
both. (Ill, 10, 18.) This light (our ordinary light) cannot 

be present in the Ultimate Reality (for all times), for 

it is produced from the elements (and therefore existing 

only as long as the elements are in manifestation). (Ill, 

ID, 13.) Darkness is the result of the non-manifestation 

of the gross elemente, so it cannot exist in the Absolute 

(for It is the source of the gross elements). (Ill, 10, 16.) 
The Light of the Absolute is the Light of Its own 

Self-experience," (HI, 10, 17.)’ 
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Even the term Self is not quite appropriate to the 

Absolute which is equally the Self and the or 
neither. “The terms (s^rm/Sla} Self» etc., are not quite 
appropriate to the Absolute, but are only imagineiL (HI. 

5, S.) The Seif and the Not-self are tmaginecl by the 
Brahman within Itself by Its otvn power.” (V, 73, 19.)* 
And therefore cannot be applicable to the Absolute as 
such. Compare Bradley who says: “The Self is no 
doubt the highest form of experience which we have, 
but for all that, is not a true form. It does not give 
us the facts as they are in reality,’' {Appearance and 

Reality, p. 119.) 
It cannot also be called spirii or matter {cetanU, or 

jada), for both are differentiations within Itself. “To 

the inexpressible Absolute the terms and conceptions of 
spirit or matter, etc., h,ave no meaning. They are as 
much absent therein as creeperB and leaves, etc., are in 
a desert." (Ill, 91, 36.)* Compare what Wildon Carr 
says: “ Life and matter are not two realities, but two 
directions in an originai movement. The one is the 
inverse of the other, and the ultimate realty holds both 
within itself.” (Carr; The Phitosophy of Cfumge, 

pp. 171-172.) Similarly HofTdtng also thinks; “There 
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might be for cimiiiplc a tap-root of Being from which 
both mind and matter sprang^" (Problems of Philosophy^ 
Chap, ni.} This tap-root of Being is the Brahman 
of Vasistha, which therefore cannot be properly called 
cither spirit or matter. 

No predication {idatitlva) is therefore possible in the 
case of the A.hsolute which is everything. Foe, tn the 
very moment when we say “ It is this," U is also the 

other than this. " BeCfiusc the Absolute is the one Self 
of, or identical with, all the ideas of a!I words and 

their meanings, it cannot be spoken of either as nothing 

or as this. (VI4, 47, 3.) All time, all space, and all 
movements being of It, how can anything be absolutely 
differentiated from another ? " (Via, 47, 2.)' 

So, what the nature of the Absolute is is an absurd 
question, because no answer to it can be given. ** What 
the svabhava (peculiar characteristics) of the Brahman 

is cannot be described. For in the Infinite Absolute 
Reality there cannot be anything which is its onm (sort) 
and which is not Its own. (Vlb, 10, 14,) AbltiXva 
(absence) and bhuva (presence) being relative and mutu¬ 

ally dependent ideas, the absurd concepts of svabhuva 

(peculiar qualities present in It), etc. cannot be spoken 
of the Brahman." (VTA, 10, 15.) * The idea seems |o 
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be that the Absolute cannot be said to have any parti- 
cular and definite natare ot Its own, because no definite 

category is applicable to It. It is beyond all deterinina* 

tbns, as all determinations are relative in their signifi* 
cance and are opposed to others. But the Brahman 
is the essence of all things. 

This treatment of the Brahman, it may be noted 
here, is very much similar to the “jieri ncti” of 

the Upani^ads and to the Madhyamic Philosophy of 

Nw^rjuna, We find in the Upaniiftui, for ex* 
ample, “The absolute is neither in^-ardly cognizant, nor 
outwardly cogniiiant, nor on both sides together. Ii is 

neither a cognition-mass, it is neither knower nor not* 
hnower. It ts unseen, rnipracticable, unthinkable, unfRunt* 

able. It is the essence of the experience of self*Tdentity: 
in it all this universe ceases.’ ■ {Mattd, up,, VT. 7,) 

And in the Brhad^^rajiyaka Upani^ad: (II, 3, 6) “ ll 

is for this reason that they describe the Absolute as 

Neii Nell (not this, not this): there is nothing which 
exists outside It, the Brahman being all-inclusive.'* 

NagSrjuna has also conceived the Tathagata to be 
above the relative expressions. Thus we find in the 
Aindhyamika Karilms (XXII, 11, 12); “It should not 

be said that TathSjgata is ^nya or {isfUnyHf or both or 

neither. The name given to Him is conventional. In 
the state of calmness (IVtrviJptf) the four kinds of ideas, 

permanent, impermanent, both or neither, cannot exist.*' 
Compare also how Bhartphart speaks of the Absolute in 

his Vnkya-padiya: "Unity cannot exist without plurality, 

and vice versa, in the Absolute there is no distinction 

between the two. (HI, 6, 26.) The conception of one 
will not stand, if many are not thought at the same 
time. So also tlie conception of many loses its meaning, 

when one is not thought of. OH-6, 28.) In the Absolute 
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there is m admissibility of one or many, Ijeing or non- 
bein^. They belong only to the realm of creation.” (Ill, 1* 12.) 

Thus all our categories or concepts fail to describe 
the Absolute. All our terins for the .\bBoIute are un¬ 
satisfactory. Yet we cannot but name the Absolute, for 

we have to talk of It, although really speaking wc 
cannot talk of li. We have, therefore, to be satisfied 

with our names and desscriptions of the Absolute, only 
if we do not forget that all our descriptions are only 
suggestive of the Absolute. So, for practical 

purposes, and from various points of view, various names 

have been given to the Ultimate Reality by t'arious 
schools of thought, some of which Vasistha with much 

liberality of mind, althongb not quite precisely, mentions 
in the following passages: “ Many names have been 
coined for the .Absolute by the learned for practical 

purposes such as Riaiti (Law or Truth), 

Self, Paraih Brahma, Satyam (Truth), etc. (Ill, 1, 12.) 
It is called Puru^ by the Samkhja Philosophers, 

Brahman by the Vcduttta-vitHins (followers of the Upa^ 

nifads), pure and simple Vij^na-m’dtra by the 
vddim \ Suftya by the i^unya-vadins; the 
by the worshippers of the Sun; It is called the Speaker, 

the Thinker, the Enjeyer of actions and the Doer of 

them (the view of the NaiySyikas probably); li is Siva 

for the worshippers of S^iva ; Tittte for those who believe 

in that alone (III, 5, 6-7; V, 87, 19); It is called 

the Self o/ the Self by those who know It thus; 

Nairdtmya (Non-Self) by those who think thus; A/<aMfA* 

yam by the Madhyamikns; and the by those who 

have a mind equally prone to all.” (V, 87, 20.)* VVe 
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may add that It is the Unconditioned '* of Hamilton, 

'* the Unscrutable Power ” of Spencer, the ** Oneof 
Plotinus, the “Substance” of Spinoza, and the ” Neu- 

trum ” of Schelling. 
As various names have been given to the Absolute, 

so can It be described, for practical purposes and within 

limitations. In spite of language falling to convey an 
idea of the Absolute, it has to be described to make 
one have a self-intuitjon of It. Wc find quite a large 

number of verses in the Yoga-^v^si$iha in which the 
nature of the Absolute Reality is described. Here we 
translate a few of them: * 
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“The Absolute Consciousness is the Reality which w 
immanent even in the thousandth part of an atom of 
ether (aka^a) as pure Consciousness. (Vf^. Gli 6.) 
It is the pure Consciousness behind the purified selft 
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which h neither visible nor describable, neither far nor 

near, but realisable in experience alone, (Via. 48, 10'11.) 
It is All. the Self of all, yet free from ali objects, 

(V16, 52, 36.) It b the Void which ts Ixjtb being and 
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non-being, and yet has all creatures witbin Itself- (VId, 

52, 27,) It is something very subtle, \rhtch is all and 
yet nothing particular, which is neither air, nor ether, 

ttor intellect, etc,, nor void (isrunya), but beyond them 
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(VI6, 52, 28.) It is neither time, nor mind, nor self, 

nor being, nor non-being, nur space, nor direction, nor 
their middle, rior their end, nor unenlightened knowledge. 

iVlb, 52, 30.) It is Consciousness without thought, 

Illumination without any object opposed to iL 59, 4.) 
It is the Ultimate support, the knowledge of alt 

particular knowledges, the greatness of the great, and the 
heaviest of the heavy. (Vlir, 59, 5.) U is the thread run¬ 
ning through the hearts of all creatures. It is the pungency 

of all the chillies of beings- (V'la, 59, 9.) it is the thing¬ 
ness of things, existence of the existent, and non-cxia- 

tcnce of the non-existent. (Via, 59, AO.) It has ii® feet, 

hands, eyes, heads, mouths and ears ever>'where, and 
embraces all objects within itself. fVIi, 14, 9.) It is 

associated with all seiKe-qualities, yet is free from all 

of them. It supports all, yet is not attached to any 

form. It enjoys all qualities, yet is free from nil. (VT6, 14, 

10.) ft \s within and without all beings. It is both 

spirit and matter, h is the nearest, yet being very 

subtle, It is unknown and far, (VI5, 14, 11.) It is the 

heaviest of the heavy; subtlest of the subtle; greatest 

of the great; and the best of all the good things. 
(VI6, 35, IG.) It is so subtle that in comparison lo it 
the (ether) looks as gross as the Meru mountain 
in comparison to an atom. (Via, 96, !0i) ft is so 

extensive that in comparison to it the whole universe 
is like a minute invisible atom. (VIA, 96, 17.) it is the 

Experience of all and the Self of Consciousness. (Vfu, 

59, 7.) It is the oil of the world-sesamum; it is tlic 

lamp of the world-room; it' is the sap of the world- 
tree; it is the cow-herd of the world-cow, (Vld, 39, 8.) 

It is that from which, as rays from the sun, originate 

gods, Orahnja, Vis^u, etc., and innuinerable worlds 

like bubbles from the eeu. (HI, 5, 8-9.) It is that towards 
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which move all objects as well as the Self. (Ill, 3, 10.) 

It pervades all being—bodies, stones, creepers, sand- 
particles, inoantaim, winds and the nether worlds, (IH, 
5, 11,} U is that by which the sky is made empty, the 

mountains are made hard, wateis are made to move 

quickly; under the control of which the sun keeps shining 
like a lamp (III, 3, 13); that from which, tike torrents 
of rain from the ocean, proceed the muhifartons worlds. 

(Jil, 3, 14.) It is that ocean from which the t^ves of 
manifestation and withdrawal of worlds originate. (Ill, 

3, 13.) It is that which resides in all creatures as the 
undecaying, yet appearing as decaying, principle. (Ill, 

5, to.) It is that reality beyond all existence which 

brings into existence time, space, regularity, mov'ements 

and actions, (111,3,23*) It is that ocean of Conscious¬ 
ness in which there is absolute negation of the world 

as it exists for us (111, 7, 20)j in which the distinction 
of subject and object, in spite of its existence for us, 

is totally non-existent (III, 7, 21); that which though 

not really void is a void to us (Cf. ** Nothing to the 

senses, ycl AH in reality "-^Kingsland: Raihmi Mysti' 
cisttt, p. 81): that which is void in spite of the existence 

of the multitudes of worlds existing within itself. (Ill, 
7, 22.) It is (.hat which, although great Consciousness, 
is found to be unconscious like a rock [ and, although 

appciiring inert, is conscious within, (111, 7, 23.) It is 
Cin-mitiram (mere Consciousness) without any object op¬ 

posed to it, without change, beginning, middle or end. 

(Ill, 9, 30.) It is that which has no other cause of 

itself, but which is the cause of the world, as water 

of its waves. (Ill, 9, 53.) U is that from which, when 
it is in motion, the vision of the world proceeds and, 

when at test, merges in it, like the appearance of a 

circle in a fire-brand (HI, 9, 58); whose eternal nature 
42 
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tfi to evolve from and to involve in itself the world 
through Us own movement and rest. (111. 9, 59.) The 

nature of this reality is experienced when all thoughts of 
the mind have vanished, and the ego is lost (III, 10, 39); 
when the feeling of being a Imower is totally absent on 
account of the total negation of objectivity, and consc> 

i^uently, pure enlightenment shines in itself (111, 10, HO); 

when Consciousness divested of all objectivity experiences 
its o^vn being. (Ill, 10,41.) It is that beginningtess and 
endless Consciousness which revealb knowledge as weil as 

ignorance, subject and object. (Ill, 10. 47.) it is that 

pure Conscimtsness which exists beyond the senses and 
the mind in all living and nonliving beings. (lit, 10, 52.) 

U is that exiierience which is feaiizetl to endure between 
the subsidal of one thought (idea) and the rise of an* 

other. (Vlft, 106, 4.) Ttie Ether of Consciousness (C«/* 

Ubit^a) is experienced when one rests within, after having 

banished ah thoughts and objects from his mind, with¬ 
out, of course, getting sleep. (Vlt, 106, 7.) It is that 

in which originate the subject and knowledge. (Vli, 106, 
II.) It is the beginningless and endless Consciouness 
which is not limited in time, space, etc., and which is 

not opposed to any object by its side. (Ill, 10, 33.) 

It is thai which ia uniformly and equally present in the 
subject, the object and knowledge. (Ill, 10, 46.) (t is 

th.it exi>erience which is uniformly present throughout 

the states of waking, dream, sleep, the fourth (Turiya) 
and also beyond the fourth. fVIdv 11, 98.) It is the 

spectator of the drama of the world enacted by its own 

Power on the stage of the city of the Great Void.** 
(Vld. 37, 12.) etc., etc., etc. 

This description of the Brahman is in many places 

similar to what we find in the tJpani$a<U. Compare, 

for examine, the Mu^iLika Upafti^ad, Second Mundaka; 
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the Kent! Upani^d^ I, 2-8; the BThad-tiranyalia Upant- 

^ad. II, 5, 55; III, 7, 2-23; III, 8, 8-12; the 

sfvatara Upani^ad, II. 17; 111. 7; IV, 14; etc. Compare 
alst) AiS^va-gho^'s conception of Bliiitadathat'a (Suchncss); 

'* The quintessence of the MahS-yana as such-ncss exists 

in all things, remains unchanged in the pure as well as 
in the defiled, is always one and tlie same (anma/3), 

neither increases nor decreases, and is void of distinc¬ 
tion/' (Suzuki: Aipakening of Faitk^ p. 53-54.J “ It was 

not created in the {last, nor is it to i^e annihilated in 
the future, it is eternal, permanent, absolute ; and from 

all eternity it suflicicntly embraces in its essence all 
possible merits (^upyu)/' (/6id., p, 95.) Vasistha’s con¬ 

ception of the Brahman may also be very' well 

compared with that of the *' Primordial Sobsiancc" of 

Kingsland, which is as follows; “ From It all things 
proceed, and in It all things exist; yet these may 

disappear while It eternally remains. .And juat as we 
see that the physical world—diflerentiated out of the 

Ether—occupies an inlinitesimally small portion of space; 

that is to say; that it is only a comparativefy negligible 

^rtion of the Ether which becomes differentiated into 

physical matter, so also we must conceive that even 

the Ether does not differentiate the w'hole of Primordial 

Substance, but that behind or beyond every plane or 
grade of diEerentiation—physical, etheric, mental or 

spiritual, whatever may be the classification we adopt-— 

there lies the infinite ocean of the One Rout-Sulistance- 
JMnciplc, itself, in its pure, eternal, incomprehensible 

Crounp or NoUMEhtON, the Source and Root, the Life, 
Energy, Motion, Consciousness of all that ever was, is, 

or will be." {Rational Myotkism, p. 88.) 



CHAPTER Xli 

THE MANIFESTATION OF THE ABSOLUTE 

We have already learnt that, according to Vasi^ha^ the 

world is a manifestation of the mind; Mind is an 
expression of the Creative Power of the Absolute; and 

ilie Creative Power is only an aspect of the Absolute, 

with which it is ever one. From this it is evident 
tJiat the world is a manifestation of the Absolute 
Reality which is Consciousness. 

There being no other reality than the .4bsDiute by 
Its side, and the Absolute being the omnipotent source 
of the world, we can say that the Absolute manifests 
into the Vorld In Itself, and by Itself. This is what 
Vasisjha thinhs ; “ The world is the hj^thhauam ^expansion) 

of the Brahman, and the tphimtiam of the Brahman 

is the world. (VI«i, 2, 31.) The Brahman, without be¬ 
ginning or end, overflows like an ocean, (Via, 2, 27.) 

The ^If Itself has arison into the form of all objects, 
as an ocean into waves, ripples and sprays. (V, 72, 23.) 

What appears as the spread out network of the worlds 
is all Brahman existing in Itself. (Via, 11, 16.) h is, 

(as it were), the kacakacamm (dasxSing) of Consciousness 
(Vlft, 213, 18.) Whatever is seen here is all existing in 
the Absolute Self. It is the Infinite and the Full 

opening Itself oat in Itself. (Vie, 99. 18.) Whatever is 

produced here, exists here and is destroyed here, is the 
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Braliman changing itself in the Brahman by the poweis 

of the Brahman. (Ill, ICO, 28.) As a world of dream 
is only the manifestation of the consciousness of the 

dreamer, so is this worid a manifestation of the Self 
within the Self. (Ill, 11, 20.) As in dream as well as in 
deep sleep, so also in the creation-state as well as in 
dissolution, there is nothing else in the world but the 
Undecaying llrahman. (VIA, 213, 23.) As the waves, 

the billows, the ripples, the eddies, the bubbles, the 
spraye, etc., are ft'ater manifesting in water, so also the 
body, the creative force, the objective world, the growth 

and decay, tlic pby of ideation in bringing things into 
existence, and the things of the world, arc all Brahman 
inonifcstitig in the Brahman. (VIrr, tl, /Vll thiii 

is seen in the nether worlds, on the earth, and in the 

heaven; all that exists in the hearts of creatures or 
within a straw, is the Brahman, is Consciousness. There 

is nothing else but That.’' (Via, 2, 28.)' Compare what 

is held in the Lankitvatura'SiUira about the Alaya-viJ^na: 
“ Even so in the Alaya-sea 

Stirred by the Objectivity^witid 
All kinds of mentation waves 
Arise a-dancing, a-rolling.” 

(Suzuki; Mahu-ySna BudtiAism, p, 130.) 
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It has been ren»ark<id by Joad that “ Diversity and 

plurality can develop cut of unity in \’irtue of some 
initial potency for diveraity and plurality latent tn the 

Unity.’' (Joad i /ii;rodwc/fOM to Modern Philosophy, p. 65.) 

Vasi^ha seems to be conscious of this faett and 
so holds that the world is ever potentially existent in 

the Unity of the Brahman. "As in a seed the tree 
exists Cpotentially) with all its leaves, flowers, branches, 
fruits, trunk and root, so does this world exist in ilie 

Brahman. (HI, 100, 11.) It exists in the Brahman as 

fire in a sun-glass, and butter in milk, (Vlti, 9, 27.) 
All the three worlds exist in Consciousness as pungency 

in a chilly. {Via, 2, 52.) As all toys that can be made 
of clay are ever (potentially) present in clay; as al! 
dolls that can be made of a hJock of wood are ever 

present in It; as all the shades of a picture are present 

in the paint with which they are to be painted, so all 
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the worlds are over present m the Absolute,’' (IH, 61, 

24,)* It seems that the plturality ;:tndi multiplicity of 
the world, which can ncv'cr be evolved from an abstract 
and simple Unity, is conceived by Vasistha to be ever 
present in the Absolute in a manner that the whole as 

such is a homt^eneous Unity with all difTerentiatiuns and 
distinctions so balanced against one another that they 

blend into a Unity in the Vision of the Whole, probably 

in the same way as the seven colours of the rays of 

the sun, in spite of their ever remaining ever different 
colours, are together perceived as pure and simple 
whiteness by us * or as hydrogen and oxygen mixed tn 

certain proportions appear as pure and simple water to 

US, This conception of the .4bso]ute is very much 
aimilar to that of Bradley presented in his famous work 

Appearajtce and Reality, According to Bradley: '* The 
Absolute stands above and not below, its internal dis¬ 

tinctions, It does not eject them, but it includes them 
as elements in its fullness, It is not the difference 

but the concrete identity of all extremes.” (Bradley t 

Appearance and Realifyt p. 533.) 
We see plurality, change and imperfections in the 

world, because our vision of the Reality is relative and 

limited. In the Absolute all appearances are so rccon- 
ciled that It rs the Unified Whole, the Immutable 
and ever Perfect Reality, This: Immutable and ever 

Perfect whole appears in the world to be the ever 
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changing and imperfect many, only when they are taken 

in isolation from others. This is what constitutes the 
world. The appearance of the Reality is veiy nicely 
pointed out by Vasirtha in the following words: " tn 

reality the Absolute and the world are the same, yet 

in the world It appears different from what It in Itself 

is, h is one, yet it appears as many; It is the 
Whole, yet it appicars not to be so; though not empty, 

yet It appears to be so; though very subtle, yet appears 
to lic concrete or gross; ever shining, yet It apiTOars 
to be concealed; changeless, yet appears changing; ever 

calm, yet appears to be agitated; ever eiclstent, yet 
apiwars to be non-existing; undivided whole, yet appears 

to be divided; Conscious, yet api>cani as cnconsciouB; 
never an object, yet appears as objects; panless, yet 
appears in parts; ego-less, yet appears as an ego; 

imperishable, yet appears (>erishable; free from evil, yet 

appears to be with evil; objectless, yet appears to be 

with an object; bright, yet appears as dark; very ancient, 

yet appeius new; subtler than even an atom, yet 
appears to have worlds within; the Self of all, yet 

apjjcars to be forgotten and attainable with effort; 
though in Itself not a network of multiplicity, yet 

apltcars to be so; without any m^ya (deception), yet 
apjiears to be giving rise to it like the sun to its 
rays." {Vlb, 35, 6-13.) > 
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The Absolute of Vafiistha is thus not the obstruct 
and simple Unity of some thinkers, against which much 
has been said in the history of philosophy. It is not a 

notion arrived at by stripping off the world from It. 

For Vasistha, the world is within the Absolute, and to 
manifest as the world is the very nature {stNrMjit’a) of 

the Absolute, as we have already noticed. It is the 

very nature of Consciousness to manifest Itself in the 
form of world'objects, and this nature can be seen at 

work in dreams and the world of fancy.’' (VIb, 191, 
10-11,)* He goes even so far as to say: “As gold 
does not exist without some shape or form, so God 

does not exist without the ego and the world in 

Him, (VIrr, 96, 43-44.) The being of Consdouancss 
is diat of the world, and the being of the world is 

that of Consciousness.” (HI, 14, 75,)“ Similarly says 
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Bradley: “The Absolute is Its appearances^ Et realty is 

all and every one of them,” {Appearance atni Reality^ 
p. 486.) 

It may also be pointed out here that the world- 
process which for us extends to ages is, according to 
Vaststha, only a moment’s work In the Absolute. For, as 
has already been observed, time is relative to the mind. 
” The rise and fall of the multitudes of worlds in ages 

is an experience of kalpas (ages) for some, and of 
moments for another. (Ill, 40, 30.) The activity of 
a millionth part of (our) moment in the Absolute 
Consciousness is the world-process extending to ages," 

(in, 61, 17.)' 
The plurality and multiplicity of the world does in 

no way impair the Unity of the Absolute, for they are 
distinctions within the Absolute, which as such is a 

Homogeneous and Undifferentiated Mass of Conscious¬ 

ness, ” The multiplicity of the world {nanUta) is within 
the undifferentiated Consciousness mass {pitt4ant ekam 
akhantfitatii) in the same way as the ^‘aricty of the 

hues of a peacock-tall is present in the homogeneous 

liquid of the egg (out of which it comes out). (Vl<r, 
47, 29.) Alt the things of the world taken as an 

undifferentiated mass {pipdam ekam akhantiitam) arc 
the Brahman, as all leaves, fruits, branches and trunk 
of a tree exist in a seed-form. (Ill, 67, 36,) jug| 

as the unity of the sleep-consctousness is preserved 
intact in spite of its manifestation into the plurality of 

II 
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dreaiD'objects, so aJso the one Ether of Consciousness 
{Cid'iUk'iltifa) is manifesting Itself as many without losing 
Its Unity, {V'16, 144, 23,) As multiplicity of waves exists 

within the unity of an ocean; as dolls in a block of 
wood; as pots in a lump of clay; so does the plurality 

ejdst in the Unity of the Brahman, (Vli, 34, 25.) As 

the homogeneous mass of light has within it the multi- 

plicit}' of rai^; as the homogeneous mass of water has 
within it the muJltpUctty of drops •, so the Absolute 
Consciousness has within It the multipiicit}' of vibrations 
of the world-appearances/’ fIV, 36, 16,)^ Bradley also 

accepts this as a fact, but finds it difficult to account 
for it, as appears from; ** We do not know why and 

how the Absolute divides itself into centres or the way 

in which so divided it still remains one.'' {Appcaranca 
and Reality ^ p. 327.) Kiitgslaud also holds a view 

similar to that of V;isi^a: " In each and every case 
where we say, in the conventional language of the formal 
mind, that the Unity becomes a multiplicity, or tif>pears 

in separation or opposition: the fundamental unity is in 
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no wise thereby in any case di^'ided^ it still remains in 

all its absolatcness. The Ether docs not cease to be 

Ether, qua Ether, when it differenttates into physical 
tnatier; , . , The Cosmic Mind does not cease to be 
Cosmic Mind, as such, w*hen a portion of it diSeren- 

tiates into individual minds.” (Kingsland: Rational Mys- 

Itcisnt, p. 223.) 
The Absolute is not alTected even in the least by 

the world-process that is going on within It. The world 
docs not add anything to Its ever present Perfection, 

nor does it take anyilung away from It. *' As the sky 
is not made wet by the showers from the clouds exist* 
ing within it, so also the multiplicity of the world- 

processes existing within and on the basis of the Absolute 
Consciousness does not at all alTecl in any way the 

Absolute. (IV, 3b, S.) The Absolute continues unchanged 
and unaffected in spite of the series of the world-dreams 

appearing one after another within It, (Vl^, 72, 3.) As 
welter does not change into something else by the con¬ 
stant rise and fall of waves on its surface, so also the 
Absolute docs not become anything else by cvolutiou 

and involution of worlds within It.” (VI^, 195, 27,) ‘ 

BSdarayat^, the author of the Brahvia-slitrao, also thinks 
similarly; The Brahman manifests itself into the world 

without undergoing the least change*’ (I, 4, 26), and 

'* without ceasing to be what it was." (11, I, 27.) S’arhkara 
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agrees on this point and holds: “ As the magician is 

not affected by the illusion {meryii) which he htmself has 
created, because it is without reality so also 

Param Brahma is not affected by the illusion of 
sathsara " (Deussen: - The System of Ved9nia, p. 275); 
and ** As the dreamer creates many forms, and yet 

remains one and undivided, as gods and magicians, 

without changing their nature, make horses, elephants, 

etc,, appear, so the manifold creation arises in the uni* 

form Brahman, i*Hthoot the Brahman thereby undergoing 

the least change of nature." (/d/d, p, 27&—The Com- 
meniary of S^amkara on the Sutra, II, 1, 28 of the 

Brahma-sRirrtSt) 

H that is so, how can the Absolute be said to be 
the cause of tlte world-process ? It cannot be said to 

be the Creative Cau-se of the ivorld in tlie ordinary 

sense of the term, replies Vasis^, It is the agent 
{karia), cause ur creator of the world in a peculiar 

sense. Its mere existence in its oivn calmness causes 
the world<-cvolution or involution. It is, as Ainstotlc 

held in Greece, unmovlng cause of the movements of 
the world*process. Mere samnidhi (presence by the side 
nearby) of the Absolute is a sufficient motive force 

of the world, "The Self, in spite of Us ever remain¬ 
ing calm, witltout doing anything, is the doer of 

everything, like the indifTerciitly sliining lamp as the 
cause of our perceptions. (IV, 5b, 17.) It does not do 
anything in spite of doing everything like the sun with 

regard to the activities of the day. (IV, 56, 18.) The 

regular couritc of the world is going on by the mere 
presence {sathnidhi-inittrena) of the Ultimate Conscious* 

ness, as light proceeds from the mere presence of the 
lamp without any desire on its part (IV, 56, 27); as 
by the mere presence of clouds the kvtaja dowers bloom. 
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(JV, 56, 28.) Ii is the cause of the world-gnocess, 
without any desire on Its part, hy Us mere existence, 
as a piece of magnet is the cause of the movoRients 
of iron. (IV, 56, 31; Via, % 32.) ^ 
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CHAPTER XIn 

IDENTITY OF EVERYTHING WITH THE 
ABSOLUTE 

Ih the last chapter we have seen that, according to 
Vasistha the Absolute manifests Itself into the world 

which ever exists in n potential form within It. In this 
chapter we shall try to undcrst.ind how he conceives 
the relation of the world and things within it to the 

Absolute. 
As the Brahman is the Ultimate and Absolotc 

Reality from which everything in the world originates, 

in which everything exists, and into which ever^ihing 

merges, there cannot be anything in the world which is 
essentially different from the Brahman. When everything 

lives, moves and has its being in the Absolute, how can 
it be separate from Brahman 7 Everything must in that 

case be essentially identical with it. It cannot be other 
than the Brahman, just as no ornament of gold can be 

anything other than gold; as no form of water can be 

anything other than water; as no thought can be other 

in essence than the mind in which it occurs. This 
reintion is termed by Va8i${.ba as identity {tadotmata), 

non-difference {abhmnattt), non-othemess etc. 
This is ver>' simitar to what we find expressed in the 

Opani^ads in such expressions as *' Thou art That" 

(Vide, The Chztttdogya Upani^ad^ VI) with regard to the 

relation of individual to the Absolute. 
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According to the SSmJthya philosophers Prakfti and 
Puru^a are two realities essentially different in nature 

from each other, but, as we have already seen, Prairti* 
according to Vasi^tha, is only a creati^'c Power of the 
Absolute assuming a form to manifest the world. It 
evolves out of the Absolute and returns back to It. It 
is not, therefore, anything different from the Absolute, 

which is often called the Self by him. As a Jar is 

nothing different from clay, so the Prahti is not 
essentially different from the Self. It is only the Self 
existing in this form. (Via, 49, 29.) As a circular 
motion of water is called an eddy, so also an agitation 

in the Self is called by the name of PrattfH, and as 

an eddy is water, so the PrakfU is the Self. (Via, 49, 

30.) As wind and air differ only in name and not ip 
reality, so also the Prakj-ti and the Self are different 
only in name and not in reality. (Via, 49, 31.) The 

difference between the two is due to our ignorance; it 

will cease to be believed in the enlightened state.*’ 
(Via, 49, 32.) ‘ 

In the same way the mind is not different from 
the Absolute, but identical with It in essence. *^The 

limited, relative forms called minds originate from the 

Absolute, so know them to be the Absolute. (HI, 100,23.) 
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The mind is the creative farce of the Brahman, &a it 
cannot be other than the Brahman. Knew it to he identi¬ 

cal with the Brahman." (HI, 100, 17; V1&, 84, 2,J’ 
We have already seen that according to Vasistha 

every object of the world is an idea of some mind, 
and so nothing in essence is different from the mind 

in which it originates. The mind, we have seen, is a 
creative centre in the Absolute and as such identical in 
essence with the Absolute. The Mind being identical 

with the Absolute, it is not diihcult to understand that 
everything is identical with the Absolute, Thus Vasistha 
says: " As gold and ornaments of gold are not two differ¬ 

ent things, so also the Brahman and the world are ttot. 

(Ill, I, 17.) The world is not different from the 

Brahman as the waves are not diiTerent from water 

(in, 61, 4); as currents of air arc not from air (III, 

9, 33}; as dream and the world of fancy are not from 
mind (Vih, 34, 24); as heat is not from fire, fragrance 

from a ftower; blackness from ink: whiteness from 

snow; as sweetness from sugar (Vlo, 3, 5); as pung¬ 

ency is not from chilly (V, 57, 1); saltness from salt 

(V, 57, 2) ; as hardness from stone (V. 57, 4); inert¬ 

ness from a mountain (V, 57, 5); liquidit)- from water 

(V, 57, 6); branches from a tree (V, 57, 7); emptiness 
from the sky (V, 57, 8); impenetrability from a wall 

{V, 57, 10); existence from the Self (V, 57, 11}; 

awareness from consciousness (V, 57, 12); pleasantness 

from mifk (til, 61, 27); lustre from a gem (Ill, 61, 
29); whiteness from a conchshell (fll, 14, 72); oil 
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from sessmum seeds.” (Ill, 14, 74.) In fact “The 

being of the world is the bein;^ of Consciousness, and 
the being of Consciousness is the being of the world. 

(Ill, 14, 740 ‘ 
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Thua every thing, every state of existence, every 
activity, in short aU that there i& in the world is the 

Brahnnan. Cause, action, actor, birth, d^th, and ex¬ 
istence, ever)'thsng is the Brahtnan, there is nothing eUe. 

(IfI, 100, 30.) The network of the worlds is the Brah¬ 
man : the ten directions are the Brahman; time, space, 
things, activities, etc., all are the Brahman.” (VI fr, 
GO, 28.) * Thus not only is the indi\ndua1 identical with 
the Absolute, but everything is equally identical with It, 
as the CkSttdogya Upanifad also declared: *^Sarvath 

khalv uia^ Brahma," r,e., everything verily is here 

Brahman. 
The MahS-yana Buddhists, it may be pointed out 

here, also spoke of things being identical with the mind 

or Ataya'vijHtina in the same way as Vasina did. 
But they kept in view at the same time the other fact 
of non-identity also. A^va-gbosa for example says; 

“ Water can be said to be identical (in one sense) and 

not identical (in the other sense) with (he waves.” 
Similarly we find in the Lahiltvatnira-^tra t 

“ The saline crystal and its red bluishness. 

The milky sap and its sweetness, 
The various fiowers and their fruits. 

The sun and the moon and their luminosity : 
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m P 

These nre neither separable nnr inseparable, ’ 
As waves are stiired in the water. 

Even so the seven modes of mentation 

Are awakened in the mind and are onited with iL'* 
{LankiXvatHTu-gUtra quoted by Suauki in his Makn-yana 
Buddhism, on page 13L) 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE KEALM OF APPEARANCE 

We are now coming to a delicate aspect of 
Vasistha's metaphysics, ois., that the world-CJtperieiice is 

not real but only an appearance. The distinction be¬ 

tween reality and appearance is a very old one in 
philosophy, and not new to Vasisfha alone* Even 
common-sense makes this distinction. From time im¬ 

memorial philosophet^ have been distinguishing between 

some contents and aspects of experience as real and 

others as illusorj', although the test of reality and ap¬ 

pearance has been differontlv conceived by them. NSg- 
arjuna, S^ri-harsa and Bradley are some of the greatest 

writers on the problem. In the Yoga-vusi^M* however, 
we di> not find anything like a logical discussion of the 

problem. What we find is only a vision of the problem 

which might have been later on developed into the 

Attirvacaniya philosophy of the Advaita Vedanta, 
Mere objectivity or practical efficiency is no test of 

reality, according to Vaaiffha. The test of reality is 

eternal persistence or changeless continuity. There cannot 
be a beginning or end to that which is real. Nothing 

that begins to exist and comes to an end can be called 

real. And that which is not thus real is unreal, in the 

true sense, no matter if it appears. Reality and truth 

mean the same thing for Vasi^jha, The literal meaning 
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of the word saiya (tnic) ts that which is (from the 
root sat) ever. “ That is troe^ and nothing else, which 

does not begin to exist, nor ceases to exist at any time, 
(but always t:ontinues to be), (V, 5, 9.) That alone is 

real even now which existed before the beginning and 
which will continue to exist after the end (of the 
manifestation of the wo rid-process), (IV, 45, 46.) And 
how can that be real in the present which was not in 
the |>aat and will not be in the future? (V, 5, 9.) For, 

that which was not in the past, and which will not be in 
the future cannot be real in the present e\'en, (IV, 45, 

45.) That which is can never come to end at any time.” 
(Ill, 62.)* It may also be noted here that N^ga^r- 

juna and Gaui^a-pada have gi\’en exactly the same test 
of realityi The former says: "How can that have a 
middle {tttadhya) w*hich has no reality in a before (ffgra) 

or after (avrtTff) ? [Madhyamika KarikitBt XT, 2); and 

the latter holds: " That which is naught at the beginning 
and is so also at the end, does necessarily not exist in 

the middle/* (The Ma^dfikya-kitrikiTs, [V, 31.) S'arhhara 

also says: " What is etemaj cannot have a beginning, 
and whatever has a beginning is not eternal. (S'aifikam's 
Cmntnentary on the Tait, Up. Introduction.) 

But what would be the character of those contents 
of our experience which have a beginning and an end, 

and endure only in the present ? We cannot call them 

absolutely unreal, for an absolutely unreal thing can 
never esdsu They cannot be called real, for strictly 
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speaking, that alone is real which ever continues to be, 
and so will never come to an end. That such contents, 
which have a beginnings and an end, are countless in 

our experience cannot be denied without evoking ridicule. 
For, except probably the SJelf, there is nothing in our 

experience which has not had a beginning and which 
will not have an end, Vaaistha thinks that they may 
be characterized as mitkyti (false), bhranti-tntittam (mere 

illusion), words which may be translated as appearance, 

as the word has come in vegue in modem philo^ 
Sophy, Appearance is that which partakes both of 

reality and unreality, but which is neither absolutely. 
All the contents of our experience, thus, whether of 
dream or of waking consciousness, Nvbether of short 

duration or of long, whether useful or otlterwise, whe¬ 

ther private or shared by others, are appearance ac¬ 

cording to this test of reality. They are called mitkyn 

(false), sad'Hsan'maya (neither teal nor unreal abso¬ 

lutely), for one who experiences them. As long as one 

experiences them, it will be ridiculous to call them 

unreal, for the unreal cannot be experienced, and absurd 

to call them real for they begin and cease to lx: 

exiiericnced; or, they begin to exist and come to an 

end at some time or other. The world-experience as 

a whole also falls within the realm of apiicaraiice. For 

it loo In the present form begins and ends in time. 

The individuality, which involves the assumption of a 

separate existence from the Absolute in which really we 

all live move .and have our being, is an appeamnee, for 
it has its beginning in the will to be, and will have its 

end when it finds the true Self in the Absolute. The 
creative impulse in the Absolute itself is an api>earanee, 

for it too has an origin and merges in the Undifferen¬ 

tiated .Absolute Whole, which never begins or ends to 
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exist, and Aerefote is truly real. Keeping these 

consideraduns in view we can understand the expression!; 
of Vasistha and of other Advaitist thinkers with regard 
to the mitfiysivij or illcsoriness of the world without 

ridiculing or misunderstanding them. In the case of 

Vasi^ we must also not forget that he is an idealist 
for whom all objects are ideas. 

Here are some of the statements of Va^slha: 

The world, he says, is neither real nor unreal: 
** The world is neither real nor unreal, but only an 

illusory appearance in the mind, like a hypnotic scene 
arisen at the same time in many minds. (Ill, 65, 6.) 
It is neither real nor unreal, but only appears as an 
illusion does. (Ill, 44, 27.) It appears as a snake 
appears in a rope. (Ill, 44, 4L) h has arisen like 

a network of dreams, which are neither real nor unreal/’ 
114, 20>} ^ S^arhkara says the same thing in a 

more technical manner: '* The world ndther is, nor is not, 

and so its nature is tndescrihabJe,” (See R5dha*kr^n i 
/ndutn Phti<Kiophy, Vol, II, p. 564,) 

The world is real as well as unreal. “The world is 
real as well as unreal like the river of a mirage obseri'ed 
in the light of the sun. (III. I, 19.) The world-ex¬ 

perience partakes of birth reality and unreality (sud-irsud- 
Jtimaiiattt). It is unrea! as it does not endure for ever, 

and real because it appears and is experienced, ft is 

like a dream which partakes both of reality and unreality. 
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(IH. 65, 5,) [t (a uoteality appearing as real. It is 

an appearance (pratibhutiam).’* (Ml, 54,21,)' 
U IS therefore more correct to call the world as an 

appearance, and as such, it is on par with all kinds of 

appearances from the point of view of the Ultimate 
Reality, such as the ordinary illusions of our every*day 
experience are. There is no difference whauoever be¬ 
tween the two. The contents of both are ideas in the 

mind, according to idealism, appearing to be existing 
outside as objects in their own right. Privacy of the 
so called illusions cannot differentiate them from the 

objects of the waking experience which are common and 

shared by all, for there are many illusions which are 
shared in common by all creatures, such as the experi¬ 

ence of the son being bigger in mornings and evenings, 
or as Vasistha has pointed out, the same contents of a 
h}'^>notic vision or a dream may at the same time be 

presented to many minds. The duration of their being 

experienced cannot also distinguish between the two sorts 

of appearances, for all durability of experience, according 
to Vasistha is relative, and, as we have already noted, 

the whole world-history which extends to centuries for 

us, is a moment's experience for the Absolute. Does 

the BO called tangibility, intensity, hardn^ or stability 
differentiate beriveen the two ? No, for, the so-called 

illusory objects also appear, at the lime of their being 
e,\{>crienccd, tangible, intense, hard and stable, just as 
the objects of the world do. Even effectiveness is not 
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a diffcitiritinting character between the twft, for even 

dream objects are also effective as long as they are 
eicpenenccd. And the objects of the world too are not 

equally effective to ail. Thus there is no difference 
between the ordinary illusory’ experiences of every-day 
life and the grand illusory' experience of the Cosmos. 

So does Vasistha give them Gt}tta) status of being illu¬ 
sory appearances, in the following passage: 

Thus know the entire objective world as well as 
the subjective ego, etc., to be merely an illusory appear¬ 
ance (iV, ], 2); like the illusory water of a mirage 
(IV, 1, 7); like the kingdom of a day-dream (IV, 1, 12): 

like a snake appearing in place of a piece of rope 
(VU, 101, 58); like a dream (III, 82, 51); like a 
magic city (111,62, 5); like castles in the air (j^andhatva^ 

ttagara) like a second moon perceived by (lersons with 
diseased eyes (Vlh, 190, 13); like the movements of 
trees and mountains on the shore perceived by a 
passenger in a boat ; like the dance of a mountain (the 

illusion of a mountain being teased up and down) seen 
when one is uneasy and feels dizzy (Ml, 41, 52); like 

the cutting of onc*s own head in a dream (Hi, 41, 53); 
like the illusion of water in a desert; like the idea of 

a bracelet in a piece of gold (Ul, 26, 15); tike the 

whirling movements of trees seen by an intoxicated man. 

(Ill, 66, 8.) The world is nothing more than an illu¬ 
sion. (111,66,4.) The origin, the gnow'tb, the enjoyment, 
and the involution of the world, ail arc illusory appear¬ 

ances/' (in, 67, 76.)' According to Atfva-ghoKi also 
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Tatkaiu is the only reality, and “All phenomena in the 
world arc nothmg but illusory manifestations of the mind 

{ataya-vijtiana) and have no reality of their own.'* (Dasa* 
guptat Histtfty of htdian Philosophy^ Vol. I, p. 135-136.) 

NSgarjuna also holds; “The production, the stay and 
the destruction all are like a magic scene (ni3yj), like 
a dream» and like a city in sky {gandhorea^nagaraV* 

(Madhyamika-knrifias, VII, 34.) A similar view is advo¬ 
cated by Gau^-pada in his Mzntjlukya-kurikiis^ (See 

/fanias. IV, 31; 11. 31; IV, 33-39; II, 1-3; il. 6-7.9.) 
Individuality is also an appearance like all other 

illusions. “The Jlv-a is like a second moon appearing 

to a person of diseased vision,'* (HI, 100, 35.) The 
coming of the creative power to consciousness is an act 
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In time. It has also to i^coil back to the Absolute at 
some time or other. And when mer]ged in the Absolute 
it is one with It, and nothing separate frcini It. Judged 

by the test of reality, the creative power as such of 
the Absolute is also an appearance. It is not a reality, 
because it does not endure eternally as such. As creative 

acti^nty, it has a beginning and an end in the Abso¬ 

lute. It Is called Avidya^ •'V9y<r, great Ignorance 
from which the poison of the world originates. (V, 13, 

89.) This Ignorance appears dearly and is also said 
to be, but in reality is devoid of reality, although it 
is seen to be something suhstantiaL (III, 113, 15-17.) 

It manifests itself in the world of ideas, in thousand 

branches, so to say, yet in itself it Is an unreal 
appearance, not real from the absolute point of view, 

(III, 113, 33.) The appearance of all objects is called 
AvidyU, It does not exist in reality, as no water 
really exists in a mirage-riitir. (Vt6, 52, 5.) (Vide, 

Gauda-pSda: Hjitikiis, IV, 58.) From the Absolute point 
of view of reality Avidy'it is unreal; The Brahman 
alone which is beginningless, endless, changeless, is real, 

for It exists throughout the past, present and future." 
(Vlu, 40, IL) * Even iir>w, if one could grasp the idea 
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of the total Eicperience being one UndifTcreTitiatecI 
Homogeneous Whole, he will not experience any exist* 

enoe of the creative activity functioning, for in the 
Absolute all distinctions are balanced against one another 
and are unified in one Homogeneous Unity at all 

times, as we have already mentioned. Bradley has 
beautifully put the same idea aa: " All differences come 
together in the Absolute. In this, how we do not 

know, alt distinctions are fused, and all relations dis* 

appear." tBradIcy: Appearance and Reality, p. 203.) 
So does Vasistha say: “ When the correct knowledge of 

the Absolute dawns, you will know that neither the 

world is (real), nor the is (real)," (Vlfr, 32, 7,) * 
For, as Hegel believed, every thesis ^affirmation) has 

Its antithesis (negation), and both are synthesi^d in the 

Absolute; or as Bradley has put it; The reality owns 
the discordance and discrepancy of appearance, but it 

possesses also much else in which the jarring character 

is swallowed by and is dissolved in fuller liannony," 
(Bradley: Appearance and Reality^ p. I<J2). In the 

Brahman of Vasisiha, the Creative Power and the Des¬ 

tructive Power {m^a-ttaktil are ever fused in a state 
of balanced calinness. (Vide, III, 100, 5.) 

Another word used for the Creative Power of the 

Absolute is MUytt (»»a—not, ya=ihat)- This name is 
given to it because “It is not (wa) absolutely real, but 

an appearance," (IV, 41, 34.) If one could raise him¬ 

self to the Experience of the Absolute, he will realise 

that Af«ryil is only an appearance for those who do 

not know the Keality in which it is ever negated by 

its opposite, and so has no absolute reality, " It appears 
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as lonji; as its unreality is net recognized. It ceases to 

function in the experience of one who has realized its 
unreality in the Absolute,’* (IV, *11, 15.) ‘ Prof, Rsdh3'> 

kr^an, similarlyf wrilest Heaven and earth shall pass 
away, our body decays, our senses change and our 
empirical egos are built up before our eyes. None of 

these is ultimately real. The abstract expression of this 

phenomenality of the world is (F^dh3-kpsoan: 
Jttdian Pkilosofiky, Vol. II, p, 564.) 

Thus every finite, definite, particular and temporary 
form of the Absolute Reality, is an appearance, no 
matter what its character and durability may be. 

Judged from the Absolute standard of reality all forms 
are equally unreal. There may be degrees of reality 
and unreality in the realm of appearances, hut from 

the .Absolute stand^xiint all are equally unreal. Yet for 

those who have not yet attained to the philosophical 
consciousness {jnuna, hodka), and so have not yet 

realized that the world U only an appearance, it is 

intensely real. Every concept, every object, everything 
in the world ia considered real by them, as those, who 

have not yet realized that the contents of their ordinary 
illusory cJfiwriencc ate mere appearances, think them 

to be real, “ The world Is as real as a thunderbolt for 

those who have not yet extended their vision to the 

Absolute Reality, and so do not know the truth, 
(III, 42, L) It IS as real and perplexing to the 

ignorant as a ghost teasing a child unto death (III, 

42, 2): as. a mirage-water tantalizing a thirsty deer 
(III, 42, 3); as the suffering of one's own death in 
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a dream (Ul, 42, 4}: as a mere omamcnt-conccplion 
in gold to the fascinated (III, 42, 5); as the vision of 
cities in the sk)’ to those who are ignorant of their 

unreality. (lU, 42, &.) The long illusion of the world 
is experienced as real only by the fujam (peo|de full 

of desires and ambitions) and tstnaBa (grossly ignorant 

and merged in objectivity) cr^tures.” (V, 5, 2.)^ 
The contents of this chapter will he more intel¬ 

ligible when the next chapter is gone through, for 

appearances are known as such only when they are 

negated. 
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CHAPTER XV 

THE ABSOLUTE POINT-OF-VIEW 

Hitherto wc have teamt what Vasi^ha has told us 

the Ab^Iute Reality from our point'df-view (dr$?0> **«*i 
from the standpoint of tndi\ndua1ity, objective world, 

creationt etc. Now wc shaH learn what he says of the 
Absolute in Itself, so far as anything can be said of 

It. For, In the first place, it is rather difhcult, if not 
impossible, to know the Absolute as such, ** Fully to 

realize the Absolute as Bradley puts it, is for the 

finite beinga impossible. In order thus to know, we 

should have to be, and then we should not exist.^' 
(Bradley: Appearance and Reality, p. 159.) Secondly, 

if somehow kno^vn or experienced in mystic exjierience, 

as Indian thinkers have held, no description of It can 
be given in language, for, as we have already seen, all 
our terms arc relative and incapable of giving an idea 

of what the hearer himself has not already experienced. 

Manna (silence) would in that case lie the inevitable 

coarse. Yet something has to be spoken about the 

Absolute as such in order that those who have no intui' 

tion of It may be helped to have it. Vaaistha there¬ 

fore resorts to the metbcxl of denying, what the Absolute 

cannot Ije, what the Absolute docs not experience, what 

as such does not exist in the Absolute. A little con* 

sidemtion 'wil! convince one that all that wc linve noticisd 

to be mere appearances cannot as such exist in the 
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Absolute Reality, for they are definite forms that have 

a beginning and an end, and even at the time of their 

appearance they are balanced by their opposites existing 
also in the Absolute, both fusing into the Homogeneous 

Undifferentiated Whole—^the Brahman. The Brahman 
cannot be called either of the two opposites, because It 
is at the same time the other. No particular form, no 

particular movement, no particular mdividuiUity, no parti¬ 
cular state, can be said to be existing ns such in the 
Absolute, for there it meets also its opposite, its antithesis, 

its negation, and thus gets neutralised and Fused, or as 
Bradley says, transmuted, into the homogeneous 
undifferentiated (akhapda) Brahman. Vasi^ha has com¬ 

pared the Absolute with a marble-block, in which there 

are thousands of statues potenttally existing. In the 
block, the presence of that portion of the block which 
an artist would extricate from it in order to actualize 

a particular statue together with that ponioti which 

would constitute the statue, negates itself as well as the 

statue, and leaves the block as an undifferentiated ma^, 
In the same way, all appearances lose their distinctive 

characters by existing together with others in the Ahao- 

lute, leaving It as pure Unity of Experience, as Bradley 
has also put it: '* There fa but one Reality, and its 

being consists in Experience. In this one whole all 

appearances come together, and in coming together they 

in various degrees lose their distinctive natuics." (Bradley; 
Appearance and Realdy, p. 435.) Such an Absolute, 

we must not forget, is not tlie abstract unity which is 

arrived at by stripping off ail concrete things from it, 
a concept to which we have objected in a previous 

chapter. The Absolute of V'asi^ha is the Unity of the 

whole within which all things are potentially, nay, 

actually, present in case they are hypostatlzed, but are 
Hi 
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not experienced n& such in the One Indivlsihlc Experi- 
ence, m which the subjeci-object distinction is obliterated. 
No category of our finite experience can describe It. 
It is only when we cease to be fond of particulars, 

when we cease to be interested in this or that, when 
our interests and emotions are universali^^ed, whan neither 
of the two opposites, of the pair of thesis and antithesis, 

enchants us, that we can have a mj^stic experience of 
this ever existing state. It is not absolutely impossible 

to realize this experience, as Bradley thinks it to be so, 
for cveiy finite being has its root In liie infinite ocean 

of the Absolute, and the very moment the finite being 
gives up, negates, forgets, ceases to pursue, inteitectually, 

morally and emotionally, all that makes it finite, the 
experience of the Infinite dawns upon him. He is then 

transmuted into the Absolute Reality, in which he finds 
no trace of any of the appearances of the finite experi< 

ence. Then he will find no evil, no bondage, no 
ignorance, no change, no world, no individuality, no 

God, no freedom, no stagnation, no prataya (dissolution), 
and no objectivity, for all of them are relative concep 
lions, ever neuiralkcd, fused and blended in the Absolute 

Experience, nothing more about which can be said. 

With this introduction we proceed to learn what Vaslstha 
has said in connection with the first and last concept 
of his philosophy. 

The appearances are experienced to exist so long 
as the Absolute ts not realized, and as- long as 

finitude continues. The various aspects of finitude are 
pointed out by Vasiatha in the following passages: The 

world of appearance is experienced as long as there is 
igiionince of the Alisolnte; as long as there is trust in 

the forms of the world \ as long as one believes himself 
to be other than the Absolute; as long as the body is 
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believed to be the Self, and the objective things are 

ideiitilted with the Self; as long as the idea of “mine” 

exists; as Jong as the higher standpoint has not been 
realized through association with the wise; as long as 

ignorance has not ^'anished; as long as the idea of the 
world has not become weaker by right vision; as long 
as spiritual blindness and desire for the objects of senses 

continue, and the poison of hopes and expectation lasts 

in the personalit>-.” (Vlfl, 2, 30-3S.) ^ Compare with 
this what As^va-gho^ says: “The tvaves are stirred up 
by the wind, but water remains the same. When the 

wind ceases, the motion of the waves subsides; but the 
water remains the same , , , Likewise when the 

mind . , . is stirred up by the irind of ignorance 

{avidy^, the waves of mentality make their appearance. 

These three the mind, ignorance and mentality), 
however, have no (absolute) existence, . . . When 

ignorance is annihilated, the awakened mentality is tran- 
quillized, whilst the essence of wisdom remains unmolest¬ 
ed.'* (Suzuki: Awakefiing of FaitK p. 67-68.) Schiller 
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aJso suggests that the appearance ot the world Is relative 
to our mind; “ Thus the objective world in Space and 

Time would . . , represent merely a stiite or condition 
•of our mind, which need not exiat at all except for a being 
in that condition." (Schiller: Riddle of ihe Sphitix, p. 275.) 

The ignorance, on account of which we take the 
appearances to be real, vanishes W'hcn knowledge of the 
Truth dawns. " Ignorance seems to be endlessly existing 

only so long as one does not Icnow it to be so, tike an 
illusory river in a desert. (VI6, 160, 8.) As on the rise 

of the sun the night vanishes somewhere, so also at the 
rise of discriminative consciousness ignorance vanishes, 
(in, 114, 9.) False appearances exist as long as they are 

not recognized to be so, and when they are recognized to 

be so, tiirough right thinking, they vanish." (VI<i, 10, 36.)^ 
The worlddlluslon ceases to be experienced by one 

" when there is no interest in aense-enjoyments; when 
the fetters of expectation are cut; when one is at jieace 
by giving up all hankerings; when the vision of die 

Absolute has arisen; when the individuality is annihilated 
(or merged) in the Absolute as butter in fire/' (VI<i, 
2, 56-41.)’ Compare what a modern writer says; "When 
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we gain the consciousness of unity with the Infinite 

Perfection, the consciousness of time and space^ as limi- 
tations tvill disappear: and the consciousness of the 
relative, imperfect world, as such will disappear. In very 

truth—in reality—they never existed." (Charles Waset 
The Inner Teachings arfd Vogn, p. 5/.) 

By coming to the true vision we do not " destroy 
the appearances. The term destruction is not suitable 

here, according to \'asistha. For, destruction is a mean' 
ingless term. We cannot destroy the real, and to 
destroy the unreal is meaningless. There is no destruc¬ 

tion in the unwerse. "The concept of destruction 

or the opposite can have meaning only with reg^ird to 
real things, but that which is not real cannot be deS" 

troyed. The word is meaningtss in that case. (Ill, 21, 
58.) Does the term destmctlon have any meaning in 
the case of the ceasing of an illusory snake from being 

experienced in place of a piece of rope, when true 

knowledge is acquired? (llli 21, 59,) That which is 
absolutely unreal cannot be destroyed, because it is 

already non-existent (V'15, 213, (1), and that which is 

real cannot be made unreal." (V^IA, 213, 12.)' 
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Where do the objective forms then go when they 
arc no longer eiperienoed ? They merge in the Ab¬ 
solute from which they arose. “ fn the cases of 

dreams, illusions and fajicies, the objective forms merge 

in the consciousness when the scene ends, as the 
currents of air lose themselves in ain (III, 37, 44.) 

So when the tendency of Consciousness to experience 
appearances comes to an endp those appearances merge 
into Consciousness.” (Ill, 57, 45.)* 

This being the nature of the appearances, we 
cannot say that they exist as such in the Absolute 

Brahman. They are all relative to the experiencer. 
“ In Reality there is no worid-appearance. Only the 

Brahman exists/' (IV. 40. 30.)* This is the Ultimate 
Truth. "The doctrine of all the Adhviitma SttsiraB 

(spiritual lore) which supercedes all others is that 

neither there is Avidya nur MuyZt, but only the 

Brahman in which all these distinctions and processes 
are merged. (Via, 125, 1.) All this Is Brahman, eter¬ 
nal, undecaying mass of Experience. There b no 

other thing liie the mind (as such) therein at any 

lime, (m, U4, U.) All this (world) is the Absolute 

Brahman (111, 4, 68), all (plurality) is the One, without 
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difTefcntiations, witliout being broken in parts, which 
never grows oId> never dies or dcca>'s. (Ml, 84, 26.) 

[L IS Consciousness from which the object has nut lieeii 
separated (i-e., Consciousness in which the distinction of 

subject and object has not j’et arisen), and which is 
universally present in all,'* (III, 114, 16,)* The Ab* 
salute is thus the Unity of Experience in which alt 
distinctions of our limited vision, which start with the 

hypostatkation of the creative force, are ever blended 
into a distinction)ess Homogeneity. It being the Infinite 
and Eternal Whole, all processes, distinctions and 

multiplicity appear only in relation to one another, and 

not as such in the Absolute. To understand this point 
let us think of a big hexagon^ As a hexagon it 
is one figure, but our imagination may sec within it 

thousands of other figures which arc separate and 

distinct from one another, having peculiar characters 
different from those of others. Thinlf again, of two 

colours blending into a third in which both lose their 
peculiar characteristics, yet probably also retain them 

in themselves. Dr. Ribot*s studies in the phenomena 

of personality {Vide, Ribot: Diseases of Pefsonality) 

have com'tnced him that human personality is a colony 

of lives rather than a simple spiritual entity. Yet we 
all feel a unity of life within us. In the same way 
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wc may thuiJt of the Absolute. Vasisfha’s Absolute 
is the Uhimate Lfnity of ihe entire Universe, a Unitary 
Experience in which imagiTUitioti can see any Bgores, 

any forms, Jilie an artist's e>'e seeing countless statues 

in a piece of stone, yet no statue as such exists for 

the stone. The destruction or origination of a parti¬ 

cular ornament is not that of gold. The fomnatiott 
or dissolution of a bubble or of countless bubbles is 
not that of water which as such is never formed or 

dissolved by the formation or dissolution of the bubbles 

Within it. The formation or dissolution of the various 

world-orbs cannot be, in the like manner, ariributed 
to the Absolute as such, The history of any such 

world is not the history of the Absolute aa such. 

The Ahsolute has no history of its own, though it 
contains histones without number.” (Bradely; 

tirice anti ReaHty\ p, 499,) “ Evolution may be a part 

of our cosmic process, but the Absolute is not subject 
to it.' {Ibid-, p. 343,) So also birth, death, growth, 
decay, bondage or liberation, all are true only in the 

case of the individuals imagined or hypostattxcd within 
the Absolute, but have nothing to do with the Absolute 
as such. Ji is nm-er bound, never liberated, for both 

are relative conceptions, and as such are meaningless 
with regard to the Infinite Absolute Whole. Bradley 

says: "The .Absolute has no seasons, but ail at once 

bears its leaves, fruits and blossoms/’ (A^pearaitca atul 

RmiUy, Chap. XXVI.) Vasiplha will probably say 

that not only leaves, fruits and blossoms, but also 
in a way their rijiening, falling down and decay, and 

therefore none of these exclusively are present in and 

for the Abstdute. He ver>* often calls the Absolute 
.SD«yo (Void), for he thinks that" all positive deter- 

mmations are ever met by negations in the Absolute. 
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It is like a stero, but not an absolutely empty lero, 
but a 5!jcro in which the entire universe of positives 

and negatives is potentially present. It is that Es* 
pericnce in which the ^atUt and iuattfi (being and 
non-being) of anything and everything Is present at the 

same tinie« leading It always in a balanced Repose 
(Safl/rtirt). It is only when we have grasped this 
idea that we shall be able to understand many of 
the mysiericins statements of \’a6i^a which we have 

reserved for this chapter. Here are some of them: 
’* This universe is Pune Consciousness {ttuddha- 

bodha), without any contradiction. There ta no bond¬ 

age, no freedom, no ignorance, and no thinking, (HI. 
21, 72.) For the enlightened ones like os, nothing 
is producedi nothing is destroyed. All is Peaceful, 

unborn Real. (VI6, 146, 11.) In the Absolute Peace, 
this as such {ittiiam-idamtay^), not even in name, 

exists at any lime, (HI, 119, 25.) Here, nothing is 
bom or dead in ail the three w'orids. There is no 

change of any state of existence at any time. (HI, 

114, 15.) There is no world, nor worlds. The whole 

is a bidanced state. (HI, 15, 31.) !n that there 
is neither support nor anything supi>orted; neither 

subject (drtf?^B), nor object (drs'yimi): neither the 
Brahma, nor the Cosmos j nor is there any useless 

talk, (HI, 13, 50.) That the world is created by the 

Absolute, or originated from the Absolute, is only a 
conventional expression which has no significance from 

the Absolute point of view, but is used in philosophy 

and practical life, (IV, 40, 17.) The Absolutely 
is only the balanced Whole. It is neither object nor 

subject, nor their relation x neither matter nor con¬ 

sciousness (spirit) 1 neither being nor non-being. (Ill, 
4, 70*) In reality there is neither wraking, nor sleep, 

47 
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nor dream j neither the fourth state nor any stale be¬ 

yond the fourth. It is the ether (ailts'a) of harmony." 

(VI6, 167. I8.V It is, as P. N. MukhopadhySya has 
put it, the ‘Mevel of no stress, zero potential, absolute 
homogeneity, all Consciousness, all being and all bliss/* 

(P, N. MukhopSdhj^ya j Approaches to Tmtk^ p. 430.) 

NagSrjuna also begins his Madhyamika-sitlra with a 
similar statementt "There i® no death, no birth, no 
destruction, no persistence; no oneness, no manyncss, 

no coming in, no departing." {Bibliothica, Buddhica^ 

Vol. tv, p. 3.) 
The Absolute as such cannot be in any way the 

creator (Jtar/a) of the world. " U is only a ridiculous 
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Statement of thcae who have not got sufficient under¬ 

standing that the Absolute (Ja'wra) is the creator of 
the world. For, how can the Infitiire, unopposed, SeLf- 

contained, Formless Cod be said to be the creator 

of the world? (Viu, 98, 8*) How can the Brahman 
be the creator of the world, in which (a® such) the 
categories of agency, action, cause, instrument and seed 

have no meaning; and which is beyond being known 

or discussed ?” (Via, 95, 13.)’ Creation might be, as 
Kant suggested, a work of a finite God, but it can 

certainly not be that of the Infinite Absolute which is 
the Whole Self-satisfied and Self-contained Escpericnce, 

Prof. Kadha-kfs^jan similarly says: “Nor can we ascribe 

action to the infinite, since all action iinpUes an end 

to be realized, an object to be achieved/' {Indian Philo- 

so^Ay, Vol, II, p. 567.) 
Can the Absolute be said to undergo change? No. 

Change (viJhrrtf) is a meaningless concept for the Ab¬ 

solute. it is a concept only of relative validity, It is 

only the forms or states of something that can be 

said to chan^, if at all they can be said so, but 
the thing, whose forms or states change, must endure. 

To say that the thing changes Is meaningless, otherwise. 
When, for example, we say that water changes into 

liquid, solid, and gaseous forms, we do not mean that 

water as such has changed into something else. If 
it were so, our judgment would not be the s:tme, 

The subject of our sentence would not in that case 
be water. Forms too cannot strictly be said to change, 
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For, in order ko say that one form has changed into 

another, we presuppose some aspiect of the previous 

form ]M2rs(Sting unchanged into the next. If one form 
is totally absent iti the other, wc cannot say that the 

previous form has changed into the subset] uent one. 
In that case it will not he a change or vikarOt but 
only a series of appearance and disappearance of a 

number of forms. Change is therefore a self-contradic¬ 
tory concept, and c:in never be applicable to the 

Absolute, which as such never ceases to be, ^‘Change 
means the transformation of something into another, 
which never returns back to its original form, as a 
change of milk into curd.” (Vl<r, 49, 2.) Now, " Curd 

can never be reverted to the form of milk. But the 

Brahman continues to he the same throughout the 
origin, appearance and decay of the world. It cannot 

therefore be said to change as milk changes into curd. 

The Brahman is the undifferentiated whole. It cannot 
be said to be changing by the re-arrangemeni of Its 
constituents. The Self never becomes a non*SeJf, as it 

knows no beginning nor an end. The Absolute is 
not under the control of the changes of states, as 
It is formless, eternal Unity, (Vld, 49, 2-4, 8, 9.) 

The change of a changeless being into the changeful 
would only mean its destruction. {VU, 195, H.) The 

One Infinite Whole cannot be said to be the cause 

of production of anything (IV, 40, 26)* for there cannot 

arise anything else from that which is already all* 

which is everywhere. (IV, 40, 34.) A thing is only that 
which is before the beginning of any of its forms and 
after the end of that form. The form in which it 

appears is only an appearance due to our ignomnee 

(of the real unchanging nature of the thing), (VIu 

49. 7.) The momentary form of something which is 
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uniformly the same w only an illusory appearance.^ 

That which continues to be the same cannot be said 

to change;' (Vltf, 49» S,)' Gold as such cannot under¬ 

go any change in spite of the change of the forms 
of ornaments into which it may be cast one after 
another. It is gold at every momeni and in eveiy 
form. The forms come and go, appear and disappear, 

and so are not real and valuable for one who cares 

only for gold as such, whatever value they may 
have for those whose interests are limited to the 
unreal forms. For the Infinite Absolute as such there 

18 no experience of any change of forms. Bradley 

also thinks: “ Partial changes are no changes, but 
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^(xmnicrbaimtcc one another within a whole which }>ersists 
unaUetitjd." {Ap^rance ami Reality, p, 220.) 

The Absolute cannot evert be said to lie the cause 
lit any edoct. The concepts of cause and effect are 

only relative, and may hold goodt if at all, in the 

realm of appearances. The definition-s of ciuse jpven 

cither by Indian or Western philosophm fail to bo 
applicable to the Infinite Whole. The very first re¬ 
quirement of a cause ts that we should be able to 

difFcrcntiaie it from the effect. Secondly, the cause is 
said to precede the effect. But how can the Eternal 

and Infinite Whole be said to be different from 

anything, for It is immanent in eveiyihing ? Nor can 

it be said to precede in time something else, before 

the occurrence of svhich it must have terminated. One 
form may be said to be the cause of another form, 
but the formless substance of all forms can never l» 

the cause of any of the forms, in the usual sense 
<if the term. “ The Brahman rests in Itself. It is 
neither cause nor se^. (VU, 96, 26.) How can 

causality hold good In the case of that which is 

nameless, formless, iind without iiriy appearance ? (V^Io 

96, 28.) The Unlwrn Experience, which is ever full of 
Joy has no reason to act, (VI6, 10, JO.) The Ab¬ 

solute Brahman, which is a begitmingless and endless 

Void without any form cannot lie the cause of the 

objective world which has form and is not .Absolute, 

(Vlfr, 53, 17.) The effect is never different in riature 
from the cause anywhere,*' fill, js, 18.) Moreover, 

If the mam emse appears to be something different 
m an effect, that is due to the necessary conditions 
isahakan^karava^), f)i], 20.) But in the Brahman 

all the 80 called accessory conditions are ever negat¬ 
ed. The Brahman, therefore, is not the cause of the 
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world," (111,21,374)* Compare what Prof. Rsdh5*kranan 
says: “The relation of cause and effect cannot be applied 
to the relation of the Brahman and the world, since 

cause lias mcanin^jf only m relation to the iiiiite modes 
of being, where there is succcsstoti, VVe cannot say 

that the Brahman is the cause and the world is the 
effect, for this would be to distinguish the Brahman 
from the world and to make it into a thing related 

to another thing. Again the world is finite and condi¬ 
tioned, and how can the infinite unconditioned he its 

cause ? If the finite is the limited and transitory,, 

then the infinite, as the limit of the finite, is itself 

finite and not infinite." {Imiiatt Phiiosopky, Vol, 11, 
p, 567.) i\tid also, “Causality has no meaning ajiart 

from change, . , , It is certainly useful within the 
limits of experience, but we cannot regard it as of 

absolute validity." {Ibid.^ p. 100.) Paulsen also similar¬ 
ly holds: “ There is realty no causal relation between 

the metaphysical element (the will) and the physical 
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one. Such a relation obtains between objects, but not 

betw'cen a thing in itself and its phenonicnon**’ ^*au)- 
sen: Inirodticti(m to Philosophy, p. 163.) 

The world of appearances cannot also be said to 
be existing in the Absolute as a tree exists in its 

seed. For, in the Absolute all the appcarancts are 
perfectly fused with their oppositia, leaving ft as a 

perfectly andiflerentiated Unitary mass of Experience. 

A seed is not a satisractoiy’ example of the Unity 
of the Absolute, for, it still retains form and multipli¬ 
city within, which the Absolute as such does nob 

In It all forms and multiplicity are entirely negated. 
“ The statement 16.11 the objective world exists in the 

Absolute as a tree exists within a seed is indicative 
of one's ignorance and childishness, (JV, 1, 3L) How 

can that which is so subtle as to be beyond the 
reach of mind and senses, he the SKjed of the worlds ? 

(IV, I, 25.) How can the world, the mountains* the 
oceans and the sky be said to be existing within 
the Absolute, which is puna void, subtler even than 
ether? (IV, 1, 28.) It may be sensible to say that 

the tree exists in a seed, because both are sahitra 
(have form), but to say that the world of forms 
exists in the formless Absolute is absurd." (IV. I, 33,) 

Moreover, When a seed manifests into a full tree, 

it loses its own form and existence. But that is not 

ibc case with the Absolute which ever continues to be 

existing in Its unchanged nature behind each appear¬ 
ance, whether the latter is seed or fruit. (|V, 18, 24) 
Again, a tree can develop out of a seed only under 

the influence of other auxiliary circumstances, for want 

of which the tree cannot evolve. But what auxiliary 
circumstances can exist by the side of the Absolute 

when the world is totally dissolved? (VI6, 54 20* 
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IV, 2, 3; Vlfr, 54, 21.)^ "The analogj' of the seed", 
Prof. Radh5[*k[^fin similarly writes, "manifesting itself 

in the form of the tree is inapplicable, since organic 

grow-th and development are temporal processes. To 

apply temporal categories to the eternal is to reduce 
it to the level of an empirical object or phenomenon," 

{Indian PidJo&opky, VoL 11, p. 367.) 
The Absolute as such ever continues to be the 

same unchanging Unitary Experience, it does not suffer 

modifications in Itself* It is not actually transfonried 

into anything of the world. Yet within it arc ex- 
perienced worlds by the individuals which are hyposta- 

lixcd centres of consciring activity, both of which ate 

mutually determining appearances, unreal from the Ab¬ 

solute point of view. The idealism of Vasistha saves 
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him from the ridiculous position of the empirical denial 
of the warld*«Kper5ence, in spite of his accosmism 
(ajBti^vuda) from the Absolute standpoint. The de¬ 
mands of logic and empirical experience are thought 

by him to i>e reconcUed tn the concept of vivaria, 
t.e., appearance without any real modification in the 

substance, suggested by the phenomena of dream, imag¬ 
nation and illusions. **The phenomenon which has no 

cause (actual transformation of substance), cannot be 

real. If it is seen to be, it is an illusion. (Via, 
94, 54.) Its appearance is due to the illusion of the 

percipient tike the "water appearing in a desert.” (Vltf^ 

94, 56.) * So is the objective world imaging by the 
percipients in the Absolute. (VI6, 195, 44,)* .^s the 
forms of a dream have no objective modification and 

do not at all exist apart from the percipient mind, 
so also the appearances of the world do not involve 

any actual production in reality, any actual change in 

the Absolute. "The Absolute continues to be unmodi¬ 
fied in Its nature as a substance, which we wrongly 

see changed in an illusion, but which continues to be 

as it is.” IVI6, 54, 17,)* 
The problem of the relation between the appear¬ 

ances and the Reality, it may be mentioned here, ta 
a very difficult one, which philosophers have found 
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difficult to deal with. “How can there be such a 
thing as appearance", Bradley confesst^, '* we do not 

understand.*' {Appearanc^t and Reality, p. 413.) FroL 
Ra^dha-kr§tian also says: The relation of the finite 
world to the infinite Spirit is a mystery for human 

understanding." {Itulittn PftilQS(^ky, Vol. 11, p- 5(>S,) 

** Wc know that there is the absolute reality; we know 

that therti is the empirical world, we know that the 
empirical world rests on the Absolute, but the how of 
it is beyond our knowledge. The hypothesis of creation 

is a weak one, and It assumes that God lived alono 

for sometime and then suddenly it occurred to him 
to have company when he put forth the world. The 
theory of manifestation is not more satisfying, for it 

is difficult to know how the finite can manifest the 

infinite. If we say that God is transformed into the 

world, the question arises whether it is the whole of 

God that is transformed or only a part. If h is 
the wljolc, then there is no God beyond the universe 

and we lapse into the lower pantheism. If it is 

only a part, then it means that God is capable of 
being partitioned. We cannot keep one part of Gesd 

above and another part below* • • . The hiEiory of 

philosophy in India as well aa Europe has been one 
long illufltraiion on the inability of the human mind 
to solve the mystery of the relation of God to the 
world. The greatest thinkers are those who admit the 
mystery and comfort themselves by the idea that the 

human mind is not omniscient." (RSdhS^kr^tpm: Hindu 

Vtcw of Life, pp* 67-68,) 
It may be difficult to account for the appearances, 

but of one tiling philosophers, and Vasisjha particularly, 

are sure, namely, that the appearances have no reality 

in the Absolute. For the Absolute as such the world 
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as such is neither produced, nor exists. Accosmlsm is 

the ultimate and the highest Truth, " As there is 
no actually produced object like the earth tn drcatuB, 
so also in spite of being esperienced there is no 

objectivity in reality. (VI*. 161, 22.) Nothing is in 
reality produced, nothing is destroyed, and nothing is 
experienced (in the Absolute). (HI, 13, 40.) As in 
gold as such there is no ringness, in spite of its 
appearing as a ring to us, so also in the Brahman 

tliere is no world in spite of Its appearing as the 

world/* (ni, 21, 33.) ’ It is further said, " The word 
origination or production itself implies non- 
origination. How? Hear me. To originate {jan) means 
10 come into existence {pr'adur-hhjii. Now existence 
(b/tW or 6at) which is die soul of the root means 

being/' (VI*, 146. 16, 17.)* Being is the Absolute, 
That which m already cannot come into existence* 
and that which is not already cannot also come into 

existence. “ The world, therefore, is not, was not and 

will not ever be in the Absolute. U is the subject 
that manifests itself in itself." (I V, 3, 8.)' It may 
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be noted, according to VijTistut*v^da {Idealistic) 'Bud' 
dhism also, that “ In realitj' there is nothing which is 

produced or destroyed, it is only our construcUvs 
imagination that builds up things as perceived with all 

their relations, and oureelvcs as percchTeis." (DSsa- 
gupta; History of Indian Philosophy^ VoJ, [, p. 148,) 

Gauda-p^da is also a great exponent of Accosmism. 
He asserts twice in his KarikOs that ** It is the 
highest Truth/’ (III, 4S; IV, 71.) His views on Ajsii' 
j^da (Non-production-theory), as he calls the doctrine, 

mav be collected from the KHrikits IV, 91-93, 98 j 

Ml'. 20-22, 8; iV, 3-6. 7, 9, 11, 12-30, 37-40; TV. 45, 
46, 48, 53, 54, 73-75, S^amiaxa endorses this view in 
all his Commentaries, as Prof. Hadho^-kre^ian writes i 

“ S^amkara supports Gauda-pSda's theory of afati^ or 
non-evolution. The world is not evolved or produced, 

but seems to be so, on account of limited insight.” 

{Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 567.) 
Thus, according to Vasis^ha, there is no plurality 

or distinctions in the Absolute as such. But in order 
to speak and phiJosophiae we have to. assume them, 

" it *8 only for the purpose of teaching and pmcticnl 
life that a wise man assumes distinctions, (III, 1(X1, 4,) 

For unless distinctions arc assumed, teaching cannot be 

imparled to the ignorant. (Ml, 95, 5.) Therefore, ex¬ 
pressions, such as, this is the Brahman", ” these are 
the indhiduals”, are assumed for teaching purposes, 

(ill, 93, 6.) It is only in the company of tlte 
ignorant that the expressions like the individuals 

are produced from the Brahman ”, etc., are used, 
(in, 95, 3.) The distinctions perceived here are not 

ultimate, but only conventional and hold good only 
in the realm of appearances, They are assumed by 

a teacher purposely, {111, €4, 19.) There is no 
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hhtdd (distinction) in the Absolute (as such)/* fjri 
84, 24.)* 

This standpoint of the Absolute Reality h veiy 
difficult to grasp. The ordinary man cannot comprehend 

it. He w-JlJ be confused, and his conventional standard 

of morality and v-alue will be upset, without the higher 
standard being clearly implanted in his mintL So it is 
dangerous to reveal such a doctrine to one who is 

not sufficiently ripe to understand it. Thcrefote Vaststha 

tells u& that the Ultimate Truth of his philosophy 
should not be taught to one who is not fit for it 

Fitness here does not concern caste, creed, sex, age or 
nationality. It consists in the purity of mind and 

intellectual capacity to grasp the highest standpoint. 

Thus says he, as the last words on his metaphysics: 

"This doctrine of the Absolute should not be revealed 
to one whose inteUect is not sufficiently evolved, for 
there is a danger of his confusing the Ultimate point 

of view with the point of view of sensual enjoyments 

ib/iQga-dr^t). (That is, he wiU cease to have distinction 
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between )e|[itiinate and iile^timate enjoyments). (IV, 
39, 21.) First the minds of the pupils are to be 
purified through self-control, sense-control, etc., then 

they should be taught this doctrine. (IV, 39, 23.) If 

the doctrine that everything is Brahman is taught to 
those who am not sufficiently evolved in intellect, they 

are put on the track of hell.” (IV, 39, 24.) * This, 

unfortunately, has been the case in^ India for several 
centuries past. People have been uttering like parrots 

the Maha-vukyas (great Myings of the Upanisads) with¬ 

out understanding them in the least. 
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PART m 

UEA1,IZATU).N OF THE AIJSOLUTE 

l*01NT-OF-VlE\V 





INTRODUCTORY 

Ik India philosophy has never been only an intellectual 

investigation into the nature of the Ultimate Reality, a 

disinterested pursuit of knowledge, or a mere love of 

wisdom. The task of a philosopher here is not over 
with his finishing a metaphysical system, which may 

satisfy only one aspect of our being, namely, the intellect. 
Intellect is not the whole man, and probably not the 
most important aspect of man. Me has other aspects, 
equally or probably more alive in him, which also seek 
satisfaction. Recent reaction of the Pragmatists and the 
Neo*Komantisists against Rationalism in the West betrays 

the tendency of man to be never satisfied with a philo¬ 

sophy that satisfies the intellect alone. The questions 
of RSEma, in answer to which Vasistha is said to have 
given his philosophy, are not intellectual difficulties so 

much, as they arc enquiry into how suffering can be 
allayetL The author of K^rikrt^ begins with 

the statement that ‘ philosophical enquiry proceeds, be¬ 

cause there is threefold pain in the worldIt is 
doubtful whether man would have philosophiaod at all, 

if he were absolutely happy. If the Self-satisfied Abso¬ 

lute of a philosophy is ever Blissful in Itself, what is 

that to tts? It will be like an enormous treasure of 

wealth existing somevvhere which we cannot use. We 

would not even talk of such a thing. We want some¬ 

thing that we can enjoy; some joy in which we can 
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participate, "Everything is dear to as for oar own sake" 
deciares the ancient philosopher YsjSa-valkya. {Bfhad* 
Urafiyffia Upani^ad, II, 4, 5,) An important part of 

the task of a philosopher is, therefore, to show how his 
philosophy " worksHow it allays human misety ? 
How can final satisfaction be attained by man with the 

help of his philosophy? What is the use of his philo¬ 
sophy? How can his philosophy be lived by? How can 
the snblimest concepts of his metaphvsics be made actual 
In life ? 

In this part we shall team from Vasis^ha, how, tn 
order to save ourselves from the bondage and misery 

of finitude, we can realize the Absolute point of view 

in which alone there is Peace, and ahiding Happiness. 



CHAnrEH j 

THE HOME OF HAPPINESS 

“ ALL creatures ”, says Vaaispia, ” strive fur happiness ”, 

{Vlij, 108, 20.)* In the wt»fds of Prof. Freud; “They 

seek happiness, they want to be happy and to re^ 
main so/' (Freud: Civiltsalion and /te Discatiimis, 
pp. 26-27.) ” To find happiness ” another modem 
author similarly writes, " is the desire, the craving of 
every human creature, whether expressed in words or 

only vaguely felt as a something that is lacking.” 
(Hutchison: Hypnotism and Ssl/-edncatiotf. p. 80.) Bui 

we seek happiness in wrong places. We think we 

can be happy by being prosperous. .All this is chimer¬ 

ical belief. There cannot be any abiding happiness 
found in the sense-enjoyments, for, ” They arc pleasing 

only at their commencemenL Thctr pleasure has an 
inevitable end.” (V, 22, 30.)* In fact, all kinds of 

worldly pleasures have their painful aspects. All worldly 

pleasures and joys have within them hidden the seeds 

of pain and sorrow. "Every sweet hath its sour” as 

Emerson says in his Essay on Compensation, So also is 

the view of Bhagavad-gUd (V, 22); “The 
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delights that are contact-bom are verily wombs of 

pain . . * So Vasistha says t " All pleasures ter¬ 
minate in pain, as all bright flames terminate in the 
darkness of smoke. (V, 49, b-7.) On the head of all be¬ 

ings dances non-being; within all beauty is hid ugline^; 

and all pleasures terminate in paiit. To which shall we 

then resort ? (V, 9, +1.) We are disgusted, because we 

have realUed that all beautiful things turn ugly; all 
stability is unstable: and all our truths are false. (VIA, 

93, 91.) The objects of pleasure have poisonous effects; 
sex-pleasures make us dull; all agreeable feelings turn 

disagreeable. Who is not undone, if he rolls in such 

things? (VI*, 93, 39.) All prosperity brings added misery; 
all pleasures their consequent pains; life is only for 

death. (VI*, 93, 73.) Sensual pleasurea are like the 
hoods of poisonous serpents, for they bitterly sting us 

the moment they are indulged in. (VI*. 93, 75.) The 
prosperity and pleaslares of the world are like the shade of 

the raised hood of a poisonous cobm. A wise man can 

never take shelter in thaL (VI*, 93, 78.) The enjoy¬ 
ments of youth are like the shade of an unstabie 

cloud; the objects of senses are only apparently plea¬ 

sant, but leave a painful efleci unto the end of 

life. (VI*, 93, 84.) The world is said to be the 

source of misery. How can one enpect happiness 

here”?. (V, 9. 32.)' Prof. Freud also thinks that 
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happiness is not experienced in our Ufe; d^s we see, 
it is simply the pleasure-principle which draws up 

the programme of life's purpose. - . , Yet its pro¬ 

gramme is in conHict with the whole world, with the 
macrocosm as much as with the microcosm. The whole 
constitution of things runs counter to it; one might say 

that the intention that man should be 'happy* is not 
included in the scheme of * creation(Freud; Civili- 

nation and /is Disconfen/s, p. 27.) " The goal towards 
which the pleasure-principle impels us—of becoming 
happy'—is not attainable. , . . There are many paths 

by which the happiness attainable for man can be 
reached, but none which is certain to tahe him to it." 

(/6i<l.| pp. 41, 42.) What is called happiness in its 
narrowest sense comes from the satisfaction—most often 
instantaneous—of pent up needs which have reached 

great intensity, and by its very nature can only be a 
transitory experience. When any condition desired by 

the pleasure-principle is protracted, it results in a 

feeling of mild comfort; wc are so constituted that 
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we can only intensely enjoy contrasts, much less 

intensely states in themselves. Our possibilities of happi¬ 
ness are thus limited from the very start by our 
very cGnstittiuon,^' {Ibid.^ pp. 27-20.) The sum-total of 

all pains and pleasures of the world is probably no 

positive addition to the Self; it is a blank sero. When 

you think that you are actually' gaining in the world, 

you will probably find that you have gained nothing. 

“The entire activity of life will be revealed to be 
atutra fwithout any substantial essence) on rellection,*’ 

(Vlrt, 78, 8,) * No increase in our wealth, posses- 

stotiE, and enjoyments ever increases the chances of 
our thirst for happiness being satisfied. Even a 

flood in the mirage-river will not quench the thirst 

of a thirsty man. No dreamt wealth wilt ever 
allay the poverty of a poor man. " There is really 

no occasion to rejoice at the increase of one's wealth, 

possessions and enjoyments. The thirsty man can find 
no joy at the increase of water in a mirage-river. 

(IV, 46, 3.) What consolation can there be to one 

in a wider spread of a delusive scene ? “ (IV, 46, 4)* 

Emerson seems to think like Vasistha in his Es^iy 
on Cormpnesation. Here are some of his statements 
that are almost identical with those of Vasi^ha: 

“ For eveiy'thing you gain, you lose some thing. , „ . 

There is always some levelling circumstance that puts 

down the o\-erbearing, the strong, the rich, the fortunate 
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snbstantiaily on tfae same ground with all others. . . . 

True life and satisfaction of man seem to elude the 
utmost rigours ot felicities of condition, and to establish 

themselves with great indifferency under all varieties of 
circumstance, x . . Punishment is the fruit that un¬ 
suspected ripens within the Bower of the pleasure that 

concealed it. . . , Men seetc to be great; they would 
have ofhees, wealth, power and fame. They think that 

to be great is to possess one side of nature.—the sweet, 

without the other side,-—the hitter. . . , We can no 

more have things and get the sensual good, by itself, 

than we can get an inside that shall ha^'e no outside, 

or light without a shadow. . . . He (man) sees the 
mermaid's head, but not the dragon's tail. . . , Thus 

do all things preach the indltrerency of circumstances, 
t . . Everything has two sides, a good and an evil. 

Every advantage has its tax. I learn to he content." 
Compare with the view of Vasistha what Hutchison says: 
" Life seems but ill-adapted for happiness to be found 

in wordly success, in the enjoyments of pleasure or iri’cn 
in the joys of home life, i/ we, as it were, stake our 
al] finding it and holding it there." (Hutchison: Hy^o- 
iism ettd Sel/^ucation, p. 80.) 

Examining the psychology of pleasure and pain, 
Vasl^ia tells us that things as such are neither pleasant 

nor painful, agreeable nor disagreeable. It is our attitude 
towards them that makes them so. The same object 
may be pleasant, painful or indilTerent to different per¬ 

sons, and to the same person at different times. If we 

hanker for some object, contact with it is pleasant, and 

the pleasure decreases in proportion as our hankering 

for it diminishes in intensity. The contact with an 

object which is not desired by us is felt indifferently, 
whereas it will be felt positively painful, if we have an 
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aversion fot it. From this fact Vasina concludes that 

pleasure or pain depends on dusire and not on the 
object itself, “ Who has not experienced that an object 

is not so pleasant later on, as it is at the time of 

obtaining it or at the commencement of enjoying it? 
(Via, AA, 2.) The object is not so pleasant at other 
times, as it is at the time when we ate desiring it. 

(Via, 44» 3,) The enjoyment of that thing alone U 

pleasant, for which there is desire in tlie heart. And 
the self-same thing (which gave us pleasure when there 
was desire for it) becomes painful when the desire for 

it is over. (Via. 120, 18.) The presence or absence with 

us of the object for which we have little or no desire 

is neither pleasant nor painful at all. (\'Ja, 120, 19*20.) 
Pleasure, therefore, depends upon desire.” (Via, 44, 4,) * 

It may be of some interest to compare here Vaalsiha's 
theory of pleasure and pain dcfiending on desire with 

the opinion of some modem psychologists. Stoat, for 
example, thinks like Vask^a to some extent: *' .\J1 pains 
consist in being somehow having a mental 

tendency at once stimulated and obstructed. , . , h 

(Pleasure) is the smooth and prosperous progress towards 
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attainment. With ultimate attainment, the mental ten¬ 
dency ceases to operate, and the pleasure ceases also." 

{Stont: Analytic Piycftology^ Booh 11^ iQlSj pp. 270* 

271.) WilUam James similarly thinhs: "An impulse 
which discharges itself immediately is generally quite 
neutral as regards pleasure or pain. . . , If such 

an impulse is arrested by an extrinsic force, a great 
feeling of uneasiness is produced. . . . And in pro¬ 

portion as the arresting force is then overcome relief 

occurs. The relief is pleasure and uneasiness is a pain." 

That it is not the object as such but the impulse 
(desire) towards the object that related to pleasure or 

pain appears fronr the following statement of James i 

"The moth is probably as annoyed, if hindered from 

getting into the Jamp-Hame, as the roud^ if interrupted 
in his debauch, and we are chagrined, if prevented 

from doing sattie quite an unimportant act which 

would have given us no noticeable pleasure, If 

done merely because the prevention itself is dis¬ 

agreeable." (James; Principles of Psychology^ Vot. 1, 
pp. 555-556.) 

The above analysis reveals that really speaking the 

rise of a desire (in the widest sense) in us for some* 

thing is itself a painful experience, and our obtaining 
the object is pleasant, because it relieves us from 
desire, *.0., removes the cause of pain, the desire. So 

the enjoyment of the objects of our desires is only 

negatively pleasant. So in reality the presence and 

absence of desire are our pain and pleasure. " The 
pain consequent on the rise of desires mid the pleasure 

consequent on the sut^idal of desire cannot be equalled 

by the pains of hell and the pleasures of heaven. 
(V16, 36, 24.) But the pleasure that is momentary 

and conditional is no pleasure (really). It is pain." 
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6B, 31.)' Even a sensualiKl lik^ Casanovji res^lixed 
that '* Desires are hut pal a and torment and enjoyment 

is sweet because it delivers us from them.** (Casano^'a: 
Memoirs, p, 690.) 

But if desire is permanently and absolutely eradi* 
Ciited from the mind, there will not only be freedom 

from the dutches of pain, but also there will be the 

espenence of a peculiar abiding joy by the individual, 
which is independent of external objects. ** When all 

desires arc given up by the heart, one experiences 
moonlike joy within. (V, 74, 24.) The pleasure (or rather 

happiness) of dustrclessness is much greater than that 
of ruling over an empire, than that of the company 
of one’s beloved person, than that of heaven, and even 

than that enjoyed by Vispn. (V. 74, 44.) How can 
anybody equal him (in happiness) who is self-controlled 

and whose mind is never coloured by the ideas: 
** may this be mine" and *‘ this should not come to 
me**? (V, 74, 50.)* 

This joy is really the Joy or Bliss inherent in 
the Absolute which is our very Self. The Absolute is 

the real home of happiness, Jt is that Bliss Itsdf 
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which all of us are unconsciously or consciously sec Icing. 
" That is Ultimate goal, the Summum Bonum, the 

Ultimate Stay, the Eternal Good.” {V, 54, 70.) ** Having 
experienced that stale of Highest joy, the embodied 

ones would not attach any value to the objective world, 
as kings do not to poverty, (V, 54, 72.) As a man 

who has seen heaven will not be interested in the 
earth, so also one who has tasted the Bliss of the 
Self, for years or even for a monjcnt, will not find 

any taste in the objects of enjoyment.’' (V, 54, 69.) * 
Similarly we find in the Bhagirvad-glVa i ” He, whose 
self is unattached to external contacts and findeth joy 
in the Self, having the self united with the Eternal, 
enjoys imperishable Bliss.” (V, 21.) 

A glimpse of this joy can be had when the mind 

is at peace; when it is not functioning tn its usual 

way of thinking of this or Jlhat object, but is calm 

and quiet. ” The pleasure which js experienced when 

the mind is at |»eace is inexpressible in words. (V^I^r,. 
44, 27.) The peculiar joy which is felt when the mind 

is not lunciioning cannot be felt otherwise, even in 
heaven.” (Vlu, 44, 26.)* 
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CliAPTER 11 

BONDAGE AND LIBERATION 

In spite of, Uius, ever living in the ocean of B]]££, wc 

are at the mercy of external objects for happiness. In 

spite of our Self being the foontald'h^d of Joy, we arc 
seeking it in the objective world. Tliis is our trouble. 

This is what is called bandage by Vasistha. “ intense 

desire for objects is said to be bondage. (U, 2, 5.) 
He ox|Wfiences bondage who experiences pleasure or pain- 

(V16, 125, 34.) Craving for objects which one wants to 

have, and aversion from the objects which one docs not 
want to have, is bondage; nothing else. (V, 13, 20.) 

The attachment of the subject to the object is called 

bondage." (Ill, 1, 22.)* 
This, however, is only one aspect of our bondage. 

Our bondage manifests in different forms in our !n^ 

tellectual, emotional and volitionaJ aspects. When we 

are fx>und, we are bound in all the aspects of our 

being. Ignorance on the inteUectual side, experience of 

pleasure and pain on the emotional side, and limited 
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interests and purposes on the voUtional side, are one 

and the same fact of our being an individuaJ, finite 
and limited something, forgetting tltit wc arc the Infinite 
Absolute Itself. Whether wc can or cannot answer the 
question how the Infinite could appear as limited and 

finite, is immaterial. We must face the fact as it is, 
in spite of our incapacity to explain how or why it is 
so.” How could It arise ** ? should not be your concenT, 

(fV, 41, 52.) "How shall 1 get rid of it"?, this should 

be your present consideration. (For)^ when it is no 
longer experienced, and has totally vanished, then will 

you know whence it originates, how it originated, and 
how it is destroyed." (IV, 41, 33-34.) * We are finite 
in the Infinite. Lei us here analyse the various aspects 
of OUT finitude or bondage. Vasisiha points out several 

aspects or causes of our bondage. Here are some of 
them : 

(1) Desire-, "They become bound m the W'orld who 
are bound by the cords, of desires and hopes. (IV, 27, 

18.) The mind does not know, on account of its ignor¬ 

ance, that Us desires are the threads which are spinning 
a cocoon to bind it.” (Virr, 10, 8.) * 

(a) Set/4itnitaiioni "One who believes himself to 
be limited to any extent, becomes a poor wretch, even 
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though he were an omniscient being. (IV, 27, 22.) He 

who imagines iyatts (limitation) in the Infinite Self, 
becomes Hmited and gets bound. (IV, 27, 23.) To have 

limited interests and purposes is the source of all 

troubles." (IV, 27, 25,)* 
(3) Wron^ belief that we are ttoi the 

“ Wc are miserable on account of the wrong belief that 

we are not Brahman. (IV, 12, 2.) In spite of living 
in the ocean of the Absolute, and in reality being 
identical with it, we imagine ourselves to be different 
from It, This is why we undergo the delusion of the 
worldly career.*' (IV, 12, 3.) * 

(4) Self-forget/uliutss: "One gets bound on account 
of his idea that he is not Brahman. (Ill, U4, 23.) 

There seems to be no other reason why people should 

undergo the experience of other lives than Self-forget¬ 

fulness.’* (Ill, 95, 14.)* 
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(5) Thf idea of E^oi To imagine * I am' (this 

or that) is for unending lymdage. And ‘ 1 am not* is 
for liberation/’ (Vld, 99, 11.) ^ 

(6) Ignorance of the true naiure of //« Self', *‘Orte 
tvandem in the illusion of the world on account of his 

ignomnee of the Self." (Via, 10, 4.)’ 
Ai/va-gho^, the famous ^ahu-yitna Buddhist thinker, 

it is interesting to note here, thinks of the causes of 

bondage or non-enlighteTimem similarly* “The manifesta¬ 

tions of non-enlightenment are made in Uirce wa>‘s: 
(1) as disturbance of the mind ^laya-vij7iana) by avidy^- 

karma (ignonmt action), producing miser}" {dahkha); (2) 

by appearance of an ego or a perceiver; and (3) by 
the creation of *an external world which does not exiei 

itself independent of the percelver/’ (Dasa-gupta: History 

of Indian Philosopy, VuL 1, p. 132-133.) As^va-ghosa fur¬ 

ther thinks; “ Wlien the oneness of the totality of things 
(d/f/rri«(/-dAi7/«) is not recognized, then ignorance as well 

as particularization arises, and ai! phases of the dehled 

mind are thus developed.” (Suzuki; Awakening of F’mM, 

p. 79.) 1l is very much similar to what Vasina holds. 

Liberation, on the other hand, is the state of experi¬ 
ence when one is free from bondage in all its aspects. 

It is the realization of one’s identity with the Absolute, 

Infinite Self, and thus getting absolved of all limifitiona 
and sufferings. '* The dissolution of the mind (individuality) 

through detachment from all desires is called tnok^a 

(liberation) by the philost^phem w'ho have seen the Self. 

(V, 73, 36.) Having come to know the world to be an 
illusion, if one becomes indifferent to the objects of 
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chioymentj and stays without desites, this is called 

NitvitjM, It is the extinction of the mind like the extinction 
of the fiame of a lamp. (Vl^, 38, 32,) Mind is said 
to be dead when it is free from ductuations [caiicalaf^]. 

Tl»e experience in which the mind is no more is called 

tnoksa (liberation), (Hit Mind Is the Self 
with sa7hkalpa (desire, imagination); is freedom 
from mind through freedom from saihkalpa. (V, 13, 80.) 

Liberation is that state of existence when there Is no 

taste for the objective world, when it no longer interests 

us, and therefore, no desire for it arises in us. (V16, 

37, 33.) When the world drops down wholly from our 
consciousness, we are liberated. There is then nothing 

which IB desired or undesired by us* (III, 21, IL) 

Liberation is the cutting off of the knot of Ignorance 
which consists in identifying the Self with the unreal 

and illusory objective things.'* (VI6, 20, 17.) “ Thus, 
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Liberation or «irvaito)» aecording to Vasi«|ha is 
the realization of one’s identity with the Infinite Absolute 
Brahman through dehyp no rization of ourselves from the 

self-imposed limitation and finitude into which we have 

hypnotized ourselves^ and have been continuing in the 
hypnotic state through our wrong suggestions, affirmations 

and behaviour. *' It is ”, as Deussen puts it, “ the 
awakening of the consciousness that our own Self is 

identical with Brahman.” (Deussen: System of Vedantat 

p, 40L) 
It is interesting to note that quite a number of 

modem thinkers agree with Vasis^a in holding that 

ignorance of the Real nature of the Self, limiting our 

view to only some aspects of the whole of our being, 
asserting the claims of the ego, etc., are the causes of 

all our misery and suffering and their absence those of 
joy and happiness. Here ate some of the statements: 

“ It (evil) is the outcome of ilie finitude of a being 

that is in its deepest natnie infinite. The root of evil 

lies in the finite-infinite nature of man. It consists in 

the individual seeking his good in narrow and circum- 
scribfKl ends incompatible with his universal nature. 

Whatever arrests the movement of the infinite spirit 

towards infinitude is evil.” (Haidars Nec^Hegeiianism^ 

Prof. Watson's view, p. 237.) ” The true life of the 

individual is the life in the whole.” (Haidar: JVeo- 

HegelMMtsm, p. 32G.) "A too powerful ego is a prison 

from which man must escape if he is to enjoy the 

world to the full.” (Russell: Th^ Co>Uiuest of Happi- 

tKss, p. 183.) ”lt is in such profound instinctive union 

with the stream of life that the greatest joy is to be 

found” (Ibid.^ p. 249.) “The man who can centre his 
thoughts and hopes upon something transcending self can 

find a certain peace in the ordinary troubles of life 
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which is impossible to tbe pure egoist." {ibid., p. 74.) 
** To hnd the right road out of the despair, civilized 
man must enlarge his heart as he has enlarged his 
mind. He must learn to transcend self, and in so 
doing to acquire the freedom of the unK'Ctse." {Ihid.t 

p. 95.) "So long as we feel ourselves to have individ* 
uaJities of our own, we will be beset with conllicis and 

contradiction, pain and pleasure, but when once we dis" 

interestedly give ourselves up to die Whole, there is an 
end to all discord." (R^dhS-krs^ti: Reign of Reltgian 

in CQrtitntporary Pkihsophy, p, 437,) We can never 

completely break the shell of egoism and attain the 
inhnitc if we remain in the liniie universe, giving a 

substantial existence to our own individual self. The 

release from this world of trouble, risk and adventure 
can be had only by losing the separate self." {/inrf., p. 

449.) " Sin is putting trust in things that perish. - , . 
Evil is the separation of the soul from the source of 

life/' {Ibid., p, 450.) "Seeking to save hia personal life, 
man Forfeits the greater impersonal life of truth; clinging 

to the perishable, he b shut out from the knowledge of 
the Eternal. . . - Love of self shuts men out from 
Truth, and seeking their own personal happiness they 

lose the deeper, porer and more abiding blins. . . , 

He who has yielded up that self, that personality that 

most men love, and to which they ding with such 
fierce tenacity, has left behind him all perplexity, and 

has entered into a simplicity so profoundly simple as 

to be looked upon by the world, involved as it is in 
a network of error, as foolishness," (James Allen: 
Book of Mtdiiaiion^, pp. 216-217,) "The spirit of man 

is inseparable from the Inimite, and can be satisfied 

with nothing short of the Infinite, and the burden of 

pain will continue to weigh upon man's heart, and the 
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shadows of sorrow to darken his pathway until ceasing 
from wanderings in the dream-world gf matter, he 

comes back to his home tn the reality of the Eternal. 

As the smallest drop of water detached from the ocean 

contains all the qualities of the ocean, so man, detadied 
in consciousness from the Infinite, contains ivlthm him* 

self Its likeness; and as the drop of water must, by 
the law of nature, ultimately find its way back to the 
tjcean and lose itself in its silent depths, so must 
man, by the unfailing law of his nature* at last mtuni 

to his source, and lose himself in the ticart of the 

Infinite.” Ubid., p- 165.) *‘To become one with the 

Infinite is the goal of man.” (Ibid,, p. 165.) “Whilst 

vainly imagining that the pleasures of earth are real 
and satisfying, pain and sorrow continually remind man 

of ihcjr unreal and unsatisfjang nature. Ever striving 

to t}clie\'e that complete satisfaction is to be found in 
material things, he is conscious of an inward and 

persistent revolt against this belief, which revolt is at 

once a refutation of his essential mortality, and an 

inherent and imperishable proof that only Li the im¬ 
mortal, the eternal, the infinite, can he find satisfaction 

of unbroken peace,'* (/6iVf., p. 164.) "Just in proi>ortion 

as we realize this oneness with the Divine, this at-one* 

meat w'tth our Maker, do our lives become culm, 

confident, creative. . . . AH our troubles come from 
our Bciutc of .separateness frum the Infinite Source, . . . 

This is the secret of all lieaJing, of all health, pros¬ 

perity, and happiness, the conscious nnion xcith ihe 

Diviner (Maiden J TAis Miraek of Right Thought, 

pp. 117-121.) “In jufit the degree that w'o come into a 

conscious reaUzatioit of our oneness witlt the Infinite 

Life, and o|>cn ourselvtss to this divine inflow, do we 
actualize in ourselves Uie t|uaIilLCs and powers of the 
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Infinite Life. , , . In the degree that we recognize 

our oneness, our connection with the Infinite Spirit 
which is the life of all, and in the degree that we 

open ourselves to this divine inflow, do we come into 

harmony with the highest, the most powerful, and the 
most beautiful every'where. . . . And in the degree 
that we fail to recogniae our oneness with this Inhiilte 

Source, and so close, shut outselves to this divine 
inflow, do we come into that state where there seems 
to be with us nothing of beauty, nothing of power." 

(Trine: In Tune teith the infinite, pp* 8, 14*15,) 

Before going into the details of the process of 
dehypnotization of ourselves from the bondage to Bnitude 
and limitation, we may here point out in brief, and 
ill general, the way in which w'c can eflect our 
liberation. The process is mainly of afiSnnation and 

auto-suggestion, on the one hand, and negation of 
limiting interests, desires and beliefs on the other, 
** One becomes the omnipresent Lord, when one aotiuircs 

the nature of Bmliman and gives up the character 
of the mmd. (Via, 128, 45*46.} When one meditates on 
the Self vrhich is beyond the body, the senses, die mind, 

the intellect, and that which is even beyond the indi¬ 
vidual (im), and aflinns ' I am That' (SoVmwi), one 

gets liberated. (Via, 128, 46-47.) When one affirms and 

realizes that the Self is present equally in all beings 

and all beings are present within the Self, he is 
liberated. (VU, 128, 47, 49.) W'heii one hrees himself 

from the idea of being the actor and enjoyer, from 

all limitations, from pleasure and pain, one is liberated, 
(Via, 128, 47-4S,) One is liberated when one fixes 

himself in the Joy of the fourth state of experience, 

negleciing (transcending) the other three—the waking, 
dream and sleep. (Via, 128, 49-50.) One becomes 
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liberated the ver>* moment one can stay dcsireless giving 

up everything.*’ (Ill, 66, 19.) ’ 
The experience of Liberation is nothing mysterious. 

It is only coming to the consciousness of a fact that 

is abvays true. We have already seen thin er^’crything 

is ever one with the Infinite Absolute. Every one of 

us is identical with the Absolute. Wc live, move and 

have our -being in the Ocean of Brahman. " What 

that Subtle Being isas the Cfmtuiogya Upani^ii 

(VI, 14, 3,) stated long ago, “of which the whole 

Universe is composed. That is the Real, That is the 

Soul, That art Thou"; or as a modem writer also 
says: The Supreme Fact of our life and Conscious¬ 

ness !s, that in any final analj-sis the individual life 

and One Life are one and identical.** (Kingsland: 

Rational Mysticism, p. 431.) But we are too busy 
with limited interests and purposes to recognise this 

Fact, to feel it, and to live it. Coming to conscious¬ 
ness of this fact, feeling this fact, and living it is 

liberation. To realize this, it is not necessary that one 
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shotifd give up this body. Identity with the Absolute 

Keality can be realized even now when one is living 

in this bcidy. We can feel and live in the identity 
with the Absolute an^'wheiie and at any time, for really 

we are nowhere and at no time separate from It, 

Vasislha, therefore, admits jfvan-wukti^ liberation while 
one is living, or sadcha-mifkti, liberation felt even while 
one is embodied. But, as we have already seen, the 
present state of our existence (the body, the environ¬ 
ment and the objective world experienced by us) is 

only the result and product of our previous thought, and 
we continue to have or change it in accordance with our 

thought. It is therefore quite evident that if on account 

of our realistation of our identity with the Absolute 
Whole, we cease to indulge Ld further weaving a web of 

individuality, of limitation and objective world for us, 
through our Sathkal^ and desire, there will come sorely 

a time when the experience of tlu^e things will totally 

drop from our consciousness, and free from all distinc¬ 

tions and diderentiatibns, free from limited or embodied 
existence, and free from the vision of an unreal and 

illusory objective world, we shall be reinstated in the 

Absolute lixperience, which the metaphysics of Vasistha 

has taught us to be the Ultimate and Ever-present 
Reality, He therefore postulates ihe possibility of Nir- 

I'ttfw, Videha-itmhti, or total extinction of individunliiy 

with the objective world-experience. He says: “There 
,are two kinds of Liberation, sadchu, with a body, and 
vidtJui, without any body.” (V, 42, 11.)' We'shall 

learn more, in a future chapter, about the character of 
those who arc in the former state. Here we may only 
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point out that the living^ or embodied liberated person 

IE one who IB fully conscious of his identity with the 
Absolute, and lives a life free from limited inteiests and 
desires, and no more wills to be finite. His emotionE, 

actions and thoughts are no longer personal. “ When 
after the dissolution of the body, there is no further 

birth in any form, and no further experience of objeettv*’ 
ity, {iberaiton is called disembodied liberation.'* (V, 42, 
13.) * There is little difference, according to Vasielha, 

between the two kinds of liberation, for when one is 

installed in the Absolute Experience, he never forgets 
his identity with the Absolute, in spite of his being 

embodied, ** There is not much difference between the 

sadetut and the videha liberated ones. Both are libera¬ 
ted. Air is air whether it is at rest or in motion." 
01, 4, 5y 

The idea of NirvUfut according to As^va-ghosa, it may 

also be mentioned here, is not much different from that 

of Vasis;ha. Dr. Dasa-gupta rightly says, '* The iVirfajia 

of the Tatttata philosophy is not nothingness, but TatkaM 

in its purity, unassociaied with any bind of disturbance 

which produces all the diversities of experience/* (DSsa- 

gupta! History of Indian Philosophy^ Vol. I, p. 136.) 

Suxuki has also described A*irvjrpa in such terms that 
there is not much difference between the AVruttfffl of the 

Mahn-yitna Buddhism and that of the Yogo-'easistha, Ho 
says: ** To use psychological terms, it is a state of 

transcendental or transmaigmal consciousness, where all 

sense-perceptions and conceptual images vaniahi and where 
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vrn a.n> in a state of absolute uncdnsclousnesc (in the 

ordinary ^nse of the term). . . . Here i& a re||;ion 
where the consciousness of subject and object is com¬ 

pletely annihilated, but here we do not have the silence 
and darkness of a grave, nor is it a state of absolute 
nothin^eas. The self is here lost in the presence of 
something indescribable, or better, il expands so as to 
embrace the world-all within itself, .and is not conscious 
of any egoistic elation or arrogance; but it merely feels 

the fulness of reality and a touch of celestial joy that 
cannot be imparted lo others by anything human,” 
(Suzuki: Mahu-ysna Buddhism, p. 1 IQ.) Compare with 

the Yoga~V(isi^iha also the Mutt4aka Upatti^ad on the 
final deliverance of individuality; 

"As rivers run, :md in the deep, 

Lose name and form, .are lost to sight. 
The Sage released from name and form, 

Eniere the highest spirit of light," (jlf, 6^. HI, 3. 8,) 

S^arhkara also agrees with the Yoga-vcist^tha in holding 
that tlicre is no experience of the objective world for the 

xudeha (disembodied) liberated one, " There are count¬ 
less passages in Samkara '* says lilitdhS-kTsoan, " which 
declare that, as the misconception of the snake dis¬ 
appears on the perception of the rope, as the dream 
creations vanish on awakening, so also saihs^ara ceases 
to exist on aitamlng mukti," {Itidtan Philosophy, Vol. 11, 

p. 638.) 
The liberated state, Vasistha points out, should not 

be confused waih a state of inertness or unconsciousness 
observed in inert things like stone. Liberation or Nirvapa 

is the state of perfected Consciousness in which al! 

distinctions have been transcended, whereas the inertness 
of stone, etCi. is the state of consciouan^s at its lowest 

level where distinctions and differeiiriutions have yet to 
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be experienced, as they are potentially present vviilim it. 
There is a tendency toivards actaalination and evolution 

of a world-experience inherent in the undeveloped con- 

setousness of stones and tr^s, in the form of latent 

desire or unconscious will, which Schopenhauer has empha- 

sued in his philosophy. Inertness is, therefore, not libe¬ 

ration for, in the latter there is no will to evolve into 
higher forms of consciousness and to experience a more 

differentiated world-esperiencc, as it is potentially present 

in the former. Desire vrhich is a potency of conscious¬ 

ness is present whithin inert things in a sleeping con¬ 

dition, in a seed-form (which has still to wake up and 
to fructify into a differentiated experience of objectivity), 

(Vlij, 10, 23.) The unconsciousness (sleep) in which the 

seed of desire is present is not the desired experience 

of Uheration. For that, the fourth {turiya) kind of ex¬ 
perience of the unconsciousness of the world, in which 

there is present no seed of vitsans (desire) to Fructify 

in the future, is required, (VI<r, 10, 20-) All Uie inert 
creatures {stititvaras) have within them sleeping (potential) 

desires which shall be fructified in their being bom over 

and over again,'' (Vltf, 10, 18,) But that Is not the 
case with the liberated ones, for, “ their seed of desire 

IB burnt" (Via. 10, 22)’ and has no more to fructify 

in a future world-experience. 
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We must not thAt the concepts of bondage 

and liberation have no meaning from the Absolute point 
of view. The Absolute Brahman as such fs never bound 
or free. These concepts hold good only within the realm 

of appearances. " The ideas of bondage and freedom 

are Imagined by the ignorant alone. (IH, 100, 39.) In 
Reality there is neither bondage nor freedom. (Ill, 
100, 40,) ‘ Our Self is eternally beyond the clutches of 
bondage. To think that we arc bound is a wrong con¬ 

ception. Liberation is also a wrong idea, for he who is 
never bound cannot be said to be liberated, (maginaiy' 

liberation is true within the realm of appearance for him 

w'ho has imagined bondage." (11L 100, 37.) As^va-ghosa 
likewise thinks: " Non-eitghienment has no existence of 

its own aside from its relation with enlightenment 
a ^'orf. But enlightenment a priori is spoken of only in 

contrast to non-enlightenment, and as non-enlightenineiic 
is a non-entity, true enlightenment In turn loses its 
significance too. They are distinguished only in mutual 

relation as enlightenment or non-enlightenment." (Dasa- 
gupta: Hkiory of htdiun Philosophy^ V'ol. 1, p, 132.)“ 
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CHATTER in 

THE MEANS OF ATTAINING LIBERATION 

It has been a. matter of great dispute in India whether 

Knowledge, Action or Devotion kartita and 
bhtXkttj IS the proper means of attaining the state of 

Liberation from the bondage and sufTerings of life. 

Diverse answers have been given by various thinkers, 
some prefering one to the others, some combining two 
or all of them. Vasisthu has a clear and definite view 

of his own on this problem, which wc propose to state 

in this chapter. 
According to Vasistha no other course than Self- 

knowledge can help to attain Liberation. Liberation 

cannot be attained by living in a forest, undergoing 

penances fVlIi. 199, 30), performance or renunciation of 

any kind of actions, undergoing any disciplinary practices 

(VIb, 199, 31), pilg^i^^Vges, distribution of alms, bath in 

sacred rivers, learning, concentration on anything, yqg«, 

sacrifices (VIb, 174, 24), fate, performance of duties, 

riches, friends (V, 3, 8), fasting (III, 6, 4), Scripture, 

words of a teacher, worehip of any god 197, 18), 
etc. Some of these things may take one to heaven, but 
not to Liberation, (VIA, 174, 26.) There is in fact no 

other course for crossing over the ocean of the sajhsltra 

for a bound man than knowledge, (V, 67, 2«} * 
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Thus according to him knowledge alone is the way 
to Liberation, '* The wise have easily crosscrd over the 
ocean of the wimdering through life and death with the 

help of the boat of knowledge alone. (II, n, 36.) Here 

knowledge alone is the thing required. {IIJ, 6, 2.) The 

long standing evil of ignorance which is called the 

world-cxpenence cannot be made to cease without know¬ 
ledge. (Ill, 8, 2.) By knowledge all sufferings come to 
an end. The knower alone is happy; he does not 
merge into the world. (V, 93, 18, 24.) The knower (of 
Truth) alone is happy, he is strong, and he really lives. 

Be a knower, therefore, fV, 92,49.) The greatest success 

is attained through knowledge, not through anything eJse \ 
knowledge removes ignorance; knowledge removes all 
sufferings. (V, 88, 12.) If the Ultimate Seif is known, 

all pains come to an end. (111, 7, 17.) The self of all 

beings becomes Brahman when awakened by knowledge, 

but wanders in delusion without knowledge." (V, 13, 68.)’ 
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Bhahit or devotion to any god is not req aired, and 
is not of much use in attaining Liberation. This is the 
definite view of Vasistha. He is a Etaunch believer in 
self-reliance, self-effort and complete independence of man 
tti deterniining his own fate whether it be in the world 

or in getting rid of the world-eicpicrience altogether. Man 
according to him is the sole master of his fate or 

destiny, as we have already seen. No body can ever 
confer Liberation as a boon on any body, unless the 
latter deserves it by his own right. No other agency 

than our own, according to him, can show us the 

Absolute, which is our very Self. One’s own dimet 

realization of the Self is what is required to experience 

Liberation, and not any devotion to any extemal god, 
however strong or powerful he may be. The real Gud 
according to Vasistha lives in the heart of everybody. 

It is He, the Self of our selves, that is to be worshipped, 
.\ny other god need not be worshipped at all. 
And the only way to worship the real God residing 

within the temple of our own body is Self-knowledge. 
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Meditation on the nature of the Self is the only way 
to propitiate the real God. This in brief h his view 

with regard to devotion, We arrange below his own 
statements on the subject. 

Devotion to any god is not necessary for Libera¬ 
tion : " One is one’s own friend or enemy, [f one docs 
not save himself, there is no other remedy. (VI&, i62, 

18.) What is not attained by oneself through one's 

own effort constantly made, vairtigya, and control over 
the senses, cannot be attained through anything else in 
the three worlds. (\, 43, 18.) Worship, therefore, the 

Self by the self, please the Self, devote yourself to the 
Self, and having seen the Self, have your stay in the 
Self. (V, 43, 19.) As the earth is the ultimate source of 

all grains, so the control of one's own mind is the source 

of all good positions and durable prosperity." (V, 43, 

35.)’ Similar passages we find in the Bhafrax^ii-gita t 
“ Let him raise the self by the Seif and not let 
the Self become depressed; for verily is the Self the 

friend of the self, and also the Self the self’s enemy; 
the Self is the friend of the self of him in whom 

the self by the Self is vanquished; but to tile un¬ 

subdued self the Self verily becomes hostile as an 
enemy." (VI, 5-6.) 
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" Devotion lo god V'istiu is invented only to put 

on the- right track those fools (mBrtiws) who run away 

from study, edbn and thinking, (Vt 43, 20.) But if 
one prays for the favour of gods like Vi^u, etc,, 
why should he not do the same thing with regard to 
hts own mind? (V. 43, 25.) The real Vi^u resides 

within every one. Unfortunate and worst men are they 

who seek after the external Vis^iu, having forgotten the 

inner one, (V, 43, 26.) Even the boons that come 

to you through the brilliant Visnu, really come to you 

as results of your own efTorts,’' fV, 43, 34,)* 
Gods may or may not confer other things on us, 

but they cannot in any case remove our ignorance. 
It is a thing that we have to do ourselves, “ The 

immense JfffyB of world-experience comes to an end 

only through the victory over one's own mind, not by 

any other way. (V, 44, 1,) Visiju, however long pro¬ 
pitiated, and however pleased he may be, cannot bestow 

Self-knowledge on one who does not think himself* 

tv. 43, 10.) In fact, whatever is, anywhere or at any 

time, attained by any one, is attained by him through 
the application of his own energy, and not in any 

other way. (V, 43, 13i) Nothing great is ever achieved 

through any god, teacher or wealth. (V, 43, 17.) If 
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a spintual preceptor {guru) can raise one up without 

one’s own effort, whj' does he not raise a bull, an 
elephant, or a camel ? “ (V, 43, lb,) * Compare with 
the opinion of Vasistha what Emerson writes with 

regard to Self-reiiance: ** Though the wide uniYersc is 
lull of good, no kernel of nourishing com can come 
to him but through bis toil bestowed on that plot of 

ground which is given to him to till. . . . Trust 
thyself. . . . Welcome evermore to gods and men is 
the self-helping man. For him aJl doors are ilung 

w'ide. . , , As mcn*s prayers are a disease of the 
will, so arc their creeds a disease of the intellect. . . , 
It is only when a man puts off all foreign support, 

and stands alone, that 1 see him to be strong and to 

prevail. . . . Nothing can bring you peace but your¬ 
self.'* (Emeruon i Essay on $elf-relianco.) Compare also 

'* In vain does he make to himself gods, in order to 

get from them by prayers and liattery what ettn be 
accomplished only by his own will-power,*' (Beer: 
Schopenhauer^ p. 44.) Prof. RKdhs;-kr$pan also similarly 
says: *' Each individual has to bla^ce out his own tiail 

into the unknown. Each most tread the weary path up 
the strap mountain from the top of which alone the 
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vision can be seen in al! splendour. The teacher may 

put us on the way, speak lo us of the hazards 
and hardships, but the grasping of the final mystery 

is an individual achievement." (RadhS'krstjan: An Ideal* 

istic View of Life^ p. 121.) 
The real God resides within every one. This body 

of mine is as good a temple of God as, probably 

better than, any other e\^er built by man. *' The God 
spoken of (as the true object of worship), does not 

exist far away. He ever resides in the body as Cin-mutfa 

(Pure Consciousness), (ill, 7, 2.) It is the same which 
is immanent in Siva, Visnu, Sun and Brahma. (Ill, 

7, 4.) He is not very far away, nor to be found 
with much difficulty. He is the Bliss-Consciousness to 

be found out within one's own body. (Ill, 6, 3.) 

Those who, leaving the God residing within one's own 

heart, go to other gods are auch as having thrown 
away the very precious gem they had in their hands 

desire to have ordinary glass'pieces.” (V, 8, 14.)' 
It is through knowledge alone that this God resid¬ 

ing within the heart can be found out and attained. 

"This God of all gods is attained through knowledge 

alone and not through the pains of other performances. 

{HI, 6, 1.) There is no other performance required here 
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than knowledge." (Hi, 6, 2,)^ Compare a passage from 

the Mupdaka Upani^ad: " He is not grasped by the 
eye, nor by speech; nor by the senses i nor by tapax, 
nor by karma; when one's mind is purified: by the 

dearness of knowledge, then alone he sees the^tnviEuble 

(Brahman) by contemplation. This subtle Self should 
be known by the mind . . . when it (mind) is puri> 

fied, then ^tman sliims out of itself,** (Jtf. HI, 

1. 8r 9.) 
How to worship the God maiding within ? The 

artificial and showy ways of worshipping God are only 

for the ignorant and for those whose minds are not 
fully grown and are restless, (VIn. 30, 5.) But there 
is no necessity of any tthvitna or mantra (prayers, 

etc.,) for the God who is immanent everywhere and is 
our own Consciousness. (Via, 35, 24.) He is not to 

be worshipped by lamps, incense-burning, offering of 

dowers, offering of food, besmearing with sandal-paste 
(Via, 38, 23), saffron, camphor, or by various kinds of 

eatables. He is to be worsiiippcd with one thing alone, 
w'hich is always easily obtainable everywhere, vis., know¬ 
ledge. (Via. 38, 24-25.) This is really the best dhy^na 

(meditation); this ia verily the highest kind of worship. 

(Via, 38, 25.) This is the greatest yoga, this is the 
best perforroance. (Via, 38. 36.) This is the real wor¬ 

ship of God, not the worship of any idol or form. 

(Via, 29, 128.) He is to be worshipped tviih d/iy3«a 
(constantly thinking of Him), no other worship is re¬ 

quired. (Via, 38, 6.) He is to be worshipped with no 
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Other flowers but of self-oontixil ' and Self-knowledge." 

(Via, 29, 128.) ‘ ^ i ' ,t ' 
A wise man always worships God by thinking of 

Him in spite of his being busy in' the activities of 

life that have fallen to his share. Every moment a 
living presence of God is felt by the wise man, what¬ 

ever he might be doing. . He worships God by offering 

Him all that he does, gets or enjoys. His work itself 

is the worship of God; his enjoyments ai:e the worship 

of God; and his thoughts and emotions arc the wor¬ 

ship of God, aa he offers everything to Him. "He 
womhips the. inner God . with all that he receives, with 

equanimity of; the he;irt (VIo, 39, 30); by engaging 

himself . in ‘ all that falls to his lot as a matter of 
course and not as desired by him (Via, 39, 31); by 

proper food and drink, and enjoying all objects of 

enjoyment in so far as they fall to his lot (Vltr, 39, 32); 
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by oxpenencing all kinds of pleasures with a balan¬ 
ced mind (Via, 39^ 34); by gladly enduiing all kinds 
of troubles—diseases, sufferings and catastrophes, etc., 
as they come (Via, 39, 35): by acting in accor¬ 
dance with one's position, whether he is a king 

or a beggar (Via, 39, 37); by having sweet friend¬ 
ships (Via, 39, 39); by a brave and strong character 

manifesting itself in his conduct, now of indifference, 
now of mercy, now of being pleased, etc., as occa¬ 
sion arises (Via. 39, 40); by some times giving up 

all kinds of pleasure if the case requires it (Via 

39* 41), by sometimes engaging in, and sometirnes giving 
np, all kinds of good or bad actions (Via, 39, 42); by 

disregarding all that is lost and gone, and remaining 
unaffected by the Joss {Via, 39, 44); by putting equal 

value on all objects whether they appear to be ulcasant 
or painful (Via, 39, 49); by equally giving up or 

possessing the objects of pleasure or pain (Via, 39, 50); 

by accepting gladly all that happens to fall U) his lot 
in accordance with time or place (Via, 39, 53) * and 

by always believing that he i* ihe Infinite and the 

Whole Brahman.'' (Via, 39, 46.)' (Summary translation.) 
I 
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In comparison with this worship of the iimer God^ 

the worship of an external god is quite an unimportant 

and secondary thing. U may, however, have some use 
for some persons. The permanent and chief form of 
God is that which reAdes within the cave of the heart, 

the estemai one bearing a disc, conch-shell and the club 
(of Vi^u) is unimportant and secondary. (V, 43, 27.) 

He who runs after the secondary form, neglecting the 
chief one is lihe a fool who is searching for the nectar 
after having thrown that away which he had already in 

his possession, (V, 43, 28,) In the same way, the 
chief way of seeing God is thinking with one^s own 
effort, and the secondary way of seeing God is 
through getting a boon, etc. You should take recourse 

to the primary method. {V, +3, 11.) Effort and prac- 
ticc in thinking are the primary methods, and worship. 
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ctc.f are secondary ones. 43, 21>) tf one cannot 

have recourse to the primaiy God and the primary 

method, let him worship the God In the external form, 
ViEpu. (V, 45, 30^) For, iJirbugh the hardships of 

woTahipptng Him, and of undergoii^ the penances connec¬ 

ted therewith, his mind will, in course of time, he purified. 
(V, 43, 31.) Through daily efforts and discrimination, 

the mind becomes purified, as a mango ripens. (V, 43, 
32.) But in that case also, it is one’s own Self that 
brings about the required results •, the worship of Visnu 

being only the external occasion." (V, 43, 33)^ 
S'athkara lays great stress on renunciation of ac¬ 

tions and household life for Self-realization. Tyaga 
and Su'ihrtyiisd seem to be quite indispensable for 
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Self'^rcailzation according to him. Early Buddhism also ia a 

philosophy of Bhik^ttkas (recluses). The Bhagavad'gUn, 
on the other hand^ seems to preach that the duties 

enjoined upon us by the S^siraa are not to be given 
up. They are to be performed without attachmeui, or 
personal motive. Absolute renunciatton of actionii is not 
possible, nor is required by Krsi^a. The view of 

Vasistba is very much like that of Kr^i with regard 
to action. According to Vaslsiha performing or gt'i'ing 
up any kind of action, whether it be religious, moral or 

workUy, is immaterial for attaining Liberation. It is 

foolish, according to him, to believe that action can be 
renounced. Life is action. Thought is action. As long 

as one is thinking or living, he is acting. Renunciation 
of physical and worldly activities is impossible. The 
root of action is desire or will. That is to be cut off. 

Personal desire and willing are to be given up and not 
actions. For Self-realization one has not to go to a 
forest lenouncing the worldly duties and activities. The 

busy home-itfe is no bar to Self^reaUzation. Renouncing 

the activities of life and residing in a forest do not in 
the least help one whose mind is not already at peace. 

The story of the queen Cuij^lS and her husband 
S^ikhi-dhvaja is a beautiful illustration of this fact. 
Vasisdia is very emphatic on the view that a wise 

man should prefer not to retire from the busy life of 
the world, although It is in no way binding on him. 

Most of his liberated living men rule over their 

kingdoms, and give the benefit of their wLsdom to 

others. Here is in brief what he has said on the 

subject I 
** Individuality and action are not two things. The 

individual Is action, and action is individmility. (Vlfr, 

28. 8.) ‘ I As long as there is the world-esperience, 
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activity cannot be separated from consciousness, from 
mdtviduaiity. (VIA, 28, 6.) The inner consciousness 
manifests itself in volitions which are named as mind, 

action, imagination, etc, (VTA, 2, 34.) So iong as one 

lives, the question of giving up or of performance of 
actions which arc thoughts ultimately, is meaningless 

(VIA, 2, 31.) Whether a man is eniightened or not, as 
long as he continues to be living in the Imdy, his 
thinking continues. Its renunciation is impracticable. 
(VIA. 2, 35.) Renunciation of actions therefore is 

impossible as long as the hotly continues. (VTA, 2, 42.) 
Those who actually give up action do not succeed in 

giving it up at its root, which is volitional thought (or 
thought coloured with d^irc), (VTA, 2, 43.) This root 
cannot be cut down as long as one lives except by 

knowledge (or enlightenmeiit=A<M/Afi), (VTA, 2, 44.) 
Whether a man acts or does not act physically, he 
undergoes the consequences in heaven or hell in accordance 
with his desires, (IV, 38, 4.) They, who give up external 
actions alone without giving up desires for them, (which 

can only be given up by right knowledge), efTect a 

renunciation which i$ no renunciation at all. They in 
fact try to beat the empty sky with a stick. (VIA, 3, 

34.) The devil of renunciation of actions devours those 

fools who attempt that renunciation of actions which is 
no renunciation at all. (VIA, 3,26.) The home itself is 
a quiet forest for one with a peaceful mind, whereas 

a forest is like a city full of men and activities for 
one who is not at peace within. (VIA, 3, 38.) As long 
as one lives, the body will continue to be active. Why 

not then conttnae to do without murmuring those duties 
which fall to your lot? (VIA, 199, 5.) It does not even 

become those who have become libenited to give up the 
,ictions that fall naturally to their share as long as they 
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live here." (V, 26, 16.)’ Compare the corresponding 

parages from the Bttagavad-gitux "Nor can anyone, 
even for an InsLant, remain really actionless; for help'- 

lessly is everyone driven to action by the qualities bom 

of Nature. (UI> 5.) , . . Perform thou right action 
for, action is suiierior to inaction, and, inactive, even the 

maintenance of the body would not be possible/' 

(III, 8.) 
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Knowledge alone^ then, is the means of Liberation 

according to Vasina. What then is the ideal of right 
knowledge that liberates U6 ? It is arriving at the 
conviction that Biahroan is the only ReaStty; everything 

here is Brahman, and nothing is which is not Brahman. 
It is in brief a living realisation of the metaphysics of 

Vasistha. “ The conviction that Param^imn alone— 
Infinite, beginningless and endless Consciousness—is the 
Reality here ^ is tam^ag jnanam (the perfect knowledge). 

(V, 79t 2.) Right vision consists in the conviction that 
all the manifold things of the world—jars, clothes, 
ere,,—are nothing but the forms of the Self, other than 

which nothing e^Eisis. (V> 7% 3.) The enlightenment 
within one as to the fact that Consciousness never 
becomes unconsciousness; that It ever continues to be 

the same without any change or loss, and is inexpreS'' 
sible in terms, is right knowledge/* (VI6, 190, 5,)* 

This right knowledge can be acquired only through 
one*s own thinking and elTort. Nothing else will bring 
right knowledge home to any body. “The Divinity is 
known only through one*s own clTort and discrimination. 

(Ill, 6, 9.) He is seen by one's own intellect turned 
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towards him* (VL#, 118, 4.) By no other process eicepl 
one's own purihed intellect, can that experience be 
realised* (V, 12, 18.) One should think on the Self, 

through one’s own effort, and continue doing so until It 
is realised in experience.'* (V, 5, 6.)’ Similarly *‘The 
Buddhists say that when our minds are clear of 

illusions, prejudices, and egoistic assumptions, they 
become transiiarent and reflect the truth tike a dust-free 

mirror. The illuinination thus gained in our conscious¬ 
ness constitutes the so called ^artni^anna, the moat 

perfect knowledge, that leads to Nirvat^, final Salvation, 
and eternal bliss.” (Suzuki; Mah?l-ylina Buddhismt 

p. 92.) 
So in order that a man may be able to think 

correedy and to interpret his experience in the right 

and proper manner, it is necessary that his mind should 
be pure. Punfleation of mind is effected through the 

study of philosophical works, through association with 

wise persons, and through cultivating noble virtues. 

“ Pure intellect capable of finding out the Heality Is 
evolved, when its impurities drop down from it through 

constant study of good works, association with the wise 

ones, and through the performance of noble deeds. 

(V, 5, 5,) One should raise his mind himself for 

cutting off the root of his misery with intense vairSgya 
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(disi^Cic for worldly thirigs)^ the study, of good books 
and cultivating noble virtues.’- (V, 21, U.) * 

VaGt^ha gives us some of the problems on which 

we should begin to think. They are; " What am 1? 
How does the objective experience originate ? Why is there 

death or birth?” (V, 58, 32.)* He asks us to observe 

that “ Everything to which man sets his heart here Is 

unstable and sure to perish without any doubt.” 
iV', 9, 34.) * He makes us realize that ” The world is 
unsubstantial (<jsi7f'tr), for everything here comes and goes 

away. Every sweet here has its bitter into which it 

turns in no time.” (V, 9, 37.)* He aisks us to think 
and realize that " Pleasures and ]>aliis are not at all 

experienced by the Seif as such (V, 5, 33), nor ate 
they experienced by the body as such. They are w-holly 
due to ignontnee.” (V, 5, 33-34.) * He exhorts us to 

separate the Self from the body with which we have 
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been identifying it and therefore sufTering. " Be happy 

for ever by i;e|iamting the real Self from Ute body 

with which it has bt;eii identified." (V, 5, 24.)/ 
From the Absolute point of view, however, as we 

have alrejidy seen, there is neither ignorance nor know¬ 
ledge. Both ‘ aeuiralizing each other in the Absolute are 

fused into the Absolute Purity of Experience. Absolutely 

speaking, therefore, both knowledge and ignorance are 

appearances, f.#.* Avitiys (that whicli does not exist in 
reality). Ignorance is one aspect of the Avidya and 
knowledge another. Knowledge destroys ignorance. Thjs 

only means that one aspect of Avidy'd destroys another. 
This is what Vasis^ha says in the following words: 

" The aspirant tvashes off the worse kind of Avidyd 
(ignorance) with the help of the better kind of AvidyS 

(knowledge), and when the washing is effected neither of 

them clings to him. It is like the washing act of a 
washerman who washes off impurities of clothes with 

other kind of impurities (soap, etc.). (V lu, 41, 6.) When 

by accidental (AtiAd juncture of tlie two 

opposite aspects of Avii/yii, it is negated, the Self 

realines die Self.” (VTn, 41, 7.)* 
Very much importance is attached to the Scriptures 

by later VedSnlins. But for Vaaistha they are not of 

so much importance. For, as wc have already seen 
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according to him the ultimate source of the knowledge 

of the Self is Experience, No Sitsira can make os 
realize the Self, if we do not make our own attempts 
along the right interpretation of our Experience^ and 

thereby have the direct intuition of the Self. ** The 

Ultimate Experience cannot be bad through' the Snstra^, 
or through the words of a teacher, or through the 

worship of any god. {VIh, i97, 18.) The Self is not 
shown by the Sustraa, nor by the teachings of a gtthi 
(teacher). It is known by oneself through one’s own 

knowledge/' (Vltf, 41, 15.)’ But V^aiiistha docs not 

totally deny the value of the Scriptures or other philo¬ 
sophical wt>rkE. They are suggestive to us of the exist¬ 

ence of the Self and the Absolute of which our 
present state of knowledge and Experience is not awnre. 
They help to purify our mind for right thinking. So 
Vasi^ha sa>'3: “ Hear how, though not the cause of 

our knowledge, they (the mstras and the teachings of 
a g«r«} become indirect causes of that. (VI^j, 197, 19.) 

Hy practising and following the processes given tn the 

t^straa our minds get purihed and thus become t^pable 
of knowing the pure Self. (Vlfr, 197, 20.) Sfasfra is 

the a^itvika (purified) aspect of AvidyTi. It can neutralize 
the ttttMosa (impure) aspect of ignorance. (Vld, 197, 21.) 

It is through the contact of one w‘ho intensely aspires 

with the Sasfras that the Self-knowledge is attained. 

(VI&, 197, 25.) The juice of the .tfa/nj Vnkyas (the 

II 
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great sayings of ihe Upani^ads) can only be tasted in 

one’s own Self-experience.” (Vlfr, 197, 29.) ^ 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF THE ABSOLUTE 

J^na or knowledge that has been said by Vasis^ 
to be the only means of Liberation Is not a mere 
intellectual affair. It is much more than w'hat we 

ordinarily understand by knowledge. As we have learnt 
at the commencement of oui treatment of his meta^ 

physics, knowledge (or Vasistha is always direct eiEperi- 
ence. It IS intuition of the object of knowledge. 

Self-knowledge in the fullest sense ia actual living in the 
Absolute Experience. It is actual identification with the 

Reality. It is bringing oneself in tune with the Infinite 

Whole. It is thinking as the Absolute Self would tliink, 
feeling as the Absolute Self would feel, and acting as 

the Absolute Self would act. It ts actually being trans¬ 
formed into tlte Absolute, as Gauda-psda also urges; 

'* Having known the nature of Spiritual Reality within 

and without, one should become the Reality, should 
ever rest in U, and should be firm in It.” 

ksriksg, JI, 38.) Only a person who has tlius realized 

the Reality is entitled to be called a jnUnin (knower). 

Others who do not thus live their knowledge, but 

use it for other ends are called by Vasis|ha jliitna- 
barulhus those to whom knowledge is a helping 

friend in the world). The following is a distinction 

made by him between a fntinfn and a jfinrta-hnndhu: 

" ] prefer an ignorant man to a jli{t?ia^bandhu, 

(VI6, 21, 1.) A j^na^bati4hu is he who studies the 
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^siras fot worldly enjoyments, like sut Artisan who 

leams his art to earn his livelihood; but does not 

make any effort to bring into practice what be has 

learnt (V16, 21, 3)j he whose knowledge is not mani¬ 
fested in actions (VI6, 2l» 4); he who thinks that 
Rothes and meals are the sufficient fruits of his study 

of antstras. He is really an artisan {efilpin) who puts 

his study to unphilosophical use. (Vlfr, 21, 3.) He la 

a jnsim-batuihu who follo^va the path of actions in 

accordance with the injunctions of the S^ruii^ and keeps 
aloof from knowledge. (Vlfr, 21, 6.) Self-knowledge is 
rcallv the only knowledge worthy of the name. Other 

kinds of knowledge are merely the semblance of it, for 

they do not give us the essence of all things. (V if*, 
21, ?.) They are jUatta^bandhm who are satisfied with 

other kinds of knowledge, and do not attain the know¬ 

ledge of the Self.** (Vld, 21, 8.)* It ia needless to 
point out hem that most of us arc Jnatia-battdhm 

judged by the standard of Vasis^a, 
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A jHanin (knower), on ihe other hand, according to 

Vasina is he Who, through his knowledge and con¬ 
stant thought on the subject of hts knowledge, has been 

raised to the state of experience where mind is no 
mind, and where there is no longer any consciousness 

of the fruits of actions (VI ft, 22, 1); who is really at 
peace within, and whose peace is reflected in all his 

activities (VIft, 22, 3), who has known everything and 

who brings his knowledge into practice and thus be¬ 
comes desircless (Vlft, 22, 2); who is engaged in duties 

that fall to his share in course of his life, yet within 

his mind without any desire or attachment to them. 
(Vlft, 22, 5*) Real jTtUaci (knowledge) is that jniituj 

which enable a man never to be again born into the 
world; knowledge utilized in earning livelihood is only 
a mcrcenaiy art,** (Vlft, 22, 4.) ‘ 

Real knowing is thus being. It is the actual trans¬ 
formation of the finite into the infinite, of the limited 
into the unlimited, of the individual into the Absolute. 
Philo is said to have similarly taught that '* The know¬ 

ledge of God consists only in the renunciation of self, 
in giving up individuality, and in becoming merged in 

Divine Primordial Being. The mind that wishes to hold 
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God raust itself become God." (Windelbatid; Uisitny of 

Philosophy, Problem IS.) But it is not an easy thin^. 
It cannot be magically prctduced in a moment. Our 
bnitude is of long standing. A mere intellectual eo* 

ligbtcnmenc may convince us of the itiusoriness of 

our finltude and world-CJtperience, yet the illusion con^ 
tinues to be experienced. A man suffering from an 

eyo>disea5e, on account of which he sees the one 

moon as two^ may be intellectually convinced Hint in 
reality there is only one moon, but the Illusory double- 

ness of the moon forms still a part of his experience. 

He has not yet come to actually experience what he 
has been Intellectually convinced erf. Such hnnwterlge is 

not of much use. Vasts^ha asks ue not to be satisfied 
with that alone. He urges us to make constant and 
earnest eiTorts (aM3'<zso) to realize in our own experience 

what we are intellectually convinced of. ‘^The prosenl 

state of our experience is due to the (thinking, feeling 
and acting) habits of innumerahle past lives. It cannot 
be easily got rid of without prolonged process of think¬ 

ing and practice. (V, 92, 23.) Ahhyasa (practice) means 

doing a thing over and over again, (VI6, 67, 43.) 

Without practice (in actual]station of knowledge) Self- 
realization cannot be effected. (Vlti, H, 1.) The ahhyma 

m the knowledge of Self consists in always thinking 

of the Self, thinking of It, reminding one another of 

It, and being solely concerned with It. (lU, 22, 24.) 
They are the Brdhmiibhynsijts (those w-ho are busy in 

realization of the Absolute Experience) who are making 

efforts in realizing the Absolute Experience in which the 

idea of subject and object will be entirely absent, with 

the help of reason ns well as of the scriptures. (HI, 

22, 27.) Without practice one cannot actualize know¬ 

ledge in his experience; but through it one can soon 
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and surely be installed In the peace of the Absolute 

Experience.*’ (Vl&, 155, 13*>’ 
The technical name given to the practice in Sell- 

realisation by Vasistha is Yoga (lit, union). He does 
not use this term in the restricted sense in which the 

schools of Yoga have used it For him e\‘ery method, 

w'hich enables one to escape finttude or world-experi¬ 
ence is yoga. The method of crossing over the world 

is called yoga." (Vln, U, 3.)* The ideal of yoga is 
installation in the Absolute Experience. “ The ideal to 
be actualized by yoga is that fourth kin<i of experience, 

which means sharing in the Absolute, which is realiza^ 
tion of great bliss, which is of the nature of Conscious¬ 
ness-bliss, and in which the other experiences, waking, 

sleep, etc., arc not even potentially present. (V'la, 12S, 

50-51.) That state is not actually experienced unless 
our finitude (ntanirs) is dissolved ((r5f<rfii-g{r/i7) in the 

ocean of nectar-like Peace.” (Via, 128, 52.) * 
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What then should be the actual course of the 

process of Seibrealixation ? We can hnd out a definite 
scheme of the method of Self-realissation in the Yoga-^ 

T>asi^tfui, which does not neglect any aspect of our 
life^ Our present life has three aspects, spiritual, 
mental and physical. The first may be said to be that 

which corresponds to what has been called the sob* 

conscious self by some modem writers. It is the store¬ 
house of all our instincts, tendencies, dispositions, etc. 

The second ia our conscious mental life of thoughts, 

emotions, desires, etc. The third is the physical body 
which is being run on by the perpetual movements of 
vital currents (pranas), AH these aspects have very 

intimate connection with one another, fn order that 

wc may cease from the Unite experience of this or that 
particular life, and may live in the Absolute Expen* 

ence, it is necessuiry that we should free oureeSves from 

the limitations of body, mind and individuality (which 
IS the subconscious mind). We therefore require a 

scheme of culture or practice which will enable us to 

transmute ourselves into the Infinite Brahman by taking 

bold of that side of our ex|)erience for which we are 

most fit, Vasistha, therefore, suggests three lines along 

which wc should proceed to realise the Alisolute Ex* 
perience, and also teJls us that any one of them may 

be selected according to one^s convenience and bent of 

mind. “ The term yogu stands for (1) deep affirmation 
of the One Ueality, (2) control of the mind, and (3) 

stopping of the movements of the vital currents {^r*ip<Ts). 
(Via, 69, 27.} If any one of them is fully accomplished, 
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tbe others wouJd follow.” (Vl<j, 69, 40.) * He is, however, 

inclined to prefer the second method to the other two, 
probably because it is easier than the others, and. U is 

also more attractive to a cultured man. “ Of all the 

three methods of realisation, the control of mind is the 

best, because it is easily effected and so leads to peace 
soon.” (Vitf, 69, 29,)’ We shall now leant more about 

these methods one after another. 

L Praeim in deep a^irnuiiion of ihe One Reality. 
” Through constant practice in deep affirmation of 

one's )x:ing the One Reality, the mind comes to peace, 

and when the mind is thus merged in the Ke.Tlity, the 
activity of the pmpas is totally stopped.” (Via, 69, 48.)’ 

This may be effected along three lines, One may 
meditate on the fact of his being one with the Absolute 
Brahman, and go on affirming that he is the Brahman. 

Or through realization of the absolute non-entity (un¬ 
reality) of objects as other than the Self, one may affinn 
his being the Abwlute and the only Reality. Or, 

through the negation of the subject-object idea From 
Reality as such, one may realize that he is the only 

Reality above the distinction of subject and object. The 

first process may be called Brakma-bfiiivanTJt the second, 
Padarlha~bhavana-ty<tga, and Kevalt-bJutva. 
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On the first Vasiatha sa>'s; “One becomes that 

which one constantly aflirros to be {bkovayafij i he fills 

himself with power, however great it may be, in accord¬ 
ance with one’s afiiniialion. (IV, 11, 59,) The self 
becomes the Infinite Whole {amniam akhitam) through 

affirming itself lo be that. (IV, U, 60.) So, first think 

on the Infinite Self, and then transmute yom mmd into 
that. Being merged in that experience, the mind comes 

to calmness. (Vltr. 69. 49.) The mind of one who 
concentrates on the Absolute vanishes for the want of 

its finite or limited objects, and the activit>' of the 
prlHias also stops, leaving the Absolute sinning alone/* 

(V to. 69. 52.) ‘ 
With regard to the second, PadUrtha~bh4lvaHii'tyttj*a, 

we learn the following from Vasina: “If the world, 

appearance which is as unreal as the colour of the sky 

IB realised to he unreal, the nature of the Brahman is 
known. (HI, 7, 27*28.) The Absolute Reality cannot 
be known, unless Uie impossibility of Its becoming the 

objective world is tcalked. (111, 7. 30.) When the 
possibility- of the world being real is realized to he 

baseless, one attains to the stare of mr-oikaipa 
(Ihooghtless) samadhi (intense concentration of the mmd 

on Uie Self). (Ill, 21, 78.) Without the realiaaUon 
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of absolute non-entity of the wocid (n the Absolute, 

Liberation which consists in the absence of the experience 

of the ego and the world, is nut realized/' (III, 21, 
12.) * Deni^ we must remember, “ Is iJie creative 

force of mind used as a dissolving or diBtntegrating 

power/' (Waset Inner Teachings and Yoga, p. 37.) 
Kcvali-bhitva U the experience of the Self being 

free from the feeling of subjectivity consequent on the 

realization of the unreality of objectivity; subject and 
object being relative to each other. The Absolute 

Reality is beyond both subject and object, both of 

which are equally unreal and relative. Kevalt-bhava 
consists in aflFinniiig the Self to be free from both 
subjectivity and objectivity. Thus says he: “ Kevalt-bhOva 

is the experience when the Self realizes Itself to be free 
from subjectivity as a consequence of the object being 

realized to be unreal. (1111 4, 55.) The kcvaU-bhitva of 

the Self (subject) is effected when the ego and the 
three worlds are realized to be unreal. (HI* 4, 50.) 

That state being realized, all desires, likes and dislikes 

drop down from the personality, and the movements of 
the prapas come to rest," (III, 4, 54.) * 
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Compare what a modem writer says with regard to 

the realization of the Absolute EJtperience: “The first 
great stage or degree is where you realize the unreality 
of all those things which you have hitherto considered 

real, It is the great denial of the reality of external 

thingSt Ib the light of the alNness of God, the Change* 
less One. The reality of the changing, temporal universe 
has to he denied, and the denial must be followed hjr 
a mental affirmation of the perfection of the One reality, 

(p. 50) . ‘ • The second stage or degree is where 
luiving dissolved the gross and imperfect in the refined 

and perfect, the Light of the Logos appears. The One 

reality is seen. . . * The third initiation is the 
Synthesis. It is a point where you come back to the 

things of the external world, :md see that, informing 

them, in every atom, in every part, and in every speck 
of space is the living, breathing presence of God. All 

is Bfithman** (Wase; The inner Tmehings and Yoga, 

p. 
n. Control and stoppage 0/ the activity 0/ the Pritttas. 

Although from the sy-stcmatic point of view our 

treatment of this topic should come after we have dealt 

with the control and annihilation of the manas fmind), 

we propose to treat of it first so that we may devote 

the rest of this chapter to the other problem which has 
been treated at length by Vasislha, and on which he 

taj*® more stress, in connection with the present topic, 
we must remember what we liave already learnt about 

the mechanism of breathing from Vasistha. 
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Vaais^a beHeves tliat prU^a and mind are very 
intimarely connected. The movements of pratta are the 
physical manifestations of the activity of the mind, and 

the activities of the mind are the movements of pnltta 

manifested on the psychical side. One is tlte other aide 
of the other. What is ptaiut physically is tlte mind on 

the psy'chical plane. There is perfect identity and 
parallelism between the psychical and the phy'sical 

aspects of our being- He seems to agree with the 
psycho-physical parallelists of modern times, that evety 

psychical fact has its correlative on the physical side 
and vice versa. But this is true, according to Vasisdia, 

only empiricaJly. He is ultimately an idealist, and never 

forgebi to remind us that even this (litrallelism is 
ultimately mind«created, in accordance with his parallel' 

istic view, he holds that die control and stoppage of 
the movements of pr^ma are that of lire mind and 
vice versa. This is what we team from the following 
passages; "The mind has imagined pntpa, and has 

also imagined that praita is its own movement, without 
which it will never exist. Ever since this imagination, 
its activities correspond with ihiise of the prana. (VIA, 

139, 2.) As tlic mind thinks so it becomes. It thought 
that the pi^^a is its life, so it exists in <the now. 

(VIA, 139, It).) As the stoppage of the movements of 

a fan and that of the wind are the same fact, so also 

the stoppage of the movements of the praiui and the 

stoppage of the activities of tiie mind are one and the 
same fact, (Vlrt, 69, 41.) Through stopping the move- 

ments of the pra^ia the mind is surely stopped from its 

activities. {V, 78, 15.) When the pnt^i^^akU is at 
rest, mind is no more. 13, 83.) And when the 

mind is no longer in motion, die objective world 
vanishes. fV, 78, 16.) (Similarly), when the activities 
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of the mind arc stopped, the movements of the 
also stop." (VU. GO. 44.) ‘ 

It ts therefore important to understand how the 

activities of the prttiia can be brought under control 
and how they can be stopped altogether. Unfortunately, 

how’ever, Vasistha has not made the latter aspect of the 
problem clear, lie has, as we shall see, very summarily 
dismissed it, probably because he might have thought 

that it is dangerous to meddle with the movements of 

the pra^a without a proper guide. 
The Praftn, according to Vasis^a, is the vital 

energy, the currents of which flow all round in the body 

to keep cver>' organ of the body alive and active. 
“Some current of it nio\'es the eyes. (Via, 24, 28); 

some resides in the sense of touch; some go^ to the 

nose; some digests food; some functions in the longue. 
(Vltf, 24, 29.) In short the Prttiia moves the body as 

a machine with Its own force-" (Vln, 24, 10.)* Here 
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we have to deal that aspect of the Praxta which 
concerns inhalation and exhalation of the breath, which 
are very intimately connected with onr life. Before we 

attempt to bring under our control or stop the activity 

of the prUM, wc must understand the natural course 

of the breathing activity of the pfittui, on which we 

have first to concentrate our attention according to 
Vasistha: ”Now hear me describing the course of the 
Prtipa that is going on whether a man is waking or 
asleep" (Vlrt, 25, 5):’ 

We must note that in the following description the 

term Pfapa is used in a restricted sense of exhalation, 
and apuna is used for inhalation of breath. " The 

prTtna arises from the hzdaya (lungs?) and spreads out 

up to 12 ahgulas (about 6 inches) from the tip of the 

nose. The apana arises outside at a distance of 12 
aAgulas from the nose. (VI*r, 25, 29-50,) The apum 
arista just where the pra^ta ends and vice versa. (VU, 

25, 31.) The pra^a has its movement directed towards 
the external space, whereas the apana has its movement 

towards the internal space of the body. The former 

moves up out of the body like the flame of ftre, and 
the latter moves down in the body like water" 
(Via, 25, 32-33.)* 
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Now the technicatidcs of the natural Prupjtyama 

(lit. bT^th*conlrol) are pointed out: “ The natara! flow 

of the prn\Ki out from the body, from the lotus of 

the heart (lungs), is called recaJat, (VI<r, 25, 6.) The 
inhalation of the air from 12 ah^ulas outside the body 

is called puraka (filling}. (Via, 25, 7.) The state of 
ptiijta (in general sense) when inhalation is complete 
and eshalation has not yet begun, is called natural 

kumbhalta. it is a state which ordinary people do not 

notice, but the yogiits know it to CKist," (Via, 25, 9.) * 
In order to acquire control o%'er the PrUim, the 

yogin should first practise to have concentration and 

control over the natural flow of the Praptf which b 

concerned with breathing in and out. The following are 
i-hp various exercises in this connection: The existence 

of the apnna in a definite form perceptible only to 
the yogitis, at 12 aftgutas’ disuince from the body in 

the atmosphere, like a ready-made jar within a heap 

of clay, before its actually entering the body, is called 
kumbhaka (from the external point of view). (Via, 25, 

13‘14,) This is (1) the External Kumbhaka, “ The 
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movement of the apmut from the distance of 12 ah^Uts, 
to tlie tip of the nose is called (2) the external puraha 

by the experts in yoga, (Vl*r, 25, 14-15,) According to 

some yogitts the movement of the air from the tip of 

the nose to the distance of 12 a^uias is called (2) 
the exterml puraka. (Vl«, 25, 15-16.) (This to 

be the more correct view, because from the external 

point of view this is really a kutnhhaka). The rising 
of the apana at a distance of 12 aitgnlas and its 
remaining still outside the body is called the external 

recaka (3). (There seems to be a mistaJtc in the text 
in naming it as tlie external kumbhaka):' (Via, 25, 
18-19.)^ In the same way we can have (4) inicmal 

kumbhaka, (5) internal recaka, and (6) interttal pnraka^ 
from the point of view of them within the body. 

They have been mentioned in the above pantgraph 
as simply pUraka, recaka, and kumbhaka. 

There are two occasions in the perpetual movement 
of the Prafw, which deserve attention and concentration of 
the yogin. They are the two kumbhaka&, the external 
and the internal. “When the last streah of the apana 
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(moon) has subsided In the heart, and the first streak 

of the pfitna (atm) has not yel tahen its rise (re., 
the internal kumbhaka) is the state having stayed in 

which the yog/n la no more troubled* (Via, 25, 36*37.) 
When the pru^ has finished itself at a distance of 
12 from the body and the apSna has not 

taken its rise from there yet (i.e., the external kum- 

hhaka) is also a state having stayed in which for a 
long time, the yogin no more suffers troubles.'^ (VI<r, 
25, 50*51,)* This means that a yogin (practiser) should 

trj' to prolong through practice that state in which 
neither exhalation nor inhalation is taking place, but 

both of them absent, either internally or externally. 
How this nirodha (stoppage) of the movements of 

prmia and apuiia is effected is very summarily described 

in the following passages: "The movements of Pr3iwi 

can be stopped through vaifUgya (want of interest in 
tlic world), meditation on the ultimate cause, practice, 

methodical procedure, giving up had habits (V, 13, 85): 

by having a distrust in the world through the study of 

the (ftislras^ company of the good, practice in yoga 

(V, 78, 18); through concentration on one’s object of 

love, and meditation on One Reality (V, 78, 19); 
through the practice of the put^tk<^^ etc., and through 

solitary meditation (V, 78, 20); through concentration on 
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the last part of the sound of the sj llable QM ; through 

tna][ing the worldly consciousness asleep (V, 78, 21); 

through the practice of recaka^ so that the pfUfta is 
no longer in motion (V, 78, 22); through the prolonged 

practice of kumbkaka (V, 78, 24): by directing the cur¬ 

rent of the through the upper hole (to the 
Bmhma^randhra) by stopping its usual passage with the 

tongue fixed at the root of the palate (V, 78, 25): 

when the consciousness of concentration even is lost in 
the subtle ether of consciousness in w'hich there is no 

activity or thought (V, 78, 26); when the thinking pro* 

cess stops in concentration at the distance of 12 

ahgulas from the tip of the nose (V, 78, 27); when 

one attains peace by concentrating on the point between 
the eye-brows (V, 78, 28); when the movement of the 

Pritfjif is made to be lost in a place within the brain 

nt a distance of 12 ahguJm from the palate, by send¬ 
ing it through the upper hole (V, 78, 29) \ through 

being lost in the thought of the ether of consciousness 
on account of being dcsireless and in intense meditation 
(V, 78, 30); through the mind attached to the pure 

Consciousness, which is free from desires (V*, 78, 31); 

by taking one's stay in the knowledge which flashes 
into our mind for a moment only on occasions {V, 

78, 38); through these methods, as well as others that 

may be taught by various teachers, ihc movements of 
the PrUfUf can be stopped." (V, 7B, 39.) * 
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III. CotUrol and stoppage of iht activity of the Mind. 

ManaSt as we have already noticed, is the most 
important concept of Vasina’s philosophy. It is that 

which in its static is the Brahniaii, and in its dynamic 

aspect constitutes the individual and his world. Vaj^?|ha'6 

philosophy might be called the statics and dynamics of 
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the mind. The movements of the mind towards objeeti- 
Bcation bring about the world^experience with all its 

good and evil, pleasure and pain, life and death, etc., 
The stoppage of this tendency of the mind, which in 

fact is the annihilation of the mind as such, is another 
name for the realization of infinity of the Self. Our 

being an indivtduaJ is responsible for our experiencing 
the illusory world. The very moment we succeed tn 

breaking the shell of individuality we are the infinite 
whole. “ The release from the world of trouble, risk 

and adventure”, as Prof. Radh5t*kr^n puts it, “can 

be had only by losing the separate self.” {The Reign 

o/ Retigion in Cofttemfiorary Phiiosophy, p. 449,) Tlie 

more we cease to be minds (f.c,, centres of individual 
willing, individual thinking, and individual feeling), the 

more we are the Infinite Self, And if we could ceatic 

to be minds absolutely, we are the absolute Brahman 
shining in Its ow-n glory, “The mind is the nave of the 
wheel of the w'orld-tHusion. If one can stop it from 

moving, the world-wheel stops, and ceases to trouble 
us. fV, 49, 40,) One should, therefore, apply all his 

efforts, strength, intellect and ingenuity in controlling 
the mind, the nave of the wheel of the saihssra, {Via, 

29, ?-8,) Through the victory over the mind everything 
is attained. (V, 24, 15.) By annihilating the mind the 

world-experience is annihilated, as by the destruction of 
a jar, the jar-space is annihilated. (V, 50, 14.) When 
the mind is given up, all conceptions of duality and 

unity vanish. What remains is the Absolute Peace, the 
pure and spotless One. (VIo, 93, 44.) The mind is the 

field where the crops of the world-c.xperience grow. 
When the field Is no longer in existence, where will 
the crops grow? (VI<r. 93, 45.) There is only one 

effective remedy for the troubles of the world, namely, 
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the control of one's own mind. (IV, 35, 2.) All pains 

cease when the mind is annihilated.'’ {Hi, 112, 9.)* 
It is interesting to note here that according to As^va- 
gho^ also the ob|ective world vanifihes and enlighten¬ 

ment dawns when the mind is annihilated i “ All things, 

simply on account of our confuse^l subjectivity (wwf/i), 

appear under the form of individuation. If we could 
overcome our confused subjectivity, the signs of indi¬ 

viduation would disappear, and there would be no trace 
of the world of (individual and isolated) objects.'* 

(Suzuki: Aix^akentitg o/ FatfU, p. 56,) *' When the 

mind is disturbed, the multiplicity of things is produced; 
but when the mind is quieted, the multiplicity of things 

disappears." (/bid., p. 78.) ** By pure usisdom we under¬ 
stand that when one, by virtue of perfuming {mwer of 
dharma, disciplines himself truthfully and accomplishes 

meritorious deeds, the mind (t.e., alaya'VijtiSna) which 
implicates itself with birth and death will be broken 
down and the modes of evolving oonscionaness will be 
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annulled, and the pure and genuine msdom of dhitrma- 

hsya will raanifest itself.” [Ibid., p. 67.) Gaui^a-pada 
also similarly says: ” The whole duality of whate\'er 
form, is simply a phenomenon of the mind, and it is 

never experienced when the mind is no longer mind/* 

(M^pdaiya-kltrikiis. Ill, 31.) 

Before learning the methods of mind-control sug¬ 
gested by Vasiftha, let us note, how, according to him 

the mind becomes more and more gross iptna), a thing 

which wc should always tahe care to avoid. ** The 
mind grows denser by taking the Self to be the 

not-Self; by trusting in the bodyj by attachment to 

the family; by egoistic activities; by the intoxication 
of possession; by the thought * It is mine'; by the 

pains of old age and death; by the vain desire of 
rising in the world; by indulging in poisonous evil 

conduct; by worries and diseases; by the consolations 
offered by the world; by making efforts in attaining 

whai is desired and avoiding what is disliked; by love; 

by avarice for wealth j by the enjoyintmt of the pleasure 

of sex and wealth whicli are agreeable only at their 
beginning; by drinking tlie milk of wrong desires; by 

the increase of sensual enjoyments; by such a conduct 

in the world as presupposes faith in it; by the love 
of body which has a beginning and an end; and by 

the violent pleasures that terminate in the poison of 
pain/* (V, 50, 57-63.)^ 
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But tKe same tnmd which becomes more arid more 

gross and finite by the above mentioned caii^s, can be 

refined and expanded into the Infinite Brahman by other 
kinds of thoughts, emotions and activities. The mind 

becomes the Self by being directed to the Absolute and 
thus becoming desireless and thoughtless. (Ill, 98, 2,} 
The mind can be caused to dissolve by thinking on 

its nature (otcttrrr}, and when dissolved, it becomes the 

Good (yreytfs), (III, 97, 10,) The mind of the awakened 
ones is Brahman. It is nothing else. (Ill, 100, 2.) 

When the mind ceases to be experienced by its being 

negated to be real, the pore Consciousness is experi¬ 

enced as the Universal Being.*' (V, 55, 2.)* 
How then to control the mind and dissolve it into 

the Infinite Brahman ? There is a method of doing 
everything, and success is sure only when one docs it 
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properly and methodically. There is a possibility of 

failure when the right method is not followed. "The 
mind cannot be controlled without the best method. 
(V, 92, 34.) Those who do not care for the proper 

method, and proceed at random are obstinate people 
{,ha{h^h). They experience one danger after another, and 

undergo one trouble after another." (V, 92, 40,)’ The 
most important thing that one should always bear in 
mind is that " The mind is dissolved by one’s own 
effort of will. {HI, HI, 2.) By no other method,— 

penances, pilgrimage, learning, sacrifices, and other actions 

—can the mind be dissolved as by the effort of one's 

own will." (VI&, 163, 8.)* Some of the methods 
suggested by Vasistlia, which we shall learn one by 

one in detail, arc; («) Realization of its unreality 

through philosophical thinking; {h) negation of imagin¬ 

ation or willing Uamkaipac-cheda) \ (c) distaste for objects 
of pleaturc; (i/) renunciation of desire; (e) eradication 

of egoistic tendency; {J) practice in detachment {a&aitga^ 

bky^m); (g) attainment of equanimity; (A) freedom 
from the idea of being an agent; (i) mental renuncia¬ 

tion of everything: and (j) intense concentration on 
the Reality. 

(rt) The annihilation of the mind through realising 

its unreality with the help of the Absolutist Metaphysics * 

" The giving up of the ego (tlje mind) is easier than 
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the opening of the eyes, or the emshing of a 9ower» 

There is hardly any difficulty in it. (Via, 111, 31.) A 
thing which is taken to be real on account of ignorance 
will no longer be apprehended as such when true 

knowledge is attained. It will vanish. (Via, 111, 32.) 
The (the mind) is only an illusoty conception in 
the Absolute like the appearance of a snake in a rope 

and of water in a desert. (Vl<i, 111, 34.) Mananam 

(mentation) is tmteality from the point of view of the 
Self, so it does not realty belong to me. I am noi 

the mind. The negation of the mind is thus the 
rcajkation of the eternal Brahman,** (IV, 11, 27.)* 

(fr) Negation of samkalpa (will, imagination): “ Ima> 

ginatioii is the bondage of the mind, and its absence 

is U^cratlon, (VIO, 1, 27.) The mind is dissolved 
when there is no imagination. Then Liberation is realised. 

(V, 13, 80.) The illusory world has arisen on account 
of imagination alone, and when imagining is stopped 
completely, it vanishes away. (Via, 33, 42.) The sufler- 

inga of the world are rooted out the time when 
Imagining has come to an end.'* (IV, 54, 19.)* How 
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then to stop the imaginmg^ activity which creates this 
world ? What difBculty is there in putting an end to 
the imagining activity ? Destroy sathkalpa with the help 

of sathkalpa, the mmd with the help of the mind, 

and stay in the Self. (IV, 54, 16,) ^uthkalpa cotnes 
to an end through the negation of what is afhrmetL 

(IV, 54, 13.) Through hhnva-vip^trya^fa (opposite idea) 

the effect of creative imagination tan be marred very 
easily. (IV, 34, 16.) To will to be something is sat)i- 

kalpa according to those who know the nature of 

saMkalpa\ to realize the unreality of this idea is to 
kill sathkalpa.” (VI6, I, 3.)* The idea underlying these 

passages is that when something is imagined by the 
mind, it is created in the objective world, and the 
imaginer is bound to have it. To get rid of it, one 

must send an opposite current of imagining activity out 
negating the previous affirmation. Both the positive and 
negative ideas will neutralize each other and will leave 

the Absolute Self shining in Its own glory in the 

experience of the individual, which is no more the 

individuaL The affirmation {hfiMvanit) of some objective 
thing, which is actually brought into existence in the 
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subtle world the very moment it is aflirmed, is the 
current of the creative saiUkatps that binds, and the 

negation, deniai or mentally giving up of it, which 
actually brings the thing to an end, is the opposite 

current of creative i magi nation that liberates. This pro¬ 
cess, in fact, underlies the evolution and involution of 

world-experience in the Absolute, which as such does 

not experience them as both the currents neutral ixe 
each other, Bhagav^n-Das simitariy says: “ Assertion by 

it (the Absolute) and in it gives existence to the Afh 
itrierr, the Not-Self; rejection and denial by it and 

within it imposes non-existence on the same Ari-^stmit. 

It sayeth: M (am) This'; and the This, the Not*Sdf 

is. It sayeth ‘ 1 (this) Not-Self (am) not'; and the 

Not-Self is no more. But it sayeth both things in 

the same breath, simultaneously. What is the result! 

The endless process that is ever coming into being and 

vanishing out of being into nothing.” (BhagavSn-DSTs: 

Tfte Sekttee of Peace> Second Ed., p, 109.) As accord¬ 
ing to Vasis^a so according to Gauda-pS^da also, 

“ The mint! ceases to be mind when it ceases from 
imagining, by the knowledge of the truth. , , 

{Mii^dukya-iarihust 111, 32.) 

(el Distaste for the chjecis of enfoyment: Our 

bondage is to a great extent constituted and pro¬ 
longed by our fascination for the so-called pleasures 

of the world. Our mind runs after them and goes on 
imagining for itself such occasions and situaltoits when 

it might be in contact with this or that object of 

pleasure, with the result that we always have an 

objective world before us as a consequence of the 
creative imagination of the mind. To be free from this 

state of affairs, we must begin to cultivate distaste and 

indifference for the objects of pleasure. So Vasis^ 
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says; "Desire for the objects of pleasure is bondage; 

giving it up is Liberation. (IV, 35, 3.) A man is 

liberated in proportion to bis indifTerence to the world, 
(til, 61, 35.) As Jong as indifference for pleasures is 
not generated in the mind, so long the complete Libe¬ 

ration does not accrue. (V. 24. 37-38.) The inhabitants 
of the forest of this world undergo pains and suderings 

until they are not indifferent to pleasures." (V. 24, 23.) ‘ 
Dr. Pret similarly says; "The higher powers of the 

soal rise in proportion as the life of the sense is 
depressed." {Philosophy of Mysticism, Vol, U. p. 17J.) 

How then to acquire incUHereiicc for the pleasures of 
the world? The simple answer that can be given is; 
Think over their illusory and mixed nature. Think that 

every pleasure has within itself hidden its opposite t^in. 

Think that even those who have the pleasures for 

which you hanker, are in no way happier than yoo. 
Think that the pleasures for which you aspired in 

the past and which you got eventually have not made 

you happy. All such considerations constitute vic«rr<r 
(thinking) on the nature of pleasures. The second 

answer given by Vasi^ha is; Know thy-Self. When 

you have found what you really are, you will learn 
that your own Self b the ultimate source of all 

happiness which you are'seeking in vain in the objects 
of pleasure. Thus says he: “Dislike for the objects of 
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pleasure a.nses from thmking on their natare- 
(V, 24, 62.) Se£ that all that is pleasant ts lilte 
poison and fire. (IV, 35, 4.) Thinking creates distaste 

for the pleasures, and distaste for the pleasures 
makes one more capable to think. (V, 24, 62.) 

Indifference to pleasures becomes deeply rooted in 
the heart by Iviving it vision of the Self, iAImH' 
valokana), (V, 24, 53.) The vision of the Absolute 

brings about desirclcssness, and desirdessness brings about 

the vision of the Absolute,” (V, 24, 54.) * We should 
also remember that indifference to pleasures is not magic* 

ally effected completely in a moment. We have to 

strive, and to make continued efforts to attain it fully. 
** Distaste for pleasures is established only gradually as 

a creeper grows when watered and manured. (V, 24, 20.) 

One should (therefore) put in his best efforts in 
acquiring distaste for the pleasures of the world/' 

(V, 24, 37.)' 

In this connection wc may also note Vasi^ha's 
secret of obtaining control over tbe sense-organs with 

which pleasures are enjoyed. It is an absurd attempt, 

according to him, to control an organ directly. All 
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sense-organs (indri'w®) are directed and controlled by 

the mind. The best way to have the organs under 

one's control is to establish control of the mind, the 

root of alt sense-organs. *' What the mind gives its 

consent to, is instantaneously accomplished by the senses, 
as the ministers obey the orders of the king. (Ill, 

IN, 47.) The mind is the leader of the army of the 

senses. Victory over the former is the victory over the 
ianor," (Vlii. 163, 6.)* 

((fl Renunciation of desires {vasana-iysga): Renuii'' 

ciaijon of desires is a very important requirement 

for annihilating or dissolving the mind for the attain¬ 
ment of Liberation, it is desire that really binds us 

to any object, to any kind of the objective world. 

The world around, the environment in which we are 

placed, the people by whom we are surrounded, 
the family in which we are born, the bodies that 
vre are associated with, and the powers that we 
have,—all are the results of our desires. We are 

being trrased up and down in the ocean of the 

world; we wander here and there; live this life or 
that, simply as dragged by our desires. All our desires 

are omnipotent in so far as they are fructified. But 
when are they fructified ? Generally when we have 
shifted our desire from the object which we no longer 

desire- But we must have what we formerly desired, 

no matter whether we would like to have it or not. 
This is the bondage of desire. This ia what pains 

one-not^ to get what is desired then and there, and 
to get it when it is no longer the object of desire. 
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Moreover, every desire when it is cherished gives a 

promise of the happiness of its fulfilinent, but when 

it is nearing its fulBlment, or is being fuItiUed, the 
promised liappiness quickly and imperceptibly shifts its 
centre to the object of a new desire. This tantalising 
process goes on endlessly. This fact makes its wander 
through the sai)i&ura, without ever coming to rest or 

peace. This is why Indian philosophers, from the time 
of the Upani^ads, have always emphasized the renuncia* 
ation of desires as a very essential condition of 

obtaining Liberation. " When all the desires that 

dwelt in the heart are forsaken, the mortal bt.’comes 
immortal, and reaches the Eternal.” {The Katha Upani-- 

JI, 6, 14.) It is 80, simply because when we 
cease to desire anytliing finite, we gradually become 
free from experiencing them as the contents of our 

world. The individuality itself is constituted by a shell 

of desires within the Absolute Experience. Breaking the 
shell of desires fwhich is the same as annihilation of 

the mind, for the mind is a tendency to desire and 

to imagine die object of desire hypostatized) Is allowing 

the individual to partake of the limitless Absolute 

Experience. It is like the breaking of a bubble, which 

now is no longer a bubble but the ocean. In fact, 
between ourselves and the Infinite Brahman, the desire 

for something finite is the only barrier. No wonder, 
therefore, that Vasina repeatedly urges his hearers to 
give up desire (vu&anu)^ Here we shall note in brief 
what he has said in this connection: 

“ Desire is the essential nature of the mind. The 

mind and desire are synonyms. (Via, 94, 5.) The idea 
within oneself “ may this be mine '* is the great chain 

that binds one. (V, 17, 7.) The gr^it’minded ones reach 

the Absolute by giving up this idea with regard to all 
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objects, positive or negative. (V, 17,, 8.) The mind with 

tio desire is. the Reality which is called pure Consci" 

ousness. (IV, 17, 3.) The experience of a living man 
from which desires are totally absent k called jivim- 

mukti (Liberation in life). Ti is an experience which the 
unli berated ones cannot understand or know/' (111, 
22, 8,)‘ 

How then to be free from desire ? The first thing 
required to free oneself from desire is to be convinoed 

that it is an evil which must be warded of, One 

should realke how helpless desires make us, how strongly 
they take bold upon as, and how all our troubles and 
sufferings have their source in desire. ** It is the 

perennial source of all pains of old age and death, 

of mental worries and physical diseases, (I, 17, 39.) AH 

the owls of the evtis and defects manifest themselves 

in the sky of the heart at the dark night of desire. 

(1, 17, 1.) The person struck by desires appears help¬ 
less to all, loses his soul, loses his lustre, and is 

reduced to wretchedness. He is deluded, he cries in 
agony, and he falls in the scale of life. (V, 15, 10.) 

As a man grows old, bis hair grows old, his teeth 

grow old I in fact everything of the old man grows 
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old and wears out. But desire alone tloes not 

out continues to trouble the old man with the 

same power or probably mure powerfully) *" (Vlft, 93^, 
86.) ^ One should also be convinced of the fact that 

really speaking there is no object in the world so 
exclusively good, pleasant or beautiful as may be worth 
desiring. There is also no object in the world so 

exclusively evil, painful or ugly as worth our aversion 

(desire to get rid of something) or baya (worth dis¬ 
carding). There is nothing upndsya (worth obtaining) 

or keya in the world, becai^ from the ultimate point 
of view of the Self, tliere is nothing real. '' The w'hole 
ivorld (as such) being totally unreal, there is nothing 

in it so desirable as a wise man should hanker after 

it- (IV, 45, 43.) And everything being ultimately the 
Brahman, there is nothing which is to be avoided by 

a wise man/' (|V, 45, 43.) * There is no real loss 

or gain in our inability to get a thing, or in our getting 

it. There is reaJly no loss or gain in the decrease or 
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destruction, or increase or manifestation of the world 

to the real Self. “ What real loss or gain is therCt 
if the world of fancy of some mind is destroyed or 

multiplied in its contend?” (IV, 45, 35.)’ It is the 
idea of some value in objects that is the seed of desire. 

The very moment we arc convinced that the objects 
of our desire or aversion can neither do tjs any ulti¬ 
mate good nor harm, we shall cease to desire or hale 

them. Another very important fact that wc should 

remember in connection with the renunciation of desire 
is that the renunciation of desire cannot be successfully 
elTected by the negative method of suppression merely. 

No idea or desire can actually be suppressed without 
substitution of another in its place. It c.in only be 
eradicated by having an opposite idea in the held of 
consciousness, and by giving the latter our full suppon. 

The best remedy for getting rid of desire is first to 

oppose good desires to the had ones; llien to plant in 

the heart better and nobler ones In place of the pre¬ 
vious good ones ; and then the Irest and noblest ones 

in place of the previous better and nobler ones. This 
process should go on until the desire embraces the 

Infinite Good. As absolute motion is rest, so also the 

Alisolute-dasire is really no desire. It is to he over in 
peace with the Absolute, The small shell of our desires 
that constitutes ogr individuality thus goes on spreading 

;ind expanding more and more all round, until it em¬ 

braces the dimenaion of the Absolute Experience, and 

ceases to be an individual shell. It is like the en¬ 
largement of a bubble into the ocean. Thus says 

Vasiaha; “First give up the diirk desires connected 
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with sensual pleasures, and supplant Ihem by pure desires 

of befriending, etc* (doing good to others, etc.). Acting 

in accordance with the actualization of the pure desires, 
freeing from them within, one should have a desire to 
ob^n the vision of Consciousness. Then gi\*e this desire 

also up, ivith the help of which the other desires have 

been got rid of^ for, it involves the idea of the mind 
and intellect, beyond which, now you should fix yourself 

with your fullest concentration, Give up the idea of 
your being a desircr and of there being any object of 
desire for you, with the help of the idea that you are 

one with Consciousness {Cin-mayay; tliat you are 

already what you would become (by desiring),'* (IV, 57, 
19-:34.) * 

Giving up action is not to be misunderstood as 

renunciation of desire. Vasts^ does not urge upon our 
being physically inactive. U is iininaterial for a man 

who is free from desires whether he does some thing 

or does not do anything. He whose mind is deaireless 
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has nothing to do with activity or inactivity." (IV, 57, 
26.) ‘ He distingufshes, therefore, two kinds of renuncia- 
tion of desire; one is the renunciation in spite of which 
a man lives in the world and is sportfully engaged in all 

the activities of life j the other, in which the individuality 

is totally merged into the Afasotote. The first kind of 
renunciation is called the dkycya-tyUga, and the second, the 

jmya-tyltga. (V^ 16, 6.)* They are distinguished as follows: 
The renunciation of desires for objects which arises 

as a result of our conviction, acquired after thoughtful 
considenition that " I have nothing to do with the 
objects, nor have they anything to do with me” in 

opposition to the previous conviction that “the objects are 

my life and I live in the objects, and cannot in any 

way exist without them," accompanied by ail sorts of 

activity sportfully performed, is called dAyeyrt-renuncia- 
tion. It is giving up of the egoistic desires for the 

objects, yet keeping sportful engagement in life. It is 
the life of a liberated man." (V, 16, 7 9, 11.)* "The 
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renunciatloR called jiieya’tyUga b that ivhcn a liberated 

man, having given up all desires and having liecome 
even to everything, cuts entirely' the roots of individual¬ 

ity and thus gives up the physical body,” (V, 16* 

10, 12.)* 
(e) Eradicaiion of the egoistic feeling {individuality): 

It is our limitation in and identification with some 
particular aspect of the Infinite that constitutes our 
individuality. The very moment Me affirm ourself to 

be something, we hypostatize ourselves to be individuals, 
and commence to live a life of isolation and suffering. 
Assertion or aJOBxm^tion of the self to be something Is 

the commencement of the worldly career, for in the 

very moment we affirm ourselves to iw something, the 
other as|)ect9 of the Absolute Whole are denied of 

the Self and are relegated to the sphere of the not- 

self. But the Whole as such nerer being separated into 

parts, there arises in us desire for the not-self, giving 
rise to the series of innumerable lives and deaths, 

which will continue until wa realize our being the 

Whole instead of only a part of It. Ego or self- 

affirmation (ahafh'bhava), is therefore to be completely 

got rid of to be liberated. The tree of the mind has 

its seed in self-affirmation, and its branches, leaves and 

flowers arc the objects of the world. Root the whole 

tree out and destroy its seed, (Via, 94, 13.) The 

ever changing delusion of the world follows self- 
affirmation (V16, 26, 29.) Of this world-illusion, unreal 
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as n sky^flower, self-aBirsnatioti is the root. (VIA, J5, 2.) 
WhcH the seed is burnt with the fine of knowledge, the 

tree of world-experieriqe does not grow. (VIA, 8, 2.) 

The sun of Self-realization is fully seen only when the 
cloud of ego is dispersed. (V, 13, 17,) The lotus of 
Self-realization does not bloom as long as the moonlight 

of the Absolute Vision remain^ hidden by the cloud of 
the ego." (IV, 33, 25.) * ]_ Klngsland similarly says: 
'* The individual self must be hsi before the Self can 

be found, not lost qtta individual, but lost as being 
not7iing but individual." {Rational Afys/iefsm, p. 422,) 
" .\11 mystical teachers have Uiught that it is only in 

proportion as the self—the lower persona) self—is lost, 
that the real Sell can be found." (/Ak/,, p. 241.) ^ 

How then to be free from the ego ? How to cease 

from self-aflinnation in particular aspects of the 

Absolute? Vasis$ha says that self-affirmation would 
die a natural death when we come to know through 

philosophical reflection that it is unreal from the 

Absolute point of view; when one becomes convinced 
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that one is in fact the Whole Reality including even 

that which va dented by our act of afhnnatiofi 
of a part. The afiirmatton of one's being the 
Absolute Whole will In course of time negate the 

affirmation of his being a part only. Or, the very 
moment one affirms himself to be something, lie 

should also affirm that he is also the other which 

is denied. "When the nature of the ^o is knownt 
It will vanish, (Vlh, 8, 3.) The ego will not grow- 
if affirmation is made in the Self which is the pare 

Consciousness. (IV, 33, 43.) If one realises that the 

objective world is illusorj*. and that one has really 
nothing to do with love or hate (for any object), the 
ego will not grow. (fV, 33, 44.) If with the idea, 

" I am the whole world", all conceptions of the desir^ 
able or the undesirable are dropped, and the univereality 

of interest is acquired, the egoistic tendency does not 

grow," (IV, 33, 46.) ‘ 
Rtalizaiion of Co&mic OonsctQttsncss is also another 

way of getting rid of the individual ego. Vasis^a has 

given us the method of realizing the Cosmic Conscious* 
ness in the following passages; " Let a man who is 

already peaceful, self-corn rolled, free from im moral and 

selfish conduct, above sensual pleasures, and endowed 
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1^'ith faith, occupy a soft seat, control if ng tils mind, )ei 

him utter aloud the syllable Om an lotn* as he likes. 

He should then perform a few ftmrjjjymnas (escrcises in 

breath-control) to purify his mind. Let him, then, 

gradually withdraw his senses from their resirective oh- 

jocts. He should now dissolve the ideas of his body, 
senses, mind, and individuality into die respective 

Cosmic Elements from which they arose. He should 

(for example) dissolve the idea of the earthly part of 
his body in the Earth, watery part in the Water, 

hery into the Fire, and airy into the Air, and the 

etheric into die Ether. In the same way the organs 

also should be merged in their respective sources. The 

ears should be merged in the Directions, skin in the 
Lightning, eyes in the Sun, the tongue in Uie Water, 

the feet in Vis^ra, the anus in Mitra, the generative 
oigan in Katfyapa, the mtnd in the Moon, the intellect 

in Brahma. These are the causal gods, Having mer¬ 
ged and dissolved (in thought) his personality in the 
Cosmic Personality, let him now feel that he is the 
Cosmos. Now, let him merge the Earth in Water; 
Water in Fire: Fire in Air; Air in Ether; and Ether 

in the Great Ether, which is the source of all things 

in the world. Let him now rcalisto that he is the 
Cosmic Subtle Bo<ly, Let him now merge the Subde 

Body in the Umnanifested and Undidbrentialed Objec¬ 
tivity, in which the whole world exists without name 
and form, and which is spoken of as Prakfii by some, 

as Muyu by others, and AvidyH (Void) by those whose 

minds arc confused by their logic (Buddhists probably). 
Having merged eveiything therein, let him feel that 

be is the Avyabta, the Unmanifested Source of the entire 

Universe. There is a foutth condition of existence (the 

Absolute Brahman) which is the inexhaustible source of 
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aJI these. To csperience that, let him meditate on It 

and merge himself into it." (Stnnmaiy tianslatiqii of 

VId, 128, 1-25.)* It will not be difficult to grasp the 
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idea of the pEosaibiUty of realizing the Cosmic Coii^ 
aeioustress, when we remember ihat according to Vasistha 

an individuidt on whatever pilanc of manlfeiitatton be 

may feel his being, is a differentiation or mode of the 
Whole with ivhlch he h ever identical, though he does 

not realize the fact of his identity with the Cosmic 

Whole. The reason why he docs not recognize it is 
that he is too much occupied in his thought with 

only a portion of the Whole, which he calis his body. 

Now, if his thought could be Ulxjnited from that parti* 

colar form and be directed to the w'hole, he will begin 

to feel that the whole, and not any port of the whole, 
is his body. Another principle that underlies the above 
description of the process of realization of Cosmic Con¬ 

sciousness is that our bodies are sustained only by otir 
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thought or idea of them, our interest in them, and 
by our feeJing that they are reaL If we could succeed 
in total withdrawal of our thoughts, feelings and in¬ 
terests from them, they will no longer be felt to 

be a part, or an item, or a content of our con¬ 
sciousness, as it happens in temporary* forgetftil- 
ncss, in dream, in sleep, in hypnotic trance, and in 

the phenomena of alteration of personality. Our in¬ 

terests and purposes, our belief and faith, our parti- 
cular points of view, limit our consciousness which can 

be expanded to any dimension by expanding them, A 

modern writer^, it is interesting to note in this con- 
nection, aays:(_*‘U is not difficult in the light of the 

present day beliefs, to pass in thought from the visible 

universe to its indwelling material Substance-principle 
and to do this helps us to pass in turn from that 

garment of the Spirit of God to that which it clothes 

and expresses, namely, Infinite Life and Intelligence 

itself,’* (Charles Wase: Tti4 Inner Teaching and Yogat 

p, 25.) To do this, " In thought, the material universe 
must be resolved into the ether, and the ether resolved 

into Spirit—^Hfc, will, mind^nto God—before man real¬ 

izes his own birth-right, and his powers in unity with 

that living power, from which, and in which, he really 

derives his being, {Ibid., p. 21.) . . , This is the 

process of Involution, and this path consciously taken, 

brings you the Divine imwers of a new and regenerated 

Consciousness." (/6itf,, p. 2G.)JJ 
Transcending the ego or indtviduaiity means uni¬ 

versalization of personality. When it is effected, the 

character of the man bccomca changed. He becomes 
.m embodiment of the moral laws. Virtues originate in 

his personality as rivers from mountains. He is no 
more under the sway of temptations or under the 
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control of passions and sense-oTgans« When the mtnd, 

which itself is called the ego, is annihilated or ts being 

annihiUtedr the evil qualities of avarice, delusion, etc., 
do not touch one as water does not touch a lotus 

(Via, 116, 1-2) j cheerfulness always brightens his face 

(Via, 116, 5) i knots of desires are cut off and fall 
gradually one after another. (Via, 116, 4)*, anger 

becomes thin; delusion less dense; passion becomes 

powerless, and avarice runs away. The sense-organs do 
not go out of control, and sorrow never visits one. 

(Via, 116, 5.) Pleasures and pains are no longer 

ca-penenced. All round peace and equanimity arc then 
felt" (Via, 116, 6.)* 

{/) TAe practice of detachment {asahgabhyttsa): 

Attachment to the objects of our experience, to actions 
and to bodies, is the bond that never allows the mind 

to be liberated from hnitude and particularity. One 
should therefore try to get rid of attachment, if one 
wants to be liberated from limitations. " The essence 

of the seed of the sprout of the world-experience, which 
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is dcsune, can be destroyed with the fire of non‘attach¬ 

ment. (VI6, 28, 23.) He, who has attachment within 

hint, is bound in this world, whereas he is free, who 
is free from aitachmeni, (V, 67, 30.) The mind which 

is fall of attachment is bound even though it may have 
passed through long penances, and the mind, which is 

free from attachment, is liberated, no matter if it ex¬ 

periences the world. (V, 63, 33.) The pains of the 
world touch only the mind that is attached,** fV, 68, 

47.) ‘ Now, Brat of all, it is necessary that we should 

detach ourselves from the bodies, with which we feel 

very much identified. *‘The relation of identity between 
the Self and the body is illusory. (V, 67, 24.) The 

Self feels the pains of the body, Irecause it thinks 

itself to be the lx>dy. It becomes free from the pains 
of the body, when it gives up that idea. (V, 67, 26.) 

How can the Self be identified with the body, when 
the former is ConBciousness, eternal, Self-revealed, and 

free from mutations, and the latter is perishable and 

impure?” {V, 71, 24.)’ To free from the attachment 
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with the body,^ ** Let him Bx bimseif in tbo pure Con¬ 

sciousness and keep his mind quite indifferent." (V, 69, 

8.)* The unattached man is chafacterixed as follow: 
He is said to be unattEuched, who neither prefers to 

be idle, nor has be any passion for action. He is 
indifferent in both, and never minds the results of his 

actions. (V, 68, 6.) He knows that everything is the 

Self, and so thinks that nothing is desirable or undesir¬ 
able. (Vt 68, 4.) He gives up action, fruits of actions, 
etc., only mentally and tioi physically. (V, 68, 8,) He 

is not moved to joy or sorrow at existence or non-exist¬ 

ence of things. (V, 93, 84.) Asftftfra (non-attachmcttl) 
consists in not merging into actions, good or bad, 

whether one is doing them or not doing them.” (V16, 

28. 24.)" 
(^) Sanmta [equanimity): Much of the force of 

Irnitixing power of the mind will be averted by culti¬ 
vating equanimity. For when every state of existence is 
looked on wnth an equal eye [satHa^bitavena)^ when 
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evejy object is receive with ctjuaJ suds [action, when 
ever>' person is regarded equally, one has expanded the 

shell of his indivi duality into a persona I itj' that no 

longer is inten^ted in the aduirs of a particular body, 
or of a particular mind, but lives a life of the Self 
which is equally present in ail beings, at all times 

and in all states and things. We are, therefore, asked 
by Vasistha to be equanimous {sama'it alwa^'s, under all 

circumstances, and u4th regard to all persons, “ Give 

up the idea that something is worthy of attainment 
and other things are worthy of being shunnetL Do not 

be sorry when you come across the biter, nor be 

elated with joy when you get things of the former 

kind, (V, 13, 21.) Samatu is not attained as long 

as the distinction of heya (avoidable) and ufindeytr 

(worthy of obtaining} does not drop from conaciousness, 

(V, 13, 23.) He has not yet attained samaiu who still 

makes a distinction that something is really a thing 

one wants and the other is not so (V, 13, 24); that 

something is proper and the other is not; that here 

is loss, there is gain.” (V, 13, 25.)* Univeraal brother* 

hood, of which wc hear so much these days from the 

Thcosophisis, Is also taught by Vaaisiha: “The feeling 

that * this is my brother :uid that is not * is cherished 
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only by ihe petty-minded people. The heart of the 

magnanimouR is open to all.” (V, 18, 61.) How can 
one be said to be a brother and another not, when 

the same Self is equally present in all? (V, 20, 4.) 
AO classes of creatures, O RSma, are your brothers. 
There is none here who is absolutely unrelated with 

yon. (V, 18, 64.) The wise ones become open to all, 

realizing "There b no place where 1 am not; there is 
nothing which ia not mine." (V, 18, 62.) ^ Compare 
what P. Pavri writes: "If there be one Life, one 

Consciousness in all forms with God immanent in all, 
then as an inevitable corollary to this supreme truth 
comes the fact of the solidarity of all that lives, of 
all that is—a Universal JJroihcrhood/’ (P, Pavri: 
Th^opky Eixptainedi p. 4.) Samattt is not without its 
reward. The joy that a man of sdmain feels is unique 
and immeasurable. *’ The happiness that is experienced 

by a e<rm<z-mind cannot be experienced even in niling 
over an empire, nor in enjoying the company of one's 
beloved. (VI6, 1Q3, 10.) Samain is the end of all 

opposite feelings (pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow, 
etc.), the cure of all fretting, and the cooler of all 
heat of suHerings. (VIh, 198, 11.) The men of savtaia 
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never feel despondent even in terrible^ oontinned. and 

senous troubles.’* (V16, I98i 27.) * 
(A) Fmd&m from the idea of activity, *'The mind 

IS dissolved when all activity, which is synonymous with 

vibration in Consciousness, is given up. (IH, 95, 35.) 
Mind and movement of Consciousness both are connec¬ 
ted as fire and heat. One being absent, the other is 

surely to be. By the .innihilation of one both are 

annihilaietl. (Til, 95, 37.) Saihkatpai which arises in 
us on account of the ignorance of the Seif, is the 

cause (root) of actions. (Vlrf, 124, 5.) The real giving 
up of actions is remaining peaceful, without any desire, 

without any thought (of doing or not doing that action), 

and without any egoistic feeling.” (VIA, 3, 24,} * We 

have already seen that freedom from action is not a 
physical but a mental affair, according to Vasistha. We 

shall learn more about it in a future chapter. 
(f) Mental fenxtmiation of everything i To possess is 

to limit oneself. According to the great psychologist 

William James, oar property and wealth constitute what 
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has been caileci our materiat self* So long as wc own 

a particular aspect of the Reality as our own and 
disown (others as not ours, we cannot enjoy union with 
the Whole. When the Absolute Reality Is my Self, 

and the entire universe the manifestation of the Ab* 
solute, all beings in my Self and 1 in all beings, it is 

not only ateurd to bclie\'e that something is mine 
while another is not, and to cling to one and reject 
another, but also harmful, for, the limit of our thought 

or belief is the limit of our being. Either you 
own cverj'lhing or nothing, if you have to realize 

your unity with tlve all-lndusive, yet albtmn seen ding 
Absolute. But, the meaning of both renunciation and 

possession of all has been misunderstood in the 
history' of the world, simply because people could 

not very often distinguish lietween the standpoint of 
the body and of the Self, Renunciation as it 
has been preached (and practised in India) by 
many teachers, is not what Vasis^ teaches. Actual 

giving up of or running away from anything is not the 
true renunciation of It. For, as Jong as we are in 

the world, it is impossible to run away from or give 
up all things. As long as life continues, one has to be 

in actual possession of sumethlng or other. His renun¬ 

ciation cannot be complete. It is therefore impractical 
to renounce everything in tills sense of the term. Nor 

is it of any use or value. This kind of renunciation 
will not bring peace to any person. Its futility is very 
well illustrated by Vasislha in the story- of Cui^la and 

Sfikhi'dhvaja. Renunciation for Vasisiha Is rrten/al 

A man rolling in wealth and ruling ©vet an empire 

may be a more “renounced” man than a recluse pos¬ 

sessing no penny and having no home. Renunciation 

is only a mental altitude towards things of the world. 
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ft ts the feeling thAt nothing here belongs to any 

particular individual, but to God, as the Isa Vpaniiiad 
(opening verse) teaches us to believe, act and enjoy 
accordingly. Here is the view of Vaaia^ on the 
subject: As long as everything is not given op, the 

Self is not obtained. For, the Self is said to transcend 
ail particular states. (V, 58, 44.) He only attains the 

Self who tnahes effort to attain h with his whole self, 
giving up every other action. (V, 58, 46.) Who does 

not obtain anything, he obtains the Eternal, the Perfect 

Whole,' and becomes happy. (V, 34, 76.) Giving up 
evei>'thing, renouncing all {sarva^tyUga)^ is the philo- 
sopher*s stone which brings all misery to an end, 
(Vlo, 90, 5.) Everything is obtained by renouncing aJUL 

Renunciation of everything is not simply a philosopher’s 

stone, it is an empire over the whole world." (Vl^r, 90, 

6.) ‘ Brooks similnrly writes; Whoever sets his Power 

free has freed birnsclf. This is true absolution; this 

alone is bein^ absolved, h^ne but the ungrudging ser* 

vanl holds the Key to Perfect Mastery. Once he cravM 
no other wages, God's own Self is his. He need not 

even ask for it. Truly is the Labourer worthy of his 
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hire 1 Whatever we may claim the master gives us; 
but once we cease to claim, he gives . . Himself. 

When shall our clamour cease ?" (F, T, Brooks; The 

Gospel of life, Vol. I, p. 141-142.) Vasistha .also saj-sj 
” He who docs not take this or that, the Whole is 
given to him. (Vlo, 93, 62.) He who renounces every¬ 

thing (s(jrv(T«»), everything becomes his and waits upon 

him.” (Vlo, 93. 59.)^ 
What then is the real renunciation of everything? 

“The renunciation of evcrsrtbmg cannot be effected by 

giving up the home, the kingdom, or even the body. 
(Vttf, 93, 29.) He in fact rcnounccfi alt, who includes 

all within himself, and feels that he is immanent in 
all objects of the universe, past, present and future, 

like a thread in alt the pearls of a g^land. (Vlo, 93, 

49.) He gives up everything, who throws everything in 
the Ultimate Cause which is all, which is all around.’* 

(Vlo, 93, 30.) * ** The ideal of fyuga (renunciation), 
according to Vasis^a, is gpibodied in a mahit-tyiigm 
(great renouncer) who is characterized as follo^vs: “He 

is a great renouncer who has mentally absolved himself 

from virtue and vice, pleasure and pain, life and dcftth; 
from all desires, doubts, cravings, convictions; who do^ 

not own the body or the life in w'hich he is living; 
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who does not cling to ^ny proper or improper actions 
in his mind* who is not keenly aware of the existence 
of the mind) body and the senses; who baa intemalty 

{itnittb) renounced all virtues and vices, all thoughts 
and desires; who has equally and fully given up all 
that is seen in the objective world.” (Vltf, 115, 33-58.) 
The real renunciation in fact is the renunciation of the 
mind which is the root of all things. ” The renunci¬ 

ation of all things is another name for the renunciation 
of the tnindf because the mind is all (things). (Vlu, 
111, 2\.) It is the seed of all things as the seed of 

a tree.” (Via, 93. 34.) ' 
(y) Samltdhi or intenst cotiiem plat ion of the A biolute 

Reality: The experience of samUdht, when one becomes 

so deeply merged in the idea of the Reality that he 

becomes unaware of everything else is also one of 
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tlie methods of dissolving the mind and realising the 

Absolute Escperience, Sarn'adhij according to Vaaiatha, 
is a sort of Divine Madness, an intoxication of 

intense love of the Absolntcj an intense occupation 

of the mind with the thought of the Self, in which one 
sees all around him nothing but Divinity, in which his 
own individuality is totally merged and is far below rhe 

threshold of consciousocss. Thus says he; " The 
Absolute Experience, which is like an eternal sleep, can 

also be realised, if one can acquire the state of 
thought'suspended samudhi" (III. 1. 36.)* Samudhi is 
not any mysttirious state. “ By sam^dhi js not meant 

a slate of silence or idleness. It means the awareness 
of the JieaHty, Sam^dhi means the pars prajnm, the 

highest intuition, which shows us things as they are (In 

reality), in which eternal peace is fell, and concentration 
becomes an accomplished fact. That state of existence 
in which there is no agitation of the mind, in which 

the ego is at its ebb, which does not involve the 
duality of objects is called sanisdhL The perfect state 

of the mind in which there is no idea of what is to 

be acquired and what is to be avoided, which is free 

from all cares, which is of full satisfaction, is called 

samitdhi. There is a peq>etuiil samadki for tlic great- 

soulcd, since the time his mind is united with 

the Consciousness. (V, 62, 7-12.) Sdmudhi is intense 
desirelessness for objects of pleasure. (Vlft, 45, 46,) 

Right knowledge in which ail desires arc entirely for- 
sakon, which is the experience of joy and Nirvapa, is 

the real concentration. (VI h, 46, 18.) There is no 

other (better) samadhi than that slate of existence in 

qispj (Na I 
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whichj on account of Self-knowledge, no taste for the 
objects of pleasure is experienced" (Vlft, 46, 15,)' 

According to Plotinus, similarly, Hestae^' {corresponding 
to Saftmdhi) is “ A state which transcends the self- 

consciousness of the individual, as its object transcends 
ail particular determinateness. It is a sinking into the 

Divine Essence with an entire loss of self-consciousness. 
It is a possession of the deity, a unity of life with 

him, which mocks all description, all perception, and all 

that abstract thought can frame," (Windelband: History 
of Philosophy^ Problem 18.) 

These are the various ways of annihilating the mind 
or individuality. In order that the Absolute Experience 

may be realijced and made our own. According to 
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VasistJiA, tills state, when the individiialitv is at Its 
lowest ebb, IS that of highest Jo)f, of Supreme Bliss, 

compared to which the worldly joys are of no worth* 

**The Joy which is experienced when the mind is 
dissolved is such that it cannot be experienced even in 

ruling over the whole world. (IV, 15, 20.) They alone 
have Fcaliaed the highest state of happiness and joy 
who have transcended the mind, and aie at peace in 
their Self." (IV, 15, 25.)' 
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CHAPTER V 

THK SEVEN STAGES OF SELF-REAUZATJON 

S£LF-t!£ A LIBATION U thus the ejipansion of the tndividuai 
into the Inhnite Absolute Experience j it is the extinction 
of separateness in the Self which is in alS and in which 

all beings are rooted. SpeaJcing from our point of view, 
the point of view of the world, it is the transmutation 
of an individaat with his little and limited material, 

social and spiritual me into a ccsntic personality who 

feels his identity and relation with all beings equally, 
who feels equally under all circumstances, whom nothing 

binds, and who is happy under ail circumstances. It is 

not extinction, but reallzatton of the Self. It is an extinc¬ 
tion only of that feeling which keeps us apart and forget¬ 

ful of the Whole which we really are, and makes us an 

imaginary something, living a life of separation and misery. 
But, this is not an easy task, [t takes time for the 

individual to evolve into the Infinite Whole, What time 

it may take cannot be fixed as it depends on the 
efforts of each individual. The process may be completed 

within one life or it may extend over several lives. 
Death, of course, as we have already noted, does not 
undo the progress made in any Iife> Although the whole 

process is only a subjective one, of removing our 

ignorance, yet there is a long distance between the 
actual which is the finite Indiv'tdual and the ideal which 

is the Absolute Experience. Philosophers, who do not 

believe in the instantaneous and magical realisation of 

the ideal, have always believed in the progressive 
62 
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realization of it. Once tlie concept of progne^sivc 

realization is admitted, there arises a problem of the 

stages of the progress. Jaina philosophers have pointed 
out fourteen dehnitc stages (gutta-sthanas) between the 

life of an ordiimy man and die perfected Kcvalin. 
{Vi(U C. R. Jaina: The Practical Path, p. 127.) The 
Maha-yUna Buddhists have pointed out ten stages 
{hhAuntikas) between an aspirant and his realization 

of Bodhi-sattvahood. {Vide Keith: Bwi/dAis# Philmaphy, 
p, 29L) The Theosophtsts, likewise, distinguish five 
definite stages on the path of perfection from initiation 

to Maslerhood. {Vide Jina’tSja-dasa; The First Princlpies 
of Theosophy, p. 220.) The character and qualities of 
die traveller arc variously described by them in 
accordance with the ideal to be achieved and the 

methods of its realization, with which we arc not 

concerned here. Vasis^ha, with whom we are concerned 

here, points out wven stages on the path of Rcjilizaiion 
of the .Absolute Experience by an JndividuaL But he, is 
not very particular and exact about his terminology of 

the stages, which he calls by different names in different 

places. The stages are described in the Kogu- 
vdsi^tha in three different places and in three slighdy 

different ways. The di\'ergcnce is probably due to, his 

idea that the stages are not acluaJiy fixed and definedt 
but arbitrarily differentiated in a process which is 

continual Here we shall refer to all his divisions, as 
each one has. its own significance and impurUutce: 
Tite First x^iewt 

BKiiosopbers describe the stagf» of realization in 
various ways. My opinion is this: (Ell, Hg, 2.)* 

* qil^f 1 
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“ The reali^tion of Jmowledge has seven 
Liberation is the goal beyond the seven stages. (Ill, 
lia, 3.) The first stage is called Sublf^clm, which 

consists, in the consciousness of one's ignorance, and the 
desire to know the truth through the study of the 

spiritual lore and association with the msc, after 
dissatisfaction with the worldly life. (Ill, US, 8.) The 
second is VicirratUtt which is characterised by a vinuous 

life, consequent upon the distaste for worldly objects 

and eUba in right direction due to the study of the 
scriptures and the company of the wise ones. (HI, 118, 

9.) The third stage, called Tanu-mUna^ (thinness of 
mind) is realized when as a consequence of the 

previously achieved progress, non-attachment to the 

objects idf cene^ is attained. (HI, US, 10.) The fourth, 

called Safivapattt (attainment of saitva}, is that stage 
when the aspirant has Icamt to stay in the true Self, 

(IH, 118, 11.) The fifth, Asmlisahti, is that stage of 
realization, coOBequent on the practice of staying in the 

true Self, in which one becomes detached from the 

abjective world. (Hi, IIS, \2.) The sixth, Padurihu- 

bhavan^, is that stage of experience in which the 

things of the world are realized to be unreal. (Ill, 
118, 13'14,) The seventh, Turya-gn, is that stage of 
realization when the distinctions are negated and the 

aspirant remaina in his own being. (Ill, liS, 15.) The 
jivatt-mu&ta (the libaatcd living inan) lives in this 

state. Disembodied liberation is beyond this stage." 
(in, 118, 16.) ‘ 
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Tlte Secotid view of the stages'. 

“ First the yogtn should brighten hh intellect by 
studying philosophical literature and by associating vrith 
the wise ones (sUdhus), The second stage of the yoga 

is Vicitrajta (thinking on the problems of philosophy}. 
The third is Asaftga-bh'avattis (athrmation of one's being 

detached from the worldly enjoyments). The fourth is 

Vilspani in which all desires are annihilated. The hfth 
is Suddha'Saikvin-mayH, the realisation of pure con¬ 
sciousness and of joy. The sixth is Sva-sajitvedaua-’tsps 
(becoming identified with and merged into one's own 

Consciousness). It is a state in which Bliss alone is 

experienced and the traveller on the path remains merged 

in Bliss as in sleep. The seventh and the last is 
called the Ttinya. It is the state of liberation here, 
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which is characterized by equanimity, purity and a^ta- 
tionlessncss. The state beyond the Turtya is called the 

ultimate NirvUtui. It is the maturity of the seventh 
stage and is not experienced by the living ones. The 
Hrat three stages are called the waking stages (J^grat) 

(probably because up to the third stages the yogin is 
fully alive to the existence of external objects which 
appear quite real to him). The fourth is called the 

dream {svapna) state, (because the objects begin to be 
recognized .as unreal). The fifth and the sixth are 

called (sleep)^ on account of feeling intense 
happiness in these states.” (Vlti, 120, 1-8.)* 
The Thtrd description of the stages of Self-realisation: 

(0 "A number of cycles of birth and death hav* 

ing been passed through, discriminative consciousness 
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dawns upon the mind of the individual. He begins to 
think that the world is unreal, without any value, and 
that his life is not being lived properly. He wishes-*, to 

be free from the process of births and deaths, and so; 

I>egins to Lhink, study good works, and associate with 
good people. He iierfonns good and noble actions, and 

hates the evil and cruel ones; fears committing sin, 
and does not tike sensual pleasures. He speaks noble 

and sweet words which are appropriate to the occastoiit 

time and place. (Via, 126, 4*13.) * 
(2) He then approaches renowned scholars and 

with their help studies critically the Vedas, tltc Smr^is, 
Ethics, Yoga and Rituals. He, then, acquires elhciency 
in division and classification of things, and in judging 

the rightness or ^vrongn^ of actions. He acquires con¬ 

siderable freedom from pride, arrogance, delusion, avarice, 

etc., even though he may be apparently involved in 
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them. By this time he has completely mastered the 
secrets of all sciences and knows the nature of things. 

(Via, 136, 15-18.)' 
(3) " Having thus cultivated his intellect, he now 

begins to lead a life of solitude, austerity, spiritual 
practices, etc. He takes part in talks which deal only 
with the undesirability of the worldly Hfc, and so help 

in generating dissatisfaction with it. He passes his 
time in detachment (a^a^a) and is always peaceful 
and happy in that state. (Via, 126, 20-23.) 

(4) “As a consequence of the practice on the 

previous three stages, the ignorance of the aspirant 
comes to an end, and right knowledge dawns upon him. 

When, with the mind controlled, he comes to realize 
the existence of the One partless and eternal Reality 
which is uniformly and equally present everywhere. He 
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now looks upon the objects of the world as things of 

dream. (Vlrtt 1'26, 58-60.) ^ 
(5) “ They then come to the fifth stage of ex¬ 

perience. All differences for them have merged in the 

Unity of which alone they arc now conscious. This 
experience of unity is characterized by joy, being ever 
merged in which the aspirant on this stage experiences 

a slate like that of 'intense sleep. Though outwardly 
busy and active, the traveller on this stage is quite at 

peace within. (VltJ, 126, 62-65.)^ 
(6) "Then there comes a stage of experience in 

which there is no idea of being or non-being, self or 
not-self. The mind is no longer experienced. Duality 
and unity are both transcended. The asplnmt now is a 

liberated man living here. All the knots of his desires 

are broken, all doubts arc solved. Although not yet 
absolutely merged in the Absolute, be is merged to all 

purpbses. He is void within, void without (for there is 

no desire, thought or in him) tike an empty 

jar in an empty space. He is full within and full 
without (for he is identical with the uhimatc plenum, 
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the essence of all things) like a full jar in a fuU 

ocean. He is this as well as not this. {VI<r, 126, 

66-69.)' 

(7) “ Beyond that is the Absolute Eicperience, which 
is the Ultimate goal of all stages of becoming, the 

Eternal Peace, inexpreissible in words, yet somehow 
always taught. It is called Liberation, It is called the 

Brahman, It is called A^rro^fnt. it is the fullest of the 

full." (Vlfl, 126, 71, 73; III, 9, 25.)* 
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CMAPTEli VI 

FREEDOM FROM THE LAW OF KARMA 

Self-realization, according to Vasistha, is really, as 

it must have become quite evident by this time, a 

subjective change of vision from that of an individual 

to that of the Absolute. The objectivity, according to 

his idealism, being only a refles of the subject, will 
change in accordance with the change in the subject, 

and therefore need not be bothered about. We e)cpeH- 

cnee a world as long as there is a wiU to experience 
it, no matter whether chat will is consciously or sub¬ 

consciously working In ua. Our objective woilch on 
whatever plane we may be, b only what is lilted to 
us, what we ourselves have wished for, worked for, and 

deserved; and it will change in accordance with our 
wishes, cfTorts and progress or degradation. There is 

thus a possibility of the total absense of objectivity in 
an experience where subjectivity as such is no longer 

asserted or affirmed; when all willing, all desires, and 

ail efforts to be something, to have sometbing, and lo 

achieve something, are absolutely extinct, Bui as long 

as that kind of sub|eetiyrty-not evolved in os, we 
are bound to have before our \'ision an objective 

world. Every desire we entertain, every effort we make 

to get anything, c^-cry feeling of attachment for any 
object we ever have in our heart, every idea we actively 

or passively affirm, is a bond for us in so far 

that wc cannot but, some time or other, undergo an 
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experience in which what we oacc dcciredj strived for, 
Joved or affttmed, is in our possession, is by our 

side, is in oar embrace, or is before us, whether we 

wish to have it or not> Unfort a nutely, the chances 
arc, and this is the only evil in the world, that 
by the time the thing we desired, strived for, loved 

or wished to see, is ours, we have shifted our 

desire, eSort or love to other things, and the result 
is that the contents of our present world-experience 
are not pleasant to us, we do not enjoy what 

we ourselves wanted to enjoy. Yet, whether we 
enjoy them or not. whether we like them or not* 
whether we love them or not, the contents of our ex* 

perience are to be what we by our own will, desire, 

and affirmation' have caused them to be. This ts ad 

inevitable law. U is called the Law of Karma-pftatd 
by Vasisfha. It Is the very nature (svabimva) of 

Reality. It ie a universal law. There is no exception 
to it anywhere. " There is no mountain, no sky, no 

ocean, no heaven, where our actions do not fractify in 

results {phuia). (Ill, '95, 33.) Every action done now or 
in the piist is an ^ort which cannot but, s^e time 

or other, fructify into results.*’ (HI, 95, 34.)* Compare 
what Geley writes: “ Every act, even every ^^irc and 

mcUniitiont has an inevitable reaction in um form or 

other of his existences: . . . This inlicrent justico it 
not only individual, it is also collective." (Gustave Geley: 
From tfm Uftcottschtis to /Ae Cortscious, p. 314.) James 

Alien similarly w'rites: ** Perfect justice upholds the 
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universe; perfect justice regtiiates humst) life and 

conduct t . < Man can (and docs) choose what causes 
he shall set in operation, but he cannot change the 
nature of e(fecfcs, he can decide what thoughts he shall 
think, what deeds he shall do, but he has no power 

over the result of chose thoughts and deeds; these are 

regulated by the over-ruling law." (James Allen: Book 

of MeditatiortO, p. 24fl.)^ 
By action or kdrma^ we are not to understand 

only the physical action manifested through the physical 

body directed towards external objects. The real action 
Is xcillirtg. It is really mental, and nut physical. The 

physical action is only an external expression of the 
real action which is a vibration of volition in the mind. 

** Karma is said by the wise to be movement into activ¬ 

ity. (in, 95, 32.) The root of actions lies in the 
vibration of the mind, the volition of the wilt. It is 
the mental change that really fructifies into results. 

(Ill, 95. 29.) The seed of action is manah-spandab (the 
vibration of the will). It is said to be so, and is also 

thus experienced. The physical activities are only the 
various sides of mental willing." (til, 96, 11.)^ 

Every action dings to the actor as a pari of his 
personality, as long as it has not fructified itself. Every 

act is an expression of the personality and in its own 

turn changes the personality. The personality or individ¬ 

uality is in fact nothing but what is constituted by 

((rWHwni ^ D 
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volitions. This seems to be the meaning of Vasi^hn 
when lie says that the ^itru^a (person) and karma (ac> 

tion) are not two different things {bhinna}. “ Karma is 
purti^ and puru^a is karma. They are not two entl' 
ties, but are identically the same." 28, 8.) Our 

individuality is constituted by our tendency to peculiar 
kind of willing. When willing is no more, we cease to 
be individuals. " The names—gods, men and actions are 

synonymous with sa/hvitospatida (will), (Vlh, 28, 10.) 

The mind is nothing apart from its activities of will 

and imagination, as a qualified thing ceases to be the 

same without its peculiar quality/* (HI, Q6, 6.)^ So, ac¬ 
cording to Vasislha, as also according to modern ideal¬ 

ists of the Wear, the individuality is another tiame 

for purposive activity. 

Individuality is not an eternal reality. It originates 
and is dissolved. It begins with individual willing and 
comes to an end when individual willing is over, Kamtas 

which fructify in the objective world-con tents, being only 

the various modes of willing, also begin with the com¬ 

mencement of willing, desiring or imagining (all being 

the same fundamentally)^ which means the commence¬ 
ment of individuality. So there cannot be any actions 
already existing for an individual to be fructified liefore 

the commencement of the career of any individual. Nor 

will there remain any action to be fructified when an 
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mdividuality is dissotved, fof an mdiv'iduaKty is dissolved 
only when there is no more any action to J>e fructified 
into any content of the objective world. I_ There can¬ 

not, therefore. Vasistha thinks, be any ^rtrtiKr* 
{pfttkttmani karmn\tt\ in existence, in store, for an indi¬ 
vidual before the commencement of his individuaJity. Our 

karma is our own creation, in which we are absolutely 

free. We get bound through our own freedom. There 
are no karm<t$ of any previous creation which have to be 

I/' fructified in the present one, as other Indian thinkere have 
^ postulated. (Vide S'atbkara'G Commentary on the Brakma- 

sutras, II, I, 35-36.) Vasistha alone in Indian philo¬ 

sophy believes in absolute freedom, for God as tvelt as 

for an individual. Creation is an act of absolute froe- 
dom without any determination by the karntas of a 

previous k/ilpa (cycle). No individual ever suffers the 

consequences but of his own willing; Thus we find him 

saying; “ The springing up 'of Brahma and other indi¬ 

viduals at the bcginnifig of creation is not due to any 

previous karmas, (V'lb, H2, 24.) There are no prevtotis 
kannas in store for any individual before the com¬ 

mencement of the present cycle of c^tive activity. 
The Absolute I tself manifests in the form of the' world.” 

(V15, 143, 26.)'7 
But there may be a very serious question raised 

here against Ute position of Vasispia. It is the difficulty 
I that ted other philosophers to postulate beginitinglessness 

/ of karmae and of individuality. Why should 1, a panU 

cttlar individual, bom of the Creative Inipulsd in the 
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Absolute Experience, suJTer from the evils of uidlvitlua^ 

icy ? If my coming into existence of suffering and misery, 
is thus only a clianqe*product«on for me, my freedom is 
only a chimera. It la a freedom only for the Absolute, 
but the commencement of bondage for me. For, is 

not individuality a bondage? If it is the Lil^ (play) of 
the Absolute, it is like the free play of a child with 

(ire in hand in setting others' houses to it. It is the 
realisation of Kis Joy that brinp immemse misery to 
others. Has \'aslfitha any answer to this ultimate diffi¬ 

culty of all theistic metaphysics? He says that the 
manifestation of the Absolute tn the world as such is 
nothing binding to any body. In this verj" world there 

arc individuals who alw’ays see all beings in One Self 
and the One Self in all beings and are not bound to 

this or that particular form, but ever feel their identity 

with the Absolute Whole, f.e., there are individuals who 

ever remain free in spite of their being in the world. 
They do not undergo the changes of life and death, of 

pleasure and pain, or of joy and sorrow, The reason 
why others do not share this experience is not drat 
any body else has made them so, but only because they 

arc fascinated by particulars, by this or that, and arc 

so occupied with this or that thought that they do not 
care to look at the beauty and fullness of the Whole. 
It is their own fault for which they suffer. The very 

moment they wish to be free, they can be free. They 
have created their own karinas by neglecting the \\’hofe 

and busying themselves wi|h a |>an only. "Innumerable 

individuals originate from the Absolute at the com* 
mencement of the creation, in the same way as Brahma, 

etc. (Vlft. 142, 27.) Those who do not hypoatatize 
themselves into separate beings from the Absolute, and 

feel always identical wiib It, such as Brahma, Vis^u, 
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S'iva, etc., are always free. {Vlb, 142, 304 But those 

who ignorantly (unmindful of bad consequences) involve 
themselves into duality (separateness from the Absolute), 
and begin to feel their unreal individuality assimre 

false individuality), Jairma is born for them, (Vlh, 142, 

2S*29-) There is no karma (binding) for any individual 
at the commencement of creation. They undergo the 

consequences of karma^ in accordance with their cfwn 

imagination, having created kar}j4a for themselves." (Vl£, 
142, 38, 41.)' The real difficulty, it would appear, has not 

been fully solved by \'asi^ha, although his solution of 

the problem appears to be mure satisfactory than those 
of other thinhers. 

Let us now leave aside the question of the origin 
of and learn how to be free from it. The 
problem of freedom from the law of karma is very 

important in the philosophy of VasisAa, specially be¬ 

cause he does not require an aspirant after SeJLreali- 

zation or Freedom to renounce the activities of life. 
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The law of kanna is according to him the universal 

law- Now, if every kamta or actioit binds us to its 
fruit, which we have to experience either in this or some 

other life, how can any man who does not renounce 
actions be at a]] liberated from the experience of an 
objective world ? Moreover, as he says, there is no 

moment in life when a person is not active. The 
whole life is fuB of actions. If every action has to 

bind us to its result, we can never be free. Vasi^ha, 

tells us that all actions as such do not bind us. The 
binding element in an action is desire if an 

action, whether physical or mental, is not coloured with 

desire, its result does not accrue to us. We have not 
to experience at some future occasion the fruits of 
those actions which are performed by us desirelcssly, 

“ All actions become fruitless for the individual, when 

they are performed with no desire for any result for 
oneself. (Vl^i, fi7, 19.) Dcsireless actions never bring 

any fruit to the performer. (Vlu, 87, 21.) The essence 

of those actions which bind a man to their results is 

desire. Therefore, all actions of an Ignorant man bind 

him to their fruits, because he performs them with 

a desire to obtain something for himself, whereas the 

wise man is not bound to the fruitii of his activities, 
as he does not perform them with any desire to obtain 
anything for himself.” (Via, 27, 18.) ’ Compare a similar 
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idea expressed in the Biutgavad^glUl (IV, 21''22); "Hop- 
ini' for naught, his mind and self controlled, having 

abandoned all greed, performing action by the body 

alone, he does not commit sin. Content with whatso¬ 
ever he obtains without effort, free from the pairs of 
opposites, without envy, balanced in success and foiSure, 

though acting he is not bound." 
Thus, the person who is free from desire to obtain 

anything through his action is not at all bound to have 
its result. Desire manifests into attachment to the 
action or the fruit of the action, and the creative 
imagination of the individual, with the tdree of his 

desire guiding it, brings, early or late, the desired result 

into experience. The law of karma concerns only such 

karmaSf for such karmas alone are kannas really. 
Others are not so. In' the same way agency or re¬ 

sponsibility of karmas has a meaning only with regard 
to such kartnas that are done with some desire or 
motive. And he alone is really an actor, an agent or 
a doer of some action, who dues it with some desire or 

motive. Such an agent aJone suffers the consequences. 
Another thing that Vask^a very empbattcally points 

out in this connection is that such actions as bind us 

to their fruits need not even be performed physically. 
They bind us even if they enter our mind, A mere 

wish to do them binds us. And in the case of one 

who has no desire, even if an action has been physi> 
calJy performed, it is no action at all. Thus says he: 

“No harm is done by any action to him who does it 

with an equanimous, balanced, and pure mind. (V16, 

199, 7.) He whose heart is not attached to any action, 

will not undergo any experience of its fruit, in spite of 

his being engsiged in the action which may be good or 
bad. (Vlfr, 199, 33,) A fool, on the other hand, who 
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hrts noi given up deairw merger deeper and deeper 

in the world-eitperience, in spite of his not being 

actually engaged in good or bad actions. (Vit, 109, 
34.) Agency {kattfUfa) really means the desire to have 
something following the idea that the thing is worth 

having, and to give ap something following the idea 

that the thing is not worth having, (IV, 38, 2.) Having 
thus desired to have or to avoid an object, a man 
performs some action through which the result follows. 

Then he enjoys the result of his action. The enjoyment 

of the result is due to one's agency* {kartrtvah 

(IV, 38, 2,) Whether a man physically acts or not, he 

will experience the object of his destroi whether In 

heaven or hell. (IV, 38, S.) Those who know the Truth 
are not bound to the fruits of action, whether they do 

them or not, for they have no desire for the fruit of 

action. (IV, 38, 6.) In fact what one does with his 
mind is an action, and that which is done merely by 

the physical body is no action. (IV, 38, 7.) A man 
dreaming to be falling into a pit experiences the fear of 

his fall even when his physical body is lying asleep in the 

bed. There may be another case of a man who actually 

(physically) falls down in a pit while he is fast asleep, 

and yet is quite insensible of the fall, tfcnce, whether a 
man is an actual doer of an action or not, he experiences 

only that on which his heart is set. This is our view. 
(IV, 38, 12-13.) Thus, the mind itself is the seed of 
all actions, all desired objects, all thinijs, all worlds, 

ait states. Having given it up, one is free from ail 

actions and all pains. The wise is freed from the 
actions of the mind even, by transcending it. He is 

no longer under the control of even the mental acts, 

he is not coloured by them. He becomes emptied of 

all actions. (IV, 38, 16.) Even actually doing things 
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ifi die world, a w-tfie man does not come to grief, if 
he acta out of mere sport [Ilia) like a child, now 
engaging in them, now giving them up without the 

least idea whether they are worthy of being done or 
of avoidance^ (IV, 38, 17.) The real freedom from 

action is the freedom from desire, craving or purposive 
willing. One who has attained the peace of desireless* 
ness, has nothing to do with physical doing or not 
doing of actions,” (Via, 3, 25, 27.}^ 
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The wise man who has transcendei^ all desires, and 

is above all selfish willing, is thus beyond the pale of 

the Law of KarTtia'Ptiala, He is not bound by any of 
his actions to experience its consequences in this or In 

any other life* When all the previous actions have 
fmetihed, there is no more necessity in tlie case of the 
wise, of undergoing any other life. His personality will 

be dissolved when he has finished to experience the fruits 
of his previous willing—previous to the rise of desire‘s 
lessness. 

How then should a wise man, who has no desire or 
motive of his own, pass his time in this world so long 

os his body is not dissolved ? Has he any duties to 

perform ? Has he any Cosmic responsibility to act, if 

not individual ? This is a very important question, a 

question which the Makn-yittut Buddhism has probably 

answered better than any other school of Indian Philo* 

Sophy, in the conception of a Bodlii^sattva, who when 
liberated imposes upon himself the task of helping others 

on their irath to Liberation, and who ts not so anxious 
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to enter the final stage of ffirvnpa as to put others on 
the track. Tt is probably this conception which the 
modem Theosophists have incorporated in their eoncep* 
tion of the Masters. In the Hindu thought it is the 
Bhagavad-gUii alone in which we find an idea of self- 

imposed duty for loka-aaihgraha (welfare of the w‘orld)i 

(III, 20.) also says that although he has no 
duties to pcrfomi in the three worlds (III, 22), yet for 

the sake of protecting the good and destroying the evil 
ones, and to establish the reign of Law {dhartna), he 

comes down to the earth. (fV, 7'>d,) But he is not 
speaking there in the capacity of a lilKmted living man, 

hut in that of a Divinity, and so his statement would 

not set an idiiai for a liberated man. What has 
Vasis^a to say on this problem ? We have already seen 
that he does not ask the liberated man or woman to 

retire from the worldly duties and activities. A peep 
into the stories of the Yoga-^^i^ljta will reveil that most 
of his j'ivan-mubtas (liberated living ones) are men or 

women of action, who rule over kingdoms or live in their 

families. The stories of Janaka, Bhagi-ratha, Prahl^da and 
the qeen CediiJa, may serve as illusirationfl of this ^-iew. 

Vasi^ha himself and his illustrious disciple RSma may 

be considered to be the best embodiment of Liberation. 
But there Is no idea of any individual or cosmic duty 

to be performed by one who has realized the Self and 

has become liberated. Probably because duty itself is 
a bond. The liberated ones may be doing all that 

passes by the name good, yet they, according to 
Vasi^ha, are not bound to do it. They may or 

may not. He beliet'es in the fullest freedom. It is 

not that Vasistha does not believe in duties or moral 
law. He believes in a moral law and in moral 

actions, but urges on the unliberated ones alone to be 
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governed by them^ for the transgression of the moral 

law and the performance of evil actions have undesir¬ 

able consequences. But the liberated ones to whom 
pleasure or pain are equal 5n valoe and who have 

gone beyond the stage of differentiations and distinc¬ 

tions, who see here nothing but the One Self^ have 
no duty to perform and no moral law to obey. 

They are also above the msh of * doing good to 
others There is no other good in life than Self- 
knowledge and Liberation. That cannot be, according 

to Vasis|ha, acquired except by self-effort and Self¬ 

intuition of the aspirant, and if any external help 
is required, the liberated one would not grudge to 

give it, for he is a friend of all. The whole attitude 
of a liberated person towards life is summed up in 
three words, that be is a maha-kartu {great doer), 

mahU’bhokta (great enjoyer) and mak^-iyagitt (great 

renouncer). If the term ethics could be used for this, 

Vasiftha’s ethics may be called the transcendental 

ethics, which is as follows; 
** Performance of duty is incumbent on those nho have 

not yet got their eyes opened by knowledge, A man 
should not throw his blanket away as long as he has not 

got a more valuable silk wrapper. (Vlir, 87, 17.) The 

knower of the Self is not subject to injunctions and 
prohibitions, for, what for will one act whose desires are 

totally dropped? (Vl^, 37, 31.) But the ignorant who 
has his mind in prominence (i.e., has desires in abundance) 

will surely come to grief if he transgresses the ethical laws, 
like a fish ^ing beyond water. (VIrf, 69, 9.) Everything 

here is eternal and infinite Peace. There is nothing 

which ought to be done and which ought not to be 

done. (Vlfi, 1. 28.) Having given up the idea that 
you have to experience the fruits of your actions, you 
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may engage youreelf in acHons that happen to fall 
to ynur lot in the natural flow of events without any 

anxiety* (Via, 1, 16.) One should do whatever falls 

to his share without dinging to it (111, 88, U.) For 
the knower there is nothing to be hated or not 

hated, nothing worthy of attainment or avoidance, 
notliing his or not hiSi (VIo, 69, 13,) Live in this 

world doing everything externally as others do, but 

remaining within free form desire, attachment and hopes. 
(V, 18, 18.) Move in this world as large-hearted, 
following all codes of conduct, and like a gentleman 

externally, but above everything in the heart, (V, 16, 
19.) Live in this world externally as if intensely busy, 

hut tniernally be free from all activities; externally as 
a doer of actions, but internally quite free from them, 
(V, 18, 22,) Hxtemaliy follow all rules of good con* 

duct, but internal ly be fully aware of your freedom 

from them. Be fully equanimous within, with nil your 
desires at rest. (IV, 15, 44.) Free from all desires and 

fixed in the Self, do all ph3^icat actions w'hich ought 
to bi: done as long as the body lasts. (IV, 15, 45.) 

Having known (the Truth) and fixed yourself in the 

state which is a balance of being and non-being, neither 
accept nor deny the internal as well as external objects. 

(IV, 46, 14.) Even while engaged in actions remain 

cmpty-hcartwl, free from desire, attachment and taste 
for the objects. {IV, 46, 15.) As a wise man has no 

desire to perform an action, so also he has no desire 

to give up any action. (Ill, 83, 12.) Let your actions 

be as mechanically performed as the legs of a traveller 

move when he is intently thinking of the place where 

he has to reach, and ii; absolutely forgetful of his 
walking. (V16, 1, 15.) Do not have the least attach¬ 

ment for your actions. Do them as a machine does. 
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for the Scikc of others. (Vlh, 1, J7.) Be a 
(great doer), maka-bkoktS (great enjoyer) and tnaha- 

tyUgin (great renouncer). (Vltf, H5, 1.) He is a great 
doer who does everything, experiences Ukea and dis¬ 

likes, undergoes pleasure and pnlQ, and acts in ac¬ 
cordance with or against law, with fruits in view or 

not in view—without any care or anxiety {anapet^e^). 
(Via, U5, 12.) He is a great enjoyer who neither 
desires anything nor hates anything, but enjoyS’ every¬ 

thing natural. (Via, 115, 21.) He is a great renouncer 
who has inwardly given up all desires, all doubts, all 

prejudices, and all strivings,’* (Via, 115, 34,)^ 
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We shal[ close this chapter with the chg>fact<>r of 

a« 3rya (gentleman) described by Vasistha, which indi¬ 
cates how much importance he attached to actions and 
duties in life, A ■ gentleman, according to him, is he 

who always does what ought to be done, and does not 

do what ought not to be done, and always abides by 
the moral code proper to him. (Vltf, 121, 54.) “ He is 
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a gentleman who always acts in accordance with the 

prevalent monU notions, with the moral code (Sitstra), 

with his own cotiscience, and with custom.-' (Vltf, 121, 
55.) * Vasispia expects every man whether he is ignorant 
or wise to be a gentleman. 
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CHAPTER Vtl 

THE EXPERIENCE OF LIBERATION 

The experience of a state of existence when one feels 

above desiree and passions, freed from all bonds of 

life, one with the alUinclusive Unity, seeing the Self 

within all and all within the Self, equanititous and 

balanced under all circumstances, in tune with the Ab¬ 

solute Whole in thought, emotion and action, a state 

professed to have been experienced by the socalled 

mystics of all ages and climes, must be blessed indeed. 

Even in ordinary moments of forgetfulness from the 

cates and anxieties of life we feel a unique joy,^ which 

Ignorant people in vain try to perpetuate with the help 

of intoxicants. The peculiar joy of rising above the 

body^ of mental harmony in which we forget even our 

own mind, of deep sleep in which the body and mind 

both arc totally forgotten, is so fascinating that every 

one would like to perpetuate them. They only know 

who have ever experienced, how uniquely happy is that 

state of experience when one rises above his little 

self or ego in a-sthetic contemplation, in moral fer^'our, 

in religious devotion, or in philosophic thinking. Im¬ 

mensely much more happy should be the experience of 

him who lives in the Absolute in which all particulars 

and individualities are harmonized and lost In a fashion 

we do not know until we rise to that Ictel of experi¬ 

ence, Till then we shall have to look up towards 
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those who have realized that state to hear what they 

say. Here we propose to leant how VasiMtha has 

described the experience of that state of Liberation which 

to him was' an actuality and to us only an ideal. 

The signs of tiie dawn of mystic experience are 

described in the Yoga-i^si^tha in the following passages: 

“ Thoughtful investigation into the natare of the Self 

having been made, the iluctuating movements of mind 

having been overcome, thinking having been transcended, 

the mind having been transmuted, the objectivity having 

been given op and neglected, the subject having been 

constantly attended to, vigitence into the realm of the 

Self and forgetfulness of the realm of the world being 

effected, complete withdrawal of interest and hope from 

the sensual pleasures through intense distaste for them 

being achieved, the knot of the heart (tendency to 

desire and imagine), which is the source of all worldly 

desires having been cut through vairsgya (distaste), the 

Self-experience, the very nature of us, dawns, i.e., Ijc- 

comes clearly manifest in intuition, as- water becomes 

dear of ail dirt when the clearing nut {kaiaka-phalam) 

is put in it. Then, the mind becomes absolved of all 

desires, attachment, duality and dependence, and comes 

out of the darkness of delusion, like a Hon frorn a 

cage. AU the doubts, wonders and fears having been 

cast away, the mind, now fuller than the full, shines 

like a full moon. The fluctuations of the mind being now 

merged in peace, extremely glorious evenness, which 

knows no rise or fall is felt. The dark night of 

the tendency towards world-experience hecomes weak, 

and the sun of the intuition of the Pure Con¬ 

sciousness rises. Wisdom bom of purity begins 

to emanate all round, as beams from the moon, 

which pleases the world aud enchants the heart. 
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The rise and fall, coming and going, of world-orbs 

which trooble the mind of the fool, do not touch the 
wise (now). Desires vanish like a mirage at the rise of 

discrimination*" (IV, 22, 1-4, 7-14, IS, 2U)* 
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What is the ©rperiertce of the Self? At which 

moments do we get a. flash of the experience of the 

Reality in os ? ” The existence of the real nature of 

the Self is experienced in the interval of thoughtless 

existence between two ideas in the mind (i.c., the ex* 

pcrience of existence when one idea has passed away 

and another has not yet arisen in the mind), {HI, 

117, 8.) The experience of one’s real nature is had 

when one is free from sleep and unconsciousness and 

also has no thought or imagination (111, 117, ^); when 

the feeling of ego or individuality and multiplicity of 

ideas is absent, yet the experience is a conscious ex¬ 

perience." (Ill, 117, 10.) * 

The experience of Self is in fact sui gewris, 

unique* ft cannoit be i^escribed or compared to any¬ 

thing. Those who have realized it, find it very difficult 

to tell what it is like. It is only to be enjoyed in 

intuition, and not to be described. " The experience 

when the ego is totally merged is intensely happy. It 

is the fullness of existence. It is that for which one 

should strive. (V, 64, 47.) It is called the perfectly 

full ocean (of existence); or rather, It cannot be called 

anything at all. There is nothing that can be compared 

to It at all. (V, 64, 48,) The experience of the Timya 

(the fourth state of existence), which is only a portion 

of Consciousness, may be to a certain extent compared 
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to this full experience of the Seif, (V, 64, 49,) In a 
very farfetched way, and with X'ety little similarity be¬ 

tween the two, the experience of sleep may be compared 
to It. (V, 54, 50.) The Divine Exjicrience which has 
w’lthtn It ati things (potentially), and which is the 

highest Bliss; which dawns when individuality and mind 
are dissolved, and which is far from being an experi¬ 
ence of sleep, is beyond the reach of sleep. It ts 
realized through one's own application, and is to be 
experienced in one's own heart, (V, 64, 5]>52.) As the 

taste of sweet cannot be known without actual sensation 
of it, so also the taste of this experien^ cannot be 
known without one's own intuition of It." (V, 64, 53.)* 

Prof. Radha^kr^n has similarty described this experi* 
ence—called Religious Experience by him—in his An 

Idealist Pfctp of Life: "It is a type of experience which 
is not clearly differentiated into a subject^bjcct state, 
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an integral undivided conscioueness in ^vh^ch not merely 
this or that side of man’s nature but his whole being 
seems to 6nd itself. It is a condition of consciousness 
In which feelings are fused, ideas melt into one another, 

boundariK broken and ordinary distinctions transcended. 
Past and present fade away into a sense of timeless 
being, consciousness and being are not there different 

from each other. All being is consciousness and ah 

consciousness is being. Thought and reality coalesce 
and a creative merging of subject and object results. 

Life grows conscious of its incredible depths. In this 
fullness of felt life and freedom (ananda), the distinction 
of the knower and the known disappear. The privacy of 

the individual self is broken and invaded by a univeml 
self whicii the individual feels as his own." (An Idealist 
View q/ Life, p. 91-92.) . - . The experience is itself 

fell to be sufficient and complete. It is someign in its 
own rights and carries its own credentials. It is self- 
established {svatah-siddka), self-evident (sevi-s<rrlifedyd), 

self-luminous {svayath-prakosfa). It does not argue or 

explain, but it knows and is. (Ibid., p. 92.) . . . The 
tension of normal life disappears, giving rise to inward 

peace, power and joy. (Ibid., p. 95.) ... It 

transcends expression even while it provokes it. It 

is just what it is, and not like anyihiog else. There is 

no experience by which ive can limit it, no conception 

by which we can define it." (Ibid., p. 96.) 
One thing that can be said with certainty with 

regard to the experience of the liberated state is that 

the existence of the mind, individuality or Ignorance is not 

at all felt in that experience. U is identity with the 

Absolute Experience and the actualization of the Abso¬ 

lute point of view, in which all multiplicity is dissolved 

into a harmonious Unit>% the Ultimate ZElto (Stinya) 
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in which all a.0irmatiotis and ncgmUons fuse together. 

“ Having become one with the Absolute Reality, we do 
not know, where the mind is gone^ and where are gone 
desires, actions, and the emotions of joy and grief. 

(VIA, 46, 1.) When the deiusion of Ignorance is over we 

do not at all experience the mind. (V, 81, 5.) When 
one has awakened in the Absolute Experience, he finds 

that the mind is dead, desire has vanished, the cage 
of delusion has been shattered into pieces, and the ego 
is absent.'* (V, 81, 9.) ^ 

Once that Experience is tasted, there is no [xissibility 
of the return of iterance again. It cannot be forgot¬ 
ten. Our stay in It becomes permanently hxed. ** As a 

woman in love ever enjoys in her heart the pleasure 

of the company of her beloved, in spite of her remain¬ 
ing busy in household work, so also the wise one, who 
has once tasted the peace of the Absolute Experience, 
cannot be over turned back from enjoying it even by 
all the gods including Indra. (V, 74, 83-64.) tgnorance, 
when once known to be ignorance, would not drag him 

from that esperience. Even a thiraty man is not carried 

away by a mirage-river when he knows it to be so, 

(V, 74, 20,) AvidyJt (ignorance) vanishes the very 
moment it is recognised to be so." (V, 64, 13.)* 
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Such an experience, if it ii; really possible, and 

there arc no apriorl reasons to deny its possibility and 

to distrust those who have enjoj^d it, must be the 
happiest possible state of existence. Vasistha thinks, as 
the authors of the lJpam^ads have thought, that there 

is no other kind of happiness in the universe which 

can stand equal to the happiness which a liberated 
man, enjoying the Absolute Experience, feels. Fie says: 

** I do not see anywhere in the world, on the earth, in 
the Pstsla (Nether regions) below and in the Heaven 
above, any pleasure or prosperity which is greater than 

Self-knowledge. (VI*, 143, 3.) The status of tlie knowers 

of the Self is so great that in comparison to it the 
prospcril^* of the king of Heaven is very insignificant.'' 

(VI*, 143, 2.) * There is no wonder, therefore, that we 

hnd those who are installed in that Experience cxclatm- 
iog their feeling of freedom and joy in the following 

manner, which an ordinary man would hardly appreciate;* 
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" Why should 1 desire Liberatioo ? I am no longer 
bound, nor was I ^really) ever bound by anybody 

before. It is foolish and childish to desire Liberation 
when I am not bound. (V, 29, 10.) 
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**Their is neither bondage for me nor Liberation! 
hfy ignorance has come to an end. What js the use 
of practising meditation ? What wtlJ happen, if I do 

not meditate at all? (V, 29, II.) 

Give up the illusion of meditation, etc Look 
within your Self. Lee anything happen as tt may; 

there is no loss or gain to me. (V, 29, 12.) 

1 have nu desire even for the Absolute Reality 
{as we do not desire what we have already got), nor 

for the world. I have nothing to do witli meditation 

or with wealth and prosperity. (V, 1*^') 
1 am neither dead nor living; neither being nor 

non-being; neither this nor that is rnine. 1 am in- 
fmite. Salutations to me! (V, 29, 15.) 

*' Let .there be an empire of the whole world to be 

ruled over by me. 1 have no objection. Let there be 
a loss of the empire to me, I do not mind, for it does 
not taice away my peace. (V, 29, 16.) 

** What have 1 to gain from meditation or from 

the prosperity of a kingdom ? Let anything come or 
go, 1 am not anything, nor is anything mine. (V, 

29, 17.) 
" 1 have nothing to do now. Yet why should 1 

not do that which is natural ? (V', 29, 18.) 

I have no desire to enjcfy pleasures, nor do I 

desire to give them up. (V, 35, 38.) 

** My heaven Is not in some definite place. It is 

everywhere. (Vld, 107, 26.) 

“ Let anytliing come to me if it is to come, and 

let anything go if it is to go from me. I do not 

mind pleasures, nor do 1 mind pains. (V, 35, 39.) 

Let pleasures or pains come and go. 1 am not 

eager for them. Let various desires arise or vanish in 
the body. (V, 35^ 40.) 
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“ Wlien the idea, that I am the owner of the body 

and that the body is mine ts transcended, what meaning 
is there in the expression that 1 give this body op 

or do not give it up? (V, 40, 12.) 
" I have attained the highest peace, 1 have attained 

the greatest attainable thing. I have obtained that 
state from which there is no return, (V, 74, 55.) 

“ I am happy everywherfc 1 enjoy everywhere. As 
I have no desire, there is Bliss for me e^'erywhere.^ 

(Via, 107, 27.) 
** As both the Ideas ‘ This is pleasing to me' and 

‘ this is not pleasing to me * have been given up by 

me, 1 am always at peace and in evenness, .md there' 
fore happy everywhere." (Via, 109, 70.) 

Vide, for similar expressions the Avadkitta Upani^d 
and Paiica dan. (VII, 251-298.) 



CHAPTER Vtll 

THE CHARACTER OF THE LIBERATED 

LIVING MAN 

We are already familiar with Vasistha's conception of 
a liberated living man U^an-mukia). He is the person 

who has realized the Absolute Experience, and has 
freed himself from the bond of kartnas, and so hie 

thoughts and actions no more promise a fumre world* 

experience for him. He is experiencing a ^vo^l(! and 
individual existence apparently as a consequence of his 
previous desires and imagination. The thoughts and 

actions, after the moment of Self-realization, have 
become fried, as it were, in the fire of knowledge and 

their essence, PSsaftU (desire) which would have made, 

them fructify into future world-experien^, is fully dried 
up. How docs such a man live in the world? How 

does he behave in life which is the last for him ? What 

is his attitude and conduct towards hts fellow-beings t 
What is hia attitude towards the physical body? How 

does he act, bow does he enjoy, and how does he feel 

in life? These are some of the interesting questions 

which arise in this connection. In this chapter we 

propose to gather what Vasi$|ha has said on these 

problems. We shall first study the character of the 

liberated living man ‘ in genera) and then under 
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particular aspects. The following is a general description 

of the character of the liberated living man:^ 
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“ Pleasures do not ddight Mm, pains do not 

distress. (Vlfr, 169, 1.) There is no feeling of tike or 

dislike produced in his mind even in serious, violent 

and continued states of pleasure or pain. (VI6, 198, 27.) 

Although externally engaged in worldly actions, he has 

no particular a;ltachment in his mind for any object 
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whatsoever. (VT6, 169, 8.) AH his activities are free 
from desire and attachment. (V'lfr, 169, 9.) He has 
neither love for any object, nor hatred for it. He 
moves amongEt worldly things, but not as one who is 
in need of them. Although outwardly not appearing so, 

he is at his heart above all cravings, fV16, 102, 13.) 
lie does not trouble anybody nor is he troubled by 
anybody. (V^IA, 98, 2.) Evil qualities like covetousness 

and delusion lose their bold on him. 98, L) He 
divines the heart of others and behaves with them 

agreeably, and talks sweetly and nobly. (Vlft, 98, 3.) 
He exercises his judgment very swiftly and makes 
right choice between two courses of conduct. 98, 

4.) His conduct does not annoy any body: he behaves 

like a citizen and a friend of all. Outwardly he is 
very busy, but very calm and quiet at heart. {V16, 

98, 5,} He does not disregard what he gets, nor does 
he hanker after what he has not got. He is always 
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at peace and tindistiirbed under ail circumstances. (VTA, 

43, 10.) He keeps himself engaged in the natural 
course of actions, in spite of his entirely being free 
from desires and wishes. And throughout his activities 

he remains untamicd by them. (Vlh, 22, 5.) Freed 
from the restrictions of caste, creed, stage of life 
{iisfratna)^ custom and scriptures, he comes out of the 

net of the world as a lion from a cage. (VI<i, 122. 2.) 
lie rests unagitated in the Supreme Bliss, (Vln, 122, 4.) 

He does not work to attain any result for himself. He 

is ever happy, never hanging his joy on anything else. 
(Vifi, 122, 5.) His face is never found without the 
beauty of cheerfulness on it. fVl^, 116, 3.) He neither 

welcomes life nor shuns death. (Vltr, 12, 2.) He never 
binds himself to anything. He always looks satisfied, 

(V, 93, 35.) He lives as freely as a monarcb. (V, 93, 

24.) He is fnll-heartcd, quiet and adf-respeciing. He 

remains undisturbed even in the midst of enemies. 
93, 39.) Even in the midst of great ch:u]gcs of 

prosperity and misery, or enjoying festivities, he neither 

experiences joy nor sorrow. (V, 93, 52-53.) lie is never 
afraid, feels never helpless, or dejected. He remains 

ftrtn and calm like a mountain, (V, 93, 55.) He has 

nothing to do with supernormal powers, enjoyments, 

Influence or honour. He does not care for life or death. 

(V, 69, IS.) He behaves with other fellow beings as 

die occasion and (the status oO person require, 
without the least stain in his mind. In the company of 

devotees he is like a devotee. To the knave he is a 

knave. (V, 77, 13.) He plays a child in the company 
of children; he is a youth among the young; he acts 

as an old man in the company of the aged ones. 

He is full of CDumgc in the [Mtty of courageous 

people, and shares the misery of the miserable ones. 
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{V, 77, 14.) He hrts nothing to do with good acts, 
with sensual pleasures, with kartnai or with renunciation 
of pleasures. (V, 77, 18.) There is nothing which lie 

has to obtain. He therefore undertakes and gives up 

actions without much concern like children, (V,' 77, 23.) 
In spite of being occupied with actions in accordance 

with time, place and circumstances, he is not touched 

by the pleasures or pain arising from them. (V, 77, 26.) 

He never feels despondent, proud, agitated, ciist down, 
troubled or elated, (V, 77, 32.) In spite of being 
surrounded by enemies all around sometimes, he is full 
of mercy and magnanimity. (V, IB, 6.) He engages 

himself tn actions thinking them to be cosmic movements 
ivhfva-parispiirtda) to be carried on without any personal 

desire. (V, 6, 1,) He does not hanker after the pleasures 

that are not in his hand, but enjoys all those he has, 

(IV, 46, 8,} He does not feel that he has dutie anything. 

His heart does not cling to his acts, whether he does them 
or not. (Ill, 9, 9.) fie looks upon hh wife, children, 
friends and wealth as the consequences of his desires of 

previous life, but now as dream-objccta to him. {Vlb, 45, 

14.) Now he does not cherish any desire for the world, 

women and wealth, for he has attained unique satis* 
faction, and while living in the world, he is dead to it. 

{VI3, 45, 17.) The ideas of "1“ and ‘‘mine", of some* 

thing worthy of attainment and others of avoidance are lost 
within him, (V. 16,20.) The lustre of his face never rises 
nor sets. It is uniformly present throughout, for he Is 
ever Katiefied with what he has. {Ill, g, 6,) Although he 

seems to be acting (lit. acts) in accordance with like 
or dislike, fear, etc., yet within him he enjoys an 

emptiness like that of tlie sky. (111, 9, 8.) In spite of 

his being engaged in al) things, he is coohheadod and 

fall-minded." (Ill, 9, U.) Compare the Bhagavad^^ua 
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(XII, 13-16.) Compare how Frof, RadhS-krs^ian has 

described the mystics: “ The mystic does not recoji^aize 
any diHcreitce between the secular and the sacred. 

Nothing is to be rejected; eveiy-thing is to be raised, 
, . . Feeling the unity of himself and the universe, 
the man who lives in spirit is no mure a separate self- 

centred individual, but a vehicle of universal spirit 

... He is able to face crisis in life with a mind 
full of serenity and joy. , , , They walk on thorns 

with a tread as light as air and stdlness of mind sure 

of itself, (RadhS-k{^n * An hUalhtic Vie^ of Li/e, 

pp. 115-116.) These rare and precious souls, filled with 

the spirit of the whole, may be said to be worid- 

conscious* They have the vision of the self in all 

existences and of all existences in the self. , . . 

Those who develop this large impersonality of the out¬ 

look delight in furthering the plan of the cosmos in 

doing the will of the Fatljer. They are filled with 
love and friendliness to all humanity. We are called 

upon to love our enemies as ourselves, a rule more 

honoured with our lips than observed in our lives. To 
those dwelling in the spirit of God, it is the natural 

law of their being. They have an abiding realization 

of the secret oneness which is the basis of universal 

love. ... It (love) lasts even the night is dark and 

the stars are hidden and man seems forsaken of all. 

It is the love that does not expect any reward, return 

or recompense. . . , They are , , . sovereigns over 
themselves. Theirs is a spontaneous growth and not a 

routine conformity, . . , They are not worried about 

the standardized conceptions of conduct. Naturally, the 

seers are free from dogmatism and hreEithe the spirit of 

large tolerance, . . . He continues to act without the 
sense of the ego. {Iltid.^ p. 124.) 
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The liberated man has obtained all that waa 
to be obtained by him, i.e., the Self. Now there 

remains nothing which he has ' to achieve or which 
he has to discard. There is nothing heya (to be 

avoided) or upsdeya (to be obtained) for him noWi 
And so he bas nothing to do. Having nothing to do, 
he does everything that falls to his lot. Yet he keeps 

himself so free that he may give up any action at any 
time without the least affectation. All his actions, there¬ 
fore, are free from binding effect upon him. ** He, for 

whom the ideas of h^ya (avoidable) and wp^dtya (desir* 

able) arc meaningless, has nothing to do with giving 
up activity or taking resort to it. (V16, 199, 2.) For 

the liberated one there is nothing here troublesome and 
BO avoidable. Nor is there anything for him so attrac¬ 
tive that he should make efforts to obtain iL (VIA, 

199, 3.) No purpose of the wise man is served by any 

activity, nor by abstaining from activity. He, therefore, 
stays as occasion suits him. (Vlft, 199, 4.) Even doing 

all sorts of actions, the liberated ones arc always in 
satitaJhi (intense concentration on the Reality). (V, 62, 
5.) An ordinary man acts only to obtain a thing which 

is not in his possession alrcad3% but when the wise 

man has become one with the Self other than whom 
nothing else exists anywhere, for what will he cherish 

any desire, what will ht think of attaining, and so why 
should he engage himself in any purposive activity ? 

(IV, 37, 10.) A desireiess man- would not, likewise, 
even desire inactivity." (IV, 37, U.)' Similarly wc find 
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in th« Wt4igavad*gHnt ** Bui the luan who rclotces in 
the Self, with the Self is Kitisficd, ^nd is content in 

tlie Self, for him verily there is ncthinf' to do {III, 
17) ; for him there is no interest in tilings done, in 
this world, nor any in things not done, nor does any 
object of his depend on any being.’' (Ill, 18.) 

He is therefore not an idle man, nor is he an 
active man in the ordinary sense. He is a transeen* 
dental actor, a tnahit-kari'a (great doer). The conception 
of a Maha^huriii is, according to Vasistha, the following: 

“ He is a M<thit*kartitf who acts, as occasion requires it, 

without any consideration whether his action is right or 

wrong according to the conventional standard (VI<i, 

115, U) i who acts without any anxiety, egoistic feeling, 
pride or impurity of heart (Vlii, 115, 13); whose mind 
is not attached to good or bad acts, to right or ivrong 

course of action (Via, 115, 14); w’ho indifTerently 

engages himself in any activity or gives it up, and is 

uniformiy calm at hts heart in either case (Via, 115, 
18) ; who is in his temperament cairn, and who never 
loses the balance of mind, and is never changed while 

engaged in actions good or bad (Via, J15, 19); whose 
mind ta uniformly the same in the circumstances of 
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origin, existence, and decay, of rise and fall of anything 

around him.” (Vliz, 115, 20.)’ 
The bustle and activity of the world in which he 

might be engaged, or in the midst of which he might be 
living are not at all any source of disturbance or annoy¬ 
ance to the liberated man. Even while intensely busy 
in worldly activities, he is in samndhi. He is equally 
at peace whether he is living in the solitude of a forest 

or in his home with a big family around him, ** There 
is no difference between the enlightened one who re¬ 
sides in a forest and one who is actively engaged in the 
world. Hoth are equally Self-realized. (V, 5&, 12.) The 

mind of the latter is free from action in spite of its activ¬ 

ity, as there is hardly any desire in it. The activity of 
such a matt is like the listening of a man to a lecture 

when his mind is absent. fV, 56, 13.) The freedom of 
mind from activity is the best samUdhi {concentration 
on the Self). (V, 36, 15.) The home itself of those 
householders whose mind is set fully on the Self, and 

who arc free from the evils consequent on ego, \& a 
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solitaiy forest (V, 56, 22.) For such people forest and 

home are ctjuaJly the same. (V, 56, 23.) He is ever 
in satundfn who always looks upon the Self either as 
beyond alt affirmations or immanent in all affirmations* 

(V, 56, 27.) He is in samadMi who sees the Self in 
all things, and so is ever in peace of mind, neither 
thinking of anything else nor anxious for it. (V, 56, 
44,J Such a man who has become free from attach¬ 

ment to objectivity, and w'hose mind has become highly 
purified, does not become anything, does not do any¬ 
thing, is not defiled by anything like gold in mud, 
whether he stays at his home in the midst of all kinds 

of pleasures and surrounded by a big family, or be 

retires into a big forest where no object of enjoyment 
is near by, ’ or even if he dances intoxicated with wine 

and is mad in love, or when he goes to and lives 

on a mountain having given up all l whether he be¬ 
smears his body with all kinds of fragrant pastes, or 

enters into fire i whether he commits horrible sins, or 

highly virtuous acts are performed by him; whether he 

dies today or after millions of years.” (V, 36, 51-56.)' 
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Thfc liberated one is not in need of ronniog away 
from the pleasures of the world, nor does he run after 
them. He enjoys all pleasures that fall to his share, 
and craves for none that axe away from liim. He is 

not a cynic, he is not a puritan, he is not an ascetic; 
nor is he a pleasure'seeker, a man whose happiness 
hangs on the enjoyment of any pleasure, a passion ate 

lover of enjoyments. He is something above and differ* 
ent from both these types. He is a transcendental 
enjoyer of all kinds of pleasures as well as the con* 

sequent pains. *'A11 the pleasures of the world are to 
be enjoyed as the ocean enjoys the rivers running into 
it. They should neither be desired nor shunned, but 

should be enjoyed as they themselves fall to our share 
in accordance with our fate. (Vlir, 39, 31.) The wise 
man enjoys ad the pleasures that come to him without 
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any cfToit for them on hiR part, in a sportful and 
detached manner, in the same manner as the eyes enjoy 

a scene before them. (V, 74, 63.) The wise man is not 

pleased or displeased while enjoying the pleastmes of life 
that accidentally (f.e., unsought) fall to his lot. (V, 74, 

64.) It is a peculiar trait of the wise man that he 

does not desire the pleasures that he has not got, nor 
does he discard from enjoyment the pleasures that he 

has. He enjoys what he has." (IV, 46, 8.)' The liber¬ 

ated one, according to Vasi^ha is, therefore, a mahs- 
bhokta (great enjoyer). “ He is called a mahu-bhoki^ 

who does not shun anything, nor hankers after anything, 
but enjoys all that is natural (VIii, 115, 21); who re¬ 
mains looking upon the activities of life as an impartial 

witness, without attachment or desire (Vlff, 115, 23); 
who, even enjoying anytliing, does not enjoy it (in the 
same ivay as others enjoy it) (V!&, 115, 22); who finds 

equal pleasure in old age, death, misery, poverty and 

ruling over an empire (VIn;, 115, 25); who receives equal¬ 
ly all great pains or pleasures like all waters received 

by the ocean (VI<i, 115, 26); who eats with etjual 
gusto the eatables of all tastes (sweet, bitter, etc.), of 
ordinary' or superior quality (Vlii, 115, 28); to whom 

everything is equally good whether it is tasteful or 
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tasteless, extremely pleasant or unpleasant (VId, IJ5, 
29); and who enjoys with uniform mind all prosperity 
and misery, the pleasures of the world or ihose beyond 

it, and even a delusion.” (Vid, 115, 32,)^ 
The liberated one is not an ascetic who would 

torture his physical body. The body is not an evil or 

an enemy to the wise man. It is a production of his 
previous wtUirvg {&aihkalpa) and will continue to exist 
as long as the force of the ^ainkAlpa Is not exhausted. 

It is not an3rthing imposed on him from without. 
There is no war between the body and the spirit in 

his case. It is no longer something that limits his 

Consciousness. Now it is rather a temple of Divinity. 
The wise man has got control over all its functioiis, 
because he has got control over hts mind and con* 

^uently over his vital currents {pra^a&) and senses 

organs. The body is now a kingdom to him over which 
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he rules without; any danger of disobedience or revolt 

from any side in it. The wise man niles over the 
kingdom of his body in the same detached manner as 

he ivould role over an empine. He enjoys his body in 
the same manner as he would enjoy anything else. 

He does not make his body abstain from its natural 

functions j but allows them legitimately free scope. He 
does not paralyse any of the natural iostincts of his 

budy far want of proper exercise. For he knows that 

he does not gain anything in doing that. Nor has he 
to gain anything from the bodily functions or pleasures. 

Thus: “ He who has attained the highest state of ex¬ 

perience, is not at all affected when he is ruling over 

the city of his body, as a man riding on a machine. 

(TV, 23, 1.) The body does not cause him any pain. 

St is for him an organ of freedom and enjoyment 

(iAogir). For the wise roan his body is a jileasure gardcu, 

(IV, 23. 2.) The body is a source of innumerable 
pains and sufferings to the ignorant only. But for the 

wise it is a means of all kinds^^ of enjoyments and 

pleasures. (IV, 23, 18.) To the wise die body is always 

a source of pleasure. It is to him what Amar^vati (the 

city of gods) is to Indra- {IV, 23, 29.) The wise man 
never obstructs his senses from enjoying what is present 

before him, nor does he provide for them what he has 

not got yet. (IV, 23, 43.) They are not philosophers 

but fools, who do not allow their organs of action to 
go on with their proper fimctions, themselves remaining 

calm at heart. (Vln. 104. 40.1 It is only the foolish 

and ignorant who run away forcibly from the natural 

functions of their body. (Via:. 1£M, 41.) As long as 

Bcsamum>secd exists, so long is its oil in it; in the 

sJimc Wily as long as the Ixidv* exists, it must have its 

tiatuml functions. lie, who does not allow the bbdy to 
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have the eicerdsc of its proper functions, cuts the sky 

with a sword) in which he cannot succeed. (Vltf, 104, 
42. ) The proper way of escaping from the physical 

functions of the body is not through mortifying the 
senses, but through raising one’s mind above the body 
into a state of evenness* acquired by Kogn, (VI<r, 104, 
43. ) It is desirable that, as long as the body lasts, 

one should undergo all natural and proper states of the 
body physically, but not mentally, (VIu, 104, 44.) 
There is no harm in doing ail diat is natural.” 

{Vltf, 106, 6.)’ 
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In fact, there 13 no difference between the external 
conduct of wise man and that of an ordinary man. 
The diderence docs not lie between the activities of life 

(vyax/ahsra)', it lies in the mentality of the two, in 
their attitude towards the activities in which they are 
engaged in apparently the same manner. “In the 

activities of life, the liberated one is the same as the 

ignorant. The difference, however, consists in the pre* 
sense of desire in the cause of the latter which is 

totally absent in the former. (IV, 15, 37.) The wise 
ones, who are free from clinging to the states of the 
body, externally appear to undergo the pleasures and 

pains of the body in accordance with the states of the 

body, in the same way as the ignorant man does," 

(IV, 15, 38.)*' The whole difference is mental. 
The mind of a liberated man is not a mind 

in the ordinary sense. The emotions of a lilierated 

man are also different from the emotions of ordinary 

people. Even if the liberated man seems to have some 

desires, they are not desires (that hind), really speaking. 
They are automatic and retiex activities. They do 

not originate from the deeper layer of his ego or indi¬ 

viduality, They have no warmth uf feeling. They will, 
therefore, not bind him. " The ignorant mind is really 

called mind. The enlightened mind is culled sativam 

(being). Mind experiences another birth, hut the saitva 
will not. (Vttf, 103, 31 >32.) The mind of knowers of the 

Self comes to utter negation. It is tetnsmuted into the 

turya (fourth fitate of experience), It has melted as ice 

tn^K mk s# i 
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melts in heat. {IV, 38, 9.) The desire In the liberated 
ones is called aattva. (Vlfi, 2, 43.) It has not to 

fructify into any future experience, like a fried seed.’' 
(V, 42, 14.) * According to the Muti4aka Vpani^ad also 

the desires of a man of Self-realization do not protniBe 
a future existence as in the case of an ordinary man: 
*' He, who broods on and longs for objects of desire, 
is bom according to his desires. But in the case of 

one who has realized the Self and so has attained nil 
his desires (finally), the desires end here in this life/* 

(111, 2, 2 of MM.) 
Liberation, says Vasisiha, should not be confused 

with the attainment of supernormal powers. The libera¬ 
ted man has nothing to do with them. He may pos¬ 

sess them or may not. The supernormal powers, as we 
have already seen, can be obtained by any one who 

applies himself to attain them, whether he is a libera¬ 
ted man or not liberated one. Their possession is not 
a mark of liberation, nor does liberation necessanly lead 

to such powers. "The supernormal powers like dying in 

the sky, etc., can be attained through appropriate means 
and efforts, by any man whether he is a knower of 

the Reality or not. (V, 69, 16.) But he who has 

realized the Selfi and has become free from desire is 
above such ideas. He has nothing to do with Hying in 
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the air, with powers, pleasures, iiiHucnce, honour, life or 
death. (V, 89, 18.) If a realized man also wishes to 
have any supernormal power, he loo can have them 

through proper methods.” (V, 89, .23,) * 
James Allen, an English writer of fame, says; 

” The Kingdom of Heaven, being established in the 

heart, the obtaining of the material necessities of life is no 

more considered, for, having found the Highest, all these 
things are added as effects to cause j the struggle for 

existence has ceased and the spiritual, mental and 

material needs arc daily supplied from the Universal 
.\bundancc.” {A Book of Afcrff/a/tmis, May 22.) Simil¬ 

arly Vasistha thinks with regard to the prosperity :ind 
protection of the libeiated living man. ” Him who puts 

on the world a value equal to that of a straw, all 

miseries leave as snakes leave their old skin (slough), 

(IV, 32, 37-38.) Him, from whose heart emanates purity all 

around, tlie guardian-angels of the world {Lok&fas) protect 

and support as they do the entire Cosmos. (IV, 32, 38-39.) 
He, who does not seek anything particular, gets the Self 
and everything in perfection and entirety.” (V, 34, 76.)* 
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In [X, 22 of the Bha^avad-gltn, Kfsna also says that 

He Himself looks after the worldly needs of His devotees. 
In fact, this life, the life of Liberation, is the real 

life. U is the best way of living. U is the happiest 
life on the earth. “ His life is really the beautiful 
and happiest life, whose mind never gives up the 

vision of reality; who sees things rightly (V, 39j 46); 
who never feels that he has done anything; whose 

mind is never attached to anything; who is even under 

all circumstances (V, 39, 47); who loob upon the 
world with the eye of a witness, free from likes or 

dislikes, and at peace in the heart (V, 39, 48); who 
has directed his mind within, after having come to 
know everything rightly, and having given up ail ideas 

x>f desirable and avoidable (V, 39, 49) | who, having 

acquired the standpoint of Truth, sportfully performs 
all worldly actions, although he has no desire for them 

(V, 39, 50}; who, moving in the world, is neither 

annoyed nor elated (V, 39, 52); from whom good 
qualities emanate all around, as white swans fly all 

around from a pure lake (V, 39, 53); having seen 
whom, having heard about whom, having met with 
whom, and having remembered whom all creatures feel 

)oy. (V, 39, 54.) As the beauty of a tree inct^ises 
immensely in the spring season, so also the strength, the 
intellect and the lustre or beauty of a man increases 
when he knows the Truth. (V, 76, 20.) Ail enjoyments 

of life multiply in proportion with the increase of detach¬ 
ment, as trees multiply in the rainy season.” (V, 6S, 49.) * 
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Having lived this kind free, active, peaceful and 

happy eartbiy life as Jong as the physical body lasted, 
the liberated individual acquires the status oi " Disem¬ 
bodied Freedom *' (Wd^Aa-wuJt/i), after the death of the 

physical body- Now he is not bound to be reborn. 
He enjoys conscious identity with tiie Absolute in a 

bodiless existence, and as such, he is the Brahman, 
So Vasina says; “ As a gust of wind enters the 

motionless air, so, after the physical body has been 
overtaken by deatli, the liberated person enters the state 
of disembodied Liberation- The disembodied liberated 
knows no rising nor setting nor extinction. He is neither 

being nor non-being; neither self nor not-self- He is 
not far off from anything. This state is called Mukti^ 

Brahman and Nirvatta, It is the most Perfect state of 
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Existence/' (III, 9, H-15, 25, 49.) ‘ A tiuestion noiv 

may arise; Does the disembodied freed penson totally 
cease to be an individual or does he continue to exist 

as such ? According to the Advaila-viida of S^atftkarat, 

which la Intsed on the Upanisads, there occurs total 
mergence of tlie liberated individual into the Absolute 
Brahman after the death of the physical body, Vasistha, 
on the other hand does not regard total mergence as 
a necessary mark of Liberation or \'irv3iui^ The kernel 
of Liberatian according to him Is consciotts realisaiion. 

of complete onenese xcith the Brahman. It makes little 
difference whether this occurs in an embodied state or 

in a disembodied one. (11, 4, 5)* It is not necessary 
or compulsory that the liberated individual should totally 
cease to continue as an individual. He may or may 

not do so. Some freed sages continue to exist as 
individuals, of their own accord, and take pari in the 
Cosmic activities, disseminate knowledge and help other 

individuals in working out their Liberation. Vasistha, 
and Buddha arc some examples. Speaking about 

the disembodied sage, therefore, Vasis^ha says; '* Having 

become a Tirahml, he creates the thred worlds; having 
become a Vist^u, he protects them; having l>ecome a 

Rudra, he destroys them; having become a Sun, he 
supplies heal to them. Having become Space, he holds 
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the atmosphere with all the gods, demons and sages 

within it; having become the Earth, he supports the 
creatures; having become Flora, he supplies fruits to all 

beings; having become Fire, he burns; having become 

Water, he flows quickly; having become a Moon, he 

scatters nectar; having become Poison, he kills; having 
become the O^n, he surrounds the earth; and having 
become the Greatest Sun, he illuminates steadily all the 

worlds and particles composing it” (III, 9, 16-22.)^ 
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KECAPmJLATION AND REVIEW 





CHAPTER I 

THE SALIENT POINTS OF VASI$THA’S 

PHILOSOPHY 

In the preceding' parts wc have tried to present the 
details of Vasis^ha's philosophy In a s^'stctnatic and 

coherent manner, the absence of which is a serious 

defect of the Yoga-vas^lha^ elucidating them here and 
there and pointing out similarities in the thoughts of 

other thinkers, ancient and modem, Indian and Western. 

We now propose to have a general survey and review 
of this philosophy. 

The following are the salient features of the philo' 
Eophy of Vasis^a; 

(1) Life, as it is usually lived by the ignorant, is 

full of misery and sufiering. It is a proBtless business 

in which not a farthing of real and lasting happiness 

is obtained. It is characterised by perpetual change, 

death, deception and imperfection at every step. There 

is a craving in us, however, not only to ^ape from 

misery, change, death, ignorance and imperfection, but 
also to be happy, perfect and wise. When this craving 

is strong, mind is ripe for appreciating and understand¬ 

ing Philosophy. Compare what Kulpe says; “ When¬ 

ever the external and internal worlds in which the 

individual is obliged to pass his life leave him dissatls- 

hed, because things are of this complexion or are not 
TO 
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of that, there arises a desire for a more ideal ejdsicnce 

such as can best be pictured by the help of a aew 
theory of the Universe." (Kulpe; Introduction to Phih- 
s^phy, p- 28.) 

(2) Ignorance or the lack of the knowledge of the 

nature of the Self and of the world is the root cause 
of all our sufferings and troubles. Almost all Indian 

philosophers are agreed on this point. 
(3) There Is nothing like fate making us miserable 

or happy in spite of ourselves. VVe are the makers of 
our destiny by our own efforts. Fate is another name 

of our previous efforts resulting in good or bad conse¬ 
quences, which again can be changed through fresh 

stronger efforts. One should therefore never give in to 
the evils of life, and should always make efforts to 
conquer them. Vasisdia is neither a pessimist nor an 

optimist, but a meliorisL He believes in self-determinism 
in the fullest sense of the term. 

(4) Direct Cognition is the ultimate source of all 
our knowledge. There is no other means of knowing 
anything rightly. 

(5) The dualism of subject and object, the two 
factors distinguishable in our experience, is not an ulti¬ 

mate fact, as the Samkhya philosophers in India and 
Descartes in the West thought. The relation of Itnow- 

ledge betw-een the subject and the object presupposes a 
deeper Unity between the two, which in Itself must lie 

transcending the distinction, yet manifesting Itself in the 

duality or plurality of subjects and objects. This 

epistemological argument Is advanced by the Absolutists 

of the West also. But Kulpe has remarked that 
“Epistemology is not competent to decide upon the 

existence of a conceptually necessary reality," {introduc¬ 
tion to Philosophy, p. 203.) In reply to this the Absolutist 
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of the West may say in the words of Bradley; 

'What is possible, and what a general principle com' 
IMjIs as to say mMt be, that certainly w" {Appeamni^ 

and Reality, p, I96)| but Vasis^ha would surely say, 
“ [ fciidw it directly to be existing, and every one can 
experience it, if he aspires to do so." 

(6) There is no essential difTerence in the nature 
of the contents of dream, imagination or wahing eipcri- 
ence. All these are of the same nature, and are felt 
i<i be 80 when they are being experienced. All contents 
of cxiierience, of whatever Lind it may be, may be 

termed as ideas, and we might say, nay, it is a fact 

realized to be true in higher experience, that the ob¬ 
jective world is an ideal construction of the mind, 

is a work of mentation like the world of dream, and 
has no existence apart from the mind. The authors of 

the Vo^a'VSjri$|/i4i, Mahaynna-^radd/ioi-psda-tfttstra (A^va- 
ghosa), LaAtuvafara^sntra, Vskya-padiya, Miipdakya-kari- 
kds, Vtvekif-dSdd'titatii and Vedanta-mutravali, are all in 
agreement on this doctrine which seems to have been 

controverted by ffamkara tn his Commentary on the 

Brahma-sfitras (11, 2, 28-32), following the author of the 
Sutras. 

(7) The extension of space, duration of time, and 

the mass of bodies are also subjective ideas and are 

relative to the experiencing individuals. This doctrine 
is very much similar to what has now been to a great 

extent scientifically demonstrated by Einstein. 

(8) Although the world of waking experience is an 

ideal construction in every mind, in exactly the s;imc 
way as the worlds of dream are, yet most of the 

contents of this world are shared in common by many 

individuals. This is due to either of the two reasons; 

it is possible that identically the same ideas may be 
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represented in more than one mind, or because over 
and above those individuals who have the vision of a 

common objective world, there existe a common mind, 
the Cosmic Mind, in which all the common contents of 

the world as well as the individuals themselves exist as 
ideas, and are represented in every individual mind 
within the Cosmic Mind. This view may be fairly 

compared with Berkeley's Idealism, according to whom 
the world exists as an ideal construction in the mind 

of God and Is represented in every finite mind, and 

also to Leibnitz's conception of a *' Pre-estafahshed Har¬ 
mony ” and of a Divine Monad within whom all the 
monads and the entire universe are clearly represented. 

(9) The terms cosmic and individual are to be 
^ understood only in a relative sense. That which is 

considered as an individual in relation to a wider 

cosmic mind and its contents which include the individ* 

ual as welt, may in its own turn be considered as 
cosmic tn relation to the entities within its own objective 

experience. For, according to Vnsistha every objective 
a subjective aspect, is a mind in which is 

represented a world peculiar to itself, as in dre.im. 
Every idea is a monad in itself and has an entire 
world within it, every ideal content of which is again 

in its turn an individual monad having another world 
within itself. There is no end to this process of worlds 

within worlds. This doctrine of Vasisdia which is 

alleged to be a matter of experience to him, can be 
grasped on the analogy of dream and by a close and 

comparative study of the philosophy of Leibnitz, 
Fawcett and Fechner. 

(10) The manifestation of an objective world within 
a mind proceeds by way of exfoliation, m., extemaliza* 

tion of ideas in the form of things, body and senses, 
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consequent upon the craving or wish to enjoy particular 
objects, the process of which can be studied in the 

phenomenon of dreams, for the law of evolution of an 

objective world is the same in the case of a dream, 

of an after-death vision, or of the rise of a cosmos, 
The dynamic force behind all manifestation of objects in 

one’s experience is the craving, desire or will to be 
something, or to liavc something, which the creative 
imagination forthwith supplies in the form of an object. 

The evolutionary process, therefore, does not, in the 
cosmos, proceed blindly as Darwin and Haeckel have 
thought, but as the realization of a Cosmic Will as 

Schopenhauer suggeste and Lamarck works out. Vasi^ha 

accounts for the so-called real world on the same 

principle on which Freud acconnts for the occurrence of 
dreams, f.e., desire-fulfilmcmt. 

(11) Individuality, or personality, according to 

Vasistha, does not consist in being anything like a 

simple, tmdecomposible, spiritual entity, called soul in 
the West and c/# by I^m^nuja in India, k consists, on 

the odier hand, in being a manas, a mind, which means 

a peculiar mode of the Ultimate Reality determined by 

a peculiar movement, tendency, desire, or will to 

imagine. The form is in perpetual change, as Bergson 

also thinks, for it is determined by ever changing 

activity. Activity and personality are identical for Vasistha. 
The>’ arc two names for the same tendency. Vasislha will 
agree with James on his idea of our personalit>’ being 

an ever flowing stream of thought, and with Bergson 

that It is In perpetual flux. What modem physicists 
think of the atom in relation to the ether, Vasi|;tha 

thinks ol the mind with regard to Uie Absolute ReaJitj', 

which he for want of a better expression calls Consci¬ 

ousness. The idea presented quite retenily by some 
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physicists was so clsar in his rniiid thnt hs catls the 
mind a ctd-^pu, n Conaciousnesfi-:«iom. As an atom now 

ia considered to be nothing apart from motion or force, 
so mind is nothing, according to Vasif^a, apart from the 

tendency to conscire in a peculiar way. An electron, 
many of which compose an atom, now is considered 

to be a “ knot", a “ twist a " nucleus of intrinsic 

strain", a "whirl", a "vortex-ring", a "centre of 
force", a "stress of energy" a "special mode or form 

of motion" in and of the substance of the physical 

ether. Exactly the same is the conception of mind 
according to Vasistha, if instead of physical ether we 
substiioie the term Spiritual ether {Cid-akii^a), a 

term copiously used by Vasistha. Schiller also conceives 
an atom in a more or less similar manner: "An atom 

may be dcltned as a constant manifestation of Divine 

Force or Will exercised at a definite point." {Riddk of 
the SphhiXt p. 272.) Another very important conception 
of modem physics that is helpful in understanding 

V'^astB^a's view of the mind, ia its conception of an 
atom as a "miniatune solar system”. {Rathrud Atystkism, 

p. 113.) According to Vasistha even BrahmS, the 
Cosmic Mind with the entire Cosmos within Him, is a 
Cid-attu (atom of Consciousness). There seems nothing 

absurd in this conception when we remember that at! 
sixe is relative. Every atom, however minute, is a 

cosmos, and every cosmos, however big, is an atom 

of the Infinite Consciouiinefis, "the continuous, homt^ne- 
ous Substance", not only filling all space, but having 
all spaces within it. Whatever wc objectively see as a 

thitig, is a form of this ConsciousnesB assumed by a 
piiculiar stress, tendency to conscire, movetneni of 

imagination, issuing as a sub-branch, os an ofTiihoot, 

a spark thrown away, from a more primary 
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movcment-fonn. and in its own turn becmniitg pri¬ 

mary to give rise to other movements more secondary 
in the same way as it originated ilseiL It is the move¬ 
ment of the mind that constitutes its form in the same 

way as now it is admitted that it is motion that gives 
a thing its mass, extension and even quaiities. Vasistha 
in this way thinks tike Leibnitz, that there is no end 
to the number of mind-atoms or monadii in the world. 
Every point of space is populated by monads and filled 

with their worlds which interpenetrate one another. As 

thoughts, which are forms of mind-movements originate 
every moment, so new monads are coming into exist¬ 

ence. Many previously originated ones are also being 

effaced out of existence when the momentum of their 
will to continue is coming to an end through the op¬ 

posite willing generated out of distaste for being limited 

in finite forms. As waves continue to be such so long 

as the motions that form them continue, so also does 
an individuality continue as long as there is a will to 
be individual. 

(12) Thought is the most potent force iti the 
world. Every one becomes what he constantly thinks 

of becoming or imagines to be, in proportion to his 

faith. Wc are at this moment the result of our pre¬ 

vious thought and shall be changed in accordance with 

our thought, as Buddha also taught. Our world, our 

environment, our bodies, our powers and cajjacilies 
change in accordance with our thinking. Alt our limita¬ 

tions are the limitations of our thought. All suficrings 

and miscrita are consequent u|)on our perverse thinking, 
and can be curL'd by right thinking. There is no other 

agency except our o^vn thinking that debermines our des¬ 

tiny here and hereafter. Vasis^a has long ago taught 

what the New Thought movement is discovering today. 
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(13) The term mind ie not to be undentood in 
the sense of any one of its many functions eicclusively, 

3s has been done by the voluntaryistic o? inteikctuaiistic 
tnetaphy'sicians of the West, nor should we think that 

will, intellect or emotion are difTerent faculties of mind, 

which can be exercised apart from each other. Vasistha 
believes in the unity of mind, and holds that it is the 

same mind which Is called by the dilTcrcnt names of 
intellect, will, imagination, emotion, ego, desire, memory, 

attention, sensation, etc., ail of which are equally 
primary' functions of the mind, and are equally present 
in every moment of its existence- He very often uses 

these terms synonymously, and the reader is veiy often 
at a loss to understand him. 

(14) Througii the process of the constant denial of 

the actual limitations and thoughtful auto-suggestion and 

aflirmation of the ideal perfection very extraordinary 
capacities arc evolved in us, for wc are, as Trine also 
holds in his In Tutu xeith the In^nite, ever living in 

the Infinite Ocean of Wisdom, Power and Perfection, 
but realize them only in proportion to our Thought. 

The secret of all power consists in the denial of all 

apparent weakness and affirmation of our being unlimit¬ 

ed and infinite, which we in reality are, hut the thick 

wall of the thought of limitation in us obstructs the 
vision and therefore the exercise of our real power- [n 

the light of the statements made by modem physicists 

it is not ddficult to understand this idea of Vasi^ha. 
Immeasurable energy is said to be potential even tn an 

atom. Sir Oliver Lodge thinks that the amount of 

energy in every cubic millimetre of space is “expressible 
as equal to that of a million horse-power station work¬ 
ing continuously for forty million years.*' {Ths Eifier 

of Sfnett p- 95.) If that is the estimate of physical 
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energy potential at every point of space, what 
shall we think of the power present behind every atom 
of Consciousness ? Modern study of Hypnotism has re¬ 
vealed wonderful powers of thought, and many wonderful 
possibilities in life. Evidences collected by the Psychi¬ 
cal Rescarcb Society led Myers to think: “ The ' Con¬ 

scious self' of each of us . • . does not comprise the 
whole of the consciousness or of the faculty within us. 

There exists a more comprehonsive consciousness, a 
profounder faculty, which for the most part remains 

potential only," (Myres: Hutnan Personatity\ Abridged, 
p. 13.) Du Prel says in the same way: " Man appears 

as a being of groundless depth, reaching with its roots 

into the metaphysical region." (Car Du Frel: The 
Phitosophy of A/yslicwn, Vo). p. 142.) Kingslaod 

therefore remarks; "The potential or latent powers of 

man are as infinite as the One Life itself, even as are 
the latent powers of every atom-" (Raihmt Myoitciem 
p, 124,) The key with which we can unlock the doors 

of this deeper, greater and more powerful aide of our 
life, according to Vasi^dia as well as to the “ New 

Thought", is aihrmation with full conviction and with¬ 

out any doubt. Compare what James has said; “ We 
need only in cold blood AcT as if tbe thing in question 

were real, and keep acting as if it were real, and it 
will infallibly end by growing into such a connection 
with our life that it will become real." (James; Prifici^ 

pies of Psychology, Vo), II, p, 321.) 

Transcendental powers can also be realized, as has 
been the belief of the Haiha-yogins of India, through 
the control of the Ku^dalini Sakii residing in the solar 

plexus. According to Vasis|ha the solar plexus is the 

physical centre in the body witli which the higher 

aspects of our life arc connected. This, and not the 
71 
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brain, is probably the physical organ through which the 

higher cotificiousncss and its powers are to manifest. 
The brain seems to be the organ of that much con* 
sciousness as is already evolved in our lives. To realize 

more of tt at the present stage, the Power involved in 
the solar plexus has to be aroused and directed to iho 
brain. It is really surprising tliat the study of many 
supernormal phenomena of consciousness has led Du 

Prel to a Bimilar view *, “ As waking consciousness pro¬ 
ceeds parallel with the corresponding changes uf the 

senses and brain, so the transcendtuitai psychical func¬ 
tions seem to be parallel with the ci^irrcsponding changes 
in the ganglionic system, whose central seat, the solar 

plexus, was already called hy the ancients the brain of 
the belly." {Pkihsttphy of jlfya^icisiif. Vol. I, p. 170.) 

" That the ganglionic system can assume the function 

of the cerebral system ", he funber siys, *' is apparent 
also in the animal kingdom, as in molluscs, and such 

insects as have highly developed instincts, but imixnr- 

fectly developed senses," VoJ. 1, p. 171J 
(15) The concept of the Self is diflerent from that 

of individuality. The search after the Self in Hindu 

Philosophy is the search after that within us which 
never changes in spite of the perpetual change of 

personality, in spite of the repeated displacernent of the 
threshold of sensibility. It is the search after the 

essence of the subjective aspect of the universe. The 

permanent cannot cease to be. The sobjcct cannm be 

an object at any time. Vasis^ therefore tries to hnd 

uut what aspect uf us endures throughout all the 

levels of experience, waking, dream, sleep and the 

** fourth" in which all these are transcended, and whnt 
aspects drop away in any one of them. In the same 

way he tries to find out what aspects of our l>dng 
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can be made objects of our experience. Me also tries 

to discover the prime mover within us which sets all 

other aspects of our personality in motion. The prime 
mover* the sobjeci, and the permanent in us is the 

Self, [t is then quite evident that none of the con* 
cepts, body* senses, mind, inteilect, ego, individuality, all 

nf which can be transcended tn one or the O'ther level 
of cKpcricnce, all of which arc objects of consciousness, 
all of which are moved to activity by something else 

from the deep within, can be the Self, die essence 

of subjectivity. Moreover, thero cannot be a duality 
lietween the subject and the object ultimately, otherwise 

knowledge would not be possible. Therefore, as Green 

also thinks, in his Prol^^amerta io Ethics, Viisis^a 

thinks that the Self in the subject should be identical 

. in essence with the ultimate substance of the objects 

{Proleffomena to Ethics, p, 37), the Ultimate Essence 
of the Universe, The Self, according to him, is the 
Reality that is at the Root of the Universe, which 

manifests itself in ail things of the world. 

It may lie noted that the problem of the Self is 
the main problem of the Advaifa Vcdunta of STaiiikaitt' 

<Sfrya and hia school, and in no other philosophy 

probably so much has tieen thought over the Self as 
in the Upani^ads and ihe systems of philosophy based 

upon them, called the Vedanta Philosophy. The doctrine 

of the Self of Vasistha is essentially the same as that 
of the Advaiia Veditnia, so far as the central idea is 

concerned. VidySrapya, the author of PaScn-rfas'l, who 
certainly knew and read liic Yoga-vrai^tha, tries to prove 
in the first chapter of Patica-dasi the identity and 

continuity of Consciousness throughout a]] levels of ex* 

perience, waking, dream, sleep and samadhi, and the 

disconunuity of other factors of personality on this or 
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that level. He identifier it with the Bmhnian, the 
essence of the Uni\'erse on the authority of the Scrips 

ture and not on any argument. It is a great credit 
to Vasistha that he does not justify any ot his views 
by quoting the Scripture. He is a Philosopher and not 
a commentator or expounder of the Upam^ds, as un¬ 

fortunately many of the bright intellects have been 
in India, 

Towards the problem of the Self, it may also be 
mentioned here, the early Buddhist philosophers had a 

negative attitude, which is entirely acceptable to V^asis- 
dia. They repudiate the idea of a soul as an individ¬ 

ual, simple, undecomposable, spiritual substance behind 
every living creature, because on analysis they diacovefied 
that every thing, and every living creature, is a com¬ 

posite being like a chariot, and is in per¬ 

petual dux like a river. Vasistha accepts all this and 
himself denies such a soul or /iiru, as he calls it, 

being the Self. But the later Buddhistic thinkers like 
Asfva-gho^, probably because he was originally a ElrSh- 
mauical thinker (Vide L^sa-gupta: A History of Indian 

Philosophy, Vo], I, p, 138), introduced the Upani§adic 
idea of a Universal Essence of things, Bhntadathai^’*, 

behind every being with which every one is identical 

in essence. This idea is very much similar to Vast^ 

tlm's idea of the Self, which is a beautiful synthesis 
of the soul and the non-soul theories. 

06) The individuality, however changing and im- 
fiermanent it may be, is not dissolved with the decay 

of the physical body and its total dissolution by death. 

The body is only an external tnanifestatton of the inner 
will to be, which, with countless desires and hopes, 
persists to ctmtinue as an individual mind, and will, as 

a consequence of the unfulfilled desires, surely experience 
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another body and another world. What the losa of the 
ph3rsical body does is only that it shuts the individual 
from the experience of this world which is relative to 
these senses. It would be wronij to believe that the 

individual is totally extinguished or effaced out of all 

worlds. Death, according to Vasis^ha, only brings about 

a change in ' the kind of the objective world of the 
individual. It shuts from us the world with which we 
are no longer en raftporL It is not the passage of ihe 

soul or the individual to a distant place along the 

lytvtt-yuna or Pitf-ytipa of the Upani^ads and S'amkara, 
but an experience, after a temporary insensibility con> 

sequent upon the shock of losing the vision of this 
body and this world, of a new obj^tive world in this 
very place^ if this expression can at all be used rightly 

and seriously in this connection. This new experience 

is, of course, not accidentally determined. It is what 

“the dead one" morally deserved though coloured by 

and imagined in accordance with his beliefs. If desire 
for the objects of this world (in which we are now 
living) remained potential in the individual, which 

usually is the case, when his body was dissolved here, 

then surely after some time this world will again be 
experienced by him. For the chain that binds us 

to experience any thing or any world is desire. 
Probably, nay, surely, death itself is a consequence of 

the working of this Jaw. This conception of Vasistha 

is quite in accord with the most up<tO'date views 

formed on the problem in the light of the facts dis¬ 

covered by the Psychical Research Society and in 

conforinity with reason and modem science. “ Pontifically 

—‘if opponents like to call it so—t assert emphatically 

writes Sir Oliver Lodge in a recent book of his, " that 

there is evidence for Survival, and that some of the 
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evidence is thoroughly good." {Making o/ ]3, 35.) 
He also writes t “ There is no ' next ’ world save 

subjectively. . . . What we call the ' next world * 
is ct]*existent and simultaneous with this." {Ibid., p. 33.) 
Death is, really speaking, a change in the "threshold 
of sensibility" according to some of the modern thinkers 
and to Vasina also, 

(17) Most of us, probably all individuals within a 
world-system, receive tJie w<»rld idea, or find it repre¬ 
sented in ua, of course in accordance with our worth 
and it) a way peculiar to ourselves, hut do not create 

in the real sense of the word. Most of the minds are 
reproductive rather than creative actually, aJtltough 

potentially all are capable of the highest creative act. 
But there is a mind which reaily creates ideas in hia 

imagination, which for us are the tilings of the cKtemal 
world like mountains, risers, oceans, etc., which are 

represented as facts and things gencmlly unalterable by 

«ur thoughttt. We may or may not experience them, 
but they are there, even if alt individuals of this ivorld 
are elTaced out of existence, there is a probability of 
the cosmos being amtinuously in existence, as long as 

the Mind which imagined it continues to wish its 

exialcncc. To account for this, Vasistha has conceived 

the idea of a Cosmic Mind or BrahmS. It is BrohmS 

that really creates this world through his imaginative 
activity with the freedom and skill of an artist. The 

Cosmos is an ideal construction in hia mind, not 
represented as in us, bat truly and originally created, 

and created with complete indeterminism, No previously 
exifiluig plan is to be followed, for there is none in 

existence or in memory, Bmhmir, according to Vosisfha, 

himself being a fresh whirl formed in the riccaii of 

the Abwlute Consciousness, He is quite a new wave of 
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imaginative activity, of mentation, a spontaneous stress of 
creative energy sportfully arising in jlHe Ocean of the 
Reality. He is the Lord of dur Cosmos, VVe, as the 

world around us, are his thoughts in. the literal sense of 

the term, and live, move and have our being in his 
mind. The world continues as long as his imagination is 

at work and will gradually dissolve when he coasts from 
this play of bis imagination and therefore himself too 
merges back in the ever-existing Reality, for Individuality 

and activity are identical. The ,4r/vuf/£r Vedanta con¬ 
ception of Is^vara^ the Maka~yana Buddhistic conception 
of the Taittagata^fforhhici or of Alaya^vijJiaticr (if the 

latter is understood cosmically), the Idea of Hegel, and 
the Inigos of the Theoauphists are the concepts that 
more or less correspond with Vasisyha's idea of BmhmS, 

(18) Brahma has been considered to be a wave of 

mentation in the Ocean of Consciousness in the same 
way as the Maha-yana Buddhist Philosophers liavo 

considered the Alaya-vijHana to be that in the cairn 
ocean of the Bhuta-tathaia, But we all know that the 

rise of a wave on the surface of calm ocean is due 

to a great extent to k>mc external induence like wind 

ur the attraction of the suir and the moon. There 

must, then be sought some cause of the rise of 
mentation-wave In the ocean of Consciousness or the 

Tathata. Asfva*ghosa postulates a wind of ignorance 
to create disturbance in the calmness of the Tathatil, 
Is this ignorance an external infiacnoe or something 

inherent in very nature of the Taihatn}—is not discussed 

by him ur any other Maha-yUna Buddhist. The Advaiia 
Vedanta of S^arhkaia is also confusing on this (mint 

They getietalEy leave the problem as unfrt'accrfiiviz (un- 

decided nr lit. unspeakable) as to whether die ignorance, 
which brings about the world, a conception borrowed by 
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tJiem from the Buddhiets, is hhinna (difTcrent) from or 

abhtnnn (identical) with the Ultirnate Rcaliiyr which is 
a characterless and pure Unity for iliem. The same 

problem confronted the scientist philosophers of the 
nineteenth century who believed in Maiitr being evolved 
into the muUipiicity of the world under the initaence of 
Energy, and Haeckel satished hb keen intellect by a 
monistic hypothesis constructed under die inspirution of 

Spinoza that “ Matter, or inlmitely extended substance, 
and Spirit (or Energy), , . . are two fundamental 
attributes or principal properties of the all-embrac' 
ing divine essence of the world, the universal sub¬ 
stance." (Haeckel; The Riddle of Ike Universe, the last 
para of Chap. 1,) The problem b ,a^iD now confronting 
the modem physicist with regard to Ether and Electri¬ 

city, and the tendency of the up-to-date metaphysics of 

science is towards a concrete tnonism of Ether with 

electrical energy inherent in It. But for a more com¬ 

prehensive philosopher tike Vasistha the concept of ether 
cannot merely be physical, for there are mental and 

splritnai aspects of the Universe also which the physical 
concept alone cannot explain, but Spiritual {Cid’^Ttk{t^a= 
the ether of Consciousness). With this difference, his 
view and the solution of the problem are very much 

similar to the modem. He is aware of the difficulty in 

a dualistic metaphysics of the TathaiU and tfvid^'a-wind, 
of Puru^ and Prakrti, thinking, like Lotze, that relation 

always presupposed a deeper substantial identity behind 
the related factors. The cause of disturbance in the 
calm waters of the Ocean of Reality is not, therefore, 

according to him, an external or f}uasi-externaI wind of 
ignorance, but an inherent energ>', a iiower of movement, ^ 
a creative impulse, a will to manifest in finite fonns^ 

which is ever present in the Kcality diher as in actual 
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operation or in potential This is the concept of S^akti 
inherent in the Absolute S'iva. ^ This doctrine is the 
predomitiatitig doctrine of the S^kta school of Vedanta 

and of the Triba system of Indian Thought now 
generally known as the Kashmir Saivism, 

(]$) What can we say of the Absolute and Ulti¬ 

mate Healityt which is the SuE>5tance of all things, the 
Unity behind the subject and the object of ExperiencCi 
the essence of all forms, the Ocean in which we all 

live and move; from which we, down from the Logos 

to the minute vermin, nay, the tiniest electron, originate; 
in which wc are tossed up* and down by the force of 

our own desires ; and in which we break as bubbles 
when Ute force of the will to be is spent up ? Words 
fail to describe it, for, they are but linguistic symbols 

for things' of the manifested world, and the Reality 

is much more than its manifested aspects. The cate¬ 
gories .of our eKpcdence arc, one and all, incapable to 

express the Reality which is in and beyond the world- 

experience, No aspect of the whole can be equated 
with ilie whole. All our concepts—matter, mind, subject, 

object, one, many, self, not^f, being, non-bcing, etc,,— 

comprehend one or the other aspect of Reality, but not 

the Absolute Retdity as such. They prove uusatiafactory 

when applied to the Reality which is inherent in every 
tiling denoted by a concept as u’ell as in its opt>osite^ 
its ocher tn contradistinction to which it is this thing. 

All moulds crack under the weight of Reality. All the 

grooves created by philosophy to 6t the Reality in arc 

unsatisfactory, for there always remains much of the 

Reality that ** cannot be fitted into h grooveThe 

Reality, therefore, if to be described at all, should 
be described in all terms, positive and negative, 

and not in any one term. Either aHirm everydiing 
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of it, or deny e^'erj'thing to it, if you have to 

speak at all. Otherwise, keep silent if you have 
already arrived inteUcctually at the synthesis of all 

affirmation and negation in the silent realization of the 
Absolute Calm, the Blissful JVfrvffjwi, This view of the 
Ultimate Reality is shared with Vasis^a by some of 
the Upani^ads in many places, by A^'a-ghosa in his 
^ahayjirut-draddtudpuda-^astra, by N^g^rjuna to bis 
Madhyamika-kitrikiis^ by S'aihkara, by Kabira, and by 

many Western mystics and philosophers like Bradley. 

(20) Every form in the world is a manifestation of 
the Reality, the Absolute Consciousness, through Its own 
Power to manifest. There is nothing here which is not 

a mode of the Reality, whidi in spite of being differ^ 

entiated in countless forms keeps its Unity intact, be* 
cause It in itself is the continuous medium in which 
all forms, which are such only relatively to one another, 
persist temporarily. One form may be separate and 

distinct from another form as such, but can never be 
separate artd distinct from the Reality of which it is a 
form. An ornament of gold is never separate from 

gold with which it is ever one. Bubbles, ripples, n'aves, 
etc., arc never different from water of which they are 
forms, and abstracted from which they will cease to be 

anything at all. Everything, in the same way, in this 

universe, no matter whether it is physical, mental or 
spirituaj; no matter whether it is great or small j no 

matter whether it persists for a moment or centuries, is 

identical with the Reality, the Wliole present behind 

every one of Its difTctentiations. Ever^'thing in this 
univenic is the Brahman. We are the Brahman, 

“Thou art That" It is a fact here and now, and 

the realization of this fact gives us unbounded jiower 

and joy. "The knower of the Brahman becomes the 
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Bmhtnati one of the U^ani^ds rightly declares. 
This view of Vasi^ha is shared by almost all the 
mystics and occultists of the world. It is the doc- 
iKne expressed in the so-called Mah^^vuhyas of the 

UPitni^a49 which all the Vedantic thinkers have been 

trying to explain in their own way. It is a doctrine 

which A^va-gbo^ in his Sraddkotptida-ff^tfa accepts 
with a caution that as forms we are different from the 

TaUtatu^ although in essence we are identical with 
in the same uray as vvaves are related to water in an 

identical as well as non<identical way. Modern Physics 
also cannot be against this assertion, for according to 
it we can say that every physical thing is ether. 

Kingsland writes like Vasislha: ** We are already one 
with the Absolute, and our quest is not for sometbing 

which we do not possess, but simply a self-realisation.'' 

(Kingstandr Ratiwal Mysfiaistn, p. 367.) 

(21) The test or definitton of reality is eternal 
persistence. All forms persist only temporarily, thmr 

essence is the only persisting reality. They, as fonns, 
come into existence and pass out of it. There was a 

time when they did not exist as such forms, and 

evidently there will be a time when they as such will 

not be in existence, whether that time comes after a 
moment or after sons. How can therefore any form or 

thing be said to be real in the true sense of the term ? 

But they undoubtedly are also not unreal in the true 
sense of the term, for they partake of reality, howe%'ef 
little it may be, because they persist for some time at 

least. They may not be absolutely real, but they are 

not totally unreal at present. A new category is required 

to comprehend this fact of the forms being not 

absolutely real nor unreal, but persisting temporarily. 

Vasina calls such things mithyU (not tree), avidy& 
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(that which exisis not), tttUyU (that which is not) and 

bkrama (delusion). This idea is ven- much discussed in 

the Advaifa school of Vedantit. The Absolute Idealists 
of the West like Bradley and Taylor also use the word 
apptarattce, as opposed to realityf with legard to the 

concepts of experience, but their test of Reality is 

absence of adf-coatradiction, Thert; is yet another sense 
in which Vasi^ba considers the objective forms not 
realities but as appearance. As we already know, be is 

an idealist of a thorough-going tj-pc and believes that 
objects of experience are nothing apart from their 

appearance in the mind. There is nothing real in the 
sense of the Realists in any object. Its reality consists in 

its appearance as an idea in some mind. The existence 
of every world and every object is only relative to its 
expcriencer. It is naught to another who has not got 

the same contents in his own experience, like the vision 

of a ghost, like things in the experience of a hypnotisEud 
person who experiences actmdiy anything and everything 

suggested to him by the hypnotixer in an empty void 
where others see nothing at all, or see different things. 
The world and aJ! objects in it are appearances in this 

sense. There b nothing strange in this conception in 
the light of modem science which is prowng the 
relativity of the sensible qualities, shce, mass, etc,, 
of all objects. They arc relative to the observing mind 

alrstracted from which they are only waves and vibra¬ 
tions in the ether of space. 

(22) In Itself the Absolute Reality is above alt 
changes, above all distinctions and differentiations, above 
all relations. All distinctions are within It, yet in 

itself, as a Whole It is a distinct ion less, homogeneous 

Substance, All the opposites—Self and not-seJf. subject 
and object, being and non-being, one and many 
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consctouspc&s and uitconsciousness, rise and fall of indivtd* 

ual and world-processes, etc., nejjate each other, balance 
each other, fuse with eacH other, nentraliae e^tch other 
into a zero, a total blankness in the Ultimate Heality 

which is the heart of both the opposites, neither of 
which as such forma the content of this Timeless and 

Spaceless Reality. The sathsiira, creation, world, 

individuals, objects, bondage and freedom, etc., all as 
such are absent in the Absolute. Experience considered 

in Itself, because their existence as forms is relative to 

some particular kind of consciousness apart from which 
they are not anything. They are all like dream-objects 

which have no existence apart from their being 

perceit'ed and imagined by some mind. Prcxluction or 
origination of' anything is meaningless for tlie Absolute 

and from the Absolute point of view, for, in the Absolute 

evaything is ever negated. Acosmism is the Ultimate 
and the highest truth. Gau^a-pSda and S'aihkara both 

agree with Vasis^ha on the view' that from the Absolute 

point of view there is no world, no individual, and no 
ignorance or bondage. NSg^rjiina begins with a similar 
statement of acosmism in his Madhyamika-kitriiiUs* 

(23) The Absolute and Ulttmate KcaJity is not 

only the Self or essence of all forms, the Source of alt 
movements, but also tlie home of Bliss, nay, Bliss 

Itself, which consciously or unconsciously we arc all 
seeking, hut seeking in wrong places. Finite things 

cannot satisfy us, cannot make us happy, for, the very 

moment we get the objects of our desire and have a 

little pleasure, there arises another desire in os for 

another thing which causes pain as long as it remains 

unsatisfied. The pain changes into pleasure when the 

desire is tending towards fulfilment, hut the pleasure 

again changes into pain when another desire arises in 
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its place and remains unEatisfied. This constatiL alteia- 
tiort of pleasures and pains is our lot, as long as we 

continue to indulge in desires for the finite, changing 
and unreal worldly objects. This perpetual disturbance 
in our mind obstructs in ua the feeling of the real* 

independent and unconditional happiness, the Bliss that 

is ever ours, ts inherent in the very Self of ours, but 
to realize which we have to cease from desiring external 

things on which we falsely hang our happiness, and to 
know the real Self. 

(24) In fact we are e\’er one with the Infinite and 
Absolute Reality, yet at the present stage of our evolu¬ 

tion we do noi kno\c that We are in reality the 
Infinite, unlimited, and omnipotent, yet we f^el to ho 

fimie^ Umtlcd and weaklings. Bliss is the *very being of 
us, yet we desire this or that object thhddng xorongly 

that it will bring happiness home to us. Our abiding 

and enduring essence in the Sdf, the Reality behind 

everything, yet we take it to be the ego, the ever 
changing personality. Everything is within my Self, and 
my Self is within everything, yet 1 limit my interest to 
this or that object, prefer this to that, attack myself 
to t>articu]ar things and actions, possess something and 

reject another. No form is real, yet we take everything 

to be real- All these arc sd many aspects of our 

hottdage, the release from which is called Liberation, 
which consists in our conscious reatisaiion of our being 

identical with the Absolute and freedom from limitations 
of all kinds. This experience can be realized even 
while one is living in this body, for we are one with 
tho^ Absolute here and tunc. The concept of Nirm^ut of 

the Maka yaua Buddhists, when rightly understood, will 
ber found to bei the same, as Suzuki has tried to show 

in hi^ of Mahn-ysna Buddhism, according to 
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whom it is not only a negative idea of the dissolution 
of individuality in the Absolute Bhvia-tathatil or Tathll‘ 

gata-garhha^ but also the positive idea of Bliss and 

participation in the Absolute. Vasistha uses^ as the 
author of the Bhaga%fad'gUU has also used, the word 
Niri/u^a for realization of identity with the Absolute. 

(25) How can the bondage be transcended and 
Nirvia^a realized? As bondage is more or less the 
same as ignorance, it is due to ignorance of the fact 

that we are here and now the Absolute, it can only be 
transcended through kttoieledge, intellectual conviction of 
our being one with the Absolute, which brings about a 

thorough change in the outlook on life, and thus dimi¬ 
nishes little by little the hnitizing tendencies. This 

knowledge and the consequent realization of Nirmpa 

cannot be attained but through one's own eBbrt in 

rational investigation of truth conducted with the help 
of the discovery by the thinkers of the post embodied 
in their philosophical works and in association with the 

living wise men. Wor^ip and propitiation of any god, 
thinking that be might confer Liberation or liberating 

knowledge upon one, in spite of oneself, as a boon of 

favour, is a wrong idea of the ignorant mind. Every 

one is his own liberatorp God is not to be sought 
elsewhere but within, where He resides in fullness, and 

the only worship that is required to please Him is 
thinking and meditating on His nature. Dedication of 

all what one does and has to the God w'ithin is the 

worship of a wise man. To realize Liberation one has 

not to retire from the activities of life, and to actually 
forsake home and family. It is a folly which is due 

to wrong suppositions. One has only to philosophize 

and live his philosophy, for verily we Anew in propor¬ 

tion as we litv our knowledge. 
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(26) Knowledge for Vusistha is not a mere satisfac¬ 

tion of “ the natural desire for knoiitledge aa an end in 

itself.” (Kulpe: /n/riv/iicffow to Phitomfihy, p. 9), nor 
is it a moans to worldly gain of money, name and 
honour as it is generally supposed to be In the present 
time. People who gather knowledge for these purposes 
are mere buyers and sellers of knowledge, rather than 

true tovere and livers of knowledge which only the 

truly wise men are. We have not only to knoxct 

but also to he and to feci, for, all these aspects are at 
the rout one, and so exi^and pari paau. To truly 
know the Absolute, we have to expand Into the Ab¬ 

solute, partaking ever and ever more of the Joy of 
the Absolute. How to effect this expansion is there¬ 
fore no less important a problem of our life than 

Intellectual investigation into the nature of reality, with 
which modem mind Is too much busy. &clf-realjfi!a- 
tion, as this expansion has been called, must be a 
process along two lines which are in fact one and 
the same, namely, denial of the individuality, which 
is but rhe same as limitation and imperfection, and 
affirmation of the Self which is perfection and uni' 

versality. As our individuality does not only consist 
of inicHect but also of emotion and actH'Uyf which, 
arc identically the same at the root, and the Self 

not only Absolute Consciousness but also the Ab¬ 

solute Rest and Absolute Bliss, the practice of Self- 
realization may proceed along throe ways, or along any 

one of them, for they are only the three aspects 
of the same process, (a) Intellectual conviction of not 
t)eing an individual but of being the Self; (b) Nega¬ 

tion of desire, attachment, likes and dislikes, imagining 

o gain this or that, possessing this or that, feeling to 

be an individual, etc., al) which arc the various aspects 
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of our emotional nature. Along with this negative 
process, we require the positive cuitivation of unanimity, 

universal brotherhood, cosmic feeling, and love of the 
Self verging on ecstasy. And (c) Practising to slop the 

perpetual activity manifesting itself in the ' constant 

rising and setting of the vital breath {pfapa), which is 
an externaJ symbol of our internally being in perpetual 

Hux, along with lengthening the usualiy unnoticed 

moments of rest which arise when one current of the 
vital breath has set in and the other has not taken 

its rise. This moment in the breathing activity corres¬ 
ponds to that experience of rest in consciousness, how¬ 

ever fugitive it may be, when one idea has ceased to 
occupy the held of consciousness and another has not 

yet appeared. This in brief is the practical method of 
Self-realization, which embodies in itself all the best 
that was ever discovered in India, the home of 

and Vogins, Buddhist philosophers thought that Nirvitfia 

was attainable through negation of desires and annihila¬ 

tion of the inodes of mind {Atfva-ghowJ; Pataftjali 

thought that the transcendental nature of the Piirwfu 
(SetO could be realized in sutnsdhi which is effected 

by the stoppage of the modifications of mind (citta- 

vfiti) ebnsequent upon the control of breath and con¬ 
templation. The Upani^ads taught that the knowledge 

of the Brahman would make one the Btahman, and 
S'amkaia and his followers thought that Seir-rt^lizatioii 
was only a negative process of removing the veil of 

ignorance cast over the eternally realized fact of Liber¬ 
ation. Vasisj;ha teaches alt these methods, and teaches 
much more. 

(27) Although in reality the Self is ever realized 

and the individual ever identical with the Absolute, 

yet from the point of view of the individual, it is {i 
n 
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tfradual proc^:ss which may cstend to several lives or to 

aay length of time in accordance with the intensity of 

the elTort of the aspirant. Several staises may be 
marked on this progressive ijath of evolution of the 

individual consciousness into the Absolute. Vasi^tha 
marks them as seven- The first stage is when the 
mdividual having come to the consciousness of individual 

living aspires to transcend it {Suhltscch^}. The second, 

when he philoaophiacs over and investigates into the 
nature of the Self and world (l/icaro^pil). The third, 
when on account of the knowledge of its ultimate 

unreality revealed by philosophical thinking, the indi¬ 

viduality become* less assertive and less felt (Trtnw- 
m^itasa). The fourth, when the aspirant begins to feel 

the being of the Self within him {Satti/aPatiti. The 
fifth, when clinging to objects of the world is finally 

overcome through one's rising above desires {Asiif)j.soA’riX 
The sixth, when all things are realized to be unreal 
in the -\bsoluie {PadurthUbfatvariSt), or when the indi¬ 

vidual imagines himself to be the Ultimate Reality 
{Padarlha-bhovartia), -And the seventh, when the mystic 

experience of being one with the Reality is realized in 
experience (Twryff), This is the last door w'hich opens 
into the unspeakable Nirvttpa, It may be noticed here 

that Jaina philosophers have also pointed out fourteen 

stages {Oittui-sik^nas) on the fath of attaining Omni¬ 
science: the Yogucdra Buddhists have laid down ten 

sragea on the way to becoming a Bodhisattva- The 
stages pointed out by Vasis^a are peculiarly his own 
and fit very well in his philosophy. 

(28) The life in which a sage experiences the last 
stage of Self-realization is the last life of individuality, 

which, from the standpoint of his subjccPve cxperi* 

cnee, has already been transcended and negated, but 
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which objectively still continues as the maUrial elTcct 
of his previous willing in the form of this life. 

This is a shadow in the material world, as it were, 

of the previous subjective individuality, which is no 
longer in existence* Thooghw, it seems, we may 
say, take lime to be materialuied in the objective world, 

like the light of distant stars in reaching our eyes* It 
is possible that a star whose light is reaching ua now 

and BO giving us the impression of its present existence, 

may have been long ago effaced out of existence, if it 

was distant enough. To us tlie existence of such a 

star is a fact, but in the world where the star actually 
was, it is no longer in existence and no longer per-* 
ceived. So is also the case with the individuality of a 

jtvan^nmkia, a sage who has totally dissolved the indi¬ 

viduality and who actually does not feel to be an 
individual in the world of Spirit and Thought, and who 

appears to be living, nay, actually lives in the physical 

world, as an effect, as a passing shadow of the previous 

individuality. His life is a reality to others, but an 

appearance in his mind, and unreality for hia Self in 

which he now has his conscious being. This in brief is 
the idea of fivan-mukti, the Liberation of a man who is 

yet living, which wc can find out in the Yoga-vSsi^that 

if we understand it thoroughly. A detailed account of 
how such a man conducts his life in the xvorld has 

been given in its proper place, which we need not repeat 
here. We may only say that his is the ideal and per* 

fcctly h-appy life on the earth. 
(29) Such a man or woman (for we must also 

remember that for Vasiittia and woman have equ,\l 
claims and equal rights in matters of Self-realixation 

and spiritual attainments, without any further distinction 

of caste or of nationality) is no longer bound by the 
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universal Law of Kantm to undergo another birth or 
experience another objective world as a consequence of 

his activities perfontieii in this life. He or she is out* 
side the pale of the Law of Karma, because only those 

acts, mental or physical, have to germinate and fructify 

into future worlds and lives which are done with a 
motive^ with a conscious desire to attain or avoid some¬ 

thing. But the actions which are performed spontane¬ 
ously without the least desire or motive or attachment, 
are above retribution, fructification and bondage. 

(30) Such in brief is the philosophy of Vasis^ 

which was ravealed to him by BrabmS (the Cosmic 
Mind), which he realised in his own experience to be 

true, and which he thinks is in perfect accord with 
Reason {yukti-yukta) and can be discovered by every one 
through his own rational investigation (viicsrju). Thus 

Reason, Intuition and Revelation are not at variance 

for Vasistha. 



CHAPTER 11 

CRITICAL ESTIMATE OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL 

POSITION OP VASISTHA 

A REASONABLE Statement, of a child, should he 

accepted, while the unreaeonablc ones ore to be discarded 

tike stniWr even though they are made by the Creator 
Himself. A devotee of Reason should value the works 
even of ordinary persons, provided they ad^'ance know¬ 

ledge and arc logical) and should throw away those 

even of the sages, if they are not such. Such a send- 

mental pereon as continues to drink the (6tthy) water of 

a well, simply bocatm it was dug by his dear father, 
leaving aside the (pure) Ganges water available near at 

hand, is certainly a slave under others' control,” (Fogn- 
vOsi^lka^ 11, 18, 2, 3, 4,)* 

Our study of the philosophy of Vasistha hitherto 
h,i$ been representative, elucidatory, comparative iind 

sympathetic. Sympathetic, because we think that with¬ 
out intellectual sympathy it Is difTicutl for one to under¬ 

stand what others say and mean. It is by somehow 

sirei I 

eqpfq maj |j 

uTSWwngq fqfeqlhfh (!) fhq^iq: ( 
-qqrqr nijj 3T:p!i d w q ii 
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putting ourselves in tune with a philosopher's mind and 
being in harmony with his thoughts that we really 
understand him. And to understand thoroughly, to enter 

deep into the spirit of a philosophy, and to put himself 
in that very standpoint from which the thinker has 

looked upon the universe, should be, we think, the first 
duty of a philosophical critic, if he is honest and is not 

actuated by extra-philosophical motives. Sympathy, how¬ 
ever, is not endorsement and acceptance. 

Every philosophical system, we think, is a hypothesis 
that claims to be a theory of life and the universe as 
3 whole. 11 has to be tested before it can be accepted 

or rejected. The philosophy of Vasis|ha should be no 
exception. Vaaistha himself has said; A reasonable 

statement, even of a child, should be accepted, while the 
unreasonable ones arc to be discarded like straw, even 

though they are made by the creator himself,” (IJ, 18, 3.) 
What then is the test of the validity or invalidity 

of a philosophical system ? What Svami Rama Tjrtha 
has said wry rightly about religion, we think, is 

equally true of philosophy; " Accept not a religion 
because it is the oldest; its being the oldest is no proof 

of its being the true one. Sometimes the oldest houses 
ought to be pulled down and the oldest clothes must 

be changed. ■ » . Accept not a religion because it is 
the latest. The latest things are not always the best, 

not having stood the test of time. . . . Accept not a 

religion on the ground of its l>eing believed in by a 

vast majority of mankind, because the vast majority of 

mankind believes practically in the religion of Satan, in 

the religion of ignorance. There was a time when the 
vast majority of mankind believed in slavery, but that 

could be no proof of slavery being a proper institution. 
Believe not in a religion oji the ground of its being 
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bdtevcd in by the chosen few. Sometimca the smal} 

minority that accepts a religion is in darkness, misled 
Accept not a religion because it comes from a great 

ascetic, from a man who has renoynced everything; 
because we see that there are many ascetics^ men who 
have renounced everj'thing, yet they know nothing, they 

are veritable fanatics. Accept not a religion because it 

comes from princes or kings; kings are often enough 
spiritually poor. Accept not a religion because it comes 

from a person whose character was the highest; often¬ 

times people of the grandest character have failed in 

expounding the truth. . . . Believe not in a rcItgicR) 
because it comes from very famous men. Sir Isastc 

Newton is a very famous man, and yet his emissary 
theory of light is wrong. Accept a thing and believe in 

a rellgiun on its otm merits. Examine it yourself. Sift 

it,^' {Heari of p, 27 fF.) We may add to the 

above list of extra>philosophical grounds for acceptance 
of a philosophy or religion another very dangerous and 

precarious ground, namely, Scriptures or Kevdati(>n. 

Even a great genius like S^aihkara fell a prey to believirig 

that the testimony of the Scriptures was unquestionable, 

even seeing that there are many absurdities In the 
Scriptures along with flashes of very deep truths, which 

he himself found hard to reconcile. No statement of any 

scripture, wc think, should be accepted as true if it ii 
irraiionat and not in conformity with facts of actual or 
possible experience. Moreover, there are countless books 

which are considered as Scriptures by different people, 

and they contain views conflicting with those of otheir, 
very often ,self-conflicting views within themselves, Evtty 

man, again, interprets the testimony of the scriptures 

in the light of his own experience and conviction, sa 

that it is more true to say that we put philosophy 
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already constructed on extra-scripturat evidence into a 

scripture rather than we discover or learn it from the 

scripture, as has always been the case with religious 
views of the world which evolve in accordance with the 

growth of scientific or philosophical knowledge, and 
cause people to re-interpret their scriptures. The doctrines 
of the Bible are not considered lo be the same in iKe 

twentieth century as they were in the medixval times. 
What the Upanisads mean for a man welhread in 
up-tonlate philosophy do not mom for an ordinary 
pa^idit who knows probably the text better than the 
former. The test of the truth of a philosophical system, 

therefore, can in no case be its agreement with the 
testimony of any scripture, be it the Vedas, the Bible 
or the Qoran. It is a very correct saying that even a 

devil can quote scriptures in hia favour. . It is a fact 

that we have a philosophy, before we find it in any 
scripture. How nice it would have been if instead of 
wasting their energy in interpreting the apparently 
meaningless and absurd statements of the scriptures, the 
great commentators of the world hafl learnt the trutli at 

the feet of Nature and Life I That day w:is epoch- 
making indeed when Bacon asked his fellow men to go 
to Nature rather than to the Bible to leam Truth. The 

world is much wiser today for that change of vision 

from the scriptures to Reality itself, from which the 

authors of the scriptures themselves learnt their truths 

first hand, which will ever remain uninieHigible to 
UE so long as we do not have the same direct vision 
of them. Ev’cn the truest revelations remain meaning¬ 

less until they arc renliiied tit experience,. until they 
are observed by us to be facts In reality, taking the 

word observation in the widest possible sense. There 

is much truth in Empiricism, if k » rightly and widely 
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understood. Vasistha is a radical empiricifit, when he 
holds that we cannot know anything at ail until it has 

come in our amthhava (experience) and has become 

praiyaii^a {directly revealed). We are quite in agree¬ 
ment with him with the littie remark that, although 

direct experience gives us the greatest possible certainty 
of a thing, yet man is not totally incapable of knowing 
things which are not yet within his direct experience, 

we mean the experience above the threshold of consci¬ 

ousness. The entire unknown portion of Reality is 

represented in man in that wonderful faculty which we 

cill Reason, which suppJemenis the little knowledge we 
have acquired through observation. We agree with the 

Raiionaliste, like Leibnita, Spinosa. Hegel and Bradley 
that what rationally is possible and necessary must be 

actually existing in the Universe, Why?’ Probably 

because Reason is the Law of Realitj-, the form in 

which ewry portion of Reality is cast, in the same 
way as our objective world is cast in the forms of 
time and space and the categories pointed out by Kant. 

It seems Vasistha does not disagree with us in so far 

as he thinks that every doctrine must be rational, 
otherwise it is not acceptable, and so far as he rocom- 

mends rational thinking {vieSra) and philosophizing to 

evoke higher experience. He is against, and rightly so, 
the lower type of rationalism of Inferential logic, which 

urges to think of the unknown in terms of the known, 

and to believe to have discovered a new truth when in 

fact we have committed the fallacy of peiitio 
On the acceptance of pure empiricism and the denial 
of rationalism, no philosophizing would at all be possible. 

Science and knowledge would be identical. And if science 

would refuse to go deeper in the realm of spirit mysti¬ 

cism would replace it. A higher synthesis of empiricism 
74 
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and rationalism is, therefore, rightly suggesited by the 
study of the yoga-vmi^iha. We arc finite individuals 
within the Infinite Self, Our present experience is 

relative to the finitude and so gives only a partial 
truth, or rather, a relative one, but Keason is the 

higher sense through which we vaguely but really per¬ 

ceive the form of the Self, but not the content. which 
will be known only when the mystic exfjerience has 
daivned, a want of the tecognition of which is very 

much felt in Ihe writings of Western Absolute Ideal¬ 
ists, who generally look upon the Absolute from the 

poirn of view of the world, and not as It is in Itself. 
Philosophy is thus neither an empirical science which 

in no cose can and should go beyond the given In tx- 
pericnce, the observed, the directly known, nor mysticism 

in which tlierc remains no problem of knowing anything. 

Yet the doctrines of a true philoaophical system should 
not contradict facts of actual or possible exiierience so 

far as their formal aspects are concerned. An ideal 
philosophy should not be upset by any fact of the 
universe. Every fact of the world, c^'ery aspect of 
life, every content of experience, should at once fit in 

the moulds of the true philosophy without breaking 
them. Its doctrines should not be upset by any new 
discovery of facts in nature or intuitions within, On 

the other band, the doctrines of a true philosophy 

should rather lie more and more justifietJ and vorifierl 
as scientific, occult, or mystic knowledge advances further 
and further. This has actually been the case with 

quite a numW of the doctrines of Indian and Western 
philosophers, which the exact scientific knowledge is 
endomirtg. An ideal philosophical hypothesis must admit 
the claims of all demands of our life, intellectual, 
emotional and active. It must take note of all types 
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of experience, waking, dream, eJcep and those moments 

of conscious forgetfulness which we experience when we 

are merged in the conccmplation of die beautiful, the 
true ami the good; no less than these, of the mystic 

experience which has always been reported by some 
throughout the history of the world. It rnust be a 

grand synthesis of all the positive doctrines of all the 

philosophers of the world, of aJ) religions, of aJI dis* 

cowries of science j for, wc tnust remember that alt the 

great thinkers, whether in science, religion or philosophy, 
have taken note of some such aspects of the reality 

as canniit be denied to belong to it, and so should 
not be denied a place in the ideal philosophy, no 

matter if they are transcended and transmuted in the 

Reality os a whole. Philosophy, thus according to ua, 

is the most comprehensive scheme of concepts prepared 

under the guidance of Reason, in which all contents of 

the actual and possible experience must fit; in which 

all concepts of science, religion and other philosophical 

systems must be offered a rightful place. If any philo¬ 

sophical hypothesis comes out successful in this teat, 
that we shall accept as a valid theoiy of life and 

universe. We appreciate a philosophical system more 
or less in profwrtion to ita being more or less capable 

of iliis definition and of this test. How far the philo¬ 
sophy of Vasis^a is worthy of f>eLng accepted as a 

theory of the Universe, we have in an indirect way 

shown throughout our treatment of it. Hero we shall 
briefly, without examining the details of the philosophy 

which space does not permit, say a few things on this 

jxjint more explicitly. We Khali take here into con- 

sidcration a few problems of philosophy that have come 

into prominence in the East or the West, and will try 

to dcienninc how far the concept* or views of Vasis|ha 
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on them offer any satisfactory solution of thenit or how 
far they synthesiiw the views of other prominent thinkers 

of India or of Europe. In discharging this duty^ which 
we owe to the reader, we shall be as brief as possible, 
and will not aim at an ednaustive elaboration of otir 

views, as the present chapter is not meant to be a 
treatise on our own philosophy, 
1. One or Many? 

One of the most important problems that a specu¬ 
lative philosopher has to tackle with is whether reality 

U ultimately one or many. In the history of philo* 
sophy there have been philosophers, like the Eleatlcs 
and some Advaiia VedVniists, who have been so much 
fascinated by the concept of “ one without a second" 
that they have declared that the vision of many, of the 

plurality and multiplicity of lire world, which we experi¬ 
ence, Is totally illusory. There have been others, like the 
Naiyayikas, Vai^fe^Has^ Jainas, Sa^khyas, and the Neo- 
Realists, who have stuck so much to the idea of 

many *' ultimate realities that according to them 

to call the world a universe is to beg the ques¬ 

tion, for it ia, according to them, a multiverse ** rather 
than a univeme. Thinkers of the former group believe 
that the vision of plurality is only in the intellect and 

not in reality, and those of the other group think that 

the idea of unity is imposed by the mind upon the 
reality which is many, and so it is merely conceptual 

and not real. Both the schools forget that the mind is 

also a fact to be taken into consideration, and that it 
cannot be abstracted fro in the entire experience which 
is to be explained. 

In actual experience, however, we nowhere find 
a plurality without unity, and a unity without plurality, 

seek it either in the world of external things or of 
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internal thoaghts we may. Everything^ material or mental 

is many from one aspect, from one point of view, From 
one consideration *, and is one from another aspect, 
from another point of view, and from another consider¬ 
ation. The world as a whole is as much a universe as 

a mtdtiverse from difFerent points of view. Sticking to 
one conception is only a partial view of reality, and 
so, a philosophical prejudir^, as Jaina Logic rightly 

suggests. Unfortunately Jaina metaphysicians themselves 

have disregarded the sane advice of their logic of 

NayaSf in so far as they are thoroughgoing pluralists. 
Neither the pluralist nor the singuiarist can give a 

satisfactory explanation of the facts of the universe. It 

is impossible to form a consistent theory of the world, 
if everything is supposed to be self'existent and eternally 

independent of another, which is a necessary corollary' 

of pluralism. Each unit, in that case would exist only 

for itself, and WTiuId be incapable of entering into 

relation with another, as Lotze suggests. Unity, uni¬ 
formity, interaction, knowledge, ethical impulse, sympathy, 

love, etc., all then will remain unexplained. A connected 

and unified experience, which is a fact within and 

without, requires, as Green rightly points out, a unifying 

principle ; we shaJt say, a real at the root. 

Plurality, on the other hand, is also a /ofrt, which ts 

not rightly interpreted by those who are thoroughgoing 

singuJarists. A simple and abstract unity, which instead 

of absorbing plurality within it repels it, cannot be a 

sound postulate of philosophy, Pturality is a fact to 

be comprehended and understood and not to be rejected 

SB an imxftlicabU illusion or delusion, of the mind and 

the senses. For, even being this, it is also a fact to 

be understood and explained. There are other philo¬ 

sophers, like Lotze and RamSnuja, who try to reconcile 
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the concept of unity with plurality by nasitming the 
cxUtcnce of independent and renl indtvidunls ns well as 
thnt of an aD-ennbracing^ ultimate sub^tance^ The prob¬ 

lem is to a certain extent solved, but it Is solved only 
apparently. What is meant by a real plurality? We 

nowhere, either in tlie objective or in the subjective 
world, fmd anything identically the same persisting for 

more than a moment, as the Buddhist philosopher 
rightly points out. By the reality of plurality is it, 

then, meant that the many, which are the facte of our 

experience, are real as th^ are in this moment of their 
existence? For, it is evident that they are not the 

tame in the next, as Bergson also thinks. But the 
search for the ultimate realit>* Is not the search for 
that which endures for a moment only. It is for that 

which is ever present as the foundation of the universe. 

In what form, then, are the reals of pluralism, or even 

of those who believe in plurality-in-unity real ? 11 they 
are real in the form in which they are in the present 

moment, philosophy has no worh before it and it must 

be bid good-bye for ever, for then sense-perception or 
intuition alone will sulBce fur knowledge. If, on the 

other hand, they arc real in the forms in which they 

eternally persist-^dlher as atoms which by their com¬ 

bination in peculiar manner which keeps changing, con¬ 
stitute the momentary object, or as souJ-reala [lersisting 

unchanged tJiroughoui the changes of the ever changing 

empirical personalit>--there will ariee other difficul¬ 
ties which S^artilrara has pointed out in his commen¬ 

tary on the Tarkapuda, The doctrine of atoms licing 

an diimate plurality of undecom|>osibIe substances has 
been well-nigh exploded by present-day Science. “ Physic¬ 

al Science in order to explain the phenomena of 

matter and force, or matter and motion, has noty been 
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compelled to fall back upon the old philosophical concept 

of a single Unitary Root Substance or Principle. The 
'solid, massy', hard, impenetrable particles so hard as 

nct'er to wear or break to pieces' have had their day, 
and have been found wanting.” (Kingsland! Rational 
Mysiicmn, p. 89.) The genius of William James has 

given a hnal blow to the soul theory. r'The philosophical 
doctnne that is more true to the facts of mental life 
than the soul-theory, is probably that ” The souj is a 

plurality of psychical eic peri cnees comprehended into the 
unity of consciousness in a manner not further definable." 

(Paulsen: Introduction to Philosophy^ p. 129.)J 

The view, therefore, that can be more satisfactory 
on the problem of one and many than that of LoUe 
or Ramanuja, and which may synthesize all the conflict¬ 

ing views on the problem, w'ould perhaps be that there 

is a Unitary Substance at the heart of the Universe, 

w'hich is manifesting Itself in the individuals and things 

that change perpetually. The Substance is an unchang¬ 

ing Unity, a Unity far deeper than the relative unities 

of the things of ex^icrience. Brahman is the name 
given hy Vasisdra and by the much earlier of the 

Upani^ads to this One Being at the heart of the world 

of change, the jagat. The universe is many when we 

l(X)k at it from the point of view of the changing, ever- 
changing, forms, which endure only for a moment; it 
is One when we look at it from the |9oint of view of 

the enduring and ever-remaining-the-same Substance. The 
manyr are only the forms or modes of the One apart 
from n'hich they are nothing. Kingsland rightly savs, 

and Vnsi^tha fully agrees with what he says, that 
" There is no such thing an an indivicluaj thing, a 

^ thing in itself apart from the Unity' of the whole. 

It only becomes a thing when certain specific modes of 
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its action are recognised under the Mmitations of time 
and space to the ^elusion of others", {Raiionat Afysfi- 

cistn, p. 117.) Vasi^tha goes even foribcr, and we agree 
with him, and holds that the Reality in Itself >3 beyond 
the categories of one and many, for Iwth concepts are 

relative and within the whole, 

2. Spirit or Matter ? ^ 
What is the qualitative character of the Ultimate 

Reality ? This is another very important problem of 

philosophy on which much has been thought. Material¬ 

ism, Spiritualism, Dualism of matter and spirit, and a 
Monism in which matter and spirit are somehow unified 

may be given as general names to most of the answers 
that have been suggested from time to time. The con* 
cepts of matter and spirit are so different in different 

schools that it requires a targe space to specify them 
cxhaustt'vely. We shall here restrict ourselves to a 
general view and will not go into details. 

The objective world is the first thing that usually 

attracts otir attention when we begin to think of reality', 
although it cannot be denied, as Descartes pointed out, 

that the thinker is presupposed in all thinking. There 

is an inherent demand in man to know the whole 
reality, but at the same time man Is impatient to 

realize Umt demand, and this impatience leads him to 

interpret the whole in terms of the part that is revealed 

to him in the objective world. This impatience is, 

again, responsible for the many pitfalls of philosophere. 

The search for reality in the external world in which 
the inner aspects of the universe are concealed from our 
vision, and the neglect of the claim of the inner aspect 

or the reality which is revealed only within us, tend to 
‘For • thoniimtiunng Crti^im {it JiUiMrwltiai urn tmr ; *'A CriUEru 

^ OntQ|««(c>l Spiflw" m ih* 
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ma-ke a man a materia]ist, whom we may in the most 

general way define as one who accounts for all the 

facts of the world in terms of those aspects, attributes 
or characters of the reality which are objectively revealed, 
or in terms of some concepts ■ that arc constructed to 

comprehend the objective world; and who believes that 
in the reality as such there is no other aspect, and if 
there appears to be any that Is only phenomenal. 

Ealcnsion, mass, inertness, movemetit, only the “ primary 

qualities", some of the *' secondary qualities", or even 
all the secondary qualities have at one time or other 

been the attributes of matter which has stood for the 

entire reality. 
The spiritualists in the same way have tried to 

explain all the facts of the universe in terms of the 
concepts formed by observing the other, perhaps the 
bigger part of the reality at which we can have a 

peep only through the window of our mind, and have 

attributed to the reality as a whole, at one time or 
other, tite mental concepts, namely, thought, will, idea, 

imagination, consciousness, unconsciousness, desire, happi¬ 

ness, love, etc. They have either described the charac¬ 

teristics of the objective world in terms of mental 

concepts or have called them mere phenomenal apiieaiances. 
The dualists, on the other hand, are those philo¬ 

sophers, who, having realised the difFiculties of explaining 

one kind of facte in terms of the other, have kept 

themselves within the sphere of both, and have denied 
themselves the pleasure of having found out a unitary 

view of the universe which is the inherent demand of 

Reason, but which we at every step wrongly think to 

have realized. 
^)uite different from these are those thinkers who 

are alive to the difficulty of explaining the one kind of 
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facts in terms of the other and yet do not want to 
curb the demand of Reason. They are those tnonists 

who think that Reality is one hut it cannot be charac' 
terized in itself by either the attributes of mind or of 

matter, of subject or of objects. 
The chief represenmtives of maieriaitsm have been 

Hobbes, John Toland, La Mettrie, Hoibacb, and Moles* 
chott in the West and CarvSka and Bfhaspati in India. 
Spiritualism has been represented by Leibnitz, Berkeley, 

Fechner, Schopenhauer, etc., in the West and by the 

Buddhistic idealists and to a ^eat extent by Vasina 
in India, Dualism was preached by Anaxagoras and 

Descartes in the West and by the atheistic Ss^hya 
thinkers in India. The former distinguish between mind 
and matter, whereas the latter betwwn subject and 
object, the object including within it much that is 
meant by mind in the West. The moniam that does 
not equate a part with the whole and admits botli the 

subject and object, mind and matter to be equally 

phenomenal in the world, is represented in the West 
by Schell)Rg, and in the East by the thcistic Sathkhya 

of the AtahU-bfulrata, Advaita VedUnia and Vasistha. 

According to Vasi^ha, the Absolute is beyond subject 
and object, beyond self and not-self, beyond the living 
and the non-living, although it cannot be denied iLat 

Vasistha is a spiritualist in opposition to a materialist, 

so far as he explains and describes every material nr 
objective thing in mental or spiritual terms. 

Here we do not mean to give a thorough criticism 
of any of these doctrines, yet we shall point out the 

main reason on which wc reject or accept any one of 
them. In the objective world wu are face to face not 
with all aspects of reality, but with only a few of them, 

probably, very few in comparison to what are concealed 
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from our view* The latter aspects are revealed only 
when we look within, and there is no reason or proof 

by which we can deny that those aspects arc present 

within material or objective bodies also, To deny them 
there positively and to think that the reality in the 

objective world is no more than what is revealed to us 
by our senses, is nothing but materialistic dogmatism. 

It is a chaigc of which all sorts of materialism will 
stand accused. Further, the evolution or manifestation 

of life from the non-living, of the mind from that in 
which it was not already involved, and the rise of the 
spiritual world out of the non-spiritual matter, if the 

latter is taken to ^ the ultimate reality, is nothing 
short of absurdity. / Kingsland is right when he says; 
" Life and Consciousness are unique, with no possible ex- ^ 

planation in that which is already postulated to be dead" 
{Ratimal Myaticmn, p, 109.)^Although Berkeley's epis¬ 
temological argument does not fully refute materialism, 

yet it is perfectly certain that the entire external world 
can be fully presented as mere ideas of the mind in 

a dream or hypnotic sUte. This gives us some assur¬ 

ance to the effect that mental categories may suffice 

to explain the entire experience, which the material or 
objective ones do not. But we do not think that so 
far as the world of our waking experience is concerned, 

ive can call it merely a system of ideas of oitr mind; 

for the main reason that all the objects do not stand 

related to me in the same way as my psychical ideas 
over which I have got quite a different kind of control 

than what 1 have over the things of the world. There 
are other obvious differences between a i^sychical idea 

and an objective thing, so far as any individual is 

concerned. The only correct possibility that the pheno¬ 

mena of dream and hypnotism show is that ultimately 
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may be a Spirit, a Cosmic mmtl, which imagines 

the entire world in the way as an artistj by his 
constructive imagination, produces a wort of art. U is 

probably a more correct view about the Reality as a 

whole than that the blind and inert or moving matter 
evolves the world of mind. Vaslspia's hypothesis, of 

course from a partial point of view of reality, is the 
former as against the latter j and, we think, is sounder 

than materialism. Vasiatha. however, thinks,’ and rightly, 

that the entire reality is not to be measured in terms 

of the mind. Matter may be reduced to the thoughts 
or ideas of a higher mind, but certainly there are 

experiences deeper than the mind, unthinkable in terms 

of mind, to which the term mind or any of its cate- 

t^ries. will not apply,—experiences in which the distinc¬ 
tion of subject and object is transcended, so that they 

cannot be rightly called either subjective or objective, 
mind or matter. Philosophy cannot neglect to take 
notice of such experiences, and if it does so, its view 
of r^ity will be a partial view. A likeness of such 

experiences can be had in deep sleep, which is neither 
a subjective nor an objective experience, but of some 
other kind from which both emerge. This experience is 

characterised by vagueness, but a similar experience in 

which subject and object both are absent, yet the ex- 

pertence is dear, can be had in a sitmilrfAi-state. The 
Ultimate reality cannot be denied to possess this chnr- 

acier as well. A view in which all the aspects of reality 
can be reconciled will be something like that of Vasina, 

according to whom the ultimate Reality, or Reality a^ 

a Whole, is Self-Conscious Experience fusing the terms 
in a higher sense than the ordinary) abo.-e the level 
of subjectivity or objectivity, but within which differenti. 

ations of subject and object, of mind and matter of 
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living and non-living, etc., arise in relation to each 
other, as only )>artial views of the whole. None of 

these concepts express the character of the whole. This 

is the view of Vasistha, if we rightly understand him; 
this is also to a great extent the view of the Western 

Absolutists like Bradley. We fully agree with it so far 
as it goes, 

3. Realism or I deal km ? 

It cannot be deitnitely said how old the doctrine 
that things are ideas is in Indian Philosophy, for, as 
early as the first century a.u., if not much earlier, in 

the Bzlt*zd'^rattyaka and Aitareya Upani^adsy we find 

Aa'\-a-gha?a holding in his Ma/a-yitna-^^ddhotpada-^nsfra 
that the world-objects are the product of mentation, the 

activity of the mind. In the West this kind of idealism 

was brought into prominence by Berkeley in the beginning 

of the 17th century (a.d.), when lie published hU famous 

work, A Treatise Concerniwg the Principles of Human 

Knmclcdge. Since then it has become a lively con¬ 

troversy in the West whether the things of which 1 am 

aware exist apart from their being known or perceived. 

For Berkeley the esse of things is their percipu Every 

object of experience, everything that we can know, is 
according to hitn an idea^ a content of consciousness. 

It is however very surprising and very often absurd- 

looking to the man in the street as well as to a man 

highly interested in the affairs of the world, no less 

than to a philosopher who does not correctly understand 

Berkeley. But those who have cared to hear an idealist 

and to realize difficulties in thetr own belief, have 

admitted that the reasoning of an idealist is irre¬ 

fragable*’ (Huxley), 

Let us sec how a realist believes, and iK>int out 

some difficulties in his belief. An ordinary man, who 
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has not yet questioned his views, believes that knowledge 

consists in becoming aware of things as possessed of 

those attributes and qualities which the object possess^ 
in spite of any one not perceiving it. The object is 
considered to be an original thing and our knowledge 

of it, the idea of the object, is regarded as a copy 
of it. The correctness of knowledge is determined by 
the correctness in copying the original—the real object. 
{Tadvaii tat-prakaruka yathnrth^nuhhtfvab.) Objects are 

coloured, though no one may perceive them. So are 
they smooth or rough, sweet or bitter, big or small, 
hot or cold, etc. The world is full of those aspects 

of things which arc revealed as ideas in our mind when 

we perceive or think of them, 
Locke, for the first time In Western philosophy, 

pointed out, against the above view, that some of the 
qualities we attribute to things are actually due to the 
perceiving mind, apart from which they cannot be said 
to belong to things in themselves, Such are colour, 

sound, taste, smell, heat, cold, etc. Modern science has 
come to the view that in Nature as such, r.B-, apart 

from the mind, there arc only waves (of ether or 
electricity) of different intensity and measure. They are 

translated by our mind through the agency of the 

senses, into various different qualities. Heal, light and 

sound arc in nature destitute of the mind, nothing but 
physical waves or vibrations. The differences of colours, 

it has been definitely determined by science, are in 
their objective nature only differences in rapidity of 
vibration and the length of the waves of ether. It has 
also been demonstrated th,at even the size, mass, inertia, 

etc., of things, which were considered to i)c the 
properties of things in themselves, are in nature nothing 

more than electric charges translated by the mind into 
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mass, inertia, stae, etc,, and are thus not In nature 

but In the mind. {Vith Thompson: Elecirieity and 
MatitTj and Jones; Th^ Electrical Nature cf Matter and 

Radioactiviiyt) Einstein has further demonstrated that 
they are not only such, but are also relative to the 
observer and hie situation, and change in accordance 
with the changes in the latter. Alt these considerations 

go to strengthen the view of Berkeley, as Sir James 

Jeans points out in his famous work, The Myeterixme 

Universe, that what the realist calb things are ideas 
in the mind, apart from which they are not any-thing. 

Berkeley’s main argument to refute the external existence 

of everything including even matter or motion, is 
epistemological one. He atgues that all that b known 

to us, no matter whetlier it is the ** primary '* or the 
“secondary" qualities of things, whether matter or motion, 

is known as ideas of our mind, and that It is absurd 

to affirm the existence of anything which is not known. 

He, therefore, thinks that the being of a thing is its 

being known. 

The idealism of Berkeley, however, is not that kind 

of idealism which man at his heart really hankers after 
to gain a creative superiority over his environment. His 

epistemological argument lea^'es ns where we were. 

Really speaking, the difference between things and thoughts 

lias not been obliterated by Berkeley, so far as he has 

not convinced us that we have got the same kind of 

mastery over or creative freedom in “ the Ideas", which 

the realist calls the things. The distinction between 
things and thoughts must continue, and it is of no 

value to man to determine whether Berkeley or the 
realist is correct so far as merely the epistemological 

analysis goes. From the pragmatic point of view, it is 

immaterial whether my knowledge reveals to me things 
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or ideas, so long as they are two synonymous terms 

with identical denotation> The demands of intellect, 
we must remember, arc not the only demands to be 
fulhiled. Desire for p«iwer and freedom is perhai>s more 

keen in us than the desire to satisfy intellectual curio- 
eity. The idealism of Berkeley, and of many other 

idealists of the West, leaves tis unsatisfied, for the ideas 

of the extema) world arc forced upon us by his sup|.>osed 
God. We are constrained to experience them whether 

we will or not. We cannot change them e\'eij if we 
like and will to do so. It gives us no satisfaction to 

believe that the world is an idea or a system of ideas, 
so long as we are not related to it in the same way 
as we are related to those aspects of experience which 

are really our ideas (in the psychical sense). The freedom 
that the individual craves for has been given by Berke¬ 

ley to his God. But what does it matter to me if 
God h free to create the ideas which are things for 
me? If his freedom is my bondage, if his creative 
liappincss is my misery, 1, as a sensible creature, would 

not be satisfied with such a God. This dissatisfaction 
asserted itself in Hegel, Fichte and Schopenhauer, who 
all dispensed with the tianscendental God of Berkeley 

whose ideas are imposed upon the individual spirits as 
things of the world. The creative activity, the mani¬ 

festing impulse, or the desire to objectify was placed 
by Fichte in Conscience (moral Ego) in which he found 

the innermost essence of the individual to consist, by 

Hegel in Reason which he thought to be operative 
equally in the individual as well as the objective world 
and by Schopenhauer in '* the Will to be'" which he 

thought is the innermost essence of the Cosmic nature 
as well as the individual. In the Upaui^ads we fmd in 

addiri^Ti 10 iill th<?se conceptions, another very significant 
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concept. The world, it is held, is the manifeststion of 
Anaruia, Bliss or Joy, with which the tndi\idna! is ever 

one at the centre of his being, AU these views are 
more satisfactory for the intellect, will or emotion than 
tliat of Berkeley. But they are not fatly satisfactory 
to the individual who is moved to philosophise by hts 

own inner craving to be happy, to be free, and to be 
perfect in wisdom and power. Firstly, because, there is 
required a combination of all of these views into one 
with some supplementation of those aspects of our being 

which are left out unnoticed. Secondly, because the 
centre of interest In these philosophical hypotheses is 
more towards the Cosmic Reality than toss-ards the 

individual. The Humanists and Pragmatists, like Schiller 
and James are to a great extent justiiied in criticising 
the various types of the Absolutistic Metaphysics, which, 

they point oat, sacrifice the claims of the individual, 

the freedom of the mdividun!, the happiness of the 
individual at the altar of the Absolute. The wKtings of 

tlte Absolute Idealists of the West are certainly such as 

cannot satisfy the demands of the individual. It appears 

from them that although there is a desire in ns to be 
free, but that the Absolute, which includes us, is free. 

We want to be happy, but our philosophy shows that 

happiness is not our lot, but the Absolute is happy, 

ahd we are included in it So is also the case with 

our demand for ■ knowledge, virtue, etc. And ** Fully to 

realize the Absolute", says Bradley, “is for the finite 
beings impossible." (App^rance attd Reality, p. 195.) 

This in other words means that our aspirations to be 

perfect, to be free, and to be happy are only cbimeri* 
cal. How can any one be satisfied with such a philo> 

sophy which shows the absurdity of the demands of life 

themselves 7 
76 
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The idealism of Vasistha is a much superior kind 
of idealism. It satisfies inteUectnalt volitional and emo- 
LionaJ demands of the individual. It ensures full freedom 
to him, not only in the Western narrow sense of the 
choice out of the given alternatives of action, but of 

imagining and creating any kind of the objective world 
for himself. It depends entirely upon the individual, 
according to V'^asistha, what kind of world he is expen- 

enclng or will experience; for, every individual’s abjective 
world la his own will, desires, and wishes realizert 

Every individual can be what he wants to be, without 
any limitation in the "what". If he wills to be perfect 
he shall be perfect. If he wills to be happy he shall 

be happy. If he wills to be omnipotent he shall be so. 

If he has a keen desire to peep into any mystery, he 
shall be able to do so. If he w'ills to continue as a 

finite being, he will do so. And, if he WTints to realize 
Absoluteness, there is no imi>edtment in his way, only 

if he wills it strongly enough with all the efTort at his 
command. Every individual, according to Vasistha's 

philosophy, may be represented by a seed of the tree 

of the entire world, in which the Divine Will, the 
Cosmic Will and the individual will are all present, not 

in conflict, but as focussed in his own will. My world, 
according to him, in its fullness is the creation of my 

will. But in my will are focussed all the Universal, 
cosmic and individual tendencies, so that there cannot 

be any discord between the Divine, the Cosmic and 
the individual wills, because all the three operate in 
me as my own will. My roots are deep down. I am 

the Absolute Whole manifesting in a particular centre 
of interest from which ! view the whole. There are 
other innumerable such centres. It Ijc^ in my own 

choice whether 1 view and feel the Absolute from a 
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particular point of %’iew as an individual, or giving op 

the individual point of view, I view It as It is in Itself. 
V'asi^ha did not arrive at his idealism through the 

ordinary epistemological analysis of knowledge. It does 

not take us beyond the conclusion that all the contents 
of my knowlt^e are the contents of knowledge or 
consciousness, re., ideas; and tliat 1 cannot affirm the 

estistence of anything outside the sphere of my know¬ 

ledge. There is nothing netu in this. It is what an 
Indian Logician would say a case of siddha-siidhtitui^ 

i,€., proving an already evident thing. Vasis^a realized 
die truth of his idealism in a higher vision of life, 
where he could actually see that thoughts are things, 

that thoughts actually appear as an objective world. He 

has tried to convince those who are not yet sufBciently 
advanced to have that higher vision by instances of 

hypnotic suggestion and dream. For a hypnotized 
person the thoughts of the operator, whether they are 
verbally suggested or telepathically aroused, are things, 

He aetuaity lives in a world which is a thought-con- 

fitmclion of the operator* (Vids the story of Lavatpa in 
the Yofra-vasi^ha,) There is hardly any distinction 
betw'oen the experiences of a waking or dreani state and 

hypnotic trance so long as they endure. The content* 

uf one can be completely and identically represented in 

others. When wc wake up from the dream, when we 

are dehypnotized, and when one i* about to die or 
dead, the objective world of all the three states, dream, 
hypnosis and waking, is realiz;^ to have been nothing 

but an ideal conatruction in the mind, without any 

distinction of one frotn the other. This kind of reason* 

ing may not convince one of the world being an ideal 

construction, but there is hardly any doubt that it 

shakes one*s belief in Realism. 
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U ha^ been ar;gued by some critics of idealism, 
that it b quite impossible for an idealist to escape 
solipsism, because according to the epistemological argu* 

ment everything within the field of knowledge being an 
idea of the knowing mind, no individual has any right 
to say that there exists any other thing or individual 
in the world than himself and his ideas. The Neo¬ 
realists, like perry and others, have very well argued 

that the Berkeleyian “ego-centric predicament" cannot 

but limit m to solipsism. So also, when Vasistha siiiys 
that the world is an ideal construction of the mind, it 
appears inconsistent to hold that there are other minds 

(individuals) and that there is a Brahma (Cosmic Mind), 
for ail that is revealed to my mind is my idea accord¬ 

ing to idealism. Soltpaism seems to be the inevitable 
consequence of the idealism. And there have been 
philosophers in India, the who have 

held solipsism to be the most cogent doctrine, in fact, 

there cannot be any logical refutation of true solipsism. 
No person can ever refute solipsism without himself 
being inconsistent. The entire world, with all its conteniB, 
of whatever quality they may be, b a system of idem 
of tny experience. The sohjjsist Is refuted because be 

is not fully aware of the meaning and implication of 

the word my or /, which lie uses in a confused manner^ 
Let him search for the teal meaning of my or /, if ho 

wants to reaiiro the truth of Solipsism. Jn discovering 
the real /, he will find out that the / is nothing. Ic^ 

than the Absolute Whole looked through the window of 

a particular point of interest. The / is the ,\bsoIirtd 

Consciousness with the entire world present ivithin it as 

an idea. The mistake of the ordinary solipsist is that, 

instead of making a search into the real miturc and 
extent of f or Consciousness, he readily accepts it to be 
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something isolated and closed within the physical body, 
and from there directs his vision nutwaid- to the 
objativc world which includes other physical bodies 

having an equal claim of independent existence to that 
of his body. Once we understand the real meaning of 

the individual as the Absolute manifeated in a particular 
fonn, of the 1 as the Absolute' feeling at one centre of 

interest and of my consciousness as the Absolute peeping 
through a particular window, we shall not find h 

difficult to realize that ordinary solipsism, realism and 

the Absolute Idealism are all true within the higher kind 

of Solipsism suggested by VasisthA. To understand it, 
let us imagine that a wave of imaginative activity has 
arisen in the Ah^lute Reality. The Absolute, in other 
words, let us suppose, has limited Itself into a form of 

consciousness capable of creating 'an objective ivorld 

through constructive imagination. This form of con¬ 

sciousness with the world idea within it is a pemonaltty 

(Brahms}. Every thought, as James observes, is the 
thinker. Every idea is an cjtpreasbn of the individuality. 

Thus every idea in the Cosmic Personality is a 

particular manifestation of this personality. The one 
creator thus by his thought becomes the many creatures. 

Now let us look upon the manifested world fmm several 
points of view. From the point of view of the Cosmic 

Personality, the entire world is an ide:il construction of 

fiis (Cosmic) mind,- {Ahsolute fdeatism). Looked at 

from' the lev^ of the ideas themselves, w'HlcIi are the 

Cosmic Mind multiplied and * differentiated, one idea 
(p^ridlity) is as. reial a thing as another, for the one 

is not created by ^ the other^all being created'equally 
by their higher Self, the Cosmic Personality, which is 

individualized in each of them,- Looking at 

the world-contents ' from the f point of view- of one 
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personality, we find that the world, though appearing as 
given, is yet appearin^^ so peculiar and so rdactve to 

the individual perspective, that it may be said to be 

its own peculiar world. {SoUpsiam), All the three kinds 
of visions may be thus reconciled: Every individual is 
a particularized Universal. In one sense my world is so 
peculiar and relative to me that I am led to believe 

in the ordinary kind of solipsism. My higher personality, 
however, is a common higher personality of all the 
individuals who are on a par with me, and so, are as 
real as I. The world that appears real to me is an 

actual imagination of my own higher personality. As an 
individual too, I am a higher and common personality 
in relation to those into which I have multiplied 
myself by imagining them as my ideas in my dream. 

So far as /, as the personality of the waking state, 

am concerned, the dream-world is my idea. Out from 

the point of view of the creatures into which 1 get 

multiplied in the dream through my imaginative activity, 
the world of dream is real. Thus wc can reconcile 
realism with idealism, which Vaststha says are not two 
irreconcilable views. 

4, Fatotism or Freedom ? 

The growing scientific knowledge of the objecb've 

world is day by day revealing that tl>e universe is 
governed by inexorable mechanical laws (myait) which 

no one can violate. Every individual la. accordingly, 
only a link in the entire chain of the Cosmos, and b 

completely, we may also say fatally, determined in all 

its movements, physical as well as psychical. The 
strength, the size, the colour, and the health of my 

body are, according to science, dependent upon the 
latitude, the climate, the food, the atmosphere, etc. My 

thoughts are determined by the times, the race, the 
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country and the religion iti which I am bom. The 

determiitif^ claim that evety line that, I am writing at 

present, with regard to which 1 fed that I am doing 
it /reely of my owm accord, can be explained m^ani- 
tally without bringing in any idea of myself as a free 

agent. Everjrthing is being done in spite of mysdf by 

the agency of some universal caiisaJit>’ {praifti), as 
Kf&tui teaches in the and as the deter* 

minists say in the West. The bdievere in Fate also 
think similarly all over the world. Man has no power, 
they say, to change the course of the events of his 

life. He has to accept them as they occur in spite of 

himself. Monotheistic religions like Christianity and 

Mohammedanism also cannot but believe in determinism 
or fatalism. For, if God is the Creator and Ruler of 
the entire world. His will, and not mine, will be done, 

Even the moral choice of right or wrong conduct on 

such views is a chimerical belief. Russel’s pessimistic 
attitude expressed in his essay on Free Man’s Worship ”, 
the ordinary man’s belief that what is to happen will 

happen, and the jChristian and Islamic belief that 
redemption rests entirely in the hands of God advised 

by His Son or Minister, are all the consequences of die 
scientific, popular and religious /a/a/tism, accepted by 

illegitimately curbing the inner demand for unlimited 
Freedom. 

There cannot be any denying of the fact that 
there is not only an inner demand in every creature to 

realixe the most unlimited freedom, but aJso a feeling 

diat we arc really free, however the obsession of a 

partial philosophy of life may cause us to neglect the 

demand and to overlook the feeling. There will, there* 
fore, always be, a.s there has been In the past, a 

revolt against deterministic metaphysicfi. And philosophy 
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will never rest satisfied until fatalism ■ aiid individual 

freedom both are given their due place in a higher 

synthesis. 
In the West, in spite of the sway that science 

and its determinism hold ■ there, the Pragmatists and 
Humantste are raising their voice against determinism 

and are denouncing all such Linds of metaphysics that 
teach tMt individual freedom is a chimerical belief. 
Freedom is the presupposition from which they start. 

If an Absolute God is found to prove the admis¬ 
sion of individual freedom-' absurd, let him, they say, 
rather be a limited God. If any metaphysical hypo¬ 

thesis does not concede to and explain freedom, 
which is an immediately revealed fact, let it be re¬ 
shaped, We cannot question facts discovered by sci¬ 

ence, but we can question the explanation and inter* 

pretation that a scientist attempts to give of them, 

and can show to him that his obser^'ations and 
explanations are partial. The method of observation 

of the scientist, they point out, is such that it 
neglects the individual dilTerences of things. It ob* 
serves only the average behaviour of things and not 

their minute peculiarities, which really are the expres* 

sions of the inner freedom which the humanist postu^ 

lates to be pervading even in the inorganic world. The 

laws of nature according to him are only the cs^blished 

and fixed habits of things, which are at their root 

plastic and not opposed to indetenninism. They point 
out that the world itself is in the mating, and is 

being made through the free activity of the individuals. 

h>0| monism which is inconsistent with individual 
freedom is rejected by them. And if reason de¬ 

mands it, they think it advisable to turn a deaf 
ear to It, 
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Which, then, of the two views is to be preferred i 

It would, wre think, be a philosophical blunder if we do 
not give a patient hearing to the demands of reason 
as well as to the intuition of and craving for freedom, 
for philosophy is an honest attempt to interpret ra* 
titinaby the entire experience- Freedom has to find a 

place in a rationally constructed phUosophical hypothesis 
of the world. We do not want a semblance of freedom 
granted to us by the Absolutistic metaphysics according 

to which the Absolute realizes Its own purpose through 
us. The Absolutist of the West who is usuaily a 

teleologist cannot Jet us believe in tliat kind of creative 
freedom for which man aspires. There ts not much 

difference between mechanical determinism and teleologiGil 

determinism, as Bergson has pointed out in bis Cnative 
Evolution. We are not even satisfied merely witli the 

freedom of choice between several given alternatives. 

There [s an inner craving in us to realize complete 
and unrestricted creative freedom. If any philosophy 

baffies and disappoints us in obtaining full satisfaction 

of the innermost cravings of our heart by showing 
that they are iltusions and false hopes, it is the philo¬ 

sophy that is to be given up and not the desire that 

goads us to perfection. Such a hypothesis cannot 
be accepted as a theory of life. William James has 

very rightly remarked: “ A philosophy whose principle 

is 80 incommensurate with our most intimate powers as 
to deny them ail relevancy in universal affairs, as 

to annihilate their motives at one blmv, w-ill be even 

more unpopular than pessimism," {Principles of P^'cko- 

hgy, Vol. n, p, 313.) The humanists and pragmatists, 

we think, have done a great service to the cause of 

Western philosophy in pointing out that the emotional 

active needs of men art; stronger and more assertive 
77 
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than the intcllectaai. Our emdttonal and active natuie 
will not he satiEfied unless a promise of freedom and 

perfection is granted to every individual in a theory of 
the universe. The Western Absolute Idealism, so far as 
it has been presented up to this time, however it may 
satisfy the intalieciual demands of life, does not satisfy 

the others. The Humanistic and Pragmatic reaction is 
a sufficient proof of its failure to be the most satis¬ 

factory hypothesis, fndian philosophers, however, have 
been free from these difficulties, because they did not 

indulge in abstractions. Knowledge in India has always 
been sought for perfection and happiness, and .it has 

gathered information from evety avenue through which 
it could come, and has synthesized it m a rational 
manner. According to Indian philosophers, there is no 

other purpf«e behind the manifestation of the world 

than the fructification of the willed efforts of the indi- 

rfdOiiis, or a spontaneous and free sportful creative 
activity of Reality, which is continued tn the same 

character into all individuals and sub-individuals that 
are generated by this activity. Even a life after death 
is postulated by an Indian, not because lie is curious 

to know what happens on the other side of death, not 

because be is anxious to meet the departed ones, and 

not because he is afraid of tosing his entiiy. the 

motives by which the Eurojjean investigators are actuat¬ 

ed, but because he thinks that it is absurd and 

irrational that in Reality there should be no provision 
for the realication and fructification of ^l[ the wishes 
and efforts which the individual cherished and made 

during his life-time, but which could not bear any fruit 

because of hvs death. To the positivists, like Comte 

and Fredrick Harrison, it may be sufficiently consoling 

that the humanity th»t the dying man it learing behind 
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will enjoy the fruits of the efforts of the dead. But 

what of the ambitions and desires with which he died? 
To the Indian mind tt looks iirational that anybody 

should finish hU career of existence without his desires 
having aU been satisfied, and that ;in individual should 

come into existence without his having willed it so, 
without his having deserved to come as a result of his 

own free activity, unless the universe be irrational at 
its root. But if the universe is iirational in its con¬ 
stitution, we have but to bid a good adieu to all 
philosophiring. 

Every individual must, theiefoto, be ab^iolutely /ret 
to determine his fate, to determine which objective 

world he will be a member of, what powers he will 
have, and in what environment he will be placed. This 

must be one of the cardinal imnciples of every philo¬ 

sophical Rvatem. The philosophy of Vasi^ha has it, as 
we have already seen. 

But then, an explanation for the apparent facts 
which have given rise to the conception of fate, deter¬ 
minism, or destiny, and which cannot be absalutcly 

denied, has also to be foimd ouL Indian philosophy in 

general, and the philosophy of Vasi^t^ha in particular, 

has found a rational explanation of fate which does not 

negate freedom. What we call our present fate, the 

environment in which we are placed, the poivers and 
prosperity that arc in our possession are of our own 

making. We have bound ourselves to have a thing, 

once we have wished for it, desired it, and strived for 
it. There is no escape from it, because we have let loose 
our creative forces that will bring us in conLact with 

the thing, whetlter we will have it or not. We are 

bound, determined and fated to undergo a certain kind 

of experience in accordance with the potency of our 
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previQUE fr«£ willing, but we are never deprived ol our 
frecdoin to determine our experience in future, as well 

as to change the previously determined experiences of 

the present. Full self^dctermination of our life and 
environment, which is taught by Vasistha, is what reason 
and life demand. 

But, how far the complete freedom of the individtial 
which V'asiftha grants fits in with his Absolute Idealism 

which even admits of a Cosmic Mind at the root of 
the universe is a very serious question. It would cer¬ 
tainly have been difficult for Vasis^ha to plead for the 

Freedom of the individual, if he had admitted any 

ultimate purpose to be realixed by the creative activity 
of the Absolute, and if he had also believed in only 

one Time-space order and only one three-dimentioned 
objective world. There is no final purpose to be realized 

by the Cosmic Mind in the world. Creation is an act 
of playful joy. Moreover, the individual is nothing but 

the Cosmic Mind individualijied by its own will which 
continues in the individual. The individual is now an 

individual in his own right and begins to determine his 
own career through his free willing. The first environ- 

ment of ait individual is the result of a previous 
willing of his in the form of Brahma, who is the 
deeper Self of all individuals in a Cosmos; but for 

the future he as an individual will be responsible. To 

illustrate this view, we may suppose that A is the Cosmic 
mind of a particular Coeoios. It willa to be and 

lol It becomes a through the power of its creative 
imagination. (We must also remember that In becoming 
a, A docs not cease to be A in this case,} Now, (t is 
determined by the will of A only so far as it has 

come to be ii, and no further, if now the a does not 

further will to continue its existence as u by its own 
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wish, it wilJ dissolve when the potency of the original 

imagination of A tn is over. Bat it shall continue 
to be, if it further wills to continue its existence, and 

shall change into any other form, a,, o,, etc., it will like 
to change into. The present form is the consequence 
of the previous wtQing, but we are fully free to imagine 

any other form for the future, and there is a guarantee 

that whatever we imagine to be in the future we shall 

be, for we are all living and moving in the infinitely 

Perfect, the fullest of the full Reality, in which there 

arc Countless worlds with their own peculiar time-space 

orders mutually interpenetrating, siccording to Vasritlia- 
Take another illustration of the creative activity of a 
father. There is hardly any purpose behind the creative 

enjoyment of the parents, ft is a mere sportful play 
in all the species. The son is the father himself in 

a particular form, The child is determined by the 

father only so far as he is at present. The father has 

ng purpose of his own to be realized through his son, 

who is now an individual in his own right. He wdl 

have his course of life determined in his own way. He 
is free to be wh-at he wills. We are the makers of our 

own future. \Vc have made us what we are by our 
previgus imagining. 

A quesrion may further be asked: Wherein lies the 
identity and continuity of the individual as such? It is 

the imagination, the mental construction of the future 
personality in the present individual that constitutes the 

link. It is the desire to be something that binds him 

who desires to be to that which is desired to be. 

There is nothing like an individual "soul” required to 

bind the two, rVasis|ha will have no objection to WilUatn 

JamesB view that life is “A stream of consciousness^ 

caich section of which should know, and knowing bring 
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to itself and adopt, all those that went liefora,—thus 

standing as the representative of the entire jast stream " 

{Principles of Psychologyt Chap< X), provided that James 
believes, as the Buddhists believed, that the stream 
continues even beyond the bridge of death, and also 

that the stream of thought is flowing on the surface 
of the calm ocean of the ultimate Reality which is 
Consc iousneser^, 
5. Annihilation or Stirvival? 

Does the philosophy of Vasiajha give a satisfactory 
solution of the problem of death ? We have already 
suggested that the view of Vasistha on the problem is 
very much in agreement with the modem view based 

on the evidence of facts collected by the Psychical Re¬ 
search Society. Here we shall consider the problem on 
purely speculative grounds, and see how far the views 

of Vaststha on death are satisfactory. 

The first hypothesis that is suggested about death 
is that the dead totally cease to be. On whal gtounds 

is this hypothesis suggested ? Does it satisfactorily ex¬ 
plain the fact of death in relation to other facts of 
fife ? The only evidence that supports this hypothesis is 
that we do not perceive by any of our physical senses 
tlie existence of the dead person. The body is no 

longer active and alive; it has begun to i>e decuin|xiscd 

and rtjltcn. And if not buried or cremated, it will 

vanish into the elements through natural forces acting 
upon it, for there no longer exists ju it the unifying 
and resisting force that kept it alive formerly, Now, 

there can be no denying of the fact that the body is 

dissolved, and nothing else is perceived of the |>cr8ortal- 
ity. But from this fact it will not follow that the 
personality no longer exists, unless it is proved that the 

body, and nothing bey-ond that, ia the personality; and 
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also that nothing can be said to exist which ts not 
perceived by us. The nnan who thin^ that the dead 
ceases to be, therefore, assumes that a living being is 

nothing more than the physical body, and that only the 
sensible is the c.xisteat. The first of these presupposi¬ 
tions is cither based upon the second, as the belief that 
the personality is nothing more than the body is due 
to our perceiving nothing more than the body with our 

senses and presupposing that nothing could exist which 

is not perceived; or there is a confusion in the mind 

of one who thinks like that, betivcen a mere condition 

of manifestation and a cause of production. For. It has 

also been argued in favour of this hypothesis that all 

the phenomena which are said to constitute the person¬ 
ality over and above the physical body are caused by 

or are produced of the body and the brain which w k 

pari of the body* forgetting the other possibility that 

the body or the brain might be merely the condition 
of the manifcstalion of these phenomena- This argu- 

mem, we may point out, is like the one that there is 

no other cause and source of the broadcasted music 

beyond the receiving instrument. There was a i>eTson- 
ality as Jong as there was a body; now there is no 

body, therefore, there is no perEonality, would be arguing 

like that* as long as my electric bulb was alright there 

existed an electric current in the world, but now when 

my buib is spoiled or broken, there cannoi be any 

current, and so no other bulb can be lighted in this 

place. Evidently, such arguments arc absurd. The ab¬ 

surdity here is again due to the presuppositton that the 
sensible, nay, that which is actually revealed to the physi¬ 
cal senses, is existent, and nothing else- There is no neces¬ 

sity of elaborating uimn the untenability’ of tiiis belief. We 

cannot limit existence to that alone which is perceptible 
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to the physical senses. The modem science is convincing 
us that the perceived universe is very little in comparison 
to that which is not perceived ordinarily by the physical 

senses. And if wc look within us, we shall find that 
the unperccived is immensely more in eicjstence than the 
perceived portion of rhe entire experience. When we 

cease to l>e en rappori with tile external nature with 

our pliysical sen^, an inner world is opened to us in 
what wc call a dream-experience, A careful study of 
dream is very necessary for the proper understanding of 

the personality and the enigma of human life. There 

is sense-perception in the dream, but the physical senses 
are closed and are at rest. There is a body active in 
the dream, hut the physical body is at rest. It is free 
from all that the dream-body is busy about. There is 

a world full of things and persons for the dreamer, hut 
Uiosc things and persons are not exactly the same as 

the contents of the waking world. Docs all this not 

show that the sphere of the existent and being experi¬ 

enced is much wider than of that which is perceived 

by the physical senses? The hypothesis therefore that the 
personality of the ” dead ’* does not exist anyw*here after 
the dissolution of the physical body is not sound, Whnt 

we usually are sure of in the case of death is not the 

non-existence of the personality of the dead anywhere, 

but of the non-manifestation of it through the physical 

body which is now spoilt like an electric bulb. This 
is an evident fact that requires no proof. 

A refutation of the opposite, however, is not 
necessarily a positive proof of anything. Arc, then, there 

any positive grounds on which it might be definitely said 
that the personality of a dead person continues after 
the dissolution of the physical body t There can be two 

convincing proofs of the continuity after death: either 
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the pefson who is. now dead physically hut continues 
to ejcist somewhere, in some way or other, should 

mtorm us with sufficiently convincing evidence amenable 
to reasonable tests, that he has not ceased to be with 
the dissolution of the physical body; or one may him- 

self remember his having survived the dissolution of his 
previous physical body* It is apparent that both these 
proofs ate difficult to get anti also difficult to correctly 
estimate, although people arc busy in finding such 

evidences. We need not here enter into the difficulties 
of judging die validity or genuinenc-ss of these kinds of 
evidences. There are groat scientists who have considered 
these difficulties in a truly scientifiG spirit, and yet have 

declared that ** the hypothesis of surviving intelligence 
and personality,-^ot only surviving hut ambus and able 

with difficulty to communicate,—ts the simplest and most 
straightforward, and the only one that fits all the 
facts*" (Lodge: The Survival of Man, p* 221.) In 

India recently, Mr, Kekai Nandan Sahai of Breillcy 

has collected a number of cases (Vide, Reimartiatitm 

a pamphlet by him), in which the memory of the 

prerioua physical existence is to a great extent retained 

and verified (his owTi son being one of them). In the 

face of such facts, and on our previously-acrtvcd-at- 
conclusion that it is merely dogmatic to say that a 

pervonatity ceases to exist with physicil death, we are 

led to think that our existence does not end with the 

end of the physical body: and this h what Vasistba 
holds. 

This hypothesis is very much strengthened when we 

study other aspects of our experience, the dnuim and 

the sleep states “The study of dream", rightly says 

l>r. Du Pfel, “ frees us much mate thoroughly from 

that physiological prejudice than can the investigation gf 
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psychical functions in the waking life,*' (Du Prel: Tht 

PAtJ^o^^y of Vol. I, p. S4,) While a man 

is asleep his physical activity sinks for the time 

being below the threshold of consciousness. But the 
activity of the inner personality, in all its aspects— 

intellectual, emotional and volitionaJ—is very much 
heightened, as is evident from the drcarn'erpcnences 
of ours, and from the activity displayed by a somnam* 

bulist and by a hypnotized or an entranced person. 
Dr. Prel's study of sleep has convinced him that the 
more the threshold of sensibility is displaced, the more 
the positive side of sleep would become apparent, 
producing always new psychical reactions." (/A/d., 
p. 147.) it means in other words that tlte more we are 

free from the bodily consciousness, the more clearly we 
experience another state of existence. And, it may 
therefore be that when we are totally free from the 

body and the physical senses, we may continue to 

experience and exist in a world the like of which our 
dreams daily show us, however vaguely it may be. 
Vaguely^ probably because some link ties us with the 

physical body e^'en when we arc very much free from 
it in dreams. 

Thus, to deny existence after physical is 

dogmatic. There is some actual evidence in its favour, 
ar^d it is very much probable that it may be so. Nay, 

it is aXw necessary, if the constitution of the world is 
not irrational. For, as we have already said, it is 

irrational that our efforts and desires are evaporated 
into nothing, and are not satisfied in the long run. !t 
is irrational and absurd that a moral, gentle and noble 
personality is evolved here under hardships and strug¬ 
gles, and with tears only to be broken suddenly at the 

rock of death. Are all our aspirations for perfection, 
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omnipotence, omniscience and absolute bliss nothing more 
than illusion and mockery? Arc Christs, Neros and 

Washingtons all to be levelled' by death ? Are the 

manjTs and the condemned murderers sailing in the 

same brat only to be dashed into nothingness ? ** Should 
Kant and Goethe, Buddha and Christ, have laboured 
and suffered for the race, without thereby at the same 

tune advancing a trr^cendental subject of theire, nature 
would be in the highest degree wasteful," (Ibid., Vol, 
11, pp. 223-224.) [t cannot be so, if the world is 

rattona]. And, unless reason rules the world, science, 

philosophy, morality and religion are absurdities. Suicide 

in t^t ease would be the best course of action for a 
suffering man. But we think the universe is rational, 

simply because reason is one of the manifested forms 
of the Reality in man. Reality may be more than 
rational, but cannot be less. 

In general, therefore, we agree with the view of 
Vasiftha Oh death, that it does not bring about an end 

of any individual as Jong as that individual himself 
would not tike to be dissolved, and that death opens a 

new world before him which he deser^-ed, in the same 

way as we ivoke up tn dream when the body is asleep. 

The change that is brought about by death is. accord^ 
ing to Vanis(ha as well as according to Du Prel, " not a 

change of place, but change of perceptual mode," 
(Ibtd., Vol, n, p. 284.) It is not going anywhere else 

in space, but experiencing a subjectively dtderent world 
6. Fut/Umtnt or Frtisiration of Desires ? 

Of late there has been much discussion in philo¬ 

sophy on values and their conservation and security in 
the reality. We do not want here to enter into all the 
assets of the problem. We shaU only how far the 

philosophy of VasiEtha satUfies the demand of our life 
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that alt our values ought to be conserved, that all «ur 
desires must find satisfaction, and that all our efforts 

must be crowned with success in the tong run, For, 

we must remember that this demand is very strong In 
man, perhaps stronger than the intellectual demand for 

consistency. 
A careful tn^’cstigation into the various types of 

religions will reveal that the categories of a particular 
religion are determined in their concrete nature by ihc 

conception entertained by a particular race or people, 
of the values of life and how they want them to be 

ooncernod. God, Heaven or Hell, salvation, etc., are 
hyposUtixed values. Why a religion is accepted or re¬ 
jected by some individual Is not usually because it is 

rational, but because it guarantees him all that he 
desires. All the conceptions of the ultimate destiny 

of the individual are coloured by his conception of 
the most valuable aspect of his existence and of 
the most desired object of his life, A Vai^ava de¬ 

votee has expressed his wish that he nxmld prefer 

to be a jackal in the land of RfndH-vana to being a 
liberated soul in the sense of Liberation according to the 
Vuts'rfiAu philosophers, T?5m5nuja, in his Commentary 

on the Brahma-mtrua^ "criiicij&ea and rejects Samkara's 

conception of Liberation that there will be no crperience 
of the ego or I-ness ftrAudr/ver) in the liberated stale, 

on the plea that "A man desires Liberation and makes 
efforts to attain it only with the idea that his present 
state is miserable, and with the hope that tn the 
liberated state he will be happy. But if he comes to 

learn that in the state of liberation he himself will lx; 

no moTo, he will turn back from such a liberation,''" ? 
Cu/uA-«JWri, ediietl by AbhyaAkara, p. 79,f 

A religion acceptable to an opium-eater must guarantee 
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CO him that there wiU be ample opium in the hea^*en 
fur him •, a debauchee will gladly accept the conception of 
heaven where his animal passion will have an unrestricted 
satisfaction. The prophet that a man would accept is 

one who does not denounce what he desires and loves* 
The place of philosophy in the life of a thinitutg 

man is almost the same as that of religion m the life 

of a bdievtHg man. It has to meet the same demands 

of life, and its task is more difHcult than that of 
religion in so far as it has to be comprehensive, co¬ 

herent and consistent Bradley accepts this view when 

he writes ** Thitosophy has to justify all sides of oui 
nature; and this means that all our main cravings 

must find satisfaction.” (Bradley: AppeararKe and Rmliiy, 
p. 5U7.} But, as his own philosophy finds it dillicult to 
guarantee the fulfilment of all desires of all iitdividuab, 

and the conservation of all the values of all indi^iduak, 

he, instead of admitting the failure of his philosophy^ 
considers the demaiid, as it is, to be absurd. He says t 

” But that every desire of every kind must as such be 

gratified—this is quite a diflerent demand, and is surely 

irrational.” {Ibid., p. 50?.) Here Bradley forgets that 
to the individual who (S desiring, his own desire at that 

moment, however petty, however great or small its 

object may be, however noble or ignoble it may look 
to others, is as wartn. is as imperative, and its object 

as valuable as any other desire of any body else and 

its object. If any philosophy makes difference between 
one .ind another, and guarantees the satisfaction of one 

rather than that of another, that philosophy is a partial 

philosophy and has yet to grow wiser. It cannot meet 

the universal acceptance, because it does not satisfy all. 

It is the philosophy of the few whose values it con¬ 

serves; it is a philosophy of a particular nation, of a 
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particubr country, of a particular time, of a parttcular 
type of people, the conservation of the \"4)ues of which 
it maintains, it is idle on the part of Bradley to 
write: It is idle to repeat, ** I want something ” 

^ess you can show that the nature of things demands 
it also. (/Wd., p. 510.) The " nature of things *’ would 
certainly be irrational if there would arise any desire 

in any individual for the fulhlmetit of which there were 
no provision in the nature of things" for, after all, 
the individual in whose heart the desire surges up is a 

part of the Reality. Jf tantalizatiotr of our desires is 
the rule of the universe, or if only those desires will 
be fulhlled which have been indulged in after calcuhit' 
ing the ' nature of things ”, which an ambitious man 
ne\'er does, then all the people of the world up to this 

time have lived and died in illtision, for the "nature 
of things” is stiU not fully known. They have desired 

and aspired in vam. Man will not be satisfied with 
such a metaphysics. And, in the West there is a 
tendency in Pragmatism to discard the view that the 
ncality is a finished thing. However vaguely they may 
say it. they nevertheless say that the reality is in the 

making, and that we make it through our desires 

thoughts and activities. The Pragmatist is not very 
clear as to what he really means. But he is quite 

sure that he ts revolting against a metaphysics that does 
not fully satisfy. 

In Ae philosophy oF Viisi«ha. wo have a bettor 
soIntion of the problon. than probably in any other 
religKin or philosophy of the world. He assnres ns 

that desire of whatsoever bind of every individual 
shall be satined AM Aat any individJ 

ex^cnce and i«liae shall be experienced and realised. 
The stones of the sorts of Indu in the Prakara^ m 
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of the Yoga^vasi^ha and of the Tupasa in the 
second half of the VI illastrate the view of 

Vasiedm that all desires, however great and unattainable 
their objects may seem to be, however the "nature of 
things’' may go against them, and however conflicting 

their consequences be with the "finished reality", shall 
be fulfilled if they are earnest and sincere. Even 'merely 
passing wishes are also to ba granted a passing fulfil- 
ment* All that we wish to possess and enjoy shall be in 

our arms, however impossible it may apparently seem to 

be* A scientist, a philosopher, a politician, and a reform¬ 
er will see himself crowned with success in his efforts. 
A lover will be in union with his beloved, and every 
one will find what be seeks. All that we think valuable 
will be preserved for us if we wish so. 

How can it be so? it shall be so, Vasistha 

tells us, because our objective experience is shaped in 
accordance with our demands, our desires, and our 
aspirations. We daily experience that many of our 

wishes which are inconsistent with the facts in the 

present objective world of the waking experience, are 
fulfiUed in the experience of dream, which so long as 
it hasts is experienced as the real waking state. Dreams 

are mostly the objectification and realization of our 
passing wishes or of those desires that ate in conflict 

with the waking experience. Death, as we have already 

seen, liberates us from the waking physical experience. 

Our objective experience after death, according to Vasistha, 
is very much like that of a dream, in which "we 

enjoy the objects of our desires or suffer from the 
objects of our apprehension* For, all wiahea and desires, 

and also fears and apprehensions are potential energies 
to be actually realized. And they persist to be as Jong 

as they are not realized, AU our id^aa of hoJtven and 
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hell, all our conceptions of reward or punish men t, and 
alt our desires to possess this or that are actualized in 
our objective experience after the death of the body, in 

exactly the same way as in dreams. The dreaming 

capacity is then released and liberated from the limita* 
tiona of the body and the world of waking experience, 

where the nature of things stood in the way of our 

desires finding satisfaction. There is no common time- 
space order for all the ideal worlds thus experienced 
after persons have ceased to be members of this world 
of waking experience, as all the dreams cannot be 
measured by the same siandani of time-space measure* 

meat and cannot be said to be belonging to a common 
lime-space order. Countless such worlds may exist 
jnter{>enetirating}y, with events which may ha quite in 

conflict with those in others at the same time and 

place, if ive can use the expression. All llhcse ideal 
worlds in which the individual is having lull and 
unrestricted satisfaction of his desires that are incongntent 

with or impossible to be realized in the world of this 
tune-:Space order, alt these enjoyments, and ail these 

personalities, ate nevertheless, as real, as hard facts, 
and as objectively true as our world of the present 
waking experience. 

Nmv, when the desires, for the fulfilment of which 

this world of our present experience was too poor or 

incongruent, are exhausted by their satisfaction, those 
desires which were connected with this world and can 

be folfiUcd in this world assert themselves and wake 
the personality up in this very world in a fr«ih and 

appropriate physical body in which all that was achieved 

with great efforts formerly is preserved or conserved In 

the form of instincts and tendencies, and in a suitable 

environment where tho^ desires Citn be easily satisfied, 
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Thus iwthiiig valuable and nothing that was desired to 
be conserved is ever lost to the individual as long as 

the indi>-idual himself docs not want to get rid of it 

through his denying desire. There is an unbroken 
continuity in the line of perfect!on» and all the previ* 
ottsly acquired stagijs of progress are conserved in the 
personality. The individual becomes only what he desires. 

He realjjtes whatever kind of salvation he wantSi If he 
wants to preserve his distinct individuality in some hta 
(higlier ivorld), as I^5m3huj3 and other Vai^ttava teachers 
would, there is a provision for this in reality, and no 
one compel him to be effaced out of cjtisience as 

an individual, ff he is, on the other hand, tired of 

existing he a separate individual and desires to be 

dissolved into infvmty, he will be dissolved. If he wants 
to live in conscious Identity with the Absolute, he shall 

also realize that kind of existence. For, according to 

VasiRfha, we become only what wc desire to become; 
\ve possess what wfe desire to possess; and w'e enjoj 

what we desire to enjoy. The only check is the check 

of our thought. 
But we must not forget that nothing else but the 

realization of our Absoluteness can give us die final 

satisfaction. It is wily we continue changing our desires, 
changing our values and changing ourselves. Thai alone 

will be real for us which we v;due. Let us iherefifre 
^^alue that which we want to realize. Things are not 

valuable in themselves. They arc valuable in so far as 
they give us a promise of happiness and joy. WTieti 

we have them by our side, the promise is realized to 

he a false one so far as the ultimate satisfaction is 

concerned. Then we set our heart on other objects and 

think them mlaable instead of the previous ones. But 

after some time, when by the inevitable Iftw of the 

79 
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I 

fulliliTient of all oar desires, they are in our (X)&session, 
the same thing happens. We are again disappointed in 
realizing the promised joy. This is the reason why 

values change. This Impels as to find cut the highest 

value, the Absolute Self, for the salce of realizing which 
all values are acquired and tested one alter another, 
This Is what is suggested by the philosophy of Vasis^a. 
7. Whtitce and Why I fie Evil ? 

It may be asked that, if the nature of the reality 
is such that alt our desires ate fulfilled, why is there 
misery or suffering in the world? The world appeare to 
be a vale of tears rather than a garden of joy. There 

is pain, then: is suffering, there is old age, there is 
death, and there is failure in the world. These facts 
cannot be denied by any philosopher so Jong as he 
walks on the earth with hte eyes open. Vasistha bus 

recognized them to lie actual facts, in the recent 

philosophy of the West too there Is so much attention 
paid to the dark aspects of life and the world, denoted 
by the one common name ** evil'' that it has now 

become an important dot>' of a philosopher to account 
for them, aa it was in ancient India, when? the main 
object of philosophy was to find out the root cause of 

the evil and the remedy for it, (Vide, die first stanza 
of I^vara-kfaija’s Satfihkya-iurikiU.) 

At present there are two main conceptions of evil 
in the West, that of tlie Absolute Idealists and that of 
the Humanists. The first gmup of thinkers holds that 
the consciousness of evil is only a partial vision, that 

evil is merely an appearance, and that in Reality as 
a whole it is “over^niled and subserved”. EvU, accord¬ 
ing to them, is not grounded in the ReaSiiy as a 
wlmle, bai is eipcrimced only in ihc part, of the 

Keehty. How my pa„i:U appeonuice. each as evil, 
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crror^ ftnitude, etc., arise in the Absolute whole h not 
answered by them. That, they think, is beyond our 

comprehension, “ Why there are appearances, and why 
appearances of such various kinds, are questions not to 
be answered.” {Bradley: Appmrama and Reality, 

p, 511.) The Pra^atists and the Elumanists naturally 
revolt a^inst such a view. They detest the use of the 
word “ appearance ’’ for evil, which according to them 
is as real as the man or the individual, from whom 

they start to philosophize like the followers of Pro¬ 
tagoras. They denounce the AbsoJutistic metaphysics 

downright, because they think that in the Absotutistic 
philosophy the centre of interest is the Absolute 
and not the individual for whom evil is ingrained tn 

reality. Evil, they say, is real. No further explana¬ 

tion can be given of it than tltat it is a real factor 

in our experience, with which we have to grapple 

hard. The Pragmatists discard the conception of a 

perfect, omnipotent and good God, who has hitherto 
been believed to have been the creator of the 

world, for, if God is the author of the world, 

he must have been the author of the dreadful evils 

of the world like war, peBCilence, earthquakes, floods, 

etc., anti of suffering, old age, death, etc., of the 
living creatures. They recognize evil as a real principle 

active in the world side by side with the forces tlial 

are operative to conquer it. A finite God struggling 

himself against the forces of Satan, and to a great 
extent aided by the growing wisdom and power of 

man, is what satisfies them. It is clear that even by 
the Pragmatists no further explanation of evil is given 

than that it is a fact, an actuality that cannot be 

denied. The main concern of the Humanists and 

Pragmatists is not really to account for and e.xplain 
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why there is evil, but how it can be overcome; " Not 

why evil should exist at all, but how wc can lessen 

the actual amount of it/’ (James r Pluraiisth Universe, 
p. viti,} Prof. Radha-knu^an, therefore, while defending the 
Absolutistk philosophy of the West against the attacks 
of James remarks t But if Absolutism falls to account 
for evils and error (which, he says, arc “ Mystery ** 
according to Bradley, and an insoluble pusiKle" 

according to Joachim), pluralism does not fare better/’ 

(Rsrdha^kr^n; The Reign of ReUgion in Confettiporary 
Philosophy, p, 239.) 

When we cast a glance towards Indian philosophy, 
wo find the idea of “ evil ** treated under the concept 

of bondage. The tendency of Indian philosophers has 
been to distinguish two slates of existence of the Self 
of living beings, one the ideal state in which the 

individual can exist as free from all evils and suflerings, 

and the other as aciuttl which is full of imperfections, 
sufferings and undesirable evils. The firei is generally 

called the state of Mok^a (freedom from evil) and the 

second, Batuiha (bondage to evil). The problem of evil 
has generally taken an individualistic turn here on 

account of the pragmatic tendencies of the Indian mind 
from the earliest times. Here let us take a bird's- 
eye view of the various conceptions of bondage offered 
in Indian philosophy. 

According to the CSrvilkas. it may be said that 

bondage is really a bondage to the authority of religion, 

law and morality. Moral and religious considerations 
make a coward of man and keep him away from the 

enjoymients of life. Let us take life as it is, and let 

us not postpone the present enjoyments for the sake 
of some nonexistent, but wrongly supposed to be 

existent, stale of heavenly or unconditioned bliss. Wt 
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end with death. There is no problem of wioJt^tr beyond 
the present life, Thi:; view, it is evident, citnnot satisfy 
man, aJthou|iK there is a grain of truth in it, It is an 

antithesis to the too much religious obsession which 
makes n man neglect the comforts that the body 
legitimately requires. 

According to the Jaina thinkers, the limitations of 
life and the consequent misery and sulTerings arc due 

to the intermixture of the soul with the forces of 

matter^ both of which have been existing inteirnixed 
from time immemorial^ without any beginning in time. 
Vet it is possible through moral and ascedc pmeUces 

to separate the wul from the karmic particles of matter 
entirely. When the sou) is thus freed from matter, it 

will go up beyond the mundane existence, in a very 

high region, where it will continue to exist for ever as 

an omniscient individual free from ail the evils of 
mundane existence. The view does not satisfy the 

intellectual demand for the Unity of the ultimate 

Substance. It does not make the sufferer from the evil 

rcs{ajnsibte for his suiTcring, because the evil is ingmined 

in the reality from time immemorial and is sufhclently 

deeply intermixed w-ith the soul. This view docs not, 

also, attribute any meaning and purpose to evil in 

life. And the method suggested to get rid of the 

mundane existence is very ascetic and puritanic, full of 
hardships and dlfhculties at every stage. 

According to the philosophers of tlie Ny^ya-Vai^e^ika 

schools, evil consists in the soul {which in its essential 

nature is a pure suhstance free from all .lUributes of 

knoivtcdgc, emotion and activity urhtch it acquires 

during the mundane existence) assuming a body with 

the senses and uniting with a mind, as a consequence 

of its previous k^irmas (actions), and thereby sufTering 
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from the mtaery of life and death. The sathsara 
(round of birth and death) continues as long as the 
soul !S not freed from attachment to the body and 
mind, and from the binding actions through die know¬ 

ledge of the real nature of the soul. When this is 
effected, the soul becomes liberated, and continues to 
exist in its pure form which is free from all pains and 
pleasures, and from all attributes that are acquired in 

the embodied existence including consciousness. It is 

not explained in this philosophy how such an originally 
pure soul was at all implicated in the clutches of 

kartttat or bondage for the first timet it being consider¬ 
ed a sufficient reply that our bondage is beginningless. 

This idea of freedom from bondage in a state of 

Liberation which not only will be free from pain but also 

from every kind of happiness from even the knowledge 
or conBciousness of our existence, is not an idea that 

cat! appeal to man. It is an altenipt to acquire 
complete anaesthesia, as it were, and to reduce oneself 
to a stonelike state of unconscious existence. Man on 

the other hand wants happiness, positive and uncondi' 

lional, and never wants that he should ccasc to be 
conscious. 

According to the early MimSnisakas, jaimitij and 
S'ahara, the evil consists In the performance of bad and 

prohibited actions which are bound to brittg suffering 

to the performers. Freedom from it according to them 

would be a stale of happy heavenly existence brought 
about by the pcrforniancc of the actions cnjoitied upon 
us by the Scripture. This view looks to be too 

primitive. It does not take into cotisklenition the fact 

twinteil out by the author of the SUwj&Aytf-Jtaniirfl that 

the stay in heaven cannot be a state perfectly free 
from pain, and that this remedy of escaping the evils 
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of life iG not the final remedy, for, the consequences 

of *' good actiofifl even must last for some time and 
not for ever, (/v'ar/Jta 2.) So, neither the origin nor the 

final cure of evil U suggested by the MjniSihsn.kns, 
The evil of bondage, according to the SSthkhya philo¬ 

sophers, is due to the want of discriminative knowledge 

(ovive^fi) between the subject and object {J>trnf^ and 
praifltl. The former is by its very nature unchanging, 

inactive, and pure consciousness, which is free in its essen* 
ttal nature from all pleasures, pains or delusion, In the 

present state, however, it feds its identity with the object¬ 
ive reality (praJtfti), which, on account of the forgetful¬ 
ness by the puru^it of its own true natore and of the 

attention directed by the puru^ towards it, begins to 

dance into the many forms of things, senses, mind, ego, 

the intellect, etc., which are all susceptible to pleasure, 

pain or dullness; to change and to all binds of miser¬ 
able or happy states in heaven or hell. It is really 

wrong for the subject to attribute to itself the condi¬ 
tions of objecta, both of the psychical and physical 
bind. But it is done for want of discrimination. Dis¬ 

crimination between the two as absolutely gejjarate 
entities and the consequent aloofness of the subject in 

its own state of pure conscious cjipcrience is the ideal 

of this philosophical system. No satisfactory' answer is 
given by the Sn^khya philosophers os to how this 

false identity between the two, this non-discrimination, 

originates at all. If the two were essentially distinct 
entities, when ,and how did they come to be united? 

To say that the non-discrimination is bcginninglcss is 
to evade the question of the origin, and not to 

answer tL No other character than that of being pure 

consciousness, unattached to anything, aloof and diKtinct 

from all other things, although infinite in extension, 
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pre&eni in thu liberated soul according lo this schooL 
This state is rea.Itzed by abstracting it from all the 
contents of consciousness, or by stripping off all con¬ 

creteness from conscious experience, 1| is, apparently* 

a way not of conquering the evil but of running away 
from it. 

According to Buddhism, in general, life as such is 
misery' and pain. There .is no joy here. Every thing 

is in iMjrpetunl change. The soul postulated by other 
systems of philosophy in which a resort is sought to 
escape from the evils of life, is itself found by the 

Buddhists on analysis to be composed and no exception 
to the universal bw of change. To be something, 
to will to be something, is itself the root of all suffer¬ 
ings. This or desire to lie is due to 

We do not know that by desiring to he some¬ 
thing we arc sowing the seed of our further existence 
which as such is evil. Freedom from all kinds of 
desires for objects, and negation of the w/f/ to live 

through self-denying mora) conduct In which respect w 

paid not to the individuality but to the moral law* is 
the way of arriving at a state in which indiriduality, 
which is changing and composite in its nature, is finaily 

extinguished. This state is called NtrvniM or extinction 

of all evils and passions with that of individuality. 
How the individuals originated, why is there ignomnee 
on account of which we go on wearing a web of pro¬ 

longed existence here and hereafter, are questions co 
which no answer can be found in Buddhism. The 

ignorance is said to be beginningless. The remedy 
snsgwted for the evik „f life i, , medicine tha't 
cettiinlj- removes the disease, hot kills also ,he pntin„, 

to Inaare freedom from relapse. The idea of Buddhistie 

/ilirviipi IS mere or less a negative one. of freedom 
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from all the dark aspects of life. Bnt man does not 
only seek an escape from the evils of life, but also 
hankers for positive Joy or tlappiness There 

is certainly a desire in man to escape from the miser- 

able state of existence, but there is also a desire to 
in some state of existence, where he will be in a bliss¬ 

ful state. This positive aspect is wanting, to a great 

extent, in the Buddhistic metaphysics tvhich laj'S much 
emphasis on negation, although in the later Buddhism, 

signs are not wanting of the influence of the ilpani^adic 

idea of the Self as Ananda or Bliss. 
According to the Upani^aiis^ to speak in a general 

w'ay, the root of evil is our ignorance of the fact that 

we are one with the Brahman, the Ultimate Beallty, 
which IS fall of infmite knowledge and Bliss. When we 

know this fact, we partake in the Joy Absolute. “ When 

God is known all fetters fail aw'ay."^’ '* The knower of 
the Brahman becomes BrahTnan.*' STatfikaradirya, there¬ 

fore, ivho has systematixed the teachings of the Upani- 

^ads into a system of philosophy known as the Advaita- 

VettanUft thinks that the evil consists in the i^norattet 

of the true nature of the Self, which is idemical with 

the Brahman. When through the study of the 

^{fs, thinking over their teachings, and coutemplating 

over their truths, we realize that we arc the Brahman, 

the finittide and the vision of the world, which are both 

illusory appearances, vanish from the view and we are 
left not in a negative state of emptiness, but in a state 

of Perfect Existence, which is Consciousness and Bliss, 

and is fuller than the fullest one can imagine. But 
how, why, and when Ignorance crept into our Being to 

make us finite is a question, which not only is not 

answered by the VedUntisia but also denounced as an 

illcgitiroate question {aii-pradndi. 
so 
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Thus, no philosophical system of the East or West 
so far considered has given a t|uitc satisfactory answer 
to the origin of the evil. The philosophy of Vasistha, 

fares better than most of ihem with regard to the prob¬ 
lem. No better answer, after all, can be given as to 
why we suiTer than that because we are ignomnL All 

our sufferings, mi^ries, failures, and troubles are certain¬ 
ly due to our ignorance of the true nature of things 

around its, of our own selves, and of the laws and 
constitution of the universe. He also tells us that it is 
more important to know bow Ignorance is to be re¬ 

moved, that is, how the evil is to be overcome and 

destroyed, than how, why, and when it originated (IV. 
41, 32-34), as William James, whom we have quoted 
above, has also rightly said. 

But the difificully is that man will never cease to 

be a metaphysical animal. He cannot rest satisfied 
with the agnosticism as to the ultimate reason why 

ignomnee or evil is them at all. The main diflicutty 
in the acceptance of evil as an ultimate fact in- 

graineti in the reality, is that the admission of 

it as an independent power, a cosmic principle like 
Satan, takes away all hope of victory over it, and also 

all possibility of its ever being effaced out of existence. 
For, after all, a reality will ever remain a reality. A 

force that has defied and limited even God, ntust be 

certainly stronger and c]c^'e^le^ than the combined 

strength and wisdom of all the creatures or individuolH 
in the world. The difficulty of the Monistic systems of 
philosophy, on the other hand, h to explain why the 

One Perfect and Infinite Blissful God or the Brahman 

could become the finite and sufTcring many, or, if 

^e m^y arc eternally rooted in the all comprehend¬ 
ing and all-embracing Absolute, how could forgctfulncM 
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(ignofence) of this fact occur at all ? To say that it ifl 
an ** insoluble mystery ” is giving a death-blow to meta¬ 

physics and leaving the intellect unsatisfied for et'cr. A 
philosopher, therefore, has certainly to attempt an 
answerx Moreover, unless we know why and how evil 

is there, we cannot be able to conceive how to over¬ 
come it. To say that the evil is begtnningless is to 

admit actual reality of it, 
in the philosophy of Vasistha we do not come 

across the conception of a begitmingteis igtwra?icc, which 

we find in the Malat-ymia Buddhism from which 

ffamkara seems to have borrowed it. Karma {binding 

activity) too is not beginn in glass according to Vasi^ha, 
as wc liave already seen. Bondage or evil, according 

to Vasis^a, is another name for finite existence, the 

mind or individuality itself. Ignorance (ovidyzr) is also 
a name for it. It is also called kar$na. To be an 

indi\adual is to be limited; it is to hedge a wall of 

neglect or non-recognition of tlie Whole round the centre 
of interest jn a particular portion or aspect of the 

Absolute Whole, To attend to a particular point is to 

neglect the rest. And wc drr, for the time being, only 

that to. which we give our full attention. No body else 

forces us to attend to anything. It is a voluntary 
game which we may play or not. It has a beginning 
and an end, Bui as every concave has its convev 

side, so the limitation of our interest to here and ootc 

his the other aide involved in the very act of limitation, 

natnuly, the passing away the rest of the Reality, ever 

present in the total experience, into the subconscious. 

The present day psychology holds Uiat* the original datum 

of cognitive experience is a continuous whole, in which 
wc make difFerentiations in accordance with put interests. 

There is really no Ijmu tp the prcscntaiicp-continuum^ 
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but only ttot much of ii: constitutes my reality as 
is above the threahuJcl of my coasciousnesa; and out 
of that too iliat is more real to me in which I 

am emotionally interested or which has value for me. 
The rest is neglected, ft is in some such manner that 
a mind or individuality takes its rise in the Absolute 

according to Vasistha. A centre of interest, a point of 

consciring activity, ts sponiamously {Svabhovatah) and 
without any ulterior motive, fixed in the ever infinite 
and perfect Absolute like the springing up of a whirl in 
an ocean. From tlic point of i^iew of this centre the 
total Absolute Experience appears split up into two 
aspects, one in which the individual (the centre) is 

interested, and so, real to it, and the other in which 

the individual is not interested, and bo, unreal to the 

individual. But there cannot be an actual separation 
between the two aspects of ilie entire Experience except 

for the individual. As the centre of interest of the 
individual continues shifting, his experience goes on 

changing. Imagining new and new lorms in the object’ 

ive world is but the durnging of the centre of interest- 
And wc' cannot but imagine new forms for out objective 
experience, because the entire infinite Experience is im¬ 
manent in every individual and on account of this fact 

there is a revolt in the individual against being satisfied 

with a particular form of experience and a demand to 

have other forms of experience in the field of consci¬ 
ousness. This is the reason why there is no final 
satisfaction of desire in having this or that object As 

long as w-e shall continue to desire particular objects 

T .“""f "f "® rot or final peace, for] 
objecle will be mfimte in number and kind and there 
IS a erawng in u for the infinite. Tliia in the reason 
why we suffer. This is why we cannot be happy i„ 
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this world. This is why, in spite of our possessions, 

achievements and enjoyments, we always fee! poor, No 

doubt, we always have, early or late, what we want, 

what wc strive for, and what we earnestly desire. 
But by the time we get it, our centre of interest 
has shifted to something eke, and so, we no longer 

arc satisfied with the attainment of the objects of 
our previous desires. We do not wait lo enjoy what 

we have ourselves attracted towards os. This is why 

there is discord, inharmony, unhappiness, etc., in the 

world. 
This state of aflkirs will continue to be experienced 

as long ;ts there is interest in particular objects and 

desire to be this or that, and attachment to this or 

that, for, there will be a perpetual revolt from within 

against satisfaction with the particular part when the 

Whole is ours. Want of happiness is the sign of this 

revolt. There is a need also of this revolt, otherwise 
no one would aspire to be perfect. Thus, evil ts 
necessary, otherwise the glory of the Absolute which is 

our very Self, the deep ocean behind the bubble of our 
being, would remain bidden from the view of those 

who are interested in p.artia! and poor asf^ts of It. 

The vision of the Whole, the infinite Self, will shine 
above the threshold of consciousness ooly when we give 

up our limited interests and become interested in the 

Whole and constantly imagine oursdves to lie nothing 
leas than the Whole. No external force other than our 

own will maJke us choose what we shall become. This, 

in brief, is the view on evil and victoiy over il^ 
suggested by the study of the Yoga-vUiti^tha. How 

far it is satisfactory, let the reader judge. Wc can 

only say that beyond this it is diOicult for human 

intellect to go. 
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8. \Vh<tf am I? 

“ Know thy*Self^‘ is a very old exhortation of the 

wise men of all ages and climes. And knowing the 
Self appears to be an easier task than knowing the 
external world* for the latter is presented to us only so 
far as our semes reveal it to us. What there may be 
behind the sensible in the external world ever remains 

hidden from us. But probably there is an agreement 
as to what the external world is so far as it is re¬ 

vealed to us, but there is a great divergence of 
opinion amongst the great thinkers of die world as to 
what the Self is. A big volume can be filled if only 
a .mention is made of the various views held by emi¬ 
nent thinkers on the nature of the Self. There is 

hardly any space for us to exhaustively deal with it 
here. We shall only refer to a few typical instances of 
this divergence of views held in the East as well as in 
the West, 

Descartes starts his enquiry to find out truth by 

doubting everything that the commonsense or the pre¬ 
viously existing thought of the West took for granted. 
In doubting everything* he discovers that the doubter is 

presupposed in all doubting, and therefore cannot l>e 
doubted to exist. Doubting is thinking. | think there¬ 

fore I am. (“Cogj/o ergo The discovery of 

Descartes which consists in knowing that no one can 

doubt his own existence because he is presupposed as a 

doubler* alihough a very old truth, is the starting point 

of Modem Philosophy, Sl Augustine Jong before Dea- 
cancs thought “To doubt my existence is to assert mv 

irf'. »/ 
Vol I Chap. XVI.) We 6„rf ,hc ean,; 

.^a e.p^ by SfaAta,, i„ ,,j. Ce„,^ 
iirahm«..u,r.. (I,. 3. 7): “it i. no. po^lW* dt^ny 
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the existence of the Self, for ?t is the very essence of 
him who denite*’. 

But, v?hat am I ?—^is the next and more important 

question. Descartes comes to the conclusion that the 

self is a thinking Stibstanc&. He did not examine the 
idea of substance critically. Hume questioned whether 

there was any aub&tniu;& lihe the self. His intnospection, 

hfuine said, revealed no such entity as an enduring, 
contiaumg and identically the same, spiritual substance 
within him, but only a congeries of sensations, impres¬ 

sions, memories, feelings, etc. He discovered no Self 
** otlier than a bundle or collection of difTerent percep¬ 

tions which succeed each other with an inconceivable 

rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and movement/' 
Exactly in the same manner, long before Hume, did 

the Buddhist thinkers repudiate the idea of Self" 
as a spiritual substance which was postulated 

by the NaiyUyikaa as the thinker, doer, and feeler- The 

seif for the older Buddhists is only a bundle 
of the psychical states which are ever in dux, but are 
held in unity as mind {ciltarn). There is no doubt 

that so far as the thoughts, ideas, feelings and interests 

are concerned, there is a perpetual flux, a constant 

change witliin ourselves. .\nd whenever one socks to find 
the Self with the help of ordinary* introspection, he wilt 

siumble at this or that particular and passing thoughl- 
Humc, James and Buddhists are SO far quite correct. 
But as Kant in tlie West and S'arhkara in India 

pointed out, the changing multiplicity of ideas, sensa¬ 

tions, feelings, etc., alone arc not sufTicient to explain 
all the facts and aspects of our inner life. Both of 

them point out that these changing psychical states 
are not the Self. The Self is the Subject which 

unifies and apperceives these states, and without the 
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presupposition of which no onityt which is ns much a, 

fact of inner eKpcricncc as the multiplicity of the ideas, 
nor consciousness of changing states, could have been 
possible. To seek for the Self in the changing states 

of the mind, both of them say, is certainly wrong. The 

Self is the unifying Subject that can never be made 
an object, can never be presented as a thought, sensa* 

tion or feeling. It is therefore absurd to regard it as 

something known in the ordinary sense. Psychology 
cannot observe it, but, as Ward suggests, must pre¬ 

suppose tt. Buddhists, Hume and James who have 

repudiated the popular idea of the Self have done a 

great service to the problem, in so far as they have 
convinced us tliat a search for the Self in the changing 
states of the mind, down from the tne or ego to the 

bodily states and feelings, cannot give us the Self, 
Truly indeed, because the search for the Self is not 
for the changing aspect of ourselves, nor for the plural¬ 

ity of ideas wthin, nor even for that which can be the 
object of our knowledge. It is for tlie permanent in 

us, for the unity within, and for the Subject which 

knows every thing else. When a philosopher says that 
them is no permanent entity found within his mind or 
in the objects outside, he is quite right in so far as it 

goes. But tti conclude that permanence and unity can 

nowhere be found, because they have not been found in 

the objective side of our experience—both mind and 

tnattei^-is absurd. Experience is inexplicable w'ithout 
the persupposiuon of a Permanent Unity, If we have 

not found where the Permanent Unity eKists, we must 

only confess that we have not found it, and should 
not deny its existence. It is not only dogmatic to deny 

the existence of what is presupposed in ail our expert*' 
ence, but also an act of philosophlcide, if we can use 
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the expression. If wc are honest thinkers, let ub say 

that our knowledge is not yet complete, tliat we have 
stilt to team more and more. Lodge has rightly $ald, 

** The assertions of tnen of genius are often of value: 
their denials seldom or never/' (Lodge: Making of Man^ 

p. 24, footnote.) 

What am I then, when the term " I " stands for the 
Ultimate Subjective Unity? For, after all it is the I " 
that endures amidst all the changes of personality \ it 

is the " 1 that uniites all the discrete many that 
compose the psychical and the external world of my 

experience; atul it is the ** I '* which is presupposed tn 

all experience. What is the character of the '* I " ? 

Before finding out the actual character of this “ I ”, let 
us be sure of a few points in this connection. The 

search for the '* I ” is the s^rch for the permanent or 
the* continuous. We must not, therefore, expect to find 
U in the varying and changing factors of our expen- 

ence* It is a search for the ultimate Unity within, we 

should nut therefore expect to find it as one of the 
many contents of our experience. And because it is a 

search for the ultimate Subject of our experience, wc 
should not expect to find it out amidst the objective 

world and amidst those things and ideas that can be 
presented. The search is no doubt a difficult onc- 

Many philosophers, specially in the West, have faltered 

in the search for the Self, simply because they neither 

understood what they were in search after, nor where 
to seek for it. U is to the great credit of the VedUnta 

thinkers that they alone grasjjod well the problem of 

the Self, and they alone answered it more satisfactorily 

than any other philosopher of the Fast or West. 

great psychologist James sums up his discus* 
sion on the problem of Self by saying ** PeraonaJity 
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implies the incessent presence of two eiements, on 
objective person, known by ihe passing subjective 

Thought and recognized as continuing in time,” (Princi¬ 

ples of Psychologyf Vol, I, p. 37L) The main difficulty 

that lies in this conclusion is how a '* passing '* (subject* 

ive thought could be recognized as *' continuing in 

timeHow can " I ”, the unchanging background of 
all the cbangitig be “a Thoughtt at each mo¬ 
ment difierent from that of the last moment”, (/fr/rf., 
p. ‘HJl.) it is a veo' simple truth painted out by the 
author of the Bhumati^ the great VSeas-pati MiVra, 

that “what varies not nor changes in the midst of 

things that vary and change is difTercnt from them 
(vyetvaHamnneiitt yad anavartate tut tebkyo hkimuimy\ 

The “ I ”, therefore, which is felt as continuing in time 

must be distinguished from that which passes. It 

cannot be one of the series of passing thoughts, but 

behind and beyond the series. We may not of course 
be able to separate the passing me-s from the enduring 
“ / ”, simply because it is a factor that cannot be 

thought away from any ijassing me. But at any rate 

we can determine its character by negating from it .'ll! 

the passing Here it may be pointed out. as Kant 
actually did point out, that it may be that this unity 

of apperception may not have any esistonce apart from 

Its function of unifying the passing sensations or ideas. 
There is no fear like that, for, there are other levels 
of our experience in which the passing mc-s of die 

ordinary waking consciousness are altogether absent, but 
the Self is still felt to be continuing in the same way 
as it does in the waking experience. 

Our concrete personality, which is calletl the mo 

by William James, may be analysed into several factors ; 
the physical me (anna-tnaya), the sensitive and appetitive 
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me {prU\M~maya) the thinking and tviUing me 
may a), and the feeling me (Bnanda-maya), as James 
Ward (See Ward: Psychological Prijiciples^ Chap, XV, 4-^ 

Section I) and the Tail tiny a Upanted have suggested, 
Which of them can be or cannot be regarded as the Self, 
or the real “ 1 ” as distinguished from me or " 1" of 

the moment will depend upon which one of them 
endures or does not endure in all the levels of our 

experience, which we often wrongly suppose to be 
identical with only one level or aspect of it, namely, 

the ordinar>’ waking experience, Hindu philosophers 

have taken the entire experience into consideration in 
forming a metaphysical theory. They have observed 

four main kinds of experience; waking, dream, deep 
sleep and samsdhi. At one time or other of our 

existence we are in one or the other of these four 

stales of experience. Our Self should not be only that 
which endures throughout our waking existence, but also 

throughout all the various kinds of experience in which 
we exist this or that time. If any factor of our 

pi!isonality ceases to be exiierienced in any one of these 

suites, it cannot claim to be our Self. For it is absent 

when wc are present. Our existence cannot be, on the 

other hand, denied in any hind or level of experience, 

for any kind of "experience without an experient is 
unintelligible", as Ward points out. Ward further 
thinks: “ It is the 1—not the Me—that ... is . 

essential to any experience, while the Me is essential to ^ 

only some." {Psychological Prittciples, p, 379.) Another 
consideration that Vasistha and the VitdiJHiists have 

rightly kept in view is that all those factors of my 

liersonalit}’ that can at one time or other be made the 

objects of experience, that is, can be observed externally 

or introspeciively have to be discarded as the not-Self. 
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For, the seatcii for the Self, as we have already 

pointed out is the search for the Ultimate Subject of 
our experience, and as Ward says, “ there would be 

certainly a difficulty, if we maintained that the subject 
of experience could ever be the direct object of its 
own experience,'* (Psfj'cAo/o^ic^r/ Principles, p, 380.) 

Now a careful study of the various kinds of ex¬ 
perience wilt convince us that almost all the faclom of 
our objective personalit)'^ or me pointed out above are 

contingent. They cease to be experienced in this or 

that state of experience. The *' anna-maya ** (physical) 
»n? which is lying in the bed is not experienced in 

dream; the ** pfUfia-maya ** (the sensitive and appetitive) 
me. the “mana-mcrya" (the tlilnking and willing) me, 
and the vi/Tuttia-maya" (the intellectual) me. all are 
absent from the experience of deep sleep in which 

nothing but vague feeling of unique pleasure forms tlie 
content of our exjierience; and in a higher m>'Stic 

experience, called sontu^ht, which a truly scientific 

psychology should no longer continue to ignore ” 
(Wt>oda: T/ie Self ami Its Problems, p. 136), even this 

vague feeling of pleasure (the Unanda^aya*' or the 

feeling me) is ciianged into the clear experience of 

Blissful Exist^ce, in which no duality ,s experienced, 

and the subject and the object exist as if elcmaily 

united in the Unity of experience which is abo^-e the 
distinction. Throughout this variation and dropping of 

the me^9 the Seif continues as awareness or conscious- 
ness isamvid), which never changes although its objects 
change. Consciousness is therefore declared to be the 

^ntial character of the Self by Vasisjha and the 
^d^nt^sts, as well as by the philosophers. 

,s no time when the Self ceases to be conscious. 
The objects of consciousness vary and change, but 
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consciousness as such does not cease to be, does not 

change. For, if consciousness ttsclf suiTere changes, 

they must be known by consciousness itself* Change 
must be in the objects and not in consciousness, for 

the latter is presupposed as the witness of the change, 
which would remain unknown otherwise. Green rightly 
observes '* Neither can any process of change yield a 

consciousness of itself, which, in order to he a con¬ 
sciousness of change, must he equally present to all 

stages of the changes; nor can any consciousness of 

change, since the whole of it must be piesent at once, 
be itself a process of change . , , ; urithin the con¬ 

sciousness itself there can be no change/' (Green; 

Proiegomena io Ef/o'ca, p. 23.) And, “No one and no 

member of a series of related events can be the 
consciousness of the series as related. Nor can any 

product of the series be so cither/* (Ibid,, p. 21.) I 

Veduntis/A argue that the Self or conscionsness does no^ 
cease to be even in dreamless deep sleep. Their .ail¬ 

ment is summarized by Prof. RadhS-kts^n as: “ Even 
in dreamless sleep there is the Self, for when one 

rises from it one is aware that one had good sleep 

undisturbed by dreams. This he knowt^ from memory. 

Since memory is only of presentations, the bliss of 

steep and the consciousness of nothing must have been 

presented during the sleeping state, If it is said that 
the absence during sleep of disquiet and knowledge is 

only infetred from the memory of the state before 

sleep and perception of the state after it, then it is 

replied that we cannot infer anything the like of which 

is not presented. H it is said that a negative coitc^pt 

cinnot have any percept answering to it, and therefore 

the absence of knowledge and disquiet is only inferred, 

it is said in reply that absence of knowledge, etc., to 
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be inferred must be conceivable, f.e.^ must have been 
directly perceived during their abiience. So wc have 
during dreamless steep direct consciousness of the 

absence of knowledge and disquiet. In that state the 

empirical mind is inactive and pure consciousness alone 
is present.*' {indian PhiUtsophyf Vol. II, pp. 4?8'479.) 

Consciousness does not cease to be not only through¬ 
out the various levels or changes of experience under’- 

gone in a life-time, but even throughout the eternity. 
The autlior of the Devi-HhugavAia argues that conscious¬ 
ness cannot be said to have a beginning or an end, 

for, " Never has the cessation of consciousness been 
experienced; if it is asserted that it has been, the 
cxperiencer himself stands behind as the embodiment of 
consciousness*’. (O.S., III, arxxii, 15-16.) The idea 

is that we cannot say that consciousness does not 

exist at any time unless it>£ knov that it docs nut 

really exist. But knowing presupposes consciousness. It 
will certainly be absurd to think that consciousness 
comes into existence or comes to an end at any time, 

for there will be no data for such a supjiosition. For, 
*‘ It is here at length that being and knowing meet.*' 

(Ward: Psyckohfricai Principles.) Moreover, to evolve 
consciousness from that which had it not, would be 

another absurdity. For, consciousness “ is unique ", 
tGreen: Ptviegomena to Ethics, p. 171.) “Conscious¬ 
ness shines in its own light.” (ibid., p. 172.) Green 

also comes to the conclusion: '* Consciousness does not 
arise out of Nature, . , , Consciousness is never 

evolved . It is that which is presupposed by evolu¬ 
tion; that failing which there would be no single 
universe and no evolution at all. ' {Ibid,, p. 175.) William 

James is ako constrained to think: “If evolution is to 

work smoothly, consciousness in some shape must have 
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been present at the very origin of things.** {Principie^ 

of Poyckolo^y., Vol. 1, p. 149.) To escape dogmatism, 
therefore, we have to accept that Consciousness knows 
no beginning and no end. This self-luminous consci* 

ousnc&s neither rises nor sets throughout the months, 
years, small and great ages past or to come**, thinks 

the author of the (I, 7.) It is always the 
same. The Self, therefore, is Consciousness that endures 
throughout all the ch<ange5 of personality, and throughout 
all times past and present. The Sufitkhya and the 

Ved'ania thinkers as well as Vasis^ha hold this view 

with little differences. But the problem of Self docs 

not end here vvith Vasina and the philo¬ 

sophers of the Advaiia school. 
The Samkhya philosophers who share with the 

VeditnihU the view that the Self, or Puruqa as the 
former call it, is the pure consciousness divested of all 

objective factors of the personality, are nevertheless 

plumlitts with regard to the numlier of the ultimate 
Selves, and dualists with regard to the quality of the 

ultimate principles at the root of the' universe. They 

hold that there is a plurality of such selves {punt^as) 

in the world, and quite distinct and different from them 
there is a common ground of objecLivit}' (the Prakf^t^t 

the various evolutes and forms of which enter as factors 

in the total |>ersona1ity of ours. All that we have called 
the wfc in one or the other form, is according to the 
S^ihkhya thinkers a form of this objectiviiy with which 

die Self has wrongly identified Itself. Through 
metaphysical analysis and discrimination the self wilt be 

found to be entirely sep,irate and altogether distinct in 

nature from the objective or empirical nwtf, it will ever 
rest aloof in ita mvn state of self-iltumination, as an 

individual in itself. 
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The Vedunthts and ^''asis^a, however, discard this 

duality and plurality of Prof. KsdhS’-k^Hu 
argues rightly against the SHthkhya plurality of the 
puru^as or selves i " There does not seem to be any 

basis for the attribution of distinctness to the Puru^a. 

If each Puru^a has the same features of eonsciousne&s, 
all*pervadingness, if there is not the slightest difference 
between one Puru^a and another, since they are free 

from all variety, then there is nothing to lead us to 

assume a plurality of pitra^as. Multiplicity without dis¬ 

tinction is imposstbie,** (titdian Philosophy, Vol, 11.) 
Vaaisiha thinks it irrational that there should be ultimate 
duality between the subject and object of our experi¬ 

ence. They must have, according to him taken their 
root from the same Common Ground of Existence, 
which is the Whole that embraces the two within itself. 

That Ground is the Unity of not only the subjective 
and objECtivc {actors of our experience, but also a Unity 

of all the Selves, in which It finds expression. It is 

needless to say that Keason demands the existence of 
a Universal Consciousness as the deepest reality within 
U5 as well as within the objective world. "The Uniform 

order of Nature and our knowledge of that order", 
Green rightly says, “have a common source in a spiritual 
principle." {Prolegomena to B/kks, p. xili,) Prof. R3dha- 

kr?i^ also sa^ very emphaticallyr "The fundamental 

fact of a Universal Consciousness is the presuppusitton 
of all knowledge {Indian Philoaophy, Vol. 11, p, 306) i 
and " Self, as Univetsal Consciousness, is to be’ admitted^ 
if experience is to be rendered intelligible." {I hid, 

p. 159.) S^arftkara and his foDowers have strongly urgtul 

for the identity between the Universal Consciousness 
and the md,vidua] self. But STathkam has not given 
any rational grounds for the identity. Mis only ground 
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is the statements of the Upuni^ads^ like '* Brahmavid 

Brahmaiva bhavati with regaiYl to which he says: 
''ft is not possible that one can attain identity 
with another altogether distinct." {S^mkara Bhd^ya 

o« TaiL Vp,t 11, 8, 15,) Elsewhere he says: "If the 
individual souls were different from the Highest Self, the 

knowledge of the Highest Self would not imply the 
knowledge of the individual soul, and thus the promise 

given in the Vpani^ads, that throu^ the knowledge of 

One reality, everything is known, would not be fulfilled." 
{Sstftkara Bh^^ya oit the Brahma-sstrast 1, 4, 20.) In 

fact, if the individuals were not at root One, knowledge, 

morality, love and organization would not be [mssihle in 

tiic world, There would have been no system in the 

Universe, and no Law in Nature. Vasistha, therefore^ 

{$ right when he holds that the Ultimate Self of all is 

the Aljsolute, from which all spring up, in which all 
live, and to which all return. So also according to the 

Upani^adSt " 1 am the Brahman" {Aham Brahma aeini). 
(T/m Brhtid'draityaka Upani^ad^ 2-4, 10.) 

9, Reality or (JnrealHy of the World? 
The doctrine that " the world of experience vanishes 

in and twfore the truly real" {Wiadelband; 4n 
Inlroducthn to Philosophyt p. 80), is called acosmism 

in Philosophy, Our philosopher Vasistha^ as we have 

already seen, holds a similar view. The world-appeantnce 
with all its limitations, objects, and concepts ts only 

relatively real to an equally unreal mindL Apart from 

the vision of a mind, there is no world. The Absolute 

as such does not experience any of the objects as wc 

experience them. The entire world with all its contents 

is an appearance in a finite centre of consciousness, 
whether that centre be cosmic or individual. When the 

centre expands into the Absolute Circle, the world 
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viltiishcs from its vision. Let us now ti>' to see how 
fnr this view h tenable in the light of mo<lcrn thoughL 

W'hut is real and what is unreal ?—is a verv 
imporunt question. How the question at all arises is 
described by James: '* The whole distinction of real or 
unreal ... is thus grounded on two mental facts— 
hratf that wc are liable to think diflercntly of the same; 
nnd second, that when vve have done so, we can chocKic 
which way of thinking to adhere to and whidi to 
disregard.'" (James: Princtfileji of Psychology, Voh 11, 

p- 260.) It is exactly in this way that the question arises, 
whether the objective world is real or unreal. Por, 

there are two dtlfcrent ways of looking at it: one, as 

it is known to us at present and, second, as it may be 
apart from our knowledge of it, and at all times. Now, 
what is regarded as real liy me? “Any object", Jiinies 
points out, “which remains uncontradicted is i^so fado 
believed and posited as absolute reality" (/Aid., p. 2S6)r 
and further be saj-s; “EacA roor/d vs^hilsi it is. alUndtd 
to is real after its own fashion ; only the reality lapses 
with the auentioii." (/AjV/., p. 293.J Speaking aboul 

what every individual takes to be real in spite of there 

being other possihLlitie.s James sa)-®; " Whatever escites 
and stimulates our interest is real ” (/An/,, p. 295), and 

sums up the whole psychology of belief m one concept ; 
"The fotts et er^o of all reality, whether from the 

Absolute or ])raaical point of view, js thus subjective, 

is ourselves. ... As thinkers w'lth emotional reaction, 
we give what s«?ems to us a still higher degree of 

reality tu whatever thing we select and emphasise and 
turn to with a will."' {Ibid., p, 297.) Schiller similarly 

holtb: “In this selecnoo of 'rcai' reality our interests, 
desires, and emotions mentally pJay n leading part 

Individual minds differ as gj^tiv m their accepianix's 
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of * factsas in other asjjccts. . , , Withcmt a 
process; of selection by usi there are no real facte for 

us^ and this whole process ik iminenEiciy arbitrary.’' 
(Schiller: Studies in Hfitiumism, pp. 187*188.) '* The real 

estcmal world is the pragmatically elTcctive part of our 
total experience:." {ibid., p, 202.) Fnim titese considera¬ 

tions Schiller comes to a very imijortani conclusion that 

" Kcjil and 'unreal* are really distinctions of value 

wthin ; the ' unreal' is what may be safely 
ignored, and the ‘ real' is what it is better to recognize,” 
{ibid., p. 480.) “ Our pragmatic realities need not i<i 
be ultimate." {ibid., p, 475,) 

From these psychological considerations it follows 
that the objective world of any individual is real only 
in reunion to his subjective interests, apart from which 

it may present iiuitc a different appearance. There are 

as many worlds as the itvdividtials with ^"iiryrng interests 

and purposes, and they change in accordance with the 
subjective changes of their ext>erienu;. This ts why the 

Humanists hold Umt reality is in the making. The 

world of one individual is in its major part unreal 

to another, and of die same individnal the present 

vftirld is unnad at some time or other, when his 

interests and emotions are ttniirdy different. The com¬ 

monness of die world of many individuals is due 
only to similarity of interest and value. There may 

be Ciiuntli^s individuals here and now m very different 

from us in their attitude and subjcctiviiy that their 

worlds arc totally nnrenj to us and ours totiiUy unreal 

to them, A alight change in our vision changes the 
eniirt world. The real world of dream is totally unreal 

when the centre of interests is directed from the mental 

towards the physical personality, A little change in the 

thrcshohl of coneciousness determined by our interest 
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will Open an entirely new world, which was unreal 
before, and will efface out of vision that which was 
formerly reai. There can be no doubt that if our 

vision could lie an absolute vision ivith the widest 
possible interests and universal love, the world will not 

be experienced by us then in the same manner as it 
is experienced now. Why should we then suppose that 
the world which is real to u$, the particular and finite 
centres of interests, is also real to the >\bsolute £x> 

perience. In the Experience of the Absolute, the facts 
that I interpret as my particular real world must be 

presenting themselves differently. A study of the same 
facts differently interpreted in waking and dream con¬ 
sciousness will probably tnaite the contention intelligible. 
A slight scratch, for example, on the physical body, 
lying in bed, may Ije interpreted as a real cut of a 

sword by the dreaming personality. A verj- little weight 

put upon the physical boily may be inicr^ireted bj- the 
dreaming pereonality as being pressed heavily by a huge 

rock. Many other wonderful experiments of this sort 

can be made to convince one that what is interpreted 
as a real world may be experienced and interpreted in 
an entirely different manner in another order of exist¬ 

ence. An hour of waking consciousness can be realized 
as a whole life-time by the dreaming personality. Our 
real time and apace may prohihly be mere moments 

and points in some other grade or type of experience. 

Our real world, therefore, must be thought to be real 
only in relation to us, in whatever grade of experience 

we may be. And it is i>sychological]y absurd to cxjject 
it to be real in the same sense in the Absolute 

Experience. It may Ins present in the Absolute in so 

entirely a different manner, that it is hardly correct for 

us to say that the world that is real to us is fe.il to 
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the Absolute In tilt* Setme inanntir, Acosinism is there¬ 

fore a doctrine against which psychology cannot any 
anything. Psychology on the other hand gives a sup¬ 

port to iL Even a great physicist of the modern times 
comes to a conduKion in one of his famous works, 
which gives very much support to the doctrine of 

Vasis^a* '*The absolute world is of so different a 
nature, that tlie relative world, with which we are 

acquainted, seems almost like a dream,” (Eddington i 
Sftaett Time and Gravi/ationf p. +4.) 

Going deeper than the psycholo^sts do usually, 
into the epistemological examination of the objective 

world of our experience from w'hich our subjective 
interests, as the psychologists point out, create a “ real 
world" of psj'chology, we leam that the world of our 

experience is so differeni in nature from the real-world- 

without-mind that our experience seems to be nothing 

more than a dream. With a slight change in our 

senses with regard to their number or constitution, 

this objective dream of ours would change immensely, 

k will become quite another to a differently constituted 

mind. This is not inconceivable. Even here and now 

there might be experienced several kinds of worlds 

existing simultaneously and interpenetratingly with one 
another, yet quite unreal to the minds diffetently con¬ 

stituted from those to which they are real. If all of 
iis could possess, for example, X-ray sight, our world 

would be found inhabitated not by bodies of tjie nature 

wc see, but by skeletons merely. How can wc then 

expect that the Absolute Conscrousness, which is very 

much different from our present consciousness, would be 

conscious of things as wo iire conscious of themt that 

the world in the Absolute Experience would be as it is 

in ours, who are limited forms of the Absolute, viewing 
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k in oar own way and from our own particular point 
of view? in the Whole things cnvist be present in a 

much difTerent way, and pmbably in so different a way 
from that in which they are present to us, that wc 
can ^^^^fe)y say that the world real to and cxficrienced 

hy us is iinrcn! to and is not experienced by the 
Absiilute. “The Absolute Consciousness of die Whole 

as Kingslajtd points out, “would be the nn conscious ness 

of anyihing'i it would lie the absence of any objective 
universe.*' (Kingsland: Rational Mysticism, p. 371.) 
That the vision of an objective world h relative to the 
activity of tlic mind, that it is absent when the activ* 

ity of the mind is absent, as V'asis^ points out, is 
evident from the fact that no ctbjecii\'e world is experi¬ 
enced when the mind comes naturally to rest in deep 

sleep, and i$ brought to rest in SiimuriAi, Aljsolute as 
such, in itself, is the dee]iCHt Reality, the Ocean of 
Consciousness, within which waves of minds rise and 

fall, but as a whole neither risies nor talk. It is, aa 

Pramatha Natha hIukhopsrdh)itya puts it, *' level of no 
stress, £ero potential, absoIutE homoj^eneitv, all consci- 

oiunesa, all beioj;, and all bliss.*' iApftroaches to Trut/t, 

p. 420.) How can we then think that oor world is real 
to the Afjsolute ? 

h may hotvever he objected that the world or even 
the countless worlds and the minds to which they are 

relative do not and cannot exist outside the Alisolute. 
.And when they arc in the Absolute, how ettn their 
teality be denied? Ii ie no duel* true that ibey <ai»t 
within the Absolute, a fuel which Vaasha not 

deny, but they cannot be «,|d to he existing there in 
tho fom, we experience them. Tire Absolute Ireing the 

Ultimate Source of all there telativc appear,oices and of 

many others, their opposites and antillreais, all ilie 
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multipJicity of appearances gets ftiscil and blended into 
a bomogeneouR WTioIe- Therefore, the woild as ive sec 
it is an apfxiarance rdative to us abnte. This is wkit 

Vasi^hn teaches. This is what some of the Vpani^ad^, 

some of the Biiddte. Gau<Ja-p!rda, S^am- 
kiira and other Advaiia Vedmtisls also teach. 
10. Concluding Remarks i 

The general approach to some of the problems of 
philosophy atteinpittl above, on which Vasistha has 

caepressed his views, brings us to the conclusion that 
the views of Vasisjha, in whate>-er manner they might 

have been arrived at, appe;ir to be rationally skmnd and 
practically useful. There is no doubt that there are 

many problems of lift that he has not touched u[x,ii, 

many that he has only vaguely handled, and also many 

iihich he has clumsily and at times wrongly solved. 

Hot on the whole, wc have no hesinition in saving that 

Vasiejha, whether he was a historical or a mete legen¬ 
dary personage (in which case we might say the 

author of the Yoga-vasi^tjM)^ deserves a place not only 

among the great philosophers of India, but also of 

Ihe wr>rld. His philosophy, which we have the pri¬ 

vilege to put for the first time in a systematic and 

taimprehensivc form before the wuritl, however onsatiV 
factorily it may be, desen^cs to be studied as much 

as of any other thinker of the past, not onlv as a 

belie of ancient ttidian culture, but also as a body of 

\“ilualilc contributions to philosophy and as an ennobling 
creed of life. 

But, there arc many serious defects in the pre¬ 

sentation of this philosophy in the Yoga-vasi^iha, for 
which it has sofltred oblivion for so many centuries. 

The m^t obwtms of all ta the want of a systematic 

presentation of the doctrines. The Voga-vtJsi^tha, as we 
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have already said, is a forest of philosophy and not a 
garden of it. There is too much of repetition of the 

same views, which is due to the want of system. There 

is no serious attempt made to f>e consistent with what 

has already been said in many placK. In other places 
there is confusion of points of view from w'hich ap¬ 

parently contradictory and conflicting statements are 
made, which the reader Bnds very difficult to reconcile. 
There is no fixed terminology; words change their 

meaning in different places. Almost all statements 

are made dogmatically, although there is a constant 
attempt to Illustrate them by way of examples. There 

is hardly an attempt anywhere to state the opix>* 

site views of other philosophers and to examine or 
criticize them, 

All these defects are, however, com|}ensated hy some 
very important merits of the work so far as the 

presentation of the philosophical doctrines is concerned. 

The entire work is free from the tendency of defending 
the doctrines by quoting Scriptures in support, as it 
was do{44edly pursued by the later Vedaniic phitosopliers 

of the various schools, .It is also free ham the hair- 
spUtting, yet proving-nothing, argomenta which abound in 

the works of later ffaiyayiktis. Unlike many other 
thinkers who give very little or no information, in spite 

of troubling the reader with complicated, high-sounding 
and unintelligible expressions, the author of the Yoga^ 

vasi^ha reveals very deep atjd significant facts of life in 
a clear, simple and easy manner. 

The philosophy of the Yoga-vasi^tfm, we must not 
forget, is not a philosophy in the ordinary and usual 

sense of the term. It is not arrived at by dlscursivx 
thinking, but through a higher realizaUon of life. 
Vasistha docs not give us a logic of it, but a vision 
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only. And. it is a vision rather than iugic that we 
reqoire in this age, 

Ilow far the phiiosophy of Vasi^ha original is 
very dilFicult to determine. We have already mentioned 
that in the philosophy of the Yoga-vustqtha we find a 
synthesis of ail that was best in the Upani^ads, 

Sumkhya, Yoga and Buddhism, so far as general 
philosophy is concerned. Originality in philosophy lies 
not so much in creating anything new, but in 
synthesizing the already existing views in a higher and 

satisfactory manner of one's own. the synthesis itself 
being a new one. This we find successfully done by 
Vasis^a. 

Apart from its soundness as a system of philo¬ 
sophy, in so far as we may call it so, it may 
be safely said that, if accepted as a creed of life, 

the philosophy of Vasistha will exercise a very 

healthy inHuence on life. It will widen our outlook; 

will free us from many harmful superstitiona, nar¬ 

row ideas, and wrong craving; it will make one feel 

that he is the maker of his own fate, responsible for 

his own condition and circumstances, and powerful 
enough to come out of all miserable plights; it will 

raise one up in the scale of existence by inspiring 

him to be great; and it will enable one to live in 
the “ Kingdom of Meaven ” here and now. It will 

make one a better citizen of the world by freeing one 

from the prejudice of caste, creed, sex or race. It will 
enable one not only to live happily, but also to die 

happily. The author of the Y^a-v^si^tha indeed did 

not exaggerate when he wrote: " By repeated study of 
this work and by constant practice of its philosophy, one 

gets highest type of intellectual enlightenment, becomes 

a great and noble citizen and attains Liberation in this 
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very I (n, 18, 36j HI, 8, 13; II, 18, 8; III, 

8, l5t)^ And tf, as the Pragmatists say, utility is the 
test of truth, the philosophy of Vasistha, has much 

truth in it. 

^aiTix n 
^wrPt ^ ^ 5l^ ^ tl 
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